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AN AGENDA FOR . THE FUT RE

Reynold Levy and iValdern'ar A. elsen*

,-
. Intloduction

The Filer.Commission, the largest and' most sustained effort ever made to study
private .philinthropy in the United States, has funded a considerable body of
information° and analysisof varied quality, which begins to fill some important gaps
in our -knowledge. but, equally., it has helped to illuminate how much we still do
not know about the immense nonprofit sector, the terra incognita, of American
society:

The mi4rssion,has focusecAhurh of its research on the problems of donors and
private fund-giving institutions, to the neglect of the even larger problems of the
vast array of private fund-using agencies and organizations, the so-Called dooees,
including their relations with government. In developing its recommendations for
public' policy it has again largely concentrated 9n the concern of m or donors,
philanthropic' foundations, and those provisions of federal tax I wh h impinge
directly, on their behavior.

This is understandable, given the origin nd the composition of the Commission
and giver) the fact that foundations-and major don have beeeheavily, struck by
political ,and economic developments of recent years. Even critics of the Filer
Commission's approach would have to admit that philanthropy has been a major
element 10. sustaining many of the "peaks of excellence',' in American higher
education,_scientific research, and cultural life. To prevent a severe dislocation in
the private support system which has undergirded that precious range of institutions7
is not_orily a legitimate but an essential Undertaking in the national interest.

However, the mmission's preoccupation with'the problems of major donors
and philanthropi founOations has had two consequences: it has given a defensive
cast, a "shoring- p of the status quo" quality, to much of. its product. And, when.
the Comrnissio concludes its activities in late 1975, it will necessarily leave a long
important agen a Of unfinished business Which a successor or° successors will then
have to deal with.

This paper presents one perspective r-Srrvhat some of the priority items on that
agenda should .be. It also seeks to strike a more urgent, perhaps a more agressive,
note-regarding the strategy for action which is called for

It is a premise of what follows that the Third Sector is not only a distinctive but
a crucially important eleffient in the AmericTirdemocratic, pluralistic system. And it
is the authors' judgment that nonprofit, institutions are in serious trouble, possibly
crisis. Their place irrilliAerican life is in rapid decline relative to the role of govern:
pent. Their progra e being inundated the expansion of government, activities
in almost every field. They are increasingly dependenilhemselves on government
funding. The flow of private giving, individual andoforporate, has failed to keep
pace with soaring osts, which has further accelerated the rerative shrinkage of their
position. Man onprofit institutions are making a bad situation worse by their
poor performance and unresponsiyeness to changing public requirements. And publiF
opinion toward the private sector is ip deep transition, with both negative and
positive trends becoming increasingly appareht.

These. problems will not be solved by continued indifference; Mt neither will
they be solved by mere vthinking as usual" by addiction to conventional ideas

.
.,. /
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which can lead only to piecemeal, ameliorive, reactive steps. A bolder and more
basic strategy is called for.

To many, of course, this appeal will seem quixotic. For thete is a rather wide-
spread belief that time has overtaken the venerable old private nonprofit sector, that,
its continuing prominence and influence in the United States is an historical;
anachronism, that it has virtually disappeared in every other developeckWestern
society and will inevitably disappear here too.

This may be a great and penetrating, insight into the larger social, political, and
psychological trends of our times. But it may also be a death notice that is

premature, a repetition of the Spenglerian brand of misper6eption. In any event it is

not the view of the authors, to whom many of the problems of the Third Sector,
serious as they are, seem still to be remediable the funding problems, the rela-
tions with government, the problems of poor institutional performance, and the
problems of ambivalent public attitudes. They will, however, be correctable only if
mindless neglect, smallness of view, and faintness of spirit are replaced by an
approach more scaled to the full magnitude of the needs and the potentialities. That
is the assessment of the situation, and the underlying conviction, from which
proceed the following suggestions for a future action agenda.

THE NEED FOR INFORMATION, ANALYSIS, AND IDEAS

The Third Sector 'is not only in worrisome difficulty; it is plunging aboutlike a

frightened hterse in a dark swamp, tgporant of its problems and unable td find its
way back to firmer ground. If it is ever to do so, its most elementary need is for an
adequate base of information, dttalysis, and actionable ideas.

This i'a proposition so obviously plausible as regards almost any matter of
national importance that itsuns theI`risk of being accepted without being fully
understood. Therefore, some elaboratidn is necessary. .

Quite ap4rt from the qualitative contribution which the private voluntary sector
may haVe made to:diversi,ty and freedom in this country, it is in simple economic
terms the manpower it employs, the funding it receives and dispenses, and the
immense inputs of olunteered services it is given by tens of millions of citizens ,a
most consequential. element of'the ,American system. But, for Sd'rnes mysterious

b reason, the assumption of public-policy has always been that once given legal status
and .tax privileges, it required no further attention. Like the grass in the fields, it
-could be left to suryive and lowish on its own. In the same spirit the national
habit has been to -devote m sivd -resources and meticulous attention to gathering
and analyzing information bout ihdustry, commerce, agriculture, and labor and
about governmental ac vities sand institutions at .alevels but to devote neither
resources nor stu y to the private nonprofit sector. ,

Thus, today e hardly. know even its rough dimensions. The Int ernal Revenue
Service esti es, for example, that according to its criteria there may be something
between 600,000 and 700,00a, nonprofit entities in the country; other/ estimates
conclude fiat the number is more on the order of 7 million.I Almost equally wide
discrepa les exist in estimates of the, volume of gifts given, earned revenues,
finarvia interflows with governmental institutions, and the value of non-monetary
contributions, particul rly volunteered services, received.

More specific inf matron about particular categories of institutions, is equally
inadequate. Thanks t e continuing work of the Carnegie Foundation.foy the
Advancement of Teaching aqd of the Carnegie Commission on Policy Studies in
Higher Education which it has funded, a reasonably adequate body of information
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has been developed regarding institutions of higher education. But nothing
comparable exists regarding most of the major functional and institutional sub-

4(0 categories in culprer education, science, health and welfare. Here and there, one-
time efforts have .been made, such as The Ford Foundation's study published in
1974 of the financial problems of 166 leading cultural institutions.2 Given the
general absence of information, they have been welcoMe. But for anyone seeking an
adequate and up-to-date factual basis upon which to develop analyses; assessments
of major problems, and proposals for action, the gaps encountered in almost every
field are defeating.

If there is a paucity of basic factual information there is an even worse
deficienCy concerning the interrelated special characteristics and special problems of
broad sub-sectors of the huge, amorphous, arid heterogeneous congeries of institu-
tions composing the Third Sector.

Special Problems and Needs of the Social Action Movement

r
-..A vivid example of this dangerous kind of vacuum relates to what can be _called

the Social Action Movement, which has flourished in the United States in the post-
World War II period. ("Social Action Movement" is used as a term of convenience
to cover many disparate elements having in common only their active interest in
social change. 4t is not intended to suggest that they are coordinated under a single.--
banner, much less an organization.) This movement is defined to include that broad
range of associations and organizations primarily concerned with the issues of social
change civil% rights, anti-militarism, women's liberatioli, consumerism, environ-
mentalism, anti-poverty, neighborhood revitalization, public-interest law, and others.
That it is large and active is self-evident; indeed it may be the most vigorous part of '..
the entire nonprofit sector. Likewise, that it is of great power in contemporary
national life is also self-evident. A good many of the major milestones in recent

'American history. the march on Selma, the Birmingham bus boycott, the Freedom
Riders, the March on Washington, the anti-Vietnam war demonstrations, Naderism,

' the National Environmental Protection Act, and the proposed Equal Rights Amend-
inent to the Constitution are all evidenCe of the influence of one or another
element ofnthe SAM.

Some dllservsrs would go even further and say that the movement is not only
generating major transformations in American life but is contributing powerfully to
trends of change throughout the world. The French commentator and critic,
Jean-Francois' Revel, writes in hil widely read ,bobk, Without Marx or Jesus: "...
One of the most striking feStur'es of the past decade is that the only new revolu-
tionary stirrings in the world have had their origin in the United States. From

. America has come the sole revolutionary innovation which can 6e. described as truly
Original. I mean the complex of new oppositional phenomena designated by the
term `dissent'."

Whether or not one aFfeels with such an estimate of the global impprtance of the
SAM, it has to be regarded as an historic new phase'. in the tr ition of American
social activism a tra Won that gqes back at least to the agrariaA movements and
the rise of trade unio rn, in the nineteenth century if not to the Bosttn Tea Party

and yet the circum nces out of which it has sprung remain essentially unknown,
4'" and its special characteristics and needs, as of today, remain unrecognized.

In sharp contrast to traditional nonprofit agencies such as universities and
hospitals, the SAM is on the -whole -amorphous and non-institutionalized. It has
relatively little beitefit, or handicap, of physical facilities and full-salaried employees.
It, seems to have relatively little hierarchical .governance apparatus; many of its ,
component groups_are....acUtos,temporary,and informal in operation. Because of
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this relative lack of institutional "crust," elements of the movement frequently
display an unusual flexibility, adaptability, and ingenuity. '

The financing of the many disparate elements of the SAM is as special and

divdse as its structural features'. The major part of its 'resources appear to be
contributed in the form of volunteered services by its members. In addition, the
participants make a considerable (though not precisely known) further contribution
in the form of personal gifts-and membership fees. Certain elements of the move-
ment, such as those working with low-iricome minority groups in the large cities,
have benefited directly and indirectly by funding from federal government agencies

the Office of Economic Opportunity, the Department of Labor, the Department
of Commerce, the Department of justice, the Department of Housing and Urban
Development, HEW, VISTA, and others. Combined with such government funding
has 'been a certain amount of support from major churches and their affiliated
organizations.

A few elements of the movement have received valuable foundation assistance.
This has comp on the whole from a few large foundations with a somewhat activist
point of view and from a number of "anti-establishment" medium- and smaller-sized

foundations. This help, well documented. in the cellent study for the Filer
Commission by Sarah C. Cariy,4 has in a number 8, cases had an, extraordinary

impact upon public policy. That some philanthropic foundations, despite their
"capitalistic" origins and governance, have nonetheless made useful contributions td
agencies working for social change is noteworthy. Equally noteworthy, however, is

that despite the unusual effectiveness of a number of such grants, only4a tiny
minority of foundations have contributed to SAM, components and only a very
small fraction of total foundation grants have gone to them.

But now it appears that the Social Action MOvemerit is encountering a combina-

tion of serious obstacles to its further progress. The general condition of the
economy has diminished its flow of individual contributions. Government funding
hitherto available has now largely dried up. A considerable portion of church
contribution's formerly available now seems to have disappeared. And the level of
foundation grants has likewise fallen off.

Along with growing financial difficulties have come other kinds of problems: at

one point many leaders of the movement were convinced that organizations
concerned with social change rather than with more traditional forms of charitable

and educational activity were being subjected to harassment by the. IRS. The case of

the Center for Cofporate Responsibility was, for example, taken as concrete
evidence of a generally hostile attitude on the part of the federal administration.'
The actions of the Congress in 1969 in restricting "grassroots lobbying" and its
deterrenele.01 direct lobbying by nonprofit organizations was regarded as evidence of
legislative impediments being added to executive ones.

From the judiciary has come further injury. In the matter of so-calleclf"class?

action" suits by consumer and environmental organizations, the courts after an
initial period of tolerance have more recently begun to lay down stricter require-
ments'regarding "standing" and notification which attorneys for these orpnizations
feel havd seriously crippled their efforts to seek redress through legal action in
extremely important areas of corpoate misconduct.

A second example of detrimental judicial action has been thd" more 'recent
decisipn of the Supreme Court denying to public-interest law firms their claimed
right to be reimbursed for their fees in those cases in which the verdict,was in-their
favorl6 As a direct consequence of the Court's decision, not only has an immediate

possibility of funding been choked off but, even more discouraging, the hope Of-the
4public-interest law movement to become substantially self-supporting through such
court-authorized fees, with all that such an achievement would mean in terms of
dignity, strength, and growth of the movement, has now been extinguished.
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I.n sum, given the., nature and purposes of the components of SAM, it faces a.
range of prottems. Aictrare ,quite different from those of, for example, hospitals
and universitjes. Its fiinding prciblems are unique; and its nee for legislative redress
of the adverse actions which have' been taken by legislat*, administrative, and
judicial branches of government'aredistinctive.

But because of.a lack of anything resembling adequate information about these
particular matters, no objective or dobumented basis exists for the formulation of
public polity 'and private policy propoSals to keep this immensely important,
experimental, and adaptive element i American pluralism in a strong condition of
effectiveness.:.
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The Impacts of Stag-Flation on the Private,
Nonprofit Sector

A second towering example of the ignorance which prevails about the Third
Sector ignorance in this case about major socie,tak impacts on its fundamental
v,idbility relates' to the consequences of stag-Natio&

In recent years, as everyone is acutely aware, the United States has been afflicted
by an

lit
combination of contradictory economic trends a severe

slump lh the security markets combined with an extremely high rate of inflation in
wage costs, capital costs, and consumer prices. No element of the nation appears to
have been more severely struck by this development than the private nonprofit
sector. It seems quite possible that our precious pools of social capital represented
by university and hospital endowments and by foundation portfolios may have been'
drying up in the course of the past decade at a rate so precipitous that itOperma-
nently dislocates whateyer balance may have been maintained in the past between
private and public activity and significantly alters the role that private, ponprOfit
institutions can hope to play in the future. For' example, fragmentary evidence
discloses that the purchasing power of The Ford Foundation portfolio in 1975
(purchasing power meaning market value of its securities discounted for inflation) is
today only 17 percent of what it was just 10 years ago. In .the case of the Carnegie
Corporation, possibly a more typical situation, i.ts portfolio in 1975 -has just 34
percent of the purchasing power it had in 1964. Has the same erosion occurred in
the endowments of private liberal arts colleges? private voluntary hospitals?
privately, supported centers of scientific research? private medical schools and
teaching hospitals?"

The problems are even more complex and the data still, les3 available when
one seeks to understand the total financial situation of different major categories of
private nonprofit institutions What has been happening to their cap-stal-, labor, and
other costs? What is happening to their intome earned through service fees and
tuition? To their endowment income? The flow of,private, individual contributions
they receive?

To these and similar questions there are, as of now, simply no reasonably
adequate answers.

The shocking 'conclusion which has to be drawn is the following: the combina-
tion of economic conditions that has prevailed for the past three years may have
dealt deYastating and permanent damage to the position even the s4dval, of large
elements of the Third SeCtor; but as of late 1975, based on tW few bits of
organized evidence that have been assembled, we have little more than an impres-
sionistic basis for trying to decide whether there, exists a major crisis or only acute
localized distress and, if the tatter, which institutional categories have been more or
less gravely aYected. To state the obvious, without basic data and underlying
analysis on wEich to judge the nature and severity of.the problem, sound and

or
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persuasive proposals for remedial action cannot be formulated. And without them,
that horse in the swamp could die there.

What, then, should be done
Fundamentally, what is needed is to begin to take the Third Sector seriously

to recognize that if we do not begin to develop our knowledge about it and to give
thought to its condition, there is no possibility in the face of the rapid changes

taking place in everyaspett of American society that it can hope to remain a
signifioant factor in our national pattern of pluralism.

More concretely, the first action called for is to elaborate a comprehensive
strategy for a continuing program of organized datalgathering and systematic study.

"(Some small beginnings in this direction have recently been taken, particularly the

Workshop organized in early 1974 by the Center for Voluntary Society (now
defunct) with egrant from the National Sience Foundation to identify the priority
pcilicy research needsitof private, voluntary organizations.)

Second, `once- suct geheral strafegy is elaborated there must be created for the
first time a network g;Kleast a few irhpiirtant research professorships and research

centers devoted to the on going study of the nonprofit sector in its various aspects.

In order for that kind of network to be developed, major sources of funding will
of course have to be found. Traditionally, the private sector, for reasons either of
short-sightedness or of primary concern for the needs of its clientele, or both, has

not been willing to invest significant funds in its own needs for research and
planning. And as regards the federal goverrnent, the Third Sector has always.been
left at the bottom of its list of research priorities.

In the final section of this document a concrete proposal as to how such funding

may be found is offered.

II

. THE NEED FOR NEW APPROACHES TO THE INTENSIFYING "'t

ISSUES M THE INTERFACE WITH GOVERNMENT

. ..

The relatively tidy eighteenth and nineteenth century conception of separate

areas of responsibility for government and the private sector in matters of educa-
tion, health -care, scientific research, culture, and social welfare has long since
eroded away. At an acceleratirtg rate for more than a century government all

levels has been moving into and taking over primary responsibility for planning,

policy making, funding, and administration of activity in virtually every field
(except the constitutionally reserved area of religion) that at one time was thought
of as a primary responsibility- of the private sector. The reasons for this replacement
of private responsibility by that of government are many and complex: changing
concepts of the proper role of government irr a modern, democratic state; the sheer
magnitude, of problems and of public demands for services which have outstripped
the resources and capacities of the private sector; the simple failure of private
institutions in some instances to perfom effectively in fulfilling their responsibil-
ities; the internal dynamics of large governmental bureaucracies to enlarge and
expand their sphere of activity and influence; and, possibly, even, the very nature of
the American'political system whereby certain groups find it more possible to exert
their demands for broadened social services upon government poll and agencies

than upon elements of the private sector. ,
Whatever the reasons that have brought' about a spreading Preponderance of

government in fields relevant to the role' of the private hector, there can' be no
doubt of that preponderance. - t

.
Moreover the thrust of government extension is far from spent. In 'recent years,

.and down- to the present, governmental programs in areas such as scientific research,
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social welfare (including pre school education and mental health), civil rights,
environmental protection, and the advancement of the arts and humanities have
continued to/ grow. And with the advent of massive new programs such as national
health insurance, it seems likely.that the shift,of weight to the government side will
not only continue but accelerate as the political force of what has been called the
"revolution of riding entitlements" rolls on.

Thus, ,the old divisions and. jurisdictional lines between government and the
private, nonprofit sector ,are virtually gone. The old "balance," such as it was, has
been dramatically altered. The new reality ol the relationship is interpenetration and
interdependence.

The Fearful Assymetry

_.
The private nonprofit sector and government at all le els are now locked in one

another's embrace by ineluctable circumstances and by choice. Third Sector
organizati s seek government resources sometimes for reasons of simple survival,
other sou ces of private revenue having diminished or disappeared., More often they)
find it a most valuable additive to their basic private, support, enabling them to
undertake programs and perform services on a scale that would be impossible
without it.

From the governmental side, administrators and legislative bodies sometimes see
virtue in deleg,Iting a wide variety of tasks to universities, research centers, and
voluntary associations put of a belief that their reservoir of experience and talented
personnel and their capacity to mobilize private citizen energy 'give them capabilities
that government needs and 'does not have. The public utilization of nonprofit
agencies is also prompted by a desire sometimes to circumvent government civil
service restrictions, salary limitations, personnel allotments, and budgetary and audit
controls to which direct governmental operations are 'subject.

But it is recognized by both parties that any formal boundary between the
public and the private sector is breached the moment government dollars begin to
flow into nonprofit agencies. In exchange for taking Oublic money to support their

'activities, private agencies necessarily accept, in some degree, a' dependence upon
and responsibility to their official financiers. - . .

The hazards in the situation for the recipient agencies are great, essentially
because they are relatively small and the government is big, because they are weak
and the government is strong.

The most common consequencts of this assymetry are that fund recipients, as
their reliance on government support deepens, may become generally deferential and
may tend toward caution and the avoidance of controversy in their operations in
order to diminish the possibility of provoking a reduction in_their funding.

The unpredictability and discontinuity of government funding is another serious
hazard, particularly for those private institutions that become heavily or entirely
dependent upon, it. The annual appropriations of government agencies funding them
can fluctuate drastically as political winds shift, and such short-term politiCal swings
can affect not only the total level of funding but also program priorities and th'e
distribution of funds received. The frequent turnover of key government personnel
adds another element of uncertainty in the relationship, from the private, agency

'viewpoint. -

A hazard of a quite different order is that of bureaucratization. and de-personali-
zattOn of priyate agency performance. The experience of many recipient private
agencies is that government, largely because of its sheer mass, tends to impose heavy
routines, administrative. uniformity, homogenization of approach, and, safe
traditional Patterns of operation on its beneficiaries. For example, a recent study of

. ,
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the Carnegie Foundation .for the Advancement of Teaching reports that "leaders

from all types of (higher education) institutions reported greater restrictions on the

uses of Federal funds from 1 968 to 1974, and almost 30 percent of all institutions
(and 54 percent of research-Universities) expect even less flexibility 'ill Federal
funding in thefuture !.."7

Opinion among private agency administrators about the extent to which these

hazards have in fact had damaging effects. on private-recipient agencies vary greatly.
For example, McGeorge Bundy when' he was dean of Harvard College strongly held
the view that the federal dollar was the "best dollar" in terms of its usefulness, to a
private educational institution, but there are many other heads of health, education,
research, and welfare agencies- that believe it Ilas in many instances in fact been
poisonous, even ruinous.

Nonetheless there is almost unanimous agreement that one of the most
pernicious consequences of accepting government funding, derives from the
seemingly innocent and obvious right of government agencies to insure "accountabil-
ity" on the part of the recipients of their binds; to insure, that is, that tax dollars

are not wasted.or diverted to unauthorized use.
There is no dispute about the government's right to conduct periodic financial

audits of hospitals, universities, or psychiatric facilities to which it contributes
substantival funds: But serious questions are raised when public bodies, in the name
of accountability, begin to penetrate into the "substance of program and policy
decisions and even into questions regarding the governance structure of these
institutions. For, example, doctors are concerned about the threats posed to their

independent medical judgement by recent federal legislation establishing PSROs

(Professional Standards and Review Organizations) to guarantee that patients' stays

in hospitals Bare not4 excessively lengthy, that surgery is performed only when
absolutely necessary, and that admissions are professionally justifiable. University
leaders are troubled by what they see as the corrosive effects, of government efforts

to implement affirmative action for women and minorities in employment upon

the quality_ of their faculty and administrative staffs. Psychiatrists and psychiatric
social workers vigorously oppose government review of patient medical records to

assure that Medicaid and Medicare funds are appropriately spent assliolations of the
confidentiality of their relationship with 'clients. Moreover, as official surveillance' of

r the .operations of subsidized, nonprofit organizations becomes more detailed and as
government exercises a more pervasive veto power on programmatic and procedural

decisions of those organizations, their capacity foclitexibility and responsivenesS
begins rapidly to erode.

From the point pf view of the_ private _institutions, the unrestrained and
indiscriminate pursuit of "accountability" has become seriously injurious to their
integrity and effectiveness and undermines the very distinctive qualities and capabil-

ities that originally animated offical decisions 'to rely upon them to perform services
for the common good. It can even threaten such fundamental values as the right to

privacy-and academic freedom.
Less ominous, but from the point of view of those who manage voluntary

institutions still seriously detrimental, i?" the sheer burdensomeness of fulfullingt
government's requirements for informatict to ins& "accountability."
multiplicity of federal, state, and local government units which hold nonprofit
institutions to account frequently issue conflict* directiyes and fail to coordinate
and rationalize their demands, upon confused TWrd Sector recipients. Complicated
and timeconsuming reporting requirements ensue, Private agencies are increasingly

beset with escalating obligations-for paper work that in the aggregate detracts
significantly-from the fulfillment of their primary tasks.
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Whatever limits there may be to governmental transgressions into the jurisdiction
and, prerogatives of the private nonprofit sector are increasingly obscure. As the
imbalance of scale between the public and private sector becomes pro'gressively
greater, and as the private sector for various reasons becomes increasingly dependent
on government funding, even basic constitutional protections are subjected to
stretching, and sometimes breaching, by the shifting political and bureaucratic forces
that operate from the governmental side. He who. increasingly pays the piper
seemingly increasingly calls the tune,

Nor is the relatively free hand which the government presently enjoys to cross
the vague line separating it from the nonprofit sector "counterbalanced," so to
speak, by an equally free opportunity for the nonprofit sector to influence the
political or legislative processes of government.

Direct engagement in partisan political activity and eleCtion campaigns by tax-
privileged, nonprofit organizations is, of course, forbidden under the terms of their
tax exemption. Moreover, those segments of the Third Sector, like the Social Action
Movement, that focus on social action must beware of those provisions of section
501 (c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code which prohibits a public charity from
devoting any "substantial" part of its activities to "propaganda, or otherwise
attempting to influence legislation." The determination of what is lobbying or
political influence is left for the IRS to resolve on a case-by-case basis, because the
stautory language is open-textured and because the available body of precedents
provides less than definitive guidance. As a result, uncertainty obtains as to the
practical range of this prohibition.

The prohibition of lobbying by nonprofit organizations is objectionable on
seVe121gririlifidt-. ltislitminatory in the sense fiat while private nonprofit institu-

...dons are deterred fro gess to the legislative process, for-profit business organiza-
tions, are permitted to _claim _income tax deductions as "ordinary and necessary"
businesi expenses for financing legislative appears connected with the
advancement of their interests. The prohibition cripples the ability of, the private
nonprofit sector So defend its own interests in the process of government policy
formulation, a process increasingly decisive in its fate and affairs; and it deprives the
legislative process%of the fUll benefit of hearing the viewpoint of that sector on a
wide range,of important public policy questions education, health, welfare,
science, cut e. In this sense, the prohibition can reasonably be seen as an infringe-
ment On right of free speech and the right to petition for redress of grievances
of their mbers and participants.

Tc2remedy, satisfactorily this inequi* of access to the-legislative process will
yequ.fte amendment to "the Revenue Code permitting-nonprofit organizations to
present their views before Congress and the executive branch and to devote at least
some defined portion of their activities and resources to these purposes without risk
_of 'Icising their tax exemption. In order to avoid granting Third Sector institutions a
license to roam at *over the political landscape, statutory language might set
limits on the percentage of their funds that can be devoted to lobbying as well as
con the range of subject matter appropriate to their lobbying efforts. In any event, it
seemt clear that the scope of political activity permitted nonprofit groups cannot be
left, to the shifting judgments of even the most neutral and well-intentioned IRS
agents, who are compelled by the vagueness of present legal provisions to operate in
conceptual. no-man's land.

ti
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.7
The Task of Role Clarification

1/4

The government-Third.Sector relationship can therefore be characterized in thek
terms. it is rapidly changing; the interface is increasingly ambiguous and extensive;
the rules under which both parties now.toperate are ill-defined and inadequate; and
the staiTqmbalance that exists in size, rekources, and rights between the two parties
gravely. prejudices the possibility of a fair and balanced outcome in the continuous
prpcesses of 'resolving conflicts of governmental and private sector interest and
points of..view. Almost inherent and inevitable in the assymetrical situation is the
prospect that a bad situation will get worse.

If such a prospect is to be. altered,, the corrective measures have to begin with )
clearer conceptualization of the social and human values we seek to preserve and,
in turn, of the roles which government and private agencies in their areas of
common concern can most effectively and aPpropiNly perform.

A review of the enormous grOwth of government involvement in societal
functions traditionally performed by private institutions suggests that this expansion
reflects, to some degree a coherent philosophical point of view with regard to the

proper responsibilities of a modern democratic state; but it also reflects to a
significant degree an incoherent response to fluctuating political pressures and
sometimes panicky perceptions of crisis. The pragmatic, sometimes opportunistic,
enlailement of public responsibility may, on balance, have yielded enormous
benefits in terms of social welfare. But its costs can include a gradual government
displacement and takeover of valuable private efforts to the net detriment-of the
total effectiveness and humane quality of our democratic system.

The question that arises, therefore, is whether some clearer, better norms and

--. definitions can be developed to guide relationships and the division of responsibili-

ties between public and private agencies in their expanding areas of common
concern and activity.

If such clarification is-tp be achieved, a first need is to chop away the prevailing
mythology which obscures the inherent qualities and the deficiencies of both p lic

and private operations.
For example, as private agencies have seen governmental activity encircl and

overflow their traditional fields of work they have successively adop rious

rationales as justification for continuing their established patterns of activity. One
has been the idea that such governmental spread could simply be ignored, that
duplication wasnot of serious concern because there was more than enough for all
parties to do, and that in any event the 'existence of even duplicative private
programs had the virtue of providing a "yardstick" by which to evaluate govern-
mental programs and performance. This notion was reinforced by the convenient
assumption that private sector programs intrinsically were superior to those of
,government more innovative, less bureaucratic, more competently staffed. Hence,
where private and public activities found themselves working in parallel,no problem
of role differentiation was felt to exist since the private programs purportedly
served asppace-setting, standard-raising, and leavening influences upon the assumed
sluggishness and inferiority of. governmental efforts.

Among government agencies, a kind of mirrorirn age ,mythology about the
nonprofit field has likewise evolved. It holds that voluYftary institutions generally are

too fragmented, inefficient, self-satisfied, and anachronistic in goals and methods to
respond appropriately to the complexity and walocity of change of present societal
needs. These weaknesses are regarded as natural and inevitable consequences of the
fact that Third Sector institutions are almost free to ignore the discipline of both
the ballot boxand the market place. it is also commonly felt that many nonprofit

. institutions, because of their scale and their highly individualistic traditions, are
simply inadequate to do the kind of' planning and program development that
corresponds to modern requirements and on the other hand that they tend to be
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petty, quarrelsome- and unwilling to collaborate and form coalitions which would
overcome some of these disabilities. 'It is sometimes felt that because nonprofit
groups have signally failed to create effective mechanisms for self-regulations, they
have virtually compelled the kind of government intervention to which they now so

. ,strenuously object.
-1In higher education, scientific research, health and welfare, and the arts, what in

fact are the differences between publicly and privately supported operating institu-
tions and the scope and haracte)t of their management, their demonstrated
adaptability to changing requiriments; and so forth?

A whole range of case studies might be done to assess the capabilities, limita-
tions, and weaknesses of governmental and private funding institutions. On the
government side, has its funding of science, for example, tended to be more
discriminating, creative, and effective than its funding of programs in education,
housing, research, and health? Have in fact some funding agencies such as the old
Office of Naval Research been distinctively more flexible and creative than others
such as the Natrona' Science Fouo6ation? Is there validity

superior in innovativeness and
o the view that the

National Endowment for the Arts is markedly_
effectiveness to the National Endowment for the,Humanities? An if so, why?

As regards private philanthropic foundation's, what has been the nature and
effectiveness of their programs in various fields .= medical education, international
development, research in the natural, physical, and social sciences? Are there
discernible differences in the capabilities of large, medium, and small foundations?
Are there demonstrable variations in the capabilities of private,' corporate, and
community foundations to conduct different kinds of grant making?

Likewise, there are many comparative studies of governmental and priyate
agencies that would be valuable: Are government funding agencies on the whole
competent to deal with a broader and more complex range of scientific, educa-
tional, and social issues than the vast majority of private philanthropic foundations?
Are governmental funding agencies more intrusive or less intrusive than private
foundations upon the authority and integrity of recipient, private institutions? Are
private foundations freer of bureaucratic and political pressures than government
granting agencies, or are the pressures on the private foundation different but
equally great and only structured according to a different set of social vaties?

With more adequate evidence and analysis to start from, fruitful discussion could
begin to take place relating to the

'between
political and soda) principles on

which a structure of role allocation between public and private sector agencies
should be based. In effect, beyond questions of efficiency and perTormance, there
lies the matter of which functions and responsibilities in our kind of democratic
society should p lic agencies, iit prudence and in principle, be, entrusted with and
which are best le to private institutions. But on such questions there is much
confusion.

For example, as gards the needs of neglected minorities, the view exists that
because government programs are subject to popular democratic control while those
of private agencies are governed by a privileged and "non-responsible" elite, public
agencies should be relied on to se ye these minorities. But there is the contrary view
that because of their great diversity and presumed adaptability, private agencies are
the best assurance of responsiveness in serving the manifold and changing require-
ments of such powerless societal elements.

Because of the innate dangers of governmental programs to freedom and diversity
both evuse of these programs' scale and because of their potential "politiciza-

tion" one common contention is that in-fields such as science and education they
should concentrate on the funding of physical facilities, equipment, and the
pi:ovision of services; and that private agencies, on the other hand, should be relied
upon to experiment with. new ideas and perform critical evaluations and assess-
ments. But as some Filer Commission studies indicate, current spending patterns of
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private, foundations and the federal government reflect a considerable ''rlsixture of
attitude in thisIregard.8 For example, in the area of health more than half the

lirivate foundation dollars were used for manpower training and physical construc-
tion. By contrast, a relatively minor portion of their dollars was given for research,
and this proportion was almost matched by the proportion of federal dollars spent'
for that purpose.. Such allocation patterns raise obvious questions:Since there is a
minimum political, or ideological danger in federal financing of physical construction
and since the federal government has such extensive experience in this field, why
have foundations adopted the practice or fallen into the habit of devoting such a
considerable proportion of their, grants to this kind, of relatively "uncreative"
purpose? Similarly, in health manpower training, it would appear that this is a kind
of activity that could prudently be left to governmennsince it essentially involves
the funding of students in well-established institutions to be trained in well-
established technNues. On the other hand, if it is a particular merit and quality of
private, foundation ffindini that it can be applied in a more discriminating and
creative way than federal funding, why does research constitute such a relatively
small portion of foundation outlays?

In the., field of education also, private foundations have given high priority to the
'training of, personnel and the purchase of facilities and equipment. But an
interesting contrast with the health field is that in support of research on problems
of4igher education, 26 cents out of every private foundation dollar went for this
purpose while only 1 cent out of each federal dollar was so used.

In science, a high proportion of foundation support to academic institutions has
been given for the construction of research and instructional facilities (36 cents of
every dollar compared with 2 cents of every federal dollar) whereas almost three
quarters of federal science support to these institutions was devoted to research and
development activities (71 cents of every dollar against 19 cents of the foundation
*dollat).

In the arts and humanities, foundation grants are nearly indistinguishable from
federal expenditures in terms of the categories of recipient institutions. When
analyzed by the type of activity supported, federal funds and foundation funds haVe
gone in almost equal propoition to the performing arts. But foundations gave twice
as high a proportion of their funds for educational activities in the arts and
humanities as did/federal agencies, while federal agencies gave nearly four times as
high a proportion of their funds for expansion programs in the arts as did founda-

tions..
It is puzzling in reviewing even these first fragments of data, which, thanks to

the Filer Commission, have now been assembled, to discern any coherent,
underlying system of concepts or principles by which public and private agencies at

present allocate their efforts.
Many other such examples of confusion and contradiction in both theory, and

practice regarding the respective roles of the public and private sector can be cited:
there is relatively wide agreement that one of the important potential roles of
private agencies is in the, initiation of new ideas in various fields of public policy.
Although a number of significant examples of such initiative can be cited, on the

whole the vast majority of private philanthropic foundations do not appear to either
accept or perforin this role.

Likewise, it has been frequently urged that a particularly appropriate and
important opportunity for private sector agenoles might be to serve an independent
oversight function with respect to both gaDemmental policies and programs and the
performance of private profit-making firms and the marketplace. But if one reviews

the actual programs 91 private philanthropic foundations, for example, it is apparent
how extremely reluctant, indeed unwilling, the vast majority are td'assume such a

role whether for reasons of principle or political pilidence.
However adequate our empirical knowledge and understanding of such issues may

eventually become, it is obvious that they cannot lead to siinple and absolute
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answers to the problem of defining the most .effective and appropriate roles for
private and public agencies: 1411e problems are too complex, the potentialities of the
institutions are too manifold, and the social and political environment in which they
operate too dynamic. But surely something bettter than the present situation of
utter confusion, inconsistenO, and obscurity can be brought about if a serious and
systematic effort is made to dispel the fog of rhetoric and mythology and replace it
with greater factual evidence, analysis, and rational publit debate.

Government Contracting and Grant Making .The Crucial
Transactions

0

Pluralistic theory becomes compelling 'reality at the point where government
fUnds are transferred to The support of private nonprofit institutions. The two basiC
modalities by which this is done are the grant and the contract. Through them, the
specific terms and 'commitments are fixed by which government makes use of
private sector capabilities to execute its purposes and programs and by wtlich, a vast
range of, private agencies obtain the. resources which are increasingly essential to
their survival and significance. The volume of funding which flows on the basis of
these procedures is immense. For both parties, official and private,_the rules and
arrangements by which these transactions are decided are therefore of the utmost
importance: To the government agencies, they determine how effectively they can
carry out their legislative mandates and fulfill their responsibilities for ensuring the
proper and efficient use of public money; to the private agencies, they determine
not on17 the general scope and level of their operations but also the degree 9f
flexibility they wilt enjoy in program development, their freedom in administrative

`matters such as setting standards for hiring staff, and their range of independent
discretion in determining how best to pursue agreed upon project goals. In short,
the pieces of paper eventually signed by both parties specifying the terms of giants
or contracts embody the governing principles of their relationship.

In the negotiation of these agreements the position of the government is
naturally very strong. Executive agencies, based on their legislative mandates, have
the initiative in defining "missions,': in setting priorities, in selecting grantees or
contractors, and in determining the manner and extent to which their surveillance
of.performance by the private agency is to be carried out.

If not r4strained, such advantages of the official agency can lead to the distortion
of private agency programs; the weakening rather than the strengthening of their
fundamental financial postion; discrimination against certain categories of institu-
tions, geographiCal areas, and fields of scientific endeavor; and the strangling of
private agencies in red tape. In the worst circumstances, they can lead to intrusions
upon scientific integrity, the imposition of crippling and degrading requirements for
classification of data and security clearance of personnel, and even outright punish-
ment or reward of particular private agencies on ideological or partisan political
grounds. At least a few cases in recent years suggest that even the American govern-
ment can be tempted to misbehave in such reprehensible ways.

To minimize the hazards presentect, a number of strfifctural and procedural
safeguards have now been developei. in contracting, for example, almost all
executive agencies have come to mare use of advisory panels of private experts,
although the actual status of such panels in influencing decisions varies greatly from
agency to agency. Some experimentation with more open bidding for contracts has

LL beep done, but with nixed results. And some appeal mechanisms have been created
to permit contractors, or would-be contractors, to protest agency decisions. These
procedures, however, tend to involve excessive time delays and such heavy costs for
plairttiffnhat their practical benefits have not been great.
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In grantmaking,.-4 somewhat wider range of safeguards has been employed. The
use of private advisory panels 1., almost universal, and in some fields, such as basic
science, these-panels have very high status and almost decisivt influence, There has
also been rather widespread use of the "public foundation" as a mechanism through
which to distribute grants. Tbe National Science Foundation, for examplea nd The
National Endowments for the Arts and the Humanities. These combine official and
private participation in the processes of fund distribution in i fashion intended to
equilibrate the interest involved, and although the success achieved seems to have
varied considerably from one foundation to another, the approach in ptincipte has
proven to have its merits. - .

Two concepts that have recently won growing support as means of insulating the
transfer of government funds to the private sector from some of the worst dangers.
are decentralizing decision maki from the federal to lower levels,of government
and shifting from making gr private iristitmtiqns to a "vouc r" system.

Proponents of decentraliza ion argue that dispersing govcr t- decision making
to state and local governments met only de-mpriopplizes ( I control but it
contributes positively to the divetty and relevance of programs funded, whether by
grant or contract, because of the more direct sensitivity of lower levels of govern-
ment to*local needs and circumstances. As embodied in the "New Federalism"
doctrine, however, the application of this principle, as will be discussed later, has
led to results that in the view'of some are very bad.

Proponents-4 shifting to a voucher system in grant-making policy contend that
it is preferable to subsidize individual consumers of culture, higher education, and
health care, for instance,/ rather than to funnel financial assistance directly to
institutions via the decisions of central government. To therm, the latter practice
appears to offer no effective incentive for nonprofit organizations to conduct their
affairs efficiently and imaginatively. By contrast, the development of voucher
systems decentralizes resource allocation and frees consumers to utilize service
providers in any given field according to their own preferences. Adaptation of
programs and procedures to changing public needs, according to this view, should
not originate in distant-bureaucratic judgments but rather should emerge out of the
million' of daily consumer choices as to which nonprofit agencies best fulfill their
individ al rekuirements.,Allowing prospective clients to lote with their feet," it is
claime , lnkrOcliices theVenctibnal equivalent of maKetplace and ballot box
discipline into the Third SZctor. In sum it is argued that consumer subsidies are the

.key 4, democratizing private nonprofit organtations and to dramatically increasing
their accbuntabilify.9 .

There is a clear and major need, therefore, to (1) conduct a full and systematic
evaluation of the various contracting and grant-making practices and procedures
currently employed, as a basis for the development of new public policy
recommendations, and (2) to survey and evaluate new appTaches that may deserve
to be tried. This survey should include-Ideas that have been put forth from various
American sources and also those that are being used or discussed in a number of
foreign countries, especially Britain, Sweden, Canada,` 'Fiance, the Netherlands,

' Japan, and the Federal Republic of Germany. .

A further word is in order on the general matter pf thOrelative bargaining power
of the governmental and private parties to contract and grant negotiations. As has
been indicated in this analysis, that of the government is inherently very strong. But
it,AVOird be a serious error to assumeela that of the private sector is in all cases

.weak. In some ,fields such as basic scie and higher education the major private
institutions in concert have great ,access d influence upon the decision-making
processes of government. Likewise, through the development of "collective

lebargaining" approaches, some groups of institutions, such as private voluntary
hospitals and child care agencies in New York City, have been fully able to defend
their interest or even more in funding negotiations with official agencies. 0,
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Moreover,_in those fields where a small number of prestigious private institutions-
have great influence, it appears that a kind of oligopolistic collaboration tends to
develop _between them, and the goverriment funding sources which has the effect of
making it very difficult for less prestigious prifate institutions to break into the
charmed circle and win a share of grants or contracts. Insome areas, ten or fifteen
op institutions (whose also dominate the relevant governmental

eldvisory boards), regularly rece ve 80 percent or more of the available funds,
suggesting the need to. find ways to open the access routes to additional competitors
and to tap presently neglected resources of talent.

En' general, when a nonprofit institution has a 'record of competrice and
reliability, when its bask financial position is sound and its sources of income
diversified, when its board of trustees _.4and its senior staff are politically' and
professionally well-connected, and, when4OF,Ciotituency or clientele is effectively
Mobilipble if its interests are threatened, it~' its own in negotiations with

government. But this combination of attribUtes is not commonly to be found
among the vast majority or private nonprofir,institutions. Moreover, as their
economic distress grows, and as "buyers market" rather than a "sellers market"
increasingly prevails, the possibil: 'es of..d e and disadvantage to them in their
relationship with government neces rily in rease.

This then constitutes another area o d: for pn institutions individually to
...

take further steps'to equip themselves more adequately for the rigor of demanding
negotiating processes. with government and collectively to muster their political
forces in pressing their legitimate claims irrtheallocation of government grants and
contracts. Still more fundaffental is the need to develop within government and

. on the part of the general public greater sensitivity to and awareness of the
vulnerability of,Intich of the private nonprofit sector to damage and exploitation in

'its financial dealine with government and of the necessity for befh better rules and
self-restraint by government in utilizing its predominant position. -

The Need for Structural Reforms in Government

The Executive Branch
it

.
,.

The oversight function. fn addition to government controls exerted' upon
Nonprofit agencies pursuant to the particular terms and conditions of its, niassive
kirant,and contract program, there is lodged in the executive branch the continuing
obligation to oversee the general conduct of Third Sector institutions. 14 is the
respetsibility of the lnernal Revenue Service to determine at the outset whether or
not candidate organizations a }e to be granted tax-exempt status, to issue advance
rulings on proposed transactions of nonprofit groups, and td monitor the behavior

5 of those, agencies who are successfully granted 501(c)(3) status in order to assure ,.

that they ompfy wi relevant regulations. Lodging t ese sensitive tasks in a
goyernme I unit ac toned to focuiing single minded y upon maximizing the
collection o revenues s not without its'' angers. I ,

in view f many kpowledgeable ohsavers, the IRS has traditionally not placed-a { -,
high ion upon assigning able personnel to the job of certifying and monitoring
exem or` nizations. Stiff sofnetimes have been unfamiliar with the purposes and
4etivites of nonprofitgraps and uncomfortable with their, owniregu latory duties,
especially given the considerable discretion they are expected to exercise without
'benefit of clear directives and - criteria., .

,..

'F6r example, in evajuating-whether applicants qualify for tax-exempt treatment,
112S *Otters can only refer to the extremely vague standard prescribed by Congress,
to wit, that 501(0(3) status is to be given only to those institutions "organized and
Operated exclusively for religious, charitable, vie tific, 4 , literary; or educational

.

f 1. ..''' 17-;e 'r A -A 7.....-.-r.' -'t : ' V,"'
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purposes." Because the key terms are undefined in the Internal Revenge Code, a

good deaf of ambiguity prevails. Candidates for tax exemption whose goals and
procedures depart from the conventional are often subject to uncertainty and delay

as they await the crucial decigfon on whether or not they are entitled to receive
privileged status. :n the absence of more precise guidance, discretionary judgments
abolit the fitness of candidates may well be, or appear to be, arbitrary.

There are two avenues to the achievement of greater precision in the Standards

, against which IRS personnel can formulate decisions about granting br revoking
tax-exempt treatment to its petitioners that deserve consideration. First, Congress

itself should be urged to define the requirements" more clearly by statute. Second,
judicial review of negative status determinations, of failures to rule one way or
another over a reasonable period of time, and of revocations of 501(0(3) status
ought to be statutorily created. Among other benefits, this would provide the IRS
with, a growing body of case law to which its agents might repair, to infortn their

decisions..
Some attention. needs also to be paid to the compliance sanctions available to the

IRS in their supervision of the conduct of public chanties. At present, the only
available enforcement power to check rule violation is the drastic one of entirely
revoking the ta,ii-exempt privilege, an extrgne form of penalty that authorities are
understandably reluctant to employ. An alternative' to this one-option penalty
system has been proposed whereby substantive guidelines would be developed for
public charities on matters such as self-dealing, adequacy of distributions, and excess
business holdings. Violations of these rules would be dealt with via tax penalties and

civil suits, the latter to be instituted--by the Justice Department in U.S. District

Courts. The dis`trict courts would 'be granted equity powers to fashion suitable
remedies to repair the damage done without_ penalizing the beneficiaries_ of philan-

thropic funds.
Inadequate IRS -oversight of tax-exempt organizations may be corrected in some

measure by tie recent statutory creation of a new Assistant Commissioner for
Employee Plans and Exempt. Organizations, to whom all 'duties for monitoring
philanthropic institutions, are to be transferred. The recommendations submitted to

the Filer 'Commission by Ginsberg, Marks!, and Wertheim having to do with
improving service procedures _seem to be sound and worthy of endorsement, with
one exception:i° The proposal that this new division of the Igs,shOuld undertake a
major program of collecting, analyzing, and publishing statical data on philan-
thropy involves unnecessary hazards- of'- further government ind-usion on the
nonprofit sector. As is argued elsewhere in this paper, it is more.approPiiate to
place-responsibility for research and study of Third, Sector activities among existing

or yet-to-be created nonprofit institutions thdmselveg.

The ombudsman function. The shut number and magnitude of federal
programs in health, science and education, welfare and the arts in comparison to
parallel private activities is such that even the ightest modification of their policies,
priorities; and procedures can have powerful, sometimes devastatihg, impact on
particular private institutions or categories of such institutions, These iMpacts,"great

and small, in fact occur -every day as consequence of the endless stream of
administrative decisions made by federal 'agencies decisions properly within their
administrative discretion under; existing legislation. The examples are literally

innumerable:

A decision by the cultural, affairs branch cif the SO Department to give
priority to athletic teams over musical grajws in its "overseas Cultural presentations".

program;' i J .

A decision by the D ease Department "tof shift a search project -from a

private university to a government-operated research facility;'
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A decision by the Equal Employment Opportunity CommissiOn to require
affirmative action plans from an additional category of private nonprofit agencies
being used as government contractors..

"Beybnd the flow of daily administrative policy decisions by government' agencies,
there is the still greater impact of the changes introduced in their progranis and
priorities as part of their annual bUdget proposals. And beyond such annual altera-
tions in program levels, there is the stiff greater potential impact of major legislative

.proposals from the executive branch dismantling some programs, creating new ones,
and fundaMentally altering ongoing activities: proposals, for example, to disrhantle
the Office' of EcononiicrOpportunity, to cut back the food stamp program, to
substantially, enlarge support for cancer research, to'name a few.

At the present time such progiam, procedural, budgetary, and broader policy
dediiionS are made by executive branch agencies primarily with regard to political,
budgetary, a9d bureaucratic considerations. The consequences of those changes on
private nonprbfit sector institutions are sometimes taken into consideration at the
initiative of executive -branch agencies or more often as a result of 13rotests from
affected institutions. But there is no central, competent, high-level point in the
executive brancb that giVes systematic, continuous attention to the needs of Third
Sector institutions and th'at can exercise strong, continuous influence on executive
branch decision making while policy alternatives are still under consideration and
open toAriodification.

There are two. related actions which might be taken to deal with this very
' important and inbuilt disadvantage of the private sector in its relationships with

federal agencieswhich deserve evaluation.
First, the possible creation of, a new; special assistant to the.Presiderrt; and

second, the creation of a new, high-level White ,House Coullcil on the Private
Nonprofit Sector. Either or possibly both of these innovations might for the
first time create a permanent focal point in the federal government for Maintaining
contact and communication with,all private nonprofit elements regarding their needs
and concerns; for maintaining a continuous watch over the actions and proposals of.
federal agencies that may have significant imp,acton the private nonprofit sector;
for bringing the viewpoint and needs of the private nonprofit sector to bear on
decision-making processes; and generally for taking initiatives of whatever kind,
ine4tfding possible proposals for legislative action, to protect and preserve the
sector's vitality and effectiveness:

If "the need for a central point of active concern for the pr4vate sector in the
executive branch of the federal government can be defended, there are those who
argue'that the need is at least equally great for such an ombudsman and/or oversight
committee*in the administration of every state and of every large metropolitan area
in the country. The policies and programs of these levels of government affect the
:private, voluntary sector in the same ways as those of federal administrative
agencies; and it is claimed by some who are close to. the scene that the so-called
New Federalism introduced in national policy over the past7few years has made
urOnt the need to protect inItitution of the private, voluntaly sector at the state
and local levels. The new policy, it is said, is not only altering the irerationship
between, feder41, state and local govern ents; itiislalso redefining the iresponsibili-
ties of #te three levels of government toward; the protection of niinority and
disadvantaged grOups. It has concentrated much greater power in th,e executive
branches of state and local governments without simultaneously strengtheni4 the
legislative brancht. And it has changed the federal government's attitudes about
and policies tows voluntary sector organizations.

In the words of Pablo Eisenberg in a paper commissioned for the Filer
Commission:"

"The inroads of New Feder lism have been quite, subtle and slow. Much of
its foundation has been laid by ex cutive fiat without,broad public awareness. Only
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. after two years of operation is general revenue sharing, its most publicized program,
beginning to be understood by the general public ... A great deal of what has
happened over the past few years has not been the subject of extensive legislative

- debate or public discussiok even though -it will have an enormous impact.,on
community life and priorities everywhere ..."

Eisenberg _goes on to say that many local governments have traditionally

operated with little citizen involvenient but that this relatively undemocratic
.condition of.many local governments was tolerable so long as they had to contend

with strong federal programs and had limited control of much of the money
channeled into their jurisdictions. Citizens, particularly minorities, could look to the

federal government and independent' institutions for redress and the protection of
their rights. Private nonprofit oitganizationi. financed directly or indirectly by the
federal 'government and a few foundations provided' an outlet for active citizen
involvement. In short, a balance' of power existed which restrained local govern-
ments' ialuence over and control of its citizenry. But, Eisenbereasserts, "the New
Federalism has upset this balance of power tilting it heavily on the side of official-

dom and government bureaucracy Adding momentum to this swing of the
power pendulum' fias been the conscious decision of the administration to end
federal support and encouragement of private nonprofit groups ... The federal
responsibility for and guarantees of minority rights and concerns that characterized

the 1960s are being attenuated by the New Federalism and its programs. Redress
and justice must be sought intreasingly at the local level, which is difficult, or
through -the courts, which takes an inordinate amount of time." Thus, he concludes,

government at all levels has been strengthened at the expense of the voluntary

sector.
The situation perhaps suggests .additional important tasks that a federal

ombudsman for the Third Sector might play; and it' suggests equally 'that serious
considera ;ion might be given to offering federal financial assistance directly or
indirectly to states and major metropolitan governments to encourage them to
establish a corresponding functilin at their levels of government.

The Role of Congress
, .

Historically, for reasons that are not entirely clear, voluntarism- and the Third
Sector in American life have not been regarded as a sector or "interest" in society
requiring or perhaps deserving the kind of attention to its needs that,traditionaliy
has ,been accorded to other sectors_or "interests" such as commerce, agriculture, and
laboV This is reflected in many areas, not least in the Congress of the United States.

Bdth the House and Senate have traditionally dealt with Third Sector problems

and needs on a"fragmented and episodic basis and nonprofit agenciei have hardly
been encouraged to take initiative in coming forth with broad policy roposals, in

.' their areas of competence or to lobby for their viewpoints.
On those occasions when Congress has felt it pelled to take a direct i res in

it has most often been in an investigatorfr and critical spirit. In the cas of

pri to philanthropic foundfiions, for example, the main instances of congressi nal

in t have all been of this character from e Walsh CommissiOn in 191 to

the and Reece investigations of the mid-19 Os to the more recent effor of
Repres ntative Wright Patman in the 1960s: ( n the one occasion when the,

attenti tLof the executive branch was seriously f dused on the problems of foundis';
.tions and on the elaboration of general policy p sals in this field namely4he

-Treasury Department's Report on Private Found ti s in 1965 it was the direct
outgrowth of an eruption of congressional concer

Those intermittent, bursts of tcongressional co rn have in most instances

produced rather little in the way of objective in rmation or constructive proposals
for public policy. The princip 1 exception to this may have been the Patman

, 8
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investigations, which exposed some major areas of foundation ,delinquency and led
fo a numi)erof significant legislative reforms.

Nonetheless, however productive or undPoductive periodk congressional investiga-
tions.may have been ,and how adequate or restricted has been pafticipation by the .,
private nonprofit ector in the deliberations of Congress on particular legislative
matters, the proce res and structure of the Congress do not provide for continupus
and informed con ern for the problems, needs, and general vitality of the private
nonprofit sector. Given the accumulating,groblems of private nonprofit agencies, the
general weakening and decline of their position vis-a-vis governmental programs and
agencies, and possibly the growing potentiality of their contribution to national,
problems, the established patterns of congressional indifference should be fundamen-
tally reexamined and corrective action taken.

Such action might be in either or both of two directions:
First, the possible establishment of standing committees, or subcommittees, in

'both houses of Congress on the private nonprofit sector, or of a joint committee;
"Second,.-the more effective utilization pf the General Accounting Office as a

general source of information to the Congress on developments and problems in the
private nonprofit sector and as a watchdog over the policies and procedures of the
executive branch that have significant impact on the vitality of those institutions.

A 4

The advantages and disadvantages of creating special congressional committees for
this purpose obviously need to be carefully evaluated. And the jurisdiction and
functions ,f the proposed committees need to be carefully thought through.
Likewise, the precise purposes for which the great capabilities of the General
Accounting Office might be utilized need to be well defined.

Possibly some kind of joint working groh of members of Congress together with
representative leaders from the Third Sector should be formed to carry out this
ana/ytical work and to come forward with concrete proposals for congressional
consideration and decision.

III

THE NEED FOR OVERHAULING AND
*REINFORCING THE THIRD SECTOR

While the current distress of many nonprofit organizations is substantially creates
economic and political circumstances beyond their control, there is also abroad,,

especially in government and corporate circles, a strong sense that they themselves
share a good measure of responsibilityllor their troubles:The suspicion is wide-
spread that there is an excess of inefficiency," organizational proliferation, and
defieent standar -setting atifpng them; that their budget practices are gen rally
out ded; that their goal-setting and programming. procedures are, that
their saiice delivery systems are wasteful; and that personnel.procedur s are
unsa isfactory. Yet the fact is that sound data on these matters is so licking that
firm:judgments cannot be made.

Still, there is little doubt that There is. room for considerable management
improvement in areas such as the search for new markets; the diversification
`tources of incorne, raising client and consimer charges, intensifying use of plant and
equipment, upgrading administrative ca) ability through training, and increasing.
portfolio returns

In the presen harsh fiscal climate, many specific suggestions are being put forh
to increase income( cut costs, and improve efficienby, of which the following is on y
a partial list:

I
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In higher education, requiring faculty to carry heavier teaching loads,

implementing higher studentfaculty teaching ratios, and pruning course and other

ancillary program offerings; ..,:
In the field of culture, decreasing the number, variety, and scale of

presentations in the fine and performing arts; and in museums, charging admission

fees and developing a "marketing mentality" to build up revenues of all kinds;

-ln health, assiining the delivery of costly ambulatory and emergency care a

much lower priority in he allocation of hospital resources, relying more heavily on

the lower-paid paraprofessional to shoulder some of the work load currently
performed by professionals, and closin low-demand, cost-ineffectiv'e services such as

maternity and pediatric wards, eye, ea nose and throat clinics; and,

'0 In social welfare, utilizing less ex sive forms of manpower and apply4ng a

triage system to the selection of necessarily constricted caseloads. .

Such a list, whatever the merits and applioability of the individual items,

immediately prompts cautionary comments. First, the social cost of implementing
many of these income-producing or expenditure-saving suggestions may be to

diminish the capacity to deliver services at desired levels of quality and to reduce
their availability_to those least able to afford them.

,.

Second, the margins for improvements in productivity and efficiency are closely

set by the hunlan-service purpose of the nonprofit sector. Balancing the books and

keeping an eye fixed on the bottom line constitute only one, and sometimes not
the most important, method of appraising the comparative merits of hospitals,
colleges, cultural, social welfare, and scientific institutions. Indeed,'some nonprofit
institutional heads flatly deny the applicability of cost-benefit methodology to their
operations. (Sherman E. Lee, director of the' Cleveland Museum' of Art, has stated,

"The museum is not in business to be efficient. It is in business to be the be

possible art museum it can be."I 2 )
Third, the escalating costs of personnel in these labor-intensive fields and largely

uncontrollable fuel, Vansportation, and utility expenses place severe limits on the

potential savings to be made through self-help efforts.

The point of emphasizing the complexities of introducing greater efficiency into

the nonprofit sector is no; in any sense tp deny the need or to diminish the-

urgency and importance of sych efforts. It is rather to emphasize that a great deal

more needs io be learned about the special managerial problems of private nonprofit

organizations' before one can confidently prescribe changes that will do more good

than harm, both internally and societally. A great body. of knowledge and theory

has been developed regarding management matters as they_relate to the profit-

making sector; and, in more recent decades, the quite different problems of
organization and administration Of governmental agencies have begun to receive

study. But as of now there is not only no science of management as it relates to the

internal aff irs of nonprofit institutions whose goals, motivation, and respofisibili-

ties are di inctiitely different from those ofl both ommercial firms and public

agencies , but hardly the surface has been scratc ed in thinking about their

particular problems and characteristics in a systematic way. (FOr example, there

exists a central but unexplored problem of resource allocation on a sectoral .basis

thati is unique to the nonprofit field, namely that o6 finding the functional
equivalent of ba kruptcy inthe business sphere or the process of dismantling

government age cy either by executive order'or legislative action in the gover -

mental sphere, he need is to find, or 'invent, a rational and effective means of
bringing about the demise or consolidation of those units that have become

irrelevant or d sfunctionat. So long As there is not found a better means than
Darwinian strug le, endless proliferation and attenuated existence of many meaning-

less organizatio s will continue to weaken the effective use of limited available

resources by th whole Third Sector.)

".
..,
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Even if solutions to the difficult questions of management and resource use in
nonprofit organizations were known with certainty, there remains the practical
problem of how to introduce or apply them. For it is in the nature of such institu-
tions to- be and,their essential social value reposes upon their being diverse,
independent, even eccentric. Changes in their way of doing their, work cannot
properly be imposed by government fiat or by compulsory collective private action.
The metho4s employed therefore have to be those respectful, persuasive, and
indirect ones of education, technical assistance, private suggestion, public criticism,
precept, and voluntary individual and collective efforts of standard setting and
self-improvement.

The jbllowing suggestions, which take intoaccount these unique circumstances
and subele difficulties, we believe merit consideFation:

1. As with so Many other aspects of the Third Sector, the starting point before
any sensible strategy for action can be devised has to be more information and
more thought. Concretely, a number of research professorships need to be
established at leading schools of management througlfout the Country to enable at
least a few experienced and able individuals to concentrate on the study and analysis
ofthe special management problems of nonprofit institutions of different kinds. A
related anc more expensive need is to create (or possibly strengthen some existing)
research and training centers at leading universities to specialize in the organizational
and managerial problems of nonprofit- organizations: These centers, on the basis of
adequate lOng-term, funding, should in turn, proceed systematically to build the
needed data base, develop research methodologies, produce case studies and teaching
materials, and organize management training programs along the lines that have long
been followed to improve the performance of business firms and governmental
agencies.

2. There is need to develop objective and quantitative norms by which the
trustees and officers of nonprofit organizations can measure their own performance
in certain areas as a basis and stimulus for instituting internal improvements.

4
For example, one problem in controlling overhead and other operating costs in

nonprofit agencies has been the lack of any uniform accounting code to make it
possible for one organization to compare its costs and performance with others. The
recent issuance by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountant's of audit
guidelines for hospitals and university and voluntary health and welfare organiza-
tions should now make it possible for them to go beyond their traditional reliance
upon crude general fund accounting and to begin to report functionally on their
operations. The availability of such new information on a comparable basis should
enable nonprofit institutions to idenyify areas of waste and excessive cost in their,
own operations more readily than ever before. These newguides also promise to
provide prospective individual contributors and funding bodies with access to
comparative data which will assist in assessing which nonprofit agencies operating in

I
the same field/are most wort y of their support.

Investment tortfolio perf rmance is another limi ed but important area in which
the availability,of an externa standard of performan,ce would be useful. In the field

44of mutual fun s the so-callell Lipper Index provides members of the industry and
all other inter parties with periodic and comparable performance data on each,...
individual ftitld. A similar index reporting on thiinvestme t performance of founda-
lions, and. /endowed nonprofit institutions, if prepared and published by a
reputable investment firm or market-research organiza ion, would allow for an
objective periodic comparison of the results of the investment policies and portfolio
managemeqt of various institutions. It might thereby exert useful stimulus on
laggard,institutions. And At cpul ti provide prospective benefactors with some
indication" of the managerial capability, at least in investment matters, of variou§,

seekingicapital contributions.

o
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"3: Ways need to be found to Provide at least modest funding to the work of
thoug,fitf61 critics of the performance of.nonprofit organizations, including founda-

tions. In addition, special training program's at schools of journalism throughout the
country might be enlarged to include short courses for editorial writers and

investigative journalists on contemporary trends and issues relevant to the Third

Sector.
The power of the nonprofit sector's establishmen has been so great and

intimidating upon scholarly and,intellectual critics, and i response to criticism in

some cases has been. so hostile and vengeful, that an attitude of hospitality to

research and writing by independent and in some cases dissident voices will not be

easy to create. But if it were done, the results on the whole could be stimulating and

constructive.

4. Some privately 'financed centers which offer limited programs of training and
technical assistance to staff members of nonprofit organizations already exist. The

Conference Board offers such service in the field of corporate philanthropy; the
Council on Foundations does. the same for various kinds of foundations; and in
fields ranging from hospital administration to museum management Similar efforts'

of varying scale and duration have been launched. It appears that a good number of

these are fragmentary, temporary, and generally under-financed.
They need more secure and adequate funding. Smile possibly need to be

consolidated. And an overall plan should be developed to ensure that art adequate

network of permanent, good quality centers is developed where officers of all
categories of nonprofit institutions can get training and advice on management
matters generally, including the improvement of budgeting, personnel, purchasing,

and fund-raising practices.

The Need for More Resources

Se'

The prlirate nonprofit sector faces not one but a combination of resource
. problems. Compared to the scale of government programs it is, of course, in a

relatively minor and rapidly shrinking position. The flow of private giving in
absolute dollar amounts is barely holding its own and if discounted for inflation, is
declining. The pools of private "social capital" represented by foundation portfolios

and other institutional endowments are rapidly drying up under the impact of the

slump in stock market prices and the discouragement 'to the creation of new
foundations that has resulted. from passage of the 1969 Tax Reform Act.

If the present situation is stringent, the future is quite possibly going to be more

. so, even though the fragmentary and uneven data available for most categories of

Third Sector institutions make it impossible to project with any degree of precision

the _magnitude and growth of their financial needs over time. Judgments vary

. widely about the tcltal dollar requirements and also about the probable` distribution

of future dollar flows between public an private sources.

-But certainly the general proposition is undeniable that the viability of the Third
Sector as an instrument of societal plur ism turns not only on receiving sufficient
and stable total levels of income but also upon the availability of some adequate

minimum of private funding. Without this critical peicentage of voluntary support,
nonprofit groups run the risk of becoming merely compliant arms of the State.

Precisely where that "tipping point" may be, beyond which independence and

,,, integrity are lost, varies for ,different categories of institutions and, perhaps from
institution to institution. But it is our view that elements of the-non rofit sector

are today being driven extremely close to it.
Therefore, looking to the 'future, if the private sector generally is maintain a

minimum "critical ss" in the processes of American life, there is ne d fo actio'n

1 .4011444 9 0
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along both of two-parallel courses. Strongly stimulating the flow of private giving;
and substantially increasing the flow of governmental funding. to private agencies.

Stimulating Private Giving

Individgal Giving

4

The dollar contributions of individual American citizens to the support of
nonprofit institutions constitute their major source of private finanacial assistance.
They represent in practice, the bulk, and, in principles the indispensable element of
Third Sector sustenance. In 1974 some $25 billion was received from the collective
gifts of millions of Americans. But the habit of private giving has diminished over
the last decade and a half, whether as measured as a percentage (in constant dollars)
of the gross national product from 1.9 percent in 1969 to 1.8 percent in 1974
or_as_a percentage of total personal income from 1.97 percent in 1960 to 1.6
percent in-1972.13 Encouragingly,'from 1973 to 1974 total individual contributions
rose some $1.7 billion for an increase of 7.4 percent; but this figure is, still
percentage points below the approximately 11 percent cost-of-living increase' in
1974. How to arrest this declininorend, how to surmout this failure of individual
giving to advance apace with national economic growth, personal income growth,
and the rate of inflation is a major strategic challenge to which those concerned
with the future state of nonprofit organizations must seriously address themselves.

th this connection, a most important contribution of the Filer Commission has
been the research it has commissioned on the complex motivational sources for
private charitable contributions in American society and on the giving patterns. of
different socio-economic groups. The econometric models which have been
coructed with its support to demonstrate the possible consequences on various
donoP grpups an turn on various categories of recipient institutions from.given
hypothetical al eraions in existing federal tax incentives, provide a more precise
basis than has bier existed before in formulating plans to stimulate greater private
giving whether through new approaches to fund raising or through modification
of tax legislation.

Nonetheless, these advances constitute only a beginning. Despite the self-sure
assertions of some of the model builders and manipulators,14 there is much more
research and reflection left to do. '

What is clear from the work of Martin Feldstein, Amy Taylor, and George Break
done for the Filer Commission are the following major points:

1. Several of the possible modifications of present tax incentives that have
recently been suggested, though they may have. some economic or philosophical
merit, will result in a net redu tion, not increase, irk private charitable giving.' s

2. Broadening present tax inc ntives can increase the level of charitable giving,
but only by a very limited am unt. Break's analysis, extending the presen
deduction to all taxpayers o result in only. aa,$.1.2 billion, or percen
increase.' 6 ) _/

'3. Only by shifting to a tax-credit approach can a major increase in the flow of
giving be ,accomplished: a 30-percent tax credit could increase giving by $2.3
billion, or 13 percent; a 50 percent credit could increase it by $12.8 billion, or 74
percent.''

But the econometric work accomplished thus far still leaves unanswered basic
que ions such as the following, which may have to be dealt with through, a
c6 binatron of methodologies, not exclusive reliance on quantitative and
ma ematical approaches:

t
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What would be the impact on charitable giving and on governmental revenues of

various 100 percent tax-credit alternatives?
What "package" of options can be devised (for example, optional 100 percent

.tax credit plus modifications of present special incentives for -wealthy taxpayers)

that may maximize the benefits to charity and ameliorate the negative effects on

government revenues and on particular categories of recipient charitable institutions?

w can the estimated impacts of the various oPtions be further tested and
validated (for example, it is quite possible that a 100 percent tax credit could set

int motion .ciynalnic processes of fund raising and of'public response which as of

now are unpredictable but which could have immense effect in altering present

econometric estimates)?
But even if such complex questions are clarified, it will still not be possible to

formulate serious recommendations(for major changes in tax policy for the benefit

of the Third Sector because as of now there does not exist the quantitative evidence

necessary to give even an approximate- answer to the qUestion of how much more
private giving is needed to restore its health and maintain its vigor in overall

amount and by .major categories of recipient institutions. Is'a 50 percent increase in

the present level of giving enough, or too much? Is a. 75 percent increase the goal
that should be set? Or a 100 percent increase? Or, over the next 10 years, a 200

percent increase?
All one can say today in answer to the question of the magnitude of the sector's

needs is "more." To be able to answer that fundamental question adequately, a very

great deal snore data gathering and analysis needs to be undertaken.

Corporate Philanthropy

A source of private contributions secondary to individuals but still of importance

is corporate philanthropy. Over the past 35 years business contributions to charity

have risen from an annual total of $30 million to nearly $1 billion. As a percentage

, of pre-tax income, corporate contributions overall have risen to an average of

roughly 1 percent; but it seems to have leveled off at that point for' the.past several

years.
Nonetheless, here is evidence to suggest that corpora'tions may present a

considerably ii-ea r potential source of support for the privdte sector than has yet

L. been realized. , I

First, corpora ions would seem to have the financial ability to give more, since

there are wide discrepancies in practice within and between various industries and

size categories. Among major corporations, though the average contriliution is near

4 1 pert t of pre-tax income,a significant minority of large and profitable companies

fall f r below the average and some take no deductions for contributions at all. By

contr t, among smaller corporations a significant mindrity give 5 percent of pre-tax

i
,

ncome, the resent statutory 'ceiling for deductibility.' 8 ,

Moreover a recent survey by the Conference Board of 457 mai* U.S. corpor -

Pon heads fleets growing support among them for the idea pf corporate particip -

tion in phi anthropy and nine of ten believe that their corporations should ,4'o'o

more than he minimum and take a leadership role in public:service activities.'9 It
therefore,seems possible that through a combination of actions by the private sector

itself and by certain changes in tax policy the level of corporate contributions might

, be lifted over a period of a few years from the present leve of $1 billion to perhaps

double, or conceivably, triple that sum.
s

The following are some of the most commonly mentioned possibilities for
changes in,tax policy which would encourage greater corporate giving:

-
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1. More favorable treatment in the valuation of gifts from inventory. At pre -sent
such gifts are deductible at cost rather than at fair-market value. If the latter basis
were jed, contributions of chemical and drug companies in particu,lar might
significantly increase.

Z. Lifting the present 5 percent ce deductibility. Such a change would
not affect the majority of corporations, wilftosi contrbTon- are at a much rower
level. But the ceiling does exert a restrictive effect On some companies, and it is
difficult to see what public purpose is served by its existence, particularly if the
valuation of gifts from inventory is kept on a cost basis.-

; z

3. Making special provision for certain classes of corporations with special tax
problems. For, example, publiC utilities are not allowed in some cases to treat
contributions 4s allowable expenses for purposes of rate making. Such rules could
be changed, particularly by state rather than federal action. Likewise, certain life
insurance companies are taxedk,,?hrider separate provisions that do not provide a
reduction of tax frir charitable,eontributions. Congressional action could provide for
tax incentives to them equivalent to that given other corporations.

4. Increasing the valiie of deductions for contiibutions, by corporations not
subject to the 48 percent tax rate. Corporations with $25;000 or less of earnings,
because they are taxed at adfbwer rate than larger corporations, in effect are given a
smaller tax inducement for charitable contributions. To elimin e this form of
discrimination against them, ciwitable contributions could ade deductible at
the 48 percent rate for all corporations by congressional action.

5. Establishing a contributions floor. Since the level of corporate contributions
appears to have stagnated at the 1 percent of pre-tax income level and because a
good many corporations set the !we! bf their contributions at what they consider to
be the "norm" for their industrf, some corpdrate leaders have suggested that if a
1.5 percent or 2 percent floor were established for tire deductibility of contribu-
tions, many companieS--would promptly raise their giving to that level. On the, other
hansLother corporate leaders feel that, particularly-in the-present-period of poor
profits, such a floor would reduce rather than raise the total of corporate contribu-
tions.

6. Enaciing a tax credit. Instead of deductibility, which (for larger torporat
reduces taxes-by 48 cents for each dollar contributed, a portion'of total contri 9-.
tions could be allowed as a Credit against tax' dollar for dollar possibly, or at
some figure intermediate between 48 cents and one dollar for eachAcillar cdntribu4,
ton ,

7. Imposing a new 2 percent surtax on corporate income from which payment
would be forgiven on a dollar-for-dollar basis for charitable gifts up to that level.
For any corporation giving more than 2 percent of its pre-tax profit up to Ithe 5
percent ceiling, such ifts would be deductible on the present basis.

Which of these s abilities might effectively and equitably increase corportte
contributions caDnot b idetermined without more careful evaluation. But because of
the magnitude ZINd iti nal resources for the private sector that might be generated,
such systematic exa ination is much needed.

At the present time, a small group of leading corporate executives is considering
the possibility of organizing a new "Bicentennial Fund" to which they hope to
persuade American corporations to give at least several hundreds of millions of
dollars in the coming five years, over and above the present level of their contribu-,
tions, +for the purpose of creating,a major new source of pr'Vate capital gifts. If this
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important initiative gets under way, a second wotthwhile task of equal potentiality
for the organizing group might be to turn its attention to the development of a
range of new policy proposals aimed at realizing more fully the considerable
potentiality, of corporate giving as a source of permanent support for the Third

Sector generally.

Generating Greater Government Support

Even if one accepts an optimistic forecast of the trend of charitable contribu-

tions from individuals, corporations, and foundations the significant budget

kshortfall now being differentially experienced among nonprofit agencies are likely

' 'to be only marginally reduced. Therefore, in parallel with the effort to expand

private giving substantially, tere must be achieved a massive and sustained increase

tti in the flow of governmental intb private-sector institutions. The reports of

the Carnegie Council on Policy Studies in Higher Education and the recent Ford
Foundation study of a sample of cultural institutions provide a partial *trait of

-N the monetary targets that must be reached mainly from government sources in

order to maintain the nonprofit sector in its already lessened role in most fields'of

endeavor.
To achieve the objectives of universal access`to higher education by the year

2000 for all those who wish to enroll and to assure the diversity, of American

colleges and universities between publicly and privately sponsored institutions, the
Carnegie Council on Higher Education recommends a program of student loans and

grants and institutional subsidies to colleges and universities that would increase the

annual total cost to all levels of government (which in 1974 was $4,580,000,000)

by some 4 billion constant dollars by 1980 and approximately 14.5 billion constant

dollars by the year 2000.2° What share of this projected rise in government

expenditures! for higher education will be. directed to private institutions is not
entirely clear -because the council does not consistentjy divide its figures on the

basis of the sectoral identity of the ultimate organizational- fund recipients. But, as a
iotigEirrdicator, itis probably fair to state that from one fifth to one quarter of the
above projectedcost escalation would probably find its way into private colleges

and universities. More particularly, the council's suggestion for a Major immediate

expansion of "tuition equalization grants," designed to narrow the widening cost

disparity between aftendance at public and private institutions of higher learning .

and thereby arrest the trend in the enrollment decline of the latter (which moved

from 30 to 22 percent of total university registrants between 1967-and 1974),

t would alone cost federal, state, and local governments an additional $1,125;000,000

(1974 dollar's) in the academic year 1979-1980.
In 'the cultural field, The i Ford Foundation has recently issued study of the

future financial needs of 166 leading resident theaters, operas, syniOhonies, ballets

and modern nce companies.2 Assuining both that the earnings of these organiza-

tions would ow at the same rats was true

the rate of inflation would average 7 percent er year, the total 1940-1971 deficit
ii for the Reciod111965-1971 and that

of these'-1/1s itutions, some $62 million, Would increase to $335 million by

1980-1981. Based upon these "optimistic speculations," the Ford study estimates

that both a seventeen -fold increase in government sujikort and a quadrupling of
private contributions over the decade 1970 -1980 will be needed for them simply to

mamtqin their 1970-1971 financial position. In absolute numbers, government grants

of $8 million in 1970-19/1 to these 166 performing arts institutions would need to

. jump to $133 million to meet the public share of the effort to achieve financial

stability. .. \
Comparable examinations of the prospective financial needs of hospitals, social

welfare agencies, and independent research facilities are not now available.'"
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BUt it seems entirely possible that in overall
.
termS, government funding to'.the

nonprofit sector over the next two decades ivfll have to quadruple or quintuple if a
severe contraction of the number of voluntary agencies and their total service
capacity is to be avoided. -

As a practical matter, the tremendous increase in the flow of goverdment funding
that will be required to meet the maintenance needs of nonprofit institutions has to
emanate from two sources an expansion in the volume of direct' supportive and
rescue. grants; and a greater diversionof research,, training, and operating funds from
government- owned - and - operated Facilities to the Thisd Sector via purchase-of-service

svcontracts. One of the first and most important tasks of the White House Advisory
Commission and/or the special presidential assistant for the Third Sector
recommended in this studi, should be to review carefully all of the present programs
and activities of federal agencies in fields of health, education, welfare, science and
foreign assistance to identify those that co Id equally well or better be shifted from
direct governmental administration to private agencies through the -grant or contract
arrangements. -.

For private nonprofit institutions to receive such significant resource increments,
they and their supporters will have to win them in what promises to be an
increasingly intense competition for government resources from the many rival
claimants labor, business, the military, agriculture, and the rest who will
forcefully articulate their interests and demands in a variety of public forums. And
that competition will of course be conducted principally through political, primarily
legislative, processes. , 1

Such efforts to fort major reallocation of resources from public to private
control will also have to J.* directed to the bureaucratic level. That task will not be
easy to accomplish. Official departments and bureaus will cling tenaciously to their
direct administration of programs. One of many examples of this bureaucratic
capacity to oppose successfully efforts to hand over funds and a degree of program_
control eto private agencies was the Agency for International Developmentl negative
reaction o the recommendations of the Gardner Report o,f 1964 to this effm
Despite-.the quality and prestige of the committee and the strong rhetorical backOfg

_ _its recommendations received from the ,highest officials of the executiye.branch,
little if _jny change in the proportion of AID's work carried out tlyough nonprofit
institutional channels was effected.

Resistance, to resource shifts in order to retain control will not be confined to
the executive branch. Some legislators too are wary of delegating the implementa-
tion of public purposes to private groups. They perceive this shift away from direct
government operations as a weakening of their control over the programs funded.

For the private sector and the perspective and interests that it represents to
prevail in this contest for resources from government, a minimum requirement, as
has been argued repeatedly in this paler, is a much more adequate data_base, a
much firmer underpinning .of analysis and conceptualization to buttress its argu
ments and a much better record of having put its own house in order.

I addition, there ust go forward a major effort of activat ng,,organizing, and
coo nating the batta ions of actual and potential supporters the private sector
cau a ond the pluralis c philosophy it embodies. Citizens incline to be symp thetic
ha never been.suffibiently informed or mobilized to 'carry much political eight:
But, n theory, they remain a great potential frirce, in both numbers and infl ence,
to t, members of American church groups, supporters of private seconda Viand

higher ebucAtion, many in the ranks of science and medicine, large elements of the
intellectual and cultural communities, and substantial Segments of themass edia.

,Though few, number, there are examples of nonprofit elements that have
learned the importance of intercommunication, organization, and sustai ed involve-
ment in the political system as prerequisites to attaining' public subsid s at desired
levels. In New York State, both large- cultural institutions frid small,community, arts
groups recently join forges to forge, a strong coalition, called Concerned Cit)zens
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for the ;Vs. Armed with empirical data derived from considerable research, they
were prepared to argue for the enhanced support of the arts on the grounds of its
economic as well as Of its aesthetic and social value to New YorkState. By pointing

to the fact that the arts constitute a major state industry with a payroll of over
$100 million and that other major businesses 7 from parking lots to hotels to
restaurants were in large measure dependent upon the patronage that growing
audiences for cultural attractions of all kinds provide, they were able to deve(op

sound brief shaped intentionally, to appeal to consideratiOns tfiat practicing

politicians are inclined to accept. An unprecedented floWbf letters, phone calls, and
personal visits to state legislators vial orchestrajed to coincide with the-scheduled

vote on an annual appropriation for the New York State Council on the Arts. In no
small measure due to this energetic and thorough research and lobbying effort, $34
million was finally allocated for the fiscal year 1974, and New York retained what
is by far the highest level of state funding for the arts in America.

The Need to Broaden Public Support and Partici lion

If the flow of funding into and tbrough the private sector is to be increased

signifi.cantly both through increased individual giving and through rechanneling
some major volume of government funding major shifts in national poliqies are
implied. And if these are to be brought a ut, the Third Sector will not only have

to activate its sympathizers but also co ert some of, the disintgested and the
....dskeptics, of whom there are many.

. The persistence of the practice of private giving in the United States is quite
extraordinary in the face of the neglect, even the discouragement, that/wittingly or
unwittingly has been one of the mayor characteristics of public policy toward it.
Twenty-three million taxpayers itemize deductions of charttable gifts each year and

additional tens ormillions give who take the standard, unitemized deduction. Some
60,000,000 or more directly participate in volunteer activity. But examined more
critically, the overall figures obscure some trends and qualitative aspects ,tbat are less

encouraging. Giving is most practiced by the wealthy and by the lower - income
:groups; the middle sags. The old, are more inclined to volunteer than the young.-
Church members are more supportive of the principle of private giving than

non-church nte'mbers, but religious belief and practice is in decline. In a society of
increasingly higher levels of educational attainment, support for voJuntardn does
not appeaeto be correlited with educational achievement and there are indications

that the opposite, may be the case. ,

Thus the popular base of support for the Third Sector may be broad but,among
its more traditional eleme?fts at least, it is decaying. In political terms, it has tended

to be both parochial and inert. Its supporters1nd participants,though numerous,
are unassembled, Except for their concern for specific organizations or activities,

they have remained largely passive and indifferent to the fate of ,the private,

Avyoltintary sector-as a whole.
I On the other hand, at lea t three major segmenq of the American pop lation can

be identified whose attitu e Coward private philanthropy and the Th rd Sector

ranges from skepticism to ostility. These are, first, blue- collar workers and their

trade unipn leaders. In the hearings on the 1969 Tax Reform Act the testimony of

their spokesmen was generally negAive toward the notion of private' philanthropy as

it has functioned and toward the tax privileges on which it is based. In large part

the organized industrial working' class sees it as a! rather o d-fashioned and

inadequate if not a down7right objectionable approach to ea ing the problems

that are of_greatest concern to them, namely jobs, housing, healtfi welfare services,

and educational opportunities for their children. They are inc ined to look to

,-. government, not !the private nonprofit sector, as'ithe More' respon ive and effectiv
°O. (
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instrumentality to deal with their needs as they see them. (In the past, the attitude"
of labor toward philanthropy has reflected a generalized suspicion of the corporate
origins and connections of most foundations. Also, since labor has been virtually
excluded from participation in the governance of private foundations and from
receiving their grants, there has never been 'much interest in philanthropy nor any
strong convictionabout its social usefulness on the part of the union movement.
13ut in the past few years, labor has begun to shift into active opposition. This
results in part from its growing concern with the inequities of theltfx iystexn. In
certain cases it also reflects the resentment of some major trade union figures Who
see a strong connection between foundation staffs and black militants, which in
their view is an anti-worker and anti-union affiliation. Albert Shanker, the head of
the United Federation of Teachers in New York, was partictularly outraged by the
.grants, of The Ford Foundation in relation to school decentralization in that city in
the late 190,0s.)

The second major group whose leadership has been openly critical of philan-
thropy is that whole underclass for whom George Wallace has great appeal. It
includes heterogeneous elements ranging from poor whites in the rural areas to some
elderly to various ethnic and minority groups. A common view among this large
element is that they have not only been ignored but are moreover the objects of the
puling elite's disdain. From their perspective, philanthropy is simply an instrumen-
tality of the elite for the elite; it is seen as,neither relevant nor accessible to them
in alleviating the problems that are of greatest concern in their lives. And because
they feel that as tt operates, philanthropy has a strong class bias against their kind

' of people, their antagonism toward it is in many cases militantly resentful.
The third major grouping of skeptics toward philanthropy and the Third 'Sector

is that activist vanguard of consumerists, environmentalists, civil rightists, women's
rightists the SAM, who have deeply shaken our society in recent years. The
SAM, though themselves part of the .Third Sector, have been critical of the elitism
of,phtlanthropicand other Third Sector institutions.

. In the view of many of these generally well-educated, Sosphisticated, and
politically minded individuals. philanthropy and the nonprofit sector is regarded not
as a pluralistic but a preferential factor, one that benefits primarily a small group of
donors and in turn a certain limited group of beneficiaries. They consider the Third
Sector as it now operates as being on the whole,a denial of their notions of equity,
democratic participatio; and accountability. t

Thus the reasons for non-s,upcport of the Third Sector among these elements are
.,varied = from pragrnatic to emotional to philosophical. The net effect in political
terms is to leave it increasingly isolated and vulnerable. Unless practical steps are
taken to improve its performance and to broaden its base of putilic understanding
and participation, it is difficult to see how it can long survive, as a societal sector of
any consequence.gIndeed, it could become little more than the vermiform appendix
of the American Way. Self-reform.is the first requirement. (The list of what needs
to be done for the Third Sector' to Shed its image of eliti4m, to reorder its
priorities, to improve its governance structures to make them more representative;
to revise its programs to make them more responsive to new demands, and to
develop new procedures to insure greater access and accountability is long and by
now rather familiar. Since the Donee Group of the Filer Commission under the
'leadership of Ted Jacobs addressed itself to these problems, we felt it would be
redundant to treat them in tlet al I in this document.)

A second requ.irement 1s for changes in public policy .to Assist and .encourage
--wider public participation in private voluntary organizatio'hs and in practice of
private giving. These range from a reversal of_Current federal policy under the New
Federalism doctrine to downgrade citizen involvement n att federal programs and to
cut off direct assistance to citizen groups of various kinds to`changes in tax policy.

In the view of the prtsent writers the single most important and politically
feasible'change in. tax legiflAion wIlIch should be seriously stydied is to tear 'down
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the vvall_ of clis.,rimination against the participation of at least four fifths._ of
American taxpayers in the practiceof private giving which we have allowed t6 be
erected. That wail is the existing discriminatory system of so-called "tax incentives."

The present system has some practical virtues, of, course, in that it helps

stimulate the present level and patterns of private giving to charity. 8,ut relative to
the needs of the Third Sector it is at best inadequate. Many great categories of
institutions are in poverty and stagnation as a result. And at worst the system
degrades the very idea of private giving for public purposes, it makes one of the
noblest of human and social virtues increasingly an object of public cynicism and
derision, As they are now constructed these incentives provide no real inducement
for at least three quarter) of the 'American taxpayers, and they can be exploited for
the selfish advantage of the remainder

They contain four built-in and reijprcing inequities.

.1. As they are structured, the incentives have the effect on the basis of present
tax rates of giving a government subsidy of 14 percent to the charitable gifts of the '
taxpayer in the loWest bracket and of 70 percent to those of a taxpayer in the
highest bracket. They are in this sense regressive, not progressive.

2. They, moreover, double this bias in favor of the rich by the way in which
unearneduneared income that is, capital gains is treated. In general terms, a wealthy
person by making his c,ontributiohs in the form of appreciated property or securities
can often make his gift at little or no net cost to himself, whereas the average
person, whose incokis in the form of salary or wages, has no such possibility.

3. Whatever little inducemeilt the system offers the person of low or medium
income es nullified by the "standard deduction," which in 'effect says to 'him, "it
makes no difference whether you actually, give anything to charity; you get the

standard deduction anyway."

the whole system is upside down and backwards because it ignore'
the fundamental fact Oat 'a poor man's gift to charity involves more of a sacrifice.
In The real sense of that term than that of a rich man. Yet the inducements to give
are focused on the man or woman for whom giving presents no real deprivation of
basic, requirements for himself or his family.

It is little wonder, then, that a good many Americans, laboring under increasingly

heavy and unfair tax burdens, regard these inducements as merely another

' "loophole," another scheme for -the rich to avoid their fair share of taxes. And 'Cis
,Nmarkable, as well as a most encouraging evidence of tht strong charitable inclina-.

tion of so many Americans, that large numbers of them, including many of very
stow income, continue, to-contribute to many causes and institutions despite the
irrelevance of present tax inovtives to them. -7_

. Any adequate formula for reforming the present arrangements must satisfythe
followirig five criteria:
. , . . . .

1. It must-meet the issue of equity head-on and make it as painless for a poor
man to give to charity a rich man; .

. .

2. It must of el- a sufficiently powerful attraction to draw milliops more
taxpayers fropf every age, ethnic, and socio-economic group into the practice

of charitable gi mg; t
3.1 It m t thereby generate a substantial increase in annual private giving an"

increase a /least on the order of25 percent over present levels;
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4. It should produce an increase- in resources to the private ,sector at least
equivalent to the resources diverted from government revenues;

5. It must not jeopardize the continued existence of those very important
cultural, educational, and scientific institutions which are particularly dependent on
the gifts of.wealthy taxpayers.

This is obviously a difficUlt'prescriPtion to fill. 13a-there is considerable reason
and some evidence to believe that the following speCific possibility might largely
meet the requirements:

That every taxpayer be offered, as an additional option under the Revenue Code,
the right to make a direct deduction from his federal tax bill of $X per year ($2X
on a joint tax return) on presentation of documentation that he or she has in fact
given that much or more to a bona fide charity. (What the dollar limit of such a tax
credit should be can be determined only after more information is available on the
total inc se in private giving which is needed to ensure the overall strength and
position of he private sector and after further study" has been made of the probable
impacts of a tax oredit An levels of giving and 'on government revenues.)

This tax credit proposal -does not eliminate the present special incentives in the
tax system for the. rich, but it provides an additional option availablt to all
taxpayers. .The justification for paralleling rather than replacing the present
inequitable incentives is a practical old not theoretical one, namely that the large
contributions of wealthy taxpayers to charity provide an important pace-setting and
leadership function in fund-raising drives which if abruptly eliminated would be
seriously damaging to important categories of institutions.

The proposed formula would appear to satisfy the equity issue at least to a
limit of $X --for every taxpayer. It would not, however, offer those too poor to be
taxpayers the opportunity to be.philanthropists. But this is a limitation that perhaps
many would regard. as not fatal.

Such a limited 100 percent tax coedit, by making a taxpayer's gifts up to that
level 'cost free," shpuld in theory be a, powerful.inducerpent to taxpayers of all
income levels to give to charity. And if a high proportion of them did so, the net
gain in resources for the Third Sector could reach many billions of dollars. But
without mork-'careful study and perhaps some actual experimentation just how
many new givers_ and how much of an increase -in giving might result cannot be
definitely predicted. To judge from the' rather limitec taxpayer response to the
small credit now offered for political contribution, the impact might be limited.
But, for several reason, that may not be a relevant precedent, and in any event
what might happen 'once nonprofit organizations of all kinds energize their fund-
raising efforts to take advantage of this great new possible bonanza could be
enormous.

Likewise; it is difficult to stimate precisel what the net loss in government
revenues and the net gain to harity frorh such a changeover might be. But even if
the decline in government revenue should be greater than the gains to ch4arity and

4ir this cannot-be assumed ,the "efficiency" of a tax credit is not to be measured
purely 'in such arithmetic terms, Other important non-monetary social benefits may
result as will, be argued plater = which might More-than ,compensate for the
"inefficiency" of .such a measure. Moreover, if. there are those who might object to
a tax-credit approach on the grounds that it is unlikely to p'roduce great increases in
resources for charity, there are Others who would oppose it on the grounds that it
would be too effective in the sense of producing a major reduction in governmental
revenues. At a time when government budgetary deficits are already a matter of
great concern, this argument can be expectecNo have considerable weight. But the
answer to it has to be given in terms eves more fundamental than fiscal policy.
Ultimately, the wisdom or unwisdom of reducing government revenues, at this time
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and thereby further unbalancing the budget,turns on the issue of what kind of a
society we propose Lq try to maintain. If a private, pluralistic sector is essential to
safeguarding fundamental values, then the resources necessary for its preservation
have to be given priority over other claims, even over other very important claims.

But assuming that the introduction of this kind of tax credit could reasonably
satisfy the criteria stipulated, what, might .be some of the broader social benefits,
that could reu1t?

First, some degree of Public confidence in the reasonableness and fairness of at
least one aspect of the tax system might be restored. Second, the resulting
democratization in the sources of charitable giving would be at least as important as
the sheer increase in the volume of giving. The drinciple and the practice of
personal contribution to nonprofit agencies and activities would receive significant
stimulus among all elements of the population ethnic groups, blue-Collar workers,
the young, and the special,minorities in our society interested in everything from
the improvement of playgrounds and the administration of justice to wildlife
protection and civil libertes.,These changes would make it as easy for the average
taxpayer in the future, as it\ has been for the wealthy person until now, to give
something to his college, churc\h, or local hospital. It ,euld, for the first time, make
it realistically possible for the poor and the peoPle of the ghettos to give real
financial support to their own community organizations, which has some relevance
to self-respect, dignity, self-responsibjlity, and social harmony. It would make it,
possible for young people with., modest incomes to contribute to the YMCA, or .

Naderive-er Care, or whatever civic cause or institution that inspires them, which
has some relevance to the problems of alienation and cynicism as well as to the
prospects for 'social change. It Yvuld provide a significant and probably constitu-'

A tional way for those _interested ih the survival of parochial schools to give tax-
deductible help to them, which tias some relevance to the problems of building
strongpolitical support for legislativ

For those whose primary concer
kind of proposal of course represen
more fun amental approach to the
That id as it has commonly been
governm nt revenue among the various
staring co plated here envisages rath
governmental sector and the private nonp
billion dollars. This "diversion" of reve
governmental agencies will not of tours
budgets. But from the viewpoint of those
decline 'and degeneration of the Third Sec
choice involved here goes beyond budget b
nature of the kind of society more plurali
preserve.

(It is a serious fallacy to consider, as, pme econometricians do, that the
"efficiency" of any tax-incentive arrangemett be measured purely in monetary
and bookkeeping terms. that is, that an iihcente is "efficient" if the amount by
which it increases the flow of 4private charitabte giving exceeds the amount of
reduction it imposes on governthent i come. Likewise it is "inefficient" if the
increase in private giving is less than th resultant decrease in government income.

This may 6e a defensible, if n rrow, econo
contestible that the "efficiency" df, reform in tax
opinion of these writers should b defined in b
From this viewpoint, the "efficien y"' of a tax incen
is tq be evaluated not only in ter
and on government revenues bu/
the equity of the tax system as
or involvement and participatio
tiveJactivities of the society.

passage of such a proposal.
5$is ,the reduction of g ernment deficits, this

a threat. For it do constitute A tew and
uch-discussed matter of "revenue sharing."
ut forth involves only the redistribution of .,

levels of government. The kind of revenue
r a redistribution of resources between the
ofit sector, at le st to an amount of a,few
ue from the unds available for use by/

be helpfu in balancing governmental
who are riously concerned about the
or in merican life, the public policy!'
lanci g to a consideration of the very
tic or more monolithic we hope to

is approach. But it is hardly
centives could be and in the
oader and more basic terms.
ve proposal for private giving

s of its impact on the flow of charitable giving
also in terms of its impact on public confidence in
a whole and its effects on the degree of alienation
of significant population segments in the construc

.
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Granted these non-monetary, non-bookkeeping considerations are 'extremely
difficult to measure, if they Are not essentially unmeasurable. But there are
nevertheless real considerations which must somehow be welshed and given credence
if wise and noi merely technocratic or arithmetic guidance is to be given to the
course of public policy.)

This particular suggestion of a limited 100 percent tax credit as an option to all
taxpayers carr be evaluated only by giving thought to such questions as these How
urgent in ethical and human welfare terms, and how dangerous in terms of the
stability and cohesion of the United States, is the fact of widespread poverty,
alienation and despair in the spreading black ghettos of our major metropolitan'
centers? How contributory to the sense of frustration, helplessness, and anomie of
the residents of those tragic neighborhoods is the fact that they have not been in a
positiori financially to support their own private voluntary organizations and
institutions but rather are dependent on benefactions of wealthier outsiders' And
what difference mighit make in their own sense of dignity,responsibility, and
positive involvement in their community life if through a tax-credit arrangement
they were able to make their own contributions to support the charitable, cultural,
health, welfare, and educational institutions in their own immediate environment?

. For in weighing the need to strengthen the private pluralistic element in our
society we are ultimately considering some of the most profound psychological,
social, political and ideological issues of our times. We necessarily are, considering
the nature of man, the nature of society, and the relation of man to his society and
to the State. We are necessarily considering the impocts of modern, urban,
industrial, technological society on human welfare. We are necessarily considering
the great issues of what kind of governmental and social structures and procedures
are most adequate and appropriate in satisfying not only the material and physical

of our population but also their chological, ethical, and spiritual require-
ments.

At this level of philosophical an lysis, nothing could be more obvious than the
fact that the huge and advanced ociety such as that of the United States is at
present subjected to powerful an simultaneous- forces of change and adaptation,
that it is under excruciating stres ,,andlhat the. social and human symptoms are on
every hand. Moreover, it is clew that in attempting to understand and cope with
comtemporary .problems we ar all caught in contradictory philosophical and
ideological confusions, and unl s contradictions can somehow be reconciled or
resolved, the "base," so to spec , of the private sector cannot fully be revitalized
and reinforced.

Some'ReasonNfor Hope

However unimpressive a may be iri some of its institutional manifestations, the
American tradition of voluntargm and pluralism nonetheless has deep; vigoroqs,
living roots. the vitality of that tradition is sustained by and reflected in the
intellectual and ideological currents in contemporary life. These are by no Means
uniform, indeed they are swirling and contradictory, but, from the point of view of,
those devoted to ideas of diversity arid democracy, they are on balance quite
hopeful.

On the one band, the immense power of the ideas and motivations underlying
the growth of central state power in many nations of the world, including the
United States, for the past century is by no means spent. And it is obvious that the,
employment of federal power in this country as elsewhere lias been associated with
some resplendent achievements in liberty, welfare, equity. Federal gOVernment
power, not that of local or state power, brought about the abolition pf,slavery and
then, in the course of time, increased civil rights for Blkk and other Minorities. It
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was the utilization of federal power that imposed restraints on the excesses of those
who used to be called the "malefactors of great wealth." In the 1930s out of the
disaster of the Great Depression came a wholg range of new federal programs to
stimulate the economy, to provide soi.ial insurance for the aged, to strengthen' the
bargaining positon of trade -unions, to rehabilitate the nation's agriculture, and
generally to intervene in the market system in behalf of weak and disadvantaged
elements. In. the period since the Second World War and down to the present,
employment of federal power in behalf of a wider and wider range of, egalitarian
objectives and as a guiding corrective factor in the imperfect functioning of the
market economy has continued almost unabated. Many Americans deeply believe
that in. a modern,-democratic society such employment of central government
power is both legitimate and necessary. And many believe further that in view of
the continued wide disparities in 'wealth, influence, and dignity in our society that
the.instrufnentalities of central government still represent the best hope of achieving
some greater degree.of social justice, stability, anti cohesion.

On the other hand, as the so-called Welfare State has'progressed, the side effects
and implications of-that expansion live begun to stir growing concern in many
quarters. Time was when opposition to it was largely confined to' economic
conservatives, racists, and social traditionalists. But to that dwindling band hal now
been added strung infusions from the counter-culture; radicals Of the New Left,
militant libertarians, New Conservatives, and miscellaneous others of all age groups
concerned by the inhuman scale and unresponsiveness of great bureaucracies,
whether corporate or governmental, the'.unaccountability of vast centralized mech-
anisms, whether public or private, and the positive importance of reestablishing
effective citizen participating in the control over the various programs and inst.itu-

, tions which dominate their lives. -
Thus, an eminent humanist like Robert A. Nisbet writes. "What we have

witnessed... in every Western country, and not least, in the United States, is the
almost incessant growth in power over the lives of human beings power that is
basically the result of a 'gradual disappearance of all the intermediate institutions
which coming from the 'predemocratic past, served for a long tifne to check the
kind of authority that almost from the beginning sprang from the new legislative
bodies and executives in the .modern democracies... What has in fact happened
during the past half century is that the bulk of power in our society,,as it affects
our, intellectual, economic; social, and cultural existences, has become,' largely
invisible, function of the vast infragovernment compoSed ,of, bureaucracies,
commission agencies, and deportment& in a myriad of a-read. The greatest single
revolution' f the last century in the political sphere has been the transfer of
effective power over human Jives from the constitutionally visible offices of govern-
ment,th.enominally sovereign offices, to the vast network that h1s been brought
into being ih\the name of protection ,of the people from their exploiterst"22

From the New, Left, the' Institute for Policy Studies of Washington, D.C., in its,
report 'on the first decade of it activity2 3 recounts that if formed by a group
of men who ,Iy.d come to Washington between 1958 and 1962 "to work in or on
the edges of government. They had come to Washington believing that the American
governing 'tkrocess was mostly respdnsive to public pressure and public needs; they
found that the government was chiefly tesponsible to- institutional interests that
were divorced from public need. They wondered whether the major institutions of

"American-life had not become inimical to the life and'safety of the public." As a
result, one of the premises around which their action has'been focused is that
government had become unresponsive and destructive in Large part because all fresh

.political ideas and moral truths were smothered in the bureaucratic process... By
1972 most of the Fellows had concluded from their work thlt a concentration of
vast power in the" hands of a few had become typical of American policy,
economy, and ctift4K, and that the structures of racism and militarism, the ex-
hausting work place and the s exhausted family( the mandarin university' and
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bureaucratized religion, deforested, and depeopled Appalachia and devastated
Vietnam were results of this conce ration of power... On the other hand most of
the Fellows developed an analysrt saw decentralization of pqwer and workable
communities governed by full 'democratic partitipation as a necessary part of any
life-enhancing fuze . This was an impulse shared by many scholars and activists all
over the United States. In their various arenas of research and social invention most
of the Fellows began more clearly to focuS^on community-oriented alternatives
(rather than, say, centralized socialism, the corporate state, or tiassez-fairi individ-

,

ualisrd) that might emerge from the present. situation. X24 .. -

From theothbr end of the political spectrum, hying Kristol, one of the New
Conservatives, is a sharp critic of what he calls "The New class'? the scientists,
teachers, educational administrators; journalists ethers in the communications
industries, psychologists, social workers, .lawyers, 'and doctogrwho make their
careers in the expanding public sector, city planners milittiOn Staffers, the upper
levels of the government bureaucracy and so forthe opinion they are gaining
crucial influence in American society and their obi ',live is nothing less than to gain
"the power to shape our civilization , a power' which 'in a capitalist system is
supposed to. reside in the free market: The 'new 4.1ass' wants to see .much of this
power redistributed to goN;ernment, where,they will then have a major say in how it
is exercised."-, .

.
But, he concludes as follows: "Not that the situation is hopeles* s -' it's just that

tone has to recognize the limited range of the possible. It is possible, I think, at least
"sto preserve a substantial and vigorous private sector not only a business sector,

but also a non-governmental not-for-profit sector in the Unite;d:States. This can
happen,... because of the profoUnd appeal of individual liberty to all Americans,
and because df the equally profound distrust of big government by all Americans.
In this appeal and this elistrust.even members of-the 'new class'.share, to one degree
or another. It Wiour. good fortune that they are not doctrinaire socialists, as in
Britain, even if they sometimes look and sound like iC2s

A.'view from still another perspective, but in fundamental harmony with these
other expressions, is that of the eminent young astronomer, Carl Sagan of Cornell
Univirsity. In his words, "To use a biological analoiy, which is,often.dangerous,bux
sometimes pertinent, our society at present is subjected- to multiple and
siniultaneods transformations and demands upon it technological, social, ideologi-
cal, international. Any orianisrrihaught in such a, situation must eithe'r adapt or
disappear. And the inbuilt mechanism of experimeniation and adaption which our
society possesses is its, multiplicity 'and. pluralism. That quality is not only a tradi-
tional virtue; it has become the' indispensible instrum'entality' of our soci

.
...

Thus, whether one looks at _the tenor of the significant new philos'ophical state-
ments emerging from our leading- thinkers of diverse points of view or whether one
observes the multiplitity and intentity of social movements and organizations of all
kinds throughout the country demanding institutional, accountability, responsiveness,
citizen, participation, and decentralization of controls, it is unmistakable that widely
felt Human concerns are expressing Themselves. ..

It is quite poSsibly ,true that the reconciliation of the apparently °contradictory ;
tendencies between proponents of the Welfare State and advocates of the New
Humanism is the crucial philosophical, and political issue of our times. But in their-
ethical and social objectives, they seem to have m re in common than they yeti,
recognize and in this the'reis great reason for ho that pluralistic values will not

v
. beldst. r
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IV

TIT NEED TO CREATE A NEW PUBLIC FOUNDATION, FOR
THE PRIVATE, NONPROFIT SECTOR

Tne provision 'of the 1969 Talc Reform Act imposing a 4 percent audit fee on
foundations has surely been the most roundly 'denounced feature of that controver-

sial piece of legislation, both by founditions and much of the rest of the nonprofit
community. But it' may 'turn, out to be ar can be shaped to a boon of

immense and permanent benefit to the strength of American pluralism.

Consider these factors:
,

. 1. The Third Sector Is in- a condition *of serious'and growing difficulty. The

9, search for solutiops to its problenis is impeded not only by ignorance but by the
traditional parochialism and extreme, fragm'tntation of its various sub-grOpings.

. .

%%.

2. 'There is little- that the Third Sector as a whole has ever been able to agree

upon or tbact in concert upon, and perhaps. least of all its need for research Intl
planning to try-to redress the general decline taking place in its position and
influence._ Nor have the major foundations beent

disposed to invest ,significant ,

resources in such research. ,

3.. Yet there is Dot a Major sector o American life that is so seriously in need of

a major And sustained.program of data gathering, analysis, planping, public educa

tion, and the systerhatic development of new actionable policy proposals. Unless.
such a fund of knowledge and ideas is developedt,it is difficult. to imagine that the

Third Sector can continue to be a vital element in American Pluralism., But to
develop it, funding on the order of perhaps 1(30 million a year on a continuing basis

.
would be necessary. ; . . ,

4. If, in addition to research, offices of ombudsmen were created at federal,

state, and major metropolitan levels of government, as this paper has suggested, rie

cost "requirements of such an action peogarn could well total ;another $10 million or

More per year. (If such ombudsmen offices Were established, their budgets Might,-,

of course, be proVided by the various' levels of government or' by federal grants-in
aid..But it rimy be recalled that one of the most effectiveaipnovations in the history

(*of American philanthropy was action of the, Rocketel,ler G eral Education Board in.

1912 to subsidize the appointment of special officials to wo 'rk full time withiti state

departments( of education throughout the South to improve schools -and school

'programs for -Black children.)

5. It ,is unlikely in the extreme that the private sector can or ould provide

financial upport,,on. any such scale. It is currently hardressed by many demands

on its shr nking resources, and its whole history is one of consistent unwillingness to

invest ,si ifi4nt.capital in studying its own needs and Problems. ,

6. If what isso obviously necessary will not happen, through private, voluntary

action, the alternative of govefnment" funding despite its possible hazards and

inconveniences surely deserves to be considered. Before the -nonprofit sector tries

to mount an all-out drive to repeM or drastically redu e the 4 percent audit fee, -

therefore, it,might well pause to consider the possibility of utilizing a portion or, all /

s of the "surplus" revenues being generated by the prese t. fee which are not heeded

for auditing and surveillance purposes to fund the kin s of research aryl plinning
activities which have here been proposed. (The possibili of convertingthe present

fee into a levy not only on the foundations but on all n t!profirorganizations is of
,
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course a separate question. But if that tack is taken then consideration should be
given to the setting,of such/a fee at a level which would support not ohly auditing
and surveillapce by, government but also the research anl, analytical rieeds'of the

`.Third Sector gerierally.)
Throughout this paper a variety.,of major Third Sector research programs and

activities has beep proposed for implementation. Among them are studying ways 4
and 'means to iniprove nonprofit' institutional governance and management
performance;, assembling basic data about the size of the private sector, the number
of individuals, it employs, the economic value of its operations, measuring sectoral
financial needs over time; and comparing the efficacy of alternative methods of
government funding of nonprofit agencies. It is apparent that a suitable mechanism .
for financing these and other projects needs to be inverted. -

We therefore suggest consideration of the possibility of establishing a new public
Foundation .for the Private Nonprofit Sector which would operate somewhat in
the fashion of the National Science Foundation or the National Endowment for the
Arts, with _a mixed government-private board of trustees, with a small professional
staff, and with peer group review committees on grant applications It might_even
be desirable for the,private sector itself to contribute some proportion of matching
funds to the new foundation's income each year, thereby reinforcing the position of
the private element in the foundation's/ policies and actions.

Funding for the new foundation would be provided principally or exclusively by'
allocating to it it* revenue obtained by the present (or some revised) audit fee over
and beyond the funds required by the Internal Revel Service to carry out those
functions.

Since the audit fee produced nearly $75 million Of revenue in '1973 and since
only one fourth of dip or $17 million Val needed for auditing.and surveil-
lance costs, ,the fee might be cut in half. Then, of the $35 million to $40 million-
which would be collected, half might be allocated for surveilland and auditillg costs
and the other-half transferred as,an annuAlbibcit grant to the proposed new public
foundation.

An additional reason for considering its creation is simply that it may well prove
politically impossible to tedUte or repeal the present fee. In that event, there is then
an urgency about finding ;constructive use for the "surplus" revenues now being
cp,I12.cted. For if such uses are nqt found, the availability of these-funds is an open
invitation either to simple bureaucratic expansion and waste'f'ulness or, what could

,be far worse, to. the progressive expansion of surveillance activities into sub ntive
arid program activities of private' nonprofit institutidns.

'',.What would appear to be needed at this point isj first, the'establishme on a
purely private basis of a tempprary stbdy group to weigh and analyze the alterna-
tives, to think through the complex. pqlicies and procedures by which such a
fOundatiortmight best operate, and to come forth with recommendations and an
operational blueprint. Following its report, there then may, lie needed, as`a second
stage, the creation of a high-level and influential private -action gloup to. try to win...-
executive branch and congessional:support for the plan deYeloped.

1::See David Horton Smith
thel*U.S.A.: An Overview,"
(Lexington, Mass., Lexington

Footnotes,

and Burt R. Baldwin, "Voluntary Associations and Volunteering in
in David Horton Smn, ed., Voluntary Action Research: 1974
Btoks., D.C. Heath and go., 1974). ,

f'2. The Finances of the Performing ArtsVolume I: A Survey of 166 Professional Nonprofit
gesident Theaters,. Operas, Symphonies, Ballets and Modern Dbnce Companies (New York: The
.Ford Foundation, 1974) anckThe Finances of the Performing ArtsVolume /1: A Survoeof the
Characterittics and Attitude§ of Audiences for Theaters, Operas, Symphonies, Ballets and
Modern Dance Companibs (New York: The' Ford Foundation, 1974).
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PUBLIC NEEDS, PUBLIC POLICY, AND PHILANTHROPY:'
AN ANALYSIS OF THE BASICISSUESAAND THEIR
TREATMENT' BY THE COMMISSION ON PRIVATE

PHILANTHROPY AND PUBLIC NEEDS

Thomas R. Ashert

-s
Introduction

N . .

Any eiCalnination of the role of private philanthropy In the complex, pluralistic
society which is bi-esent-day ,America is a formidable task. Indeed, if the question
were solely, "How can existing philanthropic institutions -suDive in this rapidly
changing -.society?" considerable study and analysis would be required_before a
coherent answer could be framed. Yet the answer to 'that question .,and
which,gave rise to it would probably provide no one other than philanthropoids . '
with much useful information about how 'philanthropy -and -philanthropic Institu-

, tions 'should function. Accordingly, the Filer Commission from its in ption
- recognized that any sbcially meaningful study of private philanthropy must) elude

thoroper analysis of the purposes of philanthropy, how the existinpsys em is
fulfiliThg. those purposes, and how philanthropy can and should meet' those p rposes
in the future, especially in light of the rapidly growing role of governMent i a'?eas

that were once solely. or primarily the domain of private philanthropy.
To indicate that the normative notion of purpose was integral to its to k, the

Commission called itsotf the "Commission on Private Philanthropy and ublic
Needs" "public need" fulfillment being the a priori defined objective of rivate
philanthropic' activity and resources. Glearly, (hen, defining "public- needs\' and
evaluating stheir importance vis-a-vis philanthropic activity would constitute One of
the Commission's major tasks, one which, must be discharged before the role of
philanthropy lcould lee- properly evaluated, that is, it is not possible to deterMine

4ether or how, philanthropy is fulfilling its stated purpose satisfying 'Alb*
eds until and unless public needy are first defined, analysed, and evaluated.
lf Copernicus taught us anything, it is that failure to ask the right questions ill

assuredly prevent the advancement of knowledge; The Filer Commission heeded t is

conventional wisdom and defined "the basic issues... for sttldy and analysis" to
include the difficult bjit essential questions of how public needs are defined, ranks
in impOrtance, and met by government and private philaothropy:

tk.

Should our society continue to encourage the formation and support of
\ ,.

private organizations and 'institutions as a major means of satisfying At-tett,
public needs?

Would the fabric of American society be altereckif government replaced the%.....
private initiative and effort which traditionally defined and met our public
needs? .

/ .
What is the appropriate relationship between government and private
society in harnessing national' resources of creative_ initiative, energy and
money,to clefifte andmeet our public needs? .

.

Is the present system of privale support'providing adequate resourits for
society's needs or Mould new sources be fogad? How can existing sources

. .

Executive Director, Study of Poll Ilea! Influence, Washington, D.C.
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..be strengthened, perhaps through public support in the form of improved
tax incentives? Should Ore present trend toward increased governmental
support lie encouraged? '"f

.. .Are our society's resourcet 'devoted to satisfying community needs being
appropriately allocated among the many purposes, organizatibns, ancr
institutions which depend on private suppbrt?

lb. Is the federal IA system an effective and desirable means for encouraging
private donation's? Should the present syStem be modified to achieve more
equity and tax rate ptogression? - .. - --,.;.i

Are other means possible to encourage and ,s,tipplemeni private support, for
public needs-in addition' o, or in lieu of, thCprgsent tax system?

.."- . , . .

-' rt.. .
r , .

*How has private philanthropy adapted to changing issues anti expectations,,,7
; and to changes in the role of government? - _

, - a - . -

- What is the nature arid' extent of non-financial philanthropy, such as
donated time by individuals and organizations and how is this related to
incentives for financial PhiJanthropy? , -

In its twb- years and two Malkin dollars of research and rhetoric, the Filer
Commission somehow dpted- out of . the concededly difficult 'but essential

public-peeds inquiry. The expdriation for this decision is in a Commission staff
paper. entitled "Current Commission Considerations: "The Commissionhas not
attempted to prepare a catalog or budget of the major public needs of American

'society, nor to trace the serpentine wall between the appropriate activities of the
public,sector and private voluntar.y sector, believing that,it lacks the competence to

perlbrm,the
The Commission ifi'd not even attempt to define the meaning of "public needs."

Rather, it decided that Philanthropic efforts and monies should be- focused upon
those purposes and institutions which the Commission believes have traditionally
been the objects of philanthropic support and 'most urgently need financial

'assistance" today-"private colleges and universities, hospitals and cultural institu-

tions."' ,

In short, after eschewing on grounds of incompetence any mningful analysis or
the purposes of philanthropy-public-need fulfillment-the. Comrhission haS baldly
determined that three public needs stand at the top of an otherwise undefined and
unexplained list. And, curiously, all of the Commission's research indicates that
these three areas are the public needs that attract support primarily from the very
rich. Thus the Commission concludes that,the system of laws and tax incentives-1
that currently governs charitable givipg, in the United States must be preserved so
that the very wealthy can continue to support .with governmentally subsidized

dollars their very favorite needs.'"
hout denigrating health care, education, and the arts as important public

need it is necessary to examine nbt only their importance but the significance of
the private institutions which the Commission views as its primary clients In
comparison with other public needs, *just to suggest some other important needs,
relegated 40 the back of the bus by the Commission,- I refer to Franklin D.
Roosevelt's second innaugural address, which focused on "one-third of a nation,
ill-housed, ill-clad, ill-nourished." What -of housing, clothing; and food? Are they not
public needs equally deserving of private philanthropic support? Surely, the-hisiory
of Christian charity suggests that these indicia Of poverty stand at least as high on
the philanthropic agenda as health care and education and probably higher than the

tog,
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.., Moreover, story is not traced by a straight line; and yesterday's ptiorities, at'
least for one sector of society, may not be tomorrow's. The Commission would do

iw'ell 'to remember the words of one of its consultatig, Robert J. Blendon, vice
president of the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation: "One bf the difficulties in
assessing the functiont of private philanthropy in America is that, in a 'Changing
society, past experience ay not be a reliable guide for interpreting correctly
current future needs." Dr. tendon emphasized that changing patterns of govern-
mental and private financi of health care make the past role of philanthropy in

i3

the Medical area of little relevance to determining the needs of today and tomorrow
and how they can,a94 should be met.

Similarly, rising citizen demands and expectations that the public sector foot the
bill for needs ranging from housing to hospitals, from education to employment,

. and the wags in whiCh the public,sector is increasingly picking up the tab fox these
needs, render the CoMmission's efforts to ratify the status qup totally unacceptable,

_Intellectually, politically, a/id morally.' To say that private philanthrqpy should
'continue to, function with yesterday's agenda while overlooking today's shifting

needs and. political -realities, is to condemn a noble venture to the status of an
empty, reactionary exercise. , ..

Accordingly, I will devote the remainder of this paper to outlining the social,
p6litiCal, and economic trends which define public needs and determine how our
society is attempting to meet those needs and to exploring the alternative and most
desirable courses for private philanthropy to pursue in the future.

m- I, no less so than the Commission's embeck have certain biases and value
judgments which color my analysis. Therefore,41 will attempt to state My values up.
front and then undertake what, the Commission has totally finessedan effort to
outline the meaning of public needs, the prc*esses whereby our society determines.
how and to what extent to meet those needs, and the contributions that private
philanthropy can and should make toward public-need fulfillment.

When asked to describe my occupation between 1969 and'105, I said that I was.
a public interest, lawyer. For most of that peri6d I was the director and sole
attorney employed by a charitattly supported law firm in Washington; D.C., Media
Access Project. (The project has employed threes lawyers since August 1974, and, as

° public interest ventures go, achieved a level of Slistained funding which marks it as a
moderately successful organization.) Also, from 1969 to 1974k I was president of
the ACLU of Maryland and a member of the.ACLU's national board of directors. I
serve on the boards of several public interest research and advocacy organizations,
including the Council on Economic Priorities and-the Center for-Transportation
Alternatives. Fpr 18 months beginning in September 1975, I will be directing a
founciation-ancl church-funded -Study of political influence at the federal level with
special fOcus on the, role of:citizen-based (that is, public interest)' organizations.

., White no active in partisan, politics, I have a deep involvement in `political
activity, primarily as an advocate for what, for want of a more precise term, can be
termed activist populism. I believe that concentrated wealth and political power go
hand in hand and that unless both are more.sevenly redistributed, social injustice will

.persist,-or be exacerbated, on-many levels. ,

As a continuing beneficiary from organized philanthropy, especially foundations,
it is perhaps unseemly for me -to question many of the .value assumptions which
gave rise to acid preserQe modern philanthropic Anstitution§. However, as
philanthropists, through the ages have bemoaned, the objects of their charity often
reward them with scorn rather than gratitude. The following discussion will,,it is
hoped, illumine some of the reasons for that phenomenon. .

. %
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, PUBLIC NEEDS: AN OVERVIEW

.
In attempting to find a 'workable definition of the term "public needs" we must

grapple with difficult questions regarding the nature qf this nation's political values
-,and processes. The Commission' initially recognized this in formulating its list of

s
"basic issues" with. a keen eye on the interrelationships between the philanthropic

and public sectors, indeed,' the CommissioI stated its intention to launch "a
broad-i-ange, in-depth stucly of philanthropy, its relationship to govepment,and its
r61e in American society.'

Thegrowth of.governnent "as the primary vehicle fguboth defining and meeting
public needs, including tRose held dearest by the Commissioneducation, health
care, and cultureindicates that "publiC needs" is very much a political term. In
other words, individual needs which collectively convince government, to work
toward .their fulfiflmont is one pcissible definition of public needs. However, that
.definition would not give adequate credit to those interests that are clamoring for
new, different, or increased public attention and support.,
. It is in regard to this latter constellation of individy-al needsbe they for better
housing, adequate income, basic nutritional requirements, health care, eradication of
racial or sexual discriMination, education,. or other services that philanthropy has 4,..:-

,
, ,,,,,,,,,

played the most significant role in our- nation's complex political process. Unle'ss I

read it wrongly, this is the thrust of 'the historical paper prepared for the"),
Commission by Robert H. sir e mn er, 2 that philanthropic endeavors have been most
socially useful not when they,simply,dispense alms to those in need but when they
"goad" the public sector, the local, state, and federal governments, to meet
important individual needs and to imiftement programs to prevent the recurrence of .
those needs. . : ,

In the last 15 years or so there has'emerged a philanthropic movement, often
called "public interest" or "public advocacy," which seeks to organize broad,
non - commercially oriented citizen constituencies and advocate their interests in the
CorridoNtof power. Its efforts .have been to irifluence the nation's most powerful

e institutinns, basically governmegtal but also industrial and philanthropic, to respond
to those public needs perceived as importarlt by weak minorities and diffyse
majorities of individual citizens who increasingly feel that voting -does. little or
nothing to protect many of their interests. While public interest organizations have
attracted a miniscule percentage of the philanthropic pie, their efforts have borne

< .significant results. 3 .

The basic t esis I will. attempt to develop is that efforts of this type, which I

generally, refer to as "public interest" or "citizen empowerment" activities, should
be. the priine beneficiaries of philanthropy and that to the extent America's
philanthropic energies and cis flow away from citizen empowerment and
continue primarily to provi ices that often disproportionately benefit ihe rich
(who,, not surprisingly, are rite--rnajor beneficiaries of the tax laws which sflaPetthe
pattern of philanthropic giving), public needs will be neither defined nor met in a
democratic fashion: °...

Public disillusionment with the ways in which the country is run is largely
traceable to a widespread and growing concern that the institutions which govern
people's lives, governmental and private, are not responsive-to the needs and wishes
of-rnost people. Unless this perception, which I believe to be a reality, is reversed,
the consequences will be grave indeed. It is not hyperbolic to suggest that this
phenomenon is disturbing, if not menacing, to the-stability of this nation's political,
social, and economic systems. - °-\ .* :

However, leictre coming down too hard on my conclUsions, it is necessary first
to trace the evolution of this nation's current economic, political, and soCialNalues

.e,..
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and the concomitantly, evolving role, of private philanthropy in shapi7Fipu lic values
and public needs. '-,. N. ,-<.-,-".-

14

THE EVOLUTION OF AMERICAS' EGALITARIAN 'ALOES

Kenneth j. Arrow, winner of the 1972 Nobel Prize in economics and James
Bryant .Conant Professor at Harvard University, recently wrote that 6'the use of
taxing power to achieve a'redistribution of inyome.has1:en increasing over. 4ime in '
a marked way. jaular support of this doctrine has also tended to increase, though
with much es, and flow." Arrow argues "that a commitment to democratic values
strongly if-plies an ideal redistribution of income and wealth," and that "the scope
for redistribution, as manifest by progreSsive taxation extending into the negative
area of lower incomes, should be high on the agenda-of those desiring the expansion
of democratic values."4

Arrow predicates his argument on the fact that ':equality of the right to.vote"
does not insure meaningful political egalitarianism; "political poyfer_is in practice
exercised by a small minority" because of "the translation into political power of
inequalities in other forms of power, especially, in the modern world, economic
power."

This notion of democratic egalitarian,ism,advanced by d moderate and eminent
social scientist, would have been blatant radicalism in the eyes of the founding
fatkers, *ho also viewed themselves as fully Committed to principles of political
equality and democracy. Thus, in Federalist Paper No 10; .James Madisdn
that "those who holcrand those who are without property hav'eeter formed distinct_
interests' in society," and that "the most common anct durable source of factions
has been the various and unequal distribution of property.'' Yet Madison warned
that any effort to achieve "ari equal division of -property" would be an "improper
or wicked project." in his view the government should mediate conflicting claitps
upo,n the public treasury and private charity would take care..of the poor.

This attitude that wealth redistribution was not a "public need" in the sense that
th,e public sector should assume responsibility in whole or in part for. the needs of

-4
the poor survived well into the nineteenth century. Although state arid local govern-

4

men& assumed minor responsibilities for the handicapped, the insane, the elderly,
and others in dire poverty, governmental-acceptance of the obligation or public,
need to assure all, persons Subsistence was long resisted. Professor Bremner's paper
Well illustrates this fact. One of the most graphic examples.k cites is the 1848
message o1: President Franklin Pierce, explaining his .veto of a bill to sit aside federal
lands for construction by the states of insane asylums and institutions fdi- the deaf:

roe acknowledged thai the duty of providing for those who suffered from
viant,and disease of body or mind was "among the highest and holiest" of
human obligations, but he said hi fear the effect Lot the bill would be
"prejudicial rather than beneficial to th noble, offices of charity," sMce it
would drp up the normal-springs of benevolence. "If Congress have the power
tdornake provision for the indigent insane. ..," he warned,-"it has the same--
power to,provide for the indigent who are not insane; and thus to transfer to
the Federal Government the charge of all poor in all the states." For his part,
continued Pierce, "I'cannot find any authority in the Constitution for making
the Federal Government the great almoner of public charity, throughout the
United States.-"5'

Of course, this view of public need definition incl,fulfillment is totally at odds,
with present day realities. The 'Lib is sector has assumed an increasing and now

1 2
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dominant responsibility for satisfying the basic life needs of the elomically
disadvantaged members of society, and as the nation's ,/ealth-lias increased, the
public demand that it be more evenly distributed by government, as reflected by
Professor Arrow's argumepts, has increased apace. One of the most cogent examina-

tions of this change in sotial and political values and governmentil performance is
contained in an essay by Harvard sociology Professor Daniel BeNi."The Revolution
of Rising Entitlemerats."6 Bell's basic thesis is that the -tradittonal American belief
that all persons are equal has in recent years shifted from the notion of equality of
opportunity to ."what is now being demanded.... equality of_ resultan equal
outcome for all."

- Because I believe Bell's thinking is highly pertinent to the questions regarding
public needs addressed in this paper, I will attempt to summarize his main points.
Bell commences by,quotirig de Tocqueville's observation that

The more I studied American society, the more clearly I saw etivali4', of
conditions as the creative elements from which each particular fact derived,
and all my obseniations constantly returned to this focal point..'. soon K,

realized that the influence of this factiextends far beyond political mores and
law, exercising dominion over civitI society as much as over the government; it
creates opinions, gives birth to feelings, suggests customs, and modifies=
whatever it does not create.

,

Bell claims that the ,equality de Tocqueville described was one of opportunity;
basic' on the nation's capacity for unlimited material progress and *ach individual's
equal chance to participate in the "promise of plenty for all." However, it .is" now,.
clear that. there areotimits,to. thewealth Of this nation and, tnoreOVer, that despite'

the unprecedented wealth we have,achieved, a decent living_ standard/tor all, let

alone-plenty for,-all ,has not become a reafity."46ccordingly, Bell clailns that' "the
promise t)f plenty:has peen transformed... in recent years... into a.revolution of
risirit4xpectations," which; "threatens the stability of ,*Ametican society." He
contends that 'the promise,of equality has been transformed into a revigution of
rising 'entitlements' claims on government .to implement an array of newly defined
'aid vastly expanded social rights."

Noting the drastic rise in overnmental expenditures for domestic goods and
services, Bell claims that "justabboout o rievances now get dumped into the lap of .
government, white the e-voluntary asso rts that once furthered the claims of
different groups are withering." As a result, "the major conflicts in our society" are'
"between organized interest groups claiming t4 it share of governmental largess."

Conceding- that "it-has always been a function of government to provide ocitISV:
and services, that mdPiduals cannot purchase for themselves," Professor alL otes
that the; 19POs s41tio..-"revolutionary" rise in expectations that the public for
"remedy the' ioktglities and injustices of our society... civil rights, hou ng,

environmentai Wi4, health care, and income support." He asserts that the

direction of events is clean the gOvernment. has made a commitment, not onl to
create a substantial welfare state, but to 4edress all economic:and social inequalities
as Well." Therefore, "the government budget becomes the arena for the fulfillment,'
not only for pub,lic needs but of private 'wants'previously the province of the
mar economy."8 (-

ti-addition to worrying about how ,the public sector will be able to finance the
public's rising appetite for social services and income redistribution, Bell asserts that
"to help us strike a balance bet'ween social and individual rights, there must be a
recognition of the public character of needs. But there must also be some agreed

upon principles that can enable us to differentiate between needs and 'wants.' " He
advocates decentralization of governmental decision makiwand responsibility so as

to "give people a sense that, government is effective and responsive... We need a
ti
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way to define the co mon good; without the definitions, we have no way to
adjudicate the conflicti g claims aboUt rights."

Bell concludes that the operative factor in determining and meeting public needs
Is power, essentially ...Utica! power, and that there are "two special requirements
fOr equity in a 'repre ntative republic.' First, that all interests *st be represented;
and second, that all is' es must be viewed as negotiable." --

Without endorsing =II of the views e pressed by Daniel Bell, and finessing for the
moment his slippery 'istinction betwee ublic needs and private wants, it.seems
that, he has touched pon many of the pro rems faced by those of us who view (1)
("the question of publi needs as basically political and (2) the primary responsibility
of private philanthropy as one of assuring that the various interests of individual
citizens are fully and airly represented in the political marketplace. Since the public
interest movement represents a clear manifestation of the public need to assure such
fair and equal kcces I will next address its development anc implications for
private philanthropy' future.

Ill

CITIZEN OWERMENT: THE PUBLIC:NEED ADDRESSED BY
THE PUBLIC INTEREST MOVEMENT

I backtrack in order to focus more clearly on the question of publ* needs. The
key word is "public," not "needs," for as Daniel Bell's analysis makes ear there is
a very fuzzy line'' between a need and a desire or "want." MoredVer, as national
wealth has increased, goods and services that in the past were luxuries are now
deemed by many AMericans to be "needs"; for example, telephones,automobiles,
and high quality health caree and education:

canaublic aspect of the term '?public needs", can be viewed from 'several
-....perspecti*trA. but in the philanthropii sense fhere seems general agreement that

'needs or wants are public becaOse someone has .made a moral or political judgment
that they mqst not go unmet. - V

The prod** meeting these needs primarily involves redistribution of wealth.
For example, ift:::those with wealth decide that those without wealth cannot be
permitted to go hungry' 21K through-voluntary means set aside a portion of their
Money or;goods to secure 'food for the poor, wealth has been redistributed through
pu'rely Voluntary philanthropy' If government determines that starvation or
malnutrition cannot be tolerated in its domain (or elsewhere in the world) and
allocates economic o'r in-kind resources to feed the hungry, using funds or goods
from the public treasury, Wealth has been redistributed politically. And if poor
people organize to successfully petition the government (or industry, or religious
institutions, or other charitable entities) to give them the food they feel they need

"or, alternatively,.-the means to secure such food,_ then, wealth redistribution hAs
occurred politically through public interest advocacy orcitizen empowerment.

The fact that government has, to varying degrees, been delivering increased social
services and wealth redistributiorr is largely the result of political pressures exerted
by or on behalf of those in need or want. Many of these pressures have resulted in
Whole or in , part 'from, private philanthropic activities, activities which have had
strong political impact, even if 'often viewed as- non-political in the eyes of
Professor Bremner, this writer, and I would imagine most Americans, this form of
philanthropy public-interest advocacy, research, monitoring, and experimentation
has been the most socially significant and valuable of all philanthropic activity in
the United States.
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At the present time, with government accepting the lion's share of responsibility

for financing public need fulfillment, it is more important than ever that the limited

resources available to private philanthropy be directed to.the largest extent possible-,

in the direction of citizen empowerment or, in Professor, Bell's words, toward

asspring "that all interests.., be represented" in the political marketplace which'
defines and meets public needs.

/
Leverage in Philanthropic Giving

At the risk of being overly discursive, would like to paint out that philan-
thropic support of citizen empowerment or public interest activity is highly

leveraged, whereas most philanthropic donations of goods and services needed by
others has little.or no leverage. To illestrate: If one million dollars of philanthropic

funds is given to organizations that work to advance the interests of inner city
minorities, and those monies support research, community organization, and political

/ education all,of which result ineffectively pressuring the government to fulfill one

or more needs deemed essential or important by the,konstituent minority group
imembers (better schools, food stamps or vouchers, improved housing) through

public appropriations worth one hundred million dollars, the philanthropic funds
have brought, about results worth one hundred times what was'donated. In other

' e
words, there has been leverage by a multiple of one hundred. '

On the other hand, if the same one million &liars of private philanthropic funds
is spent to provide directly to the minority group members the goods or services

they require (food, clothing, medical care), there would be li,ttle or no leverage. The

same needs would persist tomorrow there would be the same mouths to feed.

Furthermore-, -the -million dollars would bb gone without an-additional dividend
likely to be generated by the Mghly leveraged public interest oriented donation, a

residual sense of organization and power which would bothilessen the need for
additional -philanthropic support and bolster confidence" in the system" Or,
alternatiOely, lessen the highly volatile sense of disillument and alienation which
turns inner cities into potentialLy'explosive armed camps.

While I realize that the foregoing example is oversimplified arid therefore over-

states the case, I believe that the basic principle is .sound and has considerable

historical support. Although .all educational programs anti institutions hive some
leverage effect because, better-educated people are more likely to be productive,

innovative, and self-sufficient members of society (the Commission's rationale for

preserving elitist secondary and higher institutions' of learning as prime beneficiaries

of tax subsidized gifts from the affluent9), the model of the Peabody Education

Fund cited by Bremner indicates how much more leverage can be created by using
philanthropic dollars to prod governments to assume financial responsibility for

'educating all people, especially those most in need.'°

As discussed in the following paragraphs, moreover, I believe that public 'interest

activities which involve citizens in asserting their own interests, in contrast to the

more paternalistic, albeit commendable public interest activities engaged in by the

Peabody .Education,Fund, the Sanitary Commission,. and Dorothea Dix which are

used hy Bremner as illustrations. of the best Of pr-,hate, Philanthropy during the
nineteenth century, generate the, highest degree of lemerage social and political as

well as economic."

The Movement for Political Equality .1q

In discussing de Tocqueville's analysis of Americas .concern with -"equality of

conctitioir:' DanielBel( overlooked the folio ing pertinent observation:

.
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The lower classes mix fewer considerations of personal interest with their
patriotism than the higher orders; but it is always more or less difficUlt for
them to discern the best means of attaining the. end which they sincerely
desire.... Democratic institutions awaken and foster a passion for equality
which they can never entirely satisfy. This complete equality eludes the grasp
of the people at the very moment when they think they have grasped it, and
"flies," as Pascil gays, "with an eternal flight"; the' people are excited in the
pursuit of an advantage, which is more preciousbecause it is not sufficiently
near to be bnjoyed. The lower orders are agitated by the 'chance df success,
they are irritated by its uncertainty; and they pass from enthusiasth of pursuit
to the exhaustion of ill success, and lastly to the acrimony of disappoint-
ment.' 1 '

Stripped of its classist rhetoric, de Tocqueville's thesis is borne out by what is
taking place in America today. Fewer and fewer,peOple are votingover half.of the
Americans eligible to vote in 1974 did not do so and about one third did not even
bother to register. Poll after poll shows that public confidence in government,
business, and the other institutions that shape national and local priorities is at an
all-time low and continuing to fall.' 2 The explanation for declining citizen
participation and confidence is not that people do not care how the major public
and private institutions which govern their lives function but rather that people feel
powerless to influence those institutions so why bother?' 3

It is especially ironic that there is such widespread and growing public disillusion-
ment at a time immediately following the appareht effectiveness of the civil rights.
and antiwar movements of the 1960s and the .chnsumer, environmental, alid other
issue - oriented public interest movements which have grown dramatically during the
past several years, symbolized by national organizations such as Common Cause and
Ralph Nader's Public Citizen. HOweYer, it is perhaps best to explain first the reasons
why pulOic interest activity has been burgeoning before attempting to 'examine its .

problem and the potential of private philanthropy to alleviate th6se problems.

,..f
It may seem ironic that at the same time government expenditures for social

needs have been rising steadily and substantially, broad-based citizen discontent and ,
feelings of .powerlessness have resulted in literally thousands of organized effOrts to
further enhance popular political power. Why, one might ask, at the very time
government is responding to individual needs more frequently and substantially than
ever before is the bulk of the 6ifizenry claiming that the system is inadequately
responsive to popular needs and biased in favor of the wealthy "special interests."1 4

Daniel Bell explains tine rising level of individual expectations, the demand rqr,
equality Of results, without offering a reason for its existence other than the
historical American belief that there would be "plenty of all." Another possible
explanation, implicit in Bell's essay, is that the more the government satisfies
individual wants the higher thefel of expectation become. Although I am not a
social scientist, I would suggest that there may be variation's on these themes which
better, explain the growing push for public interest advocracy as a means to achieve
social and material equality for all persons.

First, the belief that "equality of opportunity" would lead to equality of results
has Worn- very thin. Black schools in the South never were eqUal when they were
separate and even since there has been legally mandated integration, Blacks have
found themselves as isolated and disadvantaged, relative to the white population, as
ever before. That the level of Black unemployment is twice that:of unemployment
among whites and that young Blacks are even more heavily represented among the
jobless has turned the promise .of equality ate. bitter disillusionment or, as dell
Tocqueville put it, "the acrimony of disappointment."
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Second, the civil rights movement, which can be viewed historically as an out-
growth of the egalitarian promises of the New Deal, followed by the prosperitS, and
drastic closing of the gap between rich and poor which occurred during the Second

World War, gave other disadvantaged minorities (racial, ethnic, and geographic) the

hope, coupled with repeated promises by politicians, that by organizing and
asserting their interests they too could be assured a larger and.fairer portion of
America's apparently boundless wealth.

Third, America has reached its frontiers, and the public is now aware that
economic growth not only has limits but imposes severe social costs, such as
environmental degradation, occupational diseases, rural decay, and the ravaging of

urban areas by pavement, automobiles, racial tensions, and economic polarization.
Therefore, the hope of having at least a constant piece of an ever-growing pie has
been replaced by demands for a more equitable reallocation of what may yet)/ well
be a static or shrinking pie. Thus, the poor and middle classes, inckiding organized

labor, are far less easy with a society 'in which the affluent few live conspicuously
well, often off accumulated wealth rather than personal earnings, and the gap
between them and the middle daises selms to be closing little if at all.

Fourth, the inequities in thetax system have resulted in a rising level of anger on
_.the part of the middle classes that they are paying an unfair high share for the

social progtarns designed to benefit the poor. 'Working people read of the late Mrs.
'Horace Doci&e,*whose income from state and municipal bonds each year totalled
between five and ten Million dollars but who never payed a penny of income tax.
In contrast,. those grossing $10-15,000 per year saw themselves parting with
thousands, of precious dollars in income taxes while being 'pinched to the last penny
between creditors and skyrocketing prices for necessities like food and clothing.

Fifth, the civil rights and to a less& degree the antiwar movements of the last

decade demonstrated thatthivqueaky wheel gets the oil. It was natural for most
citizens, npt simply the very boor, to emulate successful .models and attempt to
assert greater political influence in the hope of achieving what Americans have lonz

been taught is theit' birthrighteguality. Since this is a_most materialistic cultute
and success and equality tend therefore to be measured in economic terms, w it
not logical to seek greater impact in, the political marketplace in order to achieve
more clout and results in the economic arena?

Sixth, Professor Arrow's observation that economic inequality leads to political
inequality is a verity. Perhaps the public interest movement focused on the .political

arena first because it has long promised to afford all people equal treatmentLfor
example, ''one man, one vote." If political equAlity could be achieved then the
government could belsurned into a truly effective and equitable engine for wealth .

redistribution. t,

. 'Last, but not least, all sectors of soli ty have become increasingly disheartened
by big government's ,,apparent inability to deliver the big services it has promised
and spent very big sums of money upon. This is as true in the delivery of social
services as in the area of industrial regulation. Just as antitrust and myriad
regulatory agenties have failed to arrest industrial concentration and power, vast
welfare bureaucracies consuming and dispensing billions of dollars' haie aPiSarently
failed to eradicate poverty, discrimination, and an increasingly fractious and divisive

social climate. Public disillusionment is growing because governmental regulatory
agencies designed to protect "the public interest" from monopoly industries in fact

seem more determined to protect the industries profits at the expense of the
consuming public. Similarly, governmental programs designed to dispense a wide
variety of alms. often appear to be not only inefficient but working, perhaps
inadvertently, to entrench inequalities.(both of opportunity and result) rather than

remedy them.
Jn thisfsociaramate, with governmtnt at once doing too much and too littlef

the public interest movement took root.

1 7
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Tice public interest movement constittes an array, of efforts to assure that
non-commercial citizen interests have access to government at all levels, s well as to
business corporations and other institutions whose decisionS impact ubstantially

,lupon the lives of American citizens. The great bulk of public interest Organizations
and activities seek to influence, directly or indirectly, the economic reallocativl
decisions of government, the mostp,powerful and theoretically the' most publitly

sector.
The need for citizen public interest organization is not new; it has longbeen

recognized. Thus, the staff director a the Joint Cpngressional Committee which
prepared the 1946 Federal Regulation of Lobbying Act: stated that 't e greatft,
majority of the American people are not members of special-interest g o ps and
hence are much less articulate on particular issues than are the nterested
minoritywhose affiliation with some active organizatibn gives _them \a greater
degree of political leverage."! $

. More recently, John Gardner, chairman of Common Cause, observed .that
"everybody's organized but thopeople." And Congressional Quarterly has noted that
"while labor unions, farm organizations, business groups a other speciaj interest
representatives have long asserted pressure on Congress an the executiv branch,
so-called citizens' lobbies only recently have entered the litical arena."' 6 They
seek the democratic objectives articulated by Daniel Bell: g' ing "'the peopl a sense
that government' is effective and responsive" by assuring "that all interests are
represented."

While, there has been an exponential rise in the rnImber and tactics of public
interest organizations, they are not strictlya recent phenomenon. touring the first
quarter of this century the' Anti - Saloon League became perhaps the inost pOweilul
citizen interest organizaticfn that ever existed in America. It effectively lobbipd all.
branches of government', bringing about federal, state, and local prohibitions against
the "sale and use of alcohol, using -every known influence tactic, from campaign
Contributions to picketing. Moreover, organizations like the'American Civil Libtrties
Union, the League 'of Women' Voters, and the NAACP have been advocating *bad
citizen interests in political forums for decade's.

. However, the recent growth of public interest organization and advocacy is both
quantatively and qualitatively different from earlier, efforts. The emphasis is
primarily upon:ecovomic issues..rather than matters of religious, ethical, or more
abstract political principles; and they seek. fundamental reform, not :Simply
dispensation of alms to the poor. Thus, organizations with names like National
Welfare Rights Organization, Women Employed (Chicago), The.. Center for
Community Change, and Fair Share (Boston,,Mass.) have sprung up inemany local

communities as well as in Washington, D.C: They seek in various ways to advance
'Citizen interests, often in direct opposition to corporate institutional interests. As
Professor Galbraith has observed, "the modern corporation is a powerful thini" and
"its purposes diverge from. those of the public."' '

I should emphasizejtatpublic interest organizations are not simply manifesta-
tions of political they are as diverse aocleOmplex in both their objectives_ ,
and their constituents 4s are the American people. While all citizens are consumer&
and therefore, theoretically, consumer-oriented organizations can claim to represent

4the views of all citizens, this can never be the case. For example', suburban
consumers may regard energy-intensive devices such as power lawn Mowers as
essential and, thelefore oppose restrictions on their use or surtaxes on the energy,
they consume. On the other hand, diner city consumers, anxious to restrain rising
bills' for iVhaf, to them are' necessary uses of energyhome heating, coo mg,
automobile u,ie for commuting to work might favor restrictions on power mo ors.

On a br er scale, public in align, on opposite sides of almost every i ue`
l_rights or rLizations ( n necessarily all members of minority groups) or

busing...as a means to achieve ra al integration in schools; antibbsing groups, su h as

8
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,those pr,esently active in Boston, take the opposite view. The poor favor broader

governmental redistnbution of 'wealthkor delivbry of necessary services, the middle

classes, especially in times like 'these with high unemployment -and double-digit

inflation, may oppose additional redistribution if ,it moans that theymust make ,

further mater 1 sacr.fices.4

My point i imply that if' we are to trust the political marketplace to mediate
;

between private. claims and define public, needs equitably and democratically, the
marketplace must be open toall on fair and equal terms. Public interest organiza-

tions, by advancing the interests of individual citizens, most of whom are presently
without substantial political power, seek to make equality of access to the market-

place i reality and thereby restore public confidence in our dentcratio system and ',
its inititutions. _. . \ t .

The various services performed by public interest ,organizations ace summarized

and discussed at some length in' the paper prepared for the Commission by Jane H.

Mavity and Paul N..Ylvisaker, 'iThe'lZole of PrivatePhilanthropy in Public Affairs,

, However, that' document reaches no, concicsions and makes nd redomfnendations

regarding the importance of public interest activitid in defining and meeting'public

need's.' 8 It does, however, set out some of the basic definitions, give random ,

examples, and pose - questions about 'the roles of and needs for public interest

activity.' 9 ,

t What then are the compopents of public interest. activity' Mavity and Ylvisaker
list four: (1) improving the processes and. c&npetence of government; (2) helping to

define and. clarify public issues; (').helping to ensure the rights and participation in
government. and society of. all members of the public; and (4)' improving the
responsiveness of the private sector to public needs. In my view, item (3) is the_
overriding objective and items (el), (2), and (4) are means, to that end. ,

I therefore.leep the equal opportunities definition (item 3) and list the following

means toward achieving' at objective: -first, the monitoring of governmental and

private institutional actions; second, researc'n and analysis designed to illumine the
impact of public and private actions (including the ,pawge of laves, theinenforcer

ment, administrative, actions, litigation,' corporate and 1400r union 'activities) ',upon

individual citizens and definable groups and interests within the citizenry (for

example; consumers, Blacks, chicanos, the 'urban and rural boor, wdtnen, the '.'
unemployed, government employees); third,-"Organization of publia-siptitoencies,

local, regional and national, into effective vehicles to conduct*thMi her listed
activities; fourth,, the assurance-that Dtiblic interest organizations have access to

various Wpes of expertise fawyers,.economists, scientists, organizers, fund raisers)

. to b,chieve the political and ssteiaritfower Accessary for diem' to participate actively

and effectively in public policy foi-mation; fifth, assuring public interest organiza-

tions, existing and incipient, adequate sources of funding to make political equality..
for all Americans a reality.20 .

Iii is clear that these functions are intimatelj, related to one another and that any

effective public intSest organization engages in all of them to varying degrees. (Thg

case studies in the paper, "Philanthropy and the Powerless," prepared for, Ore

Commission by Sarah C. Carey, make/this clear, and '1 urge the Commission to give it
-.1

. and Professor Bremner's paper serious consideration.) For example, organizatioEs

' that serve primarily as research and monitoring entities, like the Council on

Economic Priorities,2
1 not only provide a discreet service to advocacy-oriented

organizations but, in the course of their work,' are often called upon to advise

governmental or corporate decision makers on the basis of, the expertise or

- information they have assembled.22 Moreover, in their quest for information and
data they are often pulled into adVersarial relationships with the institutions they are

studying, such as Freedom of InformatiOn Act (5 U.S.C. Sec. 552) to seture
information possessed by 'government agencies:23 Even to carry out basic research

-It tasks successfully, it is therefore often necessary far public interest organizations tor-

--,-- '7't jiave access to legal representation and other types of expert 1ervices.24

119
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What is indisputable is that effective -citizen participation in public policy
formation is avery expensiye business. This is especially true as public tissues
becoine more and more.cornplex (who understands the current energy situation?)*
and the loci of power are incroasingly remote from the communities in which
people live. Although there is undeniable merit in Daniel Bell's suggestion that in
contrast Lo current (rends local governments undertake a growing role in service
delivery ailt:1 policy formatioQ, the fact is that Washington is the site of most public
sector power and the place where most of the fundamental` economically realloca-
tive decisions are made. Similarly, as corporate assets have continued to concentrate,
into fewer hands, the'site of corporate institutional decision making is rarely in the
communities whose residents are directly or indirectly affected by corporate
decisions. Therefore, public interest lawyers in Washington, researchers in New York
and Chicago, and other experts yiko can render services to lo9lly oriented as well
as nationally fOcused citizen organizations are a necessary component of effective
public interest machinery.

-

While, the costs associated with rendering public interest services as well as
-.organizing public interest constituencies are large and rising, indications arc that

the rather minimal 'amount of foundation monies supporting public idterest-
activities ,are declining.Ts These funds are essential to public interest activity; and,
as I have argued above, ,public interest efforts 'represent the most important public*
need (dr, alternatively, the best way to assure that public needs are adequately and
equitably met). Accordiggly, the Commission' proposed recommendatirs7which
advocate intensified philapthropic support of hospitals, private cqlleges, anti the arts,
and littlls in the way of widening -citizen incentive o support public interest
activities pre not only r4resive butin light of the ris ublic -expectations
characterized by Daniel Bell as "the revolution of rising entitlements," are likely to
contribute t'o an already alarming level of social and political instability in America.

In discussing the financial aspects of public interest needs in tha following
paragraphs, 1 will atte)npt to illustrate the relationships between the institutions and
laws that govern,Oirivire philanthropic activities and the element of "social
justice"26 emb6dred ifhe notion of citizen empowerment or public interest
activity.

Financing Citizen Empowerment '

It is clear that if powerful and lasting public interest organizations are tO become
a reality organizations which democratically advance the many and varied
interests, of individual citizens their support, financial and personal, must
ultimately come from their constitelents. However, at present there are substaritial
obstacles to mOst public interest ,orginizations realizing the levels of constituent
support needed, to'achieve any semblance of political equality for all American
citizens. 4

First, wealth i very unevenly distributed. It is impossible to expect the
approximatehrtne fifth of all Americans who are poor to part with any substantial
amounts of ney to finance their collective political interesis,_they need every
penny they haye to purchase the material necessities of life, f6od, clothing, and
shelter. Moreoyer, the poor are highly alienated frOm the qtion's political and
economic system sihcc it has blatantly failed to deliver to them the equality it
prdnises and they re mistrustful of efforts at working within the system to make
it more equitable. Therefore, they must be shown that citizen empowerment is.
needed ancrcanlwork before they will commit substantial personal resources (such
A volunteers ti e) to public interest activities. Finally, because the poor tend to'be
poorly educ , they are very uncertain about their specific political and economic
objectivesdefi ing the relative merits of jOt guarantees, income niaintenance, and

4

4
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--.'w*elfare benefits and services is. a problem that befuddles even 6\pert economists and
social scientists. : do

Thus, for the poor, those clearly in greatest need, to organize polititally requires
a substantial infusion of outside resources money, education, professional
organizing skills, and so forth. 1 .

Second, even the Middle classes do not have the resources to participate on an
equal footing with the affluent in the politii,a1 marketplace: Although the middle
classes constitute the great majority of,. Americans, they have neither the spire
economic Jesources,nor the homogeniety of interests needed to organize readily and
effectively. Moreover, with tfi current 9 percent unemployment level, some 7.5
million people are without lobs and about 15 million more are probably vithotit
work for 'periods of several weeks or months during a year Many middle cla.ss

people are becoming poor.
Also, there is such.extraordinary fieterogeniety among nonpfofessional working.

Americans that organizing around specific issues and defining clearly peoples',

. corpmon interests in those issues is an extremely difficult task. The works end'
wrkings of the late Saul 4,1insky are a monument to those proble is and to the,
large financial resources and longtime periods needed to overcome them. Even
unionized workers are becoming dubious about whether the political pgwer of their
unions can really protect their basic economic needs, as unemploymerit rises,'
unionized workers (for example, auto workers; and munieipal.employees in insolvent-
cities like New York) are questioning whether the substantial sums they contributed
for union political acUon has boUght them anything more than illusory job security.

Third, when peOPle feel hard-pressed and alienatedtheir tendency is to look to ),

their own needs first and overlook the need fur combined effdrts. Although there is
always .more strength, in' numbers-organized groups-than, in isolated individuals,
overcoming,the tendency to mistrust institutions and go it alone requires substantial

,
4 effort. -

Fourth,,,the efforts, activities, and Services needed to organize and represent

, effectively any broad-based itizep constituencies in the political and' omit
arenas are very costly. Some reljgiods institutions and a tiny handful of fotnelations
have been pouring monies Adidrganizational resources into publjcc interest
activities,27,r- However, philanthropit .contributions to citizen empaverment efforts
have deen extremely low vis-a-visbotb the level of need and the volume or giving to
other charitable objectives, as found by Archibald Gillies, president of the' John Hay

Whitney Foundation: - '.,
-.0..

_.

I asked ,the computer data bank of the Foundation Center Lihrary to tell me
the number and amount of giants made in 1P72 and,1973 by foundations to
two critical fields. -politics and government, and economics. 'Of a total of
18,700 grants, listed in the computer, with a value of$1.6 billion, the

following was reported. politics and government (87 grants), $11.6 million;
which amounted to .7 percent of the total, egonbmics (34 grants), $5.3
million, amounting to .3 percent of the total. Therefore, the total grants made

Further, when one analyzed the 121 (of 18,700) ants involved, only a tiny
iin these two critical. areas comprised only 1 percen of the $1.6 billion spent.

fraction dealt with ,policy consideration, Pnithe,econbmics printout, none of
the grants listed even mentioned the 'ceFporation,' and only two grants
addressed themselveS\ to questions of income and wealth distribution.28

Out of the meager philanthropic support to Public interest activities, one should

re ember Sarah Carey's finding that "many projects have had no ericlurini result.

--Th can be viewed. either as a short-term aid to survival or as a diversion from
, mor fruitful lobbying designed to get the nation's public and private leadership to'

assu e their proper responsibilities."2 9 ,
, .
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Therefore, philanthropy's support, of citizen empowerment of public interest
activities has been very small, the vast bulk of philanthropic funds which do go to
beriela disadvantaged minorities, including the poor, takes the form of alms or "aid
to survival." Further., as .found by Mavity and Ylvisaker, "the high water mark in
the tide of publi$affairs,giving, in dollar terms, seems to have been reached in the
early 1970s. SignS'are that the tide is beginning to recede."3°

Fifth, 'the laws governing philanthropic giving create little or no economic
incentive for most Americans to finance drganizations that will advance their
political, sociaf,, and economic interests. The charitable deduction is meaningful
only to the wealthy whO. are in sufficiently high income brackets to recoup from
their tax bill a a substantial portion-of charitable donations. Thus, only 27 million ,

-Americans took Any charitable deduction on their 1974 federal income tax returns,
two thirds of all taxpayers utilized the "standard deduction" -the lesser of j2,600
or 16 percent of income- and therefore would obtain no material benefit from gifts
to charity unless the gifts were so large as toscut deeply intq their subsisterfce
Reeds. And as'nOted in the Commission's June 6, 1975, draft.of Chapter VI of its
report, "for non-taxpayers, there is of course nothing to deduct their giving from."

Therefore, the wealthy have the strongest incentive to make philanthropii
donations because the government most heavily subsidizes their giving. And this
results in wealthy persons setting the philanthropic agenda. That their perception of
public needs is different from that of most Am&lcans is hardly surprising, they hold
the bulk of the nation's disposable wealth," and they have little short-run incentive
or reason (other than the purest of pure charitable motives)`to support activates.

,thOvill take any of that wealth away via redistribution in any form. Accordingly,
it is no surprise _that the wealthy and the .i9stitutions they create and support,
generally do not look upon public interest activities as worthy of their charitable
dollai-s. Rather, they look upon them as threats to what most wealthy people hold
dearest: their wealth and concomitant power.. .i

On the other hand, hospitals, private secondary schoOls and universities, and
cultural institutions not only do not threaten the wealthy few, they serve them. jr
light of the Commission's preliminary finding that these institutions among o//
potential beneficiaries of charity are those most in need, it would be interesting to
determine, for example, Whether the hospitals that Yeeeive *large charitable
donations) inter vivos or testamentary.,,,serve the health needs of the poor to any
suliskantial degree. I wonder how many major donations were received io the last,
year by Harlem Hospital in New, York. in fact, the question can also be framed in
terms of the extent to which public hospitals serve the economically disadvantaged
vis-a-vis the extent to which "private" charitable hospitals do.

Similarly, private colleges and. to a far greater degree private primary and
. secondary schools serve a disproportionately high percentage os children from

wealthy families. And, a's noted Above, the most prestigious private' educational
institutions are losing large charitable gifts and bequests because they are not

lav6ring the children of wealthy alumni to the same degree they once did.
private,,, hospitals and educational institutions are largely -- serving the needs of

the affluent, as I would imagine the data would pLove, it is logical that the wealthy
use their ,governmentally subsidized philanthropic:doilars to support these institu-
tions above all others. Similarly, it is no surprise that foundations, which' by
definition are creations of the affluent, put the bulk of their grants into Institutions
that serve the affluent.
'What this demonstrates is that the laws governing private philanthropy are but a

microciisrp of the laws that govern most, if not all, aspects of American sociefy:
They benefit the wealthy because the wealthy possess the political power to
influence the lawmaking and enforcement process8. to an extent drastically
disproportionate to their numbers.' In other words, philanthropy is undemocratic
just as-the wire pcilitical system is undemocratic. Therefore, it may be chimerical

, 12.2
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of me to expect philanthropic institutions and processes dominated by the wealthy

to underwrite citizen empowerment needs which, if fulfilled, will create new and
powerful institutions that will work to erode theaccumulatipns of property which

differentiate the wealthy from other citizens.
Sixth, it is especially inapposite for business corporations to play any role in the

philanthropic process. These entities, as argued by conservatives such as University
of Chicago economist Milton Friedman, are in business for one reason only to
make as much money as possible for their shareholders. In fact, some shareholders

have .initiated legal proceedings to prevent corporate management from diverting to
chariiiable institutions monies which "belong" to the shareholders. However, the real

pro6fem posed by corporav,"pbilanthropic'; activity is that corporations are-the
embodiment of concentratkrir-Weidtb- As such, they Can hardly be expected to
underwrite the political needs' -Of Americans who wish to iedistribute and
deconcentrate that wealth. So corporations, which can give up to 5 percent of their
annual gross income to charity instead give less than I percent, iftfrdthat 1 percent
primarily supports educational. institutions which serve as incubator's of business

talent and United Way-type social service organizations which dispense alms' to the
needy while leaving untouched the causes of need.

To illustrate the problem of corpprate philanthropy as it affects public interest
activities, a recent Washington Post article analyzed the plight of nationally oriented
civil rights organizations, with special focus on The National Urban League. That
organization's research determined that Blacks are suffering substantial poverty: "A
league report on black families estimated that three out of five black families now
have incomes below the eureau of Labor Statistics' lowest budget level, and only 21

per cent of black families can be considered middle class, compared with 474iie'r
cent of white families."32 Although many of the organization's leaders called for "a
national policy of full employment, and a federally provided minimum income for
everyone," the organization adopted no strong advocary po5ition on these matters

and totally avoided focusing any of its "statements of concern" on eradicating
discriminatory practides by industry.

The league, like several °tiler organizations, isjna difficult position when

it comes to putting pressure on private industry.
Most of the 103 urban league affiliates get a considerable amount of money,

,assi stance and good will from local business leaders. One conference
participant observed that often the businesses that contribute to the league
spend a much larger prciportion ofth'eir money hiring lobbyistS tcl 'fight some
of the legislative changes that the league wants to bring about.33

Seventh, while commendably the' Commission appears likely to endorse some

relaxation of the prohibition against substantial legislative lobbying by charitable
organizations, this will effectuate oply a marginal enhahcement of public interest

activities. Although the lobbying restriction is often cited by foundations and
potential large donors as"an excuse for avoiding public interest activities, even public

interest organizations and activities that never come near a legislative chamber

receive only a pittance from private philanthropy.'flie reason, as noted above, is

that. public interest, acki ,pf4any type, if it is effective, will fuel the fires for
wealth redistribution 'and 'at. simply is not in the interest of wealthy people and
institutions."

Eighth, I would, suggest that the philanthropic processes must be derhocratiied,
pfobably f;)y replacing the charitable deduction with a system of tax credits limited
to $200 or $300 per person, including credits which go into the negative income-'
zone. This would permit all Americans an equal chance to determine which
voluntary prganization(s) they wish to support. If, as suggested by Commission
studies, this would result in a massive flow of charitable dollars away 'from prkate
schools and hospitals and toward religious institutions, can the -Commission make.
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the judgment that this would'be socially undesirable for `'nyone other than the
rich? Is the Commission prepared to demonstrate the dangers of democracy?
Although the Commission has articulated no valdes- nor advanced any policies to

support its conclusion, it nonetheless seems prepared to report that any diversion of
-tax-subsidized monies froin private schools; hospitalsand cultural institutions is to
'.be avoided at any cost..

I would ilnagine that if the tax incentives were altered and philanthropy
democratized, new institutions would spring up, many of the public interest variety;
that the Commission's econometric studies, which find that poorer people give a

greater percentage of their philanthropic donations to religion than do rich people, are
not reliable indications of where people would put their philanthropic dollars if the
incgnt * Were altered and most people could give substantially more than they
presendy do; that even if religious institutions did receive more money, the
Commission' has no basis, for determining what uses the marginal increases would be
put to and that the Commission's basic mistrust of demperatizing the giving process
reflects a deeper mistrust of democratizingll Ame'rithn institutions and systems,
especially the political system which sets the economic rules by which everyone

, must play.
Ninth, if a democratized system for government to underwrite the costs of

private giving results lo a substantial net loss tp the public, treasury, as suggested by
at least one Commission study, there are' many ways the polItical system can react.'
One is to find that the need fulfillment which results from deMOCratized philan-
thropy obviates certain types of governmental spendingx(the maintenance of a
welfare bureaucracy, for example) and therefore some or all of the treasdry loss
need not be replaced; indeed, there might be a long-run gain to the treasury.
Another possibility, which is in no way inconsistent, is to replace the corporate
charitable deduction with an excise tax, thereby changing, corporate philipthropy
from voluntary to mandatory; the tax could be geared to make up for,anynreasury
losseS occasioned by a deMocratized giving system which are found necessary to
meet "public needs." Numerous other possibilities exist. The public sector has the
full power to redistribute the nation's wealth and the number of formulas and
devices it has erhployed and can employ are limitless; the present Internal _Revenue
Code is a monument to this axiom. The basic question is who pays for meeting

!public needs and low are they required-to pay.

IV

CONCLUSION

The preceding discussion suggests that the term ',Public needS" cannot be
mechanically defined since it involves process that is both complicated and
politically subtle. And private philanthropy is basically ,A vehicle to support and
finance public needs which cannot or are not adequately safeguarded or fulfilled by
government. Thus, the question becomes 'how should,the private philanthropic
sector determine which needs to focus its limited resources upon, and how can it
best direct these resources toward need fulfillment?"

1-Ii)) reasons why I conclude that private philanthropy should focus prirfarily on
citizen empowerment or public interest activities are several..First subject only to
the limits of wealth, the public sector ris the power to meet all needs
d irectly or indirectly, and must be the ultimate target of any strategy for need
fulfillment. As Professor Galbraith has observed, "the role of government, when one
contemplates, reform, is a dual one. The government is a major pat of the problem;
it is also central to the remedy. 'It is part of the problem of unequal development,
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ilho
inequality in income distrIbution,, poor distribution of ptiblic, resources, environ-
mental damage and bogus or emasculatory regulation. And yet it is upon the

' government that reliance must be placed for solution."35
Second, because government must be the target of philanthropic activities N

designed to Meet the strongly felt economic, political, and social needs of most
citizens, government cannot directly support the citizen advocacy function to any

,..' great degree. As stated in the Commission's May 29, 1975, draft, public advocacy
organizationsi"can hardly be expected to function at all, or niust furiction in
fundamentally different ways, unless their support is private giving." Those who

., depend largely upon'government for funding can rarely muster vigorous political
advocacy programs designed to alter the priorities of the government which feeds
them. Ai- .

Third, because political power tends to be distributed in the same way (and to
the same interests) as economic power, the majority's collective demands for
redistribution of wealth can only come about if political power is redistribufed,, or
vice versa. When faced with such a circular phenomenon, the only way to bring
about change is to break the circle.. My belief that it can, be more readily and
equitably broken in the political arena is based largely on the fact that the political
marketplace has always had the-potential for greater democracy than 'the economic
marketplace (as it presently exists), if for no other reasons ,than the existence, f a
potentially egalitarian voting process and other individual political righis-guaranteed
by the Con;titution. ,

Fourth, -one need not go as far as Sir Thomas More's view that "with equality of
wealth ,all men have everything in abundance,"36 to endorse the need for
substantial movement toward economic equality. Many, like Columbia University
sociology professor Herbert J. Gans, take a more moderate view: "I believe that
income and wealth should be redistributed in this country. only to the extent
necessary to fund ,the jobs-and. income grants ,required to make up the minimum
income."37

What does seem dear is that absent more broadbased redistribution than
presently' is taking place redistribution of both wealth and political power the
grOwing instability of America's basic economic and political institutions khr tens
far more profound and revolutionary future course of events than is propq in
this paper. Hannah Arendt spoke of

an ,increasing disarray in the very foundations of our political life.... We may
well stand at one 'of those decisive turning points of history 'which separate
whole eras from each other.... '.

i. At such moments in history when the writing on the wall becomes too
frightening, most people flee to the reassurance of day-to-datlife with its
unchanging, pressing demands.3 8," --.

The Filer Commission would do, well to *remember the venerable adage th'at
"those who 400 not learn the lessons of history are condemned to repeat it." When
the polity oses touch with its citizens, when most people feel disillusioned,
let-down, enated, and yet powerless to do anything about it by working within
the syste then the system is in.f troubled waters whic) tend to flow in a
revolutionary direction. Thus, it is in -the interest of all who believe in the equity

*and viability of the American economic, political, and social system to work to
recreate in citizens a sense of involtrent and power over their own destinies.

If the growingly divisive climate 'n America is to be abated,- it Will cane only
when most people feel that they are rt of the system, not its slave or its victim.
Equality, as de Tocqueville pointed ou over a century ago, is the gide thk holds
this nation's political culture together, and the rising demand for economic, social,
and political equality will not be appeased or tranquilized by the. noblesse oblige

,
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approach to philanthropy which is the status quo and, with minor exceptions, the
gospel of the Filer Commission.

Rather, the Commission Would do well to examine the society it purports to
;serve, the public whose needs it seeks to serve. If it does so, as it initially set out
to, it is likely to reach the same conclUsion as the National Conference of Catholic'
Charities:

In' order to foster individual freedom and liberty, the spirit and programs
which Catholic Charities sponsor should be of such a nature as to discern, to
call attention to, and to prevent the causes of bondage and oppression.
Catholic Charities then must stop wishing to resolve the poverty, the misery,
of the oppressed by individual fets.of charity alone..:.

Programs benefit people only when they contribute to the individual's
freedom and independence. Catholic Charities must commit itself boldly to
the complete liberation of 'man so that he can be the real artisan of his
destiny, the shaper of.history, the free active builder of his future.39

Afterthoughts

This paper, because of time and space limitations, represents only an overview of
serious and complicated questions. As such, many topics that require thorough
analysis and explication are treated summarily. However, I doznot apologize for this;
had the Commission spent its time and money as it promised, profound research
papers 'by experts would have been prepared addressing the vestions listed here.
Instead, the Commission devoted its research primarily to tectinital analyses of the
tax laws and the present beneficiaries of major private philanthropic giving, most
prepared by the beneficiaries therrtselves and therefore highly self:serving, to say the
least.

Several key phenomena regarding public needs have, however, been either glossed
over or totally -elided in this paper. One is the role of America's philanthropic'
system in meeting the needs of nonAmericans. Another is a comparative analysis of
the various crothestic needs for` goods and services.

Although these deficiencies cannot be overcome' without condUcting an enormous
and time-consuming study, I would like to attempt to illustrate the direction such a
study might take so as to make clear some of the problems with which the
CoMmission must grapple before it can credibly claim to have thoroughly examined
private philanthropy and public needs.

Food is a basic necessity of life and, for as long as history c hronicles the
workings of organized society, hunger hac,been, the one human condition that
civilized societies would not tolerate. Private philanthropy Wasl'ong the mainstay of
Western civilization's. efforts to combat hunger. Yet the Filer Commission has
conducted no study of hunger in America or abroad. Nor has it even listed food as
a primary public need. Presumably; priyate philanthropy, to the extent the Filer'
Commission speaks for it, regards food and hunger as needs to be dealt with solely
by government, althotigh the reasonsdfor this conclusion are nowhere to be found in
the Comthission's reams of studies and drafts.

Unlike health care, which state, local, and federal governm ents provide to many
indigents without charge, the basic governmental food dispensing servicesfood
stamps and school lunchesrequire those eligible to pay part of the price. For this
reason and the fact that retail food costs have been rising substantially faster than .

food stamp subsidies, the Senate Select Committee on Nutrition and Human Neects,
recently concluded that "over the past three to four years, our nation's needy have"'
become hungrier and Poorer.""

Moreover, poor dietary, educatit, often coupled, with poverty, is resulting in
massive malnutrition in this nation'. The. Department of Health, Education and

1.26
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4r.e.,in.-F-etiruarY 1''15, release preliminary findings of its three-year-old Health

8xaminlion Survey ("HANES"). What HANES reveals is shocking

sitiWionv such as the. following: more than 72 percent of Black women of
..i,child7betiring age do not ingest enough calcium, whereas nearly 56 percent of white

women, 3.4 percent of Black men, and 17 percent of white men have calcium-
deficient diets;. 49 percent of those below the poverty line are deficient in vitamin

znd 49 Percent of low-income Black women of child-bearing age, 29 percent'of
white women in that.category, and 41 percent of the low-income elderly suffer
from protein deficient diets.

Since these dietary deficiencies are a major cause of disease, birth defects and
retardation, anti' inability to work productively,, they indicate that the nation's
health needs are inextricably entwined with the nation's_nutritional needs. Yet the

Filer Commission has concluded that philanthropic monies should go to hospitals to

treat diseases, many of which 'could be prevented if the public receives, adequate

nutritional education and commodities.
Now if we compare the public need

area

nutrition in America with the need for
private secondary schools, which are among the -Commission's top priority

-.beneficiaries, the Commission's values become truly suspect. I am sure that Exeter,
Choate, and Groton are wonderful schools and turn out well-educated young

gentlemen who will be able to fill the leather armchairs of Wall Street. But
compared with the social blight of hunger and poverty; the brain-injured children
being brought into a nation which produces more food than ii,-;;can possibly

consume, it is positively inhuman to maintain a system that directs millions of
philanthropic dollars to school rich young men while poor (andimany not so poor)

per:)1e are starving.,
%bile the American poor, the bottom 20 percent on the income scale,*spend an 'to`

,' average of 40 to 60 percent of their disposable income for fond, in many poorer
nations over 60 to 70 percent is spent on food. This leaves little for any of the
amenities which the- Filer Commission has determined''to be primary public needs.
Just as the rich are to the podr in America, America is to third world nations where
famine is common and serious malnutrition is the rule rather than the exception. If

the world's 3.8 billion-people all consumed food at America's level, world food

° production would have to be increased almost eight times.

This merely illustrates that maldistribution of wealth is an international, not
simply a domestic phenomenon. Surely the Commission is not so naive as to believe

that America is an island and can insulate itself fromille rising demands of lesser
developed nations, that we spread the wealth °around, that we consume less and

. redistribute more to those most in need. Are we not fa g public needs on an
international scale which threaten to undermine not America's power and

prosperity but its stability?,
Of course thesft are momentous question's which shOuid not be treated lightly.

But they should be treated, before any entity offers to the public an evaluation of

the role of philanthropy, in meeting public needs. It is perhaps useful to end on an

historical, note ofgreat pertinence...to the Commission for which this paper:is

written.' Hazlitt, analyzing I'VfOrthus, stated that

- if Malthus -means that the wants of the poor arise from the impossibility of
. procuring food for th while the rich roll in abundance, or, we will say,

maintain their dogs and horses etc., out of their ostentatious superfluities, he
asserts wh,at he knows not to be true.'"

Dogs and horses, Hazlitt wrote, "eat up the food of the children of the poor." o.
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VALUES, VOLUNTARY ACTION, AND PHILANTHR P :

THE APPROPRIATE RELATIONSHIP OFPRIVATE
PHILANTHROPY TOPUBLIC NEEDS

David Horton Smith t

Introduction

The Filer Commission undertook to investigate how private philanthropy has
related and, should relate to public needs. It is striking, therefore, that the papers it
has so far, commissioned have been exceedingly narrow in their definitions of eilher
philanthropy or public needs. While often presenting, useful and interesting facts and
opinions about certain aspects of private philanthropy and public needs, they have
for the most part studiously avoided a hard look at the "big picture" in the context
of.historical trends and humane values. Several of the papers seem to be self-serving,
either for particular nonprofit institutions or for wealthy individuals and institutions,
whethir for-profit or no t-fo r-p rofi t.

The present paper represents an admittedly imper.fect attempt to, take a "public
interest" and humane value perspective on private philanthropy In relation to

,needs without ducking the very difficult questions of what is meant by
each of these concepts: In addition, we shall attempt to do this in such a manner
that the relevant contributions of the other major sectors of society (that is, the
family, business, government)' are taken into account. Because this is an overview
paper, we cannot hope to do justice to the fine grain of detail that is needed if a

& futl understanding of these problems is to be reached. Yet we can and will attempt
to suggelt how more detailed understanding might be achfged the methods of
procedure that might be used to do justice to the subject matter.

This paper is divided into four main parts:

'1. Values and needs, public and private.' A disclission of.wh eople care about
and what they need, with some attention to how one determAs what people care
about and need, and to what extent these needs are anybody's Business but one's
own. The extent of Filer Commission attention/inattention to ea h need or value is
assessed.

2. Institutional need satisfaction mechanisms, includin philanthropy. A
discussion ,of, how we satisfy needs, parti,tularly through instil tional mechanisms
such as the. family, business, government, and philanthropic groups, with some
at tion to .how the roles of These different sectors have chan ed in the past and
h w they might be changing in the present and into the f ture given brOader
historical trends.,

3. Evaluation of the relatiodships between needs an institutional need
satisfaction mechanisms. A discussion 'Of how well the variou 4-weds and values of
people are satisfied. by the various institutional need satisfac ion mechanisms, with
particular attention to the role of the private, nonprofit, i dependent, voluntary,
philanthropic sector, and within this sector to the sole of ajor philanthropy (by
wealthy individuals, corporations, and foundations). Throu hout this part of the
Paper we address questions of the appropriateness, in terms of humane values, of
existing or prior relationships relative to optimal arrangements and roles.

tAssociate Professor, Department of Sociology, Boston Colleg ; Association of Voluntary
Action Scholars.
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4. Strategies for improvement of the present situation. A disclission of the kinds
of changes that geed to be made in general if currently inappropriate zelationshijks

,---are to give way to more appropriate arrangements, with special attention to the
'relative roles of government and private philanthropy in dealing with differently-0es
of needs and values of people. This will include a consideration of forceslor change
and forces resisting change, parts of the solution and parts of the problem.- .

I

7 VALUES AND NEEDS, PUBLIC AND PRIVATE
I

. The Filer Comthission aims to deal with "public needs," yet nowhere has-there
been either a careful definition of this concept or ,a thorough discussion of the
kinds of needs and values that it encompasses. Clearly the task is a difficult one,
but it must be dealt with directly since it is crucial to the whole enterprise. If the
term "pi:kik-pace .is defined very-narrowly or arbitrarily, then the entire activity
of .the-filer. CoMmission will lie /likely to serve specialliaresti,-glid. probably
dominant, elitist, special interests rather than the weaker, disadvantaged special
interests or public interests.

The starting, point for a definition of public needs must be a consideration of
human needs jn.general. What do people care about? What factors make for a high
'quality-of life and for general satisfaction with life? What kinds of needs do people
in general tend to have? These are questions on which massive ambunts of r-ge!rch
have been done, and even without such research they could be answered quite well
'in come on sense terms.

The critical problem in dealing with human needs is to be sufficiently inclusive
so as to do justfte to the full range of needs and values, rather than limiting
consideration to those particular needs that we ourselves or some other particular
group or pers4n considers problematic (that is, unmet). All needs and,vglues, we
would argue, ire relative to particular individuals or sets of individuals, yet there are
man _broad similarities in needs and values among individuals, just as there are also
mans' differences.

Leaving-aside The more technical definitions of psychologists, we may say that
human needs, refer to those situations, circumstances, and end- states -that people
want, Care about, and try to achieve and that provide either a deZi-Taleltrdissafl
isfaction or an increase in satisfaction when achieved. In this sense, human.need is
a tendency for disposition) to pursue and prefEr-certain circumstances-or ends. If
the circumstances or ends involved (food, hysical warmth, cleattair,supportive
interpersonal rplations, for example) are aciiieved with an appropriate, frequency, we
may speak sf fultaled needs or &et needs. If the ends involved are not sufficiently
met in terms of quantity, quality, or frequency, then we may 'speak of unmet needs
or unfulfilled needs.

The terms "value" and "concern" can roughly be taken as synonyms for the
term "need" as defined above. All three concepts, along with many dtliers (for
example, desire, wish, motive), refer to the fact That people want Fertain objects,
situations, or end-states. The situations or things, that fulfill needs, values, or con-
cerns can be called "needed objects" or "valued objects" (or "'needed /valued
situations") or "goods." Hunger is the need; food is the needed object or "good"
(in the economist's terms). This distinction is extemely important because it is very...,
quickly ignored, in discussions. of human services and human needs. too often those
in control of powerful, service bureaucracies assume that provision of a valued or
needed object is the same as satisfaction of the need itself. Not so. Provision of
food through a food stamp program or, health care through Blue Cross-Blue Shield
reimbursement arrangements does not Mean that all or even most people with the
oortetponding need have access to the needed object or situation and/or are satisfied
with what they receive. .133
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So defined, there can be an most infinite variety of needs, corresponding to tht.,L
desires of individuals for all rhanner and varieties of objects, situations, servicer''
experiences, and so forth. But, like anything else, similar specific needs can be clas-
sified. into broad categories of general needs. For preseril purposes, we need %Wind
an adequate general categorization of needs .that can accommodate most of the
needs Of most of the people for most of the time. .

In fact, the foregoing suggests how we might for present purposes define "public
needs"- by contrast with "private needs." Public needs may be defined as those
human needs that represent broad categories of general needs which characterize
substantial numbers of the population of a territory (whether a neighborhood, city,
SMSA, ,state, region, nation, continent, orithe world as a whole). Private needs
'Would be the residue of human needs that are highly specialized and limited in their
application to only a very small. portion of the population. Obviously there is A
sliding scale involved, with the actual dividing live between public and private needs,
in the sense just defined, and its application being 'a matter of both empirical and
theoretical dispute. The dividing'llne will also vary over time arld according to the
territory and popuration being considered.

-anycicrit, the crucial defining chaiacteristic of public needs is that they are
human needs qC values that many people haye in. common. This does not mean that
they must, ch racterize everyone, let alone be unmet needs for everyone. It is
sufficient ,that a substantial number or propbrtion of people (perhaps 25 percent in
smaller popul tions, or as few as 10 percent for the U.S. as ,a whole, which would
be about '21000_people) have the need for it to be important. And to say that
a human he is a public need does not necessarily imply that government agencies
at one or, mother level are automatically responsible for its satisfaction. To
designate a reed as a public one merely., means that its satisfaction should be of
broad concerta to those interested with social policy and the institutional mech-
anisms of n ed satisfaction, whether philanthropic or otherwise. Nor does the
presence of la public need mean that it is unmet; this is another question. ,t .

B
p

el Jblic needs are by definition so widespread and common tomany
apoptliation, they usually become the focus of broad public attention.

This i Hi contrast to very narrowly defined or specialized private needs that
characterize very w people and hence are seldom the focus of broad public,
attention, unless the r satisfaction interferes with the satisfaction of public needs. It
is in this sense that public needs are to some extent "everybody's business," while

_private needs are no dy's business." (However, it is possible for a public need to
be relatively obscured people in general are relatively unaware they share the
need.) Our highly deve ped interdependencies on each other in modern society
necessitate \our joint a15 mutual consideration of institutional satisfaction mech-
anisms for`..9ny needs_ at characterize substantial numbers of our population,
irrespective of whether we personally find these needs good, bad, or indifferent. The
point is nbt that public needs are necessarily "good" or "right" in some higher
ethical or religious sense, but tha't public needs are simply there, they exist did
cannot be ignored with impunity.

Note that the present approach to human needs is an open-ended and essentially
empirical one. It allows for changing needs over time_and variations among the
needs" expressed by different populations. By the same token, this approach does
not begin by assuming that certain needs are "better" or more important than
others. There is clearly a hierarchy of needs present in most individuals and
populations, perhaps all. But what this hierarchy is remains to W. determined
empirically for a given population, just as the distinction between public and private
needs also remains to be empirically determined. There is also clearly some conflict
among different public needs, but\ this also is a matter thaVan largely be de-
termined empirically, since the degree of conflic4 depends very much on how
strongly two logically opposed needs are each held, and on what tradeoffs and
compromises are possible.
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Though we need make no .asst
do for present. purposes have to
small set of basic public needs
vacuum or arbitrarily, however. W
work of anthropologists, sociologis
philosophers, including the more re
set of basic public needs, is going t
commission, yet we must start some
and data-gathering effort on tife subjec

To duck this crucial question of
simply a "cop out." It would have the
covert list of basic public needs rule t
whit these needs might dr'should be.
spirit of inquiry and suggestion, rather
would argue that the list is small enoug
enough to do justice to all of the basic p
categories of. need is a broad one, naturally
In. this sense, the list could be almost indefin
independent status in the list to various nee
expansion can, be done when, as, and if nece
important question is whethee anything baiic
and cannot properly be fit into one or anothe
argue that nothing has been left out if the cat
would also argue that each need in the present li

One final point of a general sort to be mad
assume that any particular mechanisms for the sa
of basic public needs. The question of whethe
hospitals, schools, governme s, voluntary organizari.

is left open for the moment. each of these can be s
accomplishment of one or mo }} }le of the basic publi
private needs). But there is ,clearly great variation a
regarding which institutional mechanisms 'relate to wh

J.

mptions about hierarchy or conflict of needs,Ave
make some assumptions about what a relatively

ight be. Such assumptions are not made in a
have as a basis for making these assumptions the

, psychologists, and other social scientists and
nt work in the field of social indicators. Any

be criticized for both sins of omission and
here and let a broad participative discussion
lead where it may.
at a basic list of public needs might be is
principal effect of letting some implicit or
e day, without open public discussion of
e following list is therefore offered in the
than as a chiseled-in-marble finality. We

to be graspable as a whole, but large
lic needs of human beings. Each of the
encompassing many related:sub-needs.
tely expanded by separating and giving

now classed together. This kind of
sary for specific purposes. The more
to,human needs is left out entirely
of the present categories. We would
ories are properly interpreted. We
merits independent status.
is that the list below does not
sfaction of human needs are part

and to what extent
even

need
ons, businesses, or even families
en as mechanisms aimed at the
needs (and to a lesser extent
ng cultures and through time
t basic public needs. In fact,

this question of what institutional mechanisms relate to basic public heeds and liow

they do so is precisely the issue to be examined here and that should; be taken as

basic to the entire Filer Commission endeavor. We cannot hope to examkne the issue

fully, howeier, if certain mechanisms for public need satisfaction are assumed at the

outset to,be both necessary And sufficient for the satisfaction of partiular public
needs:This would beg the question at issue.

Here, then, is the list of basic public needs we suggest.

II

BASIC PUBLIC NEEDS

Physical and Mental Health

Preservation, restoration, and enhancement of health through the avoidance or ,

overcoming of all manner of potential health problems, from accidents and anxiety
to suicide and venereal disease. As for all other basic public needs, the need for
health is related to other basic needs, and particularly to economic well-being. Aside
from giving a long list of health problems and disorders, the best way of describing"

the subneeds under health is to indicate the major kinds of activities fostering

1 0 c.)
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health in various ways, as follows:: positive health maintenance (including exercise,
proper diet, carefulness, positive mental outlook), public health education and

*information dissemination, health Specialty and professional education, chronic
health problem prevention (including sanitation, immunization, accident-prevention),
health-related referral, health crisis prevention (for example, counseling at critical
health junctures in, a person's life), heath problem treatment, special health support
systems (including rehabilitation, special training, respite care), health-related
financial support, health problem insurance systems, health system accountability
and client advocacy, coordination of healfh-related resources, research and analysis
on health-related matters.

4
Economic Well-Being

at At the most basic level, economic well-being refers to the need for adequate
food, drink, shelter, clothing, sleep, air, and other objects or situations directly
related to physiological needs of human beings. Lack of any one of these basic
aspects of economic well-being leads directly to health problems. However, there art
many additional economic needs in a complex, modern society like ours, for these
basic economic needs are satisfied by a c.omplex system of interlocking \mechanisms.
Thus, sofne additional aspects 'of economic well-being would be adequate trans-
portation, availability of appropriate employment, economic security, adequate
satisfaction of some cot4sumer desires beyond basic necessities, adequate income,
consumer protection, and the balance of economic growth with resources and other
needs. The issues of equity and equality of opportunity in regarci..to economic
well-being must also be raised here. More than for any other need in the present,
list, the need for economic well being is closely related to nearly all of the other

- public needs in the list. It deals with both the basic questions of physiological
survival and the availability of resources that permit other needs' to be satisfied to
varying degrees. This need for economic wen-being is, also crucial because control
over economy resources, translates directly into power of all other kinds.

Justice, Security, and Freedom

Justice includes not just the negoti& aspects of security of persons and property
from unjust harm or seizure, the need for public cider, social control, regulatory,
judicial, penal, probation, and rehabilitation activities. Justice also includes the
positive aspects of protection of equity, human rishts, civil rights, individual and
collective freedoms. The roots of justice as a need,lie ngt in mere conformity to
enacted or customary laws, but rather they lie in fhe felt concerns of human beings
for the public interest and for individual equity/human rights. These concerns are in
turn rooted in religious, philosophical, and moral views. justice is also crucial to .the
satisfaction of any of the other publi needs, In a sense, it is the preeminent public
need since the achievement of justice Ntimatety involvesjhe use or threat of force.
And the use or threat of force can override, .at least temporarily, all other consid-
erations. When this occurs, as in the Stalinist or Nazi reigns of terror, basic survival.
needs (health and economic well-being) overcome the need for justice and the other
needs. People do what they must to survive. Only the power or control aspf.ct of
justice is emphasized, not liberty, equity, or the public interest. Thus, if we the
people do not look out for justice in its broadest sense, we shall not be able to do
much about our other needs. Once lost, freedom and civil rights are terribly dif-
ficult to regain.
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Education and Communication

The sharing of what is known, either directly or through some communication
medium, and whether to single individuals or to sets'of indiViduals, is a ba4public

need of, long standing. The education-sommunication needijncludes1)e content of
presChool,.elementary, secondaa,and higher educatkn, as well asp catitinuing and

adult education, informal eduation, religious edusAjen, parental socialization, and
general public education and information dissemination throUgb the mass media, the
mails, public lectures, discussions, and so fortb. An inforgn4d people are generally

better able to four justice, economic well-being, health, aid the othe needs in the

present list. Education and communication are thus blisic enablerf, just as the
preceding needs have also been Where education shades over into heer communica-
tion of information is unclear, so both are treated as part of t sane need./ 11%

Science, Technology, and Inquiry
<,

Curiosity, the need to know more about our world and the way things work
(and can be made to work better) is one root of our need for science, technology,
and inquiry. Another root is the role science plays in enhancing our ability to serve
other needs. While not so widespread, or salient, perhaps, as some of the other
public needs in the present list, the nted for science and inquiry is nevertheless
quite widespread if presented in its broadest, sense. The real areas'of conflict have
more to do with relative support for "pure science" versus more practically and
immediately useful inquiry,' whether dignified by the name 6f science or not. If the
present need is pat to people as, "Do you feel a need for having some people in our
society trying to find out more about how things work so that our lives can be
improved ?" more agreement wil) be found than If the case for "pure science" is put
to people. Just as the role ofIcaNtal investment is crucial in increasing economic
well-being and produCtivity, so alsoiethe role of science crucial as an investment in
increasing our knowledge; and in turn, increased knctkvlidge is crucial in dealirig with
many of our, other needs such as health, education, justice, economic well- being,
ehvironmental balance.

Even if the generalized .public support for science and inquiry in the broadest
sense is limited, such support is still likely to be sufficient in terms of our earlier
definitiOn of public need to justify inclusion of this need in the present list. An
alternative justification can also be found in the economists' concept of collective
goods, goods that cal be shared by and consumed by many people simultaneously.
Unlike the private goods that'the business sector primarily produces and allocates,

' puttlic goods are principally the concern..of the government (public) sector and the
voluntary, philanthropic sector. Science is a prime example of a public need whose
sasfa'ction mechanisms constitute a collective good. However,' we would resist the
tendency to equate our list of public needs here with the usual economists' list of
collective goods, since this would be restrictive of the present inquiry process. Some
of the public needs, we list may be satisfied by private goods (fol'example, various
aspects of econorit0-411-peing). and some will be satisfied by' public goods, in the
technical sense of econ6rnrsts. And needs are iy)t the same as goods in the economic

sense. (See James Buchanan, The Demand and Su/3ply or Public Goods, Chicago:

Rand Mcaally, 1968, for A general discussion of4the theory of collective goods.)

Religion, Fihilstsophy,'andiilealisin . '
.

.

1
. . . , f

The need or;refigion. in the broadest sense reflects a concern for the ultimate
value and meaning of fiuman existence in the universe. This need must be
interpreted broadly to include not only worship, religious education and missionary
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work of the traditional theologies and religions, but also the newer and sometimes
secular philosophies, Ideologies, moralities, and world views. Whether old or new,
these ideologies all speak to the hu'rnali condition and to the problems of what is
good, right, valuable, and worth doing. In this sense they all represent different
approaches to idealism as it applies to human behavior and human ends. As such,
they all reflect in some way a concern for altruism and the public interest.

Peace an
A.

Sofial Integration ,
......

.7, ".1 '
Perha.s it if--6ferly hopeful or optimistic to include peace and social integration

in a current list of public needs, yet recent empirical studies of the attitudes ofpur
people toward war and conflict generally bear out the inclusion of this public need.
Human beings everywhere probabIS, respond more deeply to the long-term need for,
peace and social integration than to the counter-nee,d for war and social conflict.
The sub-needs under the present heading would include the needs for mutual under-
standing among different peoples, (whether they are different in geography,
nationality, race, ethnicity, -language, age, sex, religion, politics, economic status, or
whatever), for mutual respect, mutual acceptance and recognition, as well as for the
more negative13, phrased needs. for prejudice reduction and conflict reduction, and
the finding of constructive outlets for agression, anger, hate, and fear.

.,

Esthetic Experience, "Culture," and Entertainment
1. ' , ,,

The need for esthetic experience, like other needs in the present list, is often
very narrowly interpreted, in order to serve the special interests of particular groups
or institutions. As we would define it, esthetic experience refers to the creation,
re-creation, or enjoyment of beauty in any of Its inumerous forms. the expe-
riencing" of objects, events, or situations that direct bring sensory and perceptual
pleasure. We add the term "culture" only because many people narrowly identify
this term with esthetic experience. In fact, the use of the term "culture" tends to

,in' volve the rather elitist and -'more- sophisticated -than- thou" attitude that some
forms of esthetic experience are intrinsically "better" than others. Such an attitude,
while comforting to its possessors, generally reflects customary social preferences-
rather than clearly demonstiable differences in "intrinsic merit."

Thus, the public need for esthetic experience as used here includes not only the
,performing and plastic fine Sas and literature, but also folk art, popular art, folk

_and popular 0 usic, decoration, movies, popular books and magazines (especially
fiction), mu of TV and radio programming, recordings, handicraft objects, esthetic
enjoyment of nature, and even sexual pleasure. In short, the need ,for-esthetic
experience includes the full range of objects, situations, and events that bring direct
sensory and perceptual pleasure. Such experience includes both what some would
call "true culture" as well as what they might call "mass culture" and mere
"entertainment." Hence we recognize differences in esthetic tastes without arguing
for any absolute 'hierarchy of tastes.

Leisure and Recreation/Relaxation
,,j

This need is in part a residual category, since several of the other needs in the
present list refer to activities that take place in what is technically discretionary or
leisure time,. T he present need for leisure and recreation/relaxation includes a variety
of both passive and active, collective, and individual ways of spendirig time plea-
surably in pursuit of sports, games, hobbies, or simple relaxation This ca gory of
public need shades over into the former categOry of esthetic-experience, on the one

,
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and, and over into the_ next category of emotional expression and interpersonar

-,, 'ons, on the other hand. The emphasis in the present category is n doing
ng eriroyable. Out is not directly involved with perbeptual plea ure and

y, or on doing nothing much at all as a form of enjoyment.

).

Emotional Expression and Interpersonal Relations

- .
This need is so

..,
basic, to human beings that many people either ignore it or take

it for granted. Yet in highly urbanized, anonymous, alienated, mobile, modern
society it cannot be imore,c1, any more than it could be in earlier"titnes. The need
for emotional expression and interpersonal relations is a recognition that humans are

-social beings who need love, affection, friendship, fellowship, interpersonal commu-
nication, and the opportunity to share feelings and perceptions directly with a -least
a few other people. There may be marked variations in how much people need
other people and how closely people relate to others emotionally, yet the fact
remains that true hermits and catatonics are very.rare. People need people.,

.

Participation, Involvement, Efficacy, and Power,

Another neglected public need is the need for participation and involvement in
societal decision-making processes. We find today greater levels of alienation in our
population than ever before; an almost total disaffection from the major institu-
tional bureaucracies and power structures of our society. Such alienation, is only
surprising to those who are unaware of the widespread human need to have some
power, efficacy, and involvement in the decisions that affect one's life. We all need
to feel that we can have some influence over our basic living and working arrange-
ments and the satisfactions /dissatisfactions that flow from them. This need for
participation and involvement can rthanifest itself not just in traditional political
processes but also in economic and business contexts, in matters'of consumption, in
family matters, and in voluntary action and interpersonal relations. In many dif-
ferent contexts we need and want a "piece of the action" a sense of making a
difference and sharing in power. ..

I ,
a

BalaEcological Bala ce and a Decent Environment

The underlying need to bring ourselves into better balance with nature and our
naturarresourc* is only slowly gaining widespread public recognition, but the more
obvious symptomatic needs for pollution reductionatural-area preservation, energy
conservation, population control, improvement of urban and rural environments,
adequate kolid waste disposal, recycling, and so fofth have already reached a high

degree of public awareness. We' are endangering ourselves as a species on our
"spaceship earth" by-many of our current practices involving natural resources and

the natural environment. Some of the pollution processes and other natural changes

,we Wave setin motion can become and arenear to becoming irreversible. If we do
not pay increasing attention to solving the problem of ecological balance, we may

'Kat have any other needs to consider as a species.

Social Welfare and Social-Services
°

This public need is also somewhat of a residual category. It refers to the mul-
titude of special services that do not clearly fall into other public-need categories
but that characterize substantial numbers of people. Defined more positively, social
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welfare includes the need for general counseling and referral for people with family
or other problems, emergency provision for economic well-being in times of per-
sonal or family crisis, assistance to migrants and immigrants and travelers, adoption
services, and aid to unwed mothers and runaways. These highly varied examples
have in common the fact that the members of some category of persons are facing
serious problems and dissatisfactions because of their social situation.

One might say that the need for social welfare is most broadly the need for help
from other people as a result of some kind of essentially social distress a disloca-
tion or lack that is the result of existing social pressures, demands, and mechanisms.
Yet many-4,111e needs and activities that are often classed in this category can be
better fit elsewhere (for example, friendly visiting and4rirolher programs might
better be classed under the need for emotional expression and interpersonal
relations; special language programs for non-speakers of English might better be
classed under education and communication; youth programs might better be
classed ,-under leisure and recreation). The tendency to stretch the limits of thr
category of social welfare as a public need may in part 14...attributed to the desire
of professionals in the field of social work and social welfare to define as broad and
important a field for their work as possible. It is also true that the present category
naturally shades over into various other categories, and is in some ways interdepen-
dent with them.

Social Change kid Adaptation ,

. More than ever before there is a need to sense, design, experiment with, evaluate,
advocate, apd adapt to social change. Things are changing so fast that we are all
stfBring from "future shock." Yet most people are dissatisfied with at least some
o the ways in which things are currently done. Many people are dissatisfied with
many aspects, of current social arrangements and mechanisms for the satisfaction of
public and private ndkitiL.41p this situation there is a need for improving- our
praductivi,ty of, aitkesensitivity to, the potentials of social inventions and
innovations. There is a need for greater flexibility in deaLing with innovations and
change. We need ever more effective "fddback systems" to tell us what is working
well and what is not and why. This means we need widespread social nitoring of
a sort that can point out when the emperor has no clothes" (as Was e case with
a recent "emperor;" we may recall). We especially need people and oups who are
courageous and creative enough to advocate effectively change in th {public interest,
change in the direction of satisfying mOre.fully all of the foregoing kinds of public
needs.

This is not to say that all social change and afi.social inyentions are good or in
the public, interest. But those changes and inventions that.are clearly in the public
interest and that will help fulfill unmet public needs should receive our whole-
hearted support. Those people and groups Who create, advocate, or implement such
changes should be supported and respected rathe thanresi nd shunned, as is
so often the case. The do'minant organismsbn this planet are many measures the
insects, and they have achieved their dominance by their Mlecti c ability to adapt'
quickly and effectively to change ancrk, available opportuttlye,s for tirvival through
genetic ,mutation And Vapid' breeding. Our own species cannot depend on rapid
breeding and genetic mutation, yet we rntjkt, alto adapt quickly ',to, change and
survival opPortunities if we are to make it. We stifle creativity and social invention
only of our fnortal peril. - -- x:'
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International Perspective and Relations

It is increasingly a small world. What happens anywhere increasingly affects what
happens somewhere else. er country or even continent We are increas-
ingly dependent on.other nations an their people and institutions for the satisfac-
tion of our own basic needs., There no sphere of public needs that is untouched
by international (or at least transnat. nal) dependencies and implications.

Therefore, we have a public need to develop;- maintain, and enhance an inter-
national perspective on everything we do. We need to think how our own physical

and- mental health are linked to that of other nations, how our own economic well-
being is internationally linked, how our own achievement of justice-security-freedom
is linked internationally, and so forth. Once such links have been explored; we can
then seek more optimum relations with regard to other nations, their people and
institutions, in terms of oUr attempts to deal with each of our public needs. '

To state the public need for' international perspective and relations does not
imply that we need either to, control or be controlled-bylany other nation or set of
naticms. We simply need to take careful account of our international connectedness
and act accordingly in advancing the satisfaction of all other public needs.

III

VALIDITY OF ,THE PUBLIC NEEDS LIST

Given the foregoing set of public needs as hypotheses or suggestions, how could

we confirm or disconfirm their relevance and validity? There are several ways of
doing so, but one way in particular has, in our view, special validity.

One way would be to take an adequate poll of those persons officiaIR invo ved
in the Filer Commission, but the clearly unrepresentative nature of the latter group
would render such a poll not necessarily useless (as a sample of elite opinion)
though certainly of doubtful validity for our society as a whole. Another way
would be to take some kind of adequate poll of organizations, institutions and
groups knowledgeable about (but doubtless with a special vested interest in the

various needs and values included. This approach makes no provision for objectivity
and almost guarantees that any needs included will be validated by the correspon-
ding organizations concerned with them. The "deck can be stacked" against or for

particular needs in the list being tested simply by inclyding or excluding the
appropriate organizations or individual representatives vtith the relevant vested
interests. For instance, if one falls to- pall environmental organizations about the
public need for ecological balance or to poll peace organizations regarding the need

-4 for peace, but includes educational organizations on the subject of education and
health organizations on the subject of health, the results are clearly biased.

It would seem that the foregoing two inadequate approaches to determining
public needs have so far been taken on the whole by the Filer Commision, using a
more limited .list of 'needs than the one suggested here. It is not much of an
improvement to ind4uclet,tols.efi- attention .t9the so-called "Dotes" and social
action/change-oriented grOup5, although such an action isat Fast a step in thd
direction of broader representation of thought and values and needs.

Another approach to validating a list of purported public needs is to leave the
task completely to "the experts" economists, sociologists, psychologists, la yers,

and so on. If experts can agree (which theyseldom do, of course) on the apPr Hate

list of public needs, this will be a sufficient validation some ,will say. This at st

has the positive. feature that "experts" are supposedly 'o/i6jective and have '

theory's no Nested. interests in particular needs or mechanisms for satisfying them.
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But this "theory" of objectivity is false and self-serving. "Experts" are people like
'anyone else and have a variety of specialized need preferences, vested jnterests, and
connections with institutional mechanisms that provide rewards for certain kinds of
endeavors and punishments .for others. Would it be any surprise if the "experts",
concluded that science and education were the foremost values, or at least of much
greater importance than the average pers6n might think?

This is not to say that experts in various fields have no objectivity or that they
can ,make co contribution to the present endeavor; far from it. We are merely
saying that experts are not representative people and have special biases and vested
interests of their own. There are, it seems, at least o ways in which expels in the

of validating a list of public needs. On the one hand, t y can provide empirically
. social sciences and professions can make useful contrib ions to the present problem

grounded theories regarding the importance of certain public needs to our individual
and colleCtive welfare and quality of life. Examples of this would be the work of
economists on the nature of collective goods, the work of sociologists and others on
the components of quality of life, or the work of psychologists on the pattern of
human needs and values. On the other hand, experts can be very helpful in
providing methods for developing lists of public needs (Or their sub-components)
and for validating these lists empirically through surveys and studies of public
Preferences, attitudes, beliefs, and behavior. .

We would argue that the list of public needs presented earlier draws on the
various theories of relevant experts regarding human needs and public needs in
particular. Naturally, it Will not find general agreenient among the experts on this

k ,score, since.it was created by a single person rather than through some kind of
participative consensus process. But it may serve well as a starting point for future
work, drawing on most major schemes regarding quality of life and ,public needs\
More comprehensive and participative public need derivation processes can be
followed if enough people have the will to do So. SO far this issue has. been
generally avoided or dealt with implicitly and off-handedly by the participants in
the Filer Commission's study process. .

But the empirical side of the present list's validity from the standpoint of experts
remains to be tested specifically. What is needed is 'a representative survey of the
opinion of the American people on the impor.tance of the particular public needs"'
suggested, with other alternatives offered; and write-ins allowed. Lacking either the
funds or the time now for such a study,'we must be corrterit with the knowledge
that prior studies of representative samples mericans both nationally and in
smaller territorial units have shown all of liste public needs to be important to
some substantial degree. A review of recent polls nd surveys will make this clear to
anyone interested. Time and 'resources e prohibit a detailed review of the
data. here.) , . .

In sum, the presently suggested li t of public needs has some validity in terms of ,
prior theotetical (conceptual) wor as well as prior empirical work of relevant
experts in ,thee social sciences and professions. But a full empirical testing of the
specific present list against the expressed needs and values of the American people
awaits the time when those with the resources to support such a study decide tb
have it done properly. Similarly, a , mare participative and deliberate process of
derivation of an alternative and "better" list also awaits; adequate financial suppc?rt
and legitithation. Inithe Meantime, the presendy sugge4ecl list of public needs has
the virtue of doing greater justice to the range of human values and needs than the
more limited and largely implicit list used by. the Filer Commission. Therefore, we

*WI de the present list to critique any interpret what has been done so far hy the
'COrnmission, with the ultimate aim of constructive criticism I he public int'rest.
Whether and to what extent we approach this aim will, be open t iscussion aid to

-the judgment of anyone interested in the trocess. k
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"Relation to implicit Filer Commission Public Needs List

It is difficult, and perhaps to some degree unfair, to speak of a "Filer
Commission List of Public Needs" for comparison with the present list, since no
such "official" list has to our knowledge been produced. But this is an important
part of the problem we have with the Commission so' far. Without such an
"official" list, an implicit and unofficial one has been used to guide research and
the study process. We shall attempt* to describe this implicit list here and then
critique it in, terms of our list, to show what is left out and what the implications

,"1/ axe,
We have inferred the implicit Filer Commission public need list from four main

. approaches. First, we examined the "subject areas" noted in the Commission
brochure. Second, we have examined. the titles of the studies officially
commissioned by the, Commission. Many of them refer to public-need areas such as

r health, education. Third, we have examined the "categories of philanthropy" used

in a number of the reports. Fourth, we have examined the internal structure and
content of the commissioned reports on apparent public need areas. The, difficulties
of inference are compounded by the tendency in many cases for need areas not to

be defined in papers, beyond a simple listing of some mechanisms for satisfaction of
the need plus an assumption' that the common sense meaning ofithe need is clearly
understood. A related difficulty is the tendency for several Comm'lssion papers to
confuse needs with need satisfaction mech'anisms (that is, health versus hospitals,
education versus schools) and to confuse needs With unmet needs.

Our interred list ofeimplicit public needs as so far seen by the Filer Commission

is as follows: health, education, science, religion, culture, environment'and conserva-
tion, social welfare, public-civic affairs, and international activities. There is mention

in a few places of communitywide activities, but these are never clearly' defined
conceptually nor is there any study paper of the Commission that deals with them
at length, let alone exclusively. The category vaguely refers to needs that in our list
are termed leisure and participation. However, the lack of detailed and intensive
study of communitywide activities, whatever they are, leads us to exclude this
category from the "Implicit Filer Commission Public Needs List."

There are at least three useful kinds of comparisons that can now be made
between the Implicit List and our Explicit List given earlier,: (1) needslincluded
with similar range bf aleaning, (2) needs included with broader or narrower range
of meanikg, (3) needs essentially omitted or ignored in the Implicit List. r

1. Similar needs included in both lists: There is only one need that is essen-
tially identical in the two lists, namely, health, though even here there are several"
sub-needs in the healthkcategory that recei0e little attention in study of the health

need.

2. Broader/narrower needs included in the irripliCit list: Maily of the needs in
the two lists appear to 15e roughly similar and overlapping, yet the pertinent dif-

- ferences in breadth are ver' important and illuminating. Suth' differences amount to
subtle omission and downgading of the importance of, certain need's or sub-needs
(more detailed component needs relevant to the broader need category). Let us see

Mow: 1
The Implicit List deals with education, but little attention is give to communica-

,- tion, The latter term is included as a sub-need under. education in The Council on
Foundations' report, and the mass media and libraries are referred to occasionally

elsewhere, But the general questions of mass- media, publications, information
systems, public education, propaganda, secrecy, privacy, and access to information
and communication mechanisms/media are not dealt with adequately by the
Commission study process. This is true both for the definition of the need, study of
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the mechanisms for its satisfaction, and evaluation of how well the need is met in
,bgeneral and specifically by private philanthropy.

The Implicit List deals with science, but the related aspects of inquiry in the
'humanities are misplaced in thg "culture" category. This confuses the creation or
*rijoyment of esthetic experiences with scholarship and inquiry in relation to the
humanities and arts. The narrow definition of,"science" used also tends to ignore
the very important role of variqus kinds of policy analysis and interpretation of
social, political, economic, and other issues that are needed in society and often or

jAually performed outside the usual institutions of "science." Hence, again, narrow-
ness and confusion in public-need definition tends to lead to compounded
inadequacies of coverage when consideratfbn 'is given to need satisfaction
mechanisms andto how well the need is satisfied.

The Implicit List deals with rfligion, but not theelated aspects of philosophy
and idealism. Hence, the impoitant roles of secula popular philosophies, ideals,
ideologies, and moralities are almost totally ignored. Have the Commission members
never heard df The Greening of America, The Making of a Counterculture, and
similar books that express and analyze whole new (and largely secular) philosophies
of life that touch or even guide the Jives of millions of youth and adults? Why are
only the very established:older religious bodies in this country examined at the
level of' need satisfaction mechanisms? Where is there any attention to newer
organizations in this country, such as Hare Krishna, the Black' Muslims, "Jesus

k Movement?" Narrowness of definition ofthe public need for religion leads to nar-
owness in consideration of mechanisms and of how well the need is met by various
echanisms.
The Implicit List deals with culture, but this is both too narrow and too broad,

in different ways. As noted above, the need for inquiry into areas of the humanities
and arts belongs in the science-inquiry category, not in culture. More importantly,
use of the term "culture" or, even the phrase "arts and humanities" is both unjus-
tifiably elitist' ancl,inadequately narrow as a public need. The public need is actually
much broader, we argue, encompassing what some call "culture" but much more
besides in the way of esthetic experiences (our preferred, wider term). Hence, again,
definitional inadequacy leads to narrowness of scope of inquiry into satisfaction
mechanisms to meet the broader need. For instance, the whole range of folk and
popular, music or dancing is essentially ignored, as is the -relative satisfaction of
esthetic needs by such experiences in contrasts with ballet and "serious music." If
the public need for esthetic experiences is defined as'narrowiy as the term "culture"
usually implies, how can anything even, vaguely adequate be done by way of objec-
tive inquiry into the tote of philanthropy in meeting the public need?

The Implicit List includes the public or civil affairs need, but with a very broad
catch-all kind of definition. The Mavity-Ylvisaker paper on public affairs is perhaps
the best paper the Commission has so faf produced in regard to defining clearly any
of the pul,Iic needs it is' studying. They define public affairs in teas of four compo-
nent purposes (but fail to offer a conceptual, connotative definition of the general
category): (1) "improving the processes and competence of goverment,"
(2) "helping to define and clarify public issues,"(3). "helping to ensure the rights

d participation in government and society of all members of the public,".and
(4) "improving tie responsivertes.s Ortliaprivate sector tO public needs." These are
all very important purposes or sub-needs. However, they "hang together in only the
loosest sence. In our.'terms, purpose 1 is a basic part of both the participation need
and the social charefr... need; it 'serves both, but exhausts neither category.
Purpose- 2 is a critical affect of socially relevant science andinquiry. Purpose 3 is

'an atbect, of our justice, category, and purpose 4 is part of both social change and
.' justice ("in the public interest").

° The major inadequacy of having a catch -all public affairs category of public need
(aside from; its intrinsic ,,looseness and lack of a conceptual and functional 'defini-
;ion th/ would tell us why a certain four component purposes and only
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these purposes have been included) is that it gives the impression of dealing squarely
with the critical social issues, needs, and values of our time without really doing
them justice. In doing so, it deflects our (and the Commission's) attention from the
more critical and broader underlying public needs for participation, science and
inquiry applied to social and public issues, justice in its fullest sense of protection
of civil liberties and equal rights, and social change applied to all our institutions
insofar as they fail to serve piblicneeds adquately.

In short, the public affairs t ategory of public need (as Mavity-Ylvisa er define it)
is far, far better than nothing on the corresponding underlying publ needs in the
Explicit List, but fAils to go far enough to do them justice. Mavity and Ylvisker are
to be commendedvfor "i'ack(Ing these issues at all in the Commission' study process,
for highlighting the fact that only a few years ago did philanthropy in the
embodiment of foundations and major giving even begin to use a public affairs
category in their reporting.

Nevertheless, the limitations inIdefinition of the public affairs need category lead
to problems in reviewing all relevant" satistacticin mechanisms and .in, determining
how ell they do their work. These problems of definition Markedly affect the
abi ty we have to assess the role of philanthropy in these areas, for instance.

he Carey paper on "Philanthropy and the Powerless" is another important
atterinpt to deal with the public affairs need. There the problem is still that several
different public-need elements ,are being put together into a catch-all "common
sense" category that approaches but does not quite face the key underlying needs.

The powerless and disadvantaged are in general those people who receive the least

satisfaction of any needs and have most of their public needs unmet. It is

important to point this out and to describe how some philanthropic groups have

tried to deal with different unmet (public)5needs of tilt powerless, as Carey does.

But we argue that the underlying public need for justice (especially equity and
equal rights and opportunities), economic well-being, participation, peace and social
integration (the latter particularly), and social change must be dealt with in their
own right. Then one can look carefully and comprehensively at their corresponding
need satisfaction mechanisms, and examine how well each need'is met for different,
population segments (especially the powerless and disadvantaged) by the existing'
mechanisms, including philanthiopy broadly defined. In sum, the Carey paper, while
extremely helpful in representing the giving of philanthropic money to the "have
nots," alsoldoes not adquately comelo grip's with or define the public affairs need
or the other, more bask underlying needs it touches on from the Explicit List.

The Implicit List deals with environment rind conservation; but does not pay
adequate attention to the correlative essential aspect of ecological-balance. Works
like "The Limits To Growth" make it clear that we must completely rethink our
approaches to resource and energy use, recycling, and 'economic growth. Dealing
with these issues in theory or practice will neces,sarilyseem very threatening to

any .Commission members and millions of Other people who represent ihstitutions
ith vested interests in the theory and practice of "unlimited economic growth."

BLit this is no wuse to neglect the ecological balance aspect of the public need in
regard to the environment. Like most foundations, the Filer Commission apparently
prefers ,to focus on the safer conservation aspects of the environmental need, while

downplaying the ecological balance ,and (to some extent) the environmental

advocacy aspects. As usual, this narrowness of definition has serious biasing effects
on the scope of inquiry into need satisfaction mechanisms and'how well the need is
met, highlighting the role of philanthropy."

The implicit List deals with social welfare, but defines it entirely too vaguely and
broadly. Lik,e public affair', the social welfare category is very much a catch-all for
the Commission papers, defined more by listing, components than by a conceptual
statement of how or why these particular components are or should be included.
Hence, there Are some basic public needs that are do.vnprayed as mere components
of the vague social welfare category when the .really deserve independent and
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primary attention on their own. This is particularly true for the Explicit Liit public
needs that we term economic well-being, justice, leisure and recreation/relaxation,

-zand emotional expression/interpersonal relations all of which tend to be included
iiiliett.asmere components of social welfare.

Suctiall approach is unjustifiable. It obscures the critrcal underlying needs and
their importance in their own right. It is equivalent to a map of the U.S. that

'defOrcates two areas only your own state and "the rest of the U.S." instead
of Mapping all the states. There are the usual implications for inadequate subsequent
attention to mechanisms and satisfaction levels in the realm of social welfare. The
lack of a clear conceptual definition of the central core of the social welfare need
also means that this part will only be incompletely stumped.

The Implicit List deals with international activities, but with inadequate attention
to the fact that there can be and are international aspects of all the other public
needs. The Filer Commission paper on international activities (by Yarmolinsky)

'makes only a very weak attempt in the direction of the necessary, broad definition
of this category. As a result, the scope of concern for relevant need satisfaction
mechanisms is very narrow, and there is little or no attention to how well the range
of mechanisms meets the 'range of component sub-needs. To give a glaring example,
there is essentially no attention at all by Yarmolinsky to international activities inregard to peace and social integration (and the corresponding institutional
mechanisms of transnational cultural 'exchange).

3, Needs neglected or ignored by implicit list: There are seven major public
needs in our Explicit List that are either neglected or ignored entirely by the Filer
Commission Implicit List. The most, that can be said for the Filer Commission
approach in these realms is that fragMents of some of them receive some significant
attention in the papers on,public-affairs and on the, powerless, and to a lesser extent
in some papers dealing with social welfare. This level of attention is quite inad-
equate, however promising a start.

The Filer Commission Implicit List of public needs does not deal ,adequately
with the vital needs for economic well-being; for justice, security,"and freedom; for -
peace and social integration;' for leisure and reCreationlrelaxation; for emotional
expression and interpersonal relations; for participation, involvement, efficacy, and
power; and for social change and adaptation.

This neglect has very serious implications for the validity of the whole Filer
Commission enterprise. It suggests the possibility of deep-seated and systematic
'biases on the part of the Commission itself, its advisors and staff. It implies clearly
that ,to the Commission, these needs are not public needs of widespread importance.
Thii'Commission stance may be a result either of their being out of toucWivith.
current realities or *of their desire to avoid focusing on potentially "hot ", 6r
"touchy" subjects, or both.

4tIcs.$Whatever the origins of their earlier neglect; U p1ission inu'stnow corns4q4
grips directly and in-depth with these neglected public eeds ifjt ;.overall cons
sions ,and recommendations are to be credible and valid. Expanded-attention mat`
be sintilirlY given to the narrowly defined needs. The results of further worl on
these neglected needs must be factored in at all levels to the fit report, cohclu-
sions, and recommendations. ,

Relation to Filer. Commission Final Report.and Recommendations

If the foregoing is not enough to suggest bias and the need for filling in
numerous gaps, a glance at the final report outline and content supplies additional
confirmation. All focus on public needs /priorities and all focus on the evaluation of
howewell these are me( by philanthropy seem to have vanished. The focus is almost
eXtItiSiVely on the mechanisms or institutions for need satisfactiort; specifically on
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the philanthropic sector. This approach assumes implicity that current philanthropic

activities in general address all public needs adquately with proper relative priorities

among them so that all people are optimally satisfied. It assumes that the only

problem is to "oil" the systetrralit to make it do more of the same.

Such an approach is clearly inadequate. The final recommendations must deal
explicitly and expertly with the full set of public needs, not just the limited

Implicit List. Now the report deals with neither list of pvds. In dealing with public

needs, the final report must clearly define a,full and adequate list of public needs,

discussing their derivation and importance. It must deal with the relative priorities

among and within these broad need categories, paying attention to interdepen-

dencies among various needs (or need sub-components), so that optimal satisfaction

of the whole set of public needs can be sought.
We would now define "the public interest" in general as "that which facilitates

realizin optimal satisfaction of an adequate set of interdependent public needs."

Thus, working to accomplish any single or small number of public needs to the

neglect of other basic public needs is.aptin the public interest (for example, over-
emphasizing environmental concerns tolhe neglect of economic well-being or, vice

versa). The final report of the Commission pays no attention at all, pr9sently, to this.

crucial matter of optimizing the realization of a whole set of oftenConflicting, and

nearly always interdependent, public needs.
Thus, by the definition stated above, the present Commission report and its larger

enterprise is not really in the public interest until and unless it takes proper account

of a broader and more complete list of..qublic needs, their interrelationships,. and

their relationships to need satisfaction mechanisms and the actual satisfaction of

people in general. At present, the focus is only on certain public needs, not in inter-

relation to each other and not in clear relation to all relevant types of need satisfac-

tion mechanisms nor in relation to how well these needs are satisfied by the various

mechanisms, including philanthropy of all kinds. -
.

. We hope this situation will be remedied in the public interest prior to issuance of

the Commission's final report and prior to the termination of .the underlying study

process. Failure to do:so can tie interpreted as biased and self-serving.

b

t.?
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PHILANTHROPY AND THE POWERLESS

Sarah C. Carey t

"Not, enough' foundations are close enough to the critical and fundamental issues
4
of

our society, not aggressively active enough on them, too distant from the controversies
that pervade our public discourse, not political enough, if you will. . Whpn youth
organized to get out the vote the modest funds they needed were hard to get. Tenants
Organizing to get decent housing, likewise. Innumerable organizations representing the
efforts of the least powerful in our society attempting to enhance their_capacity-to
bargain on less unequal terms in situations that require give and take look in vain to
foundationsforsignificant help." (Remarks of David R. Hunter, April 22, 1975, 26th
Annual Conference, Council on Foundations)

"It is our belief that the primary value of foundations is to4elp keep alive and vibrant
society's supply of initiatives for desirable social change. When foundations do not do
this, they do not do their job, and they lose thereby tkeir social utility. They exist to
experiment, to innovate, to critique, to aid the poweiless, and thus necessarily to
involve themselves in social tension." (Field Foundation Report, 1968-1969)

--;"Foundation money is public money, temporarily at the discagtion of semi-public
trustees or 'clirectors. It can be seen as a small Means of redressing the woeful maldistri-
bution of U.S. wealth (especially when foundation money is supplemented by personal
funds)." (DJ B RepQrt, 1925)-

"There is value in a foundation that responds to the felt needs of communities, invest-
ing in other people's sense of priorities and ideas rather than something we might
invent and initiate ourselves." (Wieboldt Foundation Report, 1973)

"In 1970, after 25 years of support for the humanities, the Foundation, in the words
of an advisor to the Foundatibn, dedicated its resources to 'loosening the grip the
inhumanities have held us in.' " (John Hay Whitney Foundation Report, 1973)

"Haymarket's primary goal has begun to be realized to get badly needed money to
grass roots groups working for broad-based social change, particularly to those groups
that either because of low visibility or activist politics would never hope.:to receive
funding from individuals or any other kind of foundation. On the one hand, it is'
certain that, if Haymarket did not exist,tthe groups and projects would survive. Their
work would go on. The. movement for social change won't stop because wealthy
people do not support it. But we can't be too cynical about our money. It can help
tremendouslf. It can make a difference." (Haymarket Foundation Report, 1974)

Introduction

This paper was commissioned by the Filer Commission to ,examine the role of
)philanthropy in regard tq ''the powerless." The term powerless was not defined by
thetommission but was suggestive of minority groups, the poor, and-others who are
considered the "outs" in American society. That definttiln was subsequently refined
to include the following:

Racial and cultural minorities (at certain times and under certain circumstances);
individuals who are institutionalized, are wards of the state find-tiding children

f Ciadouhas and Brashares, Washington, D.C.
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in certain instances and the mentally ill); individuals who have been or are being ,

abused by the state, such as prisoners and victims of official repression; the

economically disadvantaged (including the hungry, welfare recipients, "the

poor," migrant laborers); and individuals Who should have access to political

participation but whose partiCipation is denied by the corruption or rigidity of
the institutions they are trying to affect.

A more simple definition might be those who are trying to change the status quo in

favor of the disadvantaged.
The information that formed the basis for. the paper was gathered through the ,.

distribution of questionnaires to and thg collection of reports from a select group of

foundations (those that consider themselves "activist" as well as a number of the

larger foundations); the distribution of a similar questionnafre to a select group of

grantees, each of which works with one or more of the groups encompassed in the

definition of powerless; interviews with a large number of additional people familiar

with churches, the corporate world,' foundations, the United Way organiiation,

social action groups, individual donors, and the world of philanthropy generally.

bespite extensive efforts to uncover hard data, there is virtually no way of measur-

ing with any accuracy the volume or the quality of philanthropic giving to the power -

" Less. Moods of reporting and characterizations of grants varxam'ong and within the

various donor groups; sell% provide detailed reports while others use a broad brush

in stating their goals and the grants made to achieve them, Consequently, the con-

clusions stated in this paper are highly impressionistic and cannot be broken down

into statistical or even roughly quantifiable analyses. The overwhelming impression,

however, is that those who comprise the powerless segment of society 1- iceive only

what one grantee describes as "the breadcrumbs from the table of jiriiilanth opy."

The Peterson Commission in 1970 made a random sampling of foundation (in-

cluding corporate foundation) grants to a number of categories considered contro-

versial or falling within the definition of powerless. Typical results were as follows:

Purpose Percent gibtal
Foundation Crants

Voter registration and voter educa9on 0.1%

Studies of subjects directly relatel to public policy
issues and for dissemination of such studies to the
general public by publication or discussion
Community or neighborhood organizing of an
ethnic, ghetto-, or impoverished group

Urban yduth groups (including gangs)

Student organizations

0.3

1,S

1.3 ,

0.8

Approaching the(problem from a different angle, that is frOm the broad subject

matter father than the type of activity supported, a Noy York foundation executive

recently reported that of 18,700 grants with a value of $1.6 billion made by founda-

tions in 197 and 1973, only .7 percent of the total (87 grants totaling311,-6 million)

went to questions of political and government reform, and even less, .3 yercent of-the

total (34 grants totaling $5.3 million), went to projects dealing-with economics.

. Regardless of how the pie is_aced,..4.3bre is no question that grants made directly

for social change or to assist the powerless are dwarfed by the massive philanthropic

contributions made annually in support of education', the arts, health services, and

the like.And within the philanthropic community, there is only a handful of founda-

tions and church groups and even fewer corporate donors that entertain grants

from the powerless or that_devote all or..abstantial portion of t e. t funds to

the groups that fall within the definitiore\With major exceptions, as The Ford

Foundation, the Carnegie Corporation, and a few others, those donors at do support

the powerless are generally small in terms of staff and assets, maintain a low profile,
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and are virtually unknown to the broad public, the Congress, and the more articulate
critics of philinthrOpy: (See Appendix for aJist of the more "activist" foundations.)

This paper does not attempt to eyloie the ot-Nations of philanthropoids to
deterthine why they do not address the needs of the

I:p

powerless in any significant way.
The Commission has dealt with these questions through a number of other channels.
Some dl; the reasons that have' beerp.suggested are the "establishment" nature of the ,
self- appdintcd membership of most foundation boards, raying heavily on' business
leaders, lawyers, financiers, and other professionals and excluding representatives of
powerless groups; the makeup of foundation staff which, quite naturally, reflects the
image of the board members; the "high liberal style" in which some foundation per-
sonnel carry out their duties with its elitist, anti-democratic overtones; and the
restraints of the Tax Reform Act of 1969 on political activism by grantees. A more
fundamental rationale may be that articulated in a newsletter of the' Haymarket
Foundation:

TiMe and again history has shown that the agents of change are ultimately these
people in whose interest is- the change . ..,(But) the people in power have, never
given pli1W4away. Women were not given the vote, they won it for themselves.
Lincoln did not free the slaves, the.slaves ran away and freed themselves. Revo-
lutions have not been acts of the ruling classes but struggles of the poor,and
oppressed against those who hold power.

.

This may be stretching it a hit. Many-of the grantees in the powerless group who have
been turned down by philanthropic donors because of Their unorthodoxy are simply
people seeking to enforce their rights who are by no means radical or revolutionaries.

The basic fact then IOthat philanthropy generally is not interested in supporting
social activism or the interests of the powerless except, to a limited extent, through
established institutions. Against that larger fact, this paper examines a number of
e5amples or case histories where the very, small level of funding that has been ad-
dressed to these areas has had a substantial impact. In many ways, it is a detailed
examinationof the needle in the haystack.

Before looking at the grants and case histories themselves, it is useful first to
consider some of, the innovative practices and characteristics of donors that have
recently emerged that promise to make them more responsive to the poor. If these
trends continue, it is likely that grants to the powerless over the next few years will
increase rather than decrease.

7
New Trends in Giving to the Powerless ,

The general litany of complaints against philanthropic givers (particularly founda-
tions) by would-be grantees among theoowerlessAncludes the following, at a mini-
mum: they have become permanent bureaucracies with high overhead whose well-paid ,
staffs attempt to impose their ideas of what the problems are and how they should
be -solved on the grantee; their approach is intellectual and overly academic, lacking
in understanding of how/ real change is made; they have the intellectual's discomfort
with the complicated machinery of democracy and particularly with the legislative and
political.processes3 (as one grantce put it, they have abut as much faith in demorerr
as Richard Nixon had); they are faddist and won't stick with the tough ongoing issues
that plague the society; they measure pi-Ogress and ,success by newspaper stories,
sometimes creating issues through grantee,s that manipulate the press and -believing,
them solved simply because they have become the subject Of public debate; they
spend all their time talking to each other and are unwilling to or incapable of reaching
out to varied groups in the society, thereby denying access to their benefits to ictiv-
ists, community groups, and-others (one grantee said that there is an old-boy network
of donors and donees; if .you get in with one member of the foundation club, you
suddenly, have access to all 17 of those who entertain grants from the powerless);
they are not open and forthright in informing the public About their- programs, eligi-
bility for grants, and expected performance levels). they are unwilling to stick with
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gtantees or would-be glintees to provide them technical assistance in'developing their
programs, the' same Way_ they would for a university or medical institution; they
_impose structural requirements on grantees such as a 501 (c) (3) organization or a big-
name board of directors that must include a Republican one year and a unionleader
the next; and finally, philanthropic donors refuse,to give funds to groups that lobby
or engage in political activity. .

The broadsides included in the litany of complaints apply to some donors at some
times. As this paper reflects, foundations, corporations, churches, and other donors
are highly varied and it is a great mistake to treat any one category as monolithic.
Further, many giving institutions are in the process of change; criticisms that might
have been valid a few years ago have become less so. And new giving entities have
appeared on the scene that-have deliberately'attempted to overcome the deficiencies
complained of in'the past. The following are some examples:

A number of small foundations have decided to spend capital, to t'he extent of
shortening their existence. As the DJ B final report ptrit: "We decided to spend
capital,as well as income to use up all the money within ten years. But the problems
and needs'-of our constituency caused us to speed up the schedule, and DJ B ceased
operations at the end of 1974." The Laras Fund in California also went out of
business (in 1975) for the same. reasons, and other experimental foundations are
committekto a limited life span.

A ,broad range of foundations has become at least verbally committed to the propo-
sition that the poor, minorities, and others must be given the assistance needed
to organize themselves br then must be free to run their own programs addressed
to. goals they have defied. This is particularly true of church donors and of the
small foundations such as Wieboldt (see quote, p. 1104), the Cummins Engine
Corporation, the Field Foundation, the Rosenberg Foundation, and others. The
large foundations, such as Ford, Carnegie, RBF, and Kellogg, have come a long
way. in this respect in recent years, but partially because of the size of their grants

<3. and the management burden they impose, these foundations tend to favor grants
to attorneys and,other middlemen over direct grants to powerless groups.

The acadelnic bent of some donors (the foundations in particular) has reflected
itself in vast expenditures to new entities (generally created in the foundation's
own image, replete with big boards, high overhead, and well-paid program offi
cers) designed to deal with broad, rather ill-defined problems: the urban crisis;
the crime problem or the criminal justice system; drug abuse in all of its manifesta-
tions; the problems of Black leadership, to list a few. These organizations have
produced few if any concrete results,and less actual change. On a straight cost
effective basis, the programs that have, produced results appear to be those' that
have supported a leader, a movement an organization with a real constituency
willing to push for file enforcement of rights or the betterment of living conditions.
Again, the churches and smaller foundations give freely to the activist groups; the
corporations and larger foundations generally do not.

The problem of faddism remains, but juxtaposed against its manifestations are
the performance of a growing number of foundations that have chosen to stand
by an issue or a place. Community foundations have a sfrong track record of
sticking_with the sometimes intractable problems of their cities; foundations like
Phelps-Stokes or Akbar have chosen to give primarily to 0660s-such as Indians
and Chicanos, long neglected by other givers; the Field Foundation considers its
greatest contribution its decade-long assistance to programs in the state of-Missis-
sippi; and the Rockefeller foundations have stubbornly supported rural program;
when everyone else was worrying about the cities.
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The limitations on 'access to donors are being eroded, too. A generation of new
foundations, many based on the funds of rich young people, are deliberately limit-
ing their grants to the powerless, to, "third world" groups, or to, those who are
considered too controversial by most grantors.' b113 took this position several
years ago. New foundatiOns with similar goals include the Third World Fund, the
Peoples' Fund/Haymarket, and the Vanguard Fund.4 Such foundations, as welt as
funds like the Twenty-First Century Fund that IS Black-run and gives only to Black-
run projects, are currently very small; eventually, they may grow and represent a
whole sarea.of foundation specialty' similar to the health, education, or science
focus of the old-line foundations. Structurally, these foundations offer an oppor-

--tunity to those who want to channel their funds to social change to do so through
In organization that serves as their broker. Another kind of broker that has ex-
panded the'outreach of foundations and the access of powerless grant-seekers is.
The Youth Project (see p. 1151). "Through a small staff of community organizers
and young people, the Project helps large foundations and other donors identify
community-based reform efforts around the country. Finally, some foilndations
are improving their outreach through "fellowship" programs, such as those run by
the John Hay_ Whitney Foundation and the Southern Education Foundation, Inc.
The alumni of these programs stays in touch with the foundation servicing as its
"eyes and ears" in the grantee community.-
All donors issue some kind, of rep_ort listing the level '6f their giving and reporting
on assets and expenditures. Some piiblish mandates, by-laws, and statements of
purpose. As a general rule of thumb, it is-possible to discern froth these repbrts
the amount of each grant and the gen subject matter to which it was directed.
It is, however, impossible to gain sense of what was actually accomplished or
to cumulate data. Recently,,,some foundations -have gone further, assessing The
accomplishments (of grantees) and identifying the individuals who achieved therh.
Particularly noteworthy in this regard are the report§ of the John Hay Whitney
Foundation. and tifime of the Field Foundation. The former are highly specific in
terms of what was achieved; the latter take a more historical approach, tracing the
movements and campaigns to which the foundation contributed and often juxta-
posing them against larger national developments. These are isolated efforts. What
is needed is some ktncl of uniformity of reporting combined with elements oil
introspection and self-assessment.

tin) the beginning yeas of assistance to the powerless, in addition to the problems
at arose in obtaining an initial grant, many community and social organizations

complained that they were left on their own after the grant was made and there
was. no ongoing support from the foundation. This situation has changed. The
Ford Foundation, for example, provides planning and technical support to its
community development corporations, to Chicano and Alaskan native groups, and
to many of its other grantees that fall within the definition of po . In some

/cases, the foundation creates a Special umbrella organization at be mes the
source of assistance; in others it funds experts directly to assist local gr tees. The
level of aid may Tot yet reach the management, planning, and other istance that
the foundation provides to its grantees in the field.of education, o example, but
it is nonetheless substantial. Corporate givers have recently initiated executive loan
plans whereby middle- and upper-level management executives are loaned to com-
munity development programs, to fund-raising drives for Black colleges,_ and Io-
other groups among-6k powerless that copld benefit from their fiscal and manage-
ment expertise. In 1970 the John Hay Whitney Foundation made an express corn-''
mitment to stand by its grantees even after the formal period of the project ends.
As the Whitney board put it: "Once the Foundation chooses the people, the
problems, and the projects, it takes on a greater responsibility to help the project
participants to succeed in achieving the specific improvements they seek." The

-,Y,outh Pr'saject, similarly, makes an ongoing commitment to assist those who have
1,

4§tfe- . . 1524.,t,
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been its grantees. Other foundations - formally or informally - are taking similar
positions, and some are considering the appropriateness of.the foundation speaking

out and taking stands on the issues to which the work of its grantees is directed.

Most donors continue to impose structural requirements on grantees, insisting on

tax-exempt status and oh a, prestigousrd of directors. Convincing the . big
foundations that a prestigous lawyer or businessman adds little to the effective-

ness of a social change organization (other than to impress the grantor itself) is a

.... problem that has not yet been solved. A number of foundations and church 42ups,

., however, are willing to exercise fiscal accountability on behalf of grantees ad to

support groups whose policy-making boards are composed of their own peers and

not "safe" or "distinguished" individuals. If more dohors become willing to accept ib

such responsibility - or to rely on intermediaries such as The Youth Project that

are able to do so - the likelihood of community groups surviving througth the diffi,

, cult start-up phase will be greatly increased.

Lobbying and representin.special interells is the bread and butter of policy making

,- in this country. Basic social change an only occur in that context. However, the
terms of the Tax Reform Act of 196

cs

have prevented most philanthropic donors
from supporting this t'pe of activity even when it is on behalf of the powerless.

A few donors make such g'rants surreptitiously. Most bend over backwards, over-

.e., reaching to "abide" by the spirit and the letter of the law and invoking the law as

an excuse for inaction. There is a uniform sentiment among grantees that this law

must be reexamined so That only situations that pose real dangers are barred (such'

as The Ford Foundation orother giant donor supporting a political campaign or

issuing grants to an organization without a valid constituency to lobby vigorously s-

and without 'disclosure for a small group of individuals), The only prOmising de-
velopment in this regard is the tendency of a number of organizations to seek fund-

ing through membership drives which enable them to use`theik Toney as they see.

fit (see p. ' 1119 on the Movement for Economic Justice).5

Philanthropic Assistance to the Powerless: What Tactics Work

This paper shows, in somewhat impressionistic fashion, that donors - whether
corporations, foundations, or churches - have over the past decade attempted to re-

vise their giving programs to meet the needs of the distadvantaged and the powerless.

In some instances, thiT lias.taken the form of a pledge to support a society that pro-
tects,the basic rights of inctiyiduals of all racial groups; in others, it has resulted in

reexamination of the donor's prOgrarn mandate (for 'example in educatiori) from the

pefspectiye of its impact, direct or indirect, on the disadvantaged; in still others, it

has resulte4 in a complete reorientation of the donor or the creation of a new entity.

affiliated with ito focus-exclusivelyOn the needs of the powerless:

Many of tf4 experiments and ,approaches launched by. the phitanthrdpic com-

munity have been,wastefuloand have productd few if any results. But initial programs

such as funding Oetith gangs, suppbrtinesensitivity training (touchy-feely sessions),

for corporate -executives and ghetto leaders, and setting up mini-city halls without
reorganizing local governmental functions have given way to more serious questioning
and experimentation. The results of this more" seriout.effort are not yet in. Uplike

grants to support a symphony, to fund scientific research, to make analyses of social

and economic behavior, -there are feW models and few proven'ortacCepted answers
in the field of social justice and change. And the basic reality re-Mains-that in the -.

final analysis it is the elected representatives. of the people who-must shape'the para-

meters of "the fair society" and -the executive and the judiciary who lust carry it

. out -with, of course, the cooperation and commitment of the private sector.

The primary requisite for success in programs for the powerless (as in any other

area) has been the presence of leadership`, commitment, and' talent among the power-

less themselves.,(In some cases, such as children, the mentally retarded, and others
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for -whorl') the state acts as' guardian, their spokesmen have had these traits.)
tactics that have brought success have varied but all have involved public educ, t
and public acceptance. In many instances, presenting a fully documented case 3 as
been the key factor. The Southern Regional Council and its Voter Education Prbject
did this for the Congreskin gaining federal assistance to protect and enlarge the fran-
chise for Blacks. Smaller projects, such as those funded by church groups in Alabama
and The Youtti-',, Project in Mississippi, have researched the facts and presented the
data needed tocciiipel local governments to provide public services in minority com-
munities that are eqrial to those provided in white communities. The many projects
that now exist to "monitor" governmental agencies to make certain that they comply
with their mandates accomplish the same thing, whether in regard to food
programs, education programs, law enforcement assistance, or revenue - sharing grants.
The reRorts issued by the monitors insure adherence to the law and ia some instances
have led the legislature to correct deficiencies in the law.

In other instances, resort to legal actions in the courts lias been the key to success.
Generally, 'however,' court actions in a vacuum without public education and with-
out an active constituency to pursue the victory ha-Ve been hollow. Examples where
court action was both necessary and successful include the voter reapportionment
cases and the cases removing unconstitutional barriers to the right to vote; cases en-
foreglig the rights of previously neglected minorities such as the litigation defining
the rights of Indian tribes; and cases,ch enging abuses in the criminal justice system
(for example, all white juries) or in tstate systems for caring for the mentally re-
tarded.

Sometimes, the provision of expertise or technical assistance has made the differ-
ence. Education and enrollment assistance to poor people have greatly expanded
participation in the federal welfare and food programs. Corporate and foundation
assistance to cpmmunity groups have created a variety of new minority-run business
enterpeses. Technical' assistance to Alaskan Indians, Eskimos, and Aleuts is helping
them to reorganize their local governments to maximize the community development/
potential created by the Alaskan Natives Claim Act. (And aid to th'e Chicanos inif

Crystal City, Texas, is helping them to translate victory, at the polls into improve-
ments in theperformance of city agencies.)

tht#, fe0-instances, the, creation of an experimental model has led the way to gov-
ernment assumption of the programconcept or to replication of the model in other
locales. The classic example in this regard is The Ford' Foundation's "grey areas
projectwthat,paved the way for the 0E0 ciommunity action agencies and community
development corporations. (Unfortunately, this victory has been somewhat dimme
by the Congress' subsequent abarfdonment of key elements of the poverty program.

'1,----,Other examples include the corporate Ind fouriatieWsupported alternative schools.
and. "acCountability" programs that have been -adopted by a number of school sys-
terns,aroun'd the country. .

Examples'of many of these tactics and programs are described belo 'i. The first
two chapters deal with assistance to the poor and aid to minority' and ethnic groups.
The 'latter focuses on grants to Mexican-Americans and Indians, rather'than looking
at the Black experience or at other ethnic groups. This was ,done because the level
of giving to these two groups, has been smaller than to Blacks and is telescoped over a
shorter' period of time. In both chapters, case histories are selected to illustrate the

4 kinds of programs that have been effective; there is no effort to deal,comprehensively
with the full range of programs funded in each category. The third chapter examines

-some of the philanthropic grants to enlarge political participation and to faciiktate:
reform of governmental institutions, with special attention to tht voting rights and
school finance reform efforts. The ,fourth chapter discusses grant programs directed
at rigid institutions that have Jost the capacity to assist or respond to their constitu-
ents or intended beneficiaries. The fifth chapter takes a special look.at church and
corporate giVng, two categories of philanthropy that have undergone major changes 4

in recent years in regard to the powerless. The sixth, xhapter describes The Youth
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Project as a new structure for giving to the powerless, and the last chapter makes a

number of recommendations.

CHANGING THE ECONOMIC PLIGHT OF THE POOR

Philanthropic assistance to alleviate poverty has included grants that -support

acadernic studies or analyses of the economy and the needs orthe poor;6 "grants to

assist 'traditional service organizations to improve their performance (institutional

reform); start-up grants to community-based service organizations to praide health

care, counseling, educational, and other services to the poor; grants that help the

poor develop their own economic institutions, whether cooperatives ortcommunity

development corporations or other commercial entities; grants that suptidrt the poor

in. obtaining their "due" under federal and stateid programs through legal and

other advocacy tactics, including the "monitoring" of public programs or the issuance

of investigative reports; and grants for community organizing to enable `the poor to

organize themselves for their own purposes.'
/The focus of philanthropic poverty programs has for the most part been on public

a encies rather than on private industry. As indicated in other sections of this paper,

ere have: been few philanthropically supported programs that have promoted long

social planning, that have projected fundamental alterations in the economy,'

or,that have studied ways to redistribute the nation's wealth. And programs aimed ,,-

_ directly at corporate responsibility that have had as their goal a greater assumption 7

by the business sector of social or traditionally public responsibilities received only

limited %hort-term philanthropic support and have been largely abandoned.

The results of philanthropic poverty programs are difficult to measure. They-have

unquestidnably helped to focus public attention - newspaper features and headlines,

congressional debate and investigation,
much-heralded court decisions - on a number

of key issues involving the poor. But it is difficult to determine whether there has beerr

a net improvement in the position of poor people overall or whether the improve-

ments that have occurred have kept pace with-theniciwnward turn in the economy:

At the least, it, can be said that the broad rafige of grants-id4ocal health clinics,

to cilmm unity service centers, to alternative schools, tp- pre-trial release programs,

and 'to other 'seryka projects have temporarily hilmanized, decentralized, or other -

wise
been temporary they have often made a longer-term tivy identifying andwise improved miichneeded cc:immunity servicis.1 4n41.44

tere

such projects have ,

training community leaders who have subsequently moved to political positions

in state, and local legislatures or executive agencies. A few projects have produced

changes in "establishment" institutions, that is, have stimulated the health care syi.-

tern, the public school system d'other syStems to absorb the project in its entirety

(for example, alternative schools) onto' absorb its basic concept (pre-trial release or

diversion projects in the criminal justice system, for.example). Many projects have

had no enduring result. They can be viewed either as short-term "aid to survival"

or as a diversion from more fruitful lobbying designed to get the nation's public and ,

private leadership to assume their proper responsibilities.

- The following section, examines two philanthropically funded advocacy programs

on behalf of the poor that hae iprodticecr measurable results on the national level:

the National Welfare Rights Organization and the efforts of several organizations to

combat hugger in America.9 The subsequent section deals with some of the economic

development programs or local. business ventures thattrave been launched with philan-

thropic aid, particularly in the states.

The welfare and hunger advocacy progratiis have,produced sdme remarkable gains;

..
however, it must be kept in mind that they have operated in a rather bleak context:
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The nation has not yet beenlv0- illing to commit itself to guaranteeing a decent standard 4,
of living for all citizens;10 absent such a commitment, the only alternative has been
to tinker with the kinds of support that are provided to make them fairer or more
effective and to prevent them from being denied to, those who are entitled to them.

Advocacy for the Poor

The Welfare Rights Movement
), .

In 1960' the federal program for aid to families with dependent children was 24
years old and had reached a $961.7 million level annually. The legal framework for
the system involved annual federal grants to SO state agencies, each of.which had
been created along the same model to meet federal statutory requirements and to
enable the states to participate in the national program. This meant that the'system
was regulated by both state and federal statutes with accompanying regulations and

.depended on funding from both levels of government. Both levels of bureaucracy
become fairly rigid and often statutory mandates were ignored; In other cases

administrative interpretations of those mandates had resulted in arbittry and unfair
'treatment. In some respects, the laws themselves were outdated.,Whatevei the cause,
the system in many, ways treated its intended beneficiaries in an arbitraly fashion,
barely meeting their material needs and largely ignoring their human needs, Many

.- , ,...individuals entitled to welfare were not receiving benefits. ,i t,The federal .poverty program of the mid1960s lave poor people Including wel-
fare recipients the wherewithal to organize and,,the Osychological.suoport to stand
up for their rights. At the same time that community action agencies'Were organizing,
VISTA volunteers were being dispatcped4a,serkie as aids to these agencies,and legal

rvices offices were, being opened to enable,-the po6r to pursue they 144,kights, a
national membership organization,ioelfare recipients was being formayPVer the
next five to eight-years this riaironal organization served as th4onceptualizer and
dramatist as.,w.e11,as the spokeiman for the aspirations of Ickak welfare groUps
across the country""t ..,N) f

The National We4f4re Rights Organization (NWRO)11 was established in 1967 under"'
the leadership of a' chemist, Dr. George Wiley, joined by a number of welfare recipi-
ents (primarily AFDC recipients). The organization had at its peak a national mem-
bership of approximately '200,000, with many other welfare recipients organized at
the -focal levelly. NWRO ran a host of programs to assist welfare recipients that

%included Flf-ii-W `day care and pre-school programs, consumer credit programs (toe---g majOrkretaileisto make limited credit available td welfare recipients), programs
to improve "ealth benefits, and others.". But overall its major contribution was to
help persons eligible for welfare receive their ,ntended benefits and to create lines of
communication between beneficiaries and bcit HEW and the Congress.

NWRO presented new, otherwise unavailable, evidence to, the Congress, J-IEW,
and the nation on the plight of families forced by poverty to live on welfare; helped
to dignify welfare recipients, enabling them to see themselves as individdals'exercising
their rights rather than as the objects of charity; made the rules and procedures of the
welfare distribution system fairer and more equitable; and finally, through educa-
,tional arA counseling programs substantially increased the number of poor individuals
on the welfare roles:During the six-year -perjpd 1966-1972 rnen NWRO was most
active, welfare enrollinpnts in the AFDC category more than doubled, going from

, 4.4 million to 106 million. L.,-, ; --- --,
In many ways the impact of NWRO on independent local organizations can be

analogized to the influence of Ralph. Nader' writings.and speeches on the corporate
responsibility movement. Nader has had the ability to drat atize or make vivid certain
basic principles concerning the role of private business corporations in the society....

as a whole that have led to a host of locally initiated reform efforts and corporate
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programs. Similarly, Wiley's NWRO set' the signals and goals for local poverty groups
working with;welfare recipients.

.NWRO's tactics were not the accepted liberal tactics of persuasion, written advo-

cacy, and reasoned exhortation. The organization demonstrated, was obstreperous,
and even "occupied" offices. One of the more famous examples of the latter technique
was the takeover of ,HEW Secretary Robert Finch's office in 1969. Subsequently,
Finch established an advisory committee of welfare recipients and their advocates
that met regularly with the head of HEW's Social Security program to deal with
problems experienced by welfare beneficiaries. For the first time, welfare recipients
were given a voice in shaping the public program that most directly affected their
lives in a manner that approximated the role traditionally played by defense contrac-

tors in DOD planning and policy making.' 3 Some of NWRO's local campaigns fre-
quently resulted in the blocking of state funding cutbacks or of legislation that threat-
ened additionalinterference in ths.liVes of welfare recipients.

Because of the unorthodoxy of its methods and its insistence on retaining its
status as an organizing and lobbying group, NWRO initially had difficulty obtaining

'foundation assistance. In the mid -1960s it created a tax-exempt foundation, known

as Misseduc, with the stated purpose of conducting research and studies related to
the welfare system. Misseduc became a conduit for foundation funds to support the

'organization as a whole: NWRO was also able to rely upon the National Urban' Coali-

non (for Rockefeller Brothers Fund grants) and the Natiorial Council of Churches
as conduits for grants.

The major supporters of NWRO and the Misseddc Foundation were church groups,

including .The Campaign for Human Development, the United Church of Christ, the
Methodists, vd the Lutheran Church (see p. 1141 for a discussion of church grant
making), and a number of the more "activist" foundations. These included Field,
New World, DM, Stern, Joint Foundation Support, the Norman Foundation, the
Ottinger Foundation, and the Playboy Foundation.'" During itS most -active period,

NWRO was able to maintain a national budget.of approximately $200,000' per year

and at the same time to raise funds for local welfare rights organizations; many of
which received grants under the umbrella of theMisseduc tax exemption.

At its peak, NWRO achieved respect and recognition at the national level from
those at HEW and in the Congress most directly responsible for the welfare program.
The evidence it insisted on placing before an unwilling audience demonstrated the
hard plight of those in America forced to live below the poverty level. It presented-'

their, views on frnsaiat nd conditions that accompany welfare paymentsnAnd
confronted, yt 'th t those who cannot make it economically in this society

are profliga azy, and iii need of discipline. At the local level, it educated the poor -

about their rights and helped them organize to effectuate those rights. Lo-cal affiliates
frequently had the same impact on state officials that NWRO hahationakt.

The accomplishments achieved by NWRO in the late 1960s were laWy "the result
of organizing skills and effective leadership. They were, however, greatly aided by a
series of Jegal decisions that defined the.constitutional and statutory rights of the;,'
beneficiaries ofithe welfare system. In fact, the welfare cases established precedenti

for the enforcement of rights and entitarients on the part of beneficiaries of a whiiIS
range of federal grant-ir -aid. programs that included food stamps, unemployment
compensation, the right to manpower services, and the right to participate in and
benefit from federal education aid to the disadv4taged (under Title I of the Ele-1
mentary and Secondary Education Act of 1965).mong the..key welfare cases were
Goldberg v. Kelly, 3,97 U.S. 254(1970), and Shapiro v. Thompson, 394 U.S. 618,
(1969). -Inthe latter,_ the Supreme Court struck .".own welfare residency require.
ments, and in the former, the Court, in dicta, considered the establishment of a right
to minimal subsistence as a basic entitlement, akin to kpropereight and deserving
of special protection. This line of reasoning, was subsequently rejected and welfare
assistance was denied status, as a fundamental interest;'consequently, the states were
given' leeway to alter welfare legislation on a "reasonable basis" (see.Dandridge,v.
Williams, 397 U.S. 417 (1970), uphotding the right of the Stite of Maryland to impose
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an absolute ceiling on welfare assistance, regard1 ss of family size or need).'s Unlike
the voting right area, most of the welfare cases were brought by legal service offices
or the Columbiai,,welfare laiv back-up center:"

rtUnfounate! , when NWRO reached its full capacity as a national spokesman on
welfare prograrrs, the nation's political leadership was set on abandoning its programs

.for the.poor. Ir steid of being able to influence affirmatively new,developments that
might have led to a more rational welfare system, NWRO's task became to prevent,*
route by fighting HEW and state welfare agencies on a point-by-point basis. This it did
successfully but with much less significant results than a new legislative breakthrough
would have represented. The battle was stayed, but the national mood had changed.
The economy had worsened and there was little tolerance for helping the poor. Fur-
ther, the nation was tired of the kind of confrontation tactics don which NWRO
relied. In the. early 1970s NWRO, which was losing its effectiveness as a national
organization, also lost its leader with the untimely death of George Wiley.

Despite its demise, NWRO's achievements should not be under-estimated. And in
many ways, the NWRO experience suggeststhat where advocacy tactics are employed
to achieve a narrow well-defined goal, a short-term organiiation may be the soundest
approach. NWRO accomplished its primary purpose: a dramatic increase in welfare
enrollments_on the part of the needy and the definition of new rights of welfare re-
cipients. In addition, NWRO's example was in part responsible for refocusing the
civil rights movement and,inspiring the formation bf other movements directed to
alleviating the economic plight of the poor whatever their race..,

The movement for economic justice. Before his death in 1973, NWRO founder
George Wiley was moving on from organizing the poor around a single issue to build-
ing a broader coalition of lower income people to combat the gross economic inequi-
ties and disparities that abound in this country." -The Movement for Econorhic
Justice (ME)), as Wiley's new organization was called, has continued to develop since
his death. Unlike most Washington-originated programs, ME) maintains a skelstfal
national staff whose primary responsibilities are clearinghouse, information-sharing,
and technical assistance to local groups. The main focus of the organization is on
strengthening local community leaders who are organizing around economic issues.

'nits first year of active operation,MEJ, through its Tax Justice Project, developed
a national tax-reform platform aimed at the House Ways and Means_ ,Ornmittee and
operated local tax clinics around the country to assist low- and 'Moderate- income
taxpayers in avoiding unnecessary payments and to educate thenPon the inequities

_Of the current tax laws. In addition, ME) established a revenue-sharing handbook and
program to h,lp loCal groups pressure for a fair share of their federal grant funds. A
consumer project was also begun that helped kcal groups pressing for fairer merehan-

, dising practices and prices, especially on the part of superinarkets. More important
than the natiOnal providing, however, iids7the assistance MEJ staff-gave tokial groups
pressing corporations and local governments on economic issues. Theses _g:rsups

_achieved victories in reducing or preventing increases in utility rates, public traror-
tation charges, insurance rates, and other economic burdens normally imposed with-
out a voice from those who are hit hardest.

It is too early to tell whether MEJ will endure or whether it will actually make a °
dent in the maldistribution of wealth that characterizes American society. Apart
from the newness of its approach, however, MEJ should be watched for its fund-
raising tactics. ME) is establishing a national loan fund for local groups "to cover
the start-up costs of establishing their own self-funding prdgrams." Start-up costs
Might- incladeltems such as expanded office space, additional, phone lines, special r
mailings,A additional salaries, and consulting services. Loans must be repaid within
one yeir. Thereafter, membership will carry the costs. MEJ strongly advocates self-

_sufficiency and the involvement of membership through funding contributions. Having
, a stake in the program ,results in increased commitment and involvement and besides!_

reason ME) leaders, their goals are not in conformance with the pits of private philan-
thropy. MEJ staffers state that members are willing to pay when the issues are, real
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to them. They state that MEJ projects in Boston are raising,. $1,100 a night in door-
to-door solicitation and that in Chicago the figures are slightly higher. In any event,
the MEJ model is one that other activist groups are watching closely as an opportunity
to reduce dependence on foundation funding.

MEJ is just One example, a loosely related group of local organizations dealing with
economic issues. Many of the groups funded by The Youth Project, the new experi-
mental foundations, and the churches\ are organizations working to improve the
economic and social status of their constituents either on a single issue or on a multi-
issue basis. And the economic development and cooperative ventures discussed later
in this chapter are pursuing the same goal, although from a different vantage point.

Hunger and Malnutrition

Another area where philanthropic contributions have produced measurable results
for the poor and disadvantaged has been the campaign Waged since 1967 to compel
the federaf government .to provide adequate food programs to the poor to families,
to children in schools, and to the elderly. As in the area of voter rights, the federal
food distribution program is one where statistical measurements provide hard Oita as
to the results achieved. The basic story is conveyed by comparing federal outlays for
food in' 1967 when the organizing and pressure efforts began with those made in
1975. In the first year, the total outlays were $650 million; in 1975 they will reach $8
billion, a more than tenfold increase.

In spring 1967, a, United Auto Workers' funded project, the Citizens Crusade
Against Poverty, received extra funds from the Field Foundation to initiate a special
project directed to the reduction of hunger in the nation. A number of medical &lc-,
tors, including Harvard psychiatrist Robert Coles and Raymond Wheeler, a medical
practitioner from North Carolina, went to Mississippi and returned with a report on
the deplorable condition of families, and especially children, who received inadequate
food and diet. This was followed by the funding of a special private investigatory
group, the Citizens' Board of Inquiry Into Hunger and Malnutrition in the United

'States.' 9 The board held hearings in select communities across the nation including
Hazard, Kentucky, San Antonio, Texas, Columbia, South Carolina, and Birmingham,
Alabama, made field trips to a number of other locations, including major cities; and
conducted research on the problem and the federal programs addressed to it on a
national scale,.

The- board's final report was issued in April 1968. Its results were shocking. It
demonstra.ted that :'

Hunger and malnutition exist in this country, affecting millions of our fellow
Americans and increasing in severity and extent from year to year;

Hunger and makutritioh, take their toll in this country in the form of inint
. deaths, organic brain damage, retarded growth and learninrales, increased ul-

nerability to disease, withdrawal, apathy, alienation, frustration and violence.,

The . report also demonstrated that e federal government not only was not.ade-
quately informed about the proble but was not utilizing those programs and au-
thority that were available to it to assist Americans-most in need.

The report launched a significant public education effort that was eventually to
include extensive television coverage (including the award-Winning CBS documentary,

4-lunser in America"), congressional hearings, and community organizing. In October
1968, the Citizens' Crusade Against Poverty convened a conference on hunger that
included many of the participants from the Citizens' Board. The conference led to
the establishment of the National Council on Hunger and Malnutrition that was
funded by a number of activist foundations led by Field and the Irwin-Sweeny-Miller
Foundation (the latter two provided 60-70 percent of the council's funding).2° In
the next few years, the council engaged in a variety of advocacy tactics that included
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marshalling facts to present to the Congress to encourage improvements in the admin-
istration and level of support for food programs; pressuring the Agriculture Depart-
ment to issue fair and proper regulations for the administration of food programs and
to actually distribute all of the food benefits that the Congress authorized it to; and

'assisting community and citizen groups around the country whose constituents were
eligible for btit were not being provided food assistance.

From 1968 to 1971, food stamp coverage alone increased from less than 3 million
to 14 million persons; funding for the program increased 10 times. School lunch and

t programs during the same period grew to reach six times as many children
as the had in 1968. Substantial numbers of the eligible population ,were still not
reached, but major gaios had been made. Similarly, severe hardships persisted that
were never properly corrected, for example the food stamp program was never made
available without cost to those with no income. But these deficiencies did not diminish
the ns.2 1

The National Council was not the only group working to combat hunger. Equally
effective work was done by the Children's Foundation, a privately funded group in
Washington that focused on getting aid to prevent childhood hunger and malnutrition
to the cogmunities that most neeqed it. It constructed, and stirmaintains, effective,
grass-roots contacts across the nation. In addition, lawyers with the Columbia Welfare
Law Center now established as a foundation-supported office known as the Food
Research and Action Center, Inc. (FRAC)" began a litigation program to compel
the Agriculture Departnient and local governmental units participating in food pro-
grains to adhere to statutory and constitutional requirements.

FRAC's suits have in effect held the feet of the bureaucrats to the fire. FRAC has
issued investigative reports on almost every aspect of the,food program that have often
had .a direct influence on congressional -and Agriculture Department initiatives. Its
natonwide education programs have made people aware of food benefits, such as the
Special Food Service Progranifor--Children,that they would not otherwise have known
existed. Its litigation has compelled local governments that would not have acted on
their own initiative to participate in the Food Stamp Program and has removed im-
proper regulatory and statutory barriers to eligibility for food assistance. And the
detailed work and expertise of FRAC attorneys has provided both the factual data
and legislative mod for use by lobbying. and public education groups such as the
National Council. wr,.

The Nationt Council continues to operate, but oea reduced funding basis. In
197 2 it issued a follow-up report entitled "Hunger U.S.A. Revisited" that was sup-
ported largely by the Field Pourigasionn?Merg. the Southern Regional Council.
That report pointed out that the proble s of hunger and malnutrition remain sub- g.
stantial and Americans across the nation are still forced to live on inadequate diets.

Although the volume of food assistance distributed by the government, has, ,
greatly increased in the past eight years;13 the council, FRAC, and other ickelci4
groups continue to pursue eir mission. They seek to prevent a rollback in federal

,expenditures and to "watih " the Agriculture Department to insure improved
quality in the food distributed by the DOA, to simplify the pr cedural and other
requirements for partidipation in the, food program, and to e certain that the
prograpts actuallrfeach they intended beneficiaries.

Philanthropically supported activity in the area of sed4nd lnutrition has clearly
produced results. The problem of hunger is a shocking and fundamental one, :23e
that violates the nation's basic sense of decency. It was also one for which corrective
machinery already existed but was greatly in need of reform. The careful dOcume,n-
tation of the case, organizing efforts and supporctozgreups in communities With,
the greatest need, Varied pressure strat ies against the Congress and the Agriculture
Department, accompanied by litigatio in intractable situations, produced results.-
A real heal was and continues to. be met

.
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Cooperatives, Community Development, and Minority Businessds

Since the mid-1960s the philanthropic community has made a number of fairly
substantial efforts to increase a d SuppOrt minority ownership of a variety of business
enterprises. These efforts hal/le:included direct financing through loans andygrants,
the purchase of minority-produced services and goods, the *ovision of management
and other technical assistance (including legal; accounting, and marketing assistance)

and in the case 'of corporations .the establishment-of branches or plants in ghetto
communities that have been at least partially owned by the residents. The area of
economic development in poverty communities is one of the few where all three major
branches of philanthropy the corporations, the churches, and the foundations%. have
been active, it has also been one of the most complex philanthropic efforts,srequiring
long-range Commitments and innovative approaches.

Collecting detailed information on the full scope of philahthropically supported
minority business efforts wotild be a major undertaking. kkssessing the impact of
grants in the field is even .more difficult. The following discussion .simply traces a
broad outline of the major activity in the field and is in no way comprehensive.24

The basic goal of the economic development projects is summed up by the Rev.
Jesse Jackson, president of PUSH. He4'has stated that minorities "must own land,
and have enough economic independence to influence the course of education and
politics . . . just being workers can't do these things." Achieving this goal is a difficult
if not insurmountable task. In 1969 minority-owned buMnesses represented 4 percent
of the total number of American enterprises and only an estimated 0.7 percent of
business volume. The 4 percent of businesses owned by minorities were estimated to
have controlled only 0.3 percent of all nonfinancial corporation assets in 1971. (The
capitalconcentration proble'm does not affect minorities only; 85 percent of the
nation's productive capital is oimed by 6 percent of the population.) The same dis-
parity. in ownership exists in regard to land as well. Although there are no national
figures available, one foundation executive estimates that in the South Blacks have
lost 7.5 million acres of land in the last 20 years.

Corporate and Rufal Programs

Overall, the philanthropoids have generally neglected problems of rural poverty.
The churches are the primary exception; they have 'provided small grants to a range
of rural cooperative and community efforts and have also organized rural ministries.
Among the foundations,,the largest contributor has been the Rockefeller Brothers

Fund wtvtth between 1970 at 1973 granted more than 11.3 million to organizations
working or located in the _ith. Second to RBF is' the Field Foundation with pri-
mary concentration in Mississippi and some lesSer grants in other states. The Ford'
Foundation has made substantial grants to rural community develoment corpora-
tions in the South, The Southeast Alabama Self-Help Association Ind sissippi

Action' for Community Education (MAtE) are two key recipients which dombine

service activities with economic development.
Among the programs receiving-foundation support are the Delta Foundation in

Greenville, Mississippi, which provides employment, income-producing business
opportunities, management development, venture assistance, and housing to MACE's
constituents; the Emergency Land Fund which encouratts and supports Blacit land
ownership and development, in the South; Penn Community Services, Inc., which
operates in the Carolinas, primarily in the coastal plains region, helping Blacks to
preserve land ownership and to insure minority,participation in ,resort and other
development profits; the ,Rural Advancement Fund of the National Sharecroppers,
Fund, Inc., which provides technical assistance to cooperatives and locarCommunity
development groups,. the Federation of Southern Cooperatives which serves all co-
operative gr4oups, the Southern Regional Council which provides technicarand man-
agement assistance to local community development agencies..,

These organizations and-others like them,have enabled small farmers to resist the
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trend toward big-enterprise farming, to "survive" as farmers, to consolidate their re-
sources for more effective production and marketing, and to organize for purposes of
obtaining or improving federal, state, and other benefits. Althpugh the gains have not
been dramatic in terms of producing noticeably improved economic circumstances,
there is a general* feeling that cooperative and rural development programs_in the
,South have in the past couple of years contributed to new political alliances between
Black elected officials and the Black and white poor. Similarly in other states, such
as South Carolina, these groups have persuaded the state to play a more active role in
rural development. And, equally iniportant, they are helping to raise as a national
issue the/problems of the small farmer, of individual (as opposed to corporate) land
ownerAip, and of national rural poIldies. This trend should be accelerated by the re-
cent creation of the Washington-based National Rural Center, funded by a consortium
offoundations led by RBF.

Minority Business and Urban Economic Development

Over the past decade The Ford Foundation alone has given $18.3 million for minority
enterprises (in recent years a substantial percentage of these funds has gone to com-
munity development corporations); the remaining members of the foundation com-

,munity have given a total of $10.8 million. As noted in Chapter V, three church de-
nominations have (or had) special businesi development funds that have made more
than'$13 million available tie ghetto business ventures. The contributions of the cor-
porate community are hardir, t-3-measure." As indicated on pages 1143-45, a range
of corporate support_and contribution programs for minority businesses flourished in
the late 1960s. Examples of quantifiable contributions include the $1 million to $2
million corporate investments in approximately 25 plants established by the end of

4 1968 in ghetto communities;, the banking industry's commitment of $1 billion in
loans to minority businessmen (made in 1970 over a five-year period); and the in-
surance industry.'s commitment of $2 billion in mortgage money to htlp solve inner-
city probterris.2 6 -

.

In addition to grants made-directly to emerging minority business ventures, philan-
thropy has supported number of technical assistance organizations and its awn in-
vestment corporation. The latter, the Cooperative /Assistance Fund, was created in
1968 to invest a portion of foundation assets in supporeof minority enterprises. A
foundation becomes a member of CAF either by making an investment of at least2
percent of its assets or $1 million, whichever is smaller (but not less than U00,000),
or by making a yearly giant of at least $100,000 for administrative support. As of
1974, CAF had commitments totaling $3.3 million.2.7. During its first three years, CAF
made a wide range Of investments providing both equity and loans to entre-
preneur-based ventures, community organizations and cooperatives: The organization
was involved in start =up situations, ongoing ventures, and failing firms in need of
rescue.

Technical assistance to minority business has been provided by the Interracial
Council for Business Opportunity, (ICBO) which was organized in 1963 by a group
of Black and white businessmen to-give nrnority entrepreneurs free technical assis-
tande proVided by volunteep bankers, retailers, manufacturers, lawyers, and accoun-
tants (ICBO was started by RFB and has subsequently received more than $1.8 million
from Ford.) The Washingtqn-based Potomac Institute has also received grants to
provide comprehensive financial and management assistance (through paid profes-
sionals) to minority businessmen. And both Capital Formation and the Chicago-

_ Economic Development Corporation have received foundation_suppor. These organi-
Zations secure funds for and provide assistance to minpri businesses. The Minority
Contractors Assistance Project (MCAP) - also philanthr pically supported - is a
special-focus organization dealing with minority constr ction contractors' associa-
tions and their members. MCAP provides technical a ' nce to its members, operates
a revolving loan fund for working, capital, and id and performance bonds
;that are otherwise.unattainable. 16
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Some of the philanthropic activity in the minority business development
area has been assumed by the federal government through the Small Business Admin-
istration and Office of Minority Business Enterprises. But the initial promises of
the Nixon Administrition of massive assistance have been abandoned. An overview
of the field suggests that a number of viable medium-size firms owned by minorities
have been successfully launched and that these businesses, compared to the economy
at flge, have enjoyed a respectable growth rate.28 Their future as well as that of less
developed minority corporations is unclear. The federal government has not assumed
an aggressive leadership role in the area as originally anticipated, ?'nd a noticeable drop
in corporate involvement has occurred over the past few years. The question of wheth-
er public and private aid will have the staying power to stick with minority businesses
over the next 10 years is unclear.

Fur the short term, although not the panacea it was originally regarded, minoriey
economic development efforts have provided jobs and resources and created new
career ladders or entry systems for Blacks and other minoritie,s interested in business

as a career, The CDC's and rural cooperative have produced an additional result: local
organizations pressing for new governmental policies in regard to economic and social

issues.

II

GRANTS TO MEXICAN- AMERICANS AND INDIANS )

Mexican-Americans

Mexican-Americans are the second largest minority in the United States, with a
population estimated at 7.5 million and growing at a rate twice that of the general
population. The majority live in California and four states of the Southwest (Arizona,
Colorado, New Mexico, and Texas),, but Chicano communities are also scattered
through the rest of the country, particularly the major cities of the Midwest.

Until recently, Chicanos have suffered many of the diSabilities that have plagued
other minoro groups, including inadequate political representation, low income,
high uneinployment, poor educational services (resulting in low attendance and
completion rates), and widespread discriminatory° treatment that has included a
blatant lack of respect by Anglo officials for Chicano language and culture. In recent,
years, stimulated by the gains achieved by Blacks in the civil rights battles of the
1960s and motivated by increased political organization in Mexican-American com-
munities, Chicano groups have been able to achieve both economic and political
gains. Organizational efforts have been supplemented by legal programs that have
relied upon the courts to establish voting rights, educational rights, and improve-
ments in local governments serving Chicano communities. Operating in a comple-
mentar.y fashion, the community organizing and legal programs have applied pressure,

on the federal gokernment that has resulted inincreased and improved expenditures
in a number oflederal grant programs, including Headstart, the poverty programs,
and bilingual educhion.2 9

At the national-level, the major philanthropic contributors to programs to benefit
-Mexican-Americans have been The Ford Foundation ($30 million since 1968); he
Carnegie Corporation ($928,000 since 1965); The Akbar Fund ($188,810 in 1973);
and,the Field Foundation {$132,000 since 1967). Additional grants have been RP-
vided by the Rockefeller Brothers Fund (to support MALDEF), the Joint Foundation
Support, and various church funds, particularly the Catholic Church's Campaign for
Human Deyelopment which spent $838,730 for Chicanos in 1974 out of a tinal of
.$4.4 million in grants.

The major grants fro he Ford Foundation have been for technical assistance
to lOcal Chicano grou , principally `through the National Council of LaRaza (see

O
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below); for four community development corliOriations (Home Education Livelihood
Program H.E.L.P. of rural New Mexico; Chicanos Por La Causa, of Phoenix;
Spanish Speaking Unity Council of Oakland; and Mexican American Unity Council
of San Antonio); for .the .MeIyan American Legal Defense and Educational Fund
(MALDEF); for Carious education programs,3° and for the support of bilingual and
Spanish-speaking television programs for public broadcasting stations. The Carnegie
Corporation has made its major grants to-MALDEF for education litigation, to the
Independent School District of Crystal City, Texas, for an internship program in
school administration,31 and to the Youth Opportunities Foundation for Scholarships
for MexicanAmerican Students. The Akbar Fund has given to a rahge,, of projects
that include a legal assistance program for Crystal City, education arill training in
community development, economic development, rural services, and other progris.
The Field Foundation provided the seed money for the initial organization and de-
velopment of MALDEF in 1967 and has provided some support to that organization
in subsequent years. It has also supported the Interstate Research Associales (IRA)
for an educational development training center located in Crystal City and San An-
tonio and the Barrio Pediatric Comprehensive Health Clinic in San Antonio. The San
Francisco Foundation has supported a number of billingual programs in its name city.

MALDEF

The Mexican American Legal Defense and'Education Fund was patterned in part
Om the NAACP's Legal Defense.Fund and, in many ways, it has accomplished for
Chicanos in its seven-year history many of the same gains that the4ormer organiza-

,tion has achieyed for Blacks.32 MALDEF has worked assiduously to desegregate
school districts and housing projects in the Southwest; it has brought a s ries of-suits
to protect the rights of individual school children in regard to disci , suspension,
and tracking and to insure adequate Chicano representation on e teaching and
administrative staffs of public schools. R has also worked to reform culturally dis-
criminatory curricula and teaching materials. MALDEF has also been active in the
employment discrimination area in regard to both private and public employers and
in the area of voting rights. 'MALDEF suits have paralleled NAACP Legal Defense
Fund and ACLU cases in striking down unfair voter registration statutes,, restrictive

`property qualifications for office holders, unfair apportionment 'or vote weighting
schemes, and otrkr barriers to equal access to the franchise. A major objective has
been to increase Chicano participation, through the electoral procbls, on local policy-
making bodies at all levels.

In the field of criminal justice, MALDEF has brought suits to prevent police bru-
tality against local citizens, has successfully challenged jury selection procdsses on the
grounds that they exclude Chicanos, and has attacked unfair prison conditions and
practices. Overall, MALDEF has effectively benefited from the legal and organiza-
tional experience of the, NAACP Legal Defense Fund and other legal organizations
that have litigated civil and constitutional rights. At the same time, it has pioneered
in areas of the law unique to the Chicano situation such as water rights especially
in Texas, and problems stemming frond discrimination against Mexican language and
culture. Its "law reform" cases have helped to establish the legal annublic policy,
parameters for many of the efforts of nprnlegal Chicano groups.

Organikers and CoMmunity DevelopErs

There is no question that gains have been made,for Chicanos in the past seven to
eight years.3,3 One important measurement of progress is the..number of Chicano-

. elected officials that have mp into office in the past few years. The mostdramatic
accomplishments were the elecifFn in 1974 of two governors Raul Castro-of Arizona

,° and levy Apodaca of New Mexico. In addition, there are fair Chicano Congressmen
and one Senator. But more importantly, Chicanos have moved into local elected

; offices throughout the Southwest,' in nrft lie same way Black elected officials have
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spread throughout _the South. This as been particularly pronounced in small com-
munities in Texas' and New Mexico.34 Other indicirinclude the &rowing number of
Spanish-surnamed lawyers, businessmen, and private-sector leaders as well the grow-
ing national acceptance of bilingualism in a variety of public institutions.

National Council of LaRaza. One pf the key playerilin the grantee community
has beer) the National Council of LaR.,12a.35 The council was founded in 1968 with
offices in 5an Francisco and Phoenix (it was initially known as the Southwest Council
of LaRaza); it has since expanded to work with more than 14 local affiliates,36
shifting its emphasis from a clearinghouse and organizing effort to a technical assis-
tance operation with primary focus on economic development and housing. The
council hai helped to create federations of local organizations to which-it has proyided
accounfrpg, legal, and other advice in the preparation of funding proposals and pro-
gram. d e0170pmen t.

To better assist its affiliates in the field of economic development, the council in
1"971 helped to establish LaRaza Investment Cofporation.(LRIC) - a Minority Enter-
prise Small Business Investment -Ctarporation (MESBIC) --designed to suppl venture
capital to minority businesses. LRIC succeed in a 'sting the opening of 20 cano
business firms in its first year of .existence. Th ran ed from a hardware and su.ly
company in Denver and a day-care center in rce City, Colorado, to a baker
in Phoenix. jn 1974, LRIC was dissolved because-of disagreement between its founders
A-to its proper goals; a hew MESBIC, Associated Southwest Investor% Inc. (ASI), has
since been formed - again with sii6stantial foundation support and is now operating
in Arizona, California, and-New Mexico.

Ts) further its econtrnic development,efforts, the council has also developed general
handbooks and other aids for the establishment' of new businesses which have been
widely distributed among its affiliates. Probably its most ambitious direct-aid effort
has been a $30 million. 50D-600-room hotercomplex planned,for Phoenix:37

Until 1973, the council was active in stimulating the development of low-cost
housing by prfoiding assessments of local needs, assistance in financing and grantsman-
ship, and traming,programs for barrio personnel: With the moratorium on federal
housing subsidies imposed in 1973, this effort' has stopped. Since the cutback in
housing as a program emphasis, the National Council of LaRaza has,turned increasing-
ly particularly after the establishment,of its Washington office in 1973 - to monitor
ing federal programs in an effort to make them more responsive to the needs of
Chicanos and other Spanish-speaking groups.3 '

on4The council is the largest national organization claiming to speak behalf of the
Chicanos.39 Ifs affiliates ,reach a broad range of people and,...elaga.....ge in a range of
service and organizing activities, Although the organization i-fself does not lobby or
en ge in political activity, there is no question that the training and organizing Skills

s transmitted to local community leaders has had such an effect. Both the LaRaza
filiates and a hnst of other local organizations, some of which have received founda-

tion assistance, 'have in addition to,their organizational mandates served as the training
grounds for young Chicanos who have moved on Tito public position. The 'mjiitancy
of the early 1960s has produced a number of seasoned politicians.

Community developmehiscorpor.ations. CDC's are locally controlled, tax-exempt
organizations that aim at both immediate relief of severe social and economic dis-
advantage and eventual regeneration of low-income communities. CDC programs are
usually funded, by grants or investments from goyernment and the private sector. They
seek primarily to increase jobs and income, improve housing, secure better services
froril local government, business, and utilities, and foster a sense of hope in com-
munities that have been stagnant or deteriorating.40

J

1. H.E.L.P. "k,e Home Education Livelihood Program in rilral New Mexico has re
ceived support Prdm church, federal government, and private sources additional to ttke
$453;450 it has received from The Ford Foundation. It currently operatres programs
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throughdut the state of New Mexico that amount to $7 million annually. It operates,
businesses that generate a gross income of $2.7,million a year,and employ more than
200 people. Among these ,are a company that has organized the production of indi-
vidual Wi4yers in the northern New Mexico mountain town of Truchas and developed
markets'for their products in a number of urban centers; a factory that produces
camper trailer shells for pickup trucks; a firm that has organized woodcutters and
develdpid markets for them resulting in substantially increased individual salaries; a
farmers cooperative for processing and marketing supplies; and a number of other
producers and consumers' cooperatives. H.E.L.P. has recently begun a water project
to bring irrigation into previously arid rural areas, the project includes business de-
velopment efforts.

Besides its economic development activities, H.E.L.P. has assisted in the estab-
lishment 8f 23 family health clinics in isolated villages in northern New Mexibo. It has
also served as an advdcate, helping individuals to obtain federal benefits to which they
are entitled but did not know how to obtain and has provided relocation services to
communiti, residents, moving them into improved housing.

2. MAUC. The Mexican-American Unity Council was formed in 1967 by several
young Chicanos who were veterans of the radical, student movement of the 1960s.
MAUC began primarily as a vehicle for political protest but has since evolved into a
community service organization. MAUC has 75 employees and administers over $4.6
million in projects in housing, economic development, job training, and community
health and social seriices. Besides Ford Foundation funds, the organization has re-
ceived substantial federal grants from 0E0, Model Cities, and National Institutes of

ea th4 ' and private grants from the Opportunities 4dustrial Center and
the Center for Community change. MAUC currently, has undeRway a project to re-
habilitate 'a 12-block area in San Antonio's Westside, working-cooperatively with city
hall to upgrade publie ?ervices at the same time housing is being renovated and busi,
ne5 ventures areeing attracted to the area.

MAUC has developed a profit-making arm, known as Industrias de MAUC that
owns a substantial interest in more than 10 businesses emproying,453 people.42 In
addition, it sporilors a medical clinic that provides both mental health and general
health services to the Chicano community. Ultimately, MAUC hopes that its current
health _projects will evolve into a complete health maintenance organization (HMO)
for theWartios.

3: CPLC. Chicanos Por La Causa was orga ed by young student activists in
Phoenix in the Mid-1960s. The start-tip grant for t rganizatiOn was provided by
The Southwest Council of LaRaza, and that organization ided support through-
out`the initial years. Although CPLC was initially a referral center, by the end of 1972
it had become a small community development corporation with programs in housing,
economic development, health, and manpower tr *ning. Besides foundation support,
it received funding totaling $400,000 from the Me dist, Presbyterian, and Catholic
Churcheslithe Department of Health, Education and elfare and the University of
N w Mexico. .11411.

launching a variety of business activities. (In both areas; it hasestablished successful
CPLC has served as the sponsor of low-income housing and as an entrepreneur

relationshipS witfi local banks that have been willing to pkvide high-risk loans.) In
addition, CPLC has assessed the health needs of the Chicano and Indian populations
in the area it serves and currently admir>eters one health clinic and has another in
planning.

In the field of education, CPLC has worked with the University of New Mexico
in the development of bilingual and bicultural programs andrmore effective parent
participation on local school boards. More than a dozen graduate students trained
under this joint program are currently working in the Phoenix public school system.
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4. SSUC. Spanish Speaking Unity Council was organized in 1969 in OA land to
consolidate the efforts of the Spanish-speaking population of that city.43 Initially,
SSUC focused on leadership twining and education, working as the distributor Of
small grants from the Southwest Council of LaRaza. SSUC has grown in 5 years to a

staff of 15 and annual program, activities amounting to roughly" $1.3 million." Its
programs include a housing deulopment project in a community east of -Oakland
that consists of 61 two to four-bedroom townhouses for low- and moderate-income
families (built largely, by onicanos), a business development program that has secured

loans of nearly $2 million and provided technical and management assistance to 21

Chicano businesses,'" and education and job training programs that have served

around 500 people. The job training program is directly geared to available job oppor-
whines. SSUC has also 'purchased an office building and has plans and financing to
build a community resource center and office building in East Oakland.

SSUC has been unusually successful in developing effective ties with the local
business community. It receives $40,000 .a year in general support from the United
Bay Area Crusade (the local United Way) and has received-both direct support and
technical assistance from .A number of firms in -the development of its business ven-,,

tures..

Attitudes of Chicano Grantees

A number of Chicano leaders, including many sxho have received grants from

private philanthropy, complain,that only a small number of donors are interested
in programs that really promise change; and of the donors who are committed to
some type of social reform, many tend to focus primarily if not exclusively on pro-
grams that assist Blacks. These critics pojnt not only to the vast amount of money

that has been committed to Black education and other Black programs, but also

to the new Black foundation (Twenty-First Century Fund), t9 the Black United
Way, to the Association of Black Foundation Executives, and to the-commitment
of some foundations to support of a variety of Black ventures." Part of.the plot-
lem they attribute to the lack of Chicano board members and staff on the major

foundations.4
Other problems raised by Chicano grantees have been the pPopensity for foun-

dations to support Middlemen such as lawyers, political scientists, housing experts,
and others while shying away from grants to more activist groups. In fact, these
critics claim that a whole new group of professionals that operate as the translators
between the power structure and the powerless has been spawned by'foundation
grants. Such critics also, sukgest that some "liberal" foundations, encourage adversary
or confrontation tactics., When wtlit is needed is direct intercourse with corporate
and political leadership:

.

. American Indians

The American Indian population today is approximately 1.2 million; of this num-
ber, roughly 500,000 each are in the urban ,and federal service populations and
between 150-200,000 reside in the urtreVinized and terminal rural communities.
At most 50-percent have tribal status. (Many of those in urban area maintain tribal
status.) In no other group of.Americans is there' more illiteracy, poverty, unemploy-
ment, and undereducation. Until recently, "Indians were on the bottom of the list
of private philanthropy; however, in the past 'few years both church groups and
foundations have greatly expanded their outreach efforts to Indian communities'

,.
as well as the level'of grants-to Indian programs.

-
A range of foundations And church groups have given assistance to Indian pro-

grams. Among the leaders have been, from the foundations, the Field Foundation, the
Akbar- Fund, and the Phelps-Stokes Fund," and, from the church groups, the
Catholic/ Church's Campaign for Human Development and the Methodist's General
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Commission oft..Religion and Race. Both Akbar and Phelps-Stokes have designated
Indian programs as key xeas of overall focus. In addition, The Ford Foundation has
contributed significant fundingotin 1973 Ford grants totaled several thillion and
included special pi-ograms for Alaskan native land claims, for Indian education rights,
and for the Native American RightsFund); the Rockefeller Brothers Fund has made
grants, primarily to the Native American Legal Defense and Echfcation Fund; and the
Carnegie Corporation has supported education curriculum development programs,
scholarship funds, and eddcation litigation. A range of other foundatiOns including
the Donner Foundation, the New York Community Trust, the Clark Foundation,
and the Save the Children Foundation have supported various Indian program activi-
ties.

The role of the two foundations specializing in Indian affairs - Akbar and Phelps-
Stokes - deserves special mention. The former, by contracting for consultant services
from Indian experts, has helped to develop, a blueprint of appropriate program activi-

ties that have been followed in part by other foundations. The latter, which has
Indians on both'its board and staff, has served as a broker between IndIairgrfaups a(nd
foundations in general, assisting the former in making contracts, definint:program,,,,
goals, and packaging proposals and assisting the latter in achieving outrea (10,1ndian
groups with which they wiltrld not normally have contact. For exarnplfrx- 'Crabber
1974, Phelps-Stokes sponsored a conference for "private philanthropists Indian
educators" to discuss Indian higher education needs. In the spring of $1.7 i,e,issued

e-0a directory as a guide for Indian groups seeking funds. There is no qu6 6 that its
brokering activities have Ikreraged a substantial increase in the grants madept,by founda-
tions to Indian-groups over the past few years. Such a role was particularly peeded in
regard to Indian programs because of the distinct nature of the problems to which
they are addressed.

Because of the extensive involvement of the.federal government in Indian affairs,
much of the philanthropically supported program activity on behalf of Indians has
involved legal questions. Some of these have been handled directly by lawyers, such as
the Native American Legal Defense and Education Fund or the Native American
Rights Fund;49 some have taken the form of general advocacy, of trying to pressure
federal bodies, including the Congress, to meet Their' treaty, statutory or general
jurisdictional obligations toward Indians: Although many issues remain unresolved,'
such as the extent of tribal governance powers, the status of Indians who do not live
on reservations. and their eligibility for federal (largely BIA) service programs, and
the rigps of the tribe to control natural resources within its boundaries, a great deal
of prdgress has been made in the past decade both in defining, Indian rights issues and
in moving toward their Tesolution.

John Folk-Williams, an Indian who has served as consultant to the Akbar Founda-
tion, summarized this progress in a report for the foundation;,

This report has summarized methods of Indian organization that would have
been unimaginable fifteen years ago. The federally recognized tribes are atiern'Ot-
ing to utilize the remnants of national sovereignty left to them in Anglo-Amerk
Can law in order to strengthen their material, cultural and legal resources. The
Navajo are now negotiating to assume all functions of their supervising BIA
agency. The Miccosukee have already done so, and the Quinauit are trying to
develop a new model of tribal economic self-sufficiency andcontrol over re-
sources. Many tribes are winning the right to ,opprate their own schools, are
revivifying languages and cultural traditions and are testing the applicability of
tribal legal concepts in their oWn and in non-Indian, cowls; At the same
time, tribes are increasing their understanding of the national legislative process
that affects their destiny more closely than it does that of any other group in
the country. Whether the category be education, economic development, tribal
sovereignty, legislative action or administrative reform, the tribes are trying as
never before in recent years to reshape the anstitutions around them in terms of

I.
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traditional Indian values and to define new techniques of adaptation to the
contemporary society.

The urban Indians and the unrecognized, terminated or disenfranchised tribes
are all testing the legal definitions and administrative policies that have placed
them at such,a disadvantage in comparison with Indians accorded federal recog-
nition. Communities never before recognized are either pressing for federal
services or a'e forming their own development associations. Such.organizations
are giving a oice to previously silent and impoverished Indians like the Malecite
of Maine a the Lumbee of North Carolina. The traditional Osage are challeng-

' ing unrepresentative tribal government, while local Johnson-O'Malley advisay
committees are forming a state-wide Oklahoma coalition to strengthen the hand
of parent groups outside the tribal political structure. The terminated Klamath
and Menominee and the unrecognized Pit River Indians are revitalizing tribal
communities despite the absence of the traditional federal protections.

'Action across the country points to reintegration of Indian communities in
both urban and rural settings and to a thorough re-structuring of the 'Manner
in which dian and non-Indian values and institutions are to be blended in
what is.re ally a new (Indian culture.

The list of Indian program activities successfully initiated in the past several years
is long and, to an outsider, often difficult, to understand. The following few paragraphs
is an effort to summarize some of the ke.y issues.

V

The Powers of the Tribe

Federal standards for recognition of tribal status, for enlargifig,the jurisdiction of
tribes, and for protecting the governmental powers 'both legislative and judicial
of tribes have been ill - defines. And in recent years sOme4states have also taken actions
that have tended to erode tribal powers. As suggested above, there is currently a,re-
surgence of interest on the part of Indians in preserving the structure and function
of the tribe that has resulted in privately funded program efforts to define and im-
prove tribal authority and governance. Additional programs have sought to prevent
encroachments by state governments on the traditional powers of the tribe, whether
legislative or judicial, and to eliminate corruption and abuse of povJer on the part
of tribal governments.

The Field Foundation, for example, has given $60,000 to the University of New
Mexico Law School and the Commission on Indian Affairs of the State of New Mexico
to assist tribes in strengthening tribal government; field also gave a grant to assist the
Crow _Tribe in drafting a criminal code "consonant with the tribe's own principles of
substantive criminal litv";5° the Akbar Fund has provided similar support through its
grants of $29,997 to the Quinault rtibe to strengthen tribal structure and sovereignty.

The Rights of Indians Without Tribal Status

Substantial numbers of Indians live "off the reservation" in terminated tribarareas,
in areas ,adjacent to tribal lands, or iniurban settings. The rights of these Indians
vis-a-vis the grant programs of the Bureau of In jian Affairs are unclear. Private philan-
thropy has supported programs that are attemring to define and extend such rights
and to launch programs that, independent of BIA assistance, will 'meet the rieeds and
interests of Indians. (These have included alternative schools such as The American
Indian Movement (AIM). "survival school" in Minneapolis; the Dayton-Fitids6n sup-
ported 4,1i:flan-run housing project in the same city; health clinics and similar projects
tun by some of the Indian urban centers.)s ' A major effort to help "off the reserva-
pon" Indians has been the campaign of Indian Education Training, Inc. (IETI) to
make certain, that the mandate of the Johnson-O'Malley Act (federal education grants .
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to schoOl districts with high' Indian populations), requiring Indian participation in
program determination and administration, is,idheredlo."

The Protection of Tribal LInd and Resources':

Another concern of Indian groups has been the,exploitation of mineral and other
resources within the tribal territory by outside interests who take virtually all of the
profit's" and-the corresponding failure of the tribes to fully develop untapped resources.

J., John Folk-Williams gives this description of the problem: .

Thp Navajo Reservation offers a good example of ttie.style ,of,economic develop-
ment that is encouraged. All the oil, gas, Coal, uranium and vanadium deposits
are exploited by non-Iris:Han firms who negotiate long-term leases and sometimes .

employment preference agreements with the tribal government. Money from th'e
leases and a few jobs are all that come to the tribe, while profits from mineral
extraction flow off the reservation. General Dynamics and Fairchild have plants *a
on Navajo land that make the same sort of contribution.

Tribal enterprises include a ranch, a utility, a forestry products concern, and an
arts and crafts guild, Typically enough, the tribal utility produces no electricity
but buys power froni the non-Indian Four Corners power plants which produce
electricity with coal obtained through another tribal contract with the Peabody
Company. A few tradinOosts, motels and minor operations complete the list of
tribal bikiness. The same situation exists on,, the Wind Rbier Reservation in'
Wyoming and at numerous others. The reservation is 'developed' by non-Indian
firms, while the employment rates for Indians remain at 50% and less, tribal
income is inadequate, welfare rolls ,increase, and overall per capita income sits
at und#111,000 per year.

'IA related problem is the development of tribal resources in A manner that May in the
long run prove injurious to tribal interests such as the institution of strip-mining
projects .in Four Corners in NortherfiNew Mexico, the Black Mesa (Hopi Reservation,
ArizOna), and the Crown and Lame Deer Reservations in Montana or the development
of resort complexes with long-term leases in Colorado and other locations.

Philanthropic, grants to protect the tribes' rights and interests in their own reserves
have included the following:'
,/

The Ford Foundation, joining with, the BIA and 0E0, filnded a comprehensive
inventory and analysis of natural resources in western Washington to determine
what tribal industries might be created to develop them. Environmental scientists
produced land-use models and specific economic proposals. As a result, tribal
ventures were launched in both the fisheries and the -lumber industry.

The National Congress of American Indians, a foundation-supported national Ih-
dian organiZation,.has held conferences and distributed materials alerting Indian
tribes to the potential energy resources on the reservations and has assisted tribal
leaders in drawing up plans to develop those resources. Although coal leases re-
ceived initial focus, attention has also been devoted to uranium, oil, natural gas,
water produced pRwer and geothermal power.

The Akbar Fund has supported Dineh Cooperativeg, Inc., an organization that is
assisting with the growth of cooperatives in the Nab jo Nation.

The Youth Project has funded research for, the Navajo Nation that has postponed
the execution of coal gasification contracts with two major companies and led to
the investigation and development of more favorable alternatives that will preserve
the benefits of economic development to the Navajos.
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The Native American Rights Fund, in a landmark case in federal district court in
the State of Washington, has established the right of Indians, pursuant to treaties
with the United States, to 50 percent of the harvestable fish off the coast of their
reservation. The court held that the regulation .of off-reservation treaty fishing was

,a matter riftribal not state jurisdictions3

A project relating to the property rights of individual Indians that deserves special

mentioo is The Ford Foundation's assistance to the Eskimos, Indians, and Aleuts of
Alaska" to enforce their claims under the Alaskan Native Claim Settlement'Act. The
claims act which was enacted by Congress in December 1971, vas a final settlement
of.the outstanding claims retained by the native population against the state. (Until
such claims were settled, development of oil and other resources could not begin.)
Under the act, over a period of 20 years, 40 million acres of land will be ceded to
village governments and to. newly created regional corporations (a total of 212 local
governmental entities); in addition, $962.5 million in cash settlement benefits will be
distributed to the same bodies. The regional corporations will not only control the use
of the land ceded to them but will have the mineral rights to all other native land and
will assume important economic and governmental functions; in effect, they will
come newly created community development corporations. All of this will take place
without any public grants .or technical assistance to enable ttie datives to make the

necessary transformation.
To fill ,this void, The Ford Foundation gave grants totaling almost $1.5 million to

the Alaska Native Foundation (previously the Alaskan Federation of Natives Chari-
table Trust) during the period 1968-1972. The ANF began initially as a corrimunica-
tiOns network among-the various Alaskan tribes. A central purpose of the organization

was to alert native villages to the impending passage of a land claims act and to assist
them in.preparing themselves for its.implementation. In 1970, the year before passage,

Ford gave a major grant to the ANF to employ economists, sociologists, and planners

to assess thE opportunities and resources tharwould be available to local governmental
units after the claims were settled. In 1972, Ford granted funds to assist the new re-

, gional corporations and village governments, as well as individuals; to exercise their
rights under the new law. The grant covered technical assistance and planning re-
sources as well as support in accounting, legal work, real estate, and training. A key
goal of the program was to identify, resource-rich land foracquisition in the execution

of Claims.
The results of the Ford investment will not be evident until after the programs of

the regional cOrporations are fully activated. But the approach appears to be a sound

one. The sudden availability of land and funds, the distribution of which depended
upon initiative

s

taken by local governments, combined with the 'rapid creation of a

new system of regional government without the availability of expertise and technical
assistance could have resulted in the economic exploitation of the nativesby outside
interests. If the programs of the ANF are successful, on the other hand,they promise
substantial reform of local government (withreal community control), the inttoduc-
don of muchneeded services into remote communities, and the economic develop-

ment to the benefit of the natives of vast regions of Alaska." The project is an
excellent example of philanthropic intervention after a major legislative enactment
with the intent of insuring that the benefits of the law are fUlly realized.

Education and Culture

Another key concern of Indian's has been the preservation of tribal traditions and

culture botin art forms and through the educational process. Here again, the support

of private'4ilanthropy has been significant. Grants have been made to individual
Indian artists and to support Indian crafts on a commercial basis. More significantly;

groups such as the San Francisco-based Indian Historical - Society have received fund-
ing for newspapers and journals that have become major vehicles for inter-tribal
communication. The Historical Society (which has received around $400,000 in grants
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from The Ford FoUndation and additional funds from other sources) publishes a
quarterly journal bn Indian life, a magazine`for children, and an Indian newspaper.

In addition, as noted earlier, foundations such as the Carnegie Corporation have
given significant grants to revise Indian curriculum and develop instruction models
that will reflect Indian culture or to support alternative schools that will give Indians
control over their own educational institutions. The Ford Foundation has funded the
National Indian Leadership Training Center to prepare parents and school board mem-
bers to play a role in ,edudation policy making, particularly in regard to the expendi-
ture of federal grant funds. A key organization has been the Coalition of Indian Con-
trolled Sihool Boards that, over the years, has succeeded in reversing a number of
BIA policies considered negative,or harmful by Indian groups. Foundations (Carnegie,
Arrow, Donner, to name a few) have also given grants for scholarships or to supple-
ment BIA scholarships to, Indian students. For a number of years such scholarships
were administered by the,Vnited Scholarship Service, an Indian-run organization based
in Denver. A

4.0

III

POLITICAL PARTICIPATION AND THE REFORM OF
GOVERNMENTAL INSTITUTIONS

he objectives of the powerless involve a variatof forms of advocacy and social
ac ion, but sooner or later all are directed towards political or governmental reform.
T e problems from which the powerless suffer would be resolved if the legislattires
w Old engage in economic planning, if the nation would commit itself to a guaranteed
income and a fairer distribution of wealth, if state and federal institutions would treat
their clients or inmates fairly and with 'decency, if the Constitution and the laws were
adhered to in spirit as well-as in letter, 4nd if political leaders Wiftg to commit them-
selves to change and to set the proper Moral tone were elected:

Even though it is politics and not projects that will evenpally' improve the lot of
the powerless lw making the society a more flexible--and more humane one, onlya7.
percent of all foundation grants made in 1972 and 1973 went specifically to questions
of politics and government reform. Philanthropoids have given very few funds to sup-
port reorganizations and rationalizations of local governments or to insure open
proceedings. What aid has been given has generally neglected the legislatures, whether
crtiocouncils' or state assemblies, in favor of the executive branch of goc'ernment. This
has occurred despite the fact that groups such as the Citizens' Conference on State
LegislatUres ,have reported bn the dismal state of the state policy-making bodies,
Pointing to their inability to play a fully effective role under the Nixonian decentrali-
zation policies, much less to grapple with their snowballing responsibilities in a manner
that would benefit the powerless. "

This then is an area that has been greatly neglected. There need to be~ more grants
aimed directly at the machinery for governing as well as grants to open up policy-
making bodies to advocates for the disadvantaged and to broad social analysis. There
needs to be more advocacy direAl at the state capitol (one observer suggested that
all the Washington-based public interest lawyers who love to hobnob with-the Congress
should

to
moved to the states where they are really needed); and abbve all, there.

needs to be expanded political activity.
This section

some
two program areas where philanthropy (primarily the founda-

tions, with some church and recent corporate assistance for voter ,educat,Idn) has
supported efforts that directly affect government. The first and most impartant of
these is voting rights and education: ,assistance to those who have been denied the
franthise, accompanied by hard-nosed legal challenges knocking down barriers that
inhibit the exercise of the, vote. This area of activity has not only greatly increased
.the Black vote' in the South but has also led to challenges to unfair apportionment
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and election methods across the country at all levels of government. The second case

is the,..ochool finance reform movement begun in the late 1960s. This effort is one of
the few.where broad philanthropic aid was made available to challenge state taxation
andresource distribution schemes for supporting the public schools (the largest area

of state and local funding). Unlike other activities that had a substantial legal com-
ponent, the school finance reform movement gave as much technical assistance to the

legislatures as to the courts.
There are, of course, many other examples of philanthropic giving in regard to

political participation and goverriment reform. Individual donors have supported
Common Cause to become a leading advocate for open and fair,governmental pro-

cesses at.the state and national levels. The Eagleton Institute and the Citizens' Con-
ference for State Legislatures as well as the newly *formed National Legislators' Con-
ference have received substantial foundation support to restructure state legislative
proceedings, to upgr)ade interim sessions or improve committee systems, to introduce
planning and oversight procedures, to enlarge the legislatures' activities, preventing
incursions on their authority by the executive, and to begin to pike before the Con-
gress the views of state legislators in regard to federal policy deliberations that affect
them.

In addition, considerable support has been given to attract young talentito govern-
ment careers through fellowship or intefn programs in state and local, as well as
federal, agencies. Somewhat similar support has been given to organizations Ike the
Institute for Educational Leadership that support public leaders in fields such as
education, keeping them abreast of new issues and creating lines of communication
between them and their cdunterparts at other levels of government.

Funds have been given to support studies of all kinds dealing with government
performance. to measure outputs by public.agencies, to develop evaluation schemes

for programs that provide social services, to create decentralization models, and a

host of others. But thekpreferred form of giving remains projects focused on special
s4jects, such as educatroD, health services, or the Criminal justice system. As noted
thrOilinout this paper, these projects, where successful, provide the underlying data

for subsequent legislative decision(d indirectly contribute to governmental reform.
But most do not..The basic institutions of government that alone can bring the change

that grantors and grantees alike claim to seek rernain largely ignored.

Voting Rights and Voter Education

In 1962 only 1.5 million Blacks were registered to vote in the southern states. In
1972, after substantial foundation assistance to programs for voter registration and
voter educatiorbond to support legal Challenges to unconstitutional barriers to voting,
this number was increased t6 3.5 Million. Furthermore, these registration gains were
directly translated into political gains. in 1965 there were less than 100 Black elected

officials in the 11 states of the South. In 1973 there were 1,144,4kore than tenfold
increase.' s At the same time, a series, of legal decisions had'been-, that elithinated

a range of barriers to voting and that equalized the votes of minorities, once cast, by
imposing a standard of one man-one vote" on state and local apportionment scheme-s.

These changes were effected through the persistent and dive,rsified efforts of a num-

ber of foundation-supported organizations that included various state human relations,
councils, the NAACP and the NAACP Legal Defense fund, CORE, the ACLU, the
Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights Under Law, and others. But perhaps the most

central role was played by the Southern Regional Council and its spin-off, the Voter
Edritation Project. .

In 1956, the SOuthern Regional Council, with the support of the Fund for the
Republic,s 6 conducted a survey of Black voters that was the first of its kind since
1947. In 11 states the survey examined on a county-by-county basis the number
of Blacks registered, the legal and administrative provisions affecting Black registra-
tion; the extent of discrimination and intimidation of would-be Black voters; the
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presence of "apathy4 as a cause of non-exercise by Blacks of the franchise; the actual
number of Blacks vbting,.the effect of voting on the community status of Blacks; and
the relationship of the individual Black's registration to vote to characteristics such as
his level of education and economic status.

The,restilts were alarming: only 25 percent of the eligible Black voters were regis-
tered. In county after county throughout the South registration was effectively barred

,by:Jegal and practical impediments such as the poll tax, complicated literacy tests,
oral'examinations that required an interpretation of the Constitution or the laws, the
refusal of voting registrars to assist Blacks and, in some cases, threats and intimidation
of ,Would-be Black voters. In many counties where Blacks comprised the pt jority of
the)population, there was no registration at all.

In 1957 Congress enacted the first Voting Rights Act (42 U.S.C. 1971 The act
proscribed interference with the right to vote in any general, special, or primary,
election for federal offices by private individuals or by persons acting under color of
law. The Attorney General was given a right of action to prevent acts that would de-
prive persons of their rights under the act, and the federal courts were given jurtsdic-
tion to entertain such proceedings. At the same time, a federal civil rights commission
was created to develop, among other things, statistics on the exercise of the right to
vote by minorities.' At the time of passage of the bill, there were no Justice Depart-
ment or other official records concerning Negro registration or voting levels any-
where in the government; heavy reliance was placCd on the SRC figures.

In 1959 and thereafter SRC issued updates of its findings, serving as the nation's
only source of evidence on the incidents of discrimination against the Negro voter.
(The role of developing the underlying data and case materials for public action and
then subsequently monitoring public performance is one of the most effective
modes of action for nonprofit sociial action groups.) As its work progressed, SRC
received more and more appeals from communities and individual voters throughout
the South who reported atrocities by white officials obstructing the Black vote and
who sought help in preventing such abuses.

In 1962, SRC launched the Voter Education Project with funds from the Taconic
Foundation. Stephen Currier, the head of the foundation, played a central role in
assemblying the key players for the project and developing a unified strategy. The
iesult was a joining together of all the principal civil rights groups active in the South,
along with state human relations councils and local organizations, to assist Blacks with
voter tegistration." The VEP Project parcelled out funds to local civil right's groups
that provided direct registration services; in adlslition, it played an informational role,
publicizing to the nation the feedback it received from its registration efforts. By
October 1964 the VEP reported that 698,000 new Black voters had been added to
the registration lists of the 11 sodthern states.

The following year, after Martin Luther King, Jr.'s historic march from Selma to
Montgomery and after the brutal treatment afforded would-be Black voters in Selma,
the Congress passed the Voting Rights Act of 1965. This act brought all elections
(not just federal) within its reach and further secured the right to yore by providing
new protection and enforcement mechanisms in states where the registration of
Rack voters fell below a certain percentage of the Black population. It provided for
the development in those, jurisdictions of statewrad plans that required the approial
of the Attorney General, and in addition providect for (1) suspension of the use of
literacy and other tests and devices that bt d been used to deny the right to vote on
account of race and color; (2) the appointment of federal examiners in such areas to
register persons qualified to vote under state law in state, local, and federal elections
(except where such state law is sUtpended by.this act); (3) the grant to the federal
courts of the power to enforce the Fifteenth Amendment by authorizing appointment
of examiners Rending the outcome of litigation challenging the Fifteenth Amendment
violation; and (4) the prVvision of civil and criminal remedies. Again, evidence and
data drawn from SRC's VEP, provided dramatic evidence of the need for such legis-
lation.

In.late 1965 the second hase of VEP was latinched, with additional support from
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the New World and Field Foundations. The new Voting Rights Act gave'the project
added impetus and provided it with leverage to compel changes in locaGegistration
practices. By this time VEP had expanded to include classes for voters thit proVided
instruction on the use of voting machines, on the responsibilities of citizenship, and on

the structure of state and local government. It also provided training for newly elected
Black officials who had previously had little contact with government and little, ex-

posure to the legislative process.
Since that time, V'EP has expanded its 'reach and chalked up an impressive record

of voter activity. In the latter half of the 1960s, the larger foundations, including the
Carnegie Corporation, the Rockefeller Brothers Fund, awl The Ford Foundation, be-
gan making contributions tothe projeci,s8 Ford made grants totaling more tharL$2
million over a six-year period to the project." AlthOugh the protect has diversified
its activities to include a range of assistance to Blacks seeking increased political
participation, its major activity remains voter registration and endoUragement of actual

voting.
Once again, SRC's VEP clearinghouse and data collection services were instrumental

in the congressional debate conducted in 1969 that led to a five-year extension of the
Voting Rights Act. SRC's publication, the "South Today," pointed out in 1969 that
"nothing less than the political future and with it, much of the social and economic

future of Southern Negroes is at stake" in the renewal of the,voting rights legislation.

.e,VEP provided data on the gains achieved during the past five years and documented
the problems remaining, showing their uniqueness to the South. Today the federal
voting rights legislation is again up for renewal. In addition to the voices speaking on
behalf of Southern Blacks, there is strong pressure to pass similar legislation to assi'sk4;

the Spanish-speaking to become active voters, particularly in the Southwest.

. .There is no question that the 1965 and 1969 voting acts were of crucial importance
to expanding the Black vote. But without the activities of VEP and the foundations,
the full potential of those laws would probably not have been realized. The voting
rights program in the South, aided and abetted by philanthropy, has probably Pro-
duced the most dramatic results of any of the efforts discussed in this paper' It has
brought Blacks into the political life of the South and consequently of the nation by

more than doubling the vote; it has produced agroup of outhtanding Black political
leaders and elected officials, and it has produced equally important but less measurable

changes in the kind of white politician who has been electedin recent years to lead
the South. As far as philanthropy is concerned, the lead was taken by one small,
experimental foundation, followed by two or three others of similar character and
then, when the development stage was over and the ,risk greatly reduced, by the
intervention of foundations with greater assets. Today with the obstacles to, the
Black vote greatly reduced, VEP appears to have little trouble raising funds.

The education effort in this field did not stand alone. It was accompanied by
vigorous legal activity .led first by the NAACP's Legal Defense Fund and joined later'
by the ACLU and the Lawyers' Committee. These groups helped to'strike down many

of tte unlawful practices that were relied upon tol,revent Blacks from registering and
voting once violent tactics of resistance were replaced by more subtle stratagems.
They also helped to expand the one man-one vote principle established in Baker v.

Carr to cover state and local elections as, well as national elections and to prevent the

application of new laws that sought to get around the equal voting principles by
weighting or diluting votes as a means of undercutting the Black franchise.6°

And, as Indicated above, the movement has spread to other areas of the country to

provide .assistance and protection to other minority groups. The National Urban
League in the cities, the League of Women Voters, and others promoting the "youth
vote" have all played a role in expanding the voting lists. In the SouthweSt, the Mexi-
can-American Legal Defense and Education Fund has followed the lead of the legal

groups active in the South in breaking down barriers to the Chicano and Indian voter.
Although many lessonitcan be drawn from philanthropic activity in this area, one

is particularly clear. charitable grants produce measurable and Concrete results when

they are directed to assisting individuals in the exercise of a personal right and when
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they are based on strong local organizations that have a Solid and sizable constitu-
ency.,

;
1

School Finance Reform

Although most of the areas where philanthropic grants have produced marked and
relatively short-term successes have involved the exercise of individual rights or the
support of emerging new leadership talent, there is at least one area where substantial
gain has resulted from more complex, structural reform efforts. In the mid-1960s, con- .

ceptual challenges to the nation's method of financing its public schools were pub-
lished in two distinct scholatly works. Rich Schools, Poor Schools by Arthur Wise and
Private Wealth and Public Education by Coons, Clune, and,Sugerman.6'

These works noted that the nation's $50 billion public school budget was based on
taxes thato were inequitably raised'and that were distributed in a manner that com-
pounded the initial inequities. Instead of the American ideal of equal educational
opportunity, the finance system underpinning the public schools-made the amount of
money available for each child's education dependent upon the wealth of the com-
munity in which he lived. Because school funds were raised from property taxes,
children from property-poor neighborhoods received less funds, despite their often
greater needs, than children from property-rich neighborhoods.6 2 The schools simply
reinforced existing class distinctions.

Both Coons and Wise suggested that this method of financing might violate the
Fourteenth Amendment's guarantee of equal protection. Coons went further in
a?ticulating a specific standard of school finance. He postulated that under the Consti-
tution, at the very least, the quality of a child's education could not be dependent
upon the wealth of the district in which he resided. Both authors concluded that
antiquated state laws would have to be revamped if public school resources were to
be fairly, distributed.

'Spurred by these writings and 'by the efforts of James Kelly, a foundation program
officer, The Ford Foundation initiated a series of grants that have over a ten-year
period revised public thinking on school financing schemes and resulted in substantial
reform of individual state laws. In later years Ford was joined by other foundations
including the New World Foundation, the John Hay Whitney Foundatio , the Carne-
gie Corporation, the Spencer Foundation, and the Southern Education oundation,
Inc. Recently HEW's Office of Educatton has followed the lead of the foundations
and made grants or issued contracts to support research in the field.

Ford has given more than $5 million in this field. Its grants have ranged from a
contribution in 1,967 to the National Urban Coalition (NUC) to provide aetailed
analysis of the method by which the State of Michigan funded its schools, to grants
to the same organization to support the development of community coalitions in
California, Texas, New Jersey, and elsewhere organized to assert the interests of
Blacks, Mexican-Americans, and other disadvantaged or minority groups into the de-
sign of new financing formula, to grants to legal groups to litigate or develop new
legal theories for challenging unfair financing schemes.

The data developed by the NUC's Michigan grant were utilized in a major federal
court challenge brought by the Detroit school board against the state. Although the
suit was eventually dropped, the istsues it raised and the case it developed were im-
portant factors in the subsequent redraft of the state's finance laws championed by
Governor Milliken and ultimately passed by the state legislature. The second NUC
grant to Support community groups resulted in large part in the recent commitment .

of the Governor of Texas to make education his number one priority; in the blockage
of state legislation in New Jersey and in Texas that did not make adequate proviSion
for the urban poor; in a now California 5choolfinarice law that increases state expendi-
tures by $1 billion; and in other education-related reforms, More important, new,
self-sufficient bases for community involvement in education policy making have been
created, -1

7 6
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Other groups that have received foundation support in the school finance-area are
the Urban Institute in its analyses of the deficiencies in a number of state laws; the
Education Commission of the States in its work with state legislators to assist them in
understanding the complexities of schOol finance and in drafting better -laws; the
Eagleton Institute of Rutgers University in its work with state legislative oversight
committees, helping the education,committees of state legislatures to assess on a con-
tinuing basis the impact of their fjnance laws (as well as other laws pertaining to educa-
tion) the Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights Under Law in its effort to coordinate
and improve the effectiveness of the rapidly expanding court challenges to state
school finance laws, and the Childhood and Governance Project at the University of
California at Berkeley in a multi-disciplinary program that, among other things, has
provided extensive research for the legal challenge to the California system of school
finance (Serrano v. Pnest) and has provided the basic conceptual framework for a
number of alternate systems for funding public education.6 3

In addition, the foundations have funded projects such as the League of Women
Voters in a multi-state clearinghouse activity that keeps interested citizens and offi-
cials informed of school finance developments; the Florida Citizens' Committee on
'Education which worked with the governor's office in producing a study of the
overall problem4of education in the state (resulting eventually in reform legislation
for school financing),, and various legal groups involved in litigating school finance
inequities in the state courts and/or working to implement reforms once favorable
court decisions have been rendered. *

Despite the number of organizations active in the field, there has over the past
decade been little rivalry and much cooperative effort and complimerftariness in the
work done, by each. Although each of the contributing foundations has added to the
diversity and cohesiveness of the effort, there is little question that The Ford Founda-
mon has played the lead through its persistent "entreprenOrial effort."

The results of the range of grants in the school finance area have been significant.
A system that absorbs anywhere from one half to one third of state and local govern-
mental budgets has.been examined and ''taken on" by civic groups, minority organi-
zations, governors' offices, and legislatur'es, despite flits complexity and previous
obscurity. The problem of how the nation finances its schools has become a central
political issue that will dominate state legislative debate for the hext 5-10 years. The
foundations did not abandon the issue after the first successful court battle, nor did
they withdraw support when the issue reached the front pages of the major news-
papers. They persisted in the tong haul and, according to all indications, are still
committed.

The returns are not yet in on school finance reform. But the results so far lire
significant. It is one of the few philanthropically supported movements that has
focused on the states and their laws, rather than on federal programs. (Generally,
there is a serious, lack of state-level advocacy programs on behalf of the poweiless.)
When the reform effort started, only 5 to 15 states did not have a structural school
finance problem. The remaining 30 to 35 states, comprising 75 percent of the nation's
population, had substantial problems varying in degree of severity and complexity.
As of early 1975, at least half of the latter states had either passed reform legislation
or were in the midst of a legislative battle over reform as a result of political leader-
ship or court action.6 4

In addition to the concrete legislative gains, the groups that have been active in
the school COance reform have developed new capabilities for grappling with educa-
tion policy making generally. By mastering the complex financing laws, they have
become familiar with the overall structure of the education systrznd with its legal
underpinnings. The school finance reform movement has stimul rangdof educa-
tion advocacy programs examining the accountability of school systems, the relation-
ship of quality education to funding, the schools' refusal or inability to teach children
with special learning problems, and a host of other issues.65
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REVITALIZING RIGID' INSfITUTIONg TO SpeVE THEIR

CLIENTS OR MEMBERS ..
In the past decade a range of philanthropically supportedorganizations, particularly

"advocacy" projects, have made remarkable gains in reversing repressive, corrupt, and
discriminatory practice's on the part of major institutions. Most, but not all, of these
have been in the public sector. Examples have included prison reform efforts that
through the courts and the legislatures have helped to reduce brutality in prison set-
tings and to introduce an element of due process in the handling of prisoners; litigation
to end the therapy-less warehousing of mental patients, especially institutions for dis-
turbed children (the work of the Washington-based Mental Health Law Project has
been particularly noteworthy in this area); the ACLU's military justice project that
through careful challenges to military tribunals has halted the widespread Issuance of
less than honorable discharges that have in the past ruined career and personal develop-
ment opportunities for thousands of veteransi and the pressures exerted by a number
of local groups to halt police brutality and intithidation.66

Sometimes these programs have resulted in the Closing down of the abusive institu-
tion and the creation of improved a1Wrnatives; sometimes they,tave resulted in new
laws setting standards for the institutions' performance and occasionally they have
resulthd in entirely new leadership of the challenged institutions. Often they have
simply forced recalcitrant administrators to abandon their most offenshie. practices.'

The following brief case history describes one of the more successful campaigns to
return a rigid, unresponsive institution to its proper course. It was selected because it
is one of the few such efforts directed at an institution in the private sector, the
United Mineworkers Union, and because its achievements' were sufficiently broad to
produce major and lasting results. .

-

Union Refor The Case of the United Mineworkers
_.

In 1968 the United Mineworkers Union was one of the, m6st rigid, corrupt unions
in the country. itsleadership had fallen into the ways of petty tyranny and cronyism
with the leaders of the industry. They used the unioefor their own purposes rather
than those of the membership and preyed upon the mineworkers' multi-million-dollar
Pension fiend, a legally independint entity, at will. The result was inadequate medical,
safety, and other protections and a deficient salary structure for the union's 200,000
Members. Corruption in the union affected the entir Climate of life in Appalachia
where much of politics and life are dominated by the 'c&al industry.

During the ensuing six years, a series of events occurred that has resulted,' re-
birth of the union, and the turning of Its resources' and power to the service lifits
members. These events were greatly assisted by the contributions of a small number k
of foundations. In. 1969 the union leadership was for the first time contested by the
emergence of Jock Yablonski and a slate of ,.',Osident" miners to challenge the regime
of then-president W.A. (Tony) Boyle. Although Yiblonski was brutally murdered by 1,
hired killers (later clikneeted to Boyle), his initiatives led ultimately to the overturn
of the Boyle election and a new election this placed a reform slate headed by Presi-
dent Arnold Miller in-control of the union.

Volunteer- and foundation-supported groups including the Appalachian Volunteers,
the Miners for others such a .Miners' Voice began organiAng, or
speakinkout and writing, inst the hards s of the miner's existences and the
inequities and illegalities wi 1 the union. the same time, a series of legal chal:-

'lenges were ipitiated, largely by attorneys from Washington, D.C., that resulted in an
entire housecleaning of UMW leadership and in the reform of its mammoth welfare
:art& retirement fund. Finally, as the new leadership gained strength it succeeded. in .
unionizing one of the last strongholds of anti-union resistance in Kentucky's HarlanCu',onC the BrooksideNine owned by the Duke Power Company.'k
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The turning around of an old and rigid institution that had loLits mission was ac-

complished primarily by new, courageous leadership. The changes were, however,

greatly facilitated by private groups and individuals who received philanthropic sup-

port.
The foundation assistance represented a total investment ofd under' $200,000; the

major participants were the Norman Foundation, OBJ, the Kaplan Fund, the Stern

Fund, and the Field Foundation, with some assistance from individual contributors.

The main recipients of the funds were the Washington Res arch Project and The

Youth Project. The latter supported the Miners' Voice, providing a crucial alternate

/ voice to. the Boyle-controlled union newsletter. The former iritially utilized general

support funds to finance the lawsuit that challenged the admin stration-of the UMW's

Welfare-and Retirement Furic161 (the suit was later transferred to a private law firm

when Harry Huge, the litigator, left the WRP). The WRP subsequently served as a

conduit for support to the Miner's Project, headed by Joseph Rauh, Jr., and-Joseph A.

Yablooski, Jr., son of the murdered leader. dP

The pension-fund suit resulted in a judgment of $6.7 million in damages for dis-

abled and retired miners who had been denied adequate benefits (or any benefits) by

the maladministration of the Welfare and Retirement Fund; equally important, it

resulted in the subsequent restructuring of the fund in-a manner that has separated
it totally from the union and enabled it to become one of Labor's more progressive

as and effectively runpension funds. The efforts of Rauh and Yablonski resulted in a

declaration that_the reelection of Boyle was in violation of NLRA standards, in'the

ordering of a new-etrytton monitored by federal election officials, and in the termina-

tion of aVumber of illegal and corrupt practices previously engaged in by the union

leadership.
'Specifically, these suits accomplished the, following: insured the right of the

-----Yablonski people to distribute literaturebto union members; requested the reinstate-

ment of Yablonski after he was fired from the union for running for office; sought to

insure equal coverage in the mineworkers journal for his candidacy; insured fair elec-

tion procedures; sought to have the union officers accused of illegally taking funds

from the treasury and to compensate the union for misuse of funds; inttirvened on

behalf of Miners for Deinocracy in the suit filed by the SecFetary of Labor to have

Boyle' election set aside; and successfully sprevented expulsion from the, union of

reform members on chaFges of "dual unionism." f,
Uider thd direction of its new officers, headed by Arnold Miller, the UMW in 1974

negotiated one of the most favorable union contracts of the past few years. It pro-
Nides-annual salary increases over a three-year period of..10 percent, -thn 4 percent,

then....3 percent for the miners; guarantee's safety and other benefits; and increases

substantially industry contributions to the Welfare and Retirement Fund. The union

Te'adirship has taken the union back to.the membership, creating close ties to miners

in the coal fields, pressing for strict enforcement of federal legislation designed to-

protect mineworkers (such as Black Lungbenefits, worker safety standards, and other

laws),.and developing a broad range of programs to meet the needs of the workers.

The diulanthroOcally supporte reform efforts" that c ntributed to the overhaul

of the UMW represent an excelle t sense of timing and wi lingnesseto go with strong

new leadership-. The return on th investment has been fa beyond what is normally

accomplished with foundation p ograms (except where I rge goveinment funds are

released). By supporting a few battles that might not ave been fought or fought

as successfully without outside funding, the foundation grants made,it-ip6s6ble to

redirect the multi-million-dollar UMW general budget as well as the 09 million budget

of the Welfare and Retirement Fund to provide,essential services and representation

for miners and their families.. '

There is no.question that a large foundatthn such as Ford could not become in-

volved in such an issue without accusations of politicking being leveled at it. But the

-smaller foundations realized that their assistance to miners to exercise their rights

.
vis-a-visitheil- own institution tpat had virtually abandoned them was as legitimatean

II
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object, of charitable largesse as the many programs designed to help minorities, women,
and others "get their due" from public agencies.

V

A SPECIAL LOOK AT CHURCH AND CORPOMTE GIVING

This section reviews recent developments in the kinds of assistance that church
groups and corporations have made to the powerless. These two categories of donors
are given special attention because much less is known about their activities among
the philanthropic community, among grantees, and among the public at large than is
known about foundations and because most of the projects and case studies described
above have received their support principally from foundations. The sample in many
ways does not do justice to church and corpQrate giving.

/ The Churches
, 4,.

There is no central repository of information concerning the contribution made by
the churches over the past few years to aid the powerless.69 Apart from reviewing
grant lists of "special-funds",and interviewing church personnel, itis difficult to get a
handle on this substantial segment of aid. In fact, this area might well merit fur
researckby the Filer Commission or by any organization subsequently establis d as
a result of its work to oversee philanthropic activity in American society. T follow-

. ing is a necessarily superficial and broad-brush treatment of some of areas of pri-
mary church activity. .

, r
Church contributions in terms of manpower, money, and nical support vary

substantially by denominaticm' and by programmatic subjec atter. All churches pro-
vide extensive social and community services-to their o members. and with special
assistance directed to poor members. Beyond that ome churches have ,delitlerately
and substantially reached Out tieyond their owry conk to address the problems thatp
Plague the society as a whole. The past d de has seen a unique phenomenon in
church, as in other areas of philanthrop an effoi%to redirect church contributions
of all °kinds to alleviate the depriva '.ns of minorities land other powerless groups.
Central to this effort has been creation of special funds that have made direct.
grants to assist such groupS. er, mace traditional, aspects of church giving to sup-
port the powerless have uded welfare or special relief programs and projects to
reorient the United St s from.militaristiC to more peaceful foreign policies.

Special Funds

I
The cial fund& are nation I-level funds, ranging frohi several hundred tho sand

to f e million 'dollars, that a
ated around 1966-1967 for a

specially earmarked for the powerless. They ere
variety of reasons, whic varied by 'denomin don.

These included 4 desire to make available a pool of churc resources to minority con-
, trol; an effort to dramatize a broad appeal thraughout church membership; and the
'creation 'of a process whereby people in local communities could begii to identify
their needs and to organize to address, them.

The principal special funds today are the Presbyterian Church's National Commit-
tee on the Self - Development of People; the Methodists' Fund for Reconcilation and

justice of ComMunications;" the Episcopal Church's Community ,

Fund for Religir and Race.,_ the United Church of Christ's Committee. on Racial
and its f

Action and Humah Development (CAHD) program (previously the 'General Conven-
tion Special. Program, GCSP);11 and the Catholic Church's Campaign foOluman
Development (The Campaign b. In addition to these general-purpose funds, three de-I

4 I '
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nominations Presbyterian, Episcopalian, and Methddist - also established organiza-
tions in 1968 specifically aimed at assisting minority entrepreneurs. 74

-.. A look at the Episcopal funds will indicate the general structure of these opera-
..z tions. The initial fund, GCSP, pie away more than $1 million per year. (In one

observer's words, "it tried to ao too much too soon. ") CAHD, the successor organiza-
tion, in 1974 had an operating fund of $34,000 and a grant capacity of $650,000
representing approximately, 5 percent of the 1974 general church program budget. It
is administered 'by a 10-member commission composed-of 7 members representative
of the Black and poor communities, elected by the executive council; 2 members of
the executive council and the presiding Bishop, as chairman. Organizationally, CAHD
is under the umbrella of the church's Mission Service Strategy which includes several
other programs also directed at minorities. These are the Episcopal Asiamerica Strate-
gies Task-Force (EAST), the Episcopal Commission for Black Ministries (ECBM); the
National Commission on Hispanic Affairs (NCHA); and the National Committee on
'Indian Work (NCIW).

In many ways the funds operate along the foundation pattern/ but without some of
the restrictions that characterize that pattern. A ° unique aspect of church-fund giving

'' that*.clistinguishes it from foundations is its ability (not always exercised) to support
organizations that do not have 501 (c) (3) tax-exempt status. Among other things, this
provides community groups with start-up funds prior to the time When they can raise
money from their membership or other 5ourceg. __ .

Althougb each fund, is an independent entity that reflects the philosophy of the
parent church, the work of the funds is loosely coordinated by the Joint Strategy in
Action Committee. The committee coordinates fuhd and mission programs in certain
areas and publishes A newsletter, the "Grapevine," to keep grantors informed of new
developments in the areas of their giving. . . .

If it is possible to identify a single area that has received the greatest support of
church special funds it is that of local community organizing around civil rights issues,
corporate abuses, and a variety of public interest issues. Among the majorcommunity
organizations that have received church support are FIGHT in Rochester,73 BUILD
in Buffalo, the Woodlawn organization in'Chicago, the Guadalupe organization near.
Phoenix, Arizona, and the Mission Coalition Organization. ,These groups through a
variety of advocacy tactics have worked to improve the public schools, to upgrade
public services and housing and the terms upon which they are made available, to open
up the political process, and to equalize the hiring and other practices of private
corporations. . .

In addition to major multi-faceted community organizations, the churches have also
given fonds to a broad range of smaller community organdations that have worked
to improve local conditions. A ?eview of one church fund's grant docket, for example,
shows grants during 1974 for such purpws as "classes, workshop and counselling
activities in the areas of drug and alcohol addiction and rehabilitation': in Orangeburg,
South Carolina, "a project to carry out investigations and collecting information about
discriminatory working conditions against Asians in Alaskan canneries" based in
Seattle, Washington; and a graht to an organization in St. Just, Puerto Rico, that
deals with action programs to eliminate the problems common to the working peo-
ple." Another church grant list includes a grant to Savannah, Georgia, "to strengthen
the ministry of a Black church to a college campus, an inner-city low income area,
and a roral mission",, a grant to Rice Lake, MinneSota, "to enlarge and iMprove the
Community Hall of this mission church serving a small Indian community, and needed
for everything from classrooms to walca"; and a grant to Birmingham, Alabama, "to
pay for a staff lawyer who will assist t e Black community as it seeks legal solutions
to its problems." , .,' ,j

In addition to the special funds, individual parishes or temples With well-to-do
congregations or individual members requently have their own giving programs. A
good example of this is the multi-mill on-dollar program run by Trinity Parish in New

. York City. As noted elsewhere in this report, in addition to a variety of local grants in
New York City, the South and elsewhere, Trinity has rec ntlysupporied a litigation.
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program to equalize public services. Another example is the Episcopal Diocese of
Rochester's Margaret Woodbury Strong Fund which over a two-year period gave away,
more than a half million dollars. In fact, the total contributions of lower level judica-
tories, conferences, corigreptions, and temples greatly exceed the resources of the
national-level special funds." The significance of the latter is their national scope,
their pace-setting rote in relation to lower-level grant making, nd their greater capacity
to provide church-wide education on the issues addressed.

One final form of special fund deserves mention. In the mid1960s several Protes-,.
tant, Catholic, and Jewish denominations joined together to form the Interreligious
Foundation for Community Organization (IFCO). IFCO was designed to provide
direct assistance to community organizing efforts around the country devoted to social
justice. Today the organization has expanded to include international food pro-
grams" and has achieved a high level of credibility in its domestic operations.

In 1974, IFCO made grants totalling $260,286. The major donors were the United
Presbyterian Church of the USA ($148,000), the United Church of Christ ($47,660),
the American Baptist Church ($25,000), and the Disciples of Christ ($20,000). Other
contributions were made by foundations, locaborganizations, and at least one corpor-
ate contributor (Singer). In IFCO's words, its grants went to assist "hungry people
in America and throughout the world; farmworkers of America; unemployed of
America" and to provide "justice for all Americans, training of community organizers
and cooperative social change activities with churches and technical assistance." A
major IFCO project in recent years has been the creation of the Black United Fund
"to raise funds from Black communities for Black priorities."

Finally, the community organizing graiiis of the funds are often supplemented
by the work of spccial ministries urban and rural ministries, educatiokthinistries,
or unique "efforts such ifis. the National Farmworkers Ministry. The Errinworkers
Ministry, for example, is a $200,000 per year operation administered by a board
representative of a variety of religious orders and denominations that runs a program
of worker-priests who are assigned to specific aspects of the farmworkers' movement
throughout the West:

The contributions of the special funds have been of great significance to a large
number of vital grass-roots organizations. Today, the future of the funds is in doubt.
This is due principally to the downturn in the economy and the consequent reduction
of church resources available for such, purposes. dt is also due in part to less enthusiasm
on the part of church memberships for assisting the powerless and in some cases to
questioning as to the extent to which the funds have had any substantial effect in re-
forming the overall commitment and operation of the church body itself, or whethir
they haven't been a more liberal appendage to an institution that, in its reflection of
the rest of the society, has not yet rriade a full commitm t to thf welfare of all
the people.76

W fare Support 1

Ecumenical suppor of settlement houses, homes for vagrants and the down-and-
out, facilities for trou led or homeless children, hospitals and other institutions that
serve the poor has gone on foi dicades And las continued to the present. Some
churches have administered entire hospital chins such as the Presbytenins,10 Appala-
chia and the Catholic Sisters of Mercy on the East Coast. In addition, a number of
churches have given special aid to migrant workers that in later yearais expanded to
include Spanish-speaking community' organizations. Similarly, churches have been
keYfin refugee resettlement activities in the U.S. and abroad. Domestically, this has
included...substantial support to Cubans, to people from the Islands and, more re-
cently; to the Vietnamese. Often government support follows the church lead.

An?th r rel tively unpublicized effo8 rt o
2

f the churches has been assistance to
1.
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veterans returning from the Vietnam War as well as assistance to draft-age peOpie,

conscientious objectock, and young men who refused to fight and moved to Canada

or elsewhere outside o7 the United States. In many instances, the churches have been

able to respond more promptly and in a more flexible manner to such needs than have

other segmer"Ti'of philanthropy.

Peace Activities

Another major' area of church support has been peace and anti-military activity."
This subject matter has not been treated directly in this paper because its benefits

inure to the society at large and not just "the powerless." 'However, it has special

relevance to the tatter group because minorities and the poor comprise such ...,3 large

segment of the nation's military manpower and because the nation's heavy economic

investment in the military has ecial impact on the poor.
Church funding was given a variety of anti-war groups, many of which ha0e dis-

N.4 banded as a result of chang international circumstances. Examples of church sup-

ported programs that have continued include Clergy and Laity Concerned, an organi-

zation that began as an anti - Vietnam /Cambodian War effort and more recently has

shifted to more general military targets (for example, the group is currently working

to kill the DOD investment in the B-1 Weapon'sSystem); and the National Council

of Church's Corporate Information CenterThe latter is a broad-based church effort

that analyzes church investment portfolio's With the intent of-influencing investment
policies to prevent ownership of companies with major military investments in favor

of those whase activities conform with the international and other goals of the

churches. The-CIC's work has been' supplemented by the efforts of individual churches

to use their financial\ weight to influence foreign policy issues. For example, church

groups have sought to reduce U.S. support for and involvement in the Union of South

Africa because of its apartheid policies and in Rhodesia because of its treatment of its

Black population. In some cases, church groups have participated directly in share-

holder meetings as a means of articulating their concerns and influencing corporate

policies. .
.

i

The:Corporations

From the point of view of the powerless, the philanthropircontributions of cor-
porations are particularly difficult to assess. The basic problim is one of scale or of

priorities. The primary impact of corporations on the powerless is not their grant-
making programs, but the basic role that they play in the American economy. Not,.

only do corporations provide jobs and salaries to a great rpajority of the society,'
but they also furnish a broad variety of services, shape the physical, cultural, and even

"spiritual" landscapes and environments. of the cities where they are based, exert
immense influence on the shape of the public sector at air levels of government

through their political activities, and to a _large ex t nt Cletermine;the distribution of
wealth in the societY. In short, corporate activity i an integral part of many of the

problems that the pdw rless'are attempting to tedres
As the following d scussion illustrates, a few co porations are beginning to grasp

and to deal with at le st some of these realities and, o recognize them as substantially

more significant vehi es for social reform than the traditional corporate contribu-

tions program.

Background
so

Some facts and gures. Since 1935 federal law has permitted corporations to
make deductions for charitable purposes not to exceed 5 percent of their net income.

Only a small handfu of corporations have reached this maximum (examples: Dayton-

Hudson C p. and t e Cummins Engine Corp.); the average for all corporations since

_.. 1d3
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1958 has been around 1 percent of net income; in 1972 it was slightly below that
figure. Corporations could donate more than five times what they are currently giving
and still take-advantage of the tax deduction.' 8 ,

There are other reasons at least as compelling as the tax break for 5 percent giving.
One corporate donations officer pointed to Genera Motors' low level of giving and
commented that the company preferred to pass the money on to Washington than to
spend it to rehabilitate Detroit. In his words, "GM's tax dollars were squandered (in
part) by mismanaged FHA and other federal housing programs while housing in De-
troit rotted." Another officer in a similar position stated that he would liketo have
for his grants program the same level of funding that the corporation had available
to bribe foreign governments - an item that corporations have often deducted as a
business expense and that has recently received widespread publiciti.

In dollars, total corporate contributions ranged from $400 million in 1958 to over
$1 billion in 1968 and 1969. Due in part to economic conditions annual Contributions
fell below $1 billion in 1970 and 1971, but they returned to their high of 1969 in
the next three years. The total level of contributions, however, is not overly relevant
to social action groups or the powerless because, for a variety of reasons, contribu-
tions to these groups appear to have increased substantially in the late 1960s and to
havmade small gains since that time.

As with other donor sroups, before reviewing some of the excellent yontributions
that corporations have fhade to the powerless, it is necessary to point out that the
segment of society that we have defined as "powerless" receives only a small percent-
age of corporate gifts. That percentage cannot be measured with exactitude because
neither The Conference Board, the nonprofit organization that keeps track of cor-

, -porate giving, nor individual corp6rations made such a breakdown of their gifts. A
' -Conference Board survey _shows that 42 percent of total corporate contributions in

1972 went for health and welfare agencies and that of this amount the United Way
(UW) received more than half (to put it another way, the UW received26 percent
of all corporate contributions); the remaining funds for health and welfare went to
hospitals-and local health and welfare agencies.

The second largest recipient of corporate giving was education, accounting for 36
percent, the overwhelming majority of which went to higher education. Culture and
the arts received 4.21 percent of the corporate philanthropic dollar, civic causes 9.33
percent, and "other" categories 7.28 percent. .

Within each of these categories some fundi do go to programs for the ppwerless
(such as an art exhibit of Indian artifacts, a United Way-supported drug counseling
service, or scholarship funds to enable minorities and the poor to attend college).
Based, on a number of interviews and extensive study of corporate grant lists, the
total figure in each of these categories remains small.

Special mention.should be made of United Way contributions because of their
volume. The grantee groups feel that as long as the corporations rely on the United
Way as their primary link to social causes, they will be tied into establishment insti
tutions that provide some relief fidm poverty conditions but that do not allow the
poor to achieve power or political participation on heir own (the grantees also suggest
that a number of the UW-supported groups should robably be abandoned altogether).
In fact, as has been mentioned elsewhere, a Bla k United Fund has recently. been
Created in several cities with foundation and church support to provide competition
to the UW movement in supporting what the -Brack minority perceives to be its real
needs. And, in the state of Massachusetts, the Haymarket Community iiimii was re-
cently launc ed to support grass-roots organizations in the New England area. In its
words, "Unl ke the existing United Ways, the Haymarket Community Fund will be
committed t 'change; not charity." , .

The corporations, on the other hand, view the UW as a useful mechanism. It serves .
as a 'broker, identifying grantees in the community and handling the internecine
battles that occur between them from time to time. Tile corporations are insulated
from having to make specific grantee selections and at the same time have an efficient
mechanism for colle ing and ing

8
charitable contributions. Significant efforts,. ,

4
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have been made in recent years to make the UW more relevant, but there is no ques-
tion that for the most part it does not reach the kinds of programs and groups dis-
cussed in this paper. Rather than attacking the UW, a more promising approach
appears to be the creation of new kinds of brokers for corporate donors that_will
reach more diverse groups Concerned with fundamental change. A Youth Project for
corporations might be such a model as, of course, is The Black United Fund.

Recent developments: Immediately prior to 1967, corporate contributions hov-
ered just below the $1..billion level and focused on culleges, hospitals, and United Way-
supported programs. 'The UWi had in many ways become rigid and maintained an
established list of grantees to which it was difficult either to add or subtract. The

- launching of the federal War on Poverty in 1965 had some impact on corporate
consciousness, but it was not until the riots of 1967 shattered major American cities
an the federal government reacted with expanded pledges to the poor that the
corporations began to change their approach to giving and to social action. The basic
reason for the change was political, leadership a direct appeal and direct pressure
from the President of the United States urging the business community to become
involved in solving the urban crisis_("Johnson really leaned on them," as one observer
put it). .

One of the best examples of federal pressure on the business community writhe
creation of the National Alliance of Businessmen Program under Title I (b) of the
Economic Opportunity Act. Under this law, passed in 1967, a joint federal private
partnership was established to create jobs for the disadvantaged. Federal funds were
made available for outreach, training, and related support; corporations were to both
administer the program and make the jobs available for participants. Henry Ford II

.served as one of the initial chairmen of the venture. He was joined by a committee
of top-level corporate leaders who ,acideved high visibility. The personal exposure
of the president or chairman of the:board created the impression to the powerless
community that the entire corporation was cojnmitted to the venture and that cor-
porate power was being addressed to their need.

This general impression of substantial business commitment to solving the prob-
lems of 4 least the urban poor was further advanced by the creation of The National
Urban Coalition. In the fall of 1967, after the riots, leading mayors, businessmen,
union leactirs, and civil rights leaders joined together in Washington, D.C., to pledge

their resource{ to fight poverty and racism. Their much-publicized gathering under-
scored the private-public cooperation that NAB had heralded, but this time political
leadership Was provided at the city level. Again, major business figures were involved,

and there was a sense of excitement and movement.
The extensive exposure given both of these ventures and their central figures prd-

duced a flood of proposals and funding applications to corporations from poverty
and minority groups. This was the first time that corporations were viewed as a source

of direct support. At the time, corporate involvement was top heavy; there wereho
middlemen and no offices f public or urban affairs. To han le the requests from
outside, special units for s cial action were created in rapid!succession and ;often

)with ut a clear definition f their mission. Corporate leaders ip did not pursue its
usual procedures of definin the goals of such offices, establish' g timetables for their
achipvement, or measuring actual performance.. This was a d eliction that has con-
tinued to plague much corporate activity in this area, even ter the completion of
the initial experimental peEiod.

For the next three to four years, as is explored in morb d ail below, there was a
flowering of corporate "social reform" activity. Minority oa and investment pro-
grams were launched, low- and moderate-income housing projects were supported;
funds were deposited in minority banks; special job trai ing and recruitment pro-
grams were launched, the public schools were given equipment and personnel to run
vocatipnal education programs, planners, economists, and engineers were volunteered
to assess the operation of and to reorganize- public agencies sdch as the police depatt-
m nt or the welfare system; civic projects (such as arts centers) were launched down-

.
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town, and a new group of grantees appeared on the corporate contributions list that
included the NAACP Legal Defense. Fait', local community development organiza-
tions, and others.

In addition to increasing their involvement in social service projects, many corpora-
tions were influenced by the criticisms and themes launched by Ralph tiad,er and by
some of his corporate responsibility progeny. Nader urged each major corporation to
make a total assessment of its impact on its community and on the nation as a whole,
through an annual "social `audit.' Such audits, according to Nader, should be given
the same importante as the company's fiscal audit and should be relied upon as a
serious benchmark for assessing performance. A number of corporations have adopted
such procedures, although the majority, have viewed the social audit as a one-shot
operation, if that.

_
,...

The returns on the initial corporate social activism are mixed. There has been a
definite improvement over previous practices, but it is still viewed as experimental,,,_

rather, than as accepted practice. Enthusiasm and commitment have, decreased in
'recent years, and corporate leadership has moved on from the urban crisis (and with
it many of the concerns of the poor and powerless) to other issues. The reasons for
the change are several. fti the first place, the national political leadership is no longer
pressing for corporate assistance in meeting urban and poverty problems; the short-
lived partnership addressed to social ills has dissolved. The business community re-er
sponded to the political pressure, and when that was gone their enthusiasm wilted.
(As one critic stated, "You don't need to encourage corporations to think small in
this area.") The administration's emphasis on deCentralization, revenue sharing, and
the new federalism" discouraged national-level activities and coordination, returning
the corporate.focus to the local plant leve1.8°

In addition, corporate activities have been subject to criticism which has made them
reluctant to continue, at least in a visible fashion. Not only have corporations been
criticized fbr the inadequacies of their efforts in NAB and other social programs, but
they have also been attacked for polluting both the environment and the political _

process, the latter through their illegal campaign contributions and related activities.
The corporations have also been deterred by the "white backlash" against special
assistance to minorities and against overblown rhetoric and deliberate, confrontation *.
tactics relied uporny some poverty and minority groups. Many corporations have
been turned off by what they feel to be the Black's denial of personal .responsibility
and placement of all blame for crime, drug addiction, and other anti-social behauior
on "t1)e system." And, in e substantial fashion, corporations have been affected by
the downturn in the economy that has required them to focus their attention Isl.,
rilaking a profit andtutting back on non-profit-making activities.

Besides these problems, initial corporate activity suffered from a lack of knowl-
edge and understanding both on the corporate side as to what the real characteristics
of the powerless were and the nature of their problems and on the side of would-be
grantees who failed to grasp the limits of corporate style and corporate capabilities.
In recent years, both sides have acquired increased understanding but it remains t

* be seen whether the majority of corporations will ver apply the same standardS an
en rgy to their social res onsibilifies as to their p flt-making activities (prorated t _t
sc le,,of course).

,One individual who ha., been active) in both corporate money-making and corp
rate socialtreftirm activities commented that for the most part, in the lattq "type f
endeavors, corporate, leaders have not developed a program, evaluated it scrupulous) ,

dropped aspects of ii that have failed and built upon those that have succeeded in
same manner that ey would n regard to their business ventures. Instead, there hale
been a series of single-effort projects that have been tried and dropped or else con-
tinued without modification." According to "the same commentator, part of the
problem may be that corporate contributors look to the programmatic value of a
potential program grantee as only one of three factors. The othcf two important"
criteria appear to 6e whether the proposed grant could create any public relatiops or

. political problems that might adversely affect the corporation and whether there is
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sufficient peer group support, that is, have other corporations given or will they -give
to the same project (The "what is everyone else wearing",syndrome).

Examples of Corporate Philanthropy

Giving resources. There is an extraordinary variety of corporate involvement in
poverty and social programs. It includes bank loans and other financial assistance to
community development corporations, corporate investments in minority-owned
companies (or commitments to purchase supplies from such companies); high-risk
loans to individuals from poverty communities, the $2 billion urban investment fund
created by the life insurance industry, executive loan programs which make company
executive available to community organizations, Black colleges, and other institutions
that aid he powerless, and the pooling of corporate and federal resources to create
low- an moderate-income housing projects.

Some corporations have engaged in a number of activities. Aetna Life and Casualty,
for example, has lobbied for no-fault automobile insurance and for a reformed na-
tional pension system, has created a high-risk loan program for low- and moderate-
income peote in Hartford, has established a $1.5 million line of credit with a con-
sortium -of 11 minority-owned banks, and has made contributions to groups such a
the NOW Legal Defense Fund, the NAACP Legal efense Fund, and the Lawyers'
Committee for Civil Rights Under Law. IBM, f s part, has opened a plant in Bed-,
ford-Stuyvesant, has initiated a program for uying supplies, products, and services
from minority entrepreneurs, has contributed financial support and equipment to the
Opportunitres Industrialization Center (OIC) and has hired OIC graduates, has set up
a "Black College Faculty Loan Program" making available 18 scientists, engineers,
and others to teach on paid leaves at Black colleges in the South, runs a data proces-
sing training center with the Urban League in Los Angeles, gave financial and person-
nel support to one of the New York Urban League's Street Academies, and has
undertaken a variety of other commitments.

The Dayton-Hudson Corporation, headquartered.in Minneapolis, is one corporabION
that gives away the full 5 percent of its net earnings; in ¶973 this represented roughly

J
$2 million, distributed principally in 8 States. Although the Dayton-Hudson program
is probably no &lore supportive of "the powerless" that-) some of the other leading
corporate programs, it embodies a number of concepts that are good models for other
corporate giving programs. .

A basic element of the Dayton-Hudson program is 5 percent giving.82 Not only
has the corporation committed itself to this level of giving,,but it has also waged a
campaign throughout the state of Minnesota to persuade other corporations to do
likewise. A utility company, two newspapyrs, a construction company, a stock broker-
age firm, and others have already been convinced of the advantages of contributing
locally instead of sending the funds as taxes to the federal government.

A second principle is that the funds should be distributed where they were earned
by the corporation. This means that Dayton-Hudson prorates its contributions accord-
ing to the sales and profits"from its retail operations in eight states: Minnesota and
North Dakota, Michigan and Ohio, Arizona, Oregon, Oklahoma, and Massachusetts.

The two major programMatic thrusts of the Dayton-Hudson giving program are
youth and the arts. The latter was chosen because it has "so much to do with-the
spirit, confidence and morale of `a community" and because strong cultural institu-
tions are a feature of all great cities. The former priority was established because youth
"are the future of the society." Beforeoselecting grantees within each of these priori-
ties, Dayton-Hudson does. a profile of the local community, making a score card for
each area of popular concern. justice, recreation, education, and so forth. Funding is
focused on the areas of greatest need. Occasionally this process takes the company
into additional areas, such as. its organization of he Greater Minneapolis Housing,
,Corporation. This/involved the pooling of $1 milli° from the top 10 industries which
has leveraged int $35 million in new low-income housing over the past few years.
One aspect of the program is the first Indian-run ho sing roject in the nation.
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1149..In the area of youth programs, the twin-cckies-based Center for CommunityvAction

is typical of Dayton-Hudson supported programs.83 It brings together the heads of
major area industries, college officials, young people including high school graduates
in the labor force, college students, and others. Joint programming and planning is
undertaken with the youth deciding what programs shall be funded. Advice and tech-
nical assistance as well as broad community supporf is provided by the business
leaders. The center has run a variety of programs, including federally funded job
programs and construction programs to build parks along the Mississippi.

Social responsibility in all corporate activity. One of the most outstanding cor-
porate programs is that of the Cummins Engine Corporation. That company has devel-
oped a program that affects its internal operations and its role in the local community
(Columbus, Indiana) and that also has a national grant-making dimens:on administered
through the Cummins Engine Foundation with its regionally based grant officers.

The corporation states its position as follows:

We essentially agree with those who argue that the co;porate ch rter is a social as
well as a legal contract, which makes each corporation a tru ee of the public
good. How well it fulfills that responsibility is dependent not simply on social
projects in the public sector but on hoW it chooses to use its total resources in
the conduct of regular business. institutionalizing corporate responsibility as a
total process must begin with an effort to -define and bring into some.sort of
balance the responsibility to alirewho have a stake in the company's 6peration.
These stakeholders include employees, customers, creditors, distributors,
suppliers, governments, the communities in which the company does business,
specialized publics and shareholders. The responsibility to these stakeholders .

(sometimes competing claims) should be considered in all decisions abo,ut ex-
pansion, acquisition, investments, new plant locations, new markets, etc.

Cummins has recognized that its business decisions - far more than its charitable
contributions - can make the difference between the life and death of a community.
It has established a high-level Corporate Action Division to continually assesiCorpo-
rate p-erformance in each of the subjeCt areas listed above arid to recommend changes
directly to corporate leadership where high standards of respimsibility have not been
met. The division has had a discernible impact 9n board composition, employment I,
ptactices, resource allocation, investments, and many other facets of company per- '8
formance.--

Locally, in Columbus, Indiana, the corporation has...greatly exceeded traditional
models of" corporate Civic support. The Cummins architectural Support program has
resulted in 20 local buildings designed by architects receiving its supporcfhe local
landscape has been visually transformed, fulfilling the corporation's original pledge
that "each of the best of today's architects can contribute something of lasting value
to Columbus:"84

n the 1970s the Cummins Engine Corporation revis d its corporate giving pro-
gra to include not just the best of traditional charities b t also "people giving." This
me nt the identification and support of wrojects "closer to the cutting edge of new
mo ements for change." The company foundation set u a system of minority field
rep esentahves who operate both as program officers in t e field and as project opera-
tors. The emphasis in giving in the last three years has be n on the powerless, particu-
larly on programs of minority/community development and education.A review of
foundation grant listsfshows that many powerless groups, ,including some of the_4
examples cited in this pager, have been recipients of the foundation's grants. In a
short period of time, the foundation has assumed a key. position among "activist"
donors and has earned the respect of the donee community. -

According to the foundation's executive director,."the emphasis in the next ten
years will focus more directly on 'economic justice, corgibirling the experience of

.
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Cummins Engine Company in the private sector with theexpertise of the Foundation

and its program officers in the public sector."

Corporate assistance to the powerlds, although still insubstantial for the majority
of major corporatiorxs,..has changed greatly in the past decade. The initial superficial
enthusiasm of top etiporate executives of the late 1960s has in a number of instances

translated into deep involvement. To date this involvement has centered mostly on
contributions of time, money, and resources. Theodore J. Gordon, president of the'
Futures Group, has suggested that this is only the first phase: 40,

Such examples are the forerunners of more massive and organized business
1

efforts in the next ten years, efforts directed to improving health and education,

rebuilding our cities, replacing outmoded transportatiOn, controlling inflation,
providing food, ensuring peace, curing pollution and improving the quality of

life for all people.
Gordon may be overly optimistic, but already a handful of corporations have moved

beyond this stage, trying, to infuse their social responsibility goals liTio all' the obera-

tions of the corporation from internal management, to local community activity, to
national lobbying and assistance. -One or two corporations have gone-itill farther to '
begin.lOng-range planning that looks,at the future economic structureof The society

(beyond a profit and loss picture) and to the corporation's role in that structure. The

latter is the result mofe of individual th corporate interest, because corporations
tend 'Mack the talent or capacity Lei ng-range planning (except product develop-
ment) and depend on government for the lead in basic economic planning and policy

questions. ,

Corporations, need assistance (other than self-congratulatory listings of contribu-
tions) in reaching a broader range of eligible grantees - particularly among the pOwer-

less. They need to obtain' intelligence on And understanding of some. of the basic
problems with which these groups are dealing (from a Youth Project-type conduit or

an alternate United Way-type Mechanism that brokers a broader range of grantees);
they need more direct contact with the movements evolving around the country fcir
economic justice and against corporate abuses _(a coalition could conceivably evolve

to push for a guaranteed basic level of subsistence as well as for reduced and more
rational federal interference in regard to a range of social and economic liroblems);85
they need..education and assistance in exploring models like the Cummins.Engine
approach to overall corporate responsibility; and, finally, those corporate leaders
with the interest and the skills need to focus on the future economic structure Of the -

country. . . .
-i.e.,, '..

The Filer Commission could make a significant contribotion by providing or in-
suring the creation of mechanisms designed tameet each of 'these needs. Consideration'

should also be given to more serious explora* of the ways that the public sector can
stimulate and encourage greater corporate activity designed to build a better social.
order. The abandoned Johnsonian experiments were a small step in the rightdirection,
but by and large the entire question (iOcluding-a rev'ew of
tries) of public/private cooperation has been largely ignored. ' ,..., __.
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VI

THE YOUTH PROJECT: A MECHANISM TO ASSIST DONORS IN
REACHING POWERLESS AND SOCIAL ACTIVIST GROUPS

During the 1960s with the growth of the peace movement and the 'scovery of
young people as-. a powerless group in the society, a number of. the m re activist
foundations became interested in funding projects adrninistered.by and/or addressed
to the needs of young people. A number of foundations gave grants for service and
organizing projects to young organizers across the country. Although youth as a fund-
ing category lost much of its vogue when the campuses became more quiescent, some
of the initiatives started in the late 1960s have continued. One of the more successful
of these has been the Washington-based Youth.Project which is discussed below not
only as an effort to deal with young people as a clistinct segment of the society but
also as an organizational prototype that should be considered by philanthropic donors
in their dealings with other less-establishmeqt groups.

, The basic purpose of Thl Youth Projeeeis to assist young people working with
sbcial action projects at the community level. The projects themselves cover a wide
range of subjects: research of the Philadelphia public transportation system to develop
a case for providing the elderly free or greatly-tftced public transportation; assistance
to the Navajo nation in assessing the desirability of a coal gasification contract with a
major corporation and designing an alternative tribal-controlled resource development
program; funding for The Miners' Voice, a publication that presented viewpoints
and information to counter the Boyle-controlled journal of the United Mine Workers
during the recent effort to reform the UMW, assistance to the Save Our Cumberland --
Mountains project in Appalachia,,a group that successfully promoted the passagein
the _Tennessee legislature of a bill that will tax coal lands for their mineral wealth
rather than for the surface value of the land, funding of data collection and advocacy
on municipal service inequities in the Mississippi Delta that resulted .in corrective
actions by the local government without the filing of litigation; aid to the Black
United Fund in organizing a community fund-raising effort to counter perceived in-
adequacies in the United Wax; and many others.

In many instances, the assistance of The Youth Project has been central to the
-development of a new community' organization or to the launching of a new project
by an existing organization; sometimes the assistance has simply made it possible for
a local organization to add to its staff a young person (under 30) who can play an ad-
vocacy role through investigative journalism, organizing activity, legal assistance, or
other support. -,

The unique features of The Youth Project are the extraordinary-national outrtach
capabilities of its 11 staff memberS\ located in the national office (which alsO seves
as an East Coast regional office), and two other regional offices in Atlanta and San
Francisco; its low-profile bOard of directors made up of young people who have been
successful organizers (rather than famous-name attorneys, businessmen, or civic,
leaders); its diligent efforts to provide ongoing technical assistance to projects, o .

enable, them to become self-sufficient in as short a time as possible; and its increas-
ingly effective service as a resource to foundati ns and other grantors to assist them,
in evaluating effective community-based applic nts. In regard to the latter, the Pro-

-,-itct's outreach extends well beyond the 143 pr, jects it has funded.since-)ts inception
in 1970 to a host of other projects or organizations that have received independept
grants on the recommendation of project staff and board members.

ror example,' in 1975 the Project's own budget for staff opeFations, technicalr
assistance, grants will reach roughly $395,000; in addition it will be able
to claim respo bility in substantial part for more than $360,000 in.grants to projects
that it has recommended." The Project describes its dual role in this fashion:

The Youth Project delivers modest seed funding ($2-10,000 grants) and subs
stantial technical assistance to budding organizations staffed by young persons.
In doing so, the Project alsooprovides a unique and highly valuable evaluative or
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screening -service to foundations. Thus, The Youth Project has become an
essential bridge.

Major contributors to The Youth Project include the Carnegie Corporation, the
Field Foundation, the Irwin-Sweeney-Miller Foundation, DJ B Foundation, and the
Lilly Endowment. Auditional contributors, as listed in the 1974 annual report, include
Abelard Foundation, Akbar Fund, Arca. Foundation, Cambium Fund, Campaign for
Human Developmept (Catholic Church), Center for Community Change, Community

,Funds, inc., Cummins ngine Foundation, Joint Foundation Support Laras Philan-
thropic Fend (now defunct), J .M. Kaplan Fund, NAACP Legal Qefense an on

Fpnd, New World Foundation, New York Community Trust, New York Foundatio
Norman Foundation, Northern California Ecumenical Council, Organize, Inc., Seed

Fund, and a number of inditiduals.
The Project delivers technical assistance by structuring its grants as consulting Con-

tracts. Project staff assist in the organizational swes of a project; assist granties in
making connections with other groups with simiThrioals or with relevant expertise;
provide counseling on fund raising, financial management, and legal matters; and,
whVre appropriate, provide entry to private and public sources of,4upport, In some

cases, the Project pays directly for the services of attorneys or e4,PertS hired to assist

grantees. .

As part of ifs management develoPment program for 'grantees, th%Project requires
monthly reports that reflect fiscal as well at program management. Grants are made

on a three-month basis, and after that period`has elapsed Project staff review the
grantee to determine if it merits further funding, Overall, the Project encourages self-

--sufficiency and diversified funding. Most grantees are encouraged to rely on member-

ship both as a source of stable financial support and as an organizing'tool.
Unlike most grantors (and almost all foundations) the Project's commitment to its
grantees in terms of technical and programmatic assistance continues after the fund-

ing relationship has terminated. It is part pc] parcel of the Project's philosophy to
make a long-range commitment to those whose prograrnsjt has helped develop.

Although The Youth Project originally saw its mission as a temporary one, open-

ing the., foundations to reform by, redirecting them to?timmunity groups,not tradi-
zionall_v_funded that involved young people in their act vities, it has given up on that
goal and now views itself as a long-term broker between such groups and the philan-

thropic world. The respect with which many'foundations view its work and the extent
to which they have relied on the Project's judgment in making grant decisions suggest
that such a role is much needed and will continue for some time.

The Project pitches its unique contribution in this niinner:

It is illusory to assume thlt foundation staff members can be Rennaisance men-

''-or women; they cannot be expected to deal with all questions and all types of
persons with equal facility. That The Youth Project is needed to serve a quasi-

staff evaluative role for foundations does not demonstrate that foundation staffs
are incompetent. Rather, at demonstrates that foundations are growing in the
realization that persons and strategies which lie outside their staff's primary
consciousness be supported as part of a realistic and viable approach to
bringing abopt po itive social change. Tho true incompetence is when foundation
staffs ass'Ume either (a) that anyithing which they cannot do well is not wdrth
doing, or (b) that different approaches to solving problems are to be rejected
simply because they are different.

Foundations staff timitations, in dealing with younicommunity organizers are r

not simply conceptual. There are real and ,substantial logistical and time de-

, mends posed by thse types of projects. They are located throughout the
country, many in small towns in remote areas". Small fodndation staffs cannot be
expected to spread themselves over the landscape or to devote the amount of
support time individual projects need to become structurally and technically
sound. In fact, the technical assistarire aspect of The Youth Project's operations
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is a service which foundations rightly perceive as outside their, competence; yet it
... is of vital importance to inchoate young organizations.

.. ,

Foundations rarely make small grants to unproven projects. Even small foundations
which have the greate t staff limitations do not generally make very small seed

grants to unknown and anprpven projects. This makes sense from the foundations'
,tperspective no foundation has enough money to rut the enormous risks which

would flow from tshooting in the dark. However, such ri s as nowhere as grst when
taken by The Youth Project', The Project's expertise and outreach enable it.o, make
reasoned and reliable evaluative decisions. :

,-. i

The Youth Project has succeeded in developing ,delicate balance, whereby both
the foundations and its grantees view it as an effective, helpful agent. By serving. as
an objective advocate for grantees, it has avoided being labeled as. a "favorite" of
foundations or simply a means by which foundati) s avoid decisions among compet-
ing applicants. It has not triedlo corner any mar or to assume a veto role. This is
particularly important because "turf problems" abound among the do-good com-
munity. (Groups have been known to blackball or bad mouth other groups with man-
dates similar to theirs in an effort to eliminate the competition.)

The Project's grants at-6 small and many of the recipients need the funds for on'e-,
shot campaigns. This means that this particular conduit might notibe appropriate for
the large-scale grants that The ord Foundation or a major busjriess corporation -can
give, These dqnors might_co der such small, evels of aidsa drop in the bucket th'It
does little to address systems ally the underlying social "Problems. Hqwever, even for
these donors the Project presents a useful concept." Similar mechanisms addressed
to 'different types of grantees and perhaps brokering larger,grants are needetto reduce
the isolation and relative insularity of many Segments of thephjlanthropic world.

Along these lines, RAI Yzaguirre, national' director of the.National Council-of 1
!War has proposed a "'risk pooling' arrangenient whereby all philanthropic entities
contribute (or are required to contribute) a percentage of their funds for high,risk
projects." Merely making the money available will notbe enough. The grantors Mould
not simply give the money and abandon the scene, but should take tl Additional steps
necessary to see that the grantee becoMes an effective organization.8 r

-

VII .

RECOMMENDATIONS r
Whe most 'obvious recommendation to each of the majOr sectors ,of philanthropic

giving considered in this report foundations, churches, and corporations is "live
up to your own mythology." More resources would be available to the powerless and
greater gains would presumably have been achieved on their part if foundations were

in fact innovative, flexible institutions willing to identify and assume new challenges
as the society evolves; if churches we e fully committed to implementing their trends
and living their beliefs concerning th "down-trodden"; and if corporations were'ap-
plying their. problem analysiS and roblem-solvi g abilities to socially beneficial.
goals that rsached beyond the proVisi n of jobs, gpo s, and services.

The myths, of course, will never be fully realiz d. As this paper has shown, s
promising steps have been taken in recent years to ove,closer to them. But the tep
have been small (when cqmpared to available reso rces) and tentative. Presumably, i

will be the ongoing responsibility of whatever new public-private entity evolves fro
the work of the Filer Commission to enable the philanthropic world to move more,
rapidly in this direction. '

At,theleastithe following steps should be Considered:8 9
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Those donors that have a commonality of interest, such as the "activist" founda-
tions, the corporate social action divisions, and the special funds of the churches,
need to work more closely together in defining public, needs And M p4anning to
meet them." Such communication can enhance program effectiveness without
producing uniformity or curtailing diversity.

To assist the definitional effort, either a new or existing entity needs to provide
underlying data: report's on the extent to which the government (state as well as
federal) is assuming the costs of certain areas (such as the arts or higher education)

or is likely to do so, more detailed reports than currently exist, with breakdowns
of relevance to the powerless, showing where money is actually going and how
this compares with requests (and with need as measured by more objective social
indicators);9' and reports discussing the strategies or types of grantees and pro-
grams that appear to have been most successful in achieving social changes.

Planning and definitional efforts need to be open to the influx of a broad range of
points of view, including those of the grantee community. Philanthropoids need
more exposure to the people who are living the problems and trying to deal with
them and less exposure to academics and management consultants.

The structural limitations of philanthropoids that inhibit their democratization
or prevent them from being flexible should be examined seriously to consider
such things as statutorily limited life spans for foundations and special funds;
limited service periods for board members, application of Title VII (equal employ-
ment opportunity) to foundation, corporate, and churCh givers, restrictions on
the size (in terms of assets) of foundations; and mandatory open proceedings.

Donors need to engage in more vigorous self-analysis and self-evaluation. At pres-
ent donors fail to do this either individually or through their "trade associations."
Outside (or other objective) evaluators should measure both individual program
and overall institutional performance 'against stated goals and against public needs.
(Almost all donors examined in this paper evaluate their programs in some fashion,
with one or two exceptions there ist no overall evaluation of instittitional per-
for mance).92

With the exception of some church giving, and a few of the smaller foundations,
most donors are not set up in a manner that facilitates contact with populist or
community groups working to improve local issues, even though the work of these
frequently produces more lasting impact than that of national organizations.
Similarly, "controversial" national programs or campaigns are avoided. As recom-
mended in the previous 'chapter, additional brbkers (or risk funds) such as The
Youth Project should be established to help corporate and foundation givers make
contacts with these groups.

In addition to such brokers, tax incentives, write offs, or other stimuli need to boil
provided to enable and encourage the average person to support local social actiorf
groups that are addressing his needs.

Finally, and kr11..ps most importantly, philanthropic donors concerned with the
problems of sot; inequity and powerlessness havgot to get more involved with
the political process and with governmental, especially legislative, institutions. They
must also face. the economic structure of the nation head on and help to
bring about a more equitable distribution of wealth, and a greater assumption of
responsibility on the part of the corporate community for its broad impact on
the society. If the city councils, town meetings, state assemblies, and the Con-
gres; don't prodt*sound social policy and if the corporations in an unthinking
fashion foster an etonomy that cuts large segments of the population "out" while
pollyting the environment and otherwise interfering with the full enjoyment of,
life by other segments, then, as one grantee put it, "all the community projects,

ti service centers and public intere t law firms will have about the same effect as
pissing up a waterfall."
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List of the "Activist" Foundations

Abe lard Foundation, Inc., The
818 Cherry Street
Santa Rosa, California 95402

Akbar Fund, Inc., The
11 East Wacker Drive
Chicago, Illinois 60604

Arca Foundation, The
941 Park Avenue
New York, New York 10028,

Carnegie Corporation of New York
437 Madison Avenue s
New York, New York 10022

ee'
Clark (Edna McConnell) Fund
25(1Pa'rk Avenue, Suite 900

'New York, New York 10017

Cummins Engine Foundation
1000 Wisconsin Avenue
Washington, D.C. 20007

DJB Foundation
,P.O. Box-657 ,
Scarsdale, New York 10583

Donner (William H.) Foundation
630 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10020

Field Foundation, Inc., The
100 East 85th Street'
Nev.**York, New York 10028

Ford Foundation, The
320 East 43rd Street
New York, New York 10017

Haymarket Fou ?dation
2 Holyoke Street .

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

Hazen (The Edward W:) Foundation Inc.
400 Prospect Street

, New Haven, Connecticut 06511

Irwin-Sweeney-Miller Fo ndation
522 Franklin Street
Columbus, Indiana 47201

Joint Foundation Support
1 East 53rd Street
New York, New York 10022

a
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Kaplan (The J.M,) Fund, Inc.
2 East 34th Street, 6th Floor
New York, New York 10016

Kellogg (W.K.) Foundation
400 North Avenue
Battle Creek, Michigan 49016

Lilly Endowment, Inc.
2801 North Meridian Street
Indianapolis, Indiana 46208

New World Coalition
419 Boylston Street, Room 2009
Boston, Masiachusetts 021 16

New York Foundation
4 West 58th Street
New York, New York 10019

Norman Foundation, Inc.
140 Broadway
New York, New York 10005

Ottinger Foundation, Inc., The
420 Lexington Avenue, Room 1740
New York, New York 10017

Peoples Fund
1427 WaliftlikStreet
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103

Phelps-Stokes Fund
10 East 87th Street
New York, New York 10028

Playboy Foundation '
919 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60611

Rockefeller Brothers Fund
Room 5600,30 Rockefeller Plaza
New York, New York 10020

Rosenberg Foundation
210 Post Street .

San Francisco, California 94108
dis

SachMFund
405 Orange Street -

New Haven, Connecticut 06510

San Francisco Foundation, The -
425 California Street
San Francisco, California 9411311`

1-
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Seed Fund
San Francisco, California

Shalan Foundation
500 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York" 10011

Sciuthern Education Foundation, Inc.
. 811 Cypress Street, N.E.

Atlanta, Georgia 30308

14-4fSiiincer ,oundation, The
875 North Michigan Avenue.
Chicago, Illinois 60611

Stern Family Fund
21 East 40th Street
New York, New York 10016

Taconic Foundation, inc.
745 Fifth Avenue

411 New York, INtiw York 10022

195.

Third World Fund
540 Powell Street
San Francisco, California 94108

TwentyFirst Century Fund
112 West 120 Street
New York, New York 10027

van Ameringen Foundation, Inc.
509 Madison Avenue
New York, New York 10020

Vanguard
3665 Sacramento Street
San Francisco; California 94118 .4

Whitney (John Hay) Foundation
111 West 50th Street
New York, New York 10020

Wieboldt Foundation
11 South La Salle Street
Chicago, Illinois 60603

S
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Footnotes

1. A questionnaire was sent to 25 corporations, but a number of them objected to its scope and itwas subsequently withdrawn by the commission.

2. In addition to the difficulty of measuring the exact purpote and levels of grants, there is adefinitional problem of how to segregate those iiants that help the powerless. Many founda-tions consider all of their grants for improved social services or for upgrading the performance ofgovernment to be grants that ultimately serve the powerless. A grant to a Black college, for ex-ample, or a grant to add a community services component tka medical school curriculum isviewed in such a light This position may be valid; however, for the purposes of this paper, wehave looked for a nexus between the powerless and both the1funding (either they or their spoke's-men receive it) and the end result (that is, the benefit to the powerless group can be identifidistil ct from any overall benefit to society). Only the section on government reform adopts abroader perspective.

3. In recent years, this has sometimes taken the form of favoring confrontation over compromise.'A Chicano leader complained of this tendency as did a leading businessman. The latterstated: "They're (foundations) not trying to help people set things right they act like critical, editors, ripping good ideas apart, instead of like account executives helping do-gooders and acti-vists put things together. They never act like we're all in this thing together."

r*

4. D)B states: "We decided to concentrate on those gcoups and programs generally ignored byconventional foundations because they were 'controversial.' " Haymarket supports groups"working olchange the relations and distribution of power, as opposed to those treating only themanifest ns of this unequal distribution of power";
the People's Fund syyyPPP ports groups working/for "radic change," and the Third World Fund supports projects adsessed to institutional/change wh h "offer a base for organizing minority people toward cor ng social imbalance."

5. A thought I grantee who has had experience with both government and private programsSeeking to h I the powerless commented on the Tax Reform Act: "That Act is' in need of sub-stantial revisi n. It has had the perverse, effect of channeling a great deal of foundation-sponsoredpublic policy ac y into litigation and related legal initial 'Without accompanying activity tobuild the public support through legislative activity that is often needed to sustain the legal initia-tives. Courts are not prepared Usually to move far beyond the popular will as perceived through theactionsof the legislatures. And where they do, their decisions may encounter far ore resistanceand stir more conflict than would result if there were better public -understand! g of the issueswhich could best be achieved through activities usually labeled lobbying. Example abound of pub-lic policy areas where this is a problem.: the generally, unsuccessful litigation chat enging restrictiveland'-use practices as a means for seepring housing opportunities is a prime Must ation."

6. The John Hay Whitney Foundation and the Stern Fund are currently supporting a major studyof economic alternative being conducted at Harvard University by Gar Alperovitiz and Jeff Faux.The results of that study, costing roughly $500,000, will be available in late 1975 Or early 1976.

7. Many other kinds of philandi'rOpically *pc, ted programs such as scholarshipassistance, urbanrenewal, and less dire y anti-war gi'ants also benefit the pocir, but these less direct formsof aid are not the subje f this paper.

8. Some attention has been given to ways to better Oistri lite public funds and/or publicse 'ces. As indicated on pp. 1137. 11'38, The Ford' FoundatiOn and others have supported pro-grams to equalize public school funds, pressuring the states to increase their support forproperty-poor school districts. Similarly, in early 1975, Ford joined with Trinity Parish toestablish a litigation program in Washington, D.C., that !Seeks to equalize the delivery of publicservices among local communities and neighborhoods.

9. These two examples wire selected in part because of the demonstrable results they producedand in part because they were national programs and inforffiation on their operations was morereadily available than on the multiplicity of locally, based, often equally successful programs.

10. It should be noted that many of the grantees surveyed oi interviewed in the preparation ofthis report stated that guaranteed survival, "40 acres and a mule," or a guaranteed level of mini-mal subsistence waS' the major domestic issue facing the nation over the next decade.

, 196
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I I. NWRO evolved out of a prior poverty organization, the Poverty Rights ActiorfCenter.

12. In conjunction with the University of Pennsylvania's Health Law Project and the UCLA's
OEO back -up center for health issues, NWRO was also instrumental in shaping the earty phase of
the Medicaid program. The organization applied pressure on HEW to issue acceptable.regulations
to conLi ul the program, worked at the state level for adequate state enabling legislation, brought
lawsuits to determine eligibility and to prevent improper rollbacks in funding, and engaged in a
variety ut other battles to improve the coverage of the program. Many of these efforts were suc-
cessful, however, most ended up being holding operations to prevent HEW under Nixon from
greatly reducing the medical program and preventing the states from following suit. .

o

13. The Welfare Law Center based at Columbia University in New York City served as legal
counsel to NWRO in those sessions (see pp. 1118-19.) These attorneys became sufficiently expert
in the nuances of welfare law to be able to influence technical changesinikhe administration of the
program and to identity administrative initiatives that were harmful to beneficiaries, thereby
paving the way for protest campaigns.

14. Alfred P. Sloan, the Cummins Engine Foundations, the Irwin-Sweeney-Miller Foundation,
the Kaplan Fund, and the New York Foundation were also contributors. &number of com-
munity foundations contributed to local welfare rights gro.ups.

* A
15. Dandridge marked a turning point in the area of cqUal protection and welfare legislation
and has been followed in subsequent cases. Jefferson v. Hackney, 406 'U.S, 535 (1972); see San
Antonio School District k. Rodriguez, 411 U.S.) (1973) (education is not a fundamental interest).
While some commentators urge that more recent decisions suggest the New Court is abandoping its
hard-and-fast position in this area, the opportunity to realize fully a right to a minimal subsistence
evel appears to be past.

16. On experienced observer 2? poverty groups commented that foundations never give grants
to the poor or powerless themselves but only to middlemen, especially attorneys. He
pointed to "Operation Nevada" where NWRO launched a major campaign to prevent the disrup-
tion and reduction of .that state's welfare program. Foundations were reluctant to support the or-
ganizing effort (which was the key part of the program) because of its political overtones but were
willing to make grants Co the legal support staff.

17. The legal-technical analysis work of thColumbia Welfare Law Center, begun in response to
requests from NWRO and local welfare groups, continues today, Because of the demise of OEO,
funding for the center may in the future be assumed by a consortium of foundations.

18: Wiley reasoned that only 5 percent of the population are welfare recipients and "minority
movements carr only succeed if the majority is either sympathetic or passive." But in recent years,
hostility toward welfare recipients*and other minorities has increased. Wiley concluded thatel'onh%
a broad -based movement aimed at the economic interests of the majority of Americans will ever
succeed in bringing about the change we desire."

19. The board's mandate was to conduct ah objective inqUiry into "(1) the scope of' starvation
and hunger in selected poverty areas throughout the country, (2) the extent of nutritional know-
ledge,at medical schools, among medical practitioners, and within the United States Public Health
Service' (3) the extent ana quality of public and private programs now under way to meet this
need, (44 immediate strategy recommendations to dtal with the problem; and (5) long-range
recommendations to attack the basic causes of the problem."

20. Additional sutiport for' the Citizens' Board or.for the council was proylded by the follow-
ing. J.M.Kaplan Fund, the New York Foundation, the -Board of Missions of the United Presby-
terian Church, the Taconic Foundation, the Whitney Foundation, and the van Ameringen Founda-
tion.

21. In 1969 the Field Foundation sent doctors to deaufor and Jai'prr counties in South
Carolina to examine children for malnutrition and parasitic infection. Their report of,the babaric ,

conditions existing in the counties led to a personal visit by Sen. Ernest Hollings who publicjy
admitted the problem. The Agriculture Department subsequently announced free food stanrips
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for Beaufort and Jasper for those with no income, but,the project had a limited life-span and
was not extended to other areas of the.cou try, Similarly, despite an immediate public outcry',
there was no serious effort to correct the pr..lem of hookworm.

,

22 The center's mandate is to monitor e administration of Federal, food programs and to
initiate legislation to_change die policies of those programs which discriminate against poor peo-
ple." It is funded by the Rockefeller Brot rs' Fund, among others.

23. As of July 1975, the food stamp be efts pd year for a farm
mach $1,944 per year This is $344 more thin the total assistance
the Family Assistance Plan (F AP) proposes part of Bon's werar

24 For excellent discussiont of the fi Id :see Minority Enterpri
Blueprint for the '70's, a report of the atiOnal Advisory Council
and "Public and Private Support for t
Businesses," a Ford Foundation study is

25. For information on this subject,
published by the Conference Board in

26. With the exception of the progra
in losses or foreclosures.

27. The Ford Foundation is the m
New York, New World, Norman, Ellis

y of 4 with no income will
ffered to the same family by
-reform package of 1972.

e and Expanded Ownership:
f Minority Business Enterprise,

e Development of Minority and Poverty Group-Owned
in January 1975.

ee Business and the Development of Ghetto Enterpri4e,
9711.

s run by the banks, many of these ventures have resulted

or contributor to CAF, other contributors include Field,
L. Phi1lips, and Taconic Foundations and the Sachem Fund.

28 The Ford Foundation report,cit d iii note 24, supra, states. The cumulative efforts of the
past ten years have produced the b gin1 ning, of the stratification of minority business and the
mechanisms to serve and assist each level. Today, such enterprises are no longer largely "mom

4,,
and pop" enterprises; businesses of su stahce and scale now exist." (p. 79).

niations have provided help in securing increased federal
rving in advocacy roles, and providing testimony in Congress.
ion'aI Council of LaRaza,* Raza Association of Spanish Sur-
), (League of United Latin AmericariCitizens (LULAC), G.I.

SER, and Latin American Manufacturers AssoCiation.
foundation assistance.)

r.,

.
30. rtion of the Ford Foun ato1 m's .school finance, grants discussed below has gone toorgane C no parents and lead
for statewide chool finance refor t at will -benefit Chicano children. This effort has been so

rttn Texas (under the direction of Jose Cardenas) to press

successful that the Governor of T 4se has designated school finance 'reform his number one pri-
ority..

I

i 3it. Crystal City, Texas, was ope of the ,first jurisdictions where Chicanos achieved political
ontrol through elective office (th city's population is 81,000, 90 percent of whom are Mexican-

Americans). A number of founda ions have given grants to enable the leadership of the.city to/
build up various departments Ahd bring Chic4nos into decision-making leadership roles.

I .
32. MALDEF currently employ 24 lawyers in 6 regional offices (San Antonio, Denver, Los
Angeles, 'Albuquerque, Wastiingt it,'D.C,., and San Francisco), it has a- network of 200 volunteer
private attorneys and has provided-icholarship grants to approximately 600 Chicano law students.

.. , . ' .d

33. Chicano advocates and lobbyists, (the former substantially funded by foundations) have
been high!), successful in' bringing to th'e,attentioti of the Congress the needs of their constituents.
During' the 93rd Congress the following victories (which. would have been unheard of 7.1(1 years
ago) were claimed by such groups; the set-aside in the Vocational Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and
the Comprehensive' Employpient Jana Training Act of 197.3 of substantial funds for migrant and
seasonal farmworlsers and the guarantee in the fegislatlye history of the latter that Operation SER
(ChiCano-run job program) woulcl maintain its currept level of federal funding; the earmarking in
the HEW AppropriationsAct of substantially increased funds for bi-lingual education (including
research funds in the National Institute of Educatjdn); and the introduction of legislation dealing
with bi- lingtjal courts and with the recruitment ofbi-lingual students in various healthprofessions.. \tl

29 National and local Chicano or
expenditures by publicizing issues, s
Included in such efforts are the Na
named Americans (now El Congres
Forum,* Jobs for Progress, Opera

k(Asterisks indicate'those that receive

1,98
44k,.
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34. 1973 data show that 1,537 Spanish-speaking individuals were 'elected to public positions at
the federal, state, county, and municipal levels The breakdown by state of Mexican-Americans
elected to city-level positions was as follows. Texas, 226, Colorado, 95, New Mexico, 171; Ari-

zon a, 58, California, 203.

35._The council, currently has an annual budget of around $500,000 and offices. in Washington,

D.C. and Phoenix. A portion -of its budget comes from government grants, but the bulk is
foundation money, it has been unsuccessful in obtaining corporate funds, and at present receives
a contribution from only one corporation -- Equitable Life Insurance (roughly 55,000).

36. The local affiliates are Arizona. Guadalupe Organization, Guadalupe; California: Thet.
Corporation de la Raza Unidat.San Diegii; The East Los Angeles Community Union (TELACU)
and Euclid Foundation, both in Los Agteles.; OBECA/Arriba Juntos, San Francisco, Florida:.
Organized Migrants in Community Actic4 Homestead, New Mexico. Albuquerque Building Co-
operative, Corporation Organizada,Para Accion Servidora (COPAS) and Juncos, both in Santa Fe:
Texas Arriba luntos, Corpus Christi, Barrio Development Corporation, Uvalde; Colonias del Valle,
San Juan, Mexican American Education Council, Houston, The Trinity Chicano Coalition, El Paso.

37,. Although council personnel claim that they have not received much cooperation from
business leaders in funding their programs or,in working with them on local programs, they point
to the banking community as an exception to this general conclusion. Both the Bank of America in
California and the Valley National Bank of Arizona were singled out for praise for providing high-
risk loans and/or making technical expertise available.

38. Forlexample, the council has provided information on and detailed explanations of the
operation and effects of federal revenue sharing on Chicanos. Follor9up assistance was provided
to local groups, to assist them in obtaining funding,. and council, staff hale persuaded federal offi-
cials to modify the Social identifiers developed by the Sffice of teanageMent and Budget which is
used by government officials for long-range social service plang(ng.to develop realistic identifiers
on the Spanish-speaking instead of breaking the population Own into Black and White only, as
in the past. 7
39. The council magazine Agenda is one of the first and largest national forum's for Chicanos to
share and disseminate information. Agenda _serves. to uncover issues and 'provide exposure for
problems that are/then addressed by council staff at the national level.

40. This definition is taken ffom the Ford Foundation's draft publication, "LaRaza: Ford
Foundation Assistance to Mexican-Americans."

41. MAUC fias also received commitments for local revenue sharing funds amounting to roughly
$60,000 annually.

42. These firms include two McDonald's food franchises, a candy factory and wholesale
produce, truckiy, furniture manufacturing, and:l5uilding maintenance companies.

43. Filipinos and Spanish-speaking groups make up 12 percent of Oakland.'s population of
450,0p0; Blacks constitute 40 percent.

44. The Ford fouwiaiion reports that for every dollar of funding that it has prOvided SSUC,

the organization has generated eight dollars elsewhere. This compares well with other CDC's.
Ford reports that for each dollar of its funding, H.E.L:P. generates seven' dollars, MAUC nearly
seven, and CPLC about five.

45. Among the small businesses assisted by SSUC are a drapery manufacturing company and a
firm that designs and manufactures etching and lithograph presses used by artists in making

fine-arts prints.

46. The Ford Foundation has itself pointed to the difficulty of getting support from other
foundations for Chicano CDC's. Although one cause of this reluctance appears to be the feeling
that "Ford has cornered the CDC Market," many of the major Eastern foundations simply do

no t include Chicano programs as a-priority.

1,u
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47 see "Foundattons' Responsiveness to Concerns of Minority Groups," Human Resources' Corp., March 1975.

48. A recent publication of the American-Indian Higher Education. Consortium, the Phelps-Stokes. Fund, and Tafts Producti, Inc., entitled DOctory of AmeriZan Indian Private FundingSources (1975), lists all of the foundations, corporations, and church groups that 'have givenfinancial aid to Indian programs. The directory, which is the most comprehensive and readily
usable of its kind, summarizes the operationS and structures of each of the grantors, listed in a
manner designed to assist grantees in the search for funds. An earlier listing of grantors was intro-duced into the CongreSsional Record for January 29, 1975, by Sen. Edward'M. Kennedy. It showsthat as of that date the -Field Foundation had given $782,824 to Indian programs, the CarnegieCorporation $494,300, the Donner Foundation almost $1 million, and The Ford Foundation $1.8million. Other grantorsrincluded Arrow, Inc., The Luke B. Hancock Foundation, the Hill,Foundation, and the Kellogg Fountation.

I

49. The Oakland-based American Indian Lawyer Training Program h`as added significantly to thelegal effort. The-program publishes the Indian Law Reporter; adminthers a fellowship-program
that provides subsidies fo young Indian laW4ers who wart to practice on the reservations but couldnot otherwise afford to do so, and runs summer intern program to support-Indian law students
in the offices of practicing Indian lawyers.

Zs

.50. Arrow, Inc., a-Washington, D.C., nonprofit group, has provided substantial support to the
Association of 'Indian aurt Judges. To assist the association in upgrading Indian courts, Arrow

I negotiated an administers a $300,000 grant from the Law Enforcement Assistance Administrai
tion. The project is doing research on topics such as the jurisdiction of tribal courts, the applicaLion of the separationofwers principle to tribal government, and the role of the FBI and other'
federal law enforcement agencies on the reservation. ,

.

51. Indian service center's,have evolved in a number of cities; 132 of these centers have joined
together in an organization known as the Native American Indian Council.

52. IETI received $180,000 from The Ford Foundation from 1970 to 1973 primarily for thepurOCVse of helping Indian parents in _New Mexico:The achievements there, howevet, have sincecarried over to other states. The project claims that it has affected the distribution of millions ofdollars in federal education funds to Indian communities.

53. Another key case was brought by NARF on behalf of the Crow Tribe to. protect the tribe's
right to 'enter into coal leases in a lawsuit brought by environmentalists and private ownersof surfade estate (Redding v. Morton, CV74-12-BLG, D.C. Mont. March 29, 19741. NARF repre-sented the tribe's interests in petitionipg the Secretary of the Interior to cancel existing leases onabout a If billion tons of Crow coal because of ta violation of the government's regulations re-sultktg irf windfall profits for the coal companies and also successfulry renegotiated these leasesfor the-tribe.

a. .

54. The ANF maintains its network in part thrOugh the distribution of a newsletter, 'TheAlaska Native Management Report," issued twice monthly.

55. Black elected _officials accounted, however, for less than 2 percent of all elected officials
nationMly.

.

___.,56. The fund was a Ford Foundationspinzofrth supported programs related to,citql rightsand civil liberties.

57. 'This was a difficult task because of the competition for both recognition acid resourcesamong groups such as CORE, thi NAACP, local human relations councils, and others.

58. The Cummins Engine Foundation and the DJB..Foundation also contributed to VEP.

59. The Field Foundation gave over $800,000 from )968.1972 and the New World Foundation
during the:peribd 1968-1972 gave around $30p,000. RBF gave $175,000 between 1970-1973.

60. See, for example, gray v. Sanders, 372 U.S. 368 (i963); Wesberry v. Sanders, 376 U.S. 1
(1964);- Reynolds v. Sims, 377 U.S. 535 (1964); and White v. Regester, 412 U.S. 755 (1973).

200
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61 Arthur Wise, Rah' Schools, Poor Schools (Chicago. University of Chicago Press), C
Clure, and Sugerman, Prwatt Kea 111) and Pub in.. Education (Cambridge. Harvard University
1970). The Wise book grew out of a Ph.D. thesis, the Coons book was funded in part by
Russell Sage Foundation.

b2. This,basic pervasive inequity in resource distribupon greatly dwarfed the modest 0E0
HEW funds pwvided to aid disadvantaged children as/art of the much-heralded War on Pov

oons,
Press,

the

and
rty.

b3. Numerous publications analyzing financing alternatives have been put out by the Childhood
and Goverance Project. The Lawyers' Committee has an extensive bibliography of litigation
matci ials, listings of cases decided or in progress, and related matters. School finance reform is an
area where litigation has been effectively used as a tool for public education.

64. As indicated above, California enacted a bill providing increased state aid, additional legis-
lation is expected in that state. Michigan, Florida, Minnesota, Colorado, Kansas, and Maine' passed
ieform laws. As noted above, the Governor of Texfis has announced school finance reform as his
top priority. New Jersey and Connedticut are under court orders to reform their laws, and Oregon
legislators are in the early drafting stages.

65. In addition to local school reform groups, a number of organizations have evolved that a
dealing across the board with the problems of children in American society. Prominent amo
these are the Children's Defense Fund (which receives approximately $1 million annually
foundation giants), the Massachusetts Advocacy Center, and the Children's Foundation, a membe
ship organization in Washington, D.C. \
66. An excellent description of a variety of programs and strategies supporta' by philanthrop
to combat police abuses in Chicago can be found in the 1973 annual.yeport of the Wiebold
Foundation.

67. Blankenship v. Boyle (D.D.C.,197I)

68. Subsequently, foundation funds given through The Youth Project to the Save Our Cum
berland Mountains group, developed the underlying data that led to the State of Tennessee passinag
a new law that taxes the actual mineral wealth of the lan4 in the state rather than the surfa4
acreage. -

69. For a more general (that is, not focused on the powerlessl but comprehensive discussion of
church resources and giving, see the Interfaith Research Committee report prepared for the Filer
Commission (1975)'. The ttudy has chapters on the activities of the Protestant, Catholic, Jewish,
and Mormon churches.

re

g
in

t.

70. The UCC's Office of communications spearheaded ,the challenge to TV stations to provide
adequate coverage of minority activities and to meet proper minority, hiring standards. Its
landmark case against WLBT in Jackson, Mississippi, led td a basic rehaul of Federal CommuniCa-
lions Commission standards and procedures for station license renewal. The example set by the
UCC's efforts has been followed in innumerable cases across the country.

71. The Baptists have been extensively involVed in nonprofit housing, particularly the estab-
lishment of special corporations for housing and, in addition, have been substantial contributors
to IFCO (see below). In addition, they established the Baptist Fund.of Renewal to assist ghetto
projects.

72. The Presbyterian .Economic Development Corporation has invested about $9 million in
minority programs. The Episcopal Ghetto Loan and Investment Committee is a $2.3-million fund
that makes loans to MESBIC's and local, development companies. The Methodist Mission Enter-
prise Loan and Investment Committee was fund4,at $.1-0 million: it went mot of business in
1971 after heavy lases. <,

-

73. A brief description of FIGHT will give an idea of the kinds of groups supported by the
church funds. FIGHT is a federation of over 100 block clubs, neighborhood associations, busi-
nesses, and religious and fraternal gioups organized in 1965. Although initial support came from
the churches, FIGHT'S primary financial support at present is derived from_local contributiqm,_
annual membership fees (from community444s), and fund-raising campaigns. Its basic focus has
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been on community development and organization: Among other things, has worked fo_rebuild
low-income high-rise apartments and to develop and administer 'a Sectio 236 housing project
(containing 149 apartments with 25 percent leased to the Rochester Housi g Authority for rental
to families on welfare). The latter project, known as FIGHT Square, will a o have a health clinic
and a day care center FIGHT has also engaged in a number of business ente prises with the -rssist-
ance of the Xerox Corporation FIGHTON is a manufacturing facility (tra sformers and metal
stampings) that in 1970 had sales of over S1

74 Churches tralce financial aid Svadable through domestic and foreiggi mission budgets, special
offerings collected from the church Membership and directed. to specific cam aigns, aqd through
disaster agencies.

7'5. Althoujh it is not included within the scope,of this paper, churches are .eeply involved in
overseas programs, especially in terms of manriowert,and resources. Recently, liternational pro-
grams have shifted cdntrol from the mission level to the local church level. In a dition, theke has
been a shift in focus from services to developmental activity.

76. Critics of church giving .state that although some grantois have taken is the churchessuffer from the same timidity that plagues other philanthropoids. They do not ive as much as7 they could, they faif to exert the full weight of their authority bthind civil right and public in-- .terest issues, and despite their virtual immun.it-y from political interferbnce, some hurcheyvold
"controversial" grantees.

77. A central role id this area has been prayed by the Mennonites and the cinch of the
Brethren which, although small, have hiStorically been "peace" churches.

78. This is not to suggest that charitable contributions represent "free money.." to the cor-
porate official they constitute an alternate investment situation that must be justified in the same
manner that any corporate invespment mull be justified.

_".
79. Actual development of social audit prOcedtires has been credited to Clark Abt, ounder of
Abt Associates, a Boston-based consulting firm.

80. Some traditional nationaNrganizations, such as the American Bankers Association the U.S.Chamber of Commerce, and others, achieved some reorientation of their programs to ban and
poverty issues; this became an excuse for the newer national corporate efforts to dec lerate ordisband.

81. Another factor contributing to reduced corporate enthusiasm for social programs as beenthe lack of "esay victories." Changing the society is "a game for long-distance ruhne 5," and
cannot be' translated into easily quantifiable short-term achievements. Many corporations .lowed
down because they saw little impact from their work and from the organizations they we b sup- °porting.

202

cs82. Because of reduced sales, the company conducted an indepth review of this policy in 1974
and reache0 a clear decision to continue it in-the future.

.83. The Dayton-Hukson Foundation also 'funded a program that was supported by se eral
industries to get out the 18-year-oid vote in Minnesota. This is the kind of program that many
corporate officials woulgi not Vve touched because' of the widespread bellief that young vdters
may 'Elect younger legislators who chamPion environmental, consumer,, tax-reform, and other
issues that affect the corporate bankroll.

_

84. The decision' to focus on architecturA was based on the' corporation's belief that "The
influence of architecture with which we ar'e surrounded in our youth affects our lives, our stan-
dards, our taste when v"re are grown just as-the influence of parents and teachers with which weare surrounded in our youth affects us as adults."

85. Corporations have been characterized a number of social activist gi-antees as being willing
to give money for or to address anyone else's problems but their own; the contract recdm-
mended above would help to reverse that trend and enable corporations to luence Construc-tively any new public policies that affect their own operations.
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86. The Project reports that from September 1971 to September 1974 it gave out a total of
51.1 million to 143 projects. Of 'that total, ;466,777 came from general support income and
5640,108 was raised by the Project from over 50 foundations as earmarked grants for Project-
recommended gran tees.

87. As noted earlier, a Youth Project type of structure couldsgreatly assist corporate don6ii by
making available to them a range of skills and a kind of outrea6 not provided by,the United
Way ,'"the grant coordinating mechanism currer2tly relied on by the majority of corporations.

88. Similar coordinating mechanisms for individual donors who wish to focus their chlrity on
defined program areas and to maximize their impact by joining with other donors without
creating rtidMliy foundation are also appropriate. Community trusts exist for this purpose in a,.
number of cities. The Haymarket Foundation and the Peoples' Fund have recently been created
for the same purpose. And the Joint Foundation Support in New York City is a proven example
of this kind of joining together by individual donors to benefit the.poor or powerless'

89. These recommendations are addressed ro improving present setup rather than reaacing a,
Consideration should be given also to more radical idea; such as replacing foundations with
quasi-public bodies.

90. This is not a plug for more meetings (which seem to eat up vast portions of philanthropi '
time) but for a sharing of substantive information and ideas. In the course of prepari
this paper many criticisms were 'made that The Ford Foundation, for example, fails to even con-
tact the West Coast foundations when a develops a Chicano program for Los Angeles. Similarly,
in telephone _interviews, I was often able to inform buiiness grantmakers of what churches or
foundations had tried in then field of concern. More such communication is needed. (A start has
been made among foundations with the cteation of the "Coalition of Change-Oriented' Founda-
tions.") y__

91. For example, until this year philanthropolds hav7e virtually neglected the rural poor,, despit4111
the thorough documentalion of their plight by commissions and other bodies. This year a
consortium of foundations has provided mofor funding for a center in Washington that will
work on the hea(th, Job, and other problems of Americans living in rural areas.

92. This recommendation also applies to grantees but is not developed in that context because
. this paper is not addressed to their limitations.

4-9
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U.S. FOUNDATIONS AND MINORITY GROUP INTERESTS

U.S.:Human Resources Corporatiant

Introduction

i Research Focus and Methodology,

The research presented here focuses on the, identification ,and analysis of public
policy issileIrelating to the response of grantmaking charitable foundations to the
problems and concerns of Asian Americans, Slacks, Spanish heritage and Native Amer-

, icans in the United States. The study considers three perspectives: (1) the foundations
themselves, (2) minority organizations, and (3) federal and state governments, particu- ,larly with respect to regulatory and taxing powers.t ,Specific policy issues fall within four major areas:

c.

(1) the rationales for private" foundations (general policy issues), (2) the mission and program of foundations, (3T
the foundations' responk to legal constraints, and (4) administrative and structural N.
policies. Also considered are factors that affect the different responses of foundations
to minority concerns, and the various patterns of giving.

. .Four basic methods were use!i in this exploratory research: (1' individual and insti-
tutional/Interviews; (2) literature search, review, and--appraisal;,(3) securing and ana-lyzing dmpiricil data on foundation grants to Spanish heritage grotips, and Allan-
American groups. 'r , .

1A technical review panel was established to provide consultation, identify unpub-
lished materials, and review the di-aft of the final report. .. fThe interviews were initiated by the project director who contacted a nu ber of
individuals who are working or have N4orked with foundations, either on th profes-' sional staff or as members of the board. Several spokespersons for ethnic inorityi. interests were also interviewed.

All the requests for interviews were granted. Exploratory conferences w th some
, interviewees covered foyndation objectives and research approaches. Policy areas were
I 'discussed with key, individuals. All interviews helped to provide access to pertinent

materials within the organizations.
The literanfre search began with Human esources Corporation's own library deal-

irig with foundations and their relations with ethnic minorities. A more comprehen-.
sive source was the ,Foundation Center, an independent, nonprofit, educational organi-
zation chartered by the Board 'of Regents of -the State University of New York. The
Center has the most extensive collection of documents and data concerning, founda-
tions' in the United States. Through direct access to the Foundation Center's index and
bibliograpflic materials in its headquarters in. New York City, HRC examined and com-piled all referenc;to' "minorities."

Another biblidgIaphy was provided through direct contact'with Robert F. Goheen,
chairman and chief executive officer of the Council on Foundations, Inc:, in NewYork.City.

A fourth source of relevant materials Os HRC's screening of the fertlowing indices,
in cooperation wifh'Information Unlimited" (a professional service):

Reseatch in Educatioh (ERIC)
ti

Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature ri

Social EPehcts and Humanities Index
Foundation News ,1
Public Affairs Information Service Vieth?
Monthly Catalog of U.S. Documents

tThis report was reprinted with permission of the 11.5. Humark Resources Corporation.

, 2 u
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Congressional RecSrd Index

Education Index
Bbsiness Perio Index
Alternative Pre ndex
Bibliographic Index.

Altogether, the search produced about 200 p -docU:

ments. Those that were used in the analysis appearap*Bi iagraphy.
An important source of new material was thelkimmiision on MN/ate Philanthropy

and Public Needs (Filer Commission), headquartered n Washington, D.C. Filer Com-
mission members were-generous in providing access to a substantial body of unpub=

lished paper representing the findings and opinions of the,authors as prepared fbr the

Commission.
Empirical data on foundation giants benefiting two types of ethnic groups living in

the United States, those of Spanish heritage, and those of Asian heritage, were secured

through computer print-outs fropi the Foundation Center. In addition, HRC'Ordered
separate computer runs of grants made to international Latin American progiiiris and
international Asian Programs, including both international studies in American univer-
sities and programs serving. local populations abroad.

Information in the data bank, was compiled from the 1972 and 1973 editions of
the Foundation Grants Index and bi-monthly 1974 editions of the journal Foundation
News. The raw computer data have been recast by HRC in tabular form in orderto re-
veal a number of important relationship's, and to indicate possible directions for ftkure
erhPirical research..'
,. The discontinuit f,much of the literature, along witK the absence of sy'sternati-

cally accumulated da ,Thas emphasized the need for more systematic acid carripie-
hensiye reporting, HRC believes that this report makes a substantial contribUtion*
the literature by delineating and clarifying issues, and indicating areas that can be pth-
ductively studied in the future.

U.S. Human Resources Corporation .

,,HRC, a minority-owned consulting firm with an. interracial arid' multi - discipline
staff incorporated in July 197% _has had extensive national and local "axperjence in Te-

search, program planning and evaluation, and community planning, and has joycirked
with both voluntary and public agencies which serve ethnic 'Minority:populations.

The presilllt of the firm, Herman E. Gallegos, has had extensive experience with_
foundation rk through his Membership on the Wards of the Rbsenberg Foundation'
(serving taliforni?) the National Campaign for Human Development, chairperson, the
Poverello Fund (California), hirposition as a consultant to The Ford roandation, and
his wide contacts with minority-controlled organizations, many of which have sought
or received foundation grants. Masato Inaba, a principal of the firm, has been exten-
sivelylgyolved as paid staff and as a volunteer with Asian Americaikorganizations.

Thfflugh these experience's, HRC has become increasingly c ncerned about the
responsiveness of foundations to the needs of ethnic Minorities, as well as aware'of
the scarcity of systematically gathered and organized information on the subject. The
National science Foundation was receptive to the idea of HRC's undertaking an ex-

,
ploratory study. Gladys Handy, of NSF staff, provided technical assistance and en-
couragement in thetformulation of the study design. We express our apWciation for
hei help.

'Frank Moncrief, senior researcher, and Brenda" McIntosh Walsh, associate research=
:er, cohtributed substalitially to this report.

The assistance of our review panel of ethnic and foundation consultants has been
invaluable. This panel included:.Msgr. Geno Baroni, president of the Nationl Center
for Urban Ethnic Affairs; Mrs. Ruth Chance, retired executive of the Rosenberg Foun-

. ,
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dation; Dr Ernesto Galarza;'Dr Robert Hearn, executive director of the Association
of Black Foundation Executives, Dr. Harry Kitano, Dr. Julian Samora; and Mr. David
Ushio, national executive director of the Japanese American Citizens League.

- The first draft of this report was su6niitted to the National Science Foundation on
March 7, 1975, Minor alterations and additions have been incorporated for this final
report.

Summary
1

Private charitable foundations have been largely insulated from the broad-reaching
public- debate accompanying the spate of recent inquiries into American social insti-
tutions The foundations are surprisingly numerous totalling perhaps 30,000 ,and
in a few cases, quite' influential. Yet, with few notable exceptions, they have not been
subjected to systematic scrutiny in terms of their programMatic functionalism and
relevance to pressing issues of American life. In particular, foundations have rarely
been examined as to their responsiveness to the concerns of minority groups.

- In the last few decades, as thefederal government has taken art increasing share of
the philanthropic burden, and as new social movement& have made their impact, the
traditional functions and statuses of foundations have been queried. Foundatiorts en-
joy broad tax privileges which have only recently been partially restricted; it follows
that foundations must deserve these privileges bv acting in the interest of the entire
society especially by responding to those groups most in need of their assistance.

Foundations 'take no cues from any external political consensus. They never need
worry about running for reeleCtion. In theory, they should be among the most flexi- .
ble and innovative agents for social progress. Minority groups, therefore, should re-
ceive at least a proportional share.of foundation largesse. But this is hardly the case.
The statistics are clear and compelling:

Americans of Spanish heritage account' for 51percent of the total population.
According to HRC 'research based on Foundation Center data, from 1.972
through March 1974, Spanish groups received 0.8 percent of all the (tabu-
lated) funds disbursed in 1972-73 by American foundations. Of the 217
grants rhade to these minority groups, only 39 percent went to agencies con-
trolled by individuals of Spanish heritage. There was also a regional k,nequity
with Spanish heritage populations in the Northeast receiving proportionately'
more funds prom more diversified sources than the Spanish heritage popula-
tions he,avily ,e6entrated in the West and the Southwest.

Americans of Asian descent account for 0.6 percent of the national popula-
tion. Foundation Center data analyzed by HRC indicate that from 1972
through August 1974, Asian groups received 0.1 percent of the total from
foundations for 1912-73. Further, only 22 percent of this tiny share was
awarded to agencies run by members of the minority group. Most of the
funds went to Chinese organizations, molly in the Northeast. The West, with
57 percent of the ChineSe-American population; received only 31 percent of
the funds. Other Asian groups Japanese, Korean, Filipino were virtually.
ignored.

Afro-Americans comprise abou,t 11 percent of the total population.°Accorci-
ing to an Urban League study Afefoundation,grants, during 1970-71,, in the
welfare category, less than 5 percent of the child-welfare funds Wept to
biFtks, and only Q.5 percent to black-controlled agencies; of grants to youth
programs; ohly.. 1 percent+ went to, agencies run by blacks; of grants to col -
leges, ofilY. 6 Orcent went to black institutions; of grants for assisting the
aged, only 3 percent was allowed the black community..
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Similar patterns could be desc.ybed for other groups, including women and Native
Americans. Minority needs are consistently slighted. Only 75 foundations in the Foun-
dation Center's data base were found in our analysis to have contributed to Spanish
heritage and Asian American beneficiaries. When grants are made to minorities, they
tend to flow through broker agencies controlled by the majority culture. Regardless of
a minority group's distribution across the country, grants are often concentrated in the
Northeast which is, nottcoinctdentally, the major locus of foundatidn headquarters
in the,)Un ited States. There is a disproportionate number of scattered grants and little
heavy or longitudinal commitment to minorities on the part of most foundations
which have contributed to 'such toncer,ns. Programs oriented to Asian or Spanish-
speaking countries and studies are far more heavily subsidized than are programs di-
rected to domestic Asian and Spanish-heritage minorities, respectively. And finally, the
small shire of foundation money going to minorities is preponderantly spent on con-
servative, lowrisk projects.

That is, the money flows heavily to education institutions. Of the $1,243,940 in
the data base granted to Asian Americans from 1972 to August 1974, HRC calcula-
tions/showed 55 percent flowing to education and research. Most of the rest was di-
vided among agencies for health, legal service, technical assistance and development,
and welfare. The corresponding figures for Spanish-heritage groups were out of a total
of $11,557,490, 49 percent went tb education. The emphasis reflects a general ten-
dency among foundations. A Audy of all fOundation gr7nts from 1962 through 1971
found education tb be the,most favored field of service, receiving 33 pertent of the
total (health received 14 percent, welfare, S.-percent).

The Tax Reform Act of 1969, though not an inpenetrablebarrier prohibiting allo-
cation of grants to innovative, institu,tionaKchange-oriented projects; has provided
some support for foundations which prefer to allocate grants to low-risk, conservative
programs. It acts as a foil to such foundations in part through its "expenditure re-
sponsibility" section. This section requires that foundations be accountable for all ac-
tions taken by their grantees other than public. charities, givipg an edge to the latter
and slighting the newer, actiongriented agencies of particular' importance to minority

,groups. Hence, the great majority, of grant funds have benefited and continue totene-
fiLestablishment organizations and institutions.

The T RA also places strictures against political activities tuc as "attempting to in-
fluence legislatioc including attempting to affect public °Orli n or communicating
with persons participating in the legislative plocess." Thus foun tions were denied in-
volvement with the political process and direct access to mean gful power. It is no
wonder that some minority spokesmen considered it a "hostile " In practice the
TRA's' restrictigps have done less damage than initially feared. Founu tion support for
voter registratton was greatly limited at first, but then increased after r ulations speci-
fying permissible circumstances were issued. In recent years the Treas rj, Department
has been reasonably generous in allowing foundation gifts to potenti Ily political un-
dertakings. The "expenditure responsibility" section retains a certain inhibiting effect,
but otherwise for minorities the `IRA's impact appears not to be overly detrimental.

The problem lies mainly with the foundations themselves. They frequently. operate
within a constricted compass promulgating social programs which lag behind those put
forth by government and academia. Their bererteltre ingr:own, interlocking,, and self-
perpetuating. They are dominated by white, Ivy League males, to the almost total ex-
clusion of women and ethnic minorities. The same is true of the composition of many
staffs. Each foundation is answerable essentially to its own self-appointed trustees.
Perhaps, given these circumstances, it isoot surpriling that foundations should have a
history of ignoring minority concerns. They generally have not made convincing ef-
forts to fully understand them.

Some foundation executives have recognized these problems. In 1968 Alan Pifer,
president of the Carnegie Corporation, found strong evidence that foundations "are
overwhelmingly passive, conservative, and,sanfhored to the status quo. They are agents
of continuity, not of change." For the years 1.972,73, of a total foundation expendi-
ture of $1.6 billion, only 0.7 percent involved politics and government and 0.3 percent
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involved economics. These figures led ArChibald Gil lies, president of thee John Hay
Whitney Foundation, to conclude that,"foundations are not facing basic phlitical and
economic questions." Thus such criticisms do not emanate only from the minority
groups that would most benefit from a reorientation of funding priorities.

In fact, these views are shared by mach of the general public. In 1969 an inde-
pendent survey of 4,000 distinguished Americans found strong majorities in favor of
more direct public policy activity by the foundations. _Three years later, a Gallup Poll
of the public at large clearly showed general support for foundation involvement in
such politically retired areas as drug abuse, hospitals, the aged, pollution control, and
juvenile delinqdency and hardly any interest in support for education.

Foundations have not convincingly supported programs that seek institutional
change, that challenge accepted mores, and that correfate with the needs of disadvan-
taged groups Programs that attempt to deal with basic issues, that bring flexibility and
innovation to social problems, and that are conducted in a spirit of cultural hospitality
rather than paternalism ace shamefully few. A reorientation of foundation procedures
and priorities would put such basic needs in the forefront, and would examine and cul-
tivate available ethnic minority resources and capabilities.

Recommendations

The recommendations and suggest ions below flow from issues raised in the accdrn-
panying exploratory otudy. The study is oriented in the direction of the stated per-
spective that foundations should be forerunners and not laggards in acknowledging,.
and furthering the dignity and equality of all peoples and aces in American life. We do
not dispute that private philanthropy serves a variety :;. "xpressed needs in a com-
mendable and inimitable fashion; the core of our positio =is that foundations, in claim-
ing to serve the nebulous ideal bf "public needs" and "the public interest," have not--`
sufficiently provided for the needs and interests of minorities. The question is one of
system changes and of allocation of resources. t

It is hoped that foundations, donee organizations, government officials and minority
groups will benefit from the overview presented here, it is to these diverse audiences
that the following are directed.

1 Insofar as there remains a-fundamental disparity between the priorities of minor-
ity groups and those of private foundations, it is recommended that minorities give
more attention to foundations as institutions and to system-changing possibilities than
to formulating technical proposals. Structural, alternatives which could enhance the
priyate philanthropic arena f$r minorities include:

a matching grant system, currently debated publi9ly and privately;

a limitation on the life of donor-contro44.foundations, periodically
preseptedas a viable mandated possibilif,"; and

%a system of community ascertainment, outlined berm.

2. A defense of the feasibility of a system of community ascertainment was not
possible in this study. We have borrowed the concept from the requirements made by
the federal government Upon holders of broadcast communications licenses. The idea
is put forth for consideration both as an alternative to the advocation of a radical re-
structuring of the private foundation system and as an illustration of the type of revi-
sion which is necessary to resolve the question of equity raised by minority concerns.
An attempt to ascertain community needs and interests, that is to say, community
problems, would provide a standard (even within donor-restricted subject areas) for
priorities currently set by boards often on the basis of recondite or nonexistent
rationales.

Foundations, like the media, should not ref), on an '`inherent knowledge" of
their communities or fields of service. They should be required to "dig beneath the

2Q8
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surfaces of majority opinion and conventional wisdom to discovend deal With ne ds
that might not otherwise be exposed.'' Thcy should establish continuous cont cts
with various segments of the population representative of "needs, interests and p ob-
lems" indicated. The purpose here is not to strain an analogy, but to accommo ate
portions of the rationale and some of the techiniques of ascertainment which see ap-
plicable to foundations. A format 6ncompassihi some or all of the following ele ents
could be considered as an alternative to the present personalized system:

development of goals and objectives which match foundation resources
community needs; o

assemblage and analysis of needs data on a regular basis (e.g., every t
or four years) for purposes of competent grant-making; and 4.

determination of needs by combinations of methods such as (a) cons Ita-
tation with a representative range of groups consisting of broad econ
social, political and cultural segments of the communities;.(b) cros -sec-
tional surveys and other sampling methods to establish the nature .f the
communities served; (c) examination of revenue sharing decisions fo their ..
elucidation of community needs, Id) perusal of government co piled'
social indices, and (e) solicitation of,hiformation from the genera) .ub!ic
to reveal problem's of hose who are not well organized and have few

, "recognized spokesmen.

establisK an e
Nation I foundations Coul,a,14,.44;certainment efforts on regional evels and

,r community-level foundations for t ,e sharing
of iRf ation. Small fiRinctatiotis 'tkftw resources could rely on easel available
indica ,s'of community problems" such as demand for revenue sharing programs.

. 10.
3. .to ascertain program e priorities of grant-making, foundations are urged to

reexamine the amount of ffinding expended for internationally oriented activities.
Scrutiny is required inasmuch as disproportionate amounts of grants have been nude,
for example, to Spanish-speaking countries and their study vis-a-vis Spanish-speakirlg
communities in the United States. kt is noted that grants for programs abroad rp.y
carry a patina of glamour not intrinsic to domestic projects.

4. Minorities have not received a substantial share of foundation funds. An equal!
important question, however, relates to the nature and quality of funded grants i
terms of scope of problems addressed. We concur with the statement that "too than
,foundations support only people and projects that unquestioningly accept orthodox
assumptions about the nature and consequences of the institutions that mold our
society."2 Hence,

.. Fpftridations are urged to take stands on projects which involve risk and
raise questions of institutional triallge.

Foundations should not automatically shy away fromgrants that may ap-
pear controversial

O tunding hie-risk projects need not mean shirking a'ceountability require-
ments; programmatic monitoring can enhance experimental projects by
increasing credibility and c4nces for dissemination and breliminating un-
meritorious projects.

Coritrete evidence linking the Tax Reform Act of 1969 to foundation
timidity regarding expenditure responsibility projects is not, available.,In-
sofar as evidence may accrue confirming such an implication, then modifi-
cation of inhibiting clauses may be, deemed desirable.

209
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-Foundations are trged to chance supporting more groups without track
rdcords and without the imprimateur of prior foundation acceptance. At
the same time; a certain amount of longitudinal security shcraidftbe forth-
coming for programs directed toward minorities and proven meritorious. le

5. We advocate that a greater degree and higher quality of technical assistance be
offered by f8undations and organizations of foundationS to minority grotips with the
potentiality for resolving community probipms. Concomitantly, donor groups are
otrged to increase visibility and accessibility to donee groups, with special attenti n io.

ograRshic areas outside the northeast which receive disproportionately low shSr'S,pf
undation monies. Various approaches could prove beneficial:

'-.- Annual reports should be comprehensive and informative about the goals
and turrent projects and capacities of foundations.

Statements concerning grantee eligibility requirements should made
available an disseminated.

1.,
..,Informatio concerning application procedures should likewise be readily

available.

Regional consultstits and/or outreach offices could provide greater access
to foundations for interested groups. ..

, Cooperative efforts and pooling of resources among smaller foundations is
recommended to enhance visibility with minority groups.
Cooperative efforts with the Foundation Center, the Council on Fou nda-
tions, and other umbrella groups isessential.

.-

The Council on Foundations jis urged to consider establishing a minority
group advisory service to grant-making organizations as it has done for cul-
tural affairs,f

6. We advocite that foundations channeling funds to benefit minority communities
make vigorous attempts to locate ethnic recipient groups. The concern is one of simple

stice the right of minority groups to self-determination. In addition, established
ifistitutions to which most grants are allocated are frequentl' marked by poor affirma-tive action records.

7. It is imperative, from our perspective, that foundations achieve a higher leyel of
minority:representation on boards and on staffs. Though not a definitive eleinent in
the attainment of sensitive and meaningful programs for minorities, the dearth of mi-
norities in foundation circles cannOt be conducive to the evolvement of cometible.
and constructive programs oriented toward minority concerns.

-Parameters for affirmative action by fosndations could be established by
the U.S. Commission on Civil, Rights.

8. We strongly recommend that a systematic data base relatinto foundations and
their responsiveness to minority groups be instituted. Current levens of record-keeping
reflect a paucity of information abqut minorities stemming at least in part from theunwillingness of many foundations to divulge such information. The 990 Forms are
often incomplete, and difficult and expensive to summarize.

The Foundation Center would be an ideal voluntary mechanism for ac-
cumulating data on programmatic and representation trends.

Alternatively, the IRS could demand more relevant information from
foundations, utilizing excess funds from the 4percent tax to systemize the
data.

.210
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It is hoped that the suggestions above will receive serious consideration from thosZ
now active,in the foundation arena.

IDENTIFYING FOUNDATIONS

Definitions of Foundations

Privateftgrant-making foundations cover a large territory. Foundations are far more
monolithic, and specific information on them is sporadic and scattered. Thus any re-
search into this field must begin with a clear undersOlding of the spectrum and defi-
nitions of the foundations considered. $

For this study, HRC accepts the definition of aftunda tion used by the Foundation
Center in compiling the fourth edition of the Foundation Directory, formulated by
F. Emerson Andre Ws, president emeritus of the Center, as follows:

. . . a icon- governmental, non-profit organization, with funds and programs man-
aged by its own trustees or directors, and established to maintain or aid social,
educational, charitable, religious, or othe'r activities serving the common wel-
fare2

We include the Foundation Center's quantitative criteria which restricts the num-
ber of foundations listed to those making grants either to organizations or individuals,
although some may, themselves, administer service or research programs. An "opera-
ting foundation," one which uses its resources exclusively for its own program, does
not meet our study definition.

Because. of the explicit meanin given by the Taxeform Act of 19,69 to the
terms "private foundation" and ''pu licly supported charity," this study eliminates
use of the modifier "private" whe discussing those non-governmental, nonprofit
fondations which are included with i t scov of the research. Hence a community
foundation (or trust) which meets the requirements of our definition, even though it
qualifies as a "publicly supported charity' under the Tax Act, will be part of the study
universe. a-

Additional criteria in the Foundation titer's volume include bot charitable trusts
and corporations, but exclude organizatiOns

. whichiffake a general_appeal to the public for fun ds; which ct as trade asso-
ciations for industrial or other special groups; which are restricted by charter
solely to aid one of several named institutions; or which function as endowments
set up for special purposes within colleges, churches, or other organizations and
are governed by the trustees of the parent institution!'

The first exclusion is useful in distinguishing entities that may call themselves,
fouidations, but that are essentially fund-raising organizations. It is an important
distinction, since many diverse enterprises such as research organizations, academic
institutions, social welfare organizations, voluntary health_agencies,patriOc 5ocieties,_
college and altimni fUnds, and even trade associations haYe adopted "foundation" as a
part of their name.5` Andrews himself has observed,

. . . the prestigeful name foundation has been adopted by many organizations
which have no proper right*to its use.tThese include agencies which solicit con-
tributions instead of disbursing from an established fund, and some which are
trade associations, pressure groups, or outright rackets.

211
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Andrews therefore stipulates that "the possession of an endowment is essential to atrue foundation."6
The oppraiional definition of private foUndations used by the federal government

(Internal Revenue Service) was also arrived at by exclusion. A brief.discussion of these
statutes and IRS regulations will be helpful in providing a legal perspective for defini-
tions of foundations. The Tax' Reform Act of 1969 provides a comprehensive set of
miles dealing with virtually every aspect of the ,Organization and operation of private
foundations which are identified as any domestic or fore'kgn'organization exempt from
federal income tax under Section 501 (c) (3), other than certain specifically described
organizations. These exclusions include, basically, three classifications of Sgc. 501 (c)
(3) organizations:

(1) Churches, schools (and their ftftid raisers), thospitals, states and polttical
sub-divisions.

(2) Publicly supported charities.
(3) Organizations controlled and operated exclusively for the benefit of one or

more of the organizations described in categories (1) or (2) above."'

The terms used in the first category are not likely to cause difficulty in implement-
ing the Act However, complications do arise in determining whether an organization
is a "publicly suppdrted" charity. This is of more than academic 4nterest since sub-
stantial benefits accrue to these organizations. Specifically, they do not incur the 4
percent excise tax on net investment income imposed on private foundations, nor are
they subject to certain penalties for engaging ilfprohibited taxable expenditures.

Henry G, Zapruder, in his "Analysis of ProvisionsAffecting Foundations," classifies
a publicly supported charity as one

. . . accomplished (1) by incorporating by reference the definition of a publicly
supported charity under Sec. 170 of the Code-(dealing with charitable contribu-
tions) and (2) by introducing a new statutory definition of a publicly supported
charity in Sec. 509 (a) (2). These two,distinct,xclUsions for "publicly sup-
ported" charities are independent of one another, and qualification under one is
sufficient to exempt the organization from the private, foundation definition.8

Esigntially, under Sec. 170, if an organization "normally receives a substantlk,
part of its support, exclusive of income from its charitable activity, from a govern-
mental unit or from contributions from the general public," it is excluded fromclassification as- a "private foundation." Treasury 'regulations specify two tests for
this. Under the mechanical test, an organization is deemed to be "publicly supported"
if it normally receives one third or more of its support frorf the general public or
governmental units. In additipn, contributions from any one person (and member of
hi family) are included up to 1 percent of the organization's total support.

hauld an drganilation fail the mechanical test, t it may still qualify aa "publicly
su ported charity" under a "facts and circumstances test." This test is designed to
per it organizations that receive less than the one-third public support required by
the \mechanical test to classify as "publicly supported" if they receive- support "from
a representative number of persons in the community." Relevant factors here include
whether the governing body is made up of public officials or citizens who are "broad-
ly representative of the interest and views of the public," and whether its financial

3repqrtsar9 provided to the public at leastonce year. 9
As mentioned preViously, See, 509 provides still another way to exclude an organi-

zation from the "private foundations" category, and thus permits it to.be classified as
4a "publicly supported charity." Two conditions imposed here are that (1) more than
one third of the support must be from specified sources (in essence, the general
public), and (2) less than one third of the "support must ,be from gross investment
income. This statutory provision differs from the Treasury regulations in that it

2.L2
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impuse)/a ceeiili gon investment income, and it includes gross receipts from related
trad or busin,'ess in determining total support and support from the general.pu ic. 10

As Arnold J. Zurcher and Jane Dustan (rote, the Tax Reform Act of 1969 deft s,

at least bk implication Vile foundation substantially as Andrews does namely, as
privately administered, tax-exempt, charitable organization with an endowment or
property providing at least two thirds of its income." Even though a prominent,
privately created, study gtoup, the Commission on Foundations and Private Philan-
thropy (Peterson Commission), in its 1970 report, does not consider the possession
of an endowment as an essential element in its definition, the report does state that

. two basic characteristics distinguish foundations from other charitable
organizations. first, they receive their contributions from a single person or a
ielatively small group, and second, their major function is giving (grantmaking)
rather than doing. I 2 0 r,

'Types of Foundations

Five types of foundations have been identified by Andrew/s to reflect both the
major distinctive program objectives and structure of a foundation:' 3

1 General plirpose foundations, With broad charters, "dieected by, boards of
trustees with wide interests." Most of the larger wellzknown foundations such as
Carnegie, Ford, and Rockefeller are of this .type, most operate .with a professional
staff. 0

2. S5ecial purpose foundations "which are restricted by charter to a specific field,
or purpose," and usually reflect the interest of the original donor. The Carnegie
dowment for Intetnational Peace is an example. These are usually smaller thah the
average general purpose foundation. ,

3. Cpmpany foundations, created by corporations to facilitate corporate giving
as well as to confer "financial benefits on the company. The Tax Reform Act has made
the company foundation a less attractive instrument for corporate gifts.

4. Family foundations, established by a living ):ierson or persons rather than by
bequest. "Their boards usually consist of family members and their immediate asso-
ciates, and they ofte4 serve simply as channels for the personal giving.of the found-

-ers." These family foundations sometimes expand their purposes- and resources to be-
. come a general purpose foundation. The Ford Foundation, which began in 1936 with

arronginal endowment of $25,006 isoine example.

5. Community foundations, composites in which gifts or bequests are administered
as to principle through the trust departments of qualified local banks; the income,
with any authorized portions of origoipal, is disbursed,underiontrol of a distribution
committee selected for representativ character apd knowledge of charitable affairs.

Local variations of this community foundation structure include the corporate
form of a community foundation, through which the foundation invests the gifts or
bequests made directly to it, or authorites local banks to administer and invest the
funds, the community foundation which performs the distribution function., or, the
foundation which performs both functions. Performance of both ,functions by one
entity is increasingly accepted as the N'e'st way to further the objective of building an
endowment and using the income to encourage and support local projects. Originally,
"community" was conceived as embracing a particular city or a limited geographic
area. Recognition that community interests may extend over a larger geographic area
stimulated the development of regional and statewide community foundations.

4
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In 1973, a group of young fund raisers in ,San Francisco publigied a handbook,
The Bread Game, oriented to those from the Third World community who seek money
from foundations. The authors describe it as a ::unique how-to manual of fund raising
for social change," This joint venture of the Regional Young Adult Project and of
Pacific Change uses the preceding five-tier structUre, but further annotates it with
the authors' non- pedantic judgments about the probable responsiveneA of founda-
tions:

General Purpose Foundations. Most important of these >are the particularly'
large foundations tha.t operate with relatively feW restrictions. They are the most
difficult to obtain money from;, generally they prefer to relate to institutions as
large as they are.

Special Purpose Foundations. ;These restrict their grants to a 'specific area of
interest health, art, etc. They are a good source if your project falls within their
area of interest.

Corporate or Company Foundations. Federal law allows a corporation to give
5% of .its adjusted gross income to charitable and/or educational activities.
Actually businesses now give on the average less than 2%, usually in uncreative
grants to enhance their corporate image or satisfy the personal preferences of
investors pr business contacts. Many corporations are getting edgy about flak
they are receiving from the public fof social irrespon ility, so they are now
more susceptible to requests from ordinary folk. If a corp tisor has no founda-
tion; try its public relations or community relations office.

Family Foundations, These are set up and controlled by a donor and his family;
their grants fall within their areas of personal interest.

Comthunity Foundations. A relatively recent addition to the foundation world,
these foundations receive and grant funds within a specific geographic area.
Often they are very large, -since they receive the assets of smaller foundations
whodo not want to take the trouble to administer their funds themselves. Be-
cause they are limited in geographic area and -have broad purposes, they are a
good place to go for funds.'

Number of Foundations

Estimates of the number and size of foundations vary considerably among official
bodies or individuals who have produced organized data. These differences stem from
tht varying concepts of a foundation, the precision, or tack of it, in definition,' and
the inconsistent methods of counting.

Tile FOundatiOn'tenter, for the Iear 1968, counted 22,000 foundations in the
United States; the Internal Revenue Servjce provided the SubcoOsmittee on Domestic
Finance Of the libitse Committee on Banking and Currency with &_list of X30,262
"private fol./I-Mations" for which they had records in 1968.'5 Reports to the Internal
Revenue ,rvice,' however, include operating foundations, trade associations, and
other activities which`eiiceed this study's definition of a predominantly grant-making
foundation. An examination of IRS reports, filed in the Business Branch of the San
Francisco Public Library, revealed such non-grant-making organizations as American
Air Museum Society, American Association for Inhalation Therapy, American Build-
ing Contractors Association, American Cancer Research Foundation, American Legion
Auxiliary, American Physical Fitness Research, and American School of the Dance.

A third estimate, by the House Select Committee on Small Business under Chair- .

man*Wright Patman in 1961, was 45,000 existing foundations. Not only is this the
largest ofthe three estimates, but it was made in 1961. Evidence presented by founda-

,
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Lion autf ties indicates that there were substantially fewer foundations in 1961
than in 1,9 .16

Orr May 4, 1975, the San Francisco Examiner printed a report of the National
Council of Foundations by William Mullen of the Chicago Tribune stating.

There are 28,000 foundations in the United States, with $27 billion in assets.
The assets mostly are in the form of stock portfolios left to them by the na-
tion's richest families The income from the stock is what the foundations spend
for their stated purpose, "the betterment of mankind."

This study accepted for its count #11 organizations required to file reports with the
Internal Revenue Service asa tax-exempt organization or as a charitable trust, without

_ qualifications.
Data presented here will reflect the definition used by the Foundation Center. The

Council on Foundations, a voluntary association of approximatelc, 715 predominant
grant-making organizations, which has a working relationship with the Fouttclition
Center, estimated that in mid-1974.,*there were between 28,000 and 30,000 private
foundations with discretionary grant-making functions and 250 additional community
foundations or trusts also making grants and operating in a Manner often indistin-
guishable from a iprivAe foundation. Most meet criteria under the Tax Reform Act
which enable them to be classified as a "public charity'' with consequent beneficial
tax treatment.' 7
:

1 '
Growth andAssets of Foundations 4

Reasonably complete data are available from the Foundation Center on the year 9f
establishment of the 5,454 larger foundations listed in Edition 4 of The Foundatioh
Directory (foundations, which made annual grants of $25,000 or more, or had assets
of $500,000 or more). Only 9 percent were established prior to 1940. But of those
with assets of $10 million or more (in 1969), 38 percent were established prior to
1940. >

Small foundations, those with assets under $1 million, are a more recent develop-
ment, as 96 percent of these were created in 1940 or subsequently.' 8 r

Andrews notes that most of the foundations created in the 1940s were

. . . family or companyisponsored, . . :differing-in one significant respect from
1 the traditional type: usually they had no large initial corpus, but carried on their -

often substantial program with monies currently received.

Andrews also observed that the high tax levels resulting from World War II stimulated
their formatibn.' 9

in Spring 1975, t e Foundation Center published Edition 5 of The Foundation
Directory, which ite izes about 25,000 foundations for which 1973 fiscal data are
available. Descriptive information is provided for approximately 2,500 foundations
with assets of $1 milli n or more. ' . I

Early in 1972, aboyt 25,000'fbundations listed by the Foundation Center had pm-
,

bined assets of $31.5 billion. Of these, 2,381 had assets of $1 million or more, and ac-
counted for 92 percent of total assets of all foundations. More than half of the smaller

. foundations (assets of,$1 million or less) had assets of under $50,000.20
si.

Jack Magarrell investigaftZI the effect of the decline in security values on founda-
tions for The Clironkl of Higher Education. In the September 30, 1974, issue he re-
portedported that the drop the market that .year substantially reduced the value of th6
holdings of foundations. sample of 22 of the larger foundations showed an average
loss of 23 percent in assets during the year ending June 30, 1974, and st,bstantial
declines were reported for Carnegie, Ford, and Rockefeller. This is important because

'"""t-....o'
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data in a subsequent section show that the Carnegie and rord Foundations alone
accounted for over three fourths of grants made to Spanish heritage organizations as
reported between 1972 and the end of the first quarter in 1974. (See p. 1185.)

Although "contemplated reductions' in foundation grants . .. generally are much
more moderate than'the foundations' loss in assets," according to Magarrell," the
largest foundation, Ford, announced on December j5, 1974, that it would reduce its
gran t3 over the next four years from $2030illion to $100 million. McGeorge Bundy,
the foundation's president, said that "the\.trustees wanted to get down to a level of
grant 'support that we that vvR can sustain indefinitely," and "move away from our
long-standing practice of using a portion ofour capital assets for annual grants."' 2

Ford Foundation assets have declined from s$4 billion 10 years ago to $2 billion atpresent, financial writer Milton Moskowitz reports in The San Francisco Chronicle;
May 3, 1975. The erosion iS due to the foundation's stock market losses.

Trends in Foundation Grant-Giving

The "Ten-Year Grants Index Table," published by the Foandation Center is a'
reasonably valid indication of the trend in grant-giving. (The year shown in the table
does not necessarily- reflect the year a grant was authorized or paid,,but the year the'
Center obtained the information for publication in Foundation News.)

, .

Ten-Year Grants Index
(in millions)

Field
Year

1962 1963 1964 1965 196% 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 Total Percent

Education 0145. 83 186 164 157 191 308 202 281 343 52,060 33
_..-Health

. 32 35 129 103 62, 81 77 106 121 156 902 14

International 52 82 74 128 141 84 93 75 59 106 894 14

Welfare 20 24 44 104 81 82 74* 102 136 174 'JO 841 13

'Sciences f5 47 58 60 '69 78 106 114 93 111 781 12

Humanities 16 48 39 39 117 39 72 37' 52 103 562 9

Religion 5 5 29 51 34 24 23 41 51 73 , 333 5

$3150.4324 556 649 661 579 753 677 793 1,066 $6,373 100

Source: the Foundation Center.

Note A major program to increase minority opportunities in hi he education was announcedby the Ford Foundation in October 1971. The individual grants f h6 $100 million pledgedwill be published in the Grants Index as the Foundation's fina pr gram is determined
Another Ford program concerns various theater, dance and civic o ra companies which received .$6 million as cash'reserve funds

These grants are listed individually in this issue underMusic and Performing Arts. Ford noted that symphony orchestras had been omitted from thisProgram since $80.2 million were given by the Foundation in this area in 966. This multi-million amount shows up dramatically
in the "Humanities' column of the ten-year table.

Data for this table originally consisted of "published reports of the large founda-
tions, press releases, and newspaper clippings." Now the primary source of'information
is direct reporting by foundations on forms provided by the 'center. The center is cur-
rently *compiling a comprehensive listing of granfs'available from new IRS reporting
forms. The present table probably somewhat overstates the upward trend in grants.

2'6
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Formulating 'satisfactory categories for major fields also presents problems. The

center notes that

. , no satisfactory system of dividing all human interests and activitiesAinto

logical, nonoverlapping categories has been invented; and if it did exist, it

would be ill - suited to foundation grants which are often interdisciplinary or
oriented to agencies rather than fields. Decisions must often be subjective,
following the intent of the donor of the judgment of the cataloguer.2 3

The percentage distribution among the fields is heavily influenced by large grants

that are not likely to be repeated. Grants to the humanities, for example, were dispro-

portionately high to 1963 because of a large gift to the Lincoln Center for the Per-

forming Arts in New York, and in 1966 because of the Ford Founkation's gift-of $85

million for symphony orchestras.24 .
Although (he Foundation Center does not provide a formal definition of each

field, it has created subcategories which indicate the type of activities or functions
carried on within each field. These are particularly helpful in identifying the gragt-

giving trends. Included in data on grants in 1971 appearing in the January/February

1972 issue of Foundation News25 are eight tables showing the dollaF amounts and

percentages allocated to these subcategories..

Education, which accounted for almost one third of-grant monies in 1971, reflects

'fourldation interest in higher education (47 percent of educational funds), buildings

and equipment (13 percent), and elementary and secondary education (12 percent).

Actually if "medical education" in the health field, "education" and "international

studies" in 'the intergational activities field,, and some of the subcateies in the

field's of sciences, humanities, and religion were included here, etlaniional grants
would represent more than lkialrof all grants made.

(-,
, .

Welfare represented 16 percent of grants distributed in 1971. Welfare tends to be a

catch-all category. One source of ambiguity is that one third of the' distributions in

1971 went k "community funds" (local "United Ways") and these, in turn, were
allocated to Ideal agencies operating in a variety of Service areas. The next' largest

portion of the welfare "pie" was disbursed to "youth agencies" (14 percent), fol.:

lowed by "re bon and conservation" (13 percent), then by "community develop-

ment" (11 p cent). Smaller proportions were disbursed ,to "race relations" (5 per-

cent), "housi and transportation" (3 percent), and "delinquency and crime" (2

percent). The Foundation Directory states that "this field is underreported" due to

frequent contributions made by family and company-sponsored foun/dations too small

to be included. Andrews observes that in additio o grants to "traditional agencies."

ate those being made to "minority groups." and L organizations working with,inner- Itt

city problems, serving consumer interests, and working on "control of pollution."2 6

Grant distributions to Health accounted for 1# percent of all grants made in 1971.

Sixty-one percent went to "hospitals"; 22 percent to "medical education." Remaining

subcategories were "mental health" (4 percent),; "medical care and rehabilitation" (4

percent); "public health" (3 percent); "health agencies" (3 percent); "nursing" (2 Kr-

cent); and "dentistry" (1 percent);
.

Sciences, International Activities, and Humanities each accounted for 10 percent

of 1971 distributions.

Sciences divide into "physical sciences," "life sciences," and "social sciences." The

latter received 36 percent of the sciences dollar, the bulk of which was used for re-

search.
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Internatibnal Activities embraces "education" and "international studies," together
accounting for 43 percent of 1971 international grants. "Technical assistance" re-
ceived 21 percent, and "health and welfare 17 percent.

The largest portion of the Humanities.doll4r went to "museums" (27 percent); 4' art
and architecture," 211 percent, "Music" and "performing arts, percent each.

Religion' accounted for 6 percent of 1971 grants, 60 percent went to "ieligious wel-
fare."

Prior -to 1969,- when the-Tax Reform Act placed more stringent limitations on
foundation grant giving, the trends included grants to so-called controversial activities.
In fact, allegations made during the congressional hearings on the TRA claimed that
foundations were using their tax-exempt status to undermine governmental and other
institutions through substantial grants of a controversial nature. This claim, however,
is totally unsubstantiated. Indecci, an examination of the foundation trend to become
involved with controversial issues begs the question: why did not foundations become
more involved in activities which may include some risks;-but yvhich also may make
needed contributions to change?

rifrThe Peterson Commission Report of 1970 presented the following data on the
"Percentage of Foundation Grants, 1966:68, for Specified Purposes Considered Con-
troversial by Some: "2 7

Specified Purpose

Voter registration and voter education

'Studies of subjects directly related to public
policy issues and for dissemination of
studies to the general public by publication
or discussion

Community or neighborhood organizing of
an ethnic, ghetto, or impoverished group ,

Grants to individuals employed by government
or persons acting as assistants to government
employees or related persons

Birth control

Sex education

' Urban youth groups (including gangs)

Student organizations

Peicent of Total
foundation Grants.

. 0.1

0.3

15

0.9

1.3

0.8

Less than 0 05 percent.

The sampler design procedure for these data consisted of drawing a random sample
of foundations from each of seven strata, one stratum for each size group based onassets. (under 5200,000; $200,000- $1 million, $1 10 million; $10 - $100 million;
over $100 million), one for company foundations, and one for 'community founda-,
tions. The smallest stratum sample was 23, the largest, 251; data were weighted in
order to correlate with the size of the sample population. Data from the smaller foun- .4dations (assets under $10 million) were collected through face-to-face interviews, while
data from the large foundations were obtained, by questionnaire following qlephonw,coneact. Tht proportion of returns on each stratum,sample varied from 17 pe&ent fof
foundations_ with assets under $200,000 to 74 percent for thoie of over $100 million,
so the direction of the bias is undeterrninable.
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Foundation Grants Compared With Federal Expenditures

No organized data exist specifically comparing the magnitude of foundation giving
to specific fields or activities with public expenditures (federal, state, local). The only
study identified in the literature searchtiwith any feleva9ce was an analysis prepared by
the National Planning Association for the Filer COmP4siort,which aimed at reflecting
diffilences between the priorities of tax-exempt foundations and those of the federal
government." This report compared foundation, and federal government outlay k in
five broad areas. arts and humanities, education, health, science, and sociaLwelfare.

The data for foundations were derived from a sample of foundations recorded in
the FoUndation Center's Grants Index for fiscal year 1973 as having given grants.
It is stated that the sample "totaled $463 million or 65 percent of all grants reported
. . . , and approximately 20 percent of the Giving, USA estimate for all foundation
giving."29 Federal data were obtained from the Office of Management and Budget's
Special Analyses, Budget of the U.S. Government, FY 1975, The National Science
Foundation, the Social Security Administration, and the National Erklowments fOr
the Arts and Humanities. -

The data presented in this National Planning Association include overlapping data,
since service areas are not mutually exclusive.3°

Education

Health

Science

Civic and Public Affails

Arts and Humanities

Social Welfare

Estimated value of
foundation grants
(in millions)

51,200

732

, 387

295

229

159

Foundation spending
as percent of federal
spending

9%

3

2 -
. N/A ,

212

2

According to this yardstick, foundations are giving a disproportionately large ,part
of their resources to the fields of "education" and "arts and humanities." Conversely,
of course, it may be that that the federal government i,s spending too little, and that
foundations are partially compensating for federal neglect.

, /
,Philanthropic contributions are another source of social improverhgnt funding. .

The American Association of Fund-Raising Counsel, Inc., prepares annual estimates/
of contributions for philanthropic purposes in the United States. Those for 1973 were,
included in the Counsel's publication, Giving USA-1974 Annual Report.31

,Living individu s

Bequests

Foundationt

Corporations

Total ,

Contributions.

Dollars (billions)

$18.16 74.0%

3.06 12.5

2.36 9.6

95 3.9

Percent

$24.53 100.0

The total of $24.5 billion-represents only 1.9 percent of that year's Gross National
Product of $1,289.1 billion. During the preceding 10 years philanthropic giving has
never accounted for more than 2.0 percent of the GNP,. nor less than 1.8 percent."

219
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Since foundatiori grants account for just under 10 percent _of _all contributions,
-their impact is related to the nature and 4U-4476f-fhb projects-theY suppOrt rather
than to the magnitude of their dollar contributions.

II

GRANTS DATA
_ ,

e-

MethodologiCal Note

Empirical data detailing grants concerning selected ethnic minorities were-obtained
from the Foundation Center's Computerized Foundation Grants Index Data Bank.The data bank contains infomation as it was compiled for the 1972 and 1973 editions
of the Foundation Grants Index and bimonthly 1974 editions of the journal Founda-
tion News. The file irselective, containing grant informationleceived by the' centerprimarily from the donating foundation. Participating founRtions-report directly
to the center and use the *center's "New Grant Authorized Form" (FC-102) for a de-tailed profile of the grant awarded. Occasional sources of infoknUion for the file other
than foundation reporting include recipient reporting, news reeases, press coverage,
or annual reports. individual grants are recorded in the data bank as the information
/is received, hehce certain grants awarded or paid out in 1971 are reflected in the datafor 1972. The data on individual grants include nearly 9,000 grants of $1 WOO or
more totalling $737,868,363 awarded by 781 'foundations as reported in 1g72, and
over 8,000 grants of $5,000 or more tachIrfr in policy for more- comprehensive
coverage) totalling $715,258,255 awarded-by 236 foundations as reported for 1973.33'
Grants for 1974 were entered on azegular (bi-monthly) basis as reported.

There are certain limitations inherent-in_thedata. The information in the,data,bank.
covers only a fraction of all grants made in a given year. While it represents a "good
cross section of Oundation giving," it is not a random sample.34 )41 -,staffed, larger
foundations with a proclivity to disclosure are overrepresented in relation to those
Without staff which are far less likely to provide the Foundation Center with the in-formation requested on its forms. Small grants are not included in the data bank inthe 1972 data, grants under $10,000 are not represented And in 1973 a change in.pol-
icy set cut-off criteria at $5,000 (a slight inconsistency in thedata). Hence, a detailed
or conclusive picture of foundation' giving in particular areaM'not possible. Only apartial outline of grants to rural minorities in the San Francisco Bay Area would beindicated, for,example.

Given these constraints, our data are applicable onry in eliciting general, not defini-
tive, patterns of giving with regard to selected minorities. The short time span cur-rently in the computerized files prohibits the possibility of trend analysis. The mostimportant years for our purposes, are those before as well 'as after,the Tax Reform
Act of 1969. That information is unlikely to become available in the foreseeable
future, Nevertheless, the information in the data bank provides the best available
source of data in existence during the course of this study. It is reliable and generally
comprehensive in detail, if not complete in the aggregate.

The information herein will be rivaled in accuracy only by the compilation on In-
.ternal 'Revenue Service 990 records currently being undertaken by the Foundation
Center. In that compilation for The Foundation Directory, Edition 5 Grants File, thecenter begins with 1971 private foundation information returns and updates as in-
formation is available from the IRS. The grants portion of the file covers 150,000
grants ,(for the years 1971 and 1972) awarded by fOundations with assets of onemillion dollars or more (approximately 25,000 foundations),4he center notes that

2 ;40
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searches of this file for statistical purposes are superior [to the Foundation
Grants Index file] since it is believed that the grants recorded in the Foundation
Directory, Edition 5 Grants File account for .approximately 90% of the total
dollar value of foundation contributionl.within a given year.3 5

The computeriNed data bank information obtained for this analysis represents
grants received by 'Of Mrcted for the benefit of two categories of ethnic minorities
those,of Spanish heritage aed Asian Americans. The data elements possible for grants
include the following:

. 1. Foundation Name
2. Foundation State.
3. Recipient Organization
4. Unit of Recipient Organization
5. Type of Organization
6. Recipient City
7. Reciplent,State/Country
8_ Full Amount Authorized
9. Date of Authorization

10. Duration of Funding
11. Description of Grant
12. Population Group to Receive Benefit,
13. Phase of Activity
14. Site(s) of Activity Other Than Recipient Location
15. Program, Geographic, or Other Limitations
1.6. Sources of Further Information3 6

However, the only data listed for each grant are foundation name and state location,
the amount authorized, and recipient name and location. Therefore, certain,desirable
information, such as program purpose, geographical region served by grant, and popu-,
lation group.to, receive benefit may be unavailable. Such gaps create some vaguenesi.
and ambiguity in the data. -

Many foundation grants that do not appear in our data are awarded to groups lot
purposes which have beneficial impact upon ethnic minority populations. Our ap-
proach of focusing on grants specifically benefiting minorities is justified as a strong
indication or measure of the amount of recognition and concern for unique minority
needs exhibited by foundations. t;

An important variable used in our tabulation is that of ethnicity or non-ethnicity
of recipienegroups in order to discover what proportion of the funds which are given
specifically to impact upon ethnic mi4orities is controlled by minorities. Our intention
in part is to measure the sensitivity with which funds are distributed. The measure-
ment,is necessarily rough. On a mkrolevel it says little about the intentions or respon-
siveness of individual foundations risible alternative minority recipient groups in a
given geographical area or topical s ecialty may not exist or may noe have obtained
nonprofit or public charity legal star On an aggregate level, however,.certain'broad
patterns of foundation giving to non-e nic recipient groups for minority programs
emerge. ,

' Variables other th n the ethnicity and nonethnicity of recipient groups which are
analyzed include ge raphic coverage of grants, the field of service grants, specified
minority groups desi nated as recipients and specified foundations acting as donors.-
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Grant-Giving Patterns to Programs Benefiting Domestic
Spanish Heritage Populations

The term "Spanish heritage" in our study is an umbrella phrase used to cover avariety of domestic ethnic groups including Chicano or Mexican American, Cuban,
and Puerto Rican. (Grants tabulated include only those to Rican beneciciaries
in the 50 states, not those flowing' directly to Puerto Rico.) Spanish Speaking is-a
term used with no great exactitude by yaripus foundations to mean anyone or sevetal
of the preceding or other Hispanic groups. In addition we have categorized as Mixed
recipient and beneficiary groups which include one (or more) Spanish heritage group
arid/or other groups such as Indian, Black, Chinese, Italian, White and "other" un-A,spicitied minority groups.

The total number of grants reported for the benefit of Spanish heritage groups inthe years 1972 through March41974, was 217 from 73 foundations, with a total dollar
value 'of $11,557,490. This figure represents 0.8 percent of the total value of grantsgiven to all recipient agencies in the years 1972 and 1973. (All figures refer to data
bank tabulations from the Foundation Grants Index unless othervrOe specified.) Ac-
cording- to the U.S. Census, the Spanish heritage population is 5 percent of the total
population of the U.S. As a basis of comparison, grants relating to international
Spanish Speaking populations and area studies of the same non-tmestic populations
represented 5 percent of all foundation grahts (59,952,407). [this figure includes
$1,347,982 awarded to various agencies in PuertO Rico] or 'five times the amount
awarded to domestic Spanish heritage populations.

The average grant received to benefit Spanish heritage minorities was $53,60 ascompared with an overall two-year average for all groups combined of $85,588
equivalent to a ratio of three to five.

Eighty-five grants or 39 percenthe total number were. allocated to minority
recipient agencies those- `organizations actually controlled by minorities. Fifty-five
pecc.zot of the total number, 119 grants, was allocated to various types of broker agen-
cies not controlled by minorities. (The total percent is less than one hundredhere and
elsewhere as the difference is made up by recipient agencies in which the ethnicity
could not be determined.) Minority recipient agencies received 44 percent of the total
dollar value awarded to Spanish heritages.beneficiar.ies while non-minority agencies
received 53 percent of the total. The median grant received by minority agencies was$15,000 and by non-minority agencies was $15,200. (Data in this discussion are de-rived from Tables A-1 through A-5 in the Appendix with the exception of certain
details evidenced in the data but not shown, such as median grants.)

The largest portion'of grant monies went to Chicano beneficiaries, at 40 percent,
Pueito Rican beneficiaries received 19 percent, Mixed 20 percent, and Spanish Speak-
ing 13 percent. The funds which flowed specifically 'to Cuban beneficiarie, werenegligible.

Of the total funds that went to minority recipient agencies, Chica no groups re-ceived the lion's share of 62 percent. Puerto Rican groups received 24 percent of the
minority agency funds. Together the Chimp and Puerto Rican groups accounted for
more than four fifths of the foundation grant money controlled by Spanish heritage
ethnics. Non-minority grantees predominated in the "Mixed" and "Spanish Speaking"
categories. Sixty-nine percent of the funds fbr a mixed clientele was received by non-
minority agencies, as was 75 percent of funds earmarked for groups labeled as "Span-

. ish Speaking." The small amount ($50,000) directed toward Cuban beneficiaries wasreceived by a non - minority organizition. Figure 1 depicts the proportion of total
funds geared to Spanish heritage minorities as they are controlled either by non-
minority interests or by Chicano, Puerto Rican, Spanish Speaking or Mixed organiza-
tions.

As evidenced in Table A-2, only 73 foundations contributed to the total Spanish
heritage figure. The number of grants which individual foundations gave to Spanish
heritage beneficiaries is sharply weighted on 'the low end of the frequency st ale,
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Fifty-four foundations awarded grants to non-minority groups and 37 to minority
groups. Chicano minority recipient agencies received funds from 15 foundations.
Puerto Rican recipient groups from 25, Spanish Speaking groups from 4, and Mixed_

-groups fcom 3.
Thirty -one contributing foundations, or 42 percent of the total, awardedfurl-TS

solely to non-minority agencies and 13, or 18 percent of the total, soIelyito minority
grantees. Figure 3 details the frequency of graft fs awarded by foundations contributing
solely I'S one group or the other.

e,

Figure 3
Frequency of Individual Foundations Contributing Solely to Non-Minority
recipient Agencies and Solely to Minority Redipient Agencies According

-to Number of Grants for Spanish Heritage Beneficiary Programs
Number Of Number of
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The data are of interest because three fifths of the foundations awarding grants to
aid Spanish heritage populations were totally supportive of one type of recipient as
opposed to the other. In essence, the'small percentage of foundations giving only to
minority agencies gave but one grant. Of the much larger percentage of foundations
supporting only broker groups nearly one half gffiie more than one grant.

The ford Foundatioh exerts an inordinate amount of influence on the overall dol-
lar value andlyt/is. Of the total amount of monies given to benefit Spanish heritage
populations, Ford gays $5,586,844 or 48 percent; it gave $3,045,000 or 60 percent of
all funds to minority organizations; and $2,541,844,pr 42 percent of all funds to non-
mirrority agencies. In addition it was the largest contributor to Puerto Rican recipient
agencies and' to Chipano recipient agencies, accounting for 77 Rercent of funds to the
latter. Since Chicano group grantees represented 62 percent of all monies obtained by
ethnic recipients, Ford giying will represent a bias as we discuss general foundation
effort on behalf of minority groups and the overall concern of foundations for cultural
hospitality andlnonpaternalistic standards of giving. Ford is unique. not only as the
largest foundation (whether measured by the size of its assets or the value of grant dis-
tribution), but also in:the amount of grants made to ethnic minorities, and particularly
to -Chicano

40beneficiaries. For'dpolicies-and programs relating'td ethnic minorities are
described In this report in the sections which follow.

The second largesi contributor to Spanish heritage minority beneficiaries, the
Carnegie Corporation of New York, awarded 11 percent of the total grant monies
16 percent of the 'total given to minority groups and 8 percent of the total to non-
minority groups. It was also the second largest grantor to Chicano and Puerto Rican
groups.
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--' ''A glance at the rankings given to the foundations (Table A-2) on the basis of
amount of money awarded to the three categories (Total, Total Minority, Total Non-
Minority) shows some dramatic contrasts indicating interest or non-interest in ethnic
recipient groups. (Foundations were ranked in descending order according to size of
grant awards. Ranking in "total" column applies to the 20 foundation making the
largest awards, and in the other column to the 10 foundations maki g the largest

,_.,iparAds.) The San Francisco Foundation, for example, moved from a anking 20 in

4 overall -funding level, up to 7 in sponsorship of minorities. The Luce ( ,.) Foundation
likewise moved from 17 to 8. The Commonwealth Fund, on the othey hand, changed
from a ranking of three to unregistered in the minority category, aid Lilly Endow-
ment similarly changed from eight to unregistered.

Table A-3 distinguishes among the Spanish heritage minority gptoups which were
awarded foundation funds. In terms of grant numbers Aspira and Aspira affiliates
garnered 27, or 32 percent of all grants given.to Spanish- heritage minority organiza-
tions. The average grant awarded to Aspira was 01,09'3, well above the median of
$15,000 though below the average grant to minority recipients 9f $59,826. The Aspira
grants represented only 17 percent of the dollar value of total monieslo minority

,agencies, however. The National Council of La Raza (former/ly the Southwest Council
of La Raza) and its affiliates (including the Southwest Co ncil of La Raza, the Span-
ish Speaking Unity Council 4nd Chicanos por la Causa) with 9 grants acquired 49 per-
cent of minority monies the largest percentage, repres nting an average grant of
$274,587 far above both the average and the median. The Mexican American Legal
Defense Fund and the Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational Fund re-
ceived 6 grants at an average of $75,150 per &rant for 9 percent of total, minority
funds. Together these three groups of organizations represent nearly three fourths of
all funds for Spanish heritage minority groups. Although there is a pronounced con-
centration of monies among minority recipients, few organizations received more than
one grant over the period studied. The frequency of agenci s receiving more than one
grant drops off sharply as illustrated in Figure 4, (Each.of he affiliated agencies dis-
cussed previously are treated as ne agency in the figure.)

Figure 4
Frequency of Spanish Heritage Minority Recipiefit Agencies

According to Number of Grants Receiv d
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Of the category of organizations receiving more than r grants, the three affili-
ated groups discussed above accounted for 75 percent. Th Aspira group has a diversi-
fied funding base with 17 foundations represented amon: its contributors. Ford ac-
counts for 31 percent of its funds. The National Council Raza and its affiliates
on the other hand are almost totally subportol by For with o ly one other founda-
tion (Rosenberg) giving a,relativ .ely small grant. Ford rep nts n 00 percent of
the. Council of La Raza's funding sources. The kilexican )American Legal Defense and
Educational Fund received grants from four foundations!

Table A-4 indicates into which field of service funds for Spanish heritage groups -,
were allocated. Forty-nine percent of the total grant monies went to the field of edu- ,i"'%
cation. Twelve percent of total grant monies went to "technical assistance and devel-
opment" the next largest area (other than "two or more fields of service") afield
of crucial importance to minority groups attempting to increase their viability any
growth potential. Eighty percent of all technical assistance and development funds
awarded to minority recipient agencies. Welfare represents only 10 percent of th; oral
grants awarded, but 56 percent of those funds are administered by rninorit oups. ,
Only 16 percent of funds given for educational purposes is controlled minority
groups. While 85 percent of the funds awarded for "legal services" is mority con-
trolled, it represents only 3 percent of total funds. From a differe perspective, of
the funds contributed directly to minority groups, only 6 percent, ent to legal serv-
ices, though 20 percent went to technical assistance and develop ent and another 20
percent tb educational programs. ,..

Table A-5 categorizes the dollar value of grants by geogra ical egion of the U..
(as defined by U.S. Census data") and ethnicity of bene ciary gr ps. Part B also
notes the aggregate funds going to urban and rural areas nd state', egional, local,
and national areas. The largest proportion of total grant val e, or 31 percent, went to
national programs. (A grant was designated as "national" if the program-was specified
as national in scope or the implication was clear due tot e nature of the recipient-
agency or the grant description. In addition schblarship,arid other university pro-
grams concerning minorities were designated as national tulless.a dearly local interest
was indicated.)

According to the U.S. census 13 percent of the total Spanish heritage popUlation
in the U.S. is located in the Northeast. However, 27 percent of the funds allocated to
Spanish heritage populations from foundations goes to the Northeast. Thirty-ode
percent of the total Spanish heritage population is located in the South (which in-
cludes Texas) but only 23 percent of foundation funds to the Spanish heritage popu-
lation is contributed to the South. We have already noted the sparseness of grants to
Cuban groups and programs. While 47 percent of the Spanish heritage populatio
resides in the West only,16 percent of total funds were alloeited to the West.3 8 1
the national funds are excluded in calculating the ratios between regions, of the r --
gional total of $7,953,290, the West receives 24 percent of the funds the South 34
percent, the Northeast 39 percent and North Central region 4 percent. (See Figure 5.)

It is obvious tat a disproportionate 'share of foundation funds are spent in -the
Northeast whit -e a large number of foundations are located. However, while the dis-
parity remain! between the Northeast and Southwest, a calculation based on the
Southwestern states diminishes the discrepancy between the population of that area
and allocation. The five Southwestern states of Arizona, California, Colorado, New
Mexico, and Texas, which are frequently cited as a geographical unit of analysis for
studying Spanish _Speaking minorities, account for approximately 50 percent of the
U.S. Spanish-heritage population." (The Census Bureau used a measure of "Spanish-
surname" persons to identify the group in the five Sout estern states. The Spanish-
heritage figure for the total population is derived from a ariety of measures including
Spanish surname. These figures have been challenged the basis on underenumera-
tion of the, Spanish heritage minority group.) The rants awarded to those states
amounted to $3,772,243 and represented approxima ly 33 percent of total funds and
47 percent of all non-national funds to Spanish her' age beneficiaries. However, there

e
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TFigure 5 *
Distribution of Grant Funds to Spanish Heritage Population By
Regional and National Programs Compared with Distribution of

Spanish Heritage Population by Region
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is an inordinately heavy reliance on The Ford Foundation. It accounted for 100 per-
cent of all non-national grants to)rizona, 80 percent to California, 45 percent to New
MeXico, and 34 percent to Texas for an overall rate of 56 percent. This reflects again
the low level of access and visibility of minorities outside of the Northeast to the vast
majority of foundations.

.. 1%

Grant-Giving Patterns to Programs Benefiting Domestic
Asian American Populations 1.

"--,-
,

Asian American beneficiary populations are subcategorked as Chipese American,
Japanese American,' Korean American, Filipino, Asian American' (a non-specific or
general category used by some foundations in awarding certain grants), and Mixed
representing one or more Asian groups and/or other ethnic, minority oi white groups.
The total amount of grants reported from 1972 through August 1974 as , benefiting
Asian groups is so small $1,243,940 or 0.1 percent (as opposed to 0.6 percent of the
population) of the total reported in the Foundation Grant Index for 1972 and 1973

i that the analysis can easily become biased. (A grant to Harvard University from the
Ford Foundation of $43,600 was awarded to Japanese American professors at Har-

I yard for a study of future needs of management education in Japan. the grant was
categorized' as benefiting Asian Americans ih the "other" Massachusetts locality,
through a non-minority recipient agency, in the field of technical assistance, develop-
ment. Because Ford made an unusual effort to involve ethnics in such an arda study
tc. he award was categorizekd as benefiting Japanese Americans. However, the grant is

1
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unique in that it represents the total amount of funding to any Japanese American
program reported, and it must be considered in that light.

rants to the Chinatown/North Beach District Council, S.F., benefiting Chinese
Americans were categorized) as awarded to a Chinese American recipient agency,
though theEouncil is actually mixed.

A grannto Break Free, Inc., N.Y.C., of $0,000 benefiting mainly Chinese Ameri-
cans was categorized as awarded to a Chinese American recipient agency for the-bene-
fit of Chinese Americans. Break Free, Inc., is an ethnically mixed organization with a
mixed clientele; the largest percentage of the clientele and organization composition,
however (35 percent), is Chinese American.

A grant to tijie University of Massachusetts, Boston, from the ford Foundation for
a "program which trains experienced teachers and administrators to implement bi-
lingual public education for children from Spanish-, Italian-, and Chinese-speaking
homes, to develop new forms of instruction for parochial schools,And to design in-
structional programs for a new open space elementary school'Aras categorized as
benefiting a mixed population through a non-minority recipient agency.)

The-iotal grants,reported for Asian programs was 42 with 15 grants awarded to,
ethnic beneficiaries and 27 to non-minority agencies. (Data in this discussion are de-
rived from Tables A,6 through A-11 in the Appendix with the exception of certain
details evidenced in the data but not shown, such as median grants.) The average grant
to all Asian beneficiaries was $29,618 and to Asian minority recipients was' $17,953.
Both figures are far below the average of the total of all grants in 1972 and 1973. The
median grant for Asian minority recipient agericies is $15,000 and for non-minority
agencies is $20,000:

The funds benefiting Asian groups (see Table A-6) flow overwhelmingly to Chinese
beneficiaries. Figure 6 depicts the proportion 'okall funds, allcipated to each group, as
well as a rough adjusted calculation which subtracts two thi s of the University of
Massachusetts grant and one half of the other four "mixed" grants Rom appropriate
totals. (Because the University of Massachusetts grant is so large in relation to total
giving, and because the entire grant is not awarded for bilingual programs, occasional
adjustments the grant is decreased by two thirds are made in the analysis where
it seemed necessary or desirable. The other four grants in the "mixed" beneficiary
group, though not as extreme, will also. be adjusted by half in rtain instances.) .

The adjusted gross depicts dramatically the fact that hen we speak of Asian
(Americans in relation to grantsManship, groups other tha Chinese American are
,statistically almost negligible.

Only 22 percent of the funds for Asian minority s are controlled by ethnic
agencies. Seventy -eight percent flows 'to 'broker groups. inese American groups
receive only, J8 percent of total Asian funds (24 percent of "adjusted" totals see
Figure 7) though 85 percent of minority-controlled funds are awarded to-Chinese
American groups. Figure 7 illustrates the flow of grant monies to Asian beneficiaries
by type of recipient group.

Table A-7 depicts the relationship of individual foundations to Asian groups. Seven-
teen foundations were represented as 'responSive to Asian needs. Nine contributed
to minority recipient agencies and 14 to non-minority organizations. Of the 9 founda-
tions awarding funds to minority controlled groups, 77 percent gave only one grant;
and of the 14 giving to non-minorities, 50 percent allocated only one grant. Of the
total 17 foundations which gave tol Asian beneficiaries, 65 percent awarded only one
or two grants in the two and one-half year period. Nine fctundations or 21 percent of
the total awarded funds solely to non-minority agencies, and three or 7 percent of the
total, solely to minority grantees.

The Ford Foundation was once again in the forefront of those giving to ethnic
concerns. When an adjustment is mdde for the University of, Massachusetts grant,
Ford drops only to secorfd place, behind the San Francisco Foundation. However,
Ford gave' no Asian grants to Asian membership groups The San Francisco Founda-
tion contribUted six such grants and ranks first in that category. Other notable rank
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Figure 6

Distribution and Hypothetical Adjusted Distribution of Grant Funds By
Ethnicity of Asian Beneficiary

Percent
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changes include the Luce (H.) Foundation which moved from seventh place in the
total category to second in the ranks of foundations contribUting most heavily, to
minority groups. The Akbar F4ind also moved upward from tenth to third place.

Table A-8 describes the mibority recipient organizations which were able to obtain
grants from foundations. Only two agencies were able to solicit more than one grant
the Asian Law Caucus, San Francisco, and the Chinatown/North Beach District Coun-
cil, San Francisco both received two awards. The largest single grant, to Break Free,

iInc., represented o ly $50,000.
Table A-9 cat gorizes grants made according to field of service gnd ethnicity or

non-ethnicity, or recipient agencies. Fifty-five percent of the-total fending level was
allocated to education and research programs including 30 percent to community pro-.
grams such as language and family planning education and 12 percent to Asian Ameri-
can studies programs. Twenty-one percent of the total was given to welfare projects.

Fifty-two percent of the minority agency dollar was used for educational programs
including 18 percent to Asian American Studies. All of the funds for "Legal Services"
were obtained by minority agencies, but none of the funds for technical assistance
and development. Thirty-four percent of the Asian American Studies dollar was
obtained by minority groups, but only 8 percent of the educational,community pro-
grams portion went to such groups.

Table A-10 illustrates the geographic distribution of foundation dollars for Asian
_beneficiaries and once again the proportions are heavily skewed in favor of the North-
east. Figure 8 superimposes U.S. Census data concerning the percent of total Chinese

)
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Figure 7
Percent of Total Grant Monies tQ Asian B'

Controlled by Types of Recipient Age
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Americans residing in selected regionil and urban areas, onto the percent of totalfunds benefiting Chinese Americans in the same selected areas.
As can be seen; not only are the foundation funds for Chinese beneficiaries concen-trated in the East, but also in New York City. Whire only 18 percent of the populatioa,..:of Chinese Americans resides in New York City 66 percent or two thins of foundation

funds for Chinese; mericans is distributed there.4°
It 15 interesting to note that while domestic Asian groups received such a Small (0.1)percent. of foundation grants, international Asian programs (including international orarea (Eastern) studies in American Universities asovell as various programs aimed atAsian and Pacific countries including India, Australia, and Pakistan) received 3 per-cent ortotal funds ($44,624,113). In other words, international and internationalstudy Asian programs received over 30 times more monies from American foundationsthan domestic Asian programs. Table A-11 gives a detailed breakdown of the field ofservice for which international Asian grants are allocated. Thirty-four percent of thetotal is spent on area studies: Fifty-two percent of the funds is spent on other educa-

tional and research programs in Asian countries. In total, the broad educational cate-gory:accounts for 86-percent of internationalAsian funds.
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Figure 8
Distribution of Grant Funds to Chinese! American Beneficiaries by

Two Regions and Two Metropolitan Sta istical Areas Compared with
Distribution of Chinese American Po uladon by the Same Areas
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Summary -

Although the data base is imperfect, certain patterns are manifested so strongly as

',to suggest biases and disparities in grant distribution.
Total grants directed in all program areas to the benefit of specified minorities rep-

resented less than 1 percent of all grant monies in-the data base though the same
groups account for nearly 6 percent of the population. On the other hand, foundations
supported programs related to Asian and Latin populations outside' the United States

at a much higher rate. Given the well-documented needs and discriminatory problems
faced by minorities, their share of foundation funds seems woefully inadequate.

Similarly, the number of foundations which have expressed interest in the concerns

of ethnic minorities by contributing tangible aid is, relatively speaking, very small.
Only 75 foundations were represented in the combined analysis. (AlLbuttwo founda-
tionS which allocated funds to Asian beneficiaries also allocated funds to Spanish
heritage beneficiaries.) Of those foundations which did contribute to minority bene-
ficiaries the great majority gave only one or two grants over a two-year.period. The
implication is that there is a disproportionate number of scattered grants and little
consistent commitment on the part of foundations. On the other hand, one founda-
tion, Ford, contributed so heavily relative to other foundations that a general picture
of minority-related grant-making patterns is inordinately influenced by its deiisions.
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The data strongly indicate that paternalistic grant-making rather than cultural
;hospitality predominate's among foundations interested. in the concerns of the minori-
tier studied. Fifty-three percent of Spanish heritage funds and 78 percent of Asian
funds were administered by white or. non-ethnic/racial minority "broker" agencies
actingas middlemen for minority benef,95ies. Many foundations contributed solely

. to non-minority recipient agencies.
Our analysis also revealed a need for found ions to offer greater access and tech-

itical assistance to groups and agencies remove from the locus of greatest foundation
concentration in the Northeast. While only 13 percent of the total Spanish heritage
population resides in the Northeast, 27 percent of total funds and 39 percent of non-national funds were allocated to that region. Forty-seven percent of the Spanish
heritage population is located in the West, though only 24 percent of non-national
funds flowed there, The Southwest achieyed near parity with jts population propor-
tion, but the reliance on The Ford Foundation is inordinately heavy a factor indi-cating difficulty in attaining access to other foundations. Aspira and its affiliates inthe Northeast received funds frOm 17 foundations and relied on Ford for less than' athird of its monies. The National Council of La Raza and its affiliates received fundsfrom only 2 foundations, with over 99 percent coming from Ford. Asian grant-makingpatterns show a startling bias in favor of the Northeast. Sixty-six percent of all grantfunds flowed to New York City which has 18 percent of the total Asian population.

The most heavily favored field of service for the distribution orfunds to the minor-ity interests was education accounting for approximately half Of total funding.
While educational programs are vitally important, they are not generally controlledby minority groups nor are they oriented to system-changing efforts.

Lastly, certain groups 'of. ethnic minorities in our study remain virtually unrecog-
nized by foundations. In particular, Japanese, Korean, and Filipino populations have
status neither as recipients nor as beneficiaries if measured by the paucity of grants
directed to those groups as shown in the data.

AMERICAN PHILANTHROPY AND THE PUBLIC INTRIEST

Rationale For Private Foundations GenerafPolicy Issues

As the preceding discussion showed, governmental institutions, particularly on thefederal level, dominate most program areas once ministered solely by private philan-
thropy. The massive presence of the federal government in social policy areas has
caused a fundamental shift in the role and rationale of-private philanthropic organi-zations, including foundations, in contemporary society. Whereas the previous justifi-
cation for private foundations rested comfortably on their seeming indispensability,
commensurate with the importance of their social role, current rationalesoust rely
on more subtle supportive pillars. There is a more or Jess pervasive doubt trIt private
foundations are now necessary. This is reflected' in the comment of one public official
that foundations not be considered "essential" to American society, but rather "de-
sirable."4 I Recent entanglements with the public sector have underscored the dimen-sions of the issues raised areas of foundation activity have been partially proscribedand claims have been made on mqnies formerly controlled only by foundations.

The two broad philosophical questions which may be raised in Lhis regard concern-ing private foundations, and around which bajc discussions may'be conducted, arethose of relevance and legitimacy. In the face of pervasive governmental activity, what
significant contributions ate foundations uniquely equipped tp offer American society
which, justify their protected existence; i.e., how do:--they relate to today's society?
Given current democratic mechanisms to distribute funds in the "public interest,"
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how are foundations, which have an essentially elitist mechanism for accumulating
and distributing tax-protected funds for the "collective good," made legitimate?

A measure of the seriousness of the issues facing foundations, today is precisely
that the underlying justification for their existence has been attacked; it is no longer
obvious that they fulfill unmet needs in a manner which is better or even markedly
different from public mechanisms. A frequent defense of foundation relevance is that
they can uniquely act innovatively;fleNibly, efficiently, and independently. The case
for the legitimacy of foundations is based on the traditional intrinsic value placed
on pluralism, diversity, the concepts of voluntarism and private initiatives. A later
section will analyze these issues as they bear upon minority interests. -

The legal-conceptual base of foundations is often praised for the maximum freedom
it allows for innovation. Given generally the restrictions of a donor's wishes (which
may be abrogated if outmoded), a foundation has great latitude to commit resources
to untried areas without being bound by past constraints. It can act as the much men-
tioned "cutting ed " of ial change. Conversely, in the opinion of certain observers
of government processes, one of the most significant variables affecting the nature
of budget decision making in the public sector is those commitments which have al-
ready been made in the past, a process Which has been aptly named "incrementalism."
(See_p.g., Aaron Wildaysky, Politics of the Budgetary Process, 2nd ed., Little Brown,
Boston, 1974.)

Concomitantly, an advantage of foundations consistently applauded in the litera-
ture is that of "flexibility," the ability to mobilize rapidly and to respond imaginative-
ly to diverse or controversial conditions because of the lack of external constituencies
and the freedom from internalwerating compuRions.

Foundations do not Fack structural restraints, but they are relatively and uniquely
free from pressures facing governmerri'and operating age ci . A foundation need not
raise money for internal sup rt, need not satisfy Noters, cus mers, or advertisers,"
need not fear failure or be obligated to duplicate success. It may t ad in controversial
areas without prior approval and (within boundaries) without ad Jse arsequence.
Fritz Heimann argues that the public ,criticism to which foundations are subjected
represents a different order of constraint. He sees

. . . a basic difference between having to earn the active and continuing support
of outside constituencies to remain in existence, and having to avoid activities
which could trigger widespread opposition. The latter is at most a negative dis-

,,cipline.42

Whether the "negttive discipline" is a major or minor factor in foundation activity
will be discussed in a later section. Suffice it to say that foundations can exhibit the
conservative and inflexible tendencies manifested by other institutions regardless of
their special ciicuThsiances.

Another issue area cites foundations' superior efficiency in programmatic activity
as ougsed to the cost/benefit ratio of governmental programs.The stereotypical new
government program is Often depicted as spawr*g insatiable bureaucracies ntt easily
managed. On the other hand, serious evaluations of foundation performance vis-a-vis
governmental efforts are,difficult or impossible to undertake adequately.

As one observer noted:

. . there is no way of giving a.totally objective or definitive answer to the ques-
tions of private philantpropy's overall worth or efficiency, either when measured
by its own aspirations or when Compared waft government's present or future
capacity to do the same things with the same money.4 3

The capacity of foundations to act independently of government and, potentially,
as critics oflovernment is a further justification of private philanthropic initiatives.
As4,o,the relative performance of government versus foundations, one critic says:
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. .. the value of private philanthropy lies ... in the fact thatsit exists and is avail-
able to a public that chronically needs something more than government always
and alone can provide.4 4

CrAn indepth analysis of the foundation role as public policy critic will appeal' in a later,chapter. The arguments here are offered as theoretical statements depicting possible
not actual behavior by foundation5, as a class.

More basic, normative concepts,are raised by the question of the legitimacy of
private foundations within a democratic context. While the term "pluralism" (refer-
ring to private initiatives) is used so frequently and mechanically in philanthropic
literature that it has reached the point of incantation, it still represents a vital strain oftheory and action in American life. The converse of an acceptance (or encouragement)
of private definitions and actions for,the community good is a premise that "elected
representatives of the people alone should decide what is for the benefit of the com-

a munity."4s The appeal of such a proposition lies in its attack upon the aspects ofelitism and paternalism which are intrinsic elements of private philanthropy. The very
nonaccountability which allows decision-making flexibility is the same property which
brands all private decisions for the "public' good suspect. Nevertheless, in spite of

/trends against the tradition of philanthropic liberalist* the implied alternative, monop-olistic public control of all social welfare decisions, remains a dubious scenario.
In conjunction with the argument which recognizes pluralism in the form of private

philanthropy as an important ,aspect ofa collective and democratic society on a broadscale is the assumption that individual voluntarism and private initiative are essential
traits to be fostered on a personal scale. The Peterson Commission gave special im-
portance to the meaning of voluntarism in its justification of adual system of resource
allocation for the general welfare: As the commission' reported,

We believe that a society which encourages a sense among its citizens that they
have a reciprocal responsibility for themselves and for others strengthens its ownfabric whereas a society which spurs every man to live in and for himself .
along weakens the society by weakening the bonds of fraternity.46

Another recent expression pf the rationale for foundations and private philan.-
thropy embraced similar premises, again without reference' to performance criteria.
It emphasized:

The importance of encouraging voluntarism in the satisfying of social needs, of
maintaining the human, empathetic feeling of personal responsibility in the faceof social needs.

The wisdom of decentralization, down to the local, grass roots, of some portion
of the tasks of providing our educational, cultural, charitable services.
The aefulness of having available some alternatives to many Government serv-
ices, even when these Government services may be universally accepted as the
nor m. 4 7

Public Policy and Tax Incentives for Private Philanthropy

Charitable organizations, including private foundations, have long.been supported
in their claims of legitimacy and relevancy by a policy of specialized tax incentives and

-minimal 'regulatory control designed to encourage private philanthropy. The "rela-tively generous tax treatment which, up to now, the government has accorded founda-
tions . . . may be said to have stimulated the growth of foundations both in numbpr
and in assets."'" Historically, the two kinds of specialized tax treatment afforded
philanthropic institutions are the charitable contribUtionsleduction and tax exemption
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of cFiantable income. Without the encouragement of such tax incentives, current giving
levels would not be maintained. Private foundations benefit from both principles, but
the foundations' privileged position has begun to erode on two fronts from the at-
tack on the incentives as they pertain to philanthropy generally, andfrom the increas-

-mgly detrimental dai-fiction made between foundations and other charitable institu-

tions.
The _concepts of the income tax deduction for charitable contributions and tax

exemption of the income of charitable organizations historically became law on the
basis of useful purpose or performance criteria. More recently, they have been de-

fended on the basis of the inherent legitimacy of private philanthropy because of its
stimulation of pluralism and voluntarism. The theory of taxation which most seriously
threatens the historical prerogatives of philanthropy and private foundations extends
the first premise and undermines the second by treating charitable exemptions, deduc-
tions, and exclusions from taxation as equivalent to governmental subsidies or ex-
"penditures. Hence, the funds which private charitable institutions control are con-
sidered not private but rather "public funds" which are consequently subject to regu-
lation and taxation. The forces behind such theories haVe had some success because

many people are unsympathetic to or unaware of the rationale in support of tax
privilege, because of past abuses, and 'also (perhaps principally) because of strong
pressures on government for increasing revenues.' 9

The charitable contribution deduction has been particularly vulnerable to attack:
One school of thought sees charitable donations as simply another consumer expendi-

ture expressing private preferences which should not merit deferential tax treatment.
The argument is based on the assumption that such deductions represent a public sub-
sidy for essentially personal expenditures and therefore mar the rationally of the tax
system. A frequently expressed second objection is concerned with the alleged in-
equity built into the structural incentive mechanisms. Thus, the charitable deduction
is typically attacked as a "loophole': on the grounds that it economically benefits
high-Income taxpayers more than low-income taxpayers.' 0 The wealthy are said to

) reap higher benefits while concomitantly executing disproportionate influence on the

ultimate distributionion of charitable funds. That is illustrated by:

X and Y, w o give the same amount to charity but get different tax agivances
for their gifts because X has more adjusted, gross income than Y antrhence is
subject to a higher - marginal tax rate. It is asserted that X is thereby given an
"Upside-dow410 subsidy, because his deduction is "worth more" than Y's.

Arguments over this line of thinking are many and complex. At the root is a differ-

ence in outlook on a basic question of achieving equity. On the one hand are those
who see the benefit accruing to the wealthy taxpayer who diminishes his tax base and

has less to lose, perhaps something to gain, by making contributions. On the other are
those who hold that "the charitable deduction is not a loophole. The gift gives the
taxpayer no benefit. Rather the beneficiary is the recipient institution and the people
it serves."' 2 In the same. vein, objections are made to the special treatment accorded
charitable contributions of appreciated property. Within certain limitations a taxpayer
may contribute a gift of property other than cash and claim the current market value
as the deduction rather than the original cost to the donor. Critics contend that

. the taxpayers who have appreciated pfoperty, and who are thus in a position
to take advantage of this option, are those in the top income brackets. These
individuals, it is said, not only get the "benefit" of a reduction in taxes on their
ordinary incomes which is taxed at the highest end of the rate structure, they
also avoid paying taxes on the capital gains which would have been due if they
sold their properties instead of giving them to charity. Further, it is Claimed that
in practice such gifts typically involve property for which the tax basis (or cost)
is very low, perhaps even Zero, and that in such cases it is possible 'tiii-make
money by giving it away."' 3
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A third argument against the charitable deduction casts doubt upon the effectivenessl
of its purported ralson,d'etre, as an incentive for individual giving. Some monies, it is
claimed, would be donated with or without a tax incentive and are therefore tax-break
"windfalls" to the donor.

Each argument against tax privileges for privatephilanthropy has been carefully re-futed by defenders of the existence of private organizations which (it is alleged)
would most definitely suffer in the face of many suggested reforms. Bittker, for
example, contends that increasing. progression in tax rates is more equitable than
repealing the deduction for charitable contributions, given a need for more-revenue.s 4
Ultimately, most arguments hark back to the basic issues of equity, relevance, and
legitimacy .

For the burgeoning middle class and working class ethnic minorities the equity issue
is especially telling. Vehicles for charitable giving are predominantly institutional 4such as churches or United Way funds; the formation of foundations has virtually norelation to such gro-ups either as a means of expressing preferences or as a method for
magnifying donated funds through tax shelters. For these reasons alternatives to the
current, system of charitable giving are receiving serious consideration. The ingrown,
putatively elitist character of the tax structure is being reevaluated, and needs to be
reevaluated on many fronts. There is room for the involvement of minorities who aretypically frozen out of such constructive discussio

One alternative approach receiving atten ccep s the rationale for private phjl-
anthropy and its privileges while attempting to rectify what are seen as inequities en-

Jgendered by mechanisms such as income tax deductions. The most prominent reform
proposal is that of federal matching grants to substitute for income tax deductions.
The matching grant system- purports to make the private philanthropic ,community
more democratically reflective of a pluralistic society by extending equal' benefits and
incentives to all donors. In brief, the matching grant reform proposes to

. . . substitute for the charitable contribution deduction a system of direct
federal assistance for'private charitable organizations through a matching grant
mechanism. Each donor's gift would be matched by a piedetermined amount
from the government, the federal share to be transmitted directly to the chari-
table institution of the donor's choice.s s

The details of the matching grant proposal and its rationale need not be delineated
here, nor the multitude of objections raised by its detractors. Suffice it to say that one
major objection is:

It would be difficult to devise a formula for matching grants that would pro-
duce, even in the aggregate, the same amount of revenue that charitiesnow owe
to the tax deduction, and it is almost inconceivable that this could be done for
particular charities or even categories of charities.s 6

The Tax Reform Act of 1969 Legal Constraints and Policy Issuq

Highly significant in our concern for minorities is the impact present and poten-tial oftbrrent legal constraints on private foundation giying. ,
In recent years, as the attack on certain special tax privilege-chas heightened, private

foundations have been distinguished from other charitable organizationsitor more
restrictive, even punitive, treatment. The main source of most limiting policies is theTax Reform Act of 1969 (IRA). The Act promulgates new interpretations of tax
privileges and imposes regulatory policies limiting the way foundations tise funds. The
tax innovations affect the amount of revenue available to foundations for grant -mak-
ing, and the regulatory restrictions affect the nature of grant-making policies. Both.
have bearing on the- relationship of foundations to minorities, though the ramifications
are far from clear.
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The chartable contribution deduction clauses were substantially modified by the
TRA in a" manner which favors public charities, ultimately at the expense of private
foundations. The upper limit on deductions for donations to public charities was
increased to 50 percent, as compared with 20 percent for private nonoperating founda-
tions. (An exception was made for private foundations which distribute all contribu-
tions received for active charitable purposes within one year.) Similarly, donors giving
appreciated property to private nonoperating foyndations must treat it as though et-
were sold and gains made unless the foundation redistributes an equal amount,
over and above other pay-outs, within a single year. Only, the donor's cost plus one
half of the appreciation are deductible.s,

A singularly important and controversial provision of the TRA levies a 4 percent
excise tax on the net investment income of private foundations (but not other chari-
ties). This is a marked departure from the traditional exemption of private philanthro-
pies from taxation. The burden, however, is attached to a particular type of founda-
tion, the private nonoperating foundation. But the exemption principle has been
breached, and further inroads may be,considered likely.

The act also makes regulatory requirements of foundations. NorTop'erating founda-
tions must distribute for charitable purposes each year either their current net income
or a required percentage (generally about 6 percent) of the fair market value of assets,
whichever is larger. Foundations are limited in the amount of control they can have in
a business. They must invest in a safe and sound manner. "Self-dealing" activities be-
tween a foundation and those whp manage, control, or make large gifts to it.are strict
ly proscribed. Annual reports on programs and revenues are mandated.

Tax exemption is jeopardized if a foundation engages in activities deemed to be
outside the scope of charitable purposes. Also private foundations must ascertain that
their grantees (other than public charities) 'remain "accountable" within the bound-
aries circumscribed by the law. The proscribed activities relate to a broad range of
policies which might be labeled "attempts to influence public affairs." Whereas pre-
vious prohibitions against "political and propaganda" activity were limited to "no
substantial part" of a foundation's grant programs, the 1969 legislation flatly pro-
hibited "political and propaganda activity" and "otherwise attempting to influence
legislation, including attempting to affect publid opinion or communicating with
persons participating in the legislative Kocess."5 8 "Advocacy and lobbying are out.
Foundations may not attempt to influence elections, including any support of voter
registration drives, except under constrained, nonpartisan conditions. High appointive
or elective officials may not even accept compensation for time and expense incurred
when attending foundation-funded seminars or discussions.

1

The TRA and Grant-Making Policies Affecting Minorities

The legal constraints placed on substantive programs of private foundations have
been vehemently criticized as detrimental to innovative and productive foundation
activities. There is little meaningful evidence available, however, to gauge the impact
of the TRA on actual grant-making policies, due to the relatively short time the act
has been ihforce.

The actual language of the TRA is broadly negative with punitive overtones and -
numerous strictures that if harshly construed or enforced could vastly inhibit
certain types of activity. The sweep of the law is evid9nced by the encompassing na-
ture of the. deexemption and penalty tax sanctions. It "prevents the Internal Revenue
Services' rarn evaluating a foundation's political activities in the context of; Its overall
program."P The provisions could be interpreted to restrict "taking publie-positions
on contemporary issues, since these could affect public opinion and in time 'influence
legislation'."6° 1.4;F, - -

Moreover, both provisions seem to have been intended to. apply only to-issues
talsed in pending legislation, thus avoiding infringement of foundation educa
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tional and research activities before they become concrete legislative proposals.
Yet even thi3 limitation may often prove uhworkable. If the pendency of legisla-
tion is to be determinative, a legislator could halt a controversial foundation
program and perhaps occasion the loss of large amounts of foundation re-
sources invested in the program by the relatively simple maneuver, of filing a
bill in a legislature.6'

The stringency of such possible interpretations and -the ambiguity of other statu-
tory sections understandably created a cautious atmosphere during the period after
the passage and enforcement of the law. Even three years after the act went into
effect, finalized regulations still had not been determjned.62 The regulations them-
selves suffer from vague language. In the opinion of one analyst:

The practical import of the regulations seem to be that a full and fair exposition
is required whenever a foundation is commenting on an issue that is relevant to
a legislative controversy, and sometimes, perhaps, even when it is not.6 3

It is inevitable that relevant studies will in some way touch upon issues of concern to
the legislative branch.

The response of foundations to the restrkc,tions on programmatic activity has been
one of initial alarm and distaste, followed by a gradual adjustment to the implementa-
tion of the act. While the regulations are less than perfect from the foundations' poiel
of view, they leave room for maneuver given reasonable enforament, and are more
moderate than the extreme type of interpretation suggested by the Harvard Law Re-
view. According to IRS data set forth in the preliminary' report of an ongoing study
only $9,000 in penalty taxes has been collected for violation of the "taxable expendi-
ture" provisions (the area of programmatic regulation) as opposed to $220,000 col-
lected for violation of the "self-dealing provisions." The IRS is nevertheless closely
monitoring foundations and foundation grantees. A survey undertaken by the study
found that 90 percent of its respondents had been audited since the act's implemen-
tation and 36 percent had been audited twice. However, only 21 of 536 respondents
stated that IRS auditors made attempts to influence grant-making activities.6 4

Impressim of the current foundation situation confirm that foundations are ad-
justing to the new restrictions without major upheaval. Philanthropists mix with public
officials and "report few problems of not being able to talk things over or be heard."
Although voter registration activity was greatly inhibited in the initial stages of the
act, it increased after regulations specifying permissible circumstances were issued.
Within the new constraints, The Ford Foundation has reentered the field by- con-
tributing to the Urban League's registration campaign for ten cities and by sharing
in the support of the Voter Education Project in the South. Uncertainty about possi-
ble proscriptions on supporting test litigation temporarily removed the few interested
and adventuresome philanthropies from that scene. Grants have cautiously been re-
newed, but reflect a carefully bipartisan, objectively controlled context.6s-

The portion of the act that has most modified the behavior of foundations in their
grant-makifig policies is that relating to "expenditure responsibility." This section
requires that foundations be accountable for all actions outside the meaning of the
statute taken by their grantees other than public charities. In order to exercise ac-
countability, a foundation must illace certain strictures as to accounting and reporting
practices upon its non-public-charity grantees, and maintain careful supervision of
their progfammatic and financial activities. The foundation must report all such
individual grants to the Treasury, and justify their tax-exempt putpose. The recipient
must submit regular reports to the foundation for scrutiny. Such record-keeping re-
quirements have been said to cause "more foundation paperwork than my other
law." To avoid the headaches which accompany these accountability procedures,
many foundations have simply chosen not to give grants to any organization other
than those that qualify as public charities.66 The survey previously cited found that
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contributions to nonexempt grantees prior to 1969 decreased from 39 percent to 16
percent in 1970 and 20 percent in their last tax year or half as many as previously.
"The new _requirements appear to have been a real deterrent to some foundations
which were formerly prepared to bet on new and often inexperienced grantees."67
Of the 21 respondents who reported efforts on the part IRS auditors to influence their
grant-making' activities, 22 percent indicated that the pressure was in the direction of
discouraging expenditure-responsibility grants.68 Grants to public charities offer the
course of least resistance.

The requirements have provoked discussion (411f;the morality of closely overseeing
grantee behavior. Foundations have- traditionally t/ken a:hands off" attitude toward
grantees once the grants have been made. Monitoring grants is said to restrict intellec-
tual freedom. , hamper internal operations, color program Outcomes, and burden a
foundation with operating responsibilities. On the other hand, it can not be denied
that a certain level of monitoring, perhaps combined with advice and technical assist-
ance, is desirable and justified. One analyst distinguishes between the grants made for
projects of intellectual and creative distinction requiring maximum autonomy, and
those made for "action" purposes. He divides their purposes as follows:

a) To perform a certain set of services or actions.
b) To test a certain hypothesis.
c) To demonstrate the efficacy (or lack thereof) of a certain notion.
d) To train certain people in certain ways.

For these grants intellectual "freedom" was exercised by the foundation and
grantee in the process of deciding what to propose and what to accept. Once -a
grant is made, the grantee is, by and large, committed to a declared and settled
purpose. For that p1rpose to be realized the grantee is to do certain things, to
perform certain services, or to test or demonstrate certain notions. These are ac-
tions; and, hence, for these grants-it is -not the grantee's freedom that needs to
be protected. Rather it is his efficiency and fidelity to purpose that need to be
assured. This is not to say, of course, that foundation and grantee need to be
overly inflexible about either goals or manner of operation.6 9

p
While the desirability of evaluating, advising, and monitoring certain types of

grants including those made to public charities may thus be justified; the expendi-
ture applicants under this clause have a definite competitive handicap. The full brunt
falls on new and untried organizations, particularly community organizations which
are unwilling or unable to gain public charity status.

Even if a foundation is willing to make the grant, it may take a considerable ef-
fort to convince the community organization to accept the strictures it imposes,
Some knowledgeable observers suggest that the full impact of the expenditure-
responsibility provision has not yet been felt: "The Tax Reform Act came at a
time when new community institutions were not being spawned as they once
were. If it had been in the 1964-67 period, there would have been hell to pay."7°

Those suffering most are grass roots action-oriented organizations, including minority
groups, which have less Certain access to funding of any kind. Foundations have been
a potentially important source of revenue for them in the past. Minority groups are
less likely to have established records or to quali0 as public charities, which must re-
ceive a substantial, portion of support from a governmental unit or from contributions
from the general public. Even the time involved in obtaining the proper IRS de(cu-
mentary approval' of public, charity status can be detrimental to minority groups.
New groups attempting to diversify funding sources to attain independence from
foundation monies and/or to enhance the possibility of,gaining public charity status
may stumble upon one of the constraints in the act if federal revenue-sharing funds
are sought. Seeking those funds could be construed as a lobbying effort prohibited by
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the act, The effect is to hinder diversification efforts, to make public charity status
that much more i is t to attain, and to nullify foundation efforts to use small
amounts of funds as lever e for attaining more funds from the federal government.

The undisputed effect of the programmatic restrictions has been to cast a shadow,
as far as foundations are concerned, over the organizations and activities of minority
groups. They reinforce the tendency of most foundations to avoid new, untried en-'
deavors, and discourage grants to minority, barrio, ghetto, and poverty groups.

In' areas which affect minorities (willingness to undertake experiment and innova-
tion, to support new groups, to engage in public policy and civil rights debates) TRA
has been generally restrictive. Foundations are placing greater reliance on legal per-
sonnel for cautionary warnings on taxable-expenditure and expenditure-responsibility
items. Uncertainty introduces added elemenjs of caution (one observer calls it "cow-
ardice") in decision making.'

In spite of the "innovation" rationale posited so lucidly and frequently by founda-
tion defenders, conservatism in grant making prevails in many of the institutions, as
we shall note later. The TRA can only act as a reinforcement of such a tendency.
Where foundations may have been criticized for funneling money into established
public charities, this focus has seemingly been vindicate4

While the perceived elitism and influence of foundations may havete ngendered the
current distinction in favor of more "democratically" accountable public charities,
the suspicion emerges that a desire to inhibit the growth and strength of grass roots
organizations, including those of minority groups, led to the expenditure-account-
ability clauses and taxable-expenditure clauses. If that surmise is correct, we would
advocate modification of the pertinent portions of the TR6 Or, more radically, re-
vision of the entire system of philanthropic incentives and privileges to encourage

. more support for the poor and the minorities.

IV

° MISSION AND PROGRAM OF FOUNDATIONS
FOUNDATION INVOLVEMENT IN INSTITUTIONAL CHANGE

° Historical Antecedents

An incisive description and appraisal of the social setting ,in which foundations
function and some of the factors, including social and political activism, that resulted
in congressional intervention was written by Waldemar E. Nielsen in 1972p .

He points out that throughout the long history of institutionalized philanthropy,
foundations haye "repeatedly clashed with the authorities, both secular and ecclesias-
tical." Basically, these conflicts'"j

and
power, both economic- and political." For

example, King Henry VIII of Ell "obeiected to the religious endowments as ob-
stacles to his efforts of reformation; century later his royal successors feared private
endowments for the opposite reasons, as threats to their efforts to block change." The
Frenc Revolution, sparked by the resentment of wealth and privilege; virtually

'destro ed foundations in that country. "Foundations," he notes, "were among the
first ctims of the Bolshevik takeover in Russia and the Nazi rise to power in Ger-
many ' It is his view that while foundations were partly responsible for these adverse
copse uenoks throygh "their own ibisconduct but repeatedly throughout history,
when hations have been under heavy stres§,,or in the throes of social crisis, founda-
tions ave become a favorite target of official frustration and Aopular anxiety."" 2

F undations in the United States, while comparatively viable, have also been af-
fect by social and economic fact`drs..In the years before World War I, they were the
focu of bitter disputes between "reckless capital and radical labor."" During the
Dep ession of the 1930s, and again during the hysterical Joseph McCarthy period after i
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World War H, they were further attacked by %lose who believed foundatirAs were
furthering communistic ideology or radicalism. -

Thus, from both ends of the spectrum, foundations have been seen as a threat, as
capable of or exercising great power over existing institutions. Some examples,
summarized, follow.

Anti-Communist writer Labovitz claimed that

... an "elite" has thus emerged, in control of gigantic financial resources
operating outside of our democratic processes, which is willing and able to
shape the future of this Nation and of mankind in the image of its own values
and concepts.74

New Leftists David Horowitz and David Kelodney described foundatiorts as
originating from the rapacity, hypocrisy, and corruption of the corporate establish-
ment. The political power of foundations was derived from the magnitude of their
assets but also from their application of "strategic philanthropy."

[They have been nothing less than a means of shifting the balance of
political thinking and political power in the United States consistently in the
direction of the moderates and those supporting the status quo and against ,
those advocating more revolutionary change."

Thomas Parrish writes about the "Progressive era" (1900-1920), the time of the
muckrakers and trust busters, when a congressional investigation of the "genera4
conditions of labor in the United States" precipitated by the labor-capital conflict
in the Colorado coal inqustry, was undertaken under Senator David Walsh and The
Walsh Commission. The fact that the Colorado Fuel- and Iron Company wa's
controlled by John D. Rockefeller led to the, inclusion of other Rockefeller inter-.'
ests, one of which was the newly established Rockefeller Foundation., The Walsh
Commission then decided to. study all foundations. Spokesmen for foundations,
including a partner in the J.P. Morgan firm, and John D. Rockefeller, Jr., either
expressed no concern about the idfluence of foundations, or, in the case of
Rockefeller, testified that the Rockefellers had not ''drawn sharp lines between our
business and philanthropic interest." Foundation opponents charged that the for-
tunes used to create the foundations came from exploitation of workers, and that
workers' well-being would be improved by being allowed to keep the money which
generated the fortunes."

The Walsh Commission reported, according to Parrish, that "foundations were in
fact large and dangerous influences over corporations and over such fields as
education as well." When the report was issued in 1915, the Progressive era had
come to an end. The report appears to have had little influence either inside or
outside Congress."

By the early 1950s (the McCarthy era), critics of foundations were charging that
they were "agents of communism." Two congressional investigations followed by
the Cox Committee of the House in 1952 and by the Reece Committee of the
House in 1954. Little of consequence was produced by the Cox Committee;
foundations were found to be "important and vital." Disappointment over this
meager result stimulated Representative Reece to conduct another investigation, in
wtiich only'

'

one foundation was permitted to testify. Charges were made that
foundations were engaged in a ,"diabolical" anti-American conspiracy. "The Reece
proceeding was so farcical and patently unfair that its inhibitory effect on founda-
tions was lest-than was feared li4ely at the time.""

Representative Wright Patman began a series of assaults on foundations in 1961
which continued through 1969. He began by deploring their rapid growth and the
motives of some,,of their donors. He used "available charges" as well as contra-
diotory allegations of` bath capitalistic and communistic bias. Authorized by the
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-Sin% It Business Commission to staff and continue his study, a series of reportsfollowed. Little or no concern was expressed about foundation involvement in social&
change."' 9

Then the Treasury Department, at Patman's demand, began a study, repofted in
1965, which "carefully distinguished between genuine philanthropic foundations and
those that seemed tolxist for the sake of tax evasion."8u, Parrish states:

... a 'number of the big.philanthropies approved (the recommendations of the
Treasury Department report), but rather passively; others, however, immedi-
ately dispatched their lawyers to Washington to try to block any legislative
action ... which they succeeded in.cloing.81

Patman's reports in 1966, 1967, and 1968 produced no significant legislation.
Some of the specific charges in his reports were shot./ sales of securities, speculation
in commodity futures abc1 oil wells, manipulation of stock prices, and use of assets
to carry on proxy fights for the control of corporations. His chief concern was the
abuse of the tax-exempt status, but the House Ways and Means Committee, nowinvolved in the investigation was particularly interested in the use of foundation
mohey to support political activities that threatened incumbents.82 Some of the
specific activities that distressed congressionaWepresentatives were:

1. Voter education and/or voter registration efforts, p rincipally among selectedpopulations (blacks and Mexican-Americans), which probably generated moreopposition in Congress than any other type of activity, mainly because they wereperceived as a direct threat to fedeNtatate, or local office holders 83 Examples-of
projects and their impact will be givefffn the next section. 4 . - .

2. Funding by The Ford Foundation of a school.. decentralization experiment inNew York City which, according to Nielsen, "by the time it was over, had
detonated blackl ewish tensions in the city, brought about a bitter confrontation
between the black community and the powerful United Federation of Teachers, and
resulted in a destructive city-wide school strike that nearly cost John Lindsay his
second term as mayor."84

The Peterson ComMission states that "'die role of the Ford Fouitdation
was easily, misconstrued and widely resented."8s

3. Experimental programs in Vum arworkCh as foundation grantallle to
street gangs in Chicago. As the Peterson C7rinillijon reports, 'tthese profrAms.have
... disturbed some politicians because of their potential for changing the-rriliitiGai
balance orpbwer, particularly by mobilizing the electoral strength of blatk corn-: mu nities."8 ° 4

According to Nielsen; the Tax Reform Act of 1969 has had a "Isaralyzing effect"
on Innovativeness by even the most courageous of the large foundations." Thiseffect has caused a "preoccupation with the possible reaction of Congress and the
Internal Revenue 'Service to ... grant decision," and, because of "expenditure
responsibility," a reltictance to make grants to other than well-established organiza-
tions.87

Fear of these consequences was expressed beforehand by the late Whitney M.
Young, Jr., executive director of the National Urban League, at the Senate Com-
mittee hearings on the bill:

There are features of the bill that are making the black community feel that it
is a hostile bill, a bill ... with a purpose as much to intimidate as to legislate,
a bill designed' to discourage foundations who have belatedly found the field

-of sociarreform to be one which they might tenderly tread, a bill to caution
and warn them. Already there is evidence hat just the introduction of the bill
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has caused some foundations to again become very cautious and turn toward
those absolutely noncontroversial things they, feel will remove them from any
threat of punitive action."

More recent appraisals of the effect of the law on foundation practice are more
moderate. Parrish writes that it "fostered some fresh timidity toward social action
and related fields," addirig, "but the prevailing view in the foundation world was
reported to be that of Merrimon Cunninggirn, president of the Danforth Founda-
tion. The law, he said, 'has not hurt foundations as much as they expected it
would, and it has not hurt them much'." This is due to "the restrained view the
Treasury Department has tak,epof foundation activities that might be considered by
some to relate to legislation or plbik policy."39 Parrish concludes:

One thing the 1969 discussion showed was that foundations tend to resemble
individual persons. When a particular trait or quality is generally popular,
foundations like to claim it as a prime characteristic. When it is in disfavor,
they passionately deny that they ever thought or did anything of the kind.
When social action is popular, foundations cheerfully accept praise for being,
as the semiofficial cliche has it,'society'S "cutting edge." When political or
other powerful forces frown on anything that looks to be a serious social-
action projects foundations' hasten to assert their innate level-headedness and
conservatism."

Paul Ylvisaker and Jane Mavity, in a paper prepared forthe Filer Commission
dealing with "The Role of Private Philanthropy in Public Affairs," conclude that
because the TRA of 1969 has not been "harshly interpreted and applied" by the
Treasury Department, those philanthropies "most tightly circumscribed by the act
seem to have taken the new legislation in stride and remaip free to play, if they
choose to, an assertive role in public affairs."'"

If the spirit is willing, there are no overwhelming deterrents. If the spirit is
otherwise, the act can be cited as further reason for a conservative posture, a
cautious role."

Ylvisaker directed the national affairs program of The Ford Foundation from.
1956 to 1966. Through his, interest in urban problems, and his extensive contacts
with racial and ethnic minorities, he was instrumental in creating substantial Ford
grants for delinquency prevention programs, educational program or disadvantaged
children, and "community development" projects which pr vided a variety of
approaches to the problems of poverty, unemployment, housing, and education in
predominantly black areas of cities. Community development emphasized the direct
participation of ghetto-controlled organizations in carrying out the projects. Ylvi-
saker recruited a group of black and white "social change technicians" to create
project ideas. He enlisted the support of mayors in a number of cities in implement-
ing these ideas. The resulting "gray area" programs generated a number of the
concepts later incorporated in the Johnson Administration's "war on poverty."93
Ylvisaker also played a key role in developing Ford Foundation involvement in
helping Mexican-Americans.

O

Survey Data Relating to Institutional Change

How do ethnic minority leaders, foundation executives and board members,
elected governmental officials and agency staff, and students of the foundation field
view the situation? Systematically collected empirical data are found to be minimal.
Personal viewpoints are more abundant, but are necessarily influenced by profes-.
sional or personal experiences, They will be instructive, nevertheless, when con-
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sidered in the social setting and the professional background of the spokesman. ,
Before presenting individual .viewpoints, it will be useful to examine two of a

series of surveys conducted during the summer of 1969 by the Commission on
Foundations and Private Philanthropy. One of the survey populations was a sample
of foundations, the second "a cross-section of America's opinion leaders."

The commission report states:

The ability of foundations to tackle controversial subjects and to finance
social action projects is orie of the frequent jusVItations for their existence,
although attitudes toward controversy vary among foundation people. Contro-
versy, however, does not rest easily alongside other qualities ... perhaps
prudence, civility, and discretion. Indeed, same foundations have been so
"discreet" that, on few occasions when they forged ahead with
"controversial" social action projects, and encountered strong opposition, it
was widely believed that some had not meant to be conlotoversial.94

The commission posed three questions to a sample of foundations covering their
activities during the three years, 1966-1968:

1. Had they made any grant for certain specified types of projects which some
people might consider controversial or undesirable?

2. Had they made any grants or gifts to projects which they considered to be
controversial or particularly unpopular?

'3. Had they made arjy grants or gifts which they considered to e innovative,
experimental, or out of the ordinary?"

Certainly any project may be considered "controversial" or "undesirable" for a
number of reasons, not necessarily because it is viewed as bringing about major
institutional change. An analysis of the responses indicates, however, that the kinds
of projects that elicited newspaper comment and congressional attention because
they differed from the more traditional types of foundation grants, as well as
threatened the status quo, included those that were intended to bring about social
change, in attitudes and behavior. This hits hard at the "voter registration and voter
educatisin projects," which were mainly directed toward those segments of the
population which were, or believed themselves to be, politically powerless blacks
and other ethnic minorities. Similarly, "grants to assist a community or neighbor-*
hood to organize an ethnic population, ghetto, or impoverished groups" encouraged'
such groups to bring about institutional change as well as to provide services.
"Organization of urban youth groups, including gangs" channeled destructive
energies into more, productive behavior, including helping to bring about more
intelligent responses by existing agencies to youth problems. "Work with student
organizations" also was usually change-oriented. iLopking back to the original figiVes
on change-oriented projects (p. 1179), we arrive at the modest total figure of 4
percent. Thus foundations made minimal contributions to institutional change -
oriented-projects during the 'period 1966-1968:

Only 1 percent of all foundations, when speaking for themselves, believed their
grants were controversial or,unpopular. The dollar value of these controversial grants ,

represented a miniscule 6.1 percent of all grants made dthing 1966-1968. Almost all
were made by large foundations. Athough 13 percent of responding foundations
believed that they had financed innovative or experimental projects, only 3,percent
of total grants made during 1966-1968 were considered innovative. Again, the large
foundations accounted for'tkie major portion of these.9 6

The Peterson Commissioh concludes that.

The facts do not bear out the charges that much of what foundations support
is not charity at all but rather political and social activism ...
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A maiority of foundations spend most of their funds on conventional projects
that ale:isimilar to the traditional patterns of individual giving.97

The Peterson Commission's survey of "a cross-section of America's opinion
leaders': provided a somewhat different perspective on foundation involyement in
institutional change. A sample of 4,016 persons drawn from 49 different source lists
included a cross-section of professionals university presidents, business leaders,
government officials, labor leaders, physicians, attorneys, and leaders in the arts and
sciences. Of specific, interest to this study are the responses concerning "the
philanthropic function of foundations and their role in American society."98

Respondents' attitudes (based on a 22 percent return of a mailed questionnaire)
were, with one exception, positive toward foundation participation in controversial
activities. This is at direct variance with the foundations' appraisal of their own
support of controversial projects. To quote the commission's findings:

The Commission questionnaire pointed out that at times foundation activities
hive aroused some controversy, particularly in areas related to social/political
actions. In order to establish some parameters for what might be considered
permissible and nonpermissible activities, the Commission listed a number of
"sensitive", areas of activity and asked the distinguished citizens if they
thought foundations should participate.99

The distinguished citizens' responses to each of these sensitive areas is shown in the
following tabulation:

Foundation Participation in Controversiiil Activities! °2

Percent

I. Voter registration activities, ,

2. Grants to study public policy issues and
influence public opinion or government
action through dissemination of the study

3. Support to community organizations
which might include a variety of youth
groups, such as gangs

4. Grants to government employees

Favor Do Not Favor No Opinion

63.4 29.1 7.5

0.2 22.1 8.7

71.7 19.5 8.8

27.6 56.7 15.7

A substantial majority of these distinguished citizens was receptive to foundation
support of projects that were directed toward institutional change at a.time when
the foundations themselves were giving token, amounts to such protects. The one
exception was "grants to government employees."

Reactions of Ethnic Minority Leaders and Ethnically OrientedOrganizations

Ethnic minority leaders have generally been only minimally' involved in the
foundation field. It is, with minor exceptions, an Anglo world, heavily influenced
by the large Eastern foundations wittc-their economic and social ties to the
establishment . business world. Ethnic minorities have only slight representation on
the governing, boards orfotindations or on their staffs.

Although foundations do grant money for projects designed to benefit minority
populations, only a portion of it is given to minority-controlled organizations, a fact
substantiated by data for Spanish heritage and Asian American populations
appearing in Chapter II. These circumstances also contribute to the paucity of
,published material on foUndations by ethnic leaders.
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An insightful analysis of foundation response to minority concerns was presented
y Vernon E. Jordan, Jr., executive director of the National Urban League, to the%Thundation Luncheon Group, New York City, on June 13, 1972. Jordan. challengedthe notion that

... this nation is in the midst of wklespread social reform; that there has beena, marked increase in jthe well-being and the influence of its minority citizens,
and that further changev,-in the social area are not only unnecessary, but aredangerous to the stability of this country and its institutions.

Specifically, Jordan rejected the idea that "this unnecessary and dangerous socialferment has been fostered apd paid for by foundations" because "far from beingthe avant garde of social change, foundations have tended to ,follow cautiouspolicies. that reinforce the status quo."' °'
Jordan noted that the "period of the 1960s was indeed a time of rapid change;the. period of the 1970s seems instead to be one of retrenchment and withdrawal

from that change." Legal rights had been won by black Americans "access topublic places, freedom from discrimination in employment and housing, and theright to vote in the South" = and benefits obtained through "increased governmentspending to relieve extreme poy,erty,, and for job training, community organization
and other programs However, v -those rights so bitterly won have yet to beenforced; and those social programs so idealistically begun were never fully
implemented." He cited such specific examples as congressional failure to piss a
welfare reform bill which would liberate rather than punish; refusal to' enforce civilrights laws; opposition to use of busing to desegregate schools; and refusal of manysuburban and middle- class' communities to accept scattersite public housing.'"

Referring to the nation's acceptance of a prescription of "benign neglect,"
withdrawal from working for social ,change had permeated our entire society,*reading to "foundations and foundation executives as surely as it has touched
politicians, businessmen, and housewives."'"

Specifically, .in reference to foundations, Jordan felt "more caution, lessinitiative, and generally a mre,rigid attitude in some corners of the foundationworld.' He identified three 9 c arguments used by critics of foundations for a "goslow" policy on social chan e .riented projects.

1. As beneficiaries of the p
support social change. The status qu
more accurately reflect the economic and powe
exist in our society.

stem, foundations would be foolhardy to
Id be upheld and grants should

ips that currently

2. Foubdations' should assist those institutional elements of our society thatrepresent stability, tradition, and Western culture, as opposed to an e sis
on innovation, expecimentation, and champ. 1

3. The Tax Reform Act of 1969 is not as bad as it could have been, but it well
might be rigidly construed, if foundatio(ns keep meddling in programs that seek
to change our society. " 'If yOu don't, hew close to a conservative line,' critics
say, 'those" fellows in Washington will cut you down to size'."104

These arguments assume

that foundation monies have been disproportionately distributed -to the
powerless, rather than the powerful; to the experitriental innovators rather
than to stable conservers; to unpopular causes rather than to those with
broader support.'" ,

Jordan sharply challenged that assumption, citing his own experience in the
previous decade; in seeking funds from various foundations for Soathern voter
registration,' for' black colleges, and for the Urban League's programs of social
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welfare, housing, job training, and voter education. Jordan stated that "An analysis
of grants in,seven key areas of welfare shows a rather tepid interest in social
change."'" Findings from the Urban ,League's analysis' of grants made to black
agencies and issues of black concern in 1970 and 1971 further supported his position.
Some of the specific findings were:

Race relations legal aid, voter education and civil rights'agencies. Only one
third of the funds went to national black-led organizations, while two-thirds
went to hundreds of small, local race relations councils and discussion groups.
Race relations grants amounted to a measly $24 !pillion or about 10 percent
of the total spent in the Welfare category.

Community Development. Less than a fifth of community development funds
went to black agencies.

Child Welfare/. Less than 5 percent went to black communities and only OS
percent to black agencies.

Youth Programs. Less than 10 percent went to the black community and only
1 percent to black agencies.

Assistance to the Aged. Only 3 percent went into the black community.

Social Welfare. Less than one fifth of all grant funds went to social welfare
. programs, and only one fifth of that found its way irfto the black

community.' °
_

Education. Grant-giving to education was even more one-sided black
colleges, for instance, received only 6 percent of grants made to all colleges

\*-. and universities. Jordan ,noted a tendency for white philanthropists to consider
that every dollar given to blacks is used "for social change or for equal
opportunity. Thus, a grant to a black college's school of veterinary medicine is
considered an equal opportunity grant."' °8

One consequence what Jordan considered to be the failure of foundations to
give adequate supp rt to "programs of social change and programs for the
powerless" is the seeking of federal funds by.black agencies. For example, half of the,
Urban League's budget represented federally financed projects. Other blaq-led`"
agencies were "turning to Washington f6r funds that ought to be coming from the
private sector." Jordan called this an unhealthy situation for voluntary agencies
to be overly dependent on a single source of financing.

If private and foundation giving does not increase to the level it should be at,
we will be painted into a corner of reliance on federal monies. It may be a
gilded corner, but it's still a corner, with the potential for restricted
movement and the hazards of being buffeted by political winds.'"

Remarkably enough, "even in this time of retrenchment," the federal government
"remains more favorably disposed to some programs of social change than do some of
the more fearful foundations."' t°

Jordan concluded his assessment of the social situation in the United States and
the role foundations should be playing:

It is obvious that the searing, urgent issues currently tearing at the fabric of.,
our society, repluire for their resolution institutional changes that mill enlarge
the ojii'portuefties and the role of the neglected minority segments of our
nation. These questions constitute a challenge of the first magnitude to the ;
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foundation community, a challenge that calls its very being into question. Forif foundatiohs refuse, either through fear or through misunderstanding, to tryto ,resolve these' burning issues, then they are truly a redundant and expensiveluxury in our society.' ' I

The Bread Game, a book designed to help potential Third World applicants,
appraises foundation receptivity to institution - changing projects as follows:

-.: The foundation beast tends to be shy and retiring when it comes tocontroversy, social change, risk and all those conditions which may tend toupset the status quo. While there does exist a certain breed .of foundation
beast willing to move on the broad front of social change, these tend to befew and far between. Too many have withdrawn into their wombs where theycan feed themselves on the warm feelings geherated by, funding, safe,non - controversial enterprises.' 2

Dr. Julian Samora, a sociologist-educator and advocate of Chicano causes, in apr'esentation to a Conference of Michigan Foundations on February 21, 1974,described one foundation's changed approach from an opportunity fellowshipprogram for ethnic minorities, to support of teams of persons who were toinvestigate a particular social problem within the context of a system, and makerecommendations for desirable changes in the system. To Samora-this was a more
constructive approach "instead of helping an individual in the 'my fair lady' fashionto: cope with the system, the emphasis now is'to do something about the system orits various segments."113

Pacific Change is a small and unique organization in San Francisco which "servesas a collective resource center and clearinghouse for projects seeking money from_ wealthy individuals and foundations concerned with the need for viable socialchange:" Its clientele consists mainly of "third -World and other oppressed
communities throughout tthe Bay Area and Northern California "; its staff is mainlyThird World people,yith community organizing experience, who have agreed '!klimit their service to Pacific Change to five years after which they will return to
theil communities and allow new people to take their places. A unique feature isthe staff decision _for, collective operation, giving each staff member equal power indecision making, as %kell as equalizing salaries and work duties!" Pacific Changegives its highest priority to projects "aimed at organizing to ultimately effect
institutional change."'" Projects funded through the work of Pacific Change
include those related to Third World communities°,.tenant rights, GI pensioners,access to the media, corporate responsibility, and women's rights.

Two new family-type foundations Vanguard and Hayman t ere estab-lished in a similar mold as vehicles to give grants to "groups worki for a realsocial change, that are organizing people to take control of their ow lives." Thisaccording to the inclinations professed by the founders. ...
Mexican Americans are "formulating their present problems as city ors,"and this affects the nature of their requests for foundation support. Dr. Ernest

Galarza, an economist and the foremost authority in the United States on MexicanAmericans, states:. ._.
.

These
1.

The most, arresting . characteristic of These req'Iu ts, in o far as they are
'formulations of need, is that they identify isola mptoms rather than
syndromes. in a curious way, therefore, the "activists and "leaders" of a
Mexican-American community fall into the mental processes of the grantsmenof the official establishments. Both subscribe to the concept of 'target
community." On closer examination this does' not turn out to be: a"community" at all, rather particular pieces of it, isolated for theadministrative conveniences of those who approVe public grants, This.4*,
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individualistic and highly subjective approach to grantsmanship fits remarkably
well the political interests of established_power.1 16

This results in "continuous co-optation and competitive hiring away..of talent."
In addition to the loss of talent, it creates "remarkable metamorphoses in the very
'leaders' who initiated their rise on the crest of some publicly funded program.
They become positive spokesmen and apologists for established power. Their
decreasing influence on the minority community is- co aled by the heightened ,b
status, of their public roles and the attention that the ress pays them." Galarza
points out _

. the paradox of much that is happening to commun y organization among
Mexican-Americans. The more the federal government sp nds on it, the deeper
the loss of meaning infeveryday life Tr the clients. Th "target" strategy of
community assistance ends by destroying form completely." 7

Galarza actively applies this analysis b' examining the progressive_ destruction, over
the past two decades, of Mexican barrios through the "Leviathan of progress."

The barrios
.

represented a form of community life peculiar to Mexicans-and unique in the
nation. Life in these barrios, rural and urban, was harsh, its prospects bleak, (-
its inner conflicts intense and highly personal:-.But they _were still com-
munities. ,

_

Many of those barrios have been destroyed, physically,r4qially, culturally
and morally. Those that survive are precisely fixated whgt the "target"
strategy is most intense. It is as if demolition squads were no at work after a

,hurricane, completing with grants and enticements _sr co-optition the I'

`extinctionjof form and significancein everyday life.'"

This destruction is accomplished by distributing income ."among selected sectors
' of a minority," ignoring the consequences of providing "handsomely for admin-

istrative salaries and tittle,for supportive action." Galarzacontinues: .
i..

The forces propelling th6 attack are institutional. They have been_gathering
for decades.... Not a little of their preent efficacy lies in the many ways in
which historically the minorities .. : have been softened and readied for
ultimate gu limation into a largersOciety which i5 itself losing form.

In the specific case of the Mexican-American minority it would be of the -
greatest importance to find out wheper in it there are individuals riflatrare
aware of this process, of whith they are subjects. On the part of private
philanthropists the.search should be for individuals who have, in one way or
another, come by this awareness and whose proposals for community
assistance reflect it." 9

Private iI nthropy perhaps should consider other models. Galarza mentions an ;
alternative concept. "grants for team projett" and describes two such projects
financed by John Hay Whitney Foundation in Santa *Clara County, Califdrnia. One
supported the initiation of "the organization of the Studio-Laboratory for Spanish
learning materials for elementary grades in the city of San Jose"; the other was
made to "assist the small community of Alviso, the target of an annexationist
attempt that aimed to obliterate a Mexican barrio." 2 0

-;Although noting, "It is much too soon to assess how team grants are working
Abut," Galarza does identify the elements whiCh distingualhem from the prevailing

model of government, funding:
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They discard the accepted idea of minority leaders. They demand com-mitments from the participants that are certain to force hard choices oncapable men and women who have prospects of careering themselves into the"mainstrearnofAmerican life." ... there is no script for stars and no call for"extras:"

The teams, theoretically conceived and to some extent jested- already, takeintetaccount the groupings into vhich the MexiCan-American community sortsitself, enlisting the differences of-interest and the divisions of commitmentthey express. -Their goali are real , in the sense that participants, as they grow-,--,
in number, bring to team action a conviction that those goals must be realized
for reasons vital to them as groups. 12 1

The role of foundations in supporting such a model is next examined. Galarzanotes the present "division of labor of sorts, reflecting the personal values and.interests of the donors." He realistically observes that
Fodnicatiolls -that-focus on the var us manifestations of social disruption suchas are evident in Mexican-Ame n,communities are probably not the besten uwe -with disposable capi But if they pick up one strand of the mesh6r relationships that is uri eling in a community, they soon find thateffective institutional reconstruction calls for continuing commitment allaround - from those who are carryi ,the effort forward in the community,
and from those whose funds make, thalt effort possible.'22

----esalarza concludes with this _statement:

The nature of the involvement for the community -and for the foundationswill have to- be reassessed with equal thoroughneSs. It is not likely that manyfoundations would abandon their -present patf6rns of giving in the direction!here suggested. But at least they should be aware that a new,model is urgently
demanded.' 2 3

A diffeyent 'ethnic viewpoint on 'the foundation role in bringing aboutinstitutional change is expressed by James M. Dyer, executive assistant, CarnegieCorporation, in -his review of Nielsen `s The Big Foundations.
From a black perspective, Dyer disagrees with Nielsen's assertion. that foundations..fan juStO their privileged status only by working for major societal changer
The logic-of his-argument leads one to conclude that only change-oriented
programs are of value 'to society and to minority groups as part of society,
and that other social. and cultural maintenance programs are essentially notworth Carrying on. 'This implies there is no meaningful role for blacks in thissocietal structure for maintaining its institutions.' 24

On a practical level, Dyer doubts in any case that foundations will be permitted)a major reformist function (as in the case of foundation support for schooldecentralization in New York, which produced a "legislative mood lgainstfoundations"). At the'same time, Dyer stresses','Ithe positive role foundations mightplay in preserving and projecting for non-white Ameritans an area within private
control where activities can be carried on for the public good. "' 75

Institutional Change-Oriented Projects as Perceived by
Foundation Spokesmen

t
No systematic study of foundation involverrient in institutional change com-parable to -the 1969 survey made by the Peterson Commissipn has been made since
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that date. The 1969_survey, covering 1966;1968 data, concluded that foundations had
.made only Minimal contributions to change-oriented projects, since most of
.Lhem,spend mo4t of their funds on conventional projects.)

In this section of Ne report we draw, mainly, upon the rather limited statements
made by fOtindation spokesmen., We sought to identify different conc?pts or
conceptual schemes that may be utilized in subsequent research. We will also...
summarize the findings of an analysis of grants_made by foundations in the field of
politics and government by Archibald Gillies, president of the John Hay Whitney
Foundation.

Donald Young offers a conceptual framework based on the ideology and alues
associated with foundations. A Ifoundation may be conceived of as one of the
following:

A powerful force for maintaining a status quo favoring an advantaged and
wealthy "establishment." ,,

,

A force for economic and social change,in sympathy with radical, left-wing
ideologies.

A somewhat randomly unsettling influence on the "American way of life"

/because
of innovating research and experimental projects intended to find new

ways of resolving social problems.' 26

Nielsen, in his assessment of the extent to which foundations contribute to social
change, Aotes John Gardner's ,classic defense of foundations, given as Gardner was
leaving the Carnegie Corporation in 1964:

The modern foundation ... [is) designed to make money go along way in
the service of creativity and. constructive change. It is one...of the few
institutions in our society that can keep itself free to act quickly and flexibly
in support , of the talented. individual or the institution that wishes to
undertake an experimental program .... It is not only an drool in our
pluralism; by supporting a wide variety of creative individuals it contrilAites to
an even greater and more fruitful pfutalism. . . .1

N?ielsen also quotes the core of the Carnegie Corporation's 1968 report, given by
'Alan Pifer, Gardner's successor,4s follows:

if there is an evident lesson to be learned from the turbulence of the times in
which we live, it is that the nation has no higher requirement today than a
flexible capacity for rapid change in its social institutions

But there is impressive evidtnce, of various kinds which contradicts these
Assessments and which suggests that the large foundations their theoretical
usefulness as creative forces and as change agents notwithstanding are in
fact overwhelmingly passive, conservative, and anchored to the stotus quo.
Theyate agents of continuity, not of change,122-

On another level, the Third World Fund of San Francisco, a minority-controlled
foundation, is committed to financing institutional change-oriented projects. As the
director, Ida Strichland, recently' stated, "I strongly believe there is still money
available for social change and people willing to 'worksfor it."128 The foundation
secures its funds from individual donors and makes grants for controversial projects
to groups which have organizational and leadership abilities or potential, but which
have not established a "track record" enabling them to get money from more tradi- -
tional foundations. Its resources are modest. During the past two yeafs, the Third
World Fund supported 105, projects with a total of $282,000.12-9

Types of projects funded are indicated by the following:
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... a Chinese community newspaper, La Raza University Without Walls inBerkeley, the United Prisoners' Union and several legal defense projects,
bilingual broadcasting, the National Farm Workers Ministry, the 'Trail of-
Broken Treaties' march on Washington, D.C., and the 'Wounded Knee Legal
Defense Fund.'

Currently, the Fund is shifting its emphasis "to educate third world communities tospeak for themselves ... by 'funding more free forums where people can meet with
experts on an issue," according to its director.'"

Alan Pifer, president of the comparatively large Carnegie Corporation of New
York, recently stated his rather equivocal position on the issue of social change. Thegist of his speech follows:

By what right does a private organization not directly answerable to thepeople at large undertake to- improve the lot of some people within the
society at the possible expense of others? In sum, there should be noimposed orthodoxy on how foundations can help produce "a fairer and morejust society."' 31

2-he Ford Foundation, by far the largest, granted almost $196 million -in--.1973
accounting for 8.3 percent of grants made by all U.S. foundations.' 32

Nielsen describes the report of a study of The Ford Foundation's objectives as

... the finest statement of the case for modern creative philanthropy yetproduced ... It began with the prepise that the most important problems of
contemporary life lay in man's relation to man, not his relation to nature.' 33

The report urged that the foundation give priority to five areas: \
lrthe problem of world peace including the strengthening of the UnitedNations and its associated international agencies;

2) the problems of democracy including the elimination of restrictions onfreedom of thought and other civil rights; the maintenance of democratic controlti over Concentrations of-ublic and private power; and the improvement of, the
political processes through which public officers are chosen and policies determined;

3) problems of the economy including the achievement of high and stableemployment levels; greater equality of economic opportunity for all citizens; more
satisfactory labor-management 'relations; and the attainment "of that balance
between freedom and control in our economic life which will most effectively servethe well-being of our entire society";

4) the problems of education including the clarification of educational goalsand the evaluation of current educational practices; the reduction of economic,religious, and racial barriers to equality of eductional opportunity; and the moreeffective use of the mass media for nonacademic education of citizens of all ages;

5) the scientific study of man , including his values, motivations, and-Maladjustments; and the greater use of such 'knowledge .in every aspect of
democratic life. (Emphasis added.] 134

The report was unanimously endorsed by the foundation's board of trustees.Even without using the label "institutional change" or "social. change," the kinds of
problems described could lend themselves to study or action proposals leading to
institutional change.
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A great deal of material bas been published by and about The Ford Foundation.
Some of the proposals it has financed have been controversial. Data presented in
Chapter II showed a relatively substantial involvement of the Ford Foundation in
funding minority-controlled projects. In its 24 years of existence it has had, in the
words of Nielsen, "triumphs as well as conspicuous failures. It has careened from
bold attack to indecisive floundering, from conservatism to activism."' 35 We cannot
encompass the work of this foundation here, but we may note its many significarit
contributions in the area of institutional change, studies of governmental policies
and practices, work with ethnic minority-oriented populations and other disadvan-
taged groups, and, more recently, its work with "that 51 percent" (women).
Because of its size, its willingness to make controversial grants, and its efforts to
report its policies and activities, it has.been highly visible to both its supporters and
its,,detractors.

A rapidly growing community trust, the San Francisco Foundation, "recently
initiated a series of lunchtime meetings with people prominent io the arts,
education, health care delivery, environmental problems.and civic Concerns" in order
to consider issues and way! the group can help. In the words of the executive
director, Martin Paley:

It is hoped the meetings will prove their worth in helping staff propose
policies more responsive to today's ferment of soda! and political change, as
well as broadening the background against which the Distribution Committee
must reach its decisions.' 36

Archibald L. Gillies, president of the John Hay Whitney Foundation, contributes
a thoughtful up-to-date analysis and commentary on foundations' response to
critical public issues in the "Open Forum" section of the Foundation News. Gillies
raises questicifis he believes foundations should answer:

Do philanthropic foundations address themselves to the way in which major
political and economic institutions in the United States are arranged;

Do we question whether these systems_ encourage or suppress the pie in
the e cise. of their individual rights, of their community respoqsibilities and,,
of u rsal human values?

How are foundations dealthg vdith such fundamental qtfe'stioris of structure?

Are we living up to the label of "forward-looking and innovative ? "'"

The Governmental View of Fgundations' Role in Institutional Change

On this important issue our-search of the literature revealed virtually nothing
of substance from elected or appointed officials. The thrust of congressional
investigation and debate has been on real arlimagined abuses of tax privileges by
some foundations, and on legislation that will correctthe situation. Rather than
emulating the few foundation ventures designed to correct institutional abuses and
dysfunctions, Congress has generally reacted with timidity or hostility to such
approaches.

day.
A rare exception is the speech made by Senator VanceHartke of Indiana to a

tax conference in the late winter of 1974. Senator Hartice, Chairman of the Senate
Finance Committee's Subcommittee on Foundations, said foundations "should
emphasize the innovative and creative," suggesting some tasks that foundations
night undertake.

-
We need to develop a national growth policy ... to assess the impact of
technology on our society ... to develop new insights into the relationship ore..

between the United States and the rest of the world. Foundations must
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recognize the undercurrents of change which are running through our society
and make grants which may help to influence social change.' 38

Other Views of Foundation Participation in ,Institutional Change

The case for and, against fouridation involvement in "social activism" waspresented at a nonpartisan educational forum, The Ameecan Assembly, at its
November.1972 conferences at Arden House, Harriman,' New York. John Simon,professor of law, Yale Law School, and president of the Taconic Foundation,
presented the case for social activism. Taconic Foundation has financed voter
education projects in the South and other activist projects.

The case against social attivism was presented by Jeffrey Hart, professor of
English at Dartmouth College, and an editor of the National Review.

Simon, in 'developing his position, states that it is impossible for a foundation toavoid controversy or effecting some" measure of social change when it distributes
money. The question "becomes' one of ways and means of participating, in
controversy or social 'change" e.g., direct or indiredt, explicit or unstated,
contentious or purportedly "neutral." He selected the issue of foundation involve-
ment in 'public affairs" as a way of examining the matters of ways and means.

For purposes of this paper I, will define the "public affairs" activities of
foundations- as these activities which seek to study, criticize, inform people
about, and modify the actions of the executive, legislative, and _judicial
branches of government at all levels.... They therefore include activities qiowpermitted to foundations and some that are not. In short, the term "ptiblic
affairs" embraces that -broad range of activities that the House Ways and
Means Committee, in May 1969, tentatively proposed to place off limits to
foundations: "any activities intended ... to influence the decision of any
government body ..."' 3 9 ."
Simon applies his definition to the hypothetical support by a foundation of

activities designed to bring about better government performance in the environ-
mental field, listing the following specific activities:

1. Conducting research which yields general conclusions 4bout the necessity for
certain improvements in government programs ... t. .

2. Conducting demonstration projects ... to explore ways of improidng_govern,
mental performance in this field. f,

3. Engaging in newspaper and television advertising which demonstrates, with,
dramatic photos and slogans, the need to avert the approaching cataclysm (but
which does not mention governmental action).

4. Engaging in newspaper and television advertising urging the voting public to
consider the "environmental credentials" of all candidates for public office (but not
mentioning any particular candidates or contest), -

5. Runnirig a' program to educate citizens about their rights to register and vote
and to encourage them to register and vote (and mentioning the environmental crisis
as a reason for electoral participation).

6. Lobbying for changes in environmental control legislation by communicating
with legislators and starting "grass roots" letter-writing campaigns.

)
7. Publishing analyses of the adequacy of current environmental legislation,

together with recommendations for new laws.
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8. Monitoring and publicly criticizing the work of the executive branch in
enforcing existing laws. .

9. Organizing (lawful) picketing and demonstrations to call upon the executive
branch to enforce existing laws.

10 Initiating litigation (on behalf of a variety of environmental groups) to compel
compliance with existing environmental laws on the part of governmental agencies
charged with enforcement.' 4°

He notes that "existing statutory, judicial, and administrative precedents do riot
prohibit items 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, and 9" and that, within certain restraints placed on
them by the Internal Revenue Service, items 6, 7, am( 10 could be pursued, at least
by some foundations meeting IRS requirements. Simon adds:

The question before us is whether any of these activities always assuming
that they' are undertaken in furtherance of a foundation's chartered purposes,

ought to be out of bounds, prohibited either by law or by self-imposed
restrictions.' 41

Simon examines four categories of arguments that are advanced to limit the role
of foundations inpublic affairs:

Definitional arguments (relating to the etymological and historical "meaning"
of charity); effectiveness arguments (relating to the utility and social impact
of foundation work in public affairs); normative arguments (relating to the
fairness and the democratic quality of foundation public affairs activity); and
a prudential argument (relating to the possibility of reprisals against founda-
tions as a result of their "politicization").142

The definitional argument applies to all philanthropic organizations, not just to
foundations. It notes that the word "charity," which is derived from the Latin
"caritas," "implies a giving and supportive role, not legislative, litigatrve, and other
forms of adversarial combat."143

Simon contends that this argument fails to distinguish between means and ends.
He next turns to the effectiveness argument, which he breaks down into the
"argumept of nonnecessity" and the "divisiveness argument."'" In refuting the
first, Simon cjtes the evidence of such urban problems as high unemployment
among black youth, violent crime, deteriorating housing, the serious fiscal condition
of urban schools, among others, as indications that particularly in the "inner -cen-
tral -city" and the "larger-older-suburb," many residents do not share in the.
comfortable life.

The divisiveness argument maintains "not that the foundations' involvement in
public affairs controversy is unnecessary, but that it excessively polarizes and divides
the country and tends to pave the way for totalitarianism." Simon cites Daniel
Patrick Moynihan as a spokesman for this' poirit of view in contending that
foundations will be playing a deadly game unless they are "even-handed in the
political consequences of these activities, seeking neither to advance nor impede any
cause, save that of understanding and competence."'45 Simon comments:

I think I underStand his fear of the consequences that may be brought about
by mindlessly provacative confrontation tactics, social change by shock
treatment, the irresponsible narcissism of those who do not have to live with
the racial or class warfare that ensues. I believe foundations have rarely
supportedthat kind of activity, however, and Mr. Moynihan's book, Maximum
Feasible Misunderstanding, does not convince me that any of the foundations
are guilty.' 46

A
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Normative arguments, the third category described and analyzed by Simon,'
.. tell us that it is not right for foundations to engage in public affairs

activities, for in so doing they offend against ,(1) a concept of fair play as
between users of pre-tax and after-tax dollars (the "unfair competition
argument") and (2) a COncept that it is undemocratic for "non-accountable"
institutions to use "public" funds to affect the outcome of governmental
decisions (the "shadow government argument"). 147

The unfair competition argument says:

This contention, -which applies to foUndations and all other charitable
organizations enjoying the right to receive deductible contributions, reflects a
Motquis of Queensbury approach. It not fair, we are told, for a charitable
bekly to advance positions on any side of a public affairs controversy, for its
ability to use "pre -tax" dollars (dollars on which the donor received a tax
deduclibn and on which the recipient organization pays nd income tax) givesit an unfair advantage over other public affairs advocates who must use-"after-tax" dollars (dollars to which the privileges 'of deductibility and
exemption have not attached). The argument has a very slender basis in fact.

Simon cites the tax exemptions of labor unions and veterans's organizations, also
businegs ofganizations when such expenses are related to their business needs.'48

The fourth and last category dealt with is labeled the "prudential argument."
Simon states:

The distinction between this Argument and the oth arguments we have
considered the fact that the prudential objection is w Ily expedient and
does not purport to invoke questions of principle bec mes clearer if we
consider the position of Robert Paul Wolff, a Columbia professor who is a
"self-proclairOd radical." Considering the questions of whether universities
ought to remain "neutral" on political questions, Professor Wolff contends
that neutrality is impossible because of the university's deep involvement in
the surrounding economic and cult 149

Simon observes that a "similar point is ma-de with respect to foundations and
their 'non-neutral' (or, in Professor Moynihan's term, non 'even-handed') involve-
Ment in' public contooversies." He examines the kind of activities that aroused
congressional displeasure and concludes-that "the objects of Congressional ire were
not the 'pOblic affairs' aqiities under discussion here."' s°

From a different perspective, Jeffrey Hart-criticizes the fo dations' participation
in social activism by analyzing the issue within the context the "populist appeal"
made in 1977 by "politicians of diverse views. ", ough nifest in different ways,
Hat states:

The common denominator in all of this was the feeling on the part of the
ordinary American that he was being put upon by one or another feature of
the system that vested interests, government agencies, the Supreme Court,
'he rich, or the tax structure were impingipg,upon his life a malign wayj
and that he, himself, could do :little about it. This 'feeling represents atraditi nal American) appeal to the privilege,' recognizable in Jacksonian
demo racy or in the movement tKat followed William Jennings Bryan...."'''

Hart in briefly describing some of the concerns expressed by congressmen duriri
the 19 9 hearings on the Tax Reform Act, considers the "gut issue" to have been
"the r e of the_larger foundatioM as a"kind of shadow government, disposing of
substan al political and social power; and using that power in ways that are in fact
highly questionable." Hart repeats the argument advanced by Treasury spdkesmen
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and some legislators, that foundations are not responsible to an electorate and are
using "public money" to finance their activities because of their tax-exempt
status) 52

A "sharp change" is detected by Hart in theIlature of projects supported by
large foundations:

... once again, as in the days-of the robber barrons, Ford and Rockefeller
were in a fair way of becoming hated names ih the land, for the great
foundations began to involve themselves aggressively in political activities,
brioging their vast resources to bear in ways that pit one group against
another. "In the U.S.,%**Fortune noted approvingly, "the foundations have
developed into a powerful force for social chInge and 'human betterment a

third force, as it were, independent of'. business and government." A "third
force" indeed! The country has made up its mind, as above, about the
legitimate activities of labor unions, veterans' groups and businesses but it is
only beginning to consider the role of the tax;.exempt foundation.' 53

Hart does_riot_equale social change with human betterment, since "The fall of
Troy, after all, was 'social change' .. In the American context, one mar's desirable
social change may be another man's ruined neighborhood, or disrupted way of life,
or lost*lection." Hart then:cites seven Ford Foundation grants that reflect a
"conspicuous form of irresponsible power."

1. The Congress of Racial Equality's voter registration drive in Cleveland in
1967;

2. The "various school decentralization experiments in New,York City" in 19694

3. Support of "open housing in the suburbs";

4. The Center for Community Change in Washington, D.C.;

a variety of extremist groups, who regardless of their impact on the
community, were funded." Hart's examples include the Mexican American Youth
Organization, the Mexican American Legal Defense Fund, the Universidad de los
Barrios, and "a variety of black extremist groups."

6. The National Student Association, "a tightly controlled and self-perpetuating
left pressure group about which few students were aware."

7. Grants to "eight former aides of Senator Robert F. Kennedy" whisch the
foundation described ,as educational grants and Hart alleges were "severance pay for
benignly regarded political functionaries."'"

Hart attributes much of the foundations' politically and socially activist role to
"the rhetoric of ethnic suffering, as orchestrated by James Baldwin, Malcolm X and

_others, which has filtered into the .mass media ..." In Hart's opinion, "the
conventional rhetoric of crisis is not at all roan of the solution, but a principle
source of the prdblem, for it perpetuates a veritable reign of error."'Stil

The solution, according to Hart, is "that the foundations concern ,themselves
with activities that will be perceived as beneficient by all segments of the national
community." Most of all Hart would like foundations to support "the creation of
beauty," which, in his opinion, "like knowledge, is not divisive." He adds,-="it is a
disinterested value."'" Hart does not indicate how he Wbuld classify social protest
art.)

Other' _views on institutional change were presented at the Anglo-American
Conference on the Role of Philanthropy in the 1970s held in Ditchley Park,
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England, in the spring of 1972.
The American members expressed deep concern with the issue which was

formulated at the conference as a dichotomy, "charitable vs. social, or political
action." Their view is reflected in the summary of "some of the conclusions reached
... on likely developments in the field of charity over the next decade."

American participants suggested that the future of philanthropy will de end,
first, upon whether philanthropic action justified itself by making a signifi ant
contribution to the resolution of major social problems, and that this in t n
would hang upon whether philanthropic bodies became involved in contro-
versial public issues. The mood of the American society, the conference
members were told, is to broaden the participation of the young, the blacks
and other minority groups in decision-making. The question to be answered is
whether givers individuals, the corporations and particularly the foundatiods

will use their resources to find ways to encourage this involvement.

Second, it was said that the future of philanthropy W't tend upon who
controls it and what kind of accountability will be demandedW bodies which
are financed by tax-deductible giving and other fiscal concessions.

Third, the role of philanthropy will depend on the attitude of governments
towards it. If American governments continue to expand their own part in the
provision of public social services, what freedom will they allow to philan-
thropy to influence social change? Is the United States becoming a society in
which decisions as to the public interest will be more and more confined to
elected representatives?

Fourth, it was asserted that the ability of philanthropy to meet apparent and
emerging needs rests on the adequacy of the flow of philanthropic-funds ...
One speaker suggested 'that America had experienced much social change
during an era of affluence (1945-70); he predicted "seven lean years" ahead
and suggested that the role of philanthropy may be quite different in such a
period.

Fifth, maintaining a satisfactory flow of philanthropic funds will depend on
charities' achieving a balance between support for, traditional objects of
philanthropy and financing new developments which are not yet sufficiently
understood to attract wide public sympathy)"

A British spokesman, Harry V. Hodson, head of a public affairs consulting firm
and formerly editor of the Sunday Times (London), noted that "another social
phenomenon which we count upon persisting through the 1970s is minority
unrest," giving examples from both the United States and the British Isles. He
observes:

In facing this phenomenon the task of philanthi'opy is more invidious and
delicate. Of its- nature it helps and champions the disadvantaged,. but also it
expresses the will of the present adVantaged to ameliorate society, not to
overturn it. If philanthropy were monolithic,, its _dilemma, would be acute.
Fortunately it is far from that ... Some philanthropic people and institutions
will choose the defensive, others the offensive path.158

John). Corson, executive of an American management consulting firmformerly
professor of public international affairs at Princeton University and chairman of the
Urban Coalition, reported the discussion on the topic, of "Facilitating Social
Advance" from an American perspective. In answer to the question, "Will private
philanthropy be large enough, during the 1970s to make a difference ?" It was noted
that the sparse empirical evidence that exists suggests that
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... at least 90 percent of all philanthropic dollars goes to the maintenance of
existing institutions the churches, hospitals, colleges and universities, the
libraries, museums, art galleries and symphony orchestras, the homes for the
aged and many others.

Corson's report continues:

The majority of these institutions meet significant human needs, and the
public interest justified their "maintenance." Some have become obsolete or
redundant and should be allowed to die. Most are subject to the criticism'of
not being sufficiently concerned with building a more just and equitable
society. Hence, the large proportion of available philanthropic funds which
goes to their support leaves too few dollars free for pioneering, for promoting
social change and for providing leadership.

This critical Tact, the conferees agreed, is a central argument for the existence
and nurturing of foundations.1S9

Similar conclusions were reached by the ,r eterson Commission. Its report raises
the question

of whether social change in our day will be a product of the blin. Y r
accident and force or whether it will result from rational reflection an
deliberate choice ... In an era

60
of unprecedented technological innovations,

social innovation lags seriously.

The commission's analysis recalls that advanced by Vernon Jordan, executive
direetgr of the National Urban League, emphasizing the need for diversity of
sponsoqiip of orderly social change in our pluralistic society. I61

The report by Ylvisaker and Mavity, previously noted, is germane to the question
of foundation involvement in institutional change. Their concept Of "public affairs"
embraces both institutional change and the structure and behavior of governmental
entities, and includes four component purposes, as follows:

a

First: to improve the processes and the competence of governmnt.

Second: to help define and clarify issues for public consideration and govern-,.
Mental action.

Third: to help ensure the rights and equal participation in government and
society of all members of the public.

Fourth: to improve the responsiveness of the private sector to public needs.' 62

A subcategory of the first goal is "the 'watch-dog' function private monitoring
of governmental performance," such as "monitoring the effects of revenue sharing
on the poor and minorities." Two foundations, Edna McConnell Clark and the
Rockefeller Brothers Fund, have made grants for this work to the League of. Women
Voters Fund, the National Urban Coalition, Center for Community Change, and
Center ,for National Policy Review.1°3 All but the last of these four groups have

members of ethnic minorities on their boards. ,

,` "Monitoring delivery of social services and administration of justice in the
South" is another subcategory of the watch-dog function. The Southern Regional-
Council, an interracial organization, is cufrently the recipient of grants Rom three
foundations: Carnegie Corporation, Field Foundation, and Ford Foundation:164

.The second major goal includes two subcategories in which foundations have
been significantly involved, "research and publication" and "demonstration."

Examples of foundation support of research are numerous and include both
eirganizational and individual efforts. One study of particular relevance to minority
concerns (as well as to poOr populations) is the task force on Hunger U.S.A.,
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supportedeby the Field Foundation. Foundation grants also helped to support the
Commission on Private Philanthropy and Public Needs and the work of the Peterson
Commission.' 65

Demonstrations which offer "new approaches to a solution of public problems,"
which got all or some of their financing from foundations, include such projects as
the "Harlem Street Academies," Newark's "Call to Learning," the Ford Foundation
"gray areas" program of the 1960s, and a test of self-helpiihousing in Indian-
apolis.' 66

The third major goal consuls of five subcategories related to minority populi-
tions. r-

1. Research, publication, and public education includes foundation support of
..t>studies, surveys, conferences, and publications on human rights and human
relations by such national organizations as ACLU, NAACP, the National
Urban League, the Center for Urban Ethnic Affairs, the National Committee
Against Discrimination in Housing, and, in the South, by the Southern
Regional Council ... at the local level, chapters of national organizations and
hundreds of local committees and councils carry on the incessant struggle for
the rights of racial and ethnic minorities, consumers, children, prisoners,
welfare recipients, the mentally ill, the elderly.

The Ford Foundation's support of the tenter for Civil Rights at the Notre are
Law School is one example of private' support of research programs h n d special
institutes in universities.' 67

2. Special educational opportunity for the disadvantaged embraces programs,for
all, age levels from pre-school tograduate education. Foundations of all sizes have
made contributions in this area. Ylvisaker and Mavity report that in. the past decade
748 foundations have given at least $179 million to black colleges, universities, and
professional schools. In addition, the United Negro College Fund, which receives
foundatiort corporate, and individual contributions, distributes about $11 million
annually to its participating members.'"

Among educational institutions for native Americans, the Navajo Cmmunity
College in Arizona received money from the Ford, Mellon, and Wfatherhead-
Foundations.

Other foundation efforts include Rockefeller Foundation grants, since 1964, for
increasing minority enrollment in predominantly white colleges and universities, the
Danforth Foundation's grant to the Southern Association of Schools and Colleges to
upgrade predominantly black colleges, and the cooperative effort of a number of
foundations, the NAACP Legal Defense Fund, and the Law Students Civil Rights
and Research Council to recruit and support black raw student4,for predominantly
white law schools in the South. (By June 1973 this program had helOed 1+9 law
school graduates and had yee 'tied support from 21 foundations and 15,000
individuals.)' 69

3. Community organization, development and service. Ylvisaker and Mavity ,
observe tnat "there is scarcely a foundation ... in an urban area that has .not .
contributed to some foki Of community development or service activity." Examples
are. the National Center r Community Change and Chicago's Woodlawn Organiza-
tion, minority economic development enterprises including the national network of
Opportunities Industrialization Centers and New York City's interracial Committee
for Business Opportunity, and organizations involved in constructing and managing
nonprofit housing for low-income families (prior to the moratorium on federal -
housing subsidies) such as the national Nonprofit Housing Center and North
Carolina's Low-In6ome Housinglnd Development Corporation.
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The best known of the many community_development corporations org
during the Wait on Poverty is New Y9r1e5,Bedford-Stuoesant Restoration Co a-
tion. These tDCs often got their sbrf with foundation seed money, and then
continuing support frOm governmental'sources.'"

)

4. Voter registration projects. These. were noncontroversial when conducted as a
nonpartisan effort by s.uch organizations as the League of Women Voters and the
American Heritage Foundation. They. became controversial, in the 1960s when they
focused on registering ethnic minorities, principally blacks and those of Spanish
heritagerobo were underrepresented in the voting population."'

. ' .
5. Public interest law, with a goal of "equal participation in society and

government," Organizations working for minority dconc,erns) particularly in areas
requiring governmental actioM,..have existed f ma years. The nature of their,
work usually precludes tax-exempt gifts. A m ere nt trend is the cre 'on of
tax-exempt, privately supported public intere firms which utilize rt
procedures to challenge restrictive or discriminatory policies and practices o
chiefly, public agencies. Exapples of minority- oriented and minority-controlled
public interest law firms are: NAACP's Legal Defense and Education Fund, Puerto
Rican Defense Fund, Mexican-American Legal Defense and Educational Fund,
Alaskan Natives Foundajon, and the Native American Rights Fund. Foundations
are' their major means of- support, tkse three groups in particular: the Stern Fund,
The Ford Foundation, and the Edna McConnell Clark Foundation.' 7 2

The fourth rilajot goal, "improving responsiveness of.the private sector to public
needs," has two relevant subcategories "college and university resources for
community service" and "more responsive and responsible philanthropy."

Universities, through foundation grants, have. provided "urban'communities with
technical assistance analogous to that supplied by the land-grant colleges in rural
areas." Concurrently, there has been a rapid, increase in the number of urban affairs,
research and service centers, "mast with some private support." University law
schools have also sponsored neighborhood legal services.'"

Other examples include work by the Council or Foundations "to make
foundation activity more responsive to public needs and more selective in grant
snaking "; the Association of Black Foundation Executives, also, "foundation
financed, whoSe mission is to provide input from the black community to
fou dation policy and programs"; and the Filer Commission.' 74

Ivisaker and' Mavity explain the greater foundation responsiveness tdi public
affairs during,th'e 1960s as follows:

Social protest, responding bursts o political liberalism, sustained economic
grpwth, and mounting threats of urban violence all combined to ignite a
new mood of urgency and risk-taking in American philanthropy during the
decade 15f the '60s. Public affairs activity burgeoned, some under duress, much
of it a release of idealikn and energy long constrained within corporate -land

foundatiop/bureaucracies.' 75 V

The authors note thal,the "high water mark in the tide of public affairs giving,-
in-dollar terms, seems to haie been reached in the early 1970s." They attribute the
recent decline to our depressed economy and the shrinking dollar. They do not see

'that the share of giving to public concerns is dwindling.

Despite the oft-burned fingers of philanthropists who moved closer to the .

social fires in the 1960s, and their 'outcries when burned again bq tfte Tax
Reform Act of 1969 and in the accompanying bonfire of public criticism,
there seems to be steady and even rising acceptance of the private role .in
public. matters.' 76
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These scholars perceive a willingness of foundations to "contend with the
ever-more-rugged realities and imponderables of public issues," but also forecast the
possibility of a more basic change, a "restlessness to move philanthropy away from
its traditional ties ... and bureaucratized solutions ...''' 77

Ylvisaker and Mavity analyze the "logic and counterlogic of philanthropy's role
in public affairs," as a desire to improve the process of government itself, to bring
about greater and more varied participation and thereby affect the power structure,
and to illuminate public issues for action.' 78

They proceed to present the logic of philanthropic participation in public affairs.
They make these points:

A. Given the values on which American society is based, it would have been
and still is almost impossible to bar philanthropy from such a role.

B. Once in, private philanthropy has been so bti),gnly suffused ... throughout
American public affairs that, it would be I possible ... to root it out.
[Governmental, semi-public, and private institutions] have become so 'inter
dependent' on the flow of private giving that they cannot, for all practical
purposes, disengage.

C. More positively, both government and citizenry ... need' the re-inforcing
effects of a relatively independent third force.'"

--,--,------_c---
The authOrs list the function that fOundations perform.

1

7 (1) Society's catalySt; .. . putting things and peciple toget-.`

(2)*Goverrimept's partner in a myriad of supportive non-threatening ways ...
(3) Government's "pain child": absorbing the anguish and blame that goes with

. trying, something new when political reality rules out 'everything that's
been tried before. '

(4) Government and society's incubator of new ideas and processes ...
(5) Government and society's "passing gear" the ability to respond quickly to

.."unexpectedly rapid social change ... ,. .(6) Governmeett
2
andlor society's conscience, gadfly, judge, measuring rod, com-

petitor, even "slow-it-down."

(7) Symbol of reason, impartiality, statesmanship the "Good Housekeeping Seal
of Approval. "48. °

Despite tfiese goyernmental connections, a major change may now be at hand:
After nearly a generation during which private >philanthroO's dominant/After
posture has been that of government's friend and society's accelerator, there's
a noticeable- shift =even and especially among those thought "liberal"
toward monitoring governmental performance and drawing protective bound-
aries around individual rights and privacy. The result may be more govern-
Mental activity (the demand for performance), it may be less (elimination of
snooping). The driving motive is to make government at once more effective
and less threatening an interesting twist that may pull the left and the right
wings of private philanthropy toward a common grouncl.'8!

1

Ylvisaker and Mavity finally examine the
philanthropy's intervention in public affairs."

1. Private .phijanthropy is a "tool of
too-liberal 'Eastein establishment'."

2 6 2

"counterlogic and resistance to private
Their six main arguments are! 82

the monied interests, especially the
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2. It is "inherently elitist and irresponsible, too much so to be allowed to'exert
an influence on the process of government and the consideration of public policy _
or for that matter as the tribune of the people and the champion of the forgotten
and oppressed."

3. Private philanthropy inflates public hopes and ultimately, public bddgets, by
finding "new public needs and ardusing new demands to meet these needs." .

4. It is "as fallible, as inefficient, as faddist, as opinionated, as capricious and as
unreliable as the governmeht process that it presumes to affect."

5. It Is ';wasting its potential, and hasn't really earned the tax benefits that have
been showered upon it."

)
6. ."Finally, private philanthropy far from being a model of all that is

righteous, reasonable and above politics, is a tax dodge with its own grubby
self-interests and inherently incapable of serving as a nobler `.'symbol ... the
prejudice, of self-aggrandizement and preservation, and especially the approval of
one's peers, powerfully affects the calculus of givingeven in the most scrupulous of
philanthropists."

The National Center for Urban Ethnic Affairs,. Washington, D.C., is "concerned v
with the development of public social pqlicy that resuonds to the convergent issues
facing urban racial and ethnic groups" according lb its president, Msgr. Geno
Baroni. On May 13, 1974, Msgr. Baroni addressed the Senate. Subcommittee on
Foundations, commenting on recent remarks by the subcommittee chairman, Vance
Hartke, to the effect that "foundations must recognize the undercurrents of Change
which are running throughout society and make grants which may help to influence
social change ":' 83

Our good experience with the Ford Foundation has enabled us to work in
more than 10 to 12 cities where working class' heavily ethnic communities
live next to Or in changing neighborhoods with black and Spanish speaking
groups. While some people with an elitist approach believe we must de-
polarize white working class groups our experience in community organiza-
tion demonstrates we' must be sensitive to the realities facing different groups
of Americans , .

,

We have no real 'neighborhood pollcy.in this country people should be paid
to work in their neighborhoods, to develop bridge issues and convergent issues
between groups to stabilize neighborhoods. Housing lasts 300 to 500 years in
some European cities, but here a neighborhood falls apart in a generation.
Racial and ethnic exploitation, lack of economic and tax respect for neighbor-
hoods are the terminal cancers, wafting tq be caul, but ravaging on instead to
kill our cities, and to increase hostilRy and isolation betwee'n different
Americans.' 84

In this chapter we have focused on one issue relating to foundations' relevance in
today's society: that of 'institutional change. It is our perspective that questions
regarding institutional change are critical for minorities. Dynamic and inliovative
approaches_ to basic system structures are requirecl.to diminish the handicap under
which minorities labor. 9

Few empirical efforts have Peen made to determine the opinions and perceptions
of members of the public regarding attitudes toward foundation programs dealing
with institutional change, though one "survey of opinion leaders" by the Peterson
Commission .indicates more public tolerance than is perceived by foundations
themselves. We lye presented a wide-ranging variety of personal comments culled
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from diverse sources to illustrate opinions of different segments of society.
Certain unique foUndationiltre,rpore forceful than most others in pursuing socialchange goals. Foundations generally, however, appear to take a very cautious stanceon funding programs with institutional change value. This conclusion is based onboth the available spectrum of opinions offered1y foundation representatives in theliterature and on empirical data attempting to measure foundation change-oriented

efforts in terms of grant numbers and dollar value.
Indepenslent minority spokesmen who have gained a foothold in the foundation

world and have publicly addressed themselves-to the issues are highly critical of theattitude of foundations toward sociat- and institutional-change projects. They
present viewpoints and offer suggestionS which have received little audience, and less
heed in foundation circles. Though their voices appear necessarily discrete, the tenorof -opinion is uniformly critical.

The issues are complex and opinions based on frequently opposing rationales.Few have attempted to develop typologies of programs which focus on °change
variables. The purpose Of this chapter has been tcoet forth a fairly comprehensivesampling of the opinions, rationales, and typologies which now exist in theliterature relevant to institutional change. The question has not often appeared'as amatter of discussion of debate. It would seem, as one observer noted, that "too
many foundations support only people and projects that ..unquestioningly accept
orthodox assumptions aboUt the nature arid consequences of the institutions thatmold our society."'"

V

PROGRAMS AND VIEWPOINTS RELATING TO MINORITIES
FOUNDATION INVOLVEMENT IN POLITICAL PROCESSES,

HIGH-RISK PROJECTS, AND CULTURAL HOSPITALITYZ

Foundation Involvement in Studies or Actions Affecting Governmental Structure,
Policies, Programs, and_Political Processes

Foundation suppOrt of projects designed to bring about institutional change, ashas been noted in the preceding chapter, frequently involves or affects governmental
structure, policies, programs, and political processes; A brief summary of relevant
documentary material, not already presented, follows.

t.K
Native American Con ol of or Influence on School Boards

Richard j. Margolis, in an article published in The Foundation News in 1973,
describes pressure by native Americans "to control their own schools," beginning
-several years -ago with an experimental Navaho-controlled scnool in Rough Rock,
Arizona, which received a grant from the Donner F9undation and from -several
federal agencies. The program included teaching Navaho language and culture,

The author reports that the "experiment worked and immediately inspired the
organizing of other Indian-controlled schools in more than a dozen states, including
two community colleges among the Sioux of Rosebud and Pfne Ridge reservations
in South Dakota."' 86

Currently, two foundations, Akbar and Elliott, are giving partial support to the
Coalition of Indian-Controlled Schooh Boards which has 32 organization members.
Members of the coalition seek "to gain control or influence over local public school
hoards." One successful effort to brink about change is described.
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On the St. Regis Mohawk reservation in New York State, ... parents staged a
one-day school boycott after they discovered their all-Indian public school
lacked new books and supplies, while ,the white schools nearby had plenty of
everything. White, administrators mechanically 'denied their charges and
then, unde cover of night, u aded seven truck loads of books and other
educationa materials at the Mawk school. It was a fascinating lesson in the
uses of red power and white gut

Foundations making these types of grants were helping to change governmental
structures and programs. Their grants also dlustrate "cultural hOspitality in grant
making," an area we will cover in greater detail in a subsequent section.

Public Attitudes Toward Foundation Involvement in Public Affairs

One indication of the extent to which potential voters are sympathetic to
foundation .involvement in public affairs is revealed (by a public opinion survey
(made in November,1972).

The survey, by the Gallup Organization for the Council on Foundations,
conducted interviews with a national sample of 1,467 adults to determine the
public's attitudes about various aspects of foundation programs and public policy.
We will present data showing the proportion of the interview sample that favors
each of 22 types of projects.

Each respondent was shown a list of the 22 projects and asked to select one or
' more that the respondent "would especially like foundations to support." (The

order of listing projects was varied in order to minimize bias.) Types are listed in
descending order according to the proportion of favorSble support.' 88

Project Percent

1. Preventing drug abuse 68

2. Hospitals, health clinics 56

3. Study of ways to help older people 52

4. Pollution control and environmental
protection 48

5. Prevention of juvenile delinquency 47

6. Preservation of peace 43

7. Promotion of laws to help older people 37

8. Low cost housing 33

9. Studies and experiments with new health
care plans 32

10. Changes in the prisons and criminal'
correction system 31

11. Consumer protection agencies; such as,
Ralph Nader's group . 26 eR

12. United Funds, Community Chests and
established charities 24

13. Population control 23

14. Private schools and universities 23

15. Public and educational television 22

Civil Rights for minority groups 22

17. Drives to get people to register to vote (but
not for a particular party or candidate) 22

18. Churches 21

19. Promotion of laws for low cost housing 20, f.)
ti
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20. Symphonies, ballet, art galleries, museums'
21. Scholarly research in history, economics,

social studies 17
Equal rights for women 11

,We believe that 15 of the types listed` would, of necessity, require involvement
with segments of the government, and/or, with influencing voter behavior, and that
for some; the-involvement would be substantial and require institutional change of
some magnitude. The types so designated are: 1, 4, 5, 6; 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 15, 16,
17, 19 and 22. Collectively, we believe' the data indicate that public opinion *illsupport a considerablx more social activist foundation role than either Congress or'many of the foundations themselves think possible or desirable.

Percent

. . .

The Gallup report includes these additional data:

The analyses by population groups reveal many substantial differences between
the various population grsoups in the sample. For example:

1. "Pollution control and environmental proteCtion" is favored by more bf the
younger than of the older people interviewed and also by more of those who had
attended college (66%) than those who had attended high school (50%) and grade
school (26%).

2. "Low cost housing" was favored by many more (52%) of the non-white
population .than of the white population (30%).

3. "Support for Civil Rights for minority groups" was favored by moreDemotrats (27%) than Republicans (13%) and many -more of the non-white
population (52%) than of the white population (17%).

4. "Preventing .drug abuse" was named by large majorities of all population
segments.

5. "Popul;tiOn control's was chosen
people interviewed.

.34

by more of the younger than of the older

6. "Study of ways to help older people" and 'Promotion of laws to help older
people" were selected by about as many of the younger as of the older people inthe sample.

7. Support for ASymphonies, ballet, art galleries, museums" was favored by more
of those with larger incomes than of those with smaller incomes and by many moreof those who had attended college than of those with less formal education.

8. Support for "Cbnsumer protection agencies; such as Ralph Nader's group"
was favored by more of those who had attended college than of those who had not
and by more of the professional business people than of those in other occupation
groups.' 8 9

Although a much larger proportion 'of non-white as compared to white
respondents 'favored "low cost housing" and "Civil Rights for minority groups," a
significant prcentage of Jf respondents favored these two$types of projects (33
percent and 22 percent)r
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ws of Americans Ati g the Anglo-American Conference
on the Role of Philanthropy in the 1970s

Some of the views of Americans participating in the conference held in Ditchley
Park, England, in 1972 on the issue of "charitable vs. social or political action"
were presented 41'the preceding chapter. A further 'delirkation of these views is
developed in the conference report, under the heading "Influencing Public and
Political Opinion." It states that the American members

contended that philanthropically supported agencies should be privileged
to use their funds to speak for the disadvantaged groups whom they serve.
That there could be abuses if charitable bodies were to become directly
involved in political campaigns, or were to become effectively "front organiza-
tions" for political viewpoints, was generally acknowledged. This, however;
was not, believed to be adequate reason for denying charitable bodies and
social agencies the freedom to state their views when' die forum in which
decision would be made was apolitical one.19°

Financing High-Risk Projects, Groups, or Organizations
With No Established Track Record

4,

Published material dealing .with this topic is spotty. Some references are made to
both the opportunities and the constraints foundations experience in carrying' out
their sometimes conflicting duties as trustees to use foundation resources prudently,
while at the same time being responsive to new ideas and interested applicant
organizations.

We shall view these issues from the perspective of four types of commentators:
(1) scholars or professional organizations, (2) public officials, (3), minority spokes-
men, and (4) foundation spokespersons.

Perspective of Scholars and a Professional Organization

Arnold Zurcher states:

Foundations have been urged to set aside a modest portion of their capita!
for example five percent for such investment [equity investments in ghetto
areas] or to combine with other foundations to form and endow. a separate
corporation the sole business of which would be that of providing "soft-loan"
or social-venture capital.

The proponents of this kind of foundation investment point out that, by

providing resources to establish or expand high-risk enterprises in 'the ghettos
of our cities, foundations would be complementing the grants they have made
to train the poor, the unemployable, and minority viOms of social and
economic discrimination. ,By making. it possible for them to establish a
business or invest in one, the fouptkations would provide an opportunity to
use the training which had been given* to .them and to demonstrate its value.
Defenders of the policy also remind foundations that, by providing "soft-
loans" or investments of this sort, .they are being true to their tradition of
risk-taking.

Also, they can afford to take the risk. The record of this type of investment is

not good, however; foundations may "shy away" from it beuse, with tax-exempt
funds, they would be competing with businesses that have no' such advantage.

191
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A related view is presented by Zurcher and Dustan in a book on foundation
management written shortly after passage of the.1969 Tax Reform Act:

Chastened and in some cases frightened, by the 1969 Tax Reform act, manyfoundation administrators apparently aim to create as few ripples in the socialpond as possible in carrying (out their programs ... The 1970s, however,
would seem -to be a period of consolidation for foundations, of waitin&to
interpret the mood of the country and the government. The suspicion is thatit will

2
not be a mood calculated to encourage experiment and innovation19

. . .

Warren Weaver, whose book U.S. Philanthropic Foundations was published twoyears before the TRA, reflects a more traditional and widespread foundation viewof the advantage of making grants to established agencies ancirinstitutions, and ofthe essentially knowledge-gathering purpose of foundations. He writes:
The contributed chapters inform us that foundations, apart from someactivities in the humanities and creative arts, have largely worked through
universities and colleges, research institutes, professional institutions, andlearned societies. This is wholly understandable, for in-such places are locatedthe great majority of individuals who have the training, the capacity and the
"determination to accomplish the purpose that so generally preoccupies founda-
tions, namely, the extension of the frontiers of knowledge.'"

Seven years after this was, published, the American Association for the Advance-mentof Science, at its March 1, 1974, meeting in San Francisco, expressed concernabout the "unintentionally discriminatory" practice of foundations and otherfunding agencies which adversely affect "qualified scientists" who do not meet anage criterion, or who do not have the "necessary nstitutional connections to-fallowthem to apply for research grants and fellowships." The policy-making council ofAAAS noted that current criteria "discriminate against members of social categories,,especially women, whose career patterns may differ" from the traditional pattern ofwhite males ..." In addition, they discriminate
4

. against atypical individuals, younger professionals, minorities and womenby reinforcing the already existing effects of employment 'biases and aggra-vating the consequences of a*shrinking job market.' 94

The Association's suggested solution is:
.

(1) Urge all relevant granting agencies and foundations to eliminkte considera-
tion of chronological age for all categories of grants and fellowships, and
(2) Investigate ways of creating institutional connections for qualified scien-tists who may lack thembut Whol'wish to apply for research grants and
fellowships.' 95

Views of a Public Official and of a Minority Spokesnian.

Senator Vance Hartke, chairman of the Subcommittee on Foundations of theSenate Finance Committee, made these observati6ns abotit risk taking instatement before his subcommittee:
y .

There is much to be said for those grants which sustain programs uniI suchtime as they develop enough momentum on their own. But this-type of grant
does little to make foundations essential or *even desirable' to our society.
What is keeded is more innovation and experimentation.'96
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Hartke also said, as reported in a recent issue of Foundation News, that while
"foundations may be all too prone to support 'safe' activities," diversification of
those involved in the grant-making decision will open up _foundations to new
insights and new approaches.' 9 .

Vernon Jordan, a spokesman for black concerns, disputed those who criticize
foundations for being too heavily involved with organizations that have no track
record, or are working for social chang?"------,

While they may stop short of suggesting that foundations transform theln-
selves into conduits for Ivy League colleges, one gets the feeling they wouldn't
be overly upset if that happened.' 98

Foundation Perspectives

The president of the John Hay Whitney 'Foundation, Archibald Gillies, examines
recent involvement by foundations in public issues and in support of ethnic
minority efforts within the context or two larger questions: "Does our political-
economic system work? And, if not, what are foundations doing about it?" Gillies
presents evidence from six current public issues that, in his judgment, provoked the
questions. The first of these relates to foundation efforts to help high-risk groups
who are caught up in overwhelming national forces.

Efforts, some supported by foundations, to build stability in small city
communities are often overwhelmed by the ups and downs of larger forces of
the national society, especially the sudden changes of business activity and
governmental programs. Separatist groups that split off to seek their own
insulated sense of cooperation and self-support did so, in part to ward off
these uncertainties. Some of these have had a measure of success, as Nairobi
College, in East Palo Alto, or Newark, but many have not succeeded against
the tide and a few took the form of violent sub-groups like street gangs, the
MansOn "family" and the Symbionese Liberation Army. The rebuilding of
pride and stability, therefore, at a small scale will not be easily achieved
without the majority society taking part ...1 9 9 ita

Gillies believes "that foundations are not facing basic political and economic -
questions." )n addition to suggesting that foundations study these issues and
"suggest alter414ivez,to presint institutional arrangements," he also states

We should make a far greater effort to support individuals organizations
that ask a variety or searching questions about the ecbno ,about corpora-
tions, about labor unions, about foundations, about governmental budgets and
about the way each of these areas relates to the others, and their effect on
individual Americans.2°°

One foundation involved with the economic problems of black populations is the
Twenty-First Century Foundation, organized in the latter part of 1971. It is

unusual, not o,nly in its objectives and method Of operation,/ but also in its
interaction with two other separately incorporated, black-controlled organizations
the Black Econoinic Research Center and the Emergency Land Fund. "This trio of
organizations," to quote the 1972-73 biennial report, "is committed to the task of
mobilizing and organizing the resources required for the assault on the shackles

0which restrain the black man's progress ... I

At present, the report states,

the black community's specific needs must continuously compete for both
attention and funds with the demands coming from the medical research

2.69,
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institutes, from the arts, from the universities, and from the whole range of
non-self-supporting activities which are vital to American society.

the black community sees that millions of dollars are being spent in its
behalf by a number of foundations, but with very little real development
being accomplished... with the result that disenchantment with "the black
problem" develops within the foundation world.

Two objectives of the Twenty-First Century Foundation ard(a) to provide an
assured source of funding for black developmental efforts and (b) to provide
guidelines to other foundatiois for the alloCation of their funds for black-
oriented projects.202

The report notes that "two areas where the wealth dispari between the races is
most pronounced are the business world and the founda 'on world." Despite
publicity, the federal administration's "black capitalism concep " has not resulted in
marked improvement in the black business secthr. "The va ue ad* by black
business enterprise is less than one-tenth of one percent of the ation's GNP."

The Twenty-First Century Foundation aspires to increase its resources to the
level of "tens of millions of dollars [and to] sit on a par of equity with other major
foundations in America." It faces difficulties because, as the report states, "it is
necessary to build a black foundation from the ground up rather than from the top
down."2° 3

The foundation describes the "absence of any substantial fund of black equity
capital" and the financial dilemma faced by black Americans:

The scattered pockets of black venture capital which do exist are usually
inadequate to provide the equity required for the launching of business
ventures of substantial size and the result has usually been either the creation
of fairly small enterprises or else an undue reliance op white capitalfrom
individuals or from institutional sources such as the Program Related Invest-
ment (PRI) programs of some of the churches and foundations. Although
these PRI funds are commendable attempts to meet the capital needs of
minority businesses they cannot really be viewed as substitutes for black
equity money because they are not really assets belonging to the black
community. Thus they must either take- the form of debt, which may be
financially unsound, or if -they are received as equity they may so dilute the
black-owned equity as to reverse the ethnic image of the business.

[The Foundation has therefore) committed itself to invest Prom 20% to 30%
of its capital assets in promising black business ventures. In this way it yill
serve as a strong and credit-worthy black partner to black venture capitalists
who are in need of additional equity money ... 204

The foundation's rate of growthas.been less than hoped for: in its first tivo
years of operation it received $831f272 in gifts "of which $503,000 came from the
original benefactor."

Ford Foundation initiated' its Program Related Investment (PRI) program in
1968. As stated in the program's report in 1974:

There were several motives in establishing the program. First, the PRI program
would enable the Foundation to stretch its limited resources through the use
of investment as well as grant funds. Second, it was hoped that PRI would
induce other institutions banks, insurance' companies, government agencies

to devote more of their resources to spcial investments. Finally, PRI would
enable the Foundation to support organizations which, although engaged in.
socially important' activites, are ineligible for grants because they do it
qualify for tax exemptioh.2°5
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In a 1969 article describing the program, B. P., Atterbury, administrative officer
of The Ford Foundation, emphasized that the foundation "is attempting to respond
to the n,eedfor credit to speed economic development of the disadvantaged" by
making investments to

... create arid upgrade job opportunities; encourage, minority entrepreneurship
and participation in the professions and at management levels iu major,
businesses; and increase ownership of a variety of income- producing and other
properties.2°6

Atterbury noted that the foundation, in "helping to cure the problems of the
inner city," also "recognizes the relationship of rural economic development with
inner-city conditions." It "encouraged institutions that shape and share values in
bOth arenas."207

, Accord' 9g to the 1974 report of The Ford Foundation,

In the five years since the PRI program begarr, the Foundation has made
forty-eight investments totaling $38 million. !The total authorization for the
program is$50 million. Six pf the investments have been totally repaid/five
have been written off as failures, and one, has been sold at a loss The
remainder are operating in varying degrees' of business health: About l f of
the PRI recipients have also received Foundation grant support.

The Foundation dogs not consider the proportion of failures som' 10
percent of PRI funds disbursed to date excessive in vie* of the riskine 's of
many of the enterprises and the experimental nature of the program.

Most of the investments written off by the Foundation are in the area of few_
business development. The projects have .included a national magazine for
black women, an industrial deN4lopment enterprise in Mississippi, an apart-
ment house cleaning service in Washington, D.C., a tomato-growing enterprise
in West Virginia, and a bakery in Louisiana. The failures are attributable to
problems usually attendant upon new enterprises 208

. ,

The report points out that

Taking into account administrative costs ($2.6 million for management and
$1.7 million for foregone income), the cost of the program- for five years
tbials $16.5 million, or 21 percer2t of the fitnds Oisbursed 'or guaranteed
Compared with_a_grant, therefore, the, cost effectiveness of the PRI program is
currently five to one. Put another way, ",$1 million invest n a PRI is the
equivalent of $5 million in grant expenditures.20g

A significant accomplishment of, the 'PRI is ihat "r has served as a model to
other foundations and non-profit organizatibnS.."

Ford Foundation concludes that the° piogram "has elped- improve fiscal and
managerial practices in a Wide variety of socially motivied enterprises" and has
advanced "philanthropic objectives more effectively than would be possible by
relying solely on grant-making."21°-:,

As to the future of ,PRI, the loundation "has become increasingly selective with
regard to proposals.that-have,been financed," increasingly directing its resources

. to interme rary minority fin ra,glitLyg stitutions with the staff and expertise't
to serve many businesses '.(e.g., a National'Corporation). Currently the
Foundation is concentrating on investments in larger scale projects character- '
ized both by their financial soundness and their promise for achieving
important results.
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It conceives its function "as -a type of development bank for institutions non-profit for the most part engaged in charitable activities consistent with the
Foundation's program interests." It believes it should continue to provide, through' grants, tilt "technical advice of accountants, lawyers, and specialists in business de-
velopment. Frequently 'timely professional advice can represent the difference be-
tween success and failure'of a project. "2

In contrast, the Vanguard Foundation of San Francisco represents a modeSt but
highly committed effort by a group of 13 persons, all in their 20s, "to support
groups which are too controversial or too risky to find funds at most other founda-
tio5s." In its second year of operation, 1973, it granted "more than $58,000 to 32
projects and received donations of $66,000 from its 13 members and $15,000 from
16 non member ." Most grants are in the 'range of $1,0Q0 to $2,000. None larger
than $5,000 will be considered. The six women and seven men who constitute the
membership are described as "encompassing a wide range of viewpoints," but
sharing "the belief in self-taxation to support constructive change in our soci-ety. "2 12

Vanguard Foundation's grant policy is reflected in the following statement:
In trying, to place our limited funds where they will have the greatest possible
leverage, we select those groups which are promoting direct change in small
but significant ways. Groups which qualify for money from larger foundations
and those with, annual budgets over $25,000 are not, considered. Vanguard
supports movements which are striving towards greater equality and self-
determination for disenfranchised peoplg. This year', consumer groups have
joined women's rights, prison reform, and alternative media as our major areas
of concentration. We. have also supported Third World and environmental
groups.2 1 3 '

We end this presentation of documentary material relating to "financing high-risk
projects or_groups with no established track record" by summarizing an apparent
success story in neighborhood housing services in Pittsburgh.

The program and its successful results are described as follows:.

Neighborhood Housing Services is a finely tuned, small-scale progikarn that
with the support of the Sarah Scaife Foundation, 23 local financial institu-
tions and the citizens of the central Northside has, been the catalyst for the
turnabout of a community that, left alone, ultimately could have been des-
tined for the bulldozer. With a foundation-funded war chest of :more than
$600,000, NHS has funded 300 high-risk loans, linked hundreds more people
with banks and has witnessed, if not inspired, major rehabilitation efforts, new
home construction and a significant historical preservation program. It has
been copied successfully by four other cities, with more such programs on the
way. And, at the end of April f1974), the U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development (HUD) announced it would spend $2.7 million to help
fund Neighborhood Housing Service programs in 20 target ciiies.24

This cooperative effort was the result of an informal luncheon discussion be-
tween local bankers on the possibility of inaugurating a revolving, home repair loan

And to rehabilitate housing in a low-income neighborhood. A group of neighbor-
Vhood businessmen at an adjoining table overheard and joined the discussion, and
this led to further action that brought the program into being.

As conceived and carried out, NHS was to be the middleman between citizens
in need of home repair loans and the banks; the Scaife -Foundation's money
was to be used only for those people who could not otherwise repair their
homes.2 I s
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The financial institutions,, before the first year was over, signed a three-year
agreement to continue. Although the banks did not make below-intetest loans, they
did agree to write mortglge and home improvement loans. The National Housing
Services director says, Now the, banks will not only make loans with bankabte
people, but also with marginal people." Initially, in referring prospective borrowers,
NHS made sure that no one bank had more than its fair share of 'marginal' bor-
roowers."

In almost six years, there has been only one mortgage default and no other
losses among hundreds of loans, ensuring a happy marriage between the banks
and community. 216

Administrative costs of NHS are underwritten by the 23 financial institutions
"under a formula of $25 per million dollars of deposits."

The Scage Foundation provided $125,000 the first year for a high -risk, revolving
loan fund. Subsequently it has provided $475,000 additional funds and will make a
$100,000 close-out grant next year. Usually the foundation money goes directly to
an unbankable borrower.

"I think the money is doing a good job," observes Harold Lamerman, adminis-
trative officer of the,foundation. We have been interested in urban affairs for
quite some time long before it became a fad," he said. The Scaife Founda-
tion chose NHS because "it had multiplier posybilities." Admittedly, Lauer-
man said, the foundation at the onset of the program was taking a risk.
The iQb of foundations is to get in some risk- capital, to take the job no one

else would take. And, as it turned out, this wasn't really risk capital at
all."217 4

The appearance of the neighborhood has improved due both to individual efforts
and to the renovation of several blocks of 19th century townhouses by the Pitts-
burgh History and Landmarks Foundation. Street lighting has also been increased.

A final measure of success is the promotion of a similar program in other cities
by the Federal Home Loan Bank Board,, which considers three elements necessary
for an effective program:

First is a commitment from the local banking industry to make loans and to
underwrite administrative costs. Second is a, high-risk loan from philanthropic
sources for borrowers who do not meet- normal underwriting criteria. And
finally, there ofusl,. be cooperation from the city government to make the
necessary public improvements, along with a concerned group of local citizens
willing to devote their efforts to their own community. 218

Allocating Resources toiPrograms for Poor or Disadvantaged Individuals
and Groups, Ethnic Minorities Cultural Hospitality in Grant-Making

American participants in the Anglo-American Conference on Philanthropy in
1972 concluded:

The mood of the American Society ... is to broaden t e participationsof the
young, the blacks, and other minority groups in decision-making. The question*
to be answered is whether givers individuals, the corporations and particu-
larly the foundations. will use their resources to find ways of encouraging
this *involvement,' 19

A consultant to foundations mentioned earlier, Msgr. Geno Barbni, in testifying
before the Senate Subcommittee on Foundations on May 13, 1974, took a similar
position: t

2 7.3
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In my experience with foundations which has'igeen almost "full-time" since1968, -I have found that most foundation officials still believe that America is°a melting pot and they reject your notion that we should encourage the participation of diverse groups of citizens in the process of defining and meetingthe needsbf people.

most foundations ignore or ridicule many lower.middle class ethnic groupsparticularly those middle Americans who live in oi9r urban areas and bythis practice thus exacerbate "racial, ethnic and class polarization.
Before 1968 I was considered "liberal" if I advocated more assistance forhousing, health care, 'and education for minority groups. Since 'some ofthe very same foundations would call me "divisive" because I hay tried tosensitize \Joublic and private institutions to the legitimate need of heavily
ethnic working class communities.22°

Although the focus of our study is the response of'toundations to "problems and
concerns of Asian Americans, Blacks, Chicanos, and native Americans," We believe theview expressed by Msgr. Baroni needs to be considered as ,reflecting the mee'ds andsensitivities of other ethnic populations.

Much more attention has been given in documentary materials to the response offoundations to black populations than to any other 'ethnic group. Lacking com-parable empirical 'data on foundation grants to Asian Americans and to Spanish-
heritage populations, we will describe some of the policies and programs by selected
foundations on behalf of black populations. Som$ of the material, of course, dealswith more than one ethnic group.

Nielsen, in.assessing the involvement of 33 large foundations in programs for blacksduring the 19605, concludes:

A good proportion nearly` half have still displayed little or no concern.`Most of The others, beginning five to ten years after the Brown decision andafter" violetfee and disorder had increased, have taken an interest iti the prob-- lem; but only a handful can be said to be actively attempting to deal with itsmost urgent and criticataspects.221
.

. r
He classifies the foundations according to the nature and extent of their partici-pation. As of 1970, he considers only four to have had a high degree of interest inand an activist approach to the problems of blacks, those being "Mott, Rockefeller

Brothers Fund, Carnegie, and above all t, ord . . . ."222 In summary: 4r
. . . it deserves to be noted that the big foundations that have never concerned
themselves with the black problem, -when measured by almost every criterion,
tend also to be the least competent, energetic, and distinguished of their class.Of the majority that have shown same degree of interest, the common focus
has been education, especially higher education. The most typical grant hasbeen for buildings and general support to black schools and colleges, followed
by scholarships and fellowships for black students. This pattern reflects .thefact that philanitti o is

for
in the black derives from the long tradition ofhumanitarian conc for his "plight" rather than from an ideological commit,ment to the firinci le f racial equality. It also reflects practical considera-

tions: education is a familiar field of action for most foundations, one inwhich they have demonstrated a degree of institutional competence ... Even
more important, education fits the conventional wisdom of philanthropy,
which holds that nothing is more productive in the service of human welfare
than .: . education and training ... Reminiscent of the ideas of Booker T.
Washingtonit is commonly believed that the most fruitful way to solve theproblems of the blacks is to open educational opportunities to them ... once

-z 74
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educational opportunities have been opened, the primary responsi*ty for his
advancement rests upon the blackman 223

Nielsen observes that the assumptions of this approach have been questioned.

Many blacks as well as whites assert that education and individual effort alone
are not enough, that the black will never,pe able to make significant progress
until fundamental structural impediments in the system itself have been
removed ...

c

Nielsen continues:

Over the last twenty years, ... as the crisis has worsened, and as the goals and
tactics of blacks themselves have evolved, most of the major foundations have
attempted in one way or another to respond ... One path of evolution has
been from exclusive concentration on education to interest in other fields, in-
cluding the economic and social. A second path of evolution has been away
from an emphasis on rural areas and the South to concentration on the inter-
related racial, economic, and social problems of the urban ghettos throughout
the country. A Milli and less common line of development has been away
from relatively..-entontroversial grants for general 'education, research, and
welfare programs to more activist projects, such as black voter education and
registration or legal challenges to discrimination in housing and, employ-
irnent.224

Nielsen concludes:
,

... even the most concerned and adaptable of the big foundations have lagged
behind tht pace of events in the racial crisis by five to ten years. Black leader-
ship itself and government action have been well in advance,of the big founda-

-tions, as have been a number of the smaller foundations, such as New World,
Taciinic, Field, and the Stern Family Fund. 225

A ifartial explanatioh, in Nielsen's judgment, is the "institutional racism" prac-
ticed by foundations in the selection of trustees and senior staff positions. He is
pessimistic as to the likelihood of any substantial change. Although "currently a
larger percentage of them are modifying their programs, ... they are anxious about,
approaching a problem so great and turbulent and are unclear about their role. '9226

10 making this forecast Nielsen could not have foreseen the drastic reduction in
the holdings of large foundations which resulted from the economic recession of
1974, an event that required a serious reassessment of income possibilities and pro-
gram priorities. Ford oundation trustees, or ex mple, decided in December 1974
to reduce annual gra is by as much as 50 pe cent. The decision reflected the
trustees' desire to s level of grant suppo that could be sustained "indefinitely,"
with using a rtio o capital as had been the foundation's practice?"

Conse , the argest foundation and the mast responsive to ethnic minorit,
ipterests may haye to restrict its expenditures for the folloWing projects:, fellowship
to increase the number of minority teachers and administrators in colleges and uni
versities, for teacher and administrative training for 'bilingual Mexican American

r -OM

toward ending the critical shortage in the Southwest, for special projects at Chican
and Indian institutions, for efforts to attack discrimination in schools, and for
grants for basic research in,the social sciences? 28 .

Ford's National Affairs Division plans to spend over 90 percent of its ;33 million,
budget in the 19.75 fiscal year in two major areas, bojh of interest to poor popula-
tions and/or ethnic minorities: They are, "Advancing opportunities for low-income
groups, particularly minorities," and -"Improving the performance of government,"
particularly its "effectiveness and responsiveness , .. on the stateer and local

' levels'.'"229 "
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Among the strategies Ford considers worthy of attention>in carrying out its"commitment to social and economic advancement for minorities and other victimsof indiscrimination" are

1. Community development corporations (CDCs) 'sin depressed urban and ruralareas." These are local non-profit organizations which undertake broad social andeconomic programs to improve the quality of life and strengthen the economic base.The Foundation is assisting 10 DCs which "operate in various styles and settings(rural and urbali). Seven serve primarily black Communities and three are organizedby and for Chicanos."

The foundation "hopes to develop organizational models that can be widelyreplicated." CDCs will remain the "chief means of fostering minority institutionsand leadership over the next two years.':,

2. Help with "training piegrams for housing managers that emphasize improvedmaintenance methods," in a few inner-city communities, provide limited fundsfor "high-risk loans for the rehabilitation of older homes."

3. Continued support of "programs aimed at broadening minority participationin government and.the political process." Organitations "that protect the legal rightsand interests of blacks, Mexican Americans, American Indians, and Puerto Ricans"will continue to receive support, but "will be urged to seek a broader base of finan-cial stipport."23°

Projects focused on improving the criminal justice systein will continue to getFord's help. The foundation is continuing its "five-year commitment': (made in1971) to assist public interest law firms.

A Venture to increase the Number of Black Lawyers
Practicing in the South

11111. . , .

An innovative "broad systems approach to the 'legal needs pf the black communi-ties in cities and counties across eleven [Southernj states" is described and evalu-ited in a report covering the first five years (1969-1973) of a program supported bygrants from private foundations, corporations, and individuals to increase the num-ber of black lawyers in the:South.331' The project merits attention as, an exampleof a successful cooperative effort by a foundation to bring an essential service to a
disadvantaged ethnic minority. It Is also one of the few projects to be competently
evaluated by a team financed by one of the cooperating foundations, CarnegieCorporation of New York.

One consequence of the evaluatiori" is that two of the original funding founda-
tions, Carnegie and Rockefeller, made additjonal grants in April 1974 which totaled$1.3 million. These grantsAvere given to continue the Earl Warren Legal Training
Program, an affiliate of the NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund.232

-Essentially, the Legal Defense and Educational Fund provides scholarships toblack law students to enable' them to get their law degrees, and 'gives

. post-graduate fe pwships to a limited number of graduating black lawyers
so they ca work f e a year in law firms or-a civil rights ,legal organization. Inthe succeed g thre years, the funds provide fees for the civil rights legalwork 'of th young awyers in a new practice of their,own or with a larger law
firm in the South s cializing in civil rights. -

The program is available to students-of fo r,predominantly black law schools iri theSouth, and 17 predorginantly white so then) law schools. During i the five-year
period, 21 foundations gave about $2.9 illion for this Southern program .233

1 2 7 6,
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The companion program, administered by the Law Students Civil Rights Re-
search Council, recruits law students, provides tutorial service, and offers an
internship program, placing law students with pra'ctitioners in summer jobs."
About 5,650,000 was spent for this program in the South during the five years.
Financing came from 38 foundations and over 15,000 individuals.

. The accomplishments of the program during the five years, as summarizgd in the
Car egie evaluation:

Larger number of black students are staying in the South to go to law school
and intend to stay there to practice...

Since almost every one of these [17 southern] law schools is now recruiting
black students, applications from blacks have risen steadily... Law school
applications from black undergraduates have increased in these schools from
396 in 1970 to 768 in 1972.

... the first black law professors [were appointed] at six state university law
schools Virginia, South Carolina, North Carolina, Florida:State, Louisiana
State, and Alabama.

The number of black students graduating from these 17 law schools has in-
creased dramatically in the-last few years... in June of 1973, the Warren pro -,
gram could count ... a total of 229 graduates, most.of them in the last two
years.

The summer internship program, which LSCRRC administered, placed in the
South more than 481 students of both races (approximately 50 percent of
them black) into summer working experiences in civil rights law, firms or
organizations, and government legal programs.

Larger number of young black lawyers are establishing lavi practices across the

South. The size of the black bar in Mississippi now exceeds 49 lawyers, more
than quadruple the 1969 figure (there were three in 1965), and the numbers
are "up sharply" in many...other southern states.

Young black lawyers inevitably are being drawn into a larger leadership role in
their communities. Especially impressive is the performance of the post-
graduate Warren fellows.234:

Major grants to the program were made by these- foundations: Field, Carnegie,
Ford, Rockefeller Brothers Fund, Alfred P. Sloan, and Fleischmann:"Scores of'indi-.
viduals and corporations" also made contributions.

Eli Evans, program officer, -Carnegie Corppration, cites the significadce of this

program: J

It has been said that the civil rights movement of the sixties has moved in he
seven ies out of the streets into the ballot boxes. Southern blacks are 'be-
ginni g to learn that the political system can be a major vehicle for peaceful
socialchange in a democratic society. d

The question for the future lies deep in the quality of integrated public educa-
tion in the next decade, of higher education's adjustments to rising aspira-
tiorts, of a continuifig.flow of black lawyers into southern society who will be

a natural part of the terrain, free to defend the rights of all races seeking
higher income, better housing, and equal' education, opening the region to
equal justice under the law for all the southerners living there.235

The support of this type of venture by the Carnegie Corporation 0. consistent
with the views expressed 'y Alan Pifer, its president, in his report for 1973:

277
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Since the early 1960s the commit Ato a more equitable society nas be-
come steadily broader and stronger," and, during the past two or three years,
has been augmented by a new interest' in equal opportunity, especially educa-
tional opportunity, for women.

The commitment to social justice, widely shared today by both trustees and
staff, is'a fundamental theme now running through all of the Corporation's
programs and, indeed, through nearly every aspect of its work ... I am glad
to say that the Corporation did not permit itself to be intimidated by the
negative atmosphere surrounding the Tax Reform Act hearings in 1969 . . .236

Foundation Help for the Medical
Education of Ethnic Minorities

The shortage of minority-group physicians and the resulting inadequaite health
risks have been tackled by a foundation-supported program, Nationil Medical.
Fellowships, Inc. NMF, organized in 1946 to increase the number of black medical
students by providing financial aid, was expanded in 1970 to assist "Mexican-
Americans, mainland Puerto Ricans, and American Indians underrepresented insthe medical profession becuase of cultural, social, economic and educational dis-crimination. "231 It is the only national money-raising vehicle for these ethnic
groups. NMF wilt be interesting to watch because it uses a coalition of ethnic
groups to solve a problein rather than the more common competitive approaches.

According to NMF's informational brochure, while "the ratio of all doctors to all
Americans is 1 to 750, of Black Americans it is less than 1 to 3,500. The propor-
tion of physician j among Mexican-Americans, American Indians and Puerto Ricans
is even smatter." One result'. in areas "where health care is needed most, health serv-' ices are oftein inferior and almost always impersonal."238

NMF gives money to first- and second-year minority medical students within the
limitations of available funds. Figures from 1968-1974 are as follows:2 39

Academic
Year

Black
Americans

Mexican
Americans

American
Indians

Mainland
Puerto
Ricans

Total
First-Year
Students

1968-69 266 20 3 3 9,863
1969-70 440 44 7 10 10,422
1970-71 697 73 I 1 '2 11,348
197 r-72 882 118 23 4 12,361
1972.73 957 137 34 . 44 13,677
1973-74 1,019 174 44 55 14,044

Grant-Making to Native Americans

Richard Margolis, a consultant to a number of American Indian tribes, notes a
communication problem-between appkant agencies and foundations, based in part
on different cultural values:

*ftIndian leaders frequently complairi that foundations make no effort to under-
stand Indian manners and mores, that in making their grants the foundations
entangle Indians in "a lot of white tape." Foundation officials, meanwhile,
have been heard to criticize Indian "fragmentation": i.e., too many groups
working at cross-purposes.

"Get yourselves together into a single, united organization," a foundation offi-
cial recently advised a'di parate group of Indian representatives in Chicago,
"then we'll talk." -

.278
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"OK," said one of the Indian leaders. "'And while we're doing that, why don't
you and all the other foundations merge, so we don't have to make 50 appli-
cations to get one grant? 2 4 0

Tracing the historical antecedents of relations between the white man and native
Americans (the familiar litany of federal treaties made and broken, conflict, the
imposition of white cultural values "sometimes well-intentiQned but nearly always
disastrous"), Margolis briefly states the consequences:

Indians now find themselves at the bottom of the socio-economic hear four-
fifths of their housing is substandard, half of their men are unemployed and
nearly two-thirds of all Indian adults are functionally illiterate.

The facts about Indian (non) health, both mental and physical, are just as
dismaying. Alcoholism is widespread; the infant mortality rate is half again the
national average; life expectancy among Indians is only 47 years, compared to
71 years among the general population. Even the Indian suicide rate that
ultimate index of despair is twice the national average.241

Philanthropic intervention; "in the late 19th century after most of the killing had
ended," was "an attempt to stamp white labelon red souls." Examples:

o

1. Churches carne to the reservations to replace "red animism and pantheism
with Westdc theology."

2. Humanitarians "from New York and Boston who had never seen an Indian,
nevertheless kept pressing the federal government to break up tribal land
holdings and convert Indian hunters and gatherers into 'free and independent
far rners '."

3. The U.S. Bureau of Indian Affairs "established a network of boarding schools
where Indian children would be safe from 'the savage influence' of their clans

. and tribes."2 4 2

Currently there are about one million native Americans in the United State and,
despite past events, "many tribes, miraculously, remained intact." Tribalism is

enjoying a comeback. Indian elders are teaching 'the old ways' to their young, and
many of the young are displaying an unprecedented militincy.' r2 4 -3

Margolis st es that many foundations are beginning,t respond positi ely to
these cultural rends. He qudtes Siobabn Nicolau of The F rd Foundation to the
effect that Fo d has shifted from 'the Thanksgiving-basket proach" to an nterest
in '"building nstitutions which Indians can control and for their ow benv-
fid:,24 4 ;

Other fou dations giving attention to native American in a way that respects
their cultural values and wishes include the Akbar Fund f Chicago, wh ch "hai
made Indians its top priority,"245 '

The Donner Foundation recently made a grant to the California Urban India
Health Council to Help art estimated 50,000 urban Indian obtain good health care
irha program they contro1.246 . I

"community co trot" of project is atso an accepted principle of the Elliott
Foundation, whose fi Id representative also serves the Akbar Fund.

A different and mo traditional approach to Indian programs is that of the Hill
Foundation. Its grants .fo n welfare and education "are channeled through
white institutions," such as the a Tonal Endowment for the Humanities "which is
developing an Indian curriculum program 'a search for pride and identity'." As
Margolis states:

The Hill program has, significant policy 'impli'cations.: it siphons off talented
young people from the reservations and prepares them for life in the

21g
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mainstream i,e., white population. ;Indians can't be supported on reser-
vations," Bonne (of the Hill Foundation) says, "the land won't support them.
So why strengthen reservation tribal life? It would be like feeding hay to deer-in winter it just leads to more starvation."247.

Ford Foundation, repiesenting a third view of Indian needs,

... eschews localism in favor of national, inter-tribal institutions like the,Native American Rights Fund. Itsfdream, one gathers, is pan-Indian unity and
its nightmare is a Balkanized crusade ,stymied by dozens of bickering Indiansplinter groups. But the nightmare at times seems 'uncomfortably close toreality. 2 48

Margolis summarizes the foundations' responses to native Americans in this way:
It seems clear from' all this that no single foundation possesses the key toIndian aspirations, a mystery that has baffled white men for at least fivecenturies. It also seems clear that as Indians continue to make gains both in
education and in race pride, they will increasingly propose solutions of their
own, solutions which may not have occurred to. well-meaning b'ut white-thinking foundations.

Fortunately, if recent history is any guide, a number of foundations now seemprepared to listen249

PerspeCtives of Ethnic Minority Spokesmen

Vernon Jordan, Jr. emphasizes the importance of making grants to black-controlled agencies which understand and are responsive to the concerns of theblack community. The data he presents indicate that a disproportionately smallan1ount of money is going to such agencies 250
.An effective statement of the' goals of the Association of ,Black Foundation

Exeutives, made by James A. Joseph of the Cummins Engine Co., includes- theiroverriding objective:

We seek neither separatism nor integration. Most of us opt for a radical'plutal-'sm in which sameness and differe ce are held together in creative tension.Yet our unity oes not mean u iformity. While many ork to make theworld safe for di mo-cracy, we are i terested in making itCsaf for diversity.
Being problack does not Mean t at we are anti-white. W simply reject theold liberal a roach of color bli dness and emphasize a lor consciousnesswhich dea directly with the m ning of our heritage. F out of the blackexperien comes an ethic of 'v g which can serve not o ly the good of the
black co imunity Liu the hes i erest of society. If allow d to penetrate themainstr m of philanthropy, Pra ethic will replace paternalism with a more
humane_,philibthropic style 13 a on the interest of the recipient raider than
the conscience of the giver.251 I .

As opposed to this "paternalism," the -Black Foundation Executives recommend"empowerment of the powerless," enabling people to maintain their dignity?' 2
The Twenty-First Century Foundation, described garlier, gives its highest priority

to "facilitating' the development, of the black community," a function that is con-sistent with Joseph's idea of "developing indigeneous power systems."253
Nancy Homan, assistant professor. of English at Virginia State College, presented

a paper at the Danforth Foundation Workshop on Liberal Arts Education in he
summer of 1970 on foundation support of black colleges. Although her d ta are

280
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now out-of-date, the point she makes about the importance of foundation grants is

not. She states that "grants made by private foundations ... are slightly more pro-
gressive and forward looking than [those of] the United States government, and
vastly, more so than racist southern governors and legislators."254

Homan observes, however, that "even the well-intentioned foundation-supported
programs" reveal "a kind of sinister effect, though probably not intent." Homan
makes two suggestions as to how foundations can assist black colleges:

1. Corfsider approphating money for parallel recruiting campaigns for white
students on the black campus."

2. "Why not develop a series of regional black studies centers in the most natural
existing locations black colleges and universities? Why ... try to import
'foreign' matter to make the white university the authoritative center?"25s

An encouraging recenLaction of The Ford Foundation suggests that one founda-
tion has made at least a partial response to Homan's second suggestion.jt was
announced in February, 1975, that Ford Foundation made a $400,000 grant to
Howard University's Institute for the Study of Educational Policy.256 An official of
the Institute stated that the grant will "enable Howard to become the first pre-
dominantly black university with a research center of such significant size and
scope."2 5 7

A poignantly different response by one ethnic minority, Japanese Americans, to
past deprivations and the contingency of future catastrophe is illustrated by the pro-
vision they have made ugh the Japanese American Citizens League, of a fund
to help them survi in a future emergency. This example indicates the gap between

Japanese America concerns and the stereotyped perceptions held by many that
Japanese America have no unique problems requiring community attention, and
that they have suc ssfully accommodated to the larger society.

The Japanese A erican Citizens League, a national human rights and civil liber-
ties organizatiort; created a National Endowment Fund in 1936 to use for needed_

services for Japanese Americans. A modest amount of money was raised. A much
more ambitious campaign was undertaken in 1952 to raise a substantial amount of
money for the purpose of insuring that, in any future emergency, funds would be
available for use in protecting the rights of those of Japanese ancestry. The impetus
for this campaign was the wrenching experience of Japanese Americans who were

I

evacuated an put in relocation camps by he United States government during
among Japanese A

who had m de successful claims to the go ernment for compensation un
orld War I , coupled with the availability Of money amo rilans

the

Evacuation laims Law which wa, enacted Congress in 1948. The campaig was
directed.pri arily to persons who had recei ed compensation and who felt an a bli-
gation to sh re some of this money with th se who might need help in the fut re.
The principal, which under current dep ssed conditions is valued at ab t

)4.

;400,000, is invested in high-yield securiti s, with the interest being available foE
current programs. For this group, survival eeds took precedence over efforts to
bring abot4 systemic change. 58

In adother case, less than six years ago, a direct attempt by a Mexican American

leader to arrange a meeting with representatives of "36 of the nation's most
prestigious foundations" to discuss how the foundations could help the nation's
second_ largest ethnic minority, resulted in a .gerierally negative response by the
foundations. The attempt, and its aftermath, was reported as "Foundations Snub
Mexican Americans" by the San Jose Mercury. 2 5 9

--4.

Vincente T. Ximenes, the leader who initiated the action, was both the chairman
of the federal tgovernMent's Inter-Agency Committee on Mexican American Affairs
and a commissioner of the Federal Equal Employment opportunity Commission.
The refusal of all but two of the 36 invited found Irons to attend such a meeting

as, was disillusioning to Ximen s and other Mexican Antericarr leaders.

4C0
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The two foundations responding positively were the JOsiar1)Macy, Jr., Foundation
of New York, which said it was interested in helping prepare minority group
students for careers in medicine, and the Sam Wyly Foundation of Dallas, Texas.
None of the ,three largest foundations accepted the invitation. A Ford Foundation
spokesperson said she would't appy to meet at a later date "to explore our
mutual program priorities." A R ckefeller Foundation spokesperson said he would
"be glad to receive any report.w ich may be developed from this meeting." A secre-
tary responded for the Carnegie Foundation, stating that her boss had previous
commitments.26°

VI

ADMINISTRATIVE AND STRUCTURAL POLICIES RELATING TO MINORITIES

Internal administrative and structural policies of foundations are difficult to sub-
ject to methodical analysis. Variations in basic organizational attributes (such as the
breadth of power and role of the board of trustees, the nature and extent of pro-
fessional staffing, and the size and origin of endowment) provide a diverse context.
We shall briefly describe the aggregate structural patterns of foundation adminis-
tration, the representative character of decision makers in foundations, and the
nature of selectionProcesses for trustees and professional staff. We shIll also discuss
the policies of particular foundations regarding internal personnel procedures, dis-
semination of information about a fotindation's program to potential applicants, and
the provision of technical assistance to potential or actual grant applicants,

Trustees

Trustees are acritical comoonent of foundation administation in their capScty
as final legal authority for the organization and in the active policy-making role
they often play. 261 (F. Emerson Andrews notes that 'members of a governing board
of a foundation may alsb be called directors, members of the corporation, or man-
agers.) Governing boards exist in a variety of sociostructural arrangements. Member-
ship size varies from five to eight, with one foundation having forty; the avrage is
about six .2 6

The range of dities undertaken by trustees varies widely, espe ally by type of i
foundation. In a donor-Controlled foundation, trustees are particul rly responsive to
the .donor and frequently limit themselves to "advising and assenting."263 The
Peterson Commission in its survey of 687 foundations in 1969 concluded from a
response rate of 29.2 percent that a donor or some other single individual was
generally the crominant figure in nearly tWo fifths of foundations, with other board
members nonactive.764 The Commission found that "9 percent of boards never
met, 15 percent met for one hour or less a year, and 33 percent met once a year or
less."26s Eiut on the whole, such low visibility of governing boards is confined to
smaller foundations. Certain larger foundations were found to have comprehensive
quarterly Or monthly meetings with extensive review= of programs and policies.266

The role of the board in fours ations controlling 54 percent of all grants in 1968
was found to ,range from approv I or rejection of all grant applications to review of
recommendations on most appli tion's within the foundations' program area.267
The older and larger foundation v st broad supervisory and policymaking powers
in their trustees, limited by the t stees' desire or ability to discharge them.2618-
Zurcher and Dustan analyzed the hilanthropic role of trustees among 662 fpunda-.
ti ns surveyed in 1970: in 438 to ndations, trustees determined foundatibuolicy;
i 407, the board ratified or den d projects; projects were discussed in detail by
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the board in 398; and the board originat cts in 226.269
As indicated above, though there are significant variations among foundations,

most boards of trustees have extensive iscretionary power to spend money for
various broad ranged gdals.270

A methodical study of board composition undertaken by Andrews two decades
ago depicted a socioeconomic profile which apparently persists today. In 20 founda-
tiom, large and small, the study revealed a high concentration of businessmen
(especially bankers), of PrOtestants, of Ivy League school graduates, and of men. Of
the small percentage of women, over half were wives or daughters of donors. The
occupational group included one farmer, no wage laborer or union official, and no
clerical workers. Nearly half Of the trustees were over 60 years of age.271

The Peterson Commission more recently examined the boards of 25 of the
largest foundations and found that "an overwhelming majority of the trustees of the
large foundations are white, Anglo-Saxon, and Protestant."222 Half of the trustees
had attended Ivy League colleges, two-thirds had business, banking, or legal back-
grounds; none was from organized labor; and few were Catholics, Jews, Negroes,
women, or young people. Geographically the boards usually represented the East,
with a heavy concentration in the New England and Middle Atlantic regions 273
Other_data reveal that governing boards have few intellectuals, artists, writers, or
social reformers as members. Moreover, "since only '5uccessfur peoplz become
trustees, there are no representatives of the poor or the disposes'sed.'"224

Nielsen compares the homogeneity of foundation boards with those of profit-'
making corporations: 0

As of 1970, only the boards of major American profit-makin corporAlos
are more consistently and, uniformly white. upper-income Anglo-Sakon-
Protestant than the boards of 'the big foundations. Of the 3,182 enior officers
and directors of the nation's,top fifty corporations, according o a study ill
1970, only three were black.245

The rarefied level from which trustees are drawn is further refleC ed by the prac-
tice of multiple trusteeships, leading to "foundation interlock." In ew York in the
mid-1960s, 359 trustees of a total 3,000 were serving on two or mor boards.276

A recent survey by the Association of Black Foundation Executivis attempted to
focus on the minority group composition of boards. The results suffer from a very
low response rate (less than 7 percent), but are nevertheless another indication of
the general picture and very probably biased in the direction of a higher response
rate among foun ations with minority members on their board. Of a total of 1,011
trustees among e 13R foundation respondents, only 46 (or 1 in 2 were minori- .

ties. Of the 9 r ponding foundations with assets over $100 million, nly 6 of 113
trustees (or 1 i 18) belonged to minority groups. Seventeen foundati ns accounted
for 20 of the inority members and 31 had boards with no minority members."'
An implication drawn by the Peterson Commission is that "these boards clearly lack
the kind of diversity that could further enlarge their perceptions about the raw
surge of American life."278

The socially encapsulated charlecter of foundation boards originate in the self-
perpetuating selection process of. "cooption." That is, in nearly all (foundations,

but
trustees choose their own successors. Election of new membersis collective,

informal traditions frequently permit a trustee's selection of his own replace-
ment.279 Hence, "current trustees are more likely to be representative of peers and
predecessors than f re eTarts affs, clients and constituencies...."280 Operating
along with.cooptio is the practic "colleg- ," which rationalizes, the present
one-dimensional,' ubiike nature of foundatiop boa . 'red by the
Russell Sage Fou dation approvingly discusses collegia imply considered
to be congenialit ' (emphasis added), as a qualifying c
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In order to be effective, the board of trustees of a foundation should meetthe definition of a collegial group, as an organized body of men [sic) who, assuch, have accepted common objectives and duties. Initially most foundations,
and particularly the smaller ones, achieve collegiality through the choice bythe donor, who usually includes himself, one or more members of his family,his friends, and business associates and perhaps one'or more admired outstand-ing citizens or professional specialists. Cultural and educational background arelikely to be of importance in the selectjon process, as is also ideological com-patibility. Collegiality is also enhanced by the selection of individuals who
have had better than average success in theireareers and consequently are un-likely to attempt to take personal advantage of a trusteeship if only for the
reason that they have-little or no need for extra material rewards. These are,
all natural bases for the initial selection of trustees and not a matter for cate-gorical criticism, particularly in view of the fact that a foundation in the be-ginning is simply a device for the convenient philanthropic expenditure of
private funds that could have been spent for anything from-charity to profli-
gate living on the basis of personal whim. Similar criteria of collegiality con-tinue to be influential in the selection of trustees after the donor is no longer
on the scene, but with the exception that ordinarily there is. a rapidly dimin:
ishing regard for former business associates and friends of the donor 28.1

According to this viewpoint, to be "effective," a board member should be
wealthy, successful, ideologically standardized, and from a similar class and socialbackground (and of the same sex) as that of o her board members. Or, one mightsay, homogeneous and elitist.

Robert W. Hearn, executive director of the As ciation of Black FoundationExecutives, doubts the-value of collegiality:

The "collegial" nature of most foundation .oards And the implied compali-
bility may not necessarily be an asset. In f ct, it may, in some instances, be aliability that could detract from the founda ion's interest and social objective
in terms of prevailing public attitudes.282

Zurcher holds a similar view be more effective a board should recruittrustees from a variety of professi an' sociarstrata.283
We shall argue that' minority interests are likely to be more effectively and less

paternalistically served by diversified ., 4 representative foundation boards, and thatthe present self-perpetuating g".-process requires modification. "Congeniality';criteria now operating are likely to continue producing carbon copies of male WASPbusihessmen.1'
I

A few fdundations ha e tried to meet he objections to cooption. For example,
requirements have been ade that trustees be incumbent in specified community
positions or that vacancies be filled by the appointment of such>incumbents.284
Allocation off' funds is handled by distribution committees composed in large part of'
representatives of local interest, often selected by incumbents 9f .designated com-munity positions.

4
The possibilities for changes in governing board seldction merit discussion, but

few policy cha ges designed to make boards more representative can be cited
among private foundations. There has been some concrete reform in terms of retire-
ment age; several major foundations have now set a mandatory retirement age Of 70
for trustees.285 As noted by one critic, however, 4 fixed retirement age, in the
absence of other reforms, does .. ,,--,

. little more than increase' the mobility of the foundation trustmelite, with-
out altering its narrow social, economic, eduCational and religious basis. There
is no ,compelling reason to believe that a 30-year-old white Protest3nt banker,

I
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lawyer, or businessman has a more empathetic understanding of ... American
life than 1460-year-old colleague.,286

As previously noted, the very existence of tax-exempt foundations is supposedly
justified by their potential for creati,ve and responsive plinthropy. If such philan-
thropy is to reach the diversified groups of disadvantage and ethnic ginorities in
productive ways, then the representation of broader interests in decision-making

'4D positions is presumably required. Without such representation, paternalistic practiCes
prevail. (See data in Chapter 11.1 Corrective action, declared the Peterson Commis-
sion, requires "democratization."'"

The inclusion of minorities,, on boards increases thefknoviledge base and life
perspective from which trustees make their decisions. Of course, avenues exist
whereby concerned, board members might sensitize themselves to minority view-
points in the absence of board diversity. Many foundations have used minority Con-
sultants to good advantage. Trustees of foundations with adequate staffing_have an
additional source of information. Such efforts, however do nqt represent a substi-
tute for actual representation. indeed, over and above the indispensable functional
role minority- trustees can play (n t inevitably will play) is another equally im-
portant issue that of social ce. Foundations should be forerunners and not
laggards in acknowledging an urtheringOthe dignity and equality of aIF peoples-and
races in American life.

Staffing
.i

Policy-making responsibilities ultimately belong with the trustees but in practice
--. are frequently, shared with staff. Small staffs of many foundations are dominated by

donors or donor families and trustees. In the Carnegie Corporation, the president
and staff have broad program minifi-a-tiW with few objections from the board, while in
others, specific policy areas are delegated to the staff and others acted upon by the .

trustees. Foundations with fully developed administrative positions are heavily influ-
enced by the quality and decisions of their staffs 288

Recent studies of staffing have.fOund that most foundations employ few people;
such staffing as exists is concentrated in the well-endowed, general puitose fouwila-
tions. The Peterson Commission determined that only one fifth of the foundations
surveyed had any paid staff, including, secretaries, While only 5 percent had any
full-time paid staff. Virtually all organitations with assets over $100 million had
staff, as compared with only one 'sixth with assets of less than $1 million.289
Zurche and Dustan's 1970 study described a similar situation.,Utilizing a sample of
662 fo ndations specified to include all those most likely have full-time or part-
time n nclerical staff, theyid ridentified 1,062 full-time "adm ustrat&S,P, or persons

.
concer ed with foundation management "all those wh derive their -livelihood
and occupational satisfactions from serving a foundation in a post, abOvethe clerical
level."2 90 Of the total, 25 percent were employed by The Ford Folinktib.n and 15 "'
percent by the Rockefeller Foundation. Eleven other major founcjiti (Com-'' ',
monwealth, Danforth, Duke, Houston, Kellogg, Kettering, R.K.1,411WMott,
Rockefeller Brothers, Sloan, and the Carnegie Corporation) contributect 12-,9iVc4nt

I to the total .2 91
4

' 1k...lg,
A report to the Filer Commission of a survey conducted in the COiir*It,po

Foundations, based on a questionnaire responded to by 572 foundations, 1j.4.4ft'.\
tected an upward trend of a 25 percent increase in executive staff and A itrikil"
increase in "other staff" for the period 1968 to 1973. The Tax Reform Act istas
ci ed as a ,major change cataly t, especially regarding nonexecutive staff.2V The
C until noted that 34 percent of its respondents h'ad no executive staff and 56
p rcent had no "other staff." T e Ford and Rockefeller Foun&tions were fodrIct.to

,.. e pldy nearly one,quarter of all staff reported.
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The Zurcher-Dustan study explained the minimal level ci professional staffing by

... the absence, among the great majority of foundatidrl5, of a philanthropic
program that requires specialized knowledge of philanthropy and the capacity
to identify high priority social and cultural objectives needs that a trained,
paid staff nNerould presumably satisfy.

Accord' o the study's findings, 68 percent of the foundations examined indicated
, ..

1 that their operations were purely "supportive," i.e., they channeled their resources
to established ,charities; a more flexible classification of "supportive" foundations
raised the percentage to 90.293 -

If the existence of a .staff increases the likelihood of innovative and independent.
as opposed to "supporlive" programs, then minority concerns are probably better
served by staffed foundations. Thus, attention might be devoted to increasing staff
levels and decreasing the numbers of small conduit-type foundations which cannot
afford-staffs. However, a simple increase in staffing, we stress, need not necessarily
change grant - making outcomes. ,

As might be expected, the minimal importance attached to the need for staffing
was extended to attitudes concerning personnel management. Selection processes for
staffing were found to be informal and in .large part ba941,4 on persval connections.
The survey revealed that 40 percent of foundation administrators were appointed as-
a result of a direct recommendation of a staff or board member.294'Friendship or
relationship with a donor was also a popular avenue into foundation administration.

ia urcher notes that "whom one knows is obviously important if one wants a fodnda-
tion job."295 The tendency, then, is 'to father the elitist atmosphere manifest on
the trustee level. However, reform of staffing selection could be undertaken With
minimal structural changes in comparison with the modification of procedures for
trustee selection.

As in the case of boards of trustees, large and small oun'dations- which have
'irallsraffs are mainly white,,ncale, middle and upper class P nts of Northern
European ethnic origins with rivate college education. Large founds ns, with de-
veloped staff are more divers' led. The small but growing number of minority ap-
pointments in such foundations is apparently concentrated at specialist rather thin,.
general executive levels.296 Zurcher and Dustan attributed the lack of face .d sex .

discrimination issues in their \returned questionnaire' to the general absce of
women and minorities from foundation administrative positions. (Though furcher
and Dustan have' written the most complete study of foundation administration
currently available, their questionnaire'' neglected to ask about the ethnic background
of adininistrator. The later, inclusion of ethnicity in their discussion might be an
afterthought and thus indicative of a prevailing attitude of neglect on the subject.)

Most foundations with blacks on their staff have added them only recently,
despite the organizations' professed, and usually sincere, concern for the
welfare of the black minority and the creditable record that some foundations
made even prior to World War II in tackling minority problems .2" \ ;,

The study' found that only one or two major foundations had a woman chie
executive.298 The Council on Foundations 'hds 'released the results of a survey o
their memberihip regarding women administrators. lt,is interesting,to note that:the
council undertook the survey in response to Rerlresentative Mar'tha W. Griffith's ri-
ques`t for data. No similar demand for information on ethnic minorities Ms become
manifest in terms of concrete statistical data. The stynlied survey effort of the Asso-
ciation of Black Founitatignxec yes is indicative of the low priority given these
issues. ,

- .. -
I A complaint by an Indian spokesman in/197 noted that

i. no foundation has as yet taken tbe tro ble to put an Indian on its staff. -
(A couple of years ago the Ford ,Oilndati n was urged by Indian groups-to
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hiFe Scott Momaday, the award-winning Indian, novelist, as a consultant, but
nothing came of it.) The result has been a-(good deal of floundering. by

'foundations interested in lauriching,Indian programs and a good deal of bitter-
ness among Indian leaders299

'A respected Claano leader noted in a 1974 speech to a segment of the founda-
tion community:

... I know of only one Chicano who is a member of a board of a founda-
tion.... nor have I seen any affirOttive'action programs with regarcrto Chi-
canos....300

Hearn of the AssociatiOn of Black Foundation Executives recently stated that

... there's nobody (black] in the top administration of foundations. Jim
Josephs was the first and only black executive director of a foundation with
asset size over twenty-five million dollars. Harriet Michel is an executive direc-
tor of the New York Foundation, and Carl McCall was are executive director
of the John and Florence Schuman Foundation, but their asset sizes- are

smaller.30

The desirability of diversifying foundation boards and staffs Etas reoently been
buttressed by a legal opinion delivered by the U.S. Coyttof Appeals for the Second
Circuit. Though the suit alleging racial discrimination against a foundation was dis-
missed, the issue of "state action" was found to be applicable. Hence, actions re-,
lating to racial discrimination in distribution of grants and appointment of trustees
by private charitable foundations could be considered to constitute governmental
action by virtue of tax exemption and pubic functions. Such an opinion, if upheld,
would allow damages to be brought again* foundations under the-Civil Rights Act

anci-various other federal reliefs could-be sought.
Stated policies of foundations relating to democratization of boards and staff are

scant. The Carnegie Corporation in 1971, in a report approved by the-board and
summarized in Foundation News,

. affirmed (its] general belief in 'a diversified board of trustees, provided
always that the first consideration,in selecting new trustees must obviously be
their personal quality and potential as trustees; (it) favor(ed] increased diver-
sity 4eographically, in professional career, backgrounds, by sex, in minority
group representation and in age.302

It is interesting to note that in the summarizing article, the composition of the
board was related by geography, (only two trus ees outside the East) an by sex
(only two women trustees), but no by minorit group memb rship. Nev rtheless,
the policies adopted by the Caine ie Board re resent much heeded ste in the
direction of democratizing narrow- ed boards.

The Cummins Engine Fou 10 of Indiana changed its focus in 1910 to in-
clude major commitme o the black community. Part of the foundation's in-
volve nt included the initial hirin of five black program officers to be included
on the foundation's staff.3° 3

The Council on Foundations adopted an Affirmative Action policy in 1972 and
implemented a program to assure "equitable employment of women and persons
from minority. groups in each job category df the council staff.1,304

The Ford Foundation has actively hired minorities in the past, and recently
posted an innovative "External Affirmative Action" policy, emphasizing the hiring
practices "with respect to equality of opportunity for women and members of dis-
a'dvantaged 'Minorities" of grantee organizations.3" The Amos Wilder F undation
has also been cited as clearly committed to affinative action. 306

2 85
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The Russell Sate Foundation tried an experiment in which its own administrative
policies were critiqued by socially concerned outside professionals. One area of dis-
agreement between the critics and.the foundation related to composition of the
board:

. . . the sentiments of the foundation administration were against providing on
the ho"Ard oil-trustees for specific, designated representation of the many
diverse' views in American society of what the foundation might do. Instead,-
further effort would be made to expose the organization to challenges.
Productive tension would be sought, but not,paralyzing conflict.30

The man who is president of both' th Samuel Roberts Noble Foundation and
the Conference of Southwest Foundations Vas straddled the issue: -

Over the past few years we have been repeatedly enjoined by the experts to
broaden the representative base of our boards to add members with differ-
ing backgrounch and viewpoints. This is an attractive theory but not always
workable in fact. It smacks suspiciously of the quota system. Potential mem-.
ber% are best selected on their proven ability to contribute effectively,'... The
seeking of quality riat her than tokenism should be paramount to everr.other,
consideration.306 %1/4

Fevi other policies as positive as those of Carnegie and Ford or as frank anti
unsatisfying as that of _the Russell Sage Foundation,have come to light. The Associa-
tion of Black FoundatiOn Executives' survey' of fourrdations mentioned preyiously
uncovered only two foundations with clearly enunciated policies: Ford.and"Amos
Wilder.

The consensus, then, in the literature and among minorities is that-employment
and appoiKtment policies have'not yet reached equitable levels,of representation in
foundations. . -

Dissemination of Information and Technical Assistance

The companion half of a foundation's administrativE and structural'relationship
to minorities involves its efforts to reach out to minority grantee organizations,
both by disseminating information about foundation 'programs and evaluation
criteria to potential applicants and by providing technical assistance to potential or,'
actual grant applicants.

There tias been a steady stream of exhortation by foundation representatives on
the need for more open and far-reaching communication. The advice has been
buttressed' by stricter governmental emphasis on reporting. Nevertheless, many
foundations still exhibit a strong 'pen hant for privacy one observer calls it an

.r"enclave menta ity."30 9
The low response rate by founda

partly attributed to an absence of s
traditional rationales for secrecy: t
foundation affairs and, the prerogativ
staff and trustees that exposure of th

ont to survey research43?udies can
ffing One source has detailed some

linkage in the minds of donors b
s of "private" property; a conviction tong
r gran; decisions could create inconveniences;

nly
e

a belief hat publicity would bring an unmanageable flood ,of applicat ons; and a
fear of grerating exte?nal criticisms and restrictions on program0"

The privacy blanket has been pulled over many avenues of potential information.
Though information returns have been required by the federalsgovernment since
1942, f undations haye been derelict in reporting and have often filed cursory or
even ina curate forms. The more stringent requirements of th 1969 TRA' in-regard
to the l S 990 Information Return are still limited in impac . Although provision
of the law requires foundations to notify thmlilic of the av ofan Annual

2S6
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report in a newspaper of general circulation, 981 foundatipps in 1971 placed the
required advertisement in the New York Law Journal, which has a circulation of
only'8,969.34'

The publication of an annual report is held to be an indication of a willingness
to offer somewhat more than perfunctory information to the public. Before 1969,
reports were published by 140 foundations of 6,803 listed in the third edition of
the Foundation Directory.312 The Foundation Center is currently receiving 278
such reports 313. The Council on Foundations' survey revealed that f0 percent of
respondents do not publish annual reports, 57 percent do not publicize grants in
other ways, and 72 percent do not encourage grant recipients to publicize
gra nts.3 I 4

The Peterson Commission addressed itself strongly to the issue of foundation
secrecy It quoted Justice Brandeis, who said "Sunlight can, be the most powerful
disinfectant."315

The Foundation Center has often pleaded for more foundation responsiveness as
a professional obligation. It has discerned a more affirmative effort since, the 1969
TRA, but still is disturbed by the "barest permissible outline" submitted by some
groups. One editorial in Foundation News declared that, "foundation's are going to
have to learn to 'Communicate Freely, Or Die'." Represenative Martha Griffith has
commented that the intent of Congres's ,might well halm been to put foundations
out of business unless they do so.316 Senator Vance Hartke has publiclydemanded
more open response from foundations?' 7

Regional associations of foundations are also making efforts to increase disclosure
and dispel secrecy. Twenty-three community sand private foundations in northern
California recently banded together td underwrite publication of a new foundation
newsletter, "to reach individuals and organizations concerned with or affected by
the policies,,,prOcedures and activities-of sponsoring foundations."318 A Minnesota
Council on Foundations has been created in part to provide more information to
the epublic on foundation activities.319

An example of a foundation attempting toreach a broad constituency is the Sari
Francisco Foundation, which distributes, a newsletter commenting on grants, direc-
tions, and developments in the foundation field. It also has instituted a series of
luncheons to hear frail persons who can help- the stafr"propose policies more re-
sponsive to today's ferment of social and political change."32°

The importance for minority groups' of idisseihinating programmatic apd
'cedural information on foundations can not'be overstated. Technical assistance for
excluded groups is especially important in light of a pervasive feeling-that personal
contacts are the most important determinants of grantsmanship success. One survey
of grantor criteria for assessing proposals found some truth.to such allegations, on
the basis of impressionistic evidence:

One corporation president wrote that acquaintances account for 1d0 percent
of the grant decisions ... Alaymanwho contacted well over 50 sources in
behalf of an especially important and appealing cause, reported that in
practically 100 percent of the few grants secured, personal Friendship channels,

..,were an essential factor.32' -

Technical assistance efforts would not only increase the likelihood of a successful
application from a minority agency, but would help to mitigate the advantages un-
fairly enjoyed by thoe with personal friendships in the grant-making circuit.

Certain foundations and agencies have attempted to- bring basic information
about specified foundation programs into the public domain, in *Part to enable
groups with demonstrated needs to enter the foundation grant-making arena in a
more equal po;ition. A 'relatively small number of foundations (numbering about
350, nationally) publish annual reports which list grants, policies, and application
proved Tres The San Francisco Foundation is a good example and one of but 15
in.the By Area which re ease information in that forrnat.

,28Z
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A productive experiment conducted by the Columbus Foundation of Ohio used
television to make the public aware of the foundation's existence and program.
Public service time, talk show interviews, and. donation of TV time (as well as the
printed media) were,,used imaginatively and liberally for area -wide exposure. As a
result, grant'requesfs to the foundation almost doubled. Of course, the foundation
also increased its exposure to potential donors and as a community foundation, it
must meet a public support test to escape private foundation fee requirements.323

The Association of Black Foundation Executives cites the dissemination-of in-
formation on funding of Black programs as one of its basic objectives. In San Fran-
cisco, Pacific Change serves as an information dearing house and resource center for
disadvantaged community groups needing money. A basic concern at Pacific Change
N to fill the information gap, as through its informative and valuable book, The
Bread Game, mentioned previously.324

The Ford Foundation periodically putiffout pamphlets highlighting its require-
ments for grant applications. The San Francisco Foundation ',is at all times ready to
advise potential applicants on eligibility requirements, and to provide help and in-
formation,on how best to submit a grant application proposal."32 5 The Foundation
Center has also distributed informational pamphlets.

In gerieral, however, basic informative guidelines are not available for public con-,
sumption. More common is -a neglect of potential audiences, as revealed in an un-
usual internally instigated "radical" critique of the Russell Sage Foundatioh which
found that the foundation_ "had remained totally isolated from insurgent and

.oppressed groups and has thw decreased the amount of 'knowledge available to the
, members of society who need it in order to, solve their pFoblems."32 6

In a similar vein,,few examples were found of technical assistance And outreach
to inexperienced groups. Indeed, two attempts to establish a universal set of eval9-
tion criteria for grant applicants stressed the importance of a "track record" 11
demonstrated competence in the past. One noted that "presumably the strongest,
institutions and people will do the best work. If that is true, foundations should
seek out the strong and avoid the weak."32 7 The other stated that a project should
be "under-the management of people who have demonstrated their competence,
both [in] general and in the specific' field, their responsibility and personal commit- ,

rnent to'the enterprise and their readiness to cooperate with others. "32 8
The dominance of "brokerage" groups as shown. in the data of Chapter II tends

to confirm this disposition. On the other hand, members of minority groups urge
that more consideration be given to organizations which are untried, and which are
unfamiliar with the necessary procedural elements of grant application.359 Hearn of
ABFE has emphasized, the

need for technical assistance by groups unfamiliar with foundation grant-
making procedures to enable them to adequately present their ideas and pro-

'pOsals. The danger in foundations providing technical assistance though, is
what may.be called the "implied promise," where the groups you are assisting
develop expectations that,in fact you will fund them. I think we have to eA-
pect that and deal with it, since we are generating a new set of procedures
and relationships between grantorg and grantees. ,

. I

Grace Olivarez of the State Planning Office ,in Santa Fe, New ,Mexico, and a
director of the Council on Foundations, recently urgIci large foundations to estab
lish regional stations In. the Southwest and Rocky Mountain states "so that the..
problem, people and areas that are not nationally visible could stand a chance of
getting private fOnds.""°We have shown in Chapter I'll that grou,ps removed from
the Northeast have a pronounced handicap in obtaining diversified. foundation
funds. .

Another minority spokesperson, Victoria Santana, associate tribal attorney,1lackfeet Tribe, reflected a common opinion which underlines the need for chan
ging criteria in foundations:

288
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I object to the thinking on the part of foundations that things should look
"professional." There are many who have learned to write pretty proposals.
But there is al difference between a proposal that looks pretty and one that
really works. Some organizations can be professional and it might not be re-
flected in their proposa1.331

. ,

A few foundations have made technical assistance efforts to low visibility groups,
encouraging them and learning from them. The Akbar and Elliott foundations joint-
ly use a field person for Indian programs. He is one of the few futl-time foundation
investigators and troubleshooters for Indian programs (The Ford Foundation also
uses such personnel). He comes to us ... we don't have to go to him," stated one
Indian observer.3 3 2

We have discovered no substantial trend toward technical assistance for minority
,groups, however. When criteria have been detailed for evaluation procedures, they
are more likely to emphasize qualities associated with proven as opposed to untried
organizations. The time and effort necessary to cultivate inexperienced groups are
apparently not worth the attempt, according to most foundations.

This study has attempted to cull data, which have bearing on the responsivene
I
ss

of' foundations to minority concerns, from a wide range of sources. The fact that
much of the evidence is impressionistic and disparate, at times tangential to the
major issue, is a reflection of the paucity of systematic study and thought which
haS been devoted to the subject. We .believe that the questions raised regarding
-foundation involvement in institutional change, in high-risk projects, in minority-
controlled efforts and the plethora of related issues is central to any consideration
' the place and privileges of foundations in today's society.

I
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Appendix

Table A-1

Dollar Value of Grants to Programs Benefiting Domestic Spanish Heritage Populations

According to Ethnicity of Beneficiaries and Ethnicity of Recipient Agenciek, 1972 t2trouqh, march 1974

EthniqAty of

Beneficiaries n,

Total.

All

Grants

Ethnicity of Minority Recipient 'Agencies
Hon-

Minority
Agencies

Agency
Ethnicity
Unknown

Subtotal,
Minority
Agencies

Chicano Puerto
Rican

4
Spanish
Speaking

Mined,

Other

Total *1,5s7,490 $5,085,202 $3,387,780
...,

$1,235,150
,-.

$82,272 080,000 $6,070,038 $402,250

.

Chicano

.

5,614,495 3,144,280 7,144,280. 2,455,215 15,000

Cuban 50,000 50,000

0

Puerto Rican 2,174,285 1,235,150

1

1,235,150 908,885 30,250

.. 0

Spanish Speaking .1.446.796 104,772 222,508
.

82,272 1.08 024 60,000

Mixed
1 41

2,271,914 401,000

P

21,000
n

380,000 1,573,91 291,000

\

Table A-2

Number, Rack an Dollar value of Grants to Programa Benefiting Docestic Spaniel Heritage lupulatlons

1.1.0m Specific Foundation Actording to Ethnicity or Non-Ethnicity of Recipien,t Agencies, 1972 through March 1974

Mast of Foundatico

/

Total, All Grants Rank,

Combined
Grants

Subtotal.
Recipient

Minority
Agencies

Number

Rank

Subtotal,
Not-Minority
Recipient Agencies Rank

'

Agency
Ethnicity
Unknown

Dollar Value Number
Dollar
val.

Dollar
Value Number

TELtii

'
$11.557,490 217 55,085,202 85 $6.020,038 119 5402,250

Abel. oundation 15,000 15,000 3

Akbar Fund 52,000 f 25,000 1 27,000 3

Astor rolhelstlon , 15.000 1 1; ,000

. t

Boettchar
Foundation 23,800 4 6,300 1 17,500 3

Orsoktnridge
foundation 10.000 1 ' 10.000

.0."'""",
Buffalo Foundation 6,250 1

, a _

s

6,750

*Rank order of fougdations according to dollar value of grants awarded
Rank 1 1$ assigned to the foundation Asking the largest total grant awards

4 -
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Table 42 (aonftil

Ma of foundation

Total, 311 Grants
)

Rank.

Combined
Grants

Subtotal, Minority
Recipient O9,nciee RIM

.

Subtotal,
bonMinority
Reel iant Agencies

Number

Rank

Agency

Ethnicity

Doillr Value Number

Dollar
Val. Number

0?llar
Yalu.

Rush foundation $10,000 1
$00,000 1.

Cafrits foundateen

, r :
10.000 1

10,000

Calder foundation 9.000 1 $9.000 1

Carnagie Corp Of
N ,I, 1,31(1,400 7 2 808,400 5 2 510,000 2 2

Chicago Coemunity
Trust

46,450 3 46.450 3 10

Clark (E. M.)
foundation 260,000 2 7 e 5260,000

Clark (R. S )

foundation
56.070 4 10,000 1 46,070

Cleveland
foundation

28,525 1

,

.
28,525 1

Comidttme of tn..
fere. Charity Fund 145.213 8

,

' 12 145,213 8 9

Common:,. nand $389.595 2 3 5389.595 2 3

Cummings (J N )

foundation
6,750 1

4
$6,750,'

0550 Education
foundation

28.900 , 1

. _

:28,900

r*1.
fo

(s. ?

nndsti
s
on

5:000 1

1

'5,oce,

rule foundation 211:000 12 9 $157,500 7 58,500 4 15,000

Prh;Vrion'' c 5 68.000 2

-.71_,

68,000 2

ford foundation 5.506.844 \ , 26 1 3.045.000 12 1

I--

2,541,844 14 1

foundatilx, for
Child Development

7.490 1
7,440 I .

fund for the City
of New fork

15.000 2 ,
15,000 2

General Electric
foundation $17.500 2

t .
$17.500 2

Hancock (L. 8 )
foundation 56.100 4 .,

,,

$6,700 4

Hartford foundation
for Public Giving 8245,0

$46.950 1 9 16.000 1

Charles Hayden
foundation 10,000

'

1 10,000 .

Noblitselle
foundation

a

16,200 , 1

.

15,200 ..) 1 '

Nyalas (G. m ) Trust 25,000 3

.

.

. 15,000
.

2
.

210.000

Irmln.s..n.y.
Miller foundation

14.000
.

14.000 1 .

Johnson (R. M.),
I foundation

4
365,000 3 6 265. 5

Itellogq (M X.)

fomidaticm
150.480 I 11 ist),48o' e

8 223.E
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Table A-2 (Confd)

1'255

Mame of Foundation
Total,All Grants Rank,

Cospined
Grants

Subtotal,
Recipient A

Minority
encies Sank

Subtotal,
'Non-Minority
Recipient Agencied

.

Rank
Agency

Ethnicity
Unknown

Dollar Value, mamba..

Dollar
value Number

Dollar
value Numbet

Xress (S. M.)
Foundation $80.000 1 $84000 1

.5

.

Lilly En wdonent 230,000 2 8 .525:000 1 210,000 1 6 ,

Limo (Ma)
ion 100,000 3 17

,

65,000 2

'

8 35.0010 1

,,

Macy (J.) Jr.
Foundation 18,3p0 1 .0 18,300 1

Kukla (..7 M.)

Foundation 152,277 2 10 152,277

.

2 7

1.-

Meyer (E. AO
foundation 105,000 . 5 16 45,000 3 20,020 1 610.000

Milwaukee
'Foundation !. 10,000 .

10.000 2

Moody Foundation 368,629 10 4 83,650 2

,

6 269,979 6 4

.

10,000

Motional Home
Library Foundation 10,000 1 10.000 1

Paw basun
Foundation $5,749

-
.

1 , $0,749

0

1

.

V. Y. Community
Trust 22,000 $22,000 1

_

or. York Foundation
1

25,000 2
.

20,000 2
1

ftr,,Ing,iit.).

1

115,00 2 15 110,800, 2

Parker CF. )1,

foundation 11,000 2 11,000 2

Pfeiffer (C. L.)

beseaich Foundation 10.830 1

.

10,830 1

Philadelphia
foundation 36,800 4 14,000, 1

1
22,800 3

Public Welfare

Foundation Ino. 10,000 . 1

. ... e 10,000 1
...

Mookefeller
grothers Fund $2801700 10 5 $208,700 7 3 $72,000

Rookefellar
Foundation l4.000 , 1 10,000 1

Aosonbarl
Foundation 00,920.

.

3 11,280

...

.

1 39,645

.

2
,

Sachem Fund 10, 0 10,01:0 1
r

8.9. ao...
round.tioo

1r) 25,871 2. 16 10,000 1 10,871 1

San Francis.)
Foundation 86,972 5 20 71,972 4 7 10,000 'S. 1

$0.rtann tr. 141.1

Foundation 130,000 13 80,000

t

J
00 5 50,000
-

.

1

Singer Company
Foundation 20,000 2

. 20,000 2

Sloan 1'o...dation 88,720

.

2 19

.

88,720
t

2

,
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Table A.2 (Cont d)

Mame of Foundation
total, #.1114111: Rank.

Combined
Grant.

Subt6ta/, Minority
liocfpient Amend. lank

Subtotal.
Mon-Minority
Foolviant noenelea

Number

lank
Agency
ethnicity
Unknown

Dollar value *Aer
Dol,iU
value Minter

Dollar
aValua

Stun
3

fund 247,020 2 $25,000 1 $23,000
,

.. _-,......

*ulna foundation 5,000 1 .
2,000

,

1
,

.

.

Tinker foundation 118,200 . 3 le , $118,200 3 10

Tur:ell Fund 57,720 .3 57,720 3

.-----.

0. 8. Steel
Foundation

20,000 2 5,000 1 15,000 1

.

vad A...ripen

Foundation
25,000 1 25,000

.
1

Victoria
Foundation 99,000 8

....

18 . 42400
(
4 26,200 4

mallaos-aljaber
Pend

12,000 3 '30,000 2 5,000 1

Maatherhaad
tommdatIon

mow 3 mow 1 20,000 2

4
western Nee York
Toundation

750.E. , 1

.

$6,750

Welbolt run 57.000 3 $15.000 1 542.000 2

Moods Charitable
Pund

45,000 35,000 4 10.000

sale Fguntion 12,830 1 12,830 1

Tellertach
family Fund

7,500 1
4

7.500 , 1

4

.

TOlo,413
number and Dollar Value of Grants

to Specific Domeptio Spanish Heritage Minority Recipient Agencies.'

from all Reporting Foundations, 1972'throuqh March 1974

i*eine of Minority Agency 0- '
GraIns

Number

Received

Dollar Value

' Total .

85 $5,086,202

Andromeda 1 20,000

ASPIRA, Inc. 13 422,000

ASPIRA of America 8 000106.

.../

ASPIRA of Illinois i' 30,000

ASPIRA of Hew Jersey ..), 1

.

7,500

ASPIRA of 'Mew York 2 260,000

ASPIRA of Pennsylvania 1 14,000

IS,DC\

-18000

ASSPA CoMmunity Committee 1

AMigos Del Muse° Del Barrio l'

Bilingual Children's Television 1 175,000
=,
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Table A3 (Cottril)

4

mim.of Minority Roan?
4

ed'Grants Received

Number Dollaralue

90,000';Capitol Formation ._, .

Cis& Hispanic deRelles Arts* I . 1 5,972

Control Cultural 6,300

Chicano Indian Study Center of Oregon I 1 '15,000

Chicanos po is Cases 5 . 2 ' 350,000
.

Clinida de la Conti
.

1 10,000'

Commission for Mexican hoisrIcan Affairs 4 2 50.000
.

Committeo for Unified Remark '.
.,1 25,&025,M0

FCCUS Meld Orientation denier for Spanis) 'IF 4 ) 00,000

FamliyTutorlal Pecorlus
,

.
1 25,000

Institut°
k

Chicano &I Artes'y Artasanias . .1 14,000

Interstate Research Associates (A Chicano *

consulting/firm) 1 25,000

c
La Rata In AccionLocal

'1

2

-
'28,500

Pianican American Council for'EconcoicPiogress 1 58,650

Mexican Amerie.n.Coupcil on Education 1 19,450

Mexican American Ltgal Defense Fund
.

-,.. 1 27,500

Mexican Nanrican Legal.Defense s Educationabund 5 423,400

Mexican American Unity Council
1

600,000

Mid-W .et Council of La Raza 1 25,000

ilational Council of La Raz& 1 425,000
...

Worth-My Masan Onvalcceent Corporation 1 20,000

Puerto Ricaniousinesowin4s Association 1 46,9,50

Puerto Rican Legal Defense Fund .
. , . .. ./ 2 75.000

.

Puedto Rican Legal Deform* 6 Education Fund 7 . 185.000 ,

Puerto Ri-can Research 6 !townie., Center 10,000

Puerto Rican ?raveling Thiater 3 Yl40,000

Puerto Rican Workshop "" 1 5,000

Southwest Council of LA.PAzs 2 ' 496,28d

Spanish Education'Dovelopment Center' 2 25,000

"Spaaish Spooking Unity Council ,- 2 sop,000

Voter Educal&On.Project 1 ;so,oqo

ra

A
4

%

'`....
,.....,,,

f
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Table A-4

Dollar Value of Grants to Domestic Spanish Heritage..Populetions

by Field of Service anCl'ithnicity of Recipient Age vies, 1972 through March 1974

Field of Ser4ice -

s

Total,

.

Ethnicity of Minority Recipient Agencies Non-
Minority

Agencies

$6,070,038

m.

Agency
Ethnicity

Unknown

$402,250

All '

Grants

$11,557,490

Subtotal.

NnOrity
gencies

$5,085.202

A
Chicano

$3,387,780

Puerto
Rican ---.

$1,235,150

/Spanish-
Speaking

$82.272

,Mixed,

Other

$380,000Total

Education 4 5,613,563 883,180 85730 772,450 25,000 C710,383' 20:000

liellth 392,895 55,000 ' .35,000
-

20,000 4 3)7,895

Legal Service 344.500 ,293,500 148,500 188,000 51,000- ^

t. Tee Icel. Ansi).-

(tan L DaV1110P.ant
1.338,650 1,073,650 983,650 . 90,000 135,000' 130,000

lMa far, 1,131,860 631,600 348,400 18,200 265',000 429,760 70,500

Humanities , 498,722 274.972 189,000' 73,700 12,272 82,000 141,750

Religion. 245,000
a .

245,000'

Science 11,600 11,800 11,800
.

General Support 174,000 145,000 120,000 25,000 29,000

Wear sore
Mielde of Service

1,737,500 1,647,500 1,597,500 25,000 25,000 s .50.000 40,000

Not Specified 69.000, 69,000 69,000

J

a'

,a

I.
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Table'A-5(a)

Dollar Valuelof Grants to'ProgramsBenefiting

Domestic Spanish Heritage' Populations By Ethnicity of Beneficiary

and Geographic Coverage.of Gran, 1972 through March 1974

Ethn6fity of
Beneficiaries

2611.
All Grants

Region Cov'ered byGrint

National Nest Northeast
North-

central South

Total 11,557,490 $3,604,200 $1,877,005 $3,085,106 $280,475 $2,710,704

-

Chicano '5.614,495. 1,604\100 1,590,566 10,000 62,950 2,346,229

Ctiban $ 50,000 . 50,000

Puerto Riclh 2,174,285 957,150 1,056,610 150,525 10,000

Spanish
Speaking

1:446,796 515,750 145,049 603,997 67,000 115,000

Nixed
.

2:C1,914 526,600 1 141,390 1,414,499 189,425

)
Table A-5(b)

Dollar Value of Grants to.Programi Benefiting °amnia Spanish

Heritage. Populations by Type of Area Served, 1972 through March 1974

Urban $6,255,966 Local 1 $4,781,390

Rural
10

141,#90 State/Regional 3,171,900

Urban and Rural 5,007,154 National '3,604,200

Not Specified 150,480 . .

12.W. 11,557,490 Total

t

11,557,490

)4

29&:

1 8 9 -0

N

1
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Tibia A

Value of Grants to Programa Benefiting INplestic Asian Pipulations str

Accocaing to Ethnicity of iLoeficiiiqes and ethnicity of Recipient Agencies, 1972 through ',Mime 19741
, 0

Ethnicitrof
leneficiaries

4

Total, All Grants SubtOtal,OinOilty
Recipient Agencies

Subtotal,
Non-Minority

Recipient encie$

Dollar Value Number

Dfollar

Value

OP .

Number
'Dollar
Value !lumbar

. Total ' $1.243.940
t,

42 $269,290 15 $974,650 27

Asian Am:rican 43,939 3 30,000 2 13,939 1

Chinese American 639,090 50

F
229,290

t

2
11

.

409,900

.

19

_e-

Morean American

% .
. 10,000 . 2 10,000 2

Japanese American 43,600 1
.43,600 .. 1

filipipo 18300 It 18.300 1

Mimed

t

489.011
,

5"

.

489,011 5

Table A7

,Number, Rank and Dollar valve of Grant, to Programs Benefitipp Domestic Asian4Populations

From Specific foundations According to ethnicity or Non-Ethnicity of Recipient Agenet...I, 1972 through August 1974

Nome of foundation

.uollr

Total, All Grants Rank,

Combined
Gyant.

Subtotal, Minority
Recipient Agencies

Number

Rank

Subtotal,
Non - Minority

Recipient Agencies iti.k

value Number

Dollar-,
value

Dollar Jr

value number

. .

total $1.,243.940 r'42
1

9269,2,0

,

15 1 $974,650 27

Akbar fund, IL
4

30,445 2 10 30,445 2 3

Astor NO, MY 35,000 2, 9 5,000 ' 1 30,000 1 8

Calder (1-). NY

o ,

112,000 4 3

.
. 112,000 . 4

I.,

2

=ark (R. R.), NY .. 15,000 1
15.000 1

Donner (N.), NY 30,000 , 1
30,004

field, NY 30,000

.

2 ' 5,600
.

1 25,000. 1 9

Comparative Rank of foundations According to Dollar value, Of Grants Awarded..7

.....
, .

.

11 .

s.

e

1

2 I t /

t
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Table A7 (Cont'd)

Mar of Foundation

. .

,

Total, All Grants Rank,

Cabinod
Grants

Subtotal. Minority

Recipient

<

4.9encies

Kosher

Rank

Subtotal,

Non-Ninori
Recipient

y

Agencies

Number

Rank

dollar Value Nosber
Dollar
Value'

Dollar '

Value

ford. MY 5346,830 j I

' 4 $346,830 1

Hyena IG m.1
Trust. NA 5,000 I

--,
05,000

.

1

.

r'"49,4. RI 20,000 .1,

4 , 4

40,000 1

%rasa (NW NY

-
80,000 1 6

--i

80,000 1

. .

Like (NM, NY 70,000 4 7 50,000 1 2 20,000 1

Maw York Community
Trust, NY ,-

81,000
-.......

4 I 5
,

81,000 3

S
Mew York

foundation 20,040 3 5,000 1 ' 15,000 2

Persaneni CheritV
mhd, M,,A. (0000 oil ,

17,500 1

.
17,500 1 4

o
-. _

plifelfer
Brothers Pond, NY

,$

111,781
,

3 ; 4 , 111,781 3 3

AoaenM4rg. CA 060.199 4 8 $10,000 1 5 $50,199 ) 6

San Francisco
foundation, CA 179.W 9 1 141,345 6 1 37,840 3 7

Table A-8'

Number and Dollar Value of Grants

Asian Minority Recipient Agencies

from all Reporting Foundations, 1972 through August 1974

' 1
Name of Minority Agency - Grants Received

NuDer Dollar Value
i

., Total 15 $269,290

Asian Law Caucus, S.F., CA 2 30,000

Break Pre., Inc., N.Y., NY 1 50,000

Chinatown Planning Council, N.Y., NY 1 5,000

Chinatown/Nora, Beach District Council, S r , CA , 2 44,622

Chinatown YouthPro)ect, N.Y., NY 1 / 13,585
1

Chinese for Affirmati4 Action, S P., CA., 1 '*9,500

Chinas. American Civic Association, Boston, MA . 1 17,500

Chinese Culture Foundation, CA 10,000 ,

ChineseGoloWn Age Center, Boston,, MA 1 5,000

Chinas, Youth Council, N.Y.. NY , 1 16,860

Korean Community Activity Center, N.Y., NY 1 5,000

Kor.an American Community Service, Chicago, IL 1 5,000

Oakland Chinese Community cill Oakland, CA . 1 17,223

A
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Table A-9

Number and Dollar Value of Grants to Frogiams Benefiting Domestic Asidh POpulations
...,

byField of Service and Ethnicity or Non-Ethnicity of Recipient Agencies, 1972 through August 1974
.a..

, -,

it

Field of Service ° '

.

' , ,

,
,.._

Total,

All Grants

Minority'Recipient Agencies s Non-Minorit Reci lent Agencies
4'
All Other
'Pr lams

Capita-1 Program
and/or .

General Support
All
Procr

Other ,
....:Capital Program

"land/or
General Support

No.

Dollar
Value No..

Dollar
Value .No.

Do tar
V lue No

Dollar
Value .

Dollar

Value

's Total
* . ...

. 42' $1,243,940 6 $78,168 9
i

$194.122 45 $140,900/ 22 $834,650
.

Education & Research: Subs total 14 682,591 , ' '4 139,622 10 542,969
. ,

-Mikellarteous & General Programs 3 100,000 , 1, 50,000 / 2 . 50,000

-Community Program's (e.g., '

language, family planning)
.

5 379,152 1 30,12Y- ' 4 349,030

-Asian- American Studies' 3 143,439
. *

1 49T600 ° .- .2 93,939

°Medicinellealt0 1 40,000 .

1 40,000
i

Humanities. . 2 20,000
1

'1 10,000 . 1
---

10,0?0
-N,

Health' ,- , 5' 124,50e
,0a .

14;500 2 80,000 130,000
a'

, 0 .

.Legal Services ', . '2 . .30000 '

-

2 30,000

Technical Assistance .6 DevelopMent 1 ' 43,61)0 r r
, .

1 43,600

Welfare' 14 262.281 ' 2 22,500 2

#

10,000 , 30400
4

8 ' 199,781

Humanities 1 18,300 . i 1 18,300

Unspecified Capital ,Programt
General Support- '':-..:, A G

82,66e 4
a

52,6882, e,
, 1 90,000

ti
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f

Dollar Value of Grants to Programs"Benefiting Domestic Asian Populations

by Ethnicity of .8rneficiary and Geographic '2uverage of Gralit. 1972 through August 1974

ry

SpecifiedSpecified
Reason
Served

Geographic,
Coverlge
of Grant

Specified
Area
Served

Total,
Specified
Areas

Ethnicity Beneficiary

1.414A

American

Chinese
American

Korean
American

Japanese
American Filipino Mixed

Northeast

..34.Y

Local

,' NY 6510,226 t $419,445 $5,000
.

'
.105,781

Other, MA 169,110 22,500
. ,

6414600 301,230

State/
Regional ,

non. i.,:iZi.
...

1

SlIbt0(17 Mortheas - 899,556 '

.-%.

./.

441,945 '5,000 .43,600 409,011

,

Weft -

Local

S.F./
Oak1and,
CA

225.905, 530,000 171,605 $18,300

Other, CA 13,939 13,9)9 .

.

.

State/
Regional

Regional

Areas, CA
119,540

,....

19,540 3
r

Subtotal, Nest ,
259,084 43,939 197,145

. -

18,300

Other

I

85,000 52000

1

80,000

'1

e.
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p Table A-11

Number and Dollar Value of Grants

Benefiting Internationally Focused Programs Related to Asian Populations

by Field of Service. 1972 through August 1974

1
.

Field of Service

Total,

All dranta

Nature of Program .

CapitalProgram
and/or I,.

General Support
All
Programs

No.

Other

Dollar
ValueNo.

Dollar
Value No

Dollar
Value

Total
t

400 $44,624,113 37 $9,617,571 363 535,006,542

Education 6 Rasearch'
subtotal

318 38,164,222 29 8,411,071 299 29,953,151

Hiscellaneous &
General Categories

47, 6,623,324 9 2,568,058 18 3,455,266

Ama &

International SLdies
97 15,141,945 '2 200,000 95 15,141,945

-Educational Programs to
foments Understanding

10 1,549,000 500,000 9 1,049,000

, Hedicisitli Health 124 7,553,250 5 1,617,000 114 .5,916,250

'Science , 35 9,625,190 t 2,195,020 29' 3,410,179

Economics 11 2,052,658 1 1,242,118 8 810:520

Humanities 4 218,855 1 68,855 k 150,000

Health 4 55,000

,
2 , 27,000 2

1
28,000

Legal Services 1 158,200 3 158,200

Technical Assistance
i Development

24 3,663,650 24 3,663,650

Welfare 11 1,082,408 - 3 811,000 10 271,468'

Haeanities 10t ' 195,650 ..,,,m? 195,650

Religion
'

2 210,000 2'' 210,000

Family Planning Program 16 894,983 1 158,500 15 '716,481

1 .
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PHILANTHROPIC, FOUNDATIONS OF THE U.S. AND THEIR
RESPONSIVENESS TO THE SPECIAL NEEDS, PROBLEMS,

'° AND CONCERNS OF THE HISPANIC COMMUNITY:
1960 THROUGH 1971

The National Council of La Razat

Introduction

,Private philanthropy has historically been in the vanguard of change. Whether it
be the conquest of yellow fever, the development of the technology to start a
"green revolution" in undernourished nations, or dealing with sensitive domestic
issues of race and poverty private philanthropy in general and the big foundations in
particujar have made great contributions.

However, of continued interest and concern to the National Council of La Raza
-(NCLR) is the apparent unresponsiveness of grant-making charitable fouhd,ations to
addressing the problems and concerns of the Hispanic community.' As a result of.
this concern, NCLR initiated this exploratory study of philanthropic foundations

' and their efforts to address the special needs, problems, and concertag of the
Hispanic community. The research involved a time-consuming review of the grants
listed in the Foundations Center's Foundailoo Grants Index (FGI). The period
studied was from SepteAer .1960, when the first issue of the FGI wAs published,
through December 1971.

The findings reported here indicate that philanthropic giving"to the Hispanic
community has been a history of minimal response. ;.

Statement of Purpose

The purpose of this report is to determine the extent and patterns of philan-
thropic giving to meet the special needs and concerns ot the Hispanic community of
the United States.

It foctirs primarily on philanthropic giving between the years 1960 and 971.
This particular timeftame was selected for several reasons. First of all, the li ed
amount of jiesources and the time table for completion of the study preclu e a

. moie extensive research deiign covering a longer period of time and the utili ion
of other research techniques.

Second, reliable data from which to make accurate generalizations of the eiCtent
and patterns of philanthropic giving to Hispanic groups is scarce. Prior to 1960,
there was no single source one could go to where foundation grants from all
foundations were recorded and updated.2 This fact necessarily limited the scope of
the-study.

Finally, this study seeks to complement a somewhat similar but more extensive
study released in June 1975 by the Human Resource Corporation (HRC) of
California entitled, U.S. Foundations and Minority Group Interests. The HRC stUdy,
conducted under a grant from the National Science Foundation, represents an
exploratory study' of philanthropic giving for the benefit of minority groups in
general from 1172 through March 1974. The HRC study noted that a study prior to
1972 would be a worthwhile endeavor and a contribution to this area of knowledge.
The NCLR study, however, fpcuses on philanthropic giving for the benefit of
Spanish heritage groups, rather than minority groups in general. The HRC recom-.

tRaul Yzaguirre, National Director; Cosme J. Barcelti, Jr., Director of Research and Analysis..
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mendation for further study is especially important since it is assumed that the Tax
Reform Act of 1969 spurred foundatio giying 'in the area of mi ority -group
interests.3 An additional catIllyst which uld have .gpened the e ,es 1 America's

foundations to the minority situation in the U.S. ere e rac disorders that
exploded 4n the summer of 1967.in more than a hu al cities.

The NCLR study represents anflOrt tofill the voi of know.lpdge of the trends
of philanthropic giving for the specific benefit of Spani h heritage groups between

1960 and 1971. The finding should give a fair indica ion'of what the extent of
giving has-been in the pass. As a basis for comparion, he report also identifies
block grants made for, the duak benefit of Spanish hgfita and other minorities
(Blacks, Asian Americans, Nalive Americans, and so forth).

tr

URVEY OF LITERATURE

A review of literature eveals a. scarcity of research regarding the extent and
trends of philanthropic givi g and its ameliorative impact on the minorities of the
U.S. and the Hispanic community, in particular. Those publications that do make
reference to foundation giving to Hispanics lind' other minority groups generally
conclude that these groups have V been receiving a fair share of the philanthropic

dollar.
For example, Waldemar A. Nielsen, author of The Big Foundations, a study of

the 33 largesrAmerican foundations, observed:

In sum, the refitionship of big philn,thropy to the 'American race question
has been commendable but not gloriollsMost of the big foundations have
taken a sympathetic but passive interest.4

He concluded his observations on big philanthropyand the race question by

stating that

More cotnmitment and change can be expected of them in the future, but in
all probability not much more, and not very. fast. The race issue in all its
complexity and intensity seems to lie largely beyond' the outer boundaries of
concern,f-confidence, and capability of the big foundations; as they are
now sirUgured and staffed.'

The Jufy-August 1973 issue of The Chicago Reporter, a monthly publication on

racial issues in m etropolitan Chicago, examined five of ,Chicago's largest,

independent (non-corporate) foundations and their funding patterns "in relation' to
minority-controlled institutions (Black and Hispanic). The foundations included in
the study were the Chicago Community Trust, The Field. Foundation of Illinois,
Inc., the W., Clement and essie V. Stone Foundation, the Speqcer Foundation, and

The,Wieboldt Foundapon Table 1).
The study revealed that "By and large, foundation o'neV goes to the tried and

true. Chicago's we'llthiest foundations as is true of th nation's-- usuallyuppoYt
programs of established institutions ... minority controlled instituticun niteiveclless
than $650,000 of,the $15 million the foundations gave in 1972, or le-than five

_percent.'"
4,

The study also note's a "lack of adequate representation of minorities at the'
professional stafflevel. No Hispanics were employed at this level by any of the
foundations studied. _

,
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'Grants From Chicairrroli Five Foundations, 1972
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'Spencer $ 83,045,526 S 1.081,670 S 43,769 404 2 0 0 13 1

(35 grants) (1 grant)

Contnunity 71,515,610 31358,38.8 162.202 5 04
Trust (119 gtants)g (15 grants)

Field * ;19,910,823 1:268,030 125,250 9 88

i
(7 grants) (10 grants)

Wieboldt 7,066,975 718,000 168.9(c 23 52
(57 grants) ' (13 grants)

Stone 3,000,000b 5;937,714 ) 127.123 142
(136 grants) (9 grants)

TOTALS 5184:538,934 $15,365,702 5634,244 4.13

4 1 .0

4 0-i" 0

2 0\ A... 10

7 0 0 17 \ 0
\---

19 1 0 52 1 1

k

0

a. AU data from anturatreports 1972, except Stone's which are 1971 figures, tbAlatest available
b. An approximate figure from the executive director
c. Grants less than $1,000 not counted,
d. NCLR estimate. ,

Source. The Chicago Reiorter, Vol 2 , No 7 (July- August 1973) Chicago. Illinois, p 3.

a

Of $15
than

in grants.from Chicago's top 5 foundations, we can safeli assume
that less than 1.5 percent went,to agen,cies controlled by Hispanic groups (groups in
which board membership is at least 51 percent- Irding to the U.S.
Bureau of the Census, 7.4 percent of the 'Copulation of C ago is of Spanish
Heritage.' The inference is that Hispanic-controlled agencies were not being fpnded
in proportion to their representation in- the community studied.

The editors of the Chicago RePorter made a worthwhile observation-when they
noted that the question of grants to minority-controlled institutions is vital even
though the fou,ndations do give money to programs that are not minority controlled
btit are of unquestionable benefit to minority neighborhoods.

Sarah C. Carey's report to the Commission o9 Private Phi nthropy and Public
Needs, "Philanthropy and the Powerless," included in the de ition of the power-
less,, the racial and cultural minorities of the United States, Although Carey admits that
the conclusions in the report are "impressionistic" and "cannot be broken down
into statistical or.even roughly quantifiable analysis," many o the general observa-
tions and conclusions of the report wavent notation. Por exam e, the report stated
that "Regardless of how the pip is sliced, there is no question that grants made
directly for social change or to assist the powerless are dwarfed by the massive
philanthropic contributions made annually in support of education, the arts, health
services and the, like."8 "The overwhelming impression ... is that those who com-
prise the powerless segment of society receive only ... the bread crumbs from the
table of philanthropy."9
- George Kirstein in his bbok, Better Giving: The New Needs of American
Philanthropy, surveys the whole charity field in the United Stales and offers his
views as to the direction philanthropy should take in the future. The introductory
paragraph of the chapter on "Racial Minorities - The Struggle for Equality" is worth
citing since it provides,a good overview of the problem as it relates to Hispanic and
other minority groups.-`

I
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Since the \mid-nineteenth century when antislavery citizens organized to
abolish human bondage, philanthropic groups have formed and multiplied to

_aid in the solution of the nearly insolvable problems of racial minorities. The
major .effort has always been focused on the relationship botween blacks and
the white majority, but voluntary groups have countered discrimination
against other minorities, including -Jews, Indians, Puerto Ricans and Mexican,
Japanese and Chinese Americans. Although some of these organizationS'have
existed for decades, the problems they were formed to combat have not

,disappeared; indeed, dispite some progress, major racial 'tension has become
more acute rather than less with the passage of time. Paradoxically, the very,
progress which has been achieved so painstakingly at such cost of money and
energy has heightened the intensity of the problem by raising hopes, always
unfulfilled of equal justice and an end to discrimination. Only the J I.E.5 who
are relatively difficult to.distinguish physically from the majority, have made
what could be considered satisfactory progress ig combating discrimination,
and even in their case the, struggle is by no means ended.'°

..

In his somewhat sketchy dis'Clision of the Mexican-American and Puerto Rican
groups, Mr. Kirstein observes that because both groups have virtually no economic
middle class, Chicano-and Puerto Rican-supported philanthropy_ is scam. Kirstein
concludes- that

,.
The economic, eduCational and; Social problems facing alr the Minority' groups
;are far too massive to be more \ than slightly mitigated, let alone solved, by
. philanthropy. Even government, With its vast powers and huge expenditOres, .
seems Linable to do much beyond assuring survival at minimum levels of
housing, health care, and educatiOn.- Only the naive 134glieLt that all human
dilemmas are solvable. Unfortunately, some problems are so Ruge that they do
not disappear; somehow men juselearn_ to live-with them. The apathetic
acceptance 1py the overwhelming majority of the plight of these minority
groups, ass es that present problems will long 15'e with us.''

In his book published in 1971, The Money Givers, Joseph C. dulden provides
some interesting insights as to how some of the bigge1 foundations responded to the ?-

call for assistance from the Hispanic community, and the Chicano community, in
particular, during the mid-1960s.1 2. He traces the development of some of the larger
foundation-funded Chicano organizations, such as the National Council of La Ran
(formerly known as the Southwest Council of La Raza)'and its affiliates-and the
Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational fund (MALDEF).,However, he
makes hardly, any mention of philanthropic giving to other Hispanic-corkplled,

...organizations of groups and offers little in the form of statistios depicting the
overall extent, and patterns of giving for the benefit of-the Hispanic community. He,
does note that foundations, especially after the passage of the 1969 Tax Reform
Act, became a 'bit more cautious in funding the more vocal "social change" or
"activist" Hispanic-controlled organizations, especially if they devoted a considerable
amount of time and resources to local minority voter registratiog drives and/or
community organizing activities."

In June 1975, the Human Resources. Corporation (HItC) completed its
NSF-sponsored study, U.S ;Foundations and Mind* Group Interests. The final
report indicates deficiencie,s in the responsiveness of foundations to minority
interestsin their generally passive receptivity to calls to action and in the allocation
of foundation resources relevant to the Spanish-speaking and other minority groups.
Severe limitations were also noted in obtaining data concerning foundatkins'
policy-making procedures, representativeness of boards and staffs, and resource
allocation patterns to the Spanish-speaking and other minorities.
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According to the HRC report, the total number of grants reported for the
benefit of Spanish heritage groups in the years 1972 trough March 1974 was 217,
frorn.73 foundations, with a total dollar Value of $11,557,490. This figure, the
report represeifis 0.8 -percent of-the total value of foundation grants in 1972
and 1973.

Following are some of the other findings ofthe HRC study:14

I. The average grant received to benefit Spanish heritages minorities was
$43,260 as compared to an overall average for all groups in the combined 2 years of
$85,588or equivalent to a ratio of 3 to 5.

- ' 2. Eighty-five grants, or 39 percent of the. total number, were allocated to
minority reVent agenciesthose organizations actually controlled by minorities. .

3. Fifty-five percent of the total numslieTof 119 grants 'were allocated to
various types of broker agencies not controlled by minorities.

4. Minority recipient agencies received 44 percent of the total dollar value
awarded to Spanish-heritage beneficiaries, while non-minority agencies received 53
percent of the total.

5. Fifty-four foundations awarded grants to non - minority agencies an137 to
minority agencies. Chicano min6rity recipient agencies received funds from 15
foundations, Puerto Rican recipient groups from 25, Spanish-speaking groups from
4, and mixed groups from 3.

6. Of the total amount of monies given to benefit Spanish-heritage populations,
The Ford Foundation gave $15,586,844 or 48 s -nt. Furthermore, it gave
$3,0r000 or 50 percent of art funds to mi y-controlled agencies, and
$2,541,844 or 42 percent of all funds tp non-minority controlled agencies.

7. The second largest contributor to Spanish heritage minority beneficiaries was
the Carnegie Corporation of New York.,. It awarded 11 percent of the total grant
monies to benefit Spanish-heritage populations. Furthermore, it gave 16 percent of
Ole total given to minority-controlled agenciesland 8 percent of the total to non-

ft dirnority controlled agencies. It was likewige the second largest grantor-to Chicano
and Puerto Rican groups.

,

I 8. If the national fads are excl ed in calculating the ratios between regions,
of the regional total of $7,953,290 g n to benefit Spanish-heritage *populations,
the West received 24 percent of the fun s, the South 34 percent, the Northeast 39
percent, and the North Central regiqn 4 percent.,

9. The five Southwestern States of Arizona, California, Colorado, New Mexico
and Texas account for approximately 50 percent of the U.S. Spanish heritage
population. However, the HRC study discovered that the grants awarded to these
states amounted to $3,772,243 and represented approximately 33 percent of the
.total funds and 47 percent of all non-national funds to Spanish-heritage
beneficiaries., '

4
10. The Ford Foundation accounted for 100 percent of all non-national grants

to Arizona, 80 percent to California, 45 percent to New Mexico, and 34 percent to.
Texas, for"an overall. Fate of 56 percent.

4
11. The National Council of La Raza, Aspira, and the Mexican American Legal

Defense and Educational Fund received nearly 75 percent of all funds for Spanish
heritage minority groups.
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12. QV the _category_of organizations receiving more than 4 grants, the 3
affiliated groups-above account for 75 percent of all grants.

13. According to VS. Census figures, 13 percent of the total Spanish ,origin
popUlation in the U.S. is located in the Northeast. Yet, 27 percent of the funds,.
allocated to Spanish-Ferttage populations from foundations goes to the Northeast:"

14. While 31 percent of the Spanish-origin population is located in the South
(which includes Texas) only 23 perceht,of foundatta fiAas to the-Spanish-heritage
popUlation4s contributed-to-the South.

4 1Aid4

15. While 47,arcent- of the Spanish?- origin poputatton r6iiles in the West, only
16 percent of the total funds were allocated to this region.'

16. As a basis of cbmparison, grants relating to international panish speaking
populations and area studies of the same non-domestic population represented 5
percent,,of all foundation grants ($59,952,407); or 5 times the arqpunt awarded to

domestic Spanish heritage population.
. ts-

The findings of the HRC study have already' generated interest among founda-
tions and donees. The Commission on Private Philanthropy and Public Needs
reproduced and disseminated the draft report to its members on its own initiative.

in addition, HRC bas received numerous requests from many organizaticins,
including the Foundation Center, to share their research findings. -

In addition", HRC convened axof rence in October 1976 to foster debate of
findings.the study's ndings. It provid forum for segments of the foundation

community, donee organizations, government agencies, minority groups, and related
agencies to participate in constructive policy changes within and among foundations.
Attention focused on alternative and multidimensional approaches to 'institutional
change, 'based in part upon 'the report's recommendations. Additionally, considera-
tion was given to the structural ramifications of voluntaristic, programmatic, and/or
legalistic avenues for brirrging about greater institutional responsiveness t8 concerns

of.the Spanish - heritage population and other minorities.
Given the scarcity, of systematically gathered and organized information on the

responsiveness of foundations to the needs of ethnic minorities, the HRC study is
considered a Most significant contribution. AlVother publications dealing with the
-subject seem to take a case-study approach which does not provide an overall
picture of foundation giving as it particularly' relates to the Hispanic community. As

I: stated earlier, even-the HRC study is limited in that it does not document the ex-
'teriVand patterns 'of philanthropic giving prior to 1970.

II

6EMOGRAPHIC;S'OCIAL, AND ECONOMIC CHARACTRISTICS OF THE
SPANISH-ORIGIN POPULATION OF THE UNITED STATES

One of the major problems in trying to document the demographic, social, and
economic characteristics of the Spanish-speaking population is that there is

considerable doubt about ,the - reliability of available data. In the 1970 census, for
example, the Bureau of the Census undercounted the Spanish-origin population by)
1.5 million.15 Although the Bureau of the Census is the best source of information
available on the' Spanish-origin population,-the user of this information should be
aware of its limitations.
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According to the most recent Currernt PopulatiO9 Report (CPR), issued August
19,75 by the Bureau of the Census,,persons of Spanish origin account for an
estimated 11.2 million, or 5.3 perce9t, of the total U.S. populatirSn. (In 1974 the
Bureau repotted -the Spanish - origin- population at about 10,8 million.) In other
word's, about 1;in every 20 U.S. citizens is of Spanish origin.I 6

The 1975 Census-estimates/are based on results of a March 1975 nationwide
survey in which people were. asked their origin, or descent. Most. of the Spanish-
origin population surveyed were of Mexican origin (about 6.7 million or 60
pdrcent). Persons.of Puerto Rican origin comprised about 15 percent of the total,
Cuban, 7 percent, Central or South American, 6 percent, and the remaindef, nearly
:13 percent, other Spanish origin (Table 2), te

Table 2
Total and SpanishOrigin Population By Type of Spanish Origin,

For The United States, March 1975
(in thousands)

Percent Distribution

Total
Origin Total Population

AU Persons 209,572 100 0 (x)
0 $

Persons of Spanish origin 11,202 5 3 100 0
Mexican 6.65) 3 2 59 7
Pura° Rican 1,671 0 8 14 9

Cuban . 743 0 4 66
Central or South Amencan 671 0 3 6.0
Other Spanish 1,41Z8 . 0 7 12 7'

Persons not of Spanulf °mina 198.369 94 7 (x)

a, Includes Persons who did not know or did not reporilthakigin
x Not applicable ...

Sourca. U). Bureau of the Census. Chrrent Populatto% Reports, Series P-20. No 283. -Persons of
Spramsh Origin in the United States March 1975" (Washington. DC US Government
Printing Office, 1975).p 5

Residence. According to 1973 CPS census figures, most of the Spanish-origin
families living in the United States live in metropolitan areas. "In March 1973, there
were 2.3 million Spanish origin families, and over 1.9million of these families, 83
percent, lived in metropolitan Amis."' 7

Age Distribution. The population of Spanish origin. is young, the median age
being 20.7 years compared with 28.6 years for the total U.S. population in 1975.
Only about 4 percent of all persons of Spanish origin were 65'years old and over in
March 1975, compared with 10 percent for the total population.I8

Family Income. In general, family income was lower for Spanish origin families/
thanfor all families in the United States. Specifically, "median income of families
with head of Spanish otigin was $9,600, as compared with $12,800 fpr all
families."I9 Also, "the proportion of Spanish origin families with incomes under
$4,000 was 9 percent." `° Thus, the Spanish -origin population continues to be
disproportionately overrepresented in the under $4,000 family income category.

There were about 2.6 million persons of Spa *sh origin ,in 1974 below the
low-income level, or about 1 ouj of every 4. perso of Spanish origin. Described
another way, approximately 25 percent of the Spa -origin population was not
earning enough income in 1975 to lift them o t of the Census Bureau's
"low-income" category (see Table 3)
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Table 3
.

Low-Income Status,in 1974 of ALLPersoAs and Persons of Spanish Origin
By Type of Spanish Origin, For The United States, March 1975

(in thousands)

'
Origin

Total
Pdpulahon

13;low The LowIncome Level

Number -... - Percent

All personsa 209,343' 24,260 11.6%

Persons of Spanish origin 11,202 2,601 , 23.2

Mexican 6,690 1426 24.3

Puerto Rican 1,671 545 32 6

Cuban , 743 106 14.3

Central or South American 671 95 14.2

Other Spanish 1,428 228 16.0 ,

a Person Not of Spanish Ongmb 198,141 .21,659 10.9

a. Excludes unrelated individuals under 14 years of age
b. Includes persons who did not know or did not report mitt
Source. U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports, Series P20, No 283, 'Persons of

Spanish Origin in the United States. March 19'75 (Washington, D.C.. U.S. Government
Printing Office, 1975), P.8

Education. In M4rch 1975, only 38 percent of the total Spanish origin popula-
tion had at least completed 4 years of:fligh school. This compares witha total of 63
percgrit for all of the U.S. population. There was a noticeable difference within the
Spanish-origin subcategories. For exampleli while S2 percent of the Cuban popula-
tion-had completed at least 4 years of high school, 31 percent of the Mexican and
only 29 percent of the Puerto Rican Spanish-origin population had completed this
'eve" of education."

-While the percentage of Arsons who completed less than 5 years of school was
3.3 percent 46r the total population, it was 18.5, percent for the Spanish-origin
population (see Table 4).

Some other interesting observations about thehducational characteristics of the
Spanish-origin population should be noted. According to 1973 census data,
"compared with the median number of 12.0 school years completed for whites, the
median was 8.1 for Mexican Americans'and 8.6 for Puerto Ricans... s21 In 1971,
the U.S. Corhmission on Civil Rights' completed a study entitled, The Unfinished
Education, which stated that "40 percent of the Mekican-Americans who enter first
grade never complete high school."22 "In the Sotithwestern states, 40 percent of
Mexican-American students are reading two dr more years below grade level at the
8th and 12th grades."23

E.mp /oyment: The ,Spanish-ofigin population still .suffers higher under-
epployMent and _unemployment rates than the iota' population. Also, they tend to
be empliwed in the lower paying, nonprofessional, nontechnical fields. Fo' example,
in March 1975 there were about 2.2 million men of Spanish origin 16 years of age
aneover in the United States, but only 9.5 percent of these men were working in
professional and technical fields as compared. with 15.1 percent for all employed
men in this age group in the United States (see Tab)e 5)..

While. 7 percent of 'the total population (have occupations as labors, 12.1

percent of the Spanish-origin population all into this category. For Mexican-,
,Americans, -it was somewhat higher at 14.2,percent, but a' bit lower for Puerto
Ricans at 9.2percent. Among employed men of Spanish origin, those of Mexican
origin had the highest proportion, 7.7 percent, employed as farmworkers (compared
with only 1.6 percent for the total population). ISee Table' 5!)

Unemployment. Accotiling to the Department of Labor, the unemployment rate
for,workers of Spanish' origin, was 12.9 percent ih the second quarter of 1975, (this

:\.44.111.11M1.
:4143 '1 7
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Table 4

Percent of Penorfs Who Completed Less Than 5 Years of School and
Percent Who Completed 4 Years of High School or More, For All Persons and
Persons pf Spanish Origin 25 Years Old and Over By Type of Spanish Origin,

For The United States, March 1975

Years of School Completed
and Age

Total
Population

Spanish Origin

Total
Puerto

Mexican Rican Cuban
Other

Spanuha

PERCENT WHO COMPLETED
LESS THAN 5 YEARS ......

Total 25 years & over 3.3 18.5 24.6 17.4 7.3 7.6
25 to 29 years. 1.0 7.7 9.8 8.2 (b) 1.0
30 to 34 years 1.0 9.3 11.8 10.1 (b) 4.3

,35 to 44 years ; 1.9 4.5.9 22.1 13.7 3 1 5.8
45 to 54 years 2.5 22.5 30.2 29.1 6.6 6.6
55 to 64 yews 3.5' 26.5 35.7 (b) 1'2.3 12.6
65 years and over 11.0 45.7 63.8 (b) (b) . 24.0
PERCENT WHO COMPLETED
4 YEARS OF HIGH SCHOOL
OR MORE .

Total 25 years & over 62.6 37.9 31.0 51.7 58.0
25 to 29 years . 83.2 51.6 46.1 37.7 (b)
30 to 34 year 78.6 45.5 42.3 27.9

-
(b 64.7

35 to-44 year's 71.5 40.6 32.2 9 A 63.5
45 to 54 years 63.8 34.1 24.6 20. 53.8 57.8
55 to 64 yea4s 51.9 24.0 I5A (b) 44.7 33.7
65 years and over 35.2 14.6 3.6 (b) (b) 31.0

a. Includes Central or South American and other Sprush origin.
Kb. Bare less than 75.000.

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Corent Populatbn Reports. Senes P20, No. 283, "Persons of
Spanish Origin in the United States; March 1975" (Washington, D.C. U.S. Government
Printing Office, 1975), p. 6.

° Table 5

Income in 1974 of Persons of Spanish Origin 14 Years Old and Over By
; Sex and Type of Spanish Origin, Fin The United States, Mardi. 1975

Income

Total Spanish
Origin

Mexican
Origin

Puerto Rican
Origin

Othe'r Spanisha
Origin

Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female

Total persons, 14 years old.
and over (in thousands) 3,520 3,744 2,115 2,133 463 590 942 1,021

.
Personal/1th income
(In thousands) 3.030 2,341 1;847 1,290, 365 363 818 688

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

51 to $999 or less 9.2 18.7 9.9, 22.4 7.4 9.4 8.7 16.4
$1,000 to 51,999 7.1 16.5 7.1 17.4 7.1 12.9 6.8 16.6
52,000 to $2,999 ' 7.4 14.0 7.9 14.9 . 5.8 ,14.0 7.1 412.4
53,000 to $3,999 7.6 11.9 8.0 12.1 5.8 15.2 7.6 9.9
54,000 to $4,999 7.2 11:0 7.9 9.1 7.4 16.3 5.5 11.8
$5,000 to 56,999 15.2 . v015.1 16.0 13.9 15.9 18.5 13.1 15.7

to 57,999 7.6 4.2 7.0 3.7 12.3 3.9 6.8 5.4457,000
)58,000 to $9,999 12.0 4.9 11.7 4.3, 14.0 5.5 11.6 5.7
510,000 to 514,999
515,000 to $24,999

18.3
7.0

3.1
0.6

17.8
6.0

1.9
0.3

18.1
4.7

3.6
0.8

19.7
10.3

4,9
1.2 0

525,000 and over 1.4 0.1 0.8 1.4 2.7 0.3

Median income of liersons.
with income. $6,507 $3,072 $6,154 $2,682 57,055 $3,889 $7,158 53,469

a. Includes Cuban, Central or South American, and other Spanish drigin.
- Represents zero or rounds to zero.

' Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Current Populatbn Reports, Series P-20, No. 283, "Persons of Spanish
Origin in the United States: March 1975" (Washington, D.C.: 1975, U.S. Government Printing
Office). P. 7,
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data is not seasonably adjusted) up 5.2 percent from the second quarter of 1974.
less rake for whites es of July 1975 was 8 percent. While the Spani -origin

ce averaged more than 4 million persons in the second quarter of 975, it
60.8 percent paticipation rate which was below .the percent of all

wor s. Furthermore, whereas the 1975 employment participation rate or whites

rose over the 1974 Orate, that for the Spanish-origin population dropped
considerably.' 4 s

For purposes of. thiS report, we note the distribution of the. Spanish-origin
population of the Ufilted States by geographic region as defined by the U.S. Bureau

of the Census: 47 perCent of the total Spanish-origin population is located in the
West, 31 percent in the South (which includes Texas), 13 percent in the Northeast,
and approximately 3 percent in the North Central region.'s

HI
.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

To determine trends in philanthropic giving to the Spanish-speaking community

since 1960, the NCLR consulted the Fohndation Grants Index, published by the
Foundation Center. The center first began publishing its listing offoundation grants
inthe September 1960 issue of Foundation News. Thd FoundatiorrGrants Index
lists only . those grants for which the center receives information from the donor
foundations, press releases, annual reports, or other primary sources. The early
publications of the index listed only grants of $10,000 or more, and renewal-grants

were generally not included. Also, all grants were listed under the major categories
of humanities, government, international activities, education, scientific research,
religion, health; or social welfare. Information on grants made in each of the major
fields was published only twice a year. More recently, the center has improved its
data-collection techniques. In 1973, for example, it started recording foundation
grants of $5,000 or more and initiated a new reporting procedure by i'hid]
information is cross referenced, enabling the user to identify the specific subject
matter of the grants in which he is interested. These reporting procedures Were not

..

r '-ix
...--in effect for the me period covered by this study, however.

Since the co puter file of the Foundation Center was not set until 197,B;a

manual search of the Foundation Grants Index was required in order ieve_thp

necessary data and information for this report. (Sixty-seven issuesbithe, index froth
1960 through the No*ember/December issue of 1971, were reviewed.) Many hours

.,were logged at tlite Foundation Center's Washington, D.C. office W-the two persons

IF responsible for collecting the data, both of which are of Mexican-American descent
and have a good-background in the socioeconomic and political characteristics of
the Hispanic community and have been involved With the Hispanic civil rights

movement through membership, participation, and/or employment in. various"
Hispanic organizations. A Foundation Grants Index raw data sleet was developed
for the systematic collection and recording of data.

Defkrlitions

Hispanic Minority Groups. Five main categories were used to classify Hispanic
mirioritgroups: - -

; \
,

I T. Chicano: Mexican-Americans.

2. Puer Rican: Those of Puerto Rican ancestry living in the United States. This

excludes Puerto Ricans living in mainland Puerto Rico.

343
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3. Cuban: Those persons of, 'Cuban ancestry residing in the United States
tinctuding recent arrivals, i.e. Cuban refugees.

4. Central Americans' Those persons of other countries considered to be
Sp..Inishspeaking countries in Central and South America.

5. Spanish-speaking: Two or more of the above or other identifiers such as
Hispanic groups, persons of Spanish origin. In many cases, grants were listed as
simply going to "Spanish-speaking" beneficiaries and thus fell into this category.

Mixed Minority Groups. Hispanic minority groups in addition to and/or including
one or more other minority groups such as Blacks, Asian Americans, or American
Indians. This definition necessarily excluded grants that were not specifically given
for the benefit of one or more minority groups. Therefore, grants that were
identified as for the benefit of persons of disadvantaged backgrounds, the poor, or
farmworkers were not included in the definition.

Geographic Regions. The four major regions of the United States for which data
are presented in this "report are ,essentially the same as those defined by the U.S.
Bureau of the Census:

1. National: All four regions.

2. West: Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, New Mexico,
Oregon, Utah, Washington, Wyoming, Alaska, and Hawaii.it

(N heast: Connecticut)Maini, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jeriey,
New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Ittand, and Vermont.

4. North: Illinois, Indiarta,1 Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri,
Nebraiki, North Dakota, Ohio, South Dakota, and- Wisconsin.

5. South: Alabama, Arkansas, Delaware, District of Columbia, Florida, Georgia,
Kentucky, Louisiana, Maryland, MissiWppi, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South
Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, and West Virginia.

Utilizing the above definitions, the FGI grant information was recorded on the
raw data sheet for future evaluation. After the information was collected, the raw
data sheets were reviewed twice to insure the grants were properly recorded and
categorized. .

'7'

IV

FINDINGS

....
The data collected indicates no significant). amount of foundation funds

specifically allocated for the benefit of the Hispanic community u til the first part

Mary Duke Bid le Foundation to
of 1963. In fact, only one such grant was recorded, in the.Found ion,Grants Index,
prior to that time: a $40,000 grant from the
Puerto Rican Social Services, Inc., of New York, recorded in the July 1962 issue of

.' the index.26 , , ,
In 1963 a total of $383,b00 was specifically earmal-ked by three major founda-

tions for the benefit of the Hispanic community. Of that total, $36§,000 went to
programs to benefit the Cuban refugees. (The Ford Foundation allocated $278,000,

S30
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the Rockefeller Brothers Fund $90,000, and the Lily Endowment of Indiana
$15,000.to programs benefiting Cuban refugees.)

With respect to the Chicano community,' no foundation grants benefiting this
group were fou'nd in the FGI prior to March 1964.27 The first grant that could be
classified as being for the specific benefit of the Chicano community was made by
the Rosenberg Foundation of California, which made a $33,876 grant to the Com-

4, ity Council of Central Santa Clara County of California for a Mexican-American
unity services project. Only three other grants in 1964 could be categorized as

s ecifically benefiting the Chicano community; these had a total dollar value of
$ 3,376. One wastmade tly' the Rosenberg Foundation for an 'additional $33,376
to the Community Council of Central' Santa Clara for the purpose of developing
Mexican-American community group, consciousness. Another was made by the
Charles E. Merrill Twit of New York in the amount of $20,000 to the National
Catholic Rural Life Conference of New York to aid Mexican-American farm
workers. _The third and largest grant identified was made by The Ford Foundation
in the amount of $450,000 to the University of California at Los Angeles to study
the social, economic, and political status of Mexican-Americans of the Southwest.2

According
when foundat
concerns of

The total a
(see Table 6).
earmarked for
percent of the t

One must kee
by the Foundatio
have gotten into
approximately this
they tend to repor

o grants recorded in the FGI, 1964 would appear to be the year
hs began to become more responsive to the special needs and
Hispanic community.'
ount of grants made by foundations in that year was $556 million
Of this amount, $756,752 was identified as being specifically
urposes benefiting the hispanic community. This represents .001

I philanthropic dollars for 1964.
in mind thOohejstirigLot_toupdation grants were first published
Center in September 1960'andtharscifne` fiouriations may not

the routine of filing grants with the Foundation Center until
time. Also, the, larger foundations may be overrepresented since
grants to the center more regularly than the small foundations.
oundations are not required by law to file a listing of their

, some grants may,have been missed. The amount of these
e negligible, however.

Additionally, since
grants with the cen
grants is assumed to

Table 6 provides a
grant awards by all fo
by philanthropic foup

Education

Health

International

Welfare

Sciences

Humanities

Religion

Sou.

o

ten-year (1962.1971) grants in of the total dollar value of
ndations by field. A total. of some $(1.4 billion was awarded
tions to programs in le various fields. The largest single

,

Table 6

Ten-Year Grants. Index Table
cm millions of dollars)

1962 1963 19 1965 1.9% 1967 1968 1969

5145 S 83 5186 5164 5157 5191 5308

35. 129 103 62 81 77 106

52 82 74 128 141 84 93 75

20 24 44 104 81 82 , 74 102

45 47 58 0 H9 18 106 114

16 48 31 39 712 37
MP

5 . 26 SI 34 24 423 41

5324 5556 5649 $661 5579 5753 5677iota! 5315

1970 1921 total Percent

5281 5343 52.060 33%

121 156 902 14

59 106 894 14

136 174 841 13

93 III 781 ;(42

103 562 9

73 333,

5793 51,066 56,373 10e*

ice Fouldpon ,Vews Volume 13, No. I thrum, rebruary. 19721 Council on Foundations, In

3 3 1

P
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percentage (33 percent) went to education. According to the findings of this study,
from 1962 to 1971 a total of 141 grants from 47 foundations were made to pro-
grams benefiting domestic Spanishtheritage populations of the United States. These
grants represented a total dollar value of $23

1 887 377 or .0037opercent Of all
philanthropic dollars front reporting foundations,

The reader is cautioned that these data do not include grants to programs
benefiting migratory and seasonal farmworkers unless the grant specifically noted
that the award was for the benefit of a specific Hispanic group within the migratory
and seasonal agricultural labor community. .

Table 7 depicts the total dollar value of grants (19601971) to programs
benefiting domestic Spanish heritage populitions according to ethnicity of
beneficiaries and ethnicity of recipient agencies. Of the 141 grants identified as for
the benefit of Spanish-heritage populations, 61, or 43 percent, were made to
Hispanic minority recipient agencies (those organizations actually controlled by
Hispanic). A total, of 68 grants, representing 48 percent of the total number of
grants, were made to non-minority controlled recipient agencies. The remaining
grant awards went to agencies whose ethnicity was unknown. The median grant
received by Hispanic-controlled agencies was $130,020, in comparison with an
average of $224,947 for non-minority agencies.

Chart 1 illustrates the distribution of the total percentage of philanthropic
dollars to programs benefiting domestic Spanish heritage populations according to
ethnicity of recipient agencies, from 1960 through 1971. Of the total $23,887,377
in grant awards to programs benefiting Hispanic Americans,, 3'2 percent Was awarded
to Hispinic-controlled recipient ,agencies, as oppossed to 64 percent awarded to
non-minority recipient' agencies. Approximately 3 percent was awarded to agencies
whose ethnicity was unknowii.

Referring back to:Table 7, a total Of $7,287,4*, or '50 fiereent pf all grant
awards, went to Chicano beneficiaries. Puerto Rican beneficiaries received
$2,151,557, or 9 percent. Cuban beneficiaries received $635,000, or 3 percent, and
$414,373, or approximately 2 percent of the total, went to Spanish-speaking
beneficiaries. The dollar value of grants going to programs with,mixed beneficiaries
was $13,399,001, representing 56 percent of all grant funds to programs benefiting
the Hispanic community.

Table 7 also shows that of th0 total $7,931,229 awarded to Hispanic recipient
agencies, Chicano recipient agencies received $5,563,711, or 70 percent; Puerto
Rican recipient agencies $2,000,535, or 25 percent; Cuban recipient agencies
$200,000, or '3" percent. Spanish-speaking agencies were awarded $145,000, or

Table 7

Mau Value of Grants To Programs Benefiting Domestic Spanish Heritage Populations,
Accaiding to Ethnicity of Beneficiaries and Ethnicity of Recipient Agencies, 1960 Through 1971a

Etarucity of Minority Recipient agencies

Toii, Subtotal. Agency. Puerto Spanish. , Mixed. , Non-Miority ItlinicItyEtholAY of Al 141ority
ChicanixI Ma stlelar les Grant, Asiatics r Cuban Rican Speakirs Othet ' Vodes Macao vett

;focal

Sadao. o

..' .0iben

523.887.377 57,931,229' 55.563,711 5200.000

7.217. 5.563,711< 5363.111

635.000 200.000 i, 200,000

52,000.535 5166.983 521.983 I 515,296,428 3659.720

( 1,702303 ' 19.630 (

415,000 20.000
'I 4

4oerta Rican 1 2.151.557 2,000435 1 2000.535 .. 52.382 98.640

*whit Speak* 44.373 145.000 ' 145,000 21.983 213.890 , 33.500

Mb" 12.399.003
.

2911.253 ;750,
I

:Eidudullinele tulprevinte be:Atlas migratory and/or seasonal fannworkers.

X32
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Chart 11

Distribution oi Total Grant Funds To Programs Benefiting Domestic
-Spanish Hen Age Populations According to Ethnicitrof, Recipient.

Agency, 1960 ThrOugh 19712

Percent

.75

70

65

60

55

50

45

40

35

30

25.

20

15

10

5

64%

Chicano Puerto Rican Cuban Non-Minority Unknown

a. Percentages do not add to100 percent because of rounding.

approximately 2, percent of the totairswhite grants to mixed and. other types of
Hispanic recipient agencies amounted to $21,983. Chicano and .Puerto Rican
controlled agencies together accounted for $7 64,246, or 95 percent) of the total
amount of dollars awarded to Hispanic recipien gencies.

As previously mentioned, there 47 foundatio that awarded grants to programs
benefiting the Spanish-heritage popUlation. It is in estmg to note that the total
number. of grant awards to Chicano recipient agencies (18) came from 6
foundations. Puerto Rican recipient agencies received a total of 36 grants from 18
foundations, indicating a more diversified funding base. However, grants to Puerto
Rican recipient agencies tended to be smaller in dollar value than those to Chicano

recipient agencies.
According to Table 8 the Fogcl and Rockefeller Foundations Were the two largest

contributors to programs benefiting, Spanish-heritage populations, accounting for
almost three quarters of all such grants. Ford Contributed a total of $12,252,631, or
51 percent of the total dollar value grant awards; Rockefeller contributed
$5,145,500, or 22 percent. However, approximately 97 percent of the Rockbieller
awards weht to mixedtbenefiCiaries. 1

),
3 33
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The Ford Fbundation was the largest ]contributor to Puerto Rican recipient
agencies, accounting for $650,000, or 32 percent, of all foundation grants made to
these agencies. It also was the largest contributor to Chicano recipientvagencies,
dispersing $5,102;595, or 91 percent, of the total dollar value of all grant awards to
these agencies.

Table 8

_Number, Rank, and Dollar Value of Grants To Programs Benefiting Spaftish-Heritage
Populations According to Spanish Heritage or Mixed Eeneficia' riek3y Reporting

Foundations: 1960 Through 1971%

Foundation

Amman Can Co Foundations

Subtotal, Spanish Heritage
Total Beneficiaries Subtotal, Mixed Hanemann

Rank.
Dollar Combined Dollar Dolly
Value Number Grants Value Number Rank Value Numbet Rank

N.Y. : $ 20,000 1 $20,000 I
Astor Foundation, N Y. 80,000 3 80,000 a 3 11
Biddle ()Lary Dub) Foundanon 50,000 2 50.000 2 14
Bodman Foundation 10.0()< 1 i 10.000 I
Ciunegis Corporation. N Y 711,535 8 5 453.535 4 2 $258,000 4 7
Charities Foundation. Ohio 20,000 20.000 1

Chicago Commit, Trust. IL 20,000 20.000 1 .
Clock:id Foundation. Ohio

na (111111am) Foundation 60,000
108.96 8 -1-...,\ 14 108.%8 I 7

Don 60,000 1 9
Fels (Samuels) FuncL Pa. 10,000 1 10.000 1

Field Foundation N.Y, 135400 13 1 35.000 4 6
Fad Foundation, N Y 12,252,631 40 8.567,6.48 22 1 3.6 84.983 18 L 2

Foundation Funds fot Rematch
to Psychiatty. Conn. 1 16.559 16.554 ,

Hartfeed Foilndatica for
Public Giving, Conn. 154.015 97 78,6.40 1 12 75.375 1

Hancock (Luke 0.) Foundation, '

Nov. 14,000 14,000 I
Hass (Otto) Tturt, No I. Pa = 15,000 15.000 1

Hayden Foundation, N.Y. 20.000 20,000 1

Helkt (Walter E) Foundation.
LB. 2.000.000 3 2.00,000 1 3

Great Western United Found*.
don. Colo. 30,000 30.000 2

Golf and Western Foundation.
N.Y. 20,000 20.000 2

Klingemstein Fund 20.000 20.000 I
Kdner (Geroge F) Foundation 21,000 21,000 1

Layit Foundatke, N Y 10.000 10.000 1

Lily Endowment. Ind. 15,000 t .. 15.000 1

klerehto. Foundation. N 7 ° 100,000 100.000 I

Macy (Judah. It ) Foundabon.0 ''
N Y. 367,000 S. 367,000 1 5

\ Henn (Ch des E) Thus ' .62.500
Moody Foam:466n. Tex. ,, 146,500 Ili 100,000 1

42.500 2

4s3oo 1

25,000 I
10 .,...,

, 19 clonal' !Want Co. Founda ,

don, N,Y. 10.000 10,000 1 e
National Steel Charitable

\ Tmst. Pa. . ---- 10,000 1,,
/ 10.000 '.1

ticaork Community Tturt, / .:.a
N.Y, 25,000 1 25,000 1

New Yotk Foundation. N Y 105,000 7 / le. 105,000 7 '' r 10
TehOlhale Charity Fund. Mass. . 25,000 1 / ,25,000 I 0 o

. Rocksfedar Brothers Fund. N.Y. 145,000 4 r 11 145.000 9 d

Rockdelks Ponedation, N.Y. 5,145400 10 / 2 108.500 3 1 5,037,000 - 7 1

Romberg Fouiadation, Calif. 141.891 6 ' 12 141,891 6 5,
Roaemiry Foundation 25,000 1 / 1 25,000 e 1

a , '"
,'Ski Ftandhco Fotliadation,Cdd. 53,000 3 . 53,000 3 . 13
,Sian (Alfred P.) Foundation, 1.107,050 3 / 4 107.060 2 9 1.000.000 1 4 la

,,, N.Y. . 0 t ,

r :laconic Fuondation, N Y., , 35,000 ;
292,000

,
7

35,000 2

292.000 1 6Spencer Foundation, IR,

P 'flaw Foundation 162,000 , r -, , 162,000 2 3 ,
Dann Fund, NJ. a 15,000 1.1 l' 15;1(7 3
Union leneyelent Amodati60:. . / I

Pay t 12,175: I 12,175 1

Vincula Foaddation Crysul, '
Trost 1, 10,000 1 '

1

10.000 1

YAW (DeWitt) Fund: -KY " 25,000 1 , ' , 25,000 1

Zak tousidadon, Tex. . 49.000 1 49,000 1 .
*Excludes grantsp programs benefldni migratory, and/or seasonal furwurkets
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The Carnegie Corporation was found to be the second
Puerto Rican and Chicano recipient agencies. It accounted
'percent, of all grants to Puerto Rican agencies and $100,000,
all grant awards to Chicano agencies.

Table 9 identifies the top 10 foundation contributo
beneficiaries according to dollar value cif total grant awards.
was'the highest contributor with a total of $8,567,648-in
New York Foundation ranked tenth with a total of $105,000

Table 9

largest donor to both
for $253,000, or 13

or about 2 percent, of

rs to Spanish-heritage
The Ford .Foundation
grant awards, and the
in grant awards.

Top Ten Foundation_Contributors To Spanish-Heritage Beneficiaries,
1960 Through 1971

Foundation

Total Ethnicity of Benefciaries

Dollar
Value

Number
of

Grants Chicano Cuban
Puerto
Rican

Spanish-
Speaking

Total $10,034,602 59 $7,203,964 $515,000 51,906,143 $409,495

Ford Foundation, N.Y. 8,567,648 22 6,699,995 378,000 1,287,608 202,045

;,'Carnegle Corporation.
N.Y. 453,535 200,000 253,535

Tinker Foundation 162,000 2 150,000 12,000

Rockefeller Brothers
Fund 145,000 9 90,000 55,000

Rosenberg Foundation,
California 141,891 6 128,969 12,922

Field Foundation, N.Y. 135,000 4 25,000 110,000

Cleveland Foundation,
Ohio' 1138,968 108,968

Rockefeller Founda-
tion, N.Y. . 108,500 2 et 95,000 13,500

Sloan (Alfred P.)
Foundation, N.Y. 107,060 2 35,000 72,060

New York Foundation 105,000 7 105,000

Chart 2 depicts the frequency of grant awards among the 47 individual founda-
tion.s contributing to, Spanish-heritage beneficiary programs. ,A total of 36
foundations made-from 1 to 2 grants to programs benefiting Hispanic-heritage
populations. Five foundations made from - 4 grants; 1 made from 5 - 6 grants; 2
from 7 - 8; 1 from 9 - 10 and 2 made 11 or more grants.

The purpose of this chart was to measure the commitment of foundations to
Spanish-heritage beneficiary programs. The largest number of foundations awarded 1
to 2 grants each, which leads to the generalization that from 1960 through 1971,
philanthropic foundations' commitment to Spanish-heritage beneficiary programs
was low.

Chart 3 illdst ates the distribution of `grant fyna.s to Spanish-heritage beneficiaries
by region. Th le-,,incticateptimt 364percerit of rthg philanthropic dollars went to
the Western S 6, 13 percent each to trfe,SiAtfieth Sates and the Northern States,
29 percent t6' ti\e Northeastern States, and 8 percent to regions that were not
specified. :0 0 3
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According to U.S. census figures, 47 percent of the total Spanish-origin
{population in the U.S. is located in the West; 31 percent is located in the South
(which includes 'Texas); 13 percent resides in the Noetheast; and approximately 3
percent is located in the Northern States (see Chart 3).

If the distribution of philanthropic dollars to Spanish-heritage beneficiaries wde
based solely on the criterion of Spanish-origin distribution by region, then the West
would have fal en short of its equitable share by 11 percent and the South by 18
percent. On the other hand, the Northern States would have received 10 percent
more than their entitlement and the Northeast 16 percent.

4

V

CONCLUSION

Despite the limitations previously noted about the data source, the findings in
this report give a fair documentation of the extent and patterns of philanthropic
giving'to the Hispanic community between 1960 through 1971. However, it is

recommended that the study be repeated once the Foundation Center updates and
computerizes foundation grants for the period of time Studied.

The conclusion of this stirtly is that philanthrdpic foundation contributions to
programs benefiting the Hispanic-heritage population was minimal between 1960
and 1971, representing a total dollar value of $23,887,377, or approximately .004
percent of all philanthropic dollars from reporting foundations. ir

The reader was cautioned that these figures do not include grants to programs
benefiting migratory and seasonal farmworkers unless the grant award was for the
benefit of a specific Hispanic group within this population. Four such grapts were
included in this study. Since the Hispanic community makes up a sizable portion of
this group, a study documenting grants to it would be of great use. One of the

limitations of such a study would be that no federal agency (including the Bureau
of the Census or the Department of Labbr) agrees as to the size of the farm labor
population, .much less its ethnic composition. Thertefore, grants to migratory and
seasonal farmworkers would fall in the category of mixed beneficiaries.

Limited resources for this study prevented the NCLR from making extensive
recommendations on how to make foundations more accessible and/or responsive to
Hispanic-controlled minority, agencies or to programs benefiting the Hispanic
community. However, the study does support the conclusion that philanthropic
foundations were not as accessible and/or responsive between the years 1960 and
1971 as they perhaps should have been. To highlight this conclusion: In 1968
Vicente Ximenez, then chairman of the Cabinet Committee on the Spanish-Speaking
and a commissioner of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commi n- and one ofarra-
the best known Chicano leaders, called on all major foundations d asked them to
attend a meeting under his sponsorship to discuss the needs of the Spanish-speaking.
Only one foundation attended the meeting.

or i
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THE NEW FEDE ALISM: GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTABILITY.
ND PRIVATE PHILANTHROPY

Peter J. Petkas t

Introduction

T.1* paper outlines the work of the Southern Governmental Monitoring Project
of the Southern Regional Council, describes in some detail several of the major
thrusts of the New Federalism and other changes in federal-state-local relationships
where citizen group involvemerit (with foundation /philanthropic support) is critical,
and details our observations of citizen group organization and support in the South.

For the last two years, the Southern Governmental Monitoring Project of the
Southern Regional Council has maiming tt =i-Rtp,adt of the New Federalism
and related developments on e South ( states that comprised the Confed-
eracy). During summer 197 and 1975, we placed more than 60 "investigative
interns" (primarily la,* and "gr uate students) jn as many communities across the
region. Our internsand our tlanta staffhave interviewed hundreds of federal,
state, and local officials, ci en-group leaders, media people, and persons affected
by a variety of programs.

Our primary, concerns are (1) the impact of the New Federalism and other
related governmental changes on the traditional constituencies of the SOuthern
Regional Council, minorities, and the poor, and (2) how they affect citizen
participation and accountability,

I

THE NEW FEDERALISM

In the last several years states and local units of govern ent have, for good or ill,
come to play an increasingly important role in deciding how federal funds are spent.
Legislatively or administratively, federal programs are being "flecategorized" by
delegating to state and local officials varying degrees of freedom to decide precisely
how funds are spent within broad areas. General Revenue Sharing (GRS) represents
this decentralization process in its purest form, but it is merely one example from a
number of actions that affect manpower programs, housing and Conirunity develop-
ment activities, education, health resources and facilities, law enforcement,
assistance, and social-services delivery under the Social Security Act.

These .developments are characterized by fund distribution by formula, stream.
lined application processes (at least in those programs where applications are
required), local planning, voluntary enforcement of whatever limitations remain (for
example, civil rights, financial auditing, environNental safeguards), and minimal
evaluation (too much evaluation and monitoring, it is said, would result in de facto
re-categorization). They are supported by a formidable constituency linking
governors, mayors, chief executive offAkof counties from large and small states as
well as urban and rural afeas. And d occasional nit-picking, Congress and the
administration are in' substantial agreement on decentralization. (The Democratic
majority does disagree on the amount of money that should be_ spent, continues to

)

t Director, Southern Governmental Monitoring Project, Southern Regional Council:Inc., Atlanta,
Georgia.
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express some concern about civil rights enforcement, and professes concern that too
few dollars are being allocated by local governments to the poor and minorities, but
it has not yet come to challenge the philosophy of.decentralization.)

With some variation, each of the new federalist legislative accomplishments have
in common the fewest possible "strings." General revenue sharing has the fewest
strings,.though local governments are restricted to certain priority categories that are
so broad as to cover practically every function of local government except educa-
tion. The other programs' noted are "special" revenue sharing, that is, the funds
must be speht on certain broad problem areas. manpower, community development,
social services for welfare recipients, and so forth.

Each program contains what can only be described as elementary accountability
mechanisms. Under GRS, for example, planned-use reports must be published
annually before funds are committed and actual-use reports must be published after
they are spent. The funds must be obligated in the normal budgeting process (for
example, public hearings, if those are required by local law), and the public must be
given access to the relevant budget information. Similarly, the Housing and Com-
munity Development Act requires that at least two public hearings be held in the
process of developing the local application. 'Applications" are really "plans" in the
generally accepted meaning of, tlibse terms: they are rather general and unless
rejected by HUD are automatically accepted. The Comprehensive Employment and
Training Act (CETA) establishes a somewhat more complicated planning process.
Representative manpower planning councils are to review plans produced by "prime
spo sors," jurisdictions or combinations of jurisdictions with more than 100,000
people. The state is the prime sponsor for all other parts of a state and may or may
not or nizkancillary manpower planning councils, in sub-regions within its "balance
of s te" territory. Funding, primarily by formula, is directly to prime sponsors,

w her they be states, cities, counties, or combinations of the last two. The rote of
e, municipal, or county legislative bodies is solely a function of local law.

All of these programs are characterized by minimal reporting requirements. If,
for example, one were to go to the Office of Revenue Sharing to find out how
Beaumont, Texas, spent its revenue sharing funds, how its decisions to spend those
funds were made, and whether that city is in compliance with civil rights or the
Davis-Bacon Act requirements of the law, the inquiry would be of no avail. The
reports that ORS maintains, those same planned- and actual-use reports mentiodtd
earlier, do not reveal planned or actual uses with sufficient particularity to mein
anything. Stated another way, they are meaningless. Civil rights or other require-
ments are assumeci\to be complied with unless there is a complaint. If there is a
complaint, there may or may not be an investigation. There will probably not be
one if the local unit 'certifies that it will take steps to come into, compliance.'

Similarly, the applications filed pursuant to the Hwsing and Communk
Development Act may be as vague as the planned- and actualise reports filed under
GRS. Only by interviewing the officials concerned may a citizen Ind out how the
money is actually being spent. Only by conducting a full fiel on will HUD
know host the money was spent. There are exceptionally progressive ities, it must
be added, that'ire planning to publish or have published, inde ndent of any
requirement that they must do so, extensive reports on precise ow they intend
to spend their community development funds and why.

Experience with the Law EnforceMegt Assisjance Administration (LEAA) has
given us a preview of the kinds oaf - citizen participation and accountability problems

,we might expect in the more recent detAtegorization in other areas.

LEAA widely' regarded as the precursor of the Nikori-Ford New Federalism.
Under the Safe Streets Act of 1968 and the various revisions of it, states have
received, through a formula based strictly on population, "block grants" of funds

, which tliey must spend on any of a long list of 11)v enforcement activities. In

recent years they have been required to pass through substantial portions'of these
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grants to local units of government. State block grants are awarded only if th state,
through a comprehensive criminal justice planning agency, hag devel ed, an
acceptable statewide law. enforcement plan. Finally, the, law encourages -ocot law
enforcement, planning, especially in metropolitan areas, This local planni process
results in input for the state plan and in granljapplications to the state criminal
justice planning agency.

4IP

When LEAA came up for renewal in 1973 criticism had`been piling up._ First,
there had been a series of state scandals involving conversion of funds- and gross
misallocations of funds. Second, mayors were complai ing that state red tape and
bureaucrats were underfunding them, causing untold del s and generally making,it
impoSsible to plan effective long-range programs. The also argued that state
planning agencies tended to be responsive to dominant rural and suburban interests.
Several complained that special pur se, sub-state regional planning units were also

_ dominated by their suburban counte parts who had less crime deal with but who
somehow were getting a larger share f theunds in the locally d loped plan. Civil \
rights woups complained that A w4s making no effort to ce the civil
rights requirements of the law nd that too often state sub-grants were going to \
fund- Buck Rogers equipment med at ,sury 'Iling or otherwise interfering with the ',
minority or poor community , t

The Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights Under Law echoectihese criticisms and tdemanded that there be more accountability. Specifically, they urged that both \
,''state and local legislatures have a much greater sa in how the funds are spent. The

Lawyers' Committee rofessed ,no great confidente_ip either the competence or the
liberality of lelislatur , but felt that their processits Wotild, necasarily- be more
amenable to citizen infl ence and inspired, if not co uogsroyersight." / ' ---

The Nixon adminis ation s answer; substantiallt , ol.4rnCongess, was that ,
,,,

what was needed was fewer, not more, "strings." 1-401y,, imposed to convert LEAA
funds into special revenue sharing, by which theylmeant den-yin&LEAA the ,

authority to disapprove state plans. They also propatd to remove thp vestiges of
categorization that remained in the statute with respect to particularflaw enforce-
ment activities that Congress had previously decided to be of such importance that '",,I,
states were to be encouraged to undertake them. As for accountability, the admin- 4

istration proposed 1 requirement that there be public hearings on the stat plan,
hat meetings be open, that "non - confidential'' applications and awards be( made

public, and that LEAA's ommentvn state plans be publisheckannually in the,Fecl-:,
eral Register. Finally, ther ,I,vasa pledge of vigorous post-expenditure evaluation. '

In an effort to identify \how this type of evalu,ation is .going, we recently- asked a
staff assistant to try to o ain copies''-of _any, 'evaluations that might have -been
conducted by LEAA on the eorgia Crime Corr mission and its sub-grants. He spoke'
to five professional staff pe bins at the Atlanta regional office of LEAA; having

en referred to eact in sus sion. He spoke with several persons with J...EAA. in
hington, includin the c et. auditpr in the Office of Inspector General.

Questions about evaluation rag no bells. Finally he spoke with the planning
director of the Georgia Crime Mrnissioti, wh6. was both friendly and concerned.

imPasible to have one because-o
stematic etluation and it would be virtually.

?.

His message was that there was
difffcultie of measurement,and the lack of

meaningful objective criteria. In o e to get someKidea of.fitizeri participation in
the planning profess, our staff mem a spoke to the commission's. public informa-

, tion officer (a new position created 1 anuary,1975). Jfie,commission had held_a
si elstatewide public meeting in Jul 'n Macon 'to' finalize the 1976 state plfn.
Le ers went to regional criminal justi arming -Unit metiters (there are '18 such
Unit in Georgia), local elected official heals, police chiefs, and the media.

N, Atte dance? A "roomful." Coverage?. 6N uch." The public information officer
seem d genuinely concerned about the p r owing and hoped to do better next
year. Our interns in Georgia and elsewh a fo nd no greater public pirticipation in
the I I law,enforcernent planning prose s.

,
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THE QUASI GOVERNMENTS

Our constitutiphial federalism gave us only the national government and the

states. History, teiclition, and happenstance have given us cities, counties, parishes,

townships, boroutkand special purpose districts and authorities with the power,

to tax and to enforce particular kinds of rules. and regulations and the duty to

deliver Articular service. Relatively recept historical developmentsthe municipal-

reform and good-government movements 'of the early part of this centuryand a
series of national legislative initiatives in the last several decades have given us a.

bewildering variety of quasi-governmental instrumentalities that now overlay,

, intertwine .With, and in a near infinite variety of ways, relate to the constitutional,

and traditional governmental units: -councils of governments, general and special

purpose suOtate,planning districts, quasi-independent statewide planning agencies.'

According tra 1 973 study by qre Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental
Relations (ACIR), there were in: 1972 approximately 78,000 "units of local govern-

ment" in the United States, including about 24,000 special purpose (school, water,

fire, hospital, and so fort-14 districts. for quasi-governThental units, there were

more than 600 regional councils, e than 500 multi-purpose sub-state planning

distric4s, and over 4,000 single- rpdse Ausually federally mandated) ,sub-state "s;

planning, units.
According to ACIR, as of 1972 there- were 24 federal programs .that either

required or encouraged arek.wi4eslanning or_irnplementation, or both, representing

$8.6 billion jn federal expenditures year 1972). In 19 of these programs,

are4ide institutions are either required pr encouraged; in 9 of these, special

purpose institutions are either preferrethor reqtrired by law, or regulation;- in 5,

general purpose comprehensive planning organi*zations are preferred (note, lSwever,

these are not units of government); for the remaining 5, no organizational prefer-

ence is given. .

the most recent extension of the kth-state planning prinCiple was--embodied in

e new federal health facilities and service planning legiglation 93-641),.

proved Lanuaty 1 975 by the President, requiring governors to divide their states

ivto health,systems agency areas containing 500,000 to 3 million people. .

The role of the states in theseschemes varies from program to program. In some

the states (either the goVernot directly or a lingle.state agency) Organize the sub-

anchdesignate their boundaries; in_others the,state is cot-Milted.

'before federal designation; in several others the state's role varies clePehaiiii on

whether ;he particular sub-state region involved is metropolitan or non-metropolitan.

The ;composition of the governing bodies of these institutions varies. Some, of

.courSe, are councils of government, compbsed of e d officials who sit ex-officio'
(and whaitlay have one vote each or who, rare ins May cast votes propor-

tional to the population- of the governments they represent). Others are required. to

be made, up of a variety oT combinations of local officials, elected or appointed, of

citizens, and of ':consumers." For others, "ail affected interests" are to be repre-
sented; Finally, for some, the qualifications of members ale unspecified. 1

The authority of these institutions varies from program to program, state to
Siale)aridTeven -within-states, depending on applicable state law and 'the leadership

of the governor; the comprehensive state Planning agency, Or a single state

' where one is involved. The relationship between governing boards and professional

staffs varies greatly. A- single planner with sufficient, expertise, persuasive abilities,

and pbliticat finesse may make or substantially determine all significant decisions; or

the- same may be title of a single elected official or of a representative of a
particular constituent agency, such_as a police ,department, where such-persons de

\ represented. *

3 4,4
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These' institutionsesOially, -those . th single purposedo possess one

ybrnmorl attribute: they are relatively inv ible to the public generally, to the press,
.10 the beneficiaries of the programs they Ian, to state legislatures, and, with the
ekceptiori of. an occasional oversight hearing, to the committees of the U.S.
Congress that created themor inspired their creation.1

III

THE A-95 REVIEW PROCESS

The Intergovernmental Cooperation Act of 196$ was The culmination of a
number of earlier federal efforts to rationalize the fe eral grants-in-alk process at

4he state and local level. It and the juidilines implern Elting its key sectibns, Office
. of Management and Budget's (OMB) ]]'Circular A-95,,' have been described by ACIR

as "the new congressional charter for federalism's th t, "substitutes the 'politics of
negitiation' for the 'politics of bypassing.' " ,

Through its Project Notification and Review Sys em (PNIS),,A,_-495 requires that
all applications for more than 100 federaliassistan e programs hi -reviewed and, if
approprike, commented on by designaieciclearin houses." (The programs include,
among 'others, all urbin renewal and model citi $ type projecti< public works,
high y, construction, airport ,construction, housi g, educational 'facilities; mental
heal facilities,, law enforcement action grants, nd planning assistance grants for
heal care; taw enforcement, community acts n, and economic ,development.)
Tho gh, loosely defined in the circular, clearingh uses are multi-jurisctional units

a comprehensive planning capability and staf . Typically, in, metr politan areas,
onal councils or councils of government se e as' A-95 clearinghouses. In non-

tropolitan areas, sub-state planning districts a e the A-95 clearinghouses. At the
to level,tthe, governor's office or the state comprehensive plarfing agency con-

ucts A-95 reviews. Each clearinghouse determines which appliZov.g s raise issues
at might merit comment by its own staff or by its consti oVemments,

produces or solicits those comments, then, where significant differences exist,
arranges conferences between the applicant and its own staff and/or other con-
cerned agencies or units of government. If differences are not resolyic1,,critical corn-
its-tents are attached and forwarded with the applicaien to the state claringhouse
for a similar process, and then to the federal agency to whom tifeacrpficaticrnis----,_
addressed4

. . ...

Clearinghouses have no formal veto power and federal agencies may accept or
reject their comments or recommernlations. This, of course, is where the, ACIR's , 2
"politics of negotiation" comes into play: since there are no legal standards for
review and no legal compulsions, such as a veto, the parties involved must calculate

.their relative, political clout or persuasiveness with the federal agency concerned.
This may boil' down to personalitiesa, who knows whom and 'how well'in, the
governor's office or in. Washington; or. leverage: who can. gain The support of a
pokerful committee chairman who, may have influence at the agency in Washington
or the support,of a key high official in the administration; or horsetrading: What
local politician owes another a favor; or press coverage: who, can Ant a story that
will embarrass either the applicant or the federal agency involved or, both (or, Vor
that matter, embarrass the objector).

, ,
, In practice it seems that the Ppolitics- of negotiation,',' however it really works, .-,-i

-tikes hold in only a few cases. Typi6ally, cleatingho ) uses operate at best as imperfect
information services for the participating agencies and at worst as paper shuffling,
rubber-stamp wielders'. No one is really sure how, 'well or poorlythey function.
Two things are certain: they are relatiVely invisible except to the public officials and
professionals most, directly concerned; and their potential for impacting significantly
on the implementation of a wide variety of federal programs is enormous. .
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IV

STATE, LOCAL, AND PRIVATE ACCOUNTABIJITY MECHANISMS

For a variety of reasons, accountability for-these federally funded state and local
activities will have to come substantially at the state or local level and through

private efforts:

1. Congress has not written into applicable enacting legislation effective
reporting, monitoring, and evaluation systems. The; planned- and actual-use reports
that all 39,000 jurisdictions receiving GRS funds must file and publish, for example,

are little more than a jokeeven if most of the laughing is done'in privatefor
those who designed them, for those who complete them, for those who collect
them, and for those who read them. The so-called applications required to be filed

by cities entitled to community development (CD) special revenue sharing funds are
equally worthless. And whether or not they reveal how an applicant actually plans
to spend CD funds, they are approved by rubber stamp. HUD plans to review actual
CD activities against these applications, that is, the Standard of performance is de-
termined by what a city says it will do with the money. Only those lacking the
sophistication to write their-applications with sufficient ambiguity will, presumably,
risk castigation. The result is a kind of grantsmanship game turned on its head: the
worst applications (that is, those that are "bad" from any objective point of view)
will produce the "best" results.

.....,

2. Congress lacks the capacity and prObably the interest to conduct the traditional
types of oversight. A congressional committee reviewing the 'required reports and
applications will be in no better position than anyone else to understand what has

happened. with the money and why. Nor will administrati n witnesses be able to
add much. Nor is it practicable for a committee to es blish its own-parallel
monitoring system that would, for example, reach int every\ one of the 39,000
jurisdictions receiving GRS funds.

3. As a matter of policy, the current administration is not conducting any signif-

icant evaluation or oversight of the activities of state and local officials in these
areas. To do so, they argue, would involve more "red tape," more intervention from
Washington, and implicitly, the substitution of Washipgton's judgMent of what is
good for the_people for the judgment of local officials who are by definition cloier
to the people. Of course, the executive policy of :see no evil, hear no evil, speak no
evil" is quite consistent with the malate of Congress.

This state of affairi leaves a 'tuber of potentially interested people in the
. \

dark about the results of what some of the more eloqu'ent proponents of the New
Federalism have described as the SeconclArnerican Revolution:

..,

Those with idle. curiosity: The academic community and ,others interested in
national policy planning, the national. press (the local press 'with sufficient staff and

commitment tto investigate reporting will be able to piece something together
abput the results of the New Federalisnbin their communities, but few are equipped

for e task).

Those paying the bill; Federal taxpayers wha view their proportionate share
of federal expenditures as indivisible', like most-other participants in the drama,-will
be unable to learn how their money is spent or how.effedtively. Taxpayers'who see
their federal tax dollars coming 'home in these programs will have to combine the
skills of good lobbyists with those of good investigative reporters, unless other
locally based groups have these skills and use them, if they wish to understand and
then, perhaps;participate in local decisions about these funds.
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Those most in need: Des
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te the fact that few strings are attached to them,
both community development, and manpower special revenue sharing funds, for
example, are supposed to benefi target populations. A proportionally larger share
of these, people in most corp unities are minorities and lowerincome people.
Coincidentallyor perhaps not s coincidentallythese are precisely the ypes of
citizens who are the least infli'uen ial as a function of political power skill, or
both, and the least able to con uct sophisticated monitoring activiti without
professional assistance. In many mmunities these citizens are without epresen-
tative spokespersons and without strong organizational support.

V

THE ACCOUNTABILITY GAPS: EXPERIENCE HAS BEEN NO GUIDE
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Foundation, prioritieslin connection with the role of state governments here
should be, first, to encourage and support efforts to meastire the performance of
those state institutions ,with a known 94 potential role in the area. governors'
budgeting offices and intergovernmental relations offices, the state A-95 clearing-
house, the relevant legislative committees. It is important that such efforts also
focus on the role of organized pressure groups of local officials,, sheriffs'
associations, leagues of cities, and so forth. Second, assistance should be given to
those community organizations, especially those whose interests are statewide or
that otherwise carry on activities at a state level, to enable them to monitor and
participate more. effectively in the decisions of state agencies concerned. One
method of accomplishing this would be to fund public interest consortia of planners,
4countants, public administration experts who could provide free or low-cost
sistance in commenting on proposed grants, plans, and administrative actions.

Members. of a consortium would not be advocates, but would provide technical
assistance to those advocates otherwise unable to prepare the sophisticated analyses
that could better enlighten decision makers.

A second major accountability gap is the lack of a central source of information/
on the intergovernmental scene in a state. There should be a central repository, kept
current on at least a' monthly basis, of all relevant information on the activities,
membership, output, and so forth, of all sub-state planning operations in the state.
A state university library or institute of government could serve this function. This
service could be an adjunct to or first 5tepttoward a central repository on infor-
mation about the activity of local governmentseven special districtsin a state.
Such a "clearinghouses would be invaluable not only to researchers and citizen
groups, but also to officials and public servants in all sub-state level government .and
quasi-governmental insitutions. Local and state foundations or a consortium of same
could provide the seed money for this kind of operation with the expectation that
public funds would eyentually carry the burden.

A third major accountability gap is what might 'be described as the absence of
"affirmative action" in information on the part of both state and local government
agencies. Few states in the country have the sort of official gazette of proposed and
finalized administrative actions represented by the Federal Register. No one would
argue that the Federal Register is a perfect tool. Yet those whare concerned with
the activities of the federal government would be helpless wiffrotft,it. State registers,
perhaps not with the daily frequency of the federal cqunterpart, could be
immensely useful-_ to ordinary citizens and others with an interest in following the
activities of government, but they should not stop at state government. They could
extend, at least, to those activities by_ local governments, for example, participatioh
in A-95 review, that have significant intergovernmental dimensions. Tex4 will soon
be publishing a state register under its new administrative procedure act; unfor-
tu"nately it will cover state agencies only. Foundations could support pilot registers
In those states that do not have thent and could, in the processensuhat inter-
governmental activities are duly reported. (Since publication would be voluntary,
such a private effort would necessarily be incomplete, but it would-be far more
useful than what most citizens are able to learn today.) Such a project coufkl be
financially self-supporting and could, conceivably, generate enough subscription
income to liquidate much or all of the finial investment.

The fourth major accountability gap is really a series of barriers sto effective third
party (citizen or independent researcher) participOon or monitoring:

1. Closed or inadequa'tely -PrublIcized meetings.

2. Refusals to provide informatio'n '(often, we have found, due to ignorance on
the part of both officials and citizens of their duties and,rights, respectively, under
state public record laws).
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3. Unavailability of staff time to assist "outsiders" in understanding the process
that these to participate in.

4. Failure of officials to understand,how eir,activ ties fit into the larger picture
, 1

of planning, and federal-state-local goVernmental inter ctions. (Stated another way,
officials as well as citizens are vicitimized b.,the same atOmization and complexity.)

5. Failure of state and local legislative bodies to play a significant role in the
expenditure of federa! funds. (A poin raised by the Lawyers' Committee in its
critique of LEAA discussed earlier.) I

The fifth accountability g is, in my view, the general, ab e of built-in
mechanisms to ensure acco tability. These are possible in a v of different
forms: ombudsmen with t nure, free speech for professional f within the
organization, citizen review boards with access even to privilege informatiore
possessed by an agency and, where the operation is large enough to ustify it, with
their own professional staff member or members, and, finally, citiz n-participation
specialists wOose job descriptions, if nothing else, require a commit ent to bringing
outsiders intd'an, agency's or government's decision-making processes. In this latter
regard, we have found that city employees who have had experience in the various
citizen participation and neighborhood involvement prOcesses mandated by law for
agencies such as model cities and community action translate their experiences very
effectively in other areas, such as involving citizens in the process of deciding how
Hpusing and Community Development Act special revenue sharing funds are to be
spent. Foundations could provide demonstration grants to agencies or governments
willing to undertake one of these approaches on an experimental basis, separately
funding independent monitoring of their effectiveness.

The "final" but by far the most serious accountability gap is the under-institii-
tionalization of private, nonacademic, monitoring efforts at the state and local level.
Once all the barriers are removed and once "affirmative action in information" is

attained, they will have little effect unless there is an organized "third secto'
committed to government accountability for its own sake. The infra-structure of
public interest group advocacy and representation that exists in Washington with
respect to some federal agencies simply does not exist in most state capitals or in
most cities. The attributes of this infra-structure include permanency (or at !'east
enough, financial resources to last beyond two or three years); professional staffing
(or at least full-time paid employees) who will be around day after day and who .
will be perceived by decision makers as reasonably well informed; expected

secontributors to the process, and visibility (generally, through the press) to ordinary
citizens directly affected by the actions of the agencies or units of government
involved. The role of 'Tqundations here isi self - evident: fund such infra-structure
building 'efforts. The: public interest community in Washington, whether it be public
interest law firms or environmental groups or civil rights groups, would not< exist
were it not for the willingries of a handful of foundations large and small to take a
few'fiskswith some of the pioneer groups. They were most successful when they
identified individual public interest entrepreneurs on whom they could rely and
whom .they knew to be sufficiently committed to carry through once initial
foundation support through seed money would no longer 'be available from the
original sowce.

The.possible techniques for, foundations to assist in building independent state
and,local "watchdog" efforts include

1. Providing financial support to enable state and local public interest groups to
become organized and to sustain themselves with sufficient staff and for a sufficient
length of .time to understand and be able CO participate in local decision making.

_ .
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2. Developing and/or sugrorting institutions that can identify and, if necessary,
aid in the organization of Such watchdog efforts at both the state and local level.
These brokering or mediating institutions-my own experience suggests that they be
organized at the state level where possiblewould serve to overcome the single
biggest oper tional hurdle to foundation involvementdecentralization itself (that is,
the difficu les and the risks of dealing with thousands of possible local
organizati ns).

3. Supporting changes in the tax laws limiting efforts to influence legislation. This
would ,substantially increase the effectiveness of local groups and their abilfity to
raise Money from both foundation and non-foundation Sources. Incidentally, the tax
code itself is a significant barrier to orgartzing,local monitoring and advocacy
groups. Few, have access to knowledgeable tax counsel, and those who do are
disc uraged by both the comple of present law and the risk involved if their
ac *vities fall in the Kather large gr rea.

4. Developing innovative techniq s to leverage local resources to support local
v4. atchdog groups. Matching grants rom national foundations are often used to

pport local art and cultural activ ties as a stimulu% to local giving. Why,,,not use
imilar techniques.in the government accountability area? -

VI

CITIZEN GROUPS IN THE SOUTH

Our work throughout the 1J-state South has led us to the following conclusions
about the present public interEt group infra-structure in our region:

1. There are few statewide "citizen groups" of any description in the South. For
example, in galy three of the states (Texas, Arkansasl.and Virginia) are there state-
wide consurM groups with full-time (including unpaid) staffs. Statewide envi-
ronmental groups are just as spotty. The same or worse is true for groups repre-
senting poor people, senior citizens (Florida is a significant exception), and minority
groups (Texas and Florida are ex or the Spanish speaking; Black groups
tend to operate locally or through ected officials, especially legislators).

Three,issue areas at the state level are exceptions in many states: utility
advocates, women's rights groups, and good government groups (largely Common
Cause state organizations). But even in these issue areas the groups that do exist
have far fewer resoufces (m6neyvand full-time staffers) than might be expected. For
example, though Con, Cause volunteers have effectively lobbied for ethics and
open meetings in,a number of states, only in Texas 9n e group afford a full-time
paid lobbyist. The few effective utility advocate groups in Texas, North Carolina,
Virginia, and Georgia) have survived largely ugh th personal sacrifices of a hard
core of volunteers and in spite of few or n segurces. The Leagu,9 of Women
Voters, AAUW, NOW, and the Junior League are active' in Al 11 states, but visible
in only a few except on ERA. Again where they have a hard core of full-time
volunteers, they are bo ible and effective.

We have found statewide citizen group in the South that has made an effort
to participate, o influence state agency or legislature decisions aboUt New
Federalism progr ms.

2, There are only a handful of (dui organizations able to participate on more
than a one-shot basis in any area of local governrrient decision making, including) of
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course, decisions about the allocatioh of federal dollars. Thus, even where citizen
participatipn was actively sought by local officials in the programs about wbich we
were concerned there,was limited response. In most other places, even had officials
taken the initiative, few groups ould have commented,effectively on proposals py
plahners and department heads. The exceptions came where specific proposals
aroused press interest and/or where ad hoc single issue groups came together to do
battle (for example; freeway location, abandonment or_a severe cut in a major
community service). And these were most effective when volunteers with profes-
sional training (such as lawyers, engineers) could be enlisted. Obviously, this meant
a bias toward "middle-class' issues.

IV .

3. The groups that do exist are chronically short of resources. They are compel-
led to devote substagtial energy to fund raising and finding volunteers and they are
prone to pick quick-and-dirty issuelthat bring public attention to themselves and
that rouse emotional support from' the broader community. They are generally
unable to watchdog ,or monitor governmental `activities or to undertake any
activities that require Tong-term effort (that is, more than a couple of months) or
extensive fact-gathering, for example, the kind of leg-work necessary to gather
evidence for an equalization of municipal services lays suit.

IF

<
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THE ROLE OF FOUNDATIONS IN BROADCASTING
AND CABLE COMMUNICATIONS POLICY

DEVELOPMENT

Albert H. Kramer t

Introduction and Summary

The purpose of this caper is to discuss the role that foundations have played in
the evolution of policy in the broadcast and cable area during the last several years.
It addresses this issue in a general way but in the particular context of the study

,condsicted by the Commission on Private Philanthropy and Public Needs!,
This discussion begins from the premise that from the perspective of any fair-

minded, observer major foundations have provided relatively generous support to the
evolution of ccimmunications2 public policy. Moreover, this support has probably
had a somewhat beneficial and benevolent impact on broadcasting and cable policy.
But at the same time, the particular perspective that 'major foundations have
brought to this area has in itself been a major defect in their ability to define and
respond to "public needs" in the area of communications policy.

In particular, the perspective that major foundations have brought to defining
public needs in the broadcasting area essentially represents an,eidension of what the
Filer Commission has characterized as-two of the major "current patterns of giving"
by private philanthropy. suPport for edition and support for cultufal (particularly
the arts) institutions. The primary appOach,Rf4.he. major, ouhdations has been to
attempt to enlarge the' number of available outlets by creating a public broadcasting
system and to hope that some of the newly created forums would incidentally
prove to be effective platforms for groups that would ordinarily be excluded'from
access tossamercial broadcast media. Until very recently, this limited perspective
pr ented foundations in general and major foundations in particular from

ding to what is almost universally conceded to be the central publjc need in
ea of broadcasting policy: arresting and reversing the increasing concentration

control in fewer and fewer hands of the deCision-making power over the,content
o the media that has increasingly set our national agenda and redistributing existing
con ntrations of that power by taking some of it from those segments of society
that now control it and vesting elements of that control elsewhere.

It hardly needs mention_that media, primarily the broadcast media dominate
our lives and determine our tastes, attitudes, and' prejudice's. Stpdy after study has
implicated radio and television inNirtually every other concern of our time: race
relations (the Kerner Commission), violence (the Eisenhower Commission), war
(William Fulbright's The Pentagon Propaganda Machine and CBS's "The Selling of
the Pentagon"), child development (the Surgeon Genettl's Report and Robert
Choate's work on nutrition), drugs (the Natiorioebuncil of Churches' hearings,
Senator Gaylord Nelson's hearings), the rising costs of political elections, mass
consumption, the role and rights of women, rising levels of alienation, the disinte-
gration of the family, the decay of the cities, and so forth. Where the broadcast
media's effects are not directly implicated in the issue, what they tell us about the
issue affects the level of national debate on it. Whether the issue is tax reform, the
environment, health care, or energy, the ultimate resolution may depend in large
measure on how the media handles the'issue. The battle for public opinion is often
waged and great wars won or lost on, a battleground that is roughly a 21-inch

.,
t Arnold'& Porter; National Citizens Corninittee for BroadcaSting, Washington, D.C.
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square. And of course the broulfast media's greatest influence can lie in what it
doesn't do or prevents us from doingits beguiling ability to fill our minds with
trivia and commercials, to keep us from thinking about,pressing problems.

That there is an urgent public need for 'dispersal of the awesdme power to
control this powerful instrument cannot be gainsaid. This general need manifests 1

itself in a variety of specific needs: the need for more outlets, the need for public
p'articipation in policy affecting media, the need' for access to the decision-making

processes affecting the media, and the need for direct access to the media

themselves, to name but a few.
There has been little or no support of those movements that ?night in some small

or substantial manlier challenge the ability of the existing broadcast media structure,
with its underlying economic support by private advertisers, to control the flow,cif
information and news that establishes national priorities and lifestyles. What little
has been done to confront the existing media control patterns and redistribute
direct access to the media as well as the decision-making processes affecting the
media has been too little, and possibly too late. And the same oversights that have
characterized major foundation efforts to affect broadcast policy in the past
continue to persist.

What is worse, the errors- of the past are being repeated again. As emerging

technologies at the moment, primarily cable communications portend a golden

age of communications in the future, too much energy has been devoted to
attempting to shape power relationships by research and policy fiat. undations

- are devoting virtually no resources to the fundamental task of support car

action advocacy- efforts that will ensure that the blissful era of channel abundan
ever comes about or that its benefits will be equitably distributed.

I

THE FOUNDATIONS' GREATEST EFFORT AT
MEETING PUBLIC. NEEDS IN BROADCASTING

It, would be easy to say that in the area of communications policy of concern
here, fbundations have been too oriented to research and lofty policy discussion
rather than follow through in action-oriented projects that helped shape that policy.
Undoubtedly that thesis could be documented in a number of ways. One could go
through the annual reports of selected foundations and pick out selected projects'
for a listing.3 Similarly, one could catalogue the mountain of research supported by
various foundations through the Rand Corporation, or by the Twentieth Century'
rund or the Markle Foundation. This criticism of major' foundation activity has
much merit, and we'shall have occasion to return to it. (See pp. 13434.)

Ypt the notion that major foundations have simply supported theoretical research
rather than action- or policy-oriented research is difficult to sustain in the face 'of)
The Ford/ Foundation's unremitting support of the development of public broad-
casting, the Report of the Carnegie Commission on Educational Television (which
ultimately led tonegislation establishing the Corporation for Public Broadcasting),
Carnegie's and Markle's involvement in support of the Children's Telivision
Workshop (creator Of "Sesame Street" and "Electric Company"), and the Sloan
Gommission on cable television. Whatever the shortcomings of major foundations in
other areas of social activism: these efforts represent "action" commitment of
major dimension.

What they do not represent, however, i§ a commitment to a major challenge of
the establishe,d .patterns of control over the information reaching the,American
people: They are, if anything, complements of the existing concentrations of media_
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power and validations of the traditional "educational" and "cultural" concerns of
major foundations.

Consider the area of greatest visibility of major foundations active in communica-
tions public broadcasting. Public broadcasting originally began as
"educational teTevision,!" with the emphasis on television as an instrument of

.instructid'n. The early promoters of public broadcasting, Largely backed by The Ford
Foundation, included organizations such as the joint Council on Educational
Television, the American Council on Education, and the National Citizens
Committee forEducational Television, all creatures of the early 1950s. Experiments
included the classroom use of television at various levels of education, as in the
Penn State experiment and the "Hagerstown Project," and the use ortelevision as
an efficient means of upgrading educational standards, as in American Samoa. &

At no point was Allis development a threat to existing media powers. On,..the
contrary, the handftil of powerful interests controlling commercial broadcasting
could hardly have done a better job of orchestrating the entire movement. The
major "challenge" to ejdsting power patterns over the media came in the early
1950s with a successful effort to reserve certain TV channels for educational use.
Yet even at this level where there would have seemed to be the most direct
confrontation between established media powers and public broadcasting, there was
not a real conflict. Reserving channels for educational use meant no new economic
competition for existing commercial owners and licensees, Commercial broadcasters
have frequently paid handsomely to reduce competition from other outlets. A
classic illustration is the money raised by several New York television stations in the
early 1960s to purchase Channel 13 from a commercial broadcaster and turn it over
to what is now the Educational Broadcasting Corporation (WNET). In the early
1950s, the broadcasting industry was no less astute. Notwithsta ing a* few
hysterical Broadcastfrig editorials, there was no real oppos)tion from the 'ndustry to
the foundaticin-backed efforts 'to reserve some channels for educational us

Over the years, thesq "instructional" uses of television became. nly one
component of "public" broadcasting. An important factor in this evolution was the
demise of serious drama and journalism on commercial television in favor of mass
appeal, common-denominator programming. Public broadcasting would be the
alternative to the "vast wasteland" without threatening it.

It is not without significance at major foundation involvement in broadcasting
coincides with the arrival of tele sion. As discussed above, the classroom ptitential
of television aroused the early, interest of foundations. But to a far, far greater
extent than radio, which has never enjoyed major philanthropic support,4 television
also represents a natural extension of the performing arts, a timehonored outlet for

aprivate,philanthrony. Thus public broadcasting combined two traditional attributes
of recipients of private philanthropy: echicition-l'airtd:culture.

The resulting philanthropic obsession with _p_utilic broadcasting has been wide
ranging. From the " Public Broadcasting Laboratory," it took us to Julia Child's
kitchen; then it took us dowh "Sesame Street" to the "Steambath," from "High

School" to "Juvenile Court," through ;the "Forsytg Saga" to "War and Peace,"'and
fronr "The Great American Dream Machine" to an unintended result for "The
American Family," and elsewhere. Public b adcasting serves the social strata that'
forms the least desirable audience o co ercial television, if its members would
watch commercial television at ighbrow" nature of public broadcasting
programming has been a maj since its inception. Moreover, public broad-
casting has- provided an outlet for programming appealing to ethnic and racial
minorities, further easing the strains on commercial broadcasters. 4

In short,' it seems fair to site that major foundation support of public broad-.
casting _stemmed from tradit al philanthropic 'concerns with education and the
arts. It became an alternative to commercial broadcasting' or a small group whose
cultural and' ducational. needs Were going unmet by commercial broadcasting rather
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than respoytding, to any strongly expr sed or felt "public 'need." I t was not

designed In 1 manner ,,to confront or challenge, the 'aisting control over

broadcasting the national networks, -multimedia and` station group owners, and

-conglomerate m dia. owner's wbo dominate the American agenda by controlling
much of the w, of information and ideas to the American people. ' III'

The object' e of providing an 'alternate bro dcast service thit yields greater media ,

diversity can h (By be faulted. To reiterate, not the Purpose here. While it is

\ debatable whether the objective of creating an alternative broadcasting service ,has
been rationarl'y pursued by the major foundations, the nobility of the endeavor is
hot In question. But without denigrating the meritoriousness of the goal, it is valid
to ask whether the project 'has not been too costly in terms of alternate means of
accomplishing the same or a similar goal. Even mbre fundamentally, one can
question w ether given other public needs the goal itself warrants the priority it has

,commanded. See pp. 1328-30.)
Xet the effort has commanded major foundations' attention and literally

hundreds of millions of their dollars. The direCdon of major foundation effort was
almost predictable given the prediskosition toward avoiding confrontation with the
major problem of media. the unwillingness of existin medi dynasties to relinquish
either economic or political power. The major founda ns ere, and for the
part still are, pnwilling to take on the fundamental ma ibution of control and
power over media and its content that exists in this country. It is rectifying this
im6alance that warranted' and 'oritipues to warrant the first priority of major
foundations. Even if Lhere were not a more efficient means of providing greater

. diversity, in broadcast service than public broadcasting (see pp. 1328-30) as a matter of

soci 1 -priority it is of greatat consequence as a felt public need. Resolution of this
imba ante might help to rectify other mijor social imbalances ,and dire public needs

-,, tha eS'Ult from or are aggravated by the media's massive power.
F ing' ttn; pro6lent requires a commitment, to a struggle and direct.confronta-

lion ith some of the mast powerful commercial and industrial interests in society.

-It is of merely the broadcasting industry's power that must be challengedin itself
a 'ormidatile allay ,of major industrial arfcl diversified conglomerates and conge-

nencs; it is also the any major commercial, industrial, and service concerns that
have become dependent on the broadcast media as major marketing, instruments and

as the vehicle for creating a climate of public opinion; favorable to continued

economic viability. Indeed, it, might involve' the major foundations in confronting
the very interests that allo;,v them (the major foundations) to continue to determine_
the 'agenda of private philanthropy in the same manner that those interests help
determine public and private patterns of consumption and expenditure.

.

11 a
.'

FOUNDATION SUPPORT OF THE CHALLENGERS

thus far, the challenge, to these interests has, in the main, not been accepted by

the major foundations. TheOupport of "action" groups involved in such endeavors

has been at a relatively miserly level.
,

In general, the pattern that emerges confirms the view that orgarlizationsflealing,

in highly controversial attempts to redistribute control of the-decisionmaking
processes affecting the media or to challenge the basis of the commercial media,
that is advertiser support, have been underfunded, gone without funding, or had to
undergo incredible tests of stamina before receiving funding. And it is not without
significance that often this funding has come not from the foundation departments

most concerned with communications, but from departments willing to use

communications as a process for furthering other substantive programs, as_describes

below.
4110
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The Success Stories

,.-,
) To my knowledge, there `are four groups that have received significant foundation

- fUnding in this area. With, respect to three, there are special circumstances surround-
., ing the conditions under whichithey were funded, and the fourth has only recently

received substantial major foundation support.

,. Office of CommuniCation of the United Church of Christ
t

The Office of Communication of the United Church of Christ did the pioneering
... work in ,pitizen advoc in the broadcast media. Beginning as far back as 1964, it

fought the bitile to ocilird citizen groups the legal status to participate in Federal
Communications Commission proceedings. The battle began over a blatantly racially
discriminatory station in Jackson, Mississippi, at the height of the civil rights move-
m'ent which accounts in part for UCC's successful efforts at fund raising. Be Aistise
the project was in the South and in civil rights, the Field FOundation and The Ford
Foundation provided initial grants of abotit,$10,000 each. But the bulk of the
funds to sustain the challenge (which culmihated in a 1969 court decision ordering
the station's licehse taken away, although the battle to determine who will get the
license is continuing) came from the church's own funds for the promotion of racial
justice. Subsequently, the Office of Communication was able to raise some money
for "1:- special project on the fairness doctrines and for a broadened program to
combat racial injustice in broadcasting.6 Again Ford and Field privided the funding,
with the addition of some AFL-CIO money in the fairness docline program. The
Office of Communication has snore recently received Tome g,..ranfrom Markle and

'the Stern Fund to ptiblish and disseminate some handbooks and pamphlets on
citizen rights in the media. Ford hart continued to provide support. But the bulk of

,.. the support comePfrom church funds.
''' There art, savir#41,Potable aspects about the support given The church's Program.

As mentioned above, the program arose in the special context of the civil rights
i- struggle in the South. Further,- the bulk of the funding has not come from the

,"connunications" department of the largest foundation involved namely, Ford.
It has, Kfct to -come from a division (National Affairs) more used to being on the
firing line. And where other large foundations have provided suppor.t (namely,'
Markle); it has beeia for the publications aspects of the program. (The titterhaF
been equally true -for the Stem Fund in this instAce; but as discussed below, the
Stern Fund has been one of a handful of small fourfdations that has kept the citizen
advocacy approach in broadcasting as opposed to the education and alternative
approach discussedytbove alive.) Finally, there is thi relatiye safety of making
grants to programs lienx; conducted by a national office of an organized national
church. With all deferende to the progressive role that many churches have played at
the- cuttingeedge of social *ogress, contribution to a church program is still a
relit' ely "safe" contribution. . , ,,...

Citizens Communicitions Center

CITIZENS was founded as a one-persorf public interes law firm in fall 1969.7
An office and physical facilities were provided, by theidlobe F. Kennedy Memorial,
of which CITIZENS was a part, A one-time grant of came from the Midas
Foundation, then headed bV Gordon Sherman. This grant covered all salaries,.
operational expenses, and out-of-pocket disbursements attilbuiable to CITIZENS' , .

opetations for one year.
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Before the year was out; CITIZENS: caseload and s pe of operations had
expanded beyond the capacity of the RFK Memorial' to continue to contain 4 and

the initial grant to support it. In fall 1970, a critical gra t waNceived from the
Stern Fund. The grant allowed staff and physical faciliti s expaflion. Alioul'th-e'''
same time, RFK agreed to provide a termination grant. ( y this tale, CITIZENS
was separately incorporated and shortly thereafter r eived its own section
501(00) tax status.)

In the meantime, CITIZENS had begun to seek fundin from dozens of founda-
tions, including most of the major foundations. It was u iversally refused funding
even though through the spring and summer of 197 it realized a series of
important court and FCC victories, as well as influencing the policy of other major
government agencies both, directly and as those agen ies related to the FCC.
CITIZENS literally survived on a month-to-month basis, d voting enomous amounts
of energy to securing grants some smaller, some larger from a host of smaller
foundations and individuals. (Examples include 0)43, Abelard, Playboy, and
Fairtree.)

It seems safe to say that CITIZENS would have fOl ed sometime in 1971
despite its enormously successfUl track record but for he active intervention on
its behalf' of several trustees of the RFK Memorial (as we I as several other persons
who had come to know CITIZENS' work). Ultimately, oNt a year of negotiat io llS
with The Ford Foundation led to a grant in April 1972. 0 er a half year was spent
haggling about a- board of directors which reflected' to use the words of one
foundation executive the proper degree of "balance, energy, and sobriety." While

the dickering continued, the Rockefeller Family Fund, the Stern Fund, and DJB
provided critical, life-giving, interim funding. (The Rockefeller Family Fund

continues /0 fund a minority-intern' program.) - ..

Happily, CITIZENS and Ford have enjoyed a mutually satisfactory relation since
the initial grant in April 1972. The relations between the Ford staff, who were
helpful and supportive, and CITIZENS' principals were and continue to be cordial.
The institutional relation became strong enough to survive a complete transition in
CITIZENS' staff without any program or funding disruption.

Despite this happy' ending and Ford's staunch support of CITIZENS andsits
programs, there ale several aspects o4.this relation that indicate the extreme caution
with which Ford approached the project. At the outset, it should be observed that

the grant came not from the- communications component of Foyd, but from its

..b
National Affairs Division, a department used to deSling with social reform. The
grant was prossed and treated as a "public interest law firm." (This accounts in
part for the long delay.in negotiating the terms of the grant, the extreme caution
with theYomposition of the board of directors, and so forth.) Thus its success was
analyzed:1in terms of its legal record and program rather than in termsof as impact
in dispersing media,power. It also meant that the program was acceptable because it

came at a time (1971-1972) when public interest law was very much in vogue,
making it relatively easy for Ford to integrate CITIZENS into a ongoing Program.
But the one feature which most characterized obtaining funds is the incredible
expepditure of time and energy, by the staff and The directors of CITIZENS as 'ell

as its many supporters in many reform movements across the courffry;ItIt t6
obtaining 'the grant and all of tO49,ifi tlig face of (even perhaps-because of)
was generally conceded at the time to be an organization that had broken virtually
all track records for the length of time it had been ia n operation and the size of its

staff.
,

-

Action for Children's Television

ACT is perhaps., the most grass roots Of the citizen movements in broadcasting.
ACT began as a group of four' mothers meeting in 1968. They were disturbed at the
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nature of programming for children 'and the nature and quantily of advertising
directed at children. By early 1969 'they' had formed ,a nonprofit corporation and
had tax-exempt status by the endsof the year. ,Around the latter time, they also

'began working witinthe Citizens Communications Center to discuss how they might
go about beginning to implemenj a reform, platform they had devised. '

By early 1970 this reform, platform had become a subject 'of proposed, rule
making issued by the FCC. This proposed rule making received national attention:
By year end 1970, it had generated a record influx of citizen support at the FCC.

With a national reputation, ACT succeeded in getting a life-giving grant of $6,000
from the Matkle Foundation, a $1,000'grant from Consumers Union, and a $1,000
grant froth' the National Citizens Committee for Broadcasting. This extremely
modest funding carried ACT until it got its first, major grant 4164,000 for two
years)-, in March 1971 from the Markle Foundation. Since then, ACT has ban
relatively successful in raising major grants (fronlord and Markle) and currently
his a special grant (from Carnegie) designed to 'allow it to become a national,
self-siistaining membership organization.

Several comments regarding ACT are in order. For the first two years of its
existence, 1968 to late 19704 while it developed its major plitforin, became an
organization with'a national reputation, and began what was to become a rule
making that generated more public participation than any other in FCC history, it
did not have any foundation support. Its entire program was staffed, paid for
and /or run by volunteers. Moreover, ACT was working in a substantive area that is as
pure and .innocent as .... well, childhood. Even so, there was extreme caution on
the part of major foundation; in terms of 'their willingness to beccime involved.

Media Access Project

MAP was formed in late 1971 to attempt to confront directly issues involving
the right of direct access to speak on the media. The focus of its concern was more
on' establishing individual and citizen organization rights to speak via the media thin
on the general failure to render adequate broadcast services to a community. (In
general:terms, the latter wls more the focus of CITIZENS and United Church of
Christ, although both of them had projects that overlapped with MAP's and vice
versa.) MAP also quickly developed an impressive record. Yet throughout 1971,
1972, anttl most of 1973, its primary support came from individual private philan-
thropists. Beginning in 1923, the DJB Foundation and the Rockefeller Family Fund
began to play 'significant roles in providing support for MAP. The Rockefeller
Family Fund has continued to be a major source o( support; although the DJB
Foundation has now exhausted its *.resources.,However, in -.about mid-1974, the
Markle Foundation began to bea major.source of MAP funding and has continued
to provide funding. tr.

'' These are profiles' of the four major continuing national groups that have
attempted with any degree of success to confront the power structure of the media.
SeveTal generalizations are apparent. Most received their start from individual philan-
thropists or by volunteer effotty. Each of them had to establish track records of
enormous proportions before they received any Major foundation support. Their

---funding has, for the most part, come from khandful of relatively 'small foundations,
stitch as DJB and Stern Fund. Of the -major foundations, only Ford and the
Rockefeller Family Fund (if the latter qualifies as a major foundation) have had
significant involvement, and then almost never as apart of a communications pro-
gram. Most obtained funding bicause of a combination of unique circumstances.
Markle has. been a late' bu t welcomertrant, to the field.

16 general, these groups have been underfunded and understaffed. MAP,. the-
Office of Communication, and CITIZENS carry enormous caseloads. They are
plobablyiurning away as Many clients t'itieg are helping. They lack the resources
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to carry on,protracted proceedings where litigition expenses are high. They are, in

f-', short, situp; il not' iinough. :.., - '4.,:,

-,,

The Might- Have -Beers ,
. .. Ji

. -.

It is in the refusal by the major foundations to fund certain projects that their
failure to ad ess public needs can best be measured. As discussed above, each of

the areas whe foundations have supported organizations engaged in challenging the
.maldistribution of power over the media have involved unique circumstances. But in
the absence of such circumstances, organizations that were designed to enhance

directly public participation in the media's setting of 'the national agenda have not

been. funded:'
There are many examples of this but it is possible to cite only a few of the

more vivid examples. Two illustratidns are used here, one involving a category of
organizations and the. other an organization that is representative of its genre.

The "Counter-Ad" Movement and Its Evolution

This movement takes its origins from a reasonably well-known 1967 FCC
decision which applied the fairness doctrine to cigarette advertising. The commission
ruled that cigarette advertisements touted the desirability of smoking, which by
1967 was' a controveNal issue because of the alleged public health consequences of
cigarette consumption. The result was "anti-smoking" advertisements warning of the
health hazards of smoking. (When Congress prohibited the broadcast of cigarette
advertiing, broadcasters quickly stopped airing the anti - smoking spots.)

By 1970 the notion that there might be "counter-ads" for many other products
had taken hold. There could be "counter-ads" to "whiteners" and "brighteners," to
high phosphate detergents, to pollution-causing high-test gasolines and the steel
monsters that guzzle them, to the, "over- the -counter" drug culture, to the nutrition-
ally "empty calorie" foods, or to the desirability of energy-consuming appliances. In
addition, new kinds of informational "counter-ads" might appear: ads that told

people that Bayer aspirin is really medically the same as the'10-cent-a-hundred
variety of aspirin; or that generic drugs are the medical equivalent of brand-name

drugs; or that certain automobiles tontaining potentially deadly defects had been
recalled; or that there were remedies for passengers holding reservations who were
"bumped" from their flight because of the airlines' practice of "overbooking." The
informational potential and the potential for &whole new level of debate on the
virtues of a mass-consumption society were enough to take one's breath away. at

least as effectively as mouth washes that don't kill germs.
Most broadcasters already carry a cettain number of public service announce-

ments PSA's which resemble commercials but which are donated to nonprofit
service organizations. Most tend to be of a relatively noncontroversial nature dealing

with issues such as the Boy Scouts, preventing forest fires, anti-litter campaigns; ata
the like. Without delving into the details of how the decisions are made as to iih:fc-h
PSA's ultimately reach the public, it was plain that several steps were necessary to
exploit the "counter-ad" potential for enhancing public debate and information
through PSA's. To simplify, it was necessary to produce the counter or informa-
tional materials, to obtain some access to the decision-making process determining
what messages reached the public as PSA's, and to persuade the decision makers to
choose the proferred materials. No one assumed that the latter two steps could be

.taken by other than direct confrontation with broadcasters and advertisers because
of the inherent threat this new breed of PSA posed to the economic base of

cornmercial broadcasting,

I
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Nevertheless, several groups did set themselves up to attempt the task. They were
spurred on by a 1971 .court decision holding that the FCC could not decline to
follow its cigarette -ruling in the case of products posing similar health hazards in
their normal usage aner,using similar advertising themes and techniques. (The court
hoylver left it open to the FCC to retreat from the cigarette, ruling, a course the
FCC' ultimately followed and which is now itself the subject of several legal
proceedings.) The fate and evolution of these groups at the hands of major founda-
tions dramatizes the unwillingness of the foundations to tackle the fundamental
premises of power in society as they are reflected in the media, no matter what the
public need.

One of the first groups to become lactive in this area Was the Stern Community
Law Firm. SCLF began, as a community public interest law firm focusing on matters
of-particular concern to the District of Columbia. Funding came, from the Philip M.
Stern Family. Fund, W;ith Phil Stern being the motivating principal behind SCLF.
Sometime in late 197,0 and early 1971, it shifted its focus to communications
matters, and by August .1927T It had zeroed in on counter-advertisements as its

Jam* area of concern, with a related litigational emphasis on broadcaster
censorship in response to advertiser pressure (or in the interest of good relations
with advertisers) and individual rights of speech access. It opened a Los Angeles
office whose priMary function was the recruitment of the talent and facilities
necessary to produce effective public interest PSA's for television, radio, and print
media. To reflect its new focus, it incorporated as Public Communications, Inc.,
with a section 501(c)(3) tax-exempt organization and dropped its cumbersome title,
of ,Stern Community Law Firm/Stern Concern.8 The notion was that PCI could
combine its production capability of.counter-ad PSA's with a legal approach to have
them broadcast. It would thus help stimulate a new debate with the corporate and
advertiser interests that dominated commercial broadcasting.

By, mid-1972, PCI had a rather impressive track record. Not only did it have a
rather substantial portfolio of PSA's produced and placed on the air, as well as
some success in placing print ads discussing topics such as automobile recalls and
generic drugs, but it had also come up with some innovative means fOr.spreading
public interest information. For example, it persuaded "Chicago," one of the
nation'S nitost popular rock groups, to insert into a majordouble-record album
information on how 18-year-olds could take advantage of the recently passed law
according them the right to vote.

Nonetheless, PCI was unable, despite an 18-month effort, to obtain any grants at'
all from any major.foundations. Consumers Union and the Ottinger Foundation did
make modest grants. But despite going through repeated updates of its proposal
with an ever-growing portfolio of successfully produced and placed informational
materials, and approaching virtually every major foundation, PCI finally folded in
the fall of 19,73. 0,

At no point was PCI tpld its work was not good or that it Was not engaging in a
worthwhile project. Never was there a substantive criticism of the quality of either
the legal or PSA production output. On the contrary, it received repeated praise,
enthusiastic and encouraging responses, brit no money.

have personally heard a variety of explanations as to why PCI was not funded.
,Some of them border on the ad hominem and'absurd.9 But most of them relate to

project's being "too far:out," "too radical," and so forth. No one questioned
Cher the progtam would or could be successful. MI of the discussion I heard

foc sed on the potentially horrendous consequences for the broadcasting and
advertising industry if the counter-ad phenomenon were really to catch hold. In
other words, it was potentially a threat to the existing economic and media
patterns. (ParenthetiCally, the disastrous consequences and problems which everyone
foresaW echoed the fears expressed by broadcasters and advertisers. The counter
arguments of the proponents of 'counter advertising were either ignored, never
publicly aired [for obvious reasons), or perhaps were found unpersuasive.)
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PCI was not alone in its efforts to attempt to get a new breed of PSA's aired and
into print (although its Lombination of the media-production/legal approach under
one roof may have been unique). In late 1972, Public Interest Communications was
formed in San Francisco. Operating largely on'a grant from the Stern Fund, it also
began to produce graphic materials and-PSA's of the new genre. PIC built largely on
the model of a 19711972 PSA campaign entitled "Unsell the War," The latter had
been done under the auspices of Clergy and Laymen Concerned About the
(Vietnam) War, with Frank Greer, later to become a principal of PIC; handling
production. PIC produced both print materials and materials for broadcast, with
Media Access Project providing legal/counseling advice on obtaining air time. As
with PCI, the dominant theme was to confront directly highly controversial
social/political issues, the primary difference being that PCI focused on counter-ads
dealing with the corporate and advertising base.of commercial' broadcasting (plus
PCI's much greater attempted use of legal leverage) while PIC focused on what was

.essentially social/political controversy, another anathema of the commercial:
broadcasting nexus. These'PSA's were a sort of special breed of "counter informa-
tion" counter-ads.

.There were several other developments during the latter half of 1972. Among
them was a meeting held by the Rockefeller Family Ftmil. The meeting had.

,j nvolved several persorts then active in the field of counter -ads and related legal
problems (including the head of Media Access Project and the head of PCI). It also
involved Ruder & Finn, a commercial public relations agency (with normal
corporate clients) which began to become interested in the area. But Ruder & Finn
were interested more in the public relatiohs aspect of the public interest movement
tivn in its "media" needs per se. Apparently, Ruder & Finn came away from the
meeting with a sizable grant to,d9 a.feasibility study and public' relations design for I
the "public interest" movement.

Foundation interest in media counter-ads, however, continued at a low level. As
mentioned, PCI went out of business for all practical purposes in fall 1973. PIC
managed, to continue, primarily in the form of Public Media Center, an offshoot
organization specializing In broadcast materials. The latter has continued to survive,
specializing in media campaigns where there was an imbalance of media resources on
one side of a highly controversial social/political conflict: nyclear energy develop-
ment, the farmworkers union disputes, the energy crisis and Qil companies' profits,
food day, and a project for the Center for Growth Alternatives emphasizing the
hazards of a consumption-oriented society dependent on capital intensive technolo-
gy rather than human values, to cite but some examples. However; PMC did not and
still has not received any major foundati ?n suppOrt. It has been kept aliv`ie by a
cadre of privgte philahthropists, to whom t must constantly return for support, and
by paying incredibly low salaries (I b lieve no one earns more than $8,000
anntiatelf).

The experience of PCI and PIC -PM were not test on other 6rgaryzations
.onsit&ing the need. for the new breed f- PSA's. By early 1973 the counter-ad,
ounter-information area was itself .begin ing to undergo a change. A new group,

the.,Ptiblic Advertising Council, appeared, at first largely dependent on a grant from
a private philanthropist but with some small grants from some small,foundations.
PAC began what was.a discernible shift both in the nature of the new PSA's being
seen by foundations as well the strategies being employed to obtain funding.

Most notably the shift in the iti4ture orthe material presented to foundations can
be characterized as a divergence"Oy from ,counter -ads or counter-infOrmational ads
to what can be characterized as public interest-informational PSA's. The emphasis
was no longer on the dangers inherent in a society increasingly dependent on over -
the- counter drugs to relieve its ills, but on the far more amphorous and abstraCt
dangers of "drug abuse," a term conjuring up hallucinogenics and needles being
popped into veins, or on the difficulty in belIeving "that over ten million Americans
live in [a closet). Bankers, hard-hats, librari4ns, football players* maybe your father

3 6 i 7
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or mother, son or daughter or perhaps even you. They're in here because of one
word: homosexual." The ad went on to plug the Whitman-Radclyffe Foundation,.an
Organization devoted to securing equal services and rights for "gay men and
women." The public interest informational ads reminded us that

Blocks make a neighborhood, and neighborhoods can be shared. If these kids
[black and white playing together] understand if, we all can. Fact is,. today
anyone can live orr anyone's block. So if you're looking for a place to live,
'don't worry about whose block it is. Fair housing means that any, block is
your btock. whir move.

And similarly, "[a} II of us want the same things for our families... a safe, decent
neighborhood ...quality schools for our children ...and the right to life wherever
we choose." While some counter-informational ads continued amnesty and
clemency, made a legitimate topic of public debate by President For,d's actions after
his ascension to the WhiteHouse, were also the subject of informational ads the
dominant theme of ads prestnted to the foundations was public interest informa-
tional ads.

-With the change in the nature of the ads came a change in the approach of
securing funding to obtain them: work through the client groups rather than
approach the foundations directly. The group desiring the media services would, be
told to go to its grantors or supporters to obtain additional funding for a media
campaign. The money would then be used to purchase-the services of the media
organiiion. Groiips funded, for example, by Ford and Carnegie have used this
approach successfully, although neither Ford nor-Carnegie has thus far put any
money directly into public interest information groups. (Carnegie has recently made
_a grant to Ruder & Finn apparently for the purpose of working on the public
-relations aspects of several publicinterest groups.).

There is of course nothing wrong with client control; indeed there is everything
right about it. But here 4 meant that only donees who had already been preselected
by the foundations as meeting their philanthropic standards of public need ,would
be in control of Jhe production of ads. In other word movements for social refori
whose conception of public needs did not match that of the foundations hid
already been excluded. From the foundations' point of view, this minimizes the
danger that the public interest communicators will be reflecting anything other than
what/the major foundations have already certified as public needs.

'With the counjekad movement metamorphisi4ed into public interest communica-
tions, some mijor foundation interest has apparently been generated. Several
foundations are now apparently discussing general support grants for organizations
producing public interest information PSA's. And at least one "research" proposal
on the impact of public interest information PSA's versus the impact of regular
commercials has been invited.

Black Efforts for Soul in Television
.

ttP

One other case history is illustrative of major foundation ,failure to support
efforts at Meeting public needs through highly visible and controversial Social
advocacy It involves thetefforts of a group concerned about the media's failure to
Iprovide coverage and meet the needs of Blacks. Although this anecdote in Ives the

, efforts of Blacks and a Black group, it is only limitations otime and space that
prevent the relating of similar events regarding the efforts of Latinos or other ethnic
groups to build and sustain national media'coalitions:

r' Unity HoUse wlkformed shortly after issuance of the Kerner Ccmhission
Report, which documented the media's failure to deport on minority comThunities.

was begun in May 1968 with a $15,000 one-year grant frtm the Greater way,
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Washington Area Universalist Association, an. arm of the Unitarian Church. Its
purpose was to match its projects to the needsof the Black community. It quickly
fused on media as its marn project and was instrumental in working with and
providing technical assistance to the groups that filed the first major license renewal
challenge (against WMAL-TV in Washington) since the United Church of Christ
landmark challenge of WLBT in Jackson, Mississippi, in 1964. But in addition, it
quickly became-a clearinghouse for Black groups interested in becoming involved in
FCC regulatory processes that could affect TV and radio coverage and treatment of
issues concerning minorities. It As rapidly projected into a position of national
leadership in a wide range of matters affecting Blacks and the media. In addition to
its continuing role of providing technical and educational assistance to Black groups
across the country seeking to participate in FCC regulatory processes, it either
began, played a catalytic role in, or itself carried out projects relating to media
ownership by minorities, education of Black elected officials regarding cable
television, entrepreneurial activities and potentialities for Blacks in the emerging

"CATV industry, increased Black employment in the broadcasting industry, new
instruments of dialogue between Blacks and broadcasters, developing communica-
tions schools at Black colleges, and a regular system of monitoring and participating
in FCC proceedings potentially affecting the broadcasting industry's relation to
Blacks. It participated in and organized conferences, seminars, and workshops, and
itself 'became a major resource for both the industry and the FCC.

As the thrust of Unity House's efforts concentrated on Blacks in the broadcast
media, it adopted the acronym BEST Black Efforts for Soul in Television but
continued to operate under the auspices of the Greater Washington Area Universalist
Association. It also began in early 19:70 to seek funding to add staff and facilities to
meet the mounting demands placed upon it. It's funding efforts never succeeded.

In three years of effort, BEST approached virtually every major foundation.
Some foundations did not even respond. Others eel, but with immediate turndowns.
W4 others, there were requests for clarifications-and additional information. BEST
went- through several revisions of proposals, often in direct response to requests for
specific amendments, and through painful negotiations. But it was all for naught.
Apart frOM small grants ,(such as from DJ B), it received only one grant of any
consequence: a 1971 grant of $25,000 from the Merril (Safeway) Foundation
(which was apparently facilitated by other work ,,Unity House had done in an area
of black entrepreneurship of interest to Safeway).

In fairness, it_should be pointed out that some BEST-initiated efforts did receive
major foundation support. Fo1 example, Ford helped to fund (through Howard
University) the workshop to educate Black elected officials on the potentialities and
regulatory aspects of cable teleision. And Ford helped to fund a similar workshop
to acquaint potAtial Black entrepreneurs with the potentialities and economics of
obtaining and operating broadcast properties. But none of the funds from these
efforts were used to offset BEST's expenses, overhead, or general support for the
role it played in bringing about these events.

After four exhausting years of struggle, BEST, in essence, folded.

An/Advocacy Movement Responsive to Public Needs
a

It is a reasonable estimate that before this decadeis out, the major private
foundations will have poured at least a half billion dollars into direct subsidy of
public,,brpadcasting, if one includes direct grants to stations, distribution arms,

.study commissions, and the like. (Ford alone reports expenditures of $250,000:000
4 as of 1973 with at least $40,000,000 more to be spent by 1977.)

For all the money, the effort, energy and tears that have gone into public broad-
casting, it has not turned out to be what its creators had hoped, as some of theM-
have acknowledged.'° Obviously many probldms have .hampered it: political
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interference, internecioe squabbling,. power struggles, and, as ,much cause of some
4it the.,cither problems, as itself a problem,.'no long-term fumy% commitment from
The Congress. Equally obvious, there are aspects of public bniiadcasting that are and
should be a source of pride to those who have devoted so much time, energy, and
,money to it.

But even so, xcept for the generally higher quality of its program fare, public
broakastirig has ecome too much a mirror image of its commercial competitors,
beset by man of their institutional infirmities and often being equally divorced

liorn those it is supposed to serve. Typically, stations not licensed by state and local
government or government-created agencies (which are controlled by the agency
involved) have boards of directors that read like a "Who's Who" qf the local
"establishment." There have been repeated charges of censorship by public broad-
casters, much of the cutting occurring in order to avoid offending the large corpora-
tions who provide funding in return for acknowledgements of their"institutional'i
support, of programs. Yet the pUblic broadcasting system continues to be defended
(and in large measure supported) by the major foundations as though it were their

-prodigal child (as indeed it is) designed to respond to a felt "public need."
But as the Blacks, women, Latinos, Asian-Americans, and consumer groups who

have been active in the movement to redistribute decisiovriaking power in broad-
casting will attest, it is not their public needs to which the public broadcaSting
system is responding. It may very well be possible to dismiss BEST, PMC, PCI, or
any other examples that could be cited as having involved the "wrong" people,
incompetents, persons of immature judgment, or lacking in substance, or so forth.-
But no amount of attack bn the personalities involved can change the basic facts. It
has been only a handful of smaller foundations Stern Fund, DJB, and some
others and private philanthropists that have been willing to listen to other
people's conceptions and perceptions of what constitutes a. "public need" in the
communications area. The other foundations, with the exception of the two or
three major foundations mentioned here and under the circumstances mentioned
here, have simply not been willing to fund projects that did not respond to their
own preZonceptions of "piblic need": the need for educational effort and the need
for a "quality" or "cultural" alternative to commercial broadcasting as opposed to
the need for redistribution, reallocation, and alter,ation of decision making, control,
and economic power over broadiasting. If the major foundatio ns had had the
interest, the people would have been found or incentives to brin'thern forth would
have been devised, as has been true in the arts and in education.

One can only speculate what would have happened had that a half billion dollars
been devoted from the beginning to public advocacy to meet the same public needs
to which the public broadcasting stations and the handful of advocacy groups are
now attempting to respond. In the entire life of the citizen advocate movement in
broadcasting, not even 1 percent of that amount of money has been8spent. (And
almost all of that has been spent in the last 5 years after the. broadcasting
industry was itself a $4 billion-a-year industry.) Yet it is generally conceded, and all
rough calculations show, that even though the citizen reform movement in broad-
casting is a mosquito nipping at an elephant, it has stung hard enough to start the
entire herd moving in desirable directions or at least stimulated an enormous
amount of public debate concerning in whth direction the herd should be driven
in the area of "publi need." ,

rboking back 2S years to the beginning of major foundation involvement in
broadcasting, serious questions can'be raised as to whether the initial thrust of
major foundation involvement should not have looked toward defining the "public
need" in terms of continuing incentive to the broadcast media to respond to those
whose :steeds were going unmet instead of avoiding confrontation with the
then-existing media baronies. Imagine the press conference in which it would have
been announced that in the next 20 years, major foundations would spend a half
billion dollars to assist groups to challenge existing media that were leaving

.364
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substantial needs unmet, that theSe groups would be advocacy groups (such as PCI),

constituent organizing groups (Such as ACT), nonprofit groups who would be

provided ,assistanc# in filing for:the licenses of stations. that were in the bottom 10
percent in terms of some perfo(mance criteria, groups who would monitor the FCC
and file legal or other appropriate challenges to FCC capitulation to the industry,
groups that would prOvide technical assistance to local groups, desiring to wrest
improved service', from local stations,- and a "counter-trade association" to the'NAB
to provide support and informational services to all these groups. Would there have

ever been a need, for a separate educational - public- noncommercial' broadcasting
system?

This of course indicates another point. Timing is critical. ;Entering the advocacy

arena 20 years after the broadcasting,industry had become entrenched and television
the dominant communications medium is much different Than attempting to ensure

a more equitable distri Lion of control from the outset, a point to which we shall
return in our discussion of cable communications. (Similarly, indecisiveness about

the counter :ad moveme led to a great loss of momentum. By the time the major
foundations had made up their mind to move into the area, several unfayorable
regulatory rulings had robbed proponents of the opportunity to accustom broad-

casters to they notion of, carrying counter-ads, as an integral part of their PSA
system.)

J
4

III .

THE CURRENT REACTION TO EFFORTS TO MEET
PUBLIC NEEDS 1* COMMUNICATIONS

Assuming for the moment that tkere is some validity to the observations thus
far, it is nonetheless easy to dismiss:them as "perfect hindsight" or "sour grapes"
over the failure of favored projects, to obtain funding 'These criticisms might be
warranted, but for several factors. For reasons of time and space, only two are cited
here: (1) the same errors are still Continuingin the broadcasting arena, and (2) the
same fundamental approaches that led to the present situation in the broadcasting
arena are being repeated in the cable area.

Some "May-Becomes" in the Broadcasting Area

r spite of41;1e work of the Office of Communication of the United Church of

Chris the Citizens Communications Center, Action for Childr 's Television, and

Media cress Project, there are Many nee-ds -that remain filled in the
area of roadcast reform. There are many proposals for projects a few projects

actually i progress that areliti-Filthip:. g to fill some of these gaps. Again _limitations

of time an space prevent even a listing of these projects. But it is useful to focus

on two as e mples of the continuing funding difficulties encountered by organita-
dons\ that do not fit the traditional mode of responding to what foundations

perceive as pub needs:

The Napnal Citizen Committee for Broadcasting

Although NCCB has en around for several years, it was more or less in a state

of suspende4 animation ith little or no-funding frorn 1971 until late 1973. At
that time, isicholas John n, fresh from his post as a member of the Federal

U
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Communications Commission, became the part-time chairperson of NCCB. Much of
1974 was spent developing a program for NCCB. Substantial planning grants came
from the J.M. Kaplan Fund, the Stern Fu Ad, the Benton Foundation; several smaller
grants were also received, as were some contributions from private philanthropists.

In early 1975 Johnson began to devote full time to NCCB. The essential plan for
.NCCB, laid out at length in its formal proposal, Was quite simple. First, it would
publish a bi-weekly magazine analyzing and covering communications developments
from a citizens point of view a sort of citizens trade press. Second, it would serve
as a "counter" National Association of Broadcasters, speaking out on national issues
affecting the entire broadcast reform movement and engaging in the research and.
related project work necessary to support such an effort. It would attempt to
perform at the national level and with the FCC what local groups were attempting
to do at the local level. In essence, NCCB would serve as a focal point for a very
Those confederation of media reform groups that could- potentially form a

constituerPcy for reallocating and redistributing control over the decision-making
. -

processes affecting the media. , .
,There are, to be sure, problems with NCCB's program. As has been commonly,

observed, there is likely no consensus of what kind of service the media should
render, even apart from the First Amendment problems inherent in attempting to
obtain it. On the other hand, it was not and is not NCCB's goal to find that
consensus. Rather,NCaeis concerned with the processes that affect media content.
Its objective is not necessarily to reach consensus on what media should be doing or
saying so much as to begin to deal with dispersing the power to resolve the niture
of the media services to be rendered, to ensure that the media themselves remain
open avenues of communication rather than closely controlled thoroughfares.
- NCCB is experiencing great difficulty in obtaining funding. At the moment, it
operates from financial crisis to 4,nancial crisis despite the expenditure of an
extraordinary amount of effort ,in fund raising and dealing with foundations. It is
perpetually faced with the chicken-egg problem:

Why haven't you further developed, refined, and implemented your program?

Because we have devoted all 'ode energies to trying to stay financially viable
and to getting access, (the publication) off the ground.

But you can't exp4t funding until you have a track record.

But n't develop a 'track record until we have funding.
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Obviously this is an oversimplification. For one thing, access has been extremely
well received. But a serious question is raised by the whole NCCB exOrience and
by Johnson's association with it.

Johnson, of course, had been one of the most controversial, outspoke and
visible Members of any regulatory commission. Whether one agrees or disagr with
his opinions, his style, his rhetoric or whatever, he had done something irtua)ry

its 'gulatory functions, he had actively encouraged the citizenry to became
heard of in government. Instead 'of merely attempting to have the FCC discItirge

ry
involved in the agency's processes and to challenge those industry and agency
practices that they found objectionable, He is generally acknowledged to be the
most populist government regulator in history, and seems to evoke overwhelming
public response. Why doesn't an organization with a program that is headed by such
a perion respoid to a "public need"? This is not meant to frame the issue in terms
,of a referendum for or against Nicholas Johnson. Rather it is an attempt to focus

,-,on the criteria foundatiOns are using when they define public need. The ability to
evoke a response that potentially will yield a Constituency for social reform that
redistributes power and control should clearly be a major criterion.

:166
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It would be impossible to ,detail here the list of foundations to which NCCB has
turned. It is well over 50, large and small. But no such listing, no matter how
comprehensive, could adequately express the amount of energy expended and the

c frustration and anxiety level created by watching this process in operation. What the
experience does reveal is that the major foundations' develop their own notion of
what is a public need, and it is that star that guides them, often irrespective of
public response.

The Alabama EdubaQosrLal Television Commission
.-.

The State of Alabama operates a statewide network of noncommercial television
stations, some with overlapping signals, carrying identical programming. In 1969 it
had begun to exercise its programming control to exclude Black-oriented programs,
for example, "Black jourtfil,",f the air. The Alabama Educational Televisionri
Commission, the statcalertcy th operates the stations, ignored the first informal
letters of complaints filed, by several citizens. In early 1970 it did respond to an
informal FCC inquiry reiEding the matter but still did nothing to rectify the

. program and oilier practices that had led to the complaints. In mid-1970 the
complaining citizens secured legal counsel,' 2 and by 1971 it was Clear that AETC
was in serious trouble. From that point on, AETC not only began to carry national
programs relevant to its Black audience, but irbegan to develop some programming
of Its own and to consult with members of the Black community.

In January 1975, after a five-year legal battle, the FCC refused to'fenew AETC's
licenses. It was the first time in history that it had refused to renew a broadcast
license because of a licensee's discrimination against and failure to serve Blacks. By
the time of the FCC's decision finding AETC guilty of earlier discrimination, the
AETC had substantially reformed its practices. A gradual but continual upgrading of
program service for Blacks, as well as other Alabamians, had ensued while the legal
proceedings dragged on. The FCC therefore said that it would allow AETC to
reapply for the licenses on an equal basis with any' other applicants. It allowed
about 70 days for new applications, an unconscionably short period for a newcomer
to prepare an application but reasonable in view of the fact that nobody expected
anyone except AETC-to apply for any'of the Sine licenses involved.

While the ruling obviously created a major furor in Alabama, it also attracted.
national attention. It- was historically significant in the regulatory. context the

4 first time the FCC had ever lifted any licenses for discrimination in service.
Moreover, it involved an educational-noncorrmercial broadcaster, rather than a

commercial broadcaster, that had no economic reason to discriminate. Finally, the
technical .nature of the ruling created some rather widespread misunderstanding.
Although the FCC denied the renewal applications of AETC, it did not order AETC

,..pff the air; AETC was allowed to (and is) continuing operation of the stations until
final resolution of the proceeding. Of greatest significance, as observed above, the
FCC explicitly left it open to AETC to reapply, for the licenses. Thus, there was no
danger of termination of public television service in Alabama: if AETC were the
only applicant for the licenses, they would be reissued to AETC; if there were other
applicants, the FCC would choose. between the AETC and the other applicant to
determine which would continue to supply program service to Alabamians.

Largely as a result of the efforts of one of the original petitioners to deny (a
.white, native Alabamian), a' group of Black and white Alabamians did dev lop an
interest in applying for one or more of the AETC licenses. This in itself was bold
move in. the hostile, repressive, and retaliatory atmosphere of Alabama tics.
Before surfacing publicly, they wanted some assurances that there uld be"
financial support for proseiuting the application(s) and getting the stations on the
air. At their request, a large number of preliminary inquiries were made as to the
degree of support they might expect. The almost universal responses of foundations

. 367
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were
, ,

inegatve. Why? Obviously, theri Ire all the 'usual reasons: previous co emit-
intents, the recession; priorities, and the" like. Buethe reaction, of the foundation
world to this grOup tells much about that Vvorld'sfundamental attitude toward
confronting and upsetting power relations. <,

One central feature of the deliberation about the fuhdifig decision. (obviously
fueled by the misunderstanding regarding the nature of what the F,CC had decided)
l*a thas why it was necessary at all for the FCC to rule the way it did. If in fact AETC

reformed and was now rendering adequate service to the Black community,
why:was it necessary to deny the previous renewal applications and have AETC
reapply for its licenses? Why wasn't the petitioning, group, satisfied to have the
licenses renewed as long as Blacks were now getting adequate service? The answers
were simple enough. There was no assurance that this would continue in the
absence of another five-year legal battle. No regulatory scheme would be viable if all
an offender had to do to cure past derilections was wait until he or she was caught.
But more 1.. rtantly, here was a unique opportunity for Blacks to acquire their
first *control ov major educational TV broadcast outlet in a major city, and in
the Heart of Dixie `1. -If.

But, answered the Mations, those stations n w receive state support. Turning ,
them over to a new Black group which couldn't ely on state legislative appropria-
tions would mean a need for conslInt support. ven assuming the validity of the

f 'primises it is not clear the state would be in a osition to cut off all support ,
so- what if continuous outside support were necessary? What happened to the
Iphilanthropic commitment to education? And what about the potential of Black-
controlled production and broadcast facilities as vehicles for developing the Black
performing arts and culture? Weren't education and cultural advancement two of
the major commitments of private philanthropy? Why isn't this Black-controlled
educational broadcast outlet in the Deep South aunajor,public need even in terms
9f the foundations' own criteria and reasons for entering public broadcasting in the
first place?

Eventual) falioup did form and apply for and obtain an extension of time until
AugUst 1, 1, 5, within which' P file an application for some of the Alabama public
television facilities.,(Needless say, some me bers of the group have already begun
to ftlel eripi,mous pressure. The group itself h s already become the target of several
actions by, Alabama Attorney General.) B t the group has no assurances of the
foundati it support necessary to meet the I Ce's showing of financial ability to
opetate ";tlie stations. Whether 4t obtains those commitments will be a small but

,,seridus ,Eel of philanthropic commitment to even its own goals where maintatnin-
that commitment involves it in a high visibility action-advocacy program that does
sOmethjAg. about addressing directly the present distribution of power over the, ..
media: '' ".-

#

t,

Cuttingthe

,As is fairly common knowledge these day A.
of the past will be but distant memories if
technology) begins To realize its potenti

`communications will bring prOblems and thr
;" foresaw cable's potenti

policy formulation with re
fairly early ,o

to the new
for participation in.policy or tulati0n to
incorporated many of the same mistakes th

,./teleyision: policy.
The foremost error was to make the sa

developing broadcasting policy: It would no
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media control patterns Aince cable would expand (infinitelyy the number'of outlets.
What was necessary war to unleash cable. To be sure, the analogy to public broad-
casting is inexact, since cable did represent a threat to over the-air broadcasters. 131.4
,the foundations' perspectives and patterns of action that. resulted do fit a similar
mold.

To unleash cable, the foundations did the necessary reams and reams of studies
and research papers. They demonstrated everything from cable's superior tech-
nological capacity to how it would, by its limitless channels, completely resolve the
access and control patterns that existed in the current over-the-air media, Cable not
only could convert channel scarcity into channel abundance and supplant over-the-
air broadcasting. Cable, had the potential fOr delivery of an incredible array of
services. It offered the portent of two-way capacity that could render obsolete
many existing institutions and practices. By 1970, there was talk of wired cities and
even a wired nations and even of cable systems that supplanted telephone service as
well. In this part of policy formulation, the foundations did a superb job.

In addition to fulfilling its traditional role in the research Brea, much of founda-
tion involvement has followed another traditional philanthropic route (which also
parallels developments in the television area): to emphasize cable's potential as a
cultural and/irtistic medium. Some foundations have been willing to fundalbeit at
'inadequate levels and without adequate commitment in some casesprojects to help
develop experience in using cable and its accompanying technological innovation in
porta-pak and videoNequipment. These, of course, are important projects. Organiza-
tions- like. Open Channel, the' Alternate Media Center and the Center for Under-
standing Media arelraiding vital experience and knowledge for that hoped for day
of boundless channels, videocassettes, and the like. The channels will be useless to
us fif we have not developed the capacity to use them, and understand their

(, processes and how they impact on our lives.
It is not thal foundation's should stop supporting these institutions. Indeetithe

opposite is the case: They deserve greater support.
But alone, they will not resolve the problem of how midia can be, turned into an

instrument that large numbers of people can control and use. This latter objective
requires advocacy efforts. (And one significant aspect of those advocacy efforts
should be dir4.ted toward developing ways to ensure that media centers are put on
a long-range permanent funding basis.)

In fairness, it should be pointed out that foundations have not totally ignored
advocatry in cable poliCy. They have entered the world where policy formulation
occurs, as they had with public broadcasting. Several foundations submitted
comments and testified in FCC proceedings that would determine the rules under-
which-cable would operate.

foundations even exhibited a willingness to tell people and groups how to
advocate for improved cable service, what kinds of services to demand, what rights
they had. A spate of handbooks dealt with citizen rights in the franchising process
in the post-franchising process, and so forth.

Indeed, the foundations came right to the edg of the water in terms o
attetnpting to assure that power over the new medium ould be equitably allocated.
Ford and Markle jointly established the Cable TelOision Information. Center to
disseminate information about cable. But unfiappily CTIC had a very limited
mandate. Its purpose was to assist and provide information t elected or franchising
9fficials and authorities in their dealing with cable compa ies; CTIC,was not an
"advocacy" organization, designed to aid in pursuinEspecific objectives by and for
certain grouPs or members of the public.

The missing ingredient in the recipe for cable is advocacy organizations whose
mission is to ensure that cable does realize its potential for meeting the public need
for dispersing control over the media. The absence of these organizations has been

sorely felt at both the local and national. levels. Episodes from both levels 'are

illustrative.

333 .
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The Federal Level

The' FCC first asserted jurisdiction over cable companies in the mid-196/0s as-a
'means of protecting broadcasters from competition. In essence, the commission
wanted to ensure that cable companies did not offer subscribers out-of-town
channels which-would "fractionalize" the audiences of local stations. What began as
a. very limited form of regulation developed quite rapidly into an intricate set of
rules. This was particularly so, as the very work being, done by foundations and
academicians made it clear that the technology of cable could radically alter the
whole nature of our communications system.

In the meantime, the FCC, reflecting the broadcasting industry's views, continued
to eegulate cable as a. supplement_ or auxiliary service to over-the-air broadcasting.
But because of the cable industry's increasing penetration into American homes and
growing political strength, the cortmission was under some pressure to do something
to liberalize the rules under Which cable systems operated. To this end, it had
initiated a wide-ranging series of proceedings designed to set cable policy anckrules
'and to establish cable's relation to the broadcasting industry.

In a rather unusual move, the FCC in summer 1971 delivered to theiznate
° Comniunications Subcommiqft a statement setting forth the policies it proposed to

adopt. Without going intd particuja?s,. it is, sufficient to say that nobody was
Satisfied.- -The broadcasting industry, particularly the powerful big city network
affiliates, saw the proposal as giving too much to the cable industry and possibly
strengthening the position of the handful of non-network affiliated stations. The
cable industry not only objected to the public service responsibilities that were to
be imposed upon it; it also thought the proposal didn'tgo far enough in terms of
allowing cable new growth alternatives. Moreover, the copyright lobbyprimarily
the movie studiosagreed with the cable interests in so far as the proposed rules

'.had left the issue of pay cable unresolved. However, it felt nothing should be done
until there was some clarification of the cable industry's copyright .liability for
retransmission of over-the-air broadcasts, a position echoed by the broadcasting
industry. For reasons of its own, some political and some relating to long-range
communications policy, the White House Office of Telecommunications Policy
(OTP) was dissatisfiei with both the plan and role the FCC had carved out for itself
in it.

The result was a series of closed-door meetings, l'tgely orchestrated by DTP's
director Clay Whitehead with the acquiescence (if not, concurrenq of Chairman
Burch of the FCC. Anew "compromise" was reached.

'All of this history of regulation at the federal level has significance for meeting
public needs for two reasons. First, in The meetings engineered by OTP there was no
advocate at all for the general public.'All of the finandially "interested" parties
participated in some manner or another in what was to be the major carving up of
the cable pie for the next decade d so. Yet for all the work founda ions had done

heir participation in rule maldings and oral
advocacy arms to pursue "public needs" in the

ch that determines policy finally came .along.
cacy organiza 'on for OTP to turn to for input

Av he 'subject of
mm issioner

e final cable
compromise represented a capitulation to private i ter sts [ias pposed' to the
statutory "public interest" or the philanthropic "public need" but which private
interests benefited the most.)ksinceis

son
c needs i what has happened sin the 1972 "compromise" was adopted.

T second ason why the federal reaktory history is significant for meeting

Not "tlistanding the lack of any organized public constituency, the FCC did impose,
cert in public service obligations on cable operators. The most prominent ofthese
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are the "access" channel requirements, "two-way" capability, and minimum channel

capacity. (In part, these were a response to broadcaster pressure. Broadcasters felt 411,

.the access channel'sone devoted to local government use, one devoted to
educational use, and one devoted to access for members of the publiccould help
relieve some of the burdenim them. The public service potentialities were also in

part an enticement held out by the cable industry to induce ptiblic support-and
reduce broadeigter opposition.)

But there was a problem. Existing cable systems, built under a first,generation
cable technology, would not meet these specifications. Many systems already under

construction or whose construction and financing plans were already finaliied were

in the/Same position.
The FCC adopted a very'practical approach to resolving the issue. All existing

systems would be "grandfathered" for five years (until 1977) to "rebuild" their
systems to comply with the new requirements. Systems not yet in operation would
be allowed to begin operations' if they were in "substantial compliance" with the"
new requirements but, like the older systems, would be expected to comply fully
with the new reqdirements by the 1977 "rebuild"odeadline:

' Needless to say, the FCC immediately began waffling on the public service
requirements designed to ensure that the public needs for communications outlets
would be met. Soon it was not necessary to "comply substantially" with the
requirements; it was adequate if a cable pperator's operations were "not flagrantly
violative" of The standards. As if it were not enough, toprovide relief or individual
cable operators under the "flagitunly violative standard," the commission has now
decided to "roll back" the public service requirements fo ystems that will be
required to "rebuild" to bring themselves intb compliancellEhthe public service
requirements. And, in general terms, the FCC is presently considering whether some

of the public service requirements other than access channels and in some' instances

minimum channel capacity should not be modified or eliminated for all systems,
including new systems. .4*.

we.

The Local Level

. As mentioned above, Ford and Markle have funded the Cable Television Informa-
tion Center to provide information to local officials engaged in frinchising. But that
amounts to funding part of the'problem as well as part of the solution. Local
officials are especially susceptiblto the inducements and enticements of anxious
executives of cable franchise seekers. And the awarding of contracts at the local
level has never been a process noted for its openness or its freedom from corruption

and political maneuverings.
Public need at the local level requires support for groupswocking.to ensure that

franchises for cable systems are riot acquired solely to b -sold at a p ofit with- n
enforcement of the requirement that the system be buil by a certain time (if suc

a requirement is even included the franchise), that fran hises are no traded awa
for political favors, that projects' such as Open Channel, Alternative Media Center,

or the Center for Understanding Media receive adequate support from franchise

revenue (a matter which requires coordination at the federal regulatory level), that
acpess to the access channels is available to all, that there are suffici nt funds from

franchise fees for effective access programming to offset the loc government's

monopoly (an FCC requirement) over one of the access, channels, that for fran-
chising purposes the area be divided up in a rational way rather han to achieve

political purposes. These objectives, particularly the latter th ee, are often

inimical to interests of the local officials responsible for franchisi decisions, no

matter how much inforination they have about what should in a "good"
franchise and cable's potentialities. (Indeed the more information ey have about

4, I I
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cable's potentialities, the more difficult it may be for them to consider the franchise
question dispassionately.) 1)'

Philadelphia is illustrative of the kinds of abuse that can occur and how advocacy
from the outside can make an enormous difference in whether public needs are met.
The situation there has become confused, and what follows is an attempt, to
ileiCribe it simply.

The city government ,first decided to issue franchises in 1964. There were
apparently a large number of applicants.' According to one version, the applicants
got together ,and decided to carve up the city into six sections and picked the
franchisee for each section, ths,other applicants being bought off. In any event, the
city was divided into six franchise areas, and no one seems to be able to explain
how the boundariet were arrived at. The franchise for each area was awarded to a
different applicant.' .

..

During the 1960s all of the franchises lay dormant, apparently awaiting the
FCC's rules. In the early 1970s Company A (Telesystems)' built enough of its
system to begin operations and therefore be "grandfathered" under the FCC's rules.
It would not be required to "'rebuild" to comply with the public service require-
ments adopted by the FCC in 1972 (some of which the 'commission is now
considering repealing). Company b then sold a controlling interest in the company
to Communications Properties, Inc. This was in direct violation of the franchise.
The terms of the franchise provide that it cannot be transferred. But the city
government did nothing to enforce the provision.

Thus encouraged, Company A (which continues to do business under its own
name even though it is a wholly owned subsidiary of CPI) entered into contracts
with Company B (Rhiladelphia Cable Television Company) and Company,C (North
Philadelphia. Cable), the >franchiseesof two other sections of the city; which in
essence give it effective control of Company B and C even if it falls short of legal
title. This, too, is in seeming violation of the franchise provisions.

Conipany B and, Company C then sought A ruling from the FCC that their
iproposed systems Would be in "substantial compliance" with the 1972 rules. But a
citizens group intervened, arguing that the illegal transfer voided the original fran-
chisel of Coinpany B and Company C. Under the 1972 FCC rules, hearings are
required to award new franchises. The citizens group wants new hearings at the
local level so it can argue for a frahchise agreement requiring better and .more
services from the cable companies. The FCC: ignored the citizens group and ruled
there was substantial compliance. It said it would not become involved in deciding
the validity of the franchise under- local Penhsylvania law. Both the "substantial
compliance" ruling and the ruling That The FCC would not examine a franchise
whose legality was questionable Under its rules because of. the local lawrquestion are
being appealed to the United States COOrt of Appeals.

But in the meantime, the citizens- group, for reasons wh h will become obvious
below, had antici ted this rulin and filed an actin i tate urt. T 'y are
seeking an order d Taring the fran hises void: That le action i a pendi g.

The fourth fran hise had been warded to Jerrold rporation. Sometim before-
'Company B and mpany C tran ferred n of of t it franchises to Company
Jerrold sold its fr chise to Company (Sammon Communications). The ci
ig000vgehrntmeaohtF- Chcado ere

declaring
aitsbouptrothp sedillecgaablletrsay tfeemr. wWohoenld Cboeminpa:loybsDtaohti

.` The FCC had brushed it aside because of the -local law question. But',When t e

compliance, the same citizens group ha* challenged he validity of tfi:franchis
th

ci zens group appealed to the United States Court of Appeals, Company D h d
to ned the franchise back in. Thus there will presuniably be a new hearing on
fr nchise for at least one section of the city, with. an opportunity for citizen, grou s

participate in -the franchising process and bargain for decent cable service. (Th e
is however, a hitch. A dispute has arisen as to whether the franchise was actual y

3.72 ,'
.
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turned back in. Apparently, Company A is trying to acquire the franchise'from
Company D.)

The fifth francbi*e has done nothing with its franchise, except make an effort
to sell it. There is no provision requiring arty construction of the system, so little
can be done about all of this. Only one company is actually pursuing construction of
the system in the manner contemplated by the FCC rules and by the franchise.

The above is a highly simplified version of what has, gone on, some of the major
issues have been left out. s

The moral is that the people of Philadelphia are, believe it or not, lucky. They
have the good fortune to have had a community group which took an interest in
the matter and was lucky enough to wander into CITIZENS'al a time when it was
starting up a cable project. (See distusiOn below.) As a result, they, ma,.reatize
some of, the benefits cable has to offer. But it required a civic organization, engaged
in constituency building, constantly probing at the local government, applying
community pressure, and pursuing legal remedies to accomplish anything. And the

e is barely begun.

Meeting Public Needs in Cable Policy
.

Some of the existing foundation-funded media groups have attempted to assist in%
the-cable area as well. The.Offi,ce of Communication of the United Church of Christ
has helped some local grodps and published some handbooks. The Citizens
Communications Center presently has no funds budgeted for cable, yet it has

established a cable ,project which has at least one lawyer working fulltime (with
others helping out) to assist groups at the federal, state, and local level. Thus far, no
major foundation has provided funding for this project, and it% future may be in
danger.

Many of the other groups active in broadcast reform who have previously worked
with the Office of Communication or CITIZENS have extended their ,interest to
cable. Black, Latino', feminist, consumer, and other groups have a lively interest in
cable and its possibilities. NCCB has become active in the cable area, particularly at
the federal level. Some local groups and individuals have made heroic efforts to
involve themselves in cable matters at all levels. . ,

Together this rag-tag group has accomplished some things. But they have been
largely overwheirried:

What is needed is plain enough. The major foundations cannot sit back and wait
for the blessing of cable to fall like mania. There must be a strong sustained
commitment to challenge existing power structures to ensure that cable's benefits
will be distributed to meet public needs in the communications field.

lt,is wishful thinking and blinks at reality to suppose that the cable industry is

going to p ovide these benefits unless there is incentive to do so. The incentives can
be iproyid by direct regulation of behavior. They can be supplied by establishing d
regulatory framework that provides economic, reg latory, or even po itical intently'
to provid the services necessary to dis rye m dia power. But tablishing an
enforcing that regulatory scheme require a co mitment to advo acy, to taking
sides, to, nfrontation, to redistributing ontrol. It is not enough to recommend

.
polity. Action'is requi ;ed.

1
.

And the action must cote now. if e "Philadelphia Story" recited above shows
anydling, it shows that it is, incredibly di icult to undo a fait accompli, The cable
industry is already corning highly concentrated in its ownership structure. It
includes many' of the ame companies with established positions in media: broad-

casters active at both t oral and national level, Publishers active at both the
national -and local level in'bo Apaper and magazine and book publishing. As
discussed above, one can only speculate what the broadcasting industry would look

,,

3
_
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like if we could start over with effective action to spread control Over the media into
more hands. Let us not make the same mistake with cable and other emerging
technologies.

IV

CONCLUSION

This paper has not said nearly enough. It has been impossible to describe the
specific activities of even the national groups discussed in this paper. And there
remain the hundreds of groups at the local level whose activities we have not even .
discussed: the Community Coalition for Media Change (Berkley) which conducts
intensive and what sdme describe as coercive consciousness-raising sessions on racism
in broadcasting and engages in a wide Variety of activities on virtually no budget;
the Committee for Children's Television (of San Francisco) which raised the money
to stage- a children's television fair` attended by about 20,000 people and covers a
broad range of areas related to children's programming; the community access radio
station in Portland, Oregon, whose manager is quitting because he's tired of
meetings to raise money and of operating at half budget; the Colorado,Committee
on the Mass Media and the Spanish Surnamed, which without receiving any money
has for over four years conducted a statewide program for improved media services
for Latinos; the Seattle community access station that has giventp on foundations;
the Black Citizens for Fair Media of New York which has been involved with every
television station in the city for five years and never received any foundation
monel; and on and on and on. ...

Nor has it been possible to examine the nature' of the research supported by the
foundations. But why has there been no foundation upport of radical social
research on the media, such as the NetWork,Project (a up of New York-based
researchers)? At a more conventional level, where are the me and decision models
for citizen group-broadcaster bargaining situations that uld help citizen groups
understand the dynamics and outcomes of the situations they confront; where is the
study of the relative effects and impact of Free. Speech Messages (short direct access
editorial expressions by community groups) versus public affairs td assist media
activists' in knowing what to bargain for; where _e study trying to isolate the
impact of license challenges on employment, or news programs?

The central point remains. If foundations are to_respond whe myriad public
needs in the communications policy area, they must commit TflErnselves to action
and advocacy that involves consciousness-raising about the media, organizing efforts,
tonstituency'buiJcling, legal action, and a multitude of other activities, Perhaps the
particular projects discussed here are indeed the"wrong" ones and involve the wrong
people the wrong leaders. But to reiterate, if' the foundation'commitment is there,
the n

Al
advo

'Com
abilit
the

t people can and will be motivated to come forward clr cans be found.
ough not strictly within the bounds of this paper, Ole, most effective

cy of all must be`addressed. It would be unconscionable for the Fifer
ission to fail to address the issue of lobbying. Effective advocacy requires the
to prevent hard-fought victories from being legislated away. At kminimum,
mmission mate recommend that charitable organizations be allowed td\lobby

in their area(s) of expertise or)with regard to any matter where e_orginization is
providing services to a client-1/

One additional factor; also not strictly) within the scope of \ his paper, bears
mentioning. This paper has focused on cable and broadcast polici4. But to.al;rge '
extent the same interests that exercise control over broadcast and /or cable within'
particular communities also control (by common ownership or\.otherwise) the
dciminarit newspapers in these communities. While the different regulatory structures

.
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of newspapers and broadcast media require different approaches to res vtng the
problem of control over media content, it would not be surprising If he same
timidity, elitism, and disinclination to tackle powerful interests account for.tfle
similarity of outcome: an unwillingness by major foundations to tac le the
underlying maldistribution of power over media ansige corporate and adv tising
bases which support it. While much attention has focused on the dem e of
and problems that have beset the major metropolitan dailies, there has appar.ntly
been virtually no foundation interest in counter or public iriterest alternate m- sia.
Where there should be a foundation interest in alternate forums, foundation support
has been lacking. As Frank Pollock, editor of Media & Consume6 puts it: "Th y
[charitable foundations] say the circulation potential [of Media & Consumer]
very positive but they would rather fund a study on why news magazines die."13

The closing note must be that foundations have a particular responsibility with
regard to meeting public needs and insuring public participation in policy making in
the media area. In more than any other area of philanthropic activity, this is an area
where government efforts to promote advotacy are, perhaps rightfully, suspect...A
critical variable in determining the agenda for private philanthropy in meeting public
needs should be the likelihood and appropriateness of governmental involvement
and support for the activity in question. When this latter factor is weighted in, there
is no alternative but for foundations to assume their obligation to resp6nd t&-the
public need for greater involvement in and dispersion of control over the processes
affecting the availability and content of media.

Appendix

Statement of Lorenzo W. Milan)
(June 13, 1975)

I was station manager of radio station KRAB, Seattle from its founding in 1962 until April,
1968.

KRAB was the first non-commercial, listener-supported open-acdess radio station outside of
the Pacifida Foundation and during that period (as now) prided itself on its free-foru
programming, with staff and board which was socially, sexually, and racially integrated to the'
fullest.

Duringhat period we also under the aegis of the parent corporation sought to
start a similar radio station in Portland, Oregon. That station, KBOO, went on the air in 1968
under the aegis of The Jack Straw Memorial Fouhdation.

At the same time, Jeremy, Lansman and I established y.et another free-form open access FM
station. in St. Louis, Missouri. That station, KDNA, went on the air in early 1969. A fourth
station; KTAO (Los Gatos, California) was pprchased in 1969 with largely non - commercial,

-$
-open-access programming which jontinued until 1974.

In the twelve or so years at I was associated with these stations, I would guess that;
made contact with over 200 foundation; seeiiigg support for our unusual Idealistic propam-
ming. Approaches were made in a formal fashid, , with 50 page brochures and specific gran
requests and, as well!, in informal contact with telephdne calls and letters.

Specifically in 1965, I travelled to New York City with 25 carefully worked application
which I presented to a variety of founditions, including the Ford Foundation, The Rotkefelle.
Brothers Fund, The Carnegie Foundation, and a host of smaller organizations. The request wasi for capital.; funds to increase the power and heightWof KR'AB, and to help start the station
Portland. d.

Again, in 1972 we sought out many foun.claticins for help with the funding of KDNA in

St. Louis. The station was losing so much money that we decided either to (a) turn it over to
the board of listeners for our costs in establishing it, or, failing that (b) to sell it so that we
could try to set-up a group of similar stations.

In our attempt to fund the station throtigh foundations, we made contact with at least fifty
local and national found ions.
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I Again, during several financial crises situations, we sought foundation help for KRAB and
fX800 from northwest based organizations. And, during the period li_om 1971 - 1974 we
sought foundation help for KTAO to continue its prograrlming, and fafunds to construct and
operate KPOO in San Francisco (which station woe-eventually set up on a minimal budget and
turned over to the minority community of that city.)

In all these contacts we made over the years we received help from two organizations, for
total of 520,000. Lack of funds forced sale of KDNA and KTAO. The other stations continue
limp along on wretched budgets $15,000 - $20,000 a year:
Of course, we tend to see our wor being sublimely important we think that the essence

of 1 merican democracy is free 'speech, n&radio stations which will seek the vox popull. Our
pre ntation to the foundations may ve been lacking- in form if not in enthusiasm. There may
be o er prOjects in American life which are more needy.

Or it may be that the controxersial nature of the stations involved scared away appropri-
ate fun ing. It may be the same factors that caused the FCC to investigati the programming of
KRAB, got the local police involved in putting KDNA under survelliance, or made the city
governme t of Los Gatos shun KTAO May have scared away alt possible institutional
contributo to the various stations. Listeners individually have been vociferous in their
support of ese independent often antagonistic voices in their communities., But national and

'local well-fi nced organizations have stated (by their lack of support) theii distrust of the
robust, wide- n radio that these stations have come to represent.

#41

Footnotes

1. The substantive scussion must be qualified by a few caveats and background statements.
This paper has been repared under severe time limitations: only a few consultant days were
allocated to this proi t. It has obviously been impossible to make other than even the most
surface exploration of -ndiVidual experiences. Much of the discussion is therefore general in
nature; altough specific amples are provided. Almost all contacts were by telephone. More-
over, a not insubstantial \amount of hostility and unwillingness to-cooperate was-encountered
from some of the people' interviewed. They simply were fed up with the "foundationigame"
and werelunwilling_to go ack and search their files. Even some people who were willing to
cooperate didn't have the ti e-to do a thorougli job of reviewing files to obtain a complete list
of the foundations they had, ontacted. Most pgople were willing to talk from memory, but a
few wouldn't even be bottle ed to do that. Some regarded their funding information as
"proprietary," and wouldn't divulge it. Finally, this paper does not coVer church funds or
individual philanthropists.

2. As used here, "communications" means public communications through the telecommunica-
tions media rather than private'or individual message delivery (such as is provided by telephone
service) or any foEm of esoteric discipline such as linguistics, psychology, extra-sensory percep-
tion, and the-like; or any form of inter- or intra-personal direct or indirect communication.

3. See Peter Schrag, '!The Boondoggle Boys: Douglass Cater's Secret Mission," MORE (June
1975), Vol. 5, Nos(6, 10, 14. .

4. Radio- simply does not seem to be recognized as a ma or art form. The Am rican Film
InStitute has recently announced a program to encourage a d facilitate location, reservation,
and' archiving of all major national television series and n ws broadcasts ever p duced. No
comparable programiVxists for radio, although a baacicastin foundation has been deliberating
starting such a program for five years, and a recently start d program to preserve artifacts of
popular culture will attempt to archive selected current radio programming. Major foundation
funding for local cdizlmunity radio stations has been virtually nonexistent according to Lorenzo
Milam. Milam has helped found many such stationslacross the country. Local founflations have
been somewhat more responsive to local stations. Se Appe6clix.

5: Office of Communication Of United Church of Cif rist, In Defense of Fairness (197.0).

6. Rade Justice In.BroadcastIng (1970).
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7. The author of this paper founded CITIZENS but is no longer associated with it (except as an
unpaid member of the board of directors). Obviously, this is a pertinent factor in evaluating this

discussion.
t

8. The latter had been added to reflect the broadened "concern" of SCLF into the area of

publicNnterest information dissemination.

9. "The Executive Director (Tracy Westen) looks silly with a conservative suit, but wild tie and
a wild curly head of hair," or "the project is an ego trip for Tracy Westen and Philip tern."

Ironically, several foundations had objected to the name "Stern" appearing in the ame of

the organization. As someone not associated with PCI later quipped, it was indeed rather
ostentatious for Stern to have his name appear in the organization's name. "It's as though an
automobile magnate, or an oil magifate, or a railroad magnate endowed a foundation and
insisted on the foundation being named after him." In any event, Stern's name was subse-
quently dropped from the tide of the organization when it became PCI, and it still received no
funding.

10. Address o6rthur L. Singer, Jr., to Public Broadcasting Conference, Boyne Highlands,
Mich., (in collaboration with Stephen White) reported in Broadcasting, "Is an Elite Taking Over
ETV" (July 12, 1971), p. 40. See also "Public Broadcasting: The Choice Becomes an Echo" in
Kramer and Oppenheim, "Policy Without Principle: A Study of the FCC" (1973); Steve Millard,
"Special Report: The Story of Public Broadcasting," Broadcasting (November 8, 1971), p. 30.

11. The author has been an officer and director of NCCB since January 1974, but receives only

a nominal fee troth NCCB and is not in any way dependent on NCCB for his livelihood.

12. The author was counsel for the groups challenging the stations' license renewals.

13. Quoted, in William, Rice, "The Price of 'Media and Consumer'," The Washington Post (May

25, 1975).

0
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FOUNDATION GRANTS TO CORPORATE ACTIVIST GROUPS:
THE DONEE PERSPECTIVE

Philip W. Moore t

Introduction

This paper concerns the fund-raising experiences of various "corporate activist
groups." Our study incluiles those publid interest groups that have as part of their
function some form of educational activity concerning the role gg corporations in
society. It should be pointed out, however, that there are two Ifrnds of corporate
activist groups: One is primarily concerned with conducting studies, doing research,
and preparing reports on corporate activities and the influence of these activities on
society; the other focuses on action vis-a-vis the corporation.

The distinction between these two types of groups, particularly in terms of
fund-raising experiences, is extremely important. Most of the research organizations
have survived, and indeed, many have thrived. While it would not_he fair to
conclude that the research organizations have been "co-opted" by the subjects of
their research.there appears to be less of a bite to the ha'hd that feeds them if a
report, rather than a specific activist project, is the objective. The activist groups
have for the most part passed On into obscurity. There are no groups surviving
today that have as their primary function corporate action. Since 1970, when
corporate groups began to grow in number, there have probably beeil no more than
20 such groups in the country.

For our purposes, corporate activist groups include only those set up to deal,
with the corporation as air-issue, rather than with some other substantive social
issue.

Scope of the Study ,
,

In preparing this report I have drawn on my own experiences with the Project on
_ . Corporate Responsibility and have interviewed a number of people who are

knowledgeable about the subject of this study: including Frank White, directort,of*
the Interfaith Committee on Corporate Responsibility (a division of the National
Council of Churches), and Alice Tepper-Marlin, director of the Council ory
Economic' Priorities. I have discussed the financial history of the Project on

. Corporate ,Responsibility and its sister organization, the Center on Corporate
Responsibility, with Philip Sorensen and Susan Gross and have reviewed' a funding
file of the project and center: I have also reviewed the funding histories of the

- Council for Corporate Review, a Minneapolis -based corporate action group, now
defunct;. the Council for New Corporate Priorities, a California-based corporate
activist group; and Project Standard Oil, an organization built exclusively around the
Standard Oil Compan of California. , , .

One of the difficultiesencountered in preparing this report was the small number
14of corporate aotivist oups still in operation. Time constraints made it im ssible

to track down many of the former personnel of now-defunct groups. Thus most of
the report7txcept those parts concerning the Project on Corporate Responsibility,
Council on Ecopomic Priorities, and Interfaith Center, is based on past experience,4
notes, and brief discussions with individuals I could locate. *

t E ton, Maryland.

,
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Summary of Findings

The research has lead to the following conclusions:
1. Corporate' activist groups may very possibly have the most dismal fund-raising

experiences in the history of public interest groups. One reason for this bleak
history is unquetstijiKably that corporate activist groups have an apparent tendency
to b;te the hand that feeds; and the major foundations have little inclination,
to support such organization's.

40/
2. Those organizations thathave survived"have done so primarily because they are

report oriented.

3. Some organizations are better able than others to support themselves with
independent sources of income: sale oaf studies, sale or subscription 'of
services, membership (such as the churches) or the funding abiley of a single person

... (such as Ralph Nader). . ......
. .,
. ,.

4. Corporate activist organizations have been more successful in raising funds for
programs and proposals related to substantive issues of concern to-the different

. :,foundations. N,

GOIRPORATE ACTIVIST GROUPS: BACKGROUND

With the exception of Saul Minsky and Ralph Nader,' there was very little focus
on corporate activity. prior to 1970. The civil rights and anti-war activities of'the
1960s evolved into political action groups which generally did not focus on Corpora-

, tions. Saul Alinsky, with the help of churches, did develop in the late,1960s the
FIGHT program in Rochester, New York, aimed at changing the 'practices of
corporations and holding corporations accountable for their actions. FIGHT was one
of the early efforts that used church investments as a tactical weapon of corporate
activist groups. There was also some focus on corporations during the civil-rights
actions of 'the 1960s, notably the Mississippi Power and Light Company, which in
1963 was the target of some civil-rights activities. And, of course, Rilph Nader's.
consumer safety efforts, while fought in public forum,,j6olved the responsibility 'q
of major corporations for public health and,safety. Mile these efforts were to some
extent concerned with corporations, they ,never evolved into corporate activist
groups as defined in this report.

In August 1969 two separate developtherits gave impetus to the formation of
groups focusing on corporations. One was an outgrowth of the Nader concept of
corporate responsibility for safety, the other an o t owth of the ncept of ,

stewardship in relation t6 the churches' control of heir investment nd the
religious implication of an investment portfolio. It wa churches that Km% than
any other group first confronted the issue 9f the inv s r's respOnsibility W,hatu
corporations were doing. In addition, the growing de nd for public intereitfitigk., .

tion groups led inevitably to t formation of a Saul Alinsky-type pitrteres,
organization. .c:ff

N.)
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THE PROJECT ON CORPORATE RESPONSIBI

In the Spring of 1969 a grpup of lawyers got together to dis s the possibility
of setting up a permanent Saul Alinsky-style organization that would focus on the
accountability of'private corporations. The ertesis was twofold: Philip Sorensen,
then executive director of the Irwin-Sweeny-Miller Foundation and Cummins Engine
Foundation, had been working with and providing financial assistance to Saul
Alinsky organizations. From the perspective of% a donor, he believed that a

\ substantial budget should be provided to a single organization for the purpose of
giving voice to the public vis-a-vis corporations. At the same time, sogle of the
lawyers associated with the Center for Law and Soda! Policy, a new organization,
were discussing the possibility.of promoting the election of a "public member" to
the board' of directors of a major corporation. The objective of this campaign was
to highlight the lack of public accountability of large corporations. These lawyers
got together with Sorensen, and the result was the establishment of the Project on
Corporate Responsibility (the Project). Sorensen asked representatives of other
foundations if they would join in supporting such an organization. Representatives
of Carnegie, Field, New York, Stern, and Ford foundations indicated their support,
for the idea, and armed with this, Sorensen approved a propose for the
Project, on Corporate Responsibility. Staff was hired and the Projeer.begaii. to put
together Campaign GM, its first endeavor. In December 1969 Sorensen was
informed by Irwin Miller that he would not approve the grant because the
objectives of the Project would constitute for him a 'direct conflict of interest'
requiring him to resign his board positions in several major corporations. As a result
the grant was not made, and the Project experienced the first of may fund-raising
shortfalls.

As of February 1, 1970, the Project's staff numbered four. Its budget, based on
the original proposal, was f250,000, and it had no funds and. no forthcoming

ts. Had the staff not been willing, to remain on a voluntary basis, the Project
would never have been realized.

Around this same time Alice Tamper-Marlin was putting together the Council on
Economic Priorities (CEP). The council was established essentially as a research
or. ganization to assist the public and shareholders in assessing the social performance

1:4 various /corporations. When the Miller grant feh through forthe Project,
members approached the Stern Foundation and the 'Field Foundation, two smalle)
foundations with reputations for pftviding seed-money grants and supporting novel
and interesting new ideas. The CEP also approached these rwd'foundations, and at
the request of Philip Stern a joint meeting was held in January 1270 with the CEP,
the Project, and the Stern Foundation. The foundation representatives wanted the
Project to explore the poisibility of merger with the council. Because the two
organizations; t ough friendly and sharin sirfiilar goals, saw their mandates as being
qui e different, merger was accomplish d. '

Itimately, t e Stern Foundation pr ided a seed-money grant of $30, 0 to
th Project. The money was received in I te April, at which time some $18,0 wak
dis ursed for salaries and other office expenses. Stern also gave a second g, nt, of
$3 in the Fall of 1970, which was to carry over into the next year. The
Pr 'ett's'first effort, Campaign GM, was a successfdl public relations venture and
generated a tremendous amount of publicity, some good will and controversy.

Thel Project on Corporate Responsibility survived for the next three years almost
eXclusively on the basis'of the good will that grew otrt of Campaign,GM, Following,
this program, the Project was asked to assist various groups in exploring the
responsibility of corporations for migr labor practices. 1 It had previously done ,

/
previously

3801
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research and submrttqd testimony at the invitation of a congressional committee
cat-marling migrant workers in Florida. This testimony, like Campaign GM,
generated publicity and good will among potential funders.

More important to the funding prospects of the Project, it had opened up an
issue of substantive concern. The Field Foundation, which has historically been
concerned with the economically disenfranchised, the poor, Blacks, and other
minority groups, provided a $45,000 grant to the Project in late 1970 to conduct
the Agribusiness Agetuntabil?ty Project, a program that, had been developed from
the migrant labor project in cooperation with the Center for Community Change. It
was couched in terms of the concerns of the agriculture industry, and was designed
specifically for the Field Foundation. Much of the fund-raising difficulties of
corporate activist groups is exemplified by the experiences with Field. By and large,
it was easier to. raise money for a substantive program than for a project focusing,-
on a particular corporation.

1970 was in many respects 'the most successful fund-raising year for the Project.
It had the benefit of a good idea that had been well publicized and well
implemented; it had received seed-money grants which increased its chances of
receiving other grants from major foundations. (Problems encountered by- the
Project in later years made fund raising increasingly difficult, and eventually bro,ught
to an end all fund-raising activities.)

In 1970 the Project raised $82,295. CI" that, $75,000 came from two founda-
tions ($60,000 from Stern and $15,000 from Field). (In addition, a portion of the
Field grant to the Center for C_ommunity Change was allocated to the Agribusiness
Accountability Project.) From January 1970 through September 1970, the Prdject's
staff consisted of a director, administrative assistant, research director, and press
assistant. Beginning in September 1970, the staff was increased by three because of
the Agribusiness Accountability Project. The Project also hired part-time staff and
supported a student-intern program. 1970 expenditures were approximate4y
$62,000, leaving a carryover into the following year of $20,000,

In ,1971 the Project raised a total of $68,381. Ofrthis amount, $45,,000 came
from foundations Norman Foundation, $20,00, New York Foundation, $10,000,

7:FierdFoundation,$15,000 and the balance came from individual contributors.
Expenditures for the year totaled approximately $84,000.

e- 1972 was a watershed year for the Project. A total of $56,000 was raised in that
year, $23,000 of which came from a Stern Foundation/grant (individual contribu-
tors accounted for the remainder). The staff was substantially increased on the basis
of a promised $125,000 per-year grant from the Macintosh Foundation. In the
latter. part of 1972 and throughout the first few months of 1973, thk Project also
received some $50,000 from Stuart Mott to scrutinize corporate political contribu-
tions. Like the earlier Field grant for migrant workers, the Mott grant was one
specifically earmarked for a substantive program.

Because it was unsuccessful in securing tax - exempt status, the Project closed its
doors in May 1973. It did raise $10,000 from the Ottinger Foundation in that year
bt4 most of the funds were spent on a,lawsuit and adminis rative matters

No report on the fund-raising experiences of the Pr ject would b complete'
without a discussion of the tax-exemption problem. Thp roject origina ly filed for
tax exemption as a 501(c)(3) organization iri.1970. In response to the pplication,
the IRS requested that the Project divide its activities between tho e involving
shareholder activities or proxy contests and those involving researc or public
interest information. Thus in 1971 the Project began to restructure its If into two
organizations: (1) the Center. on Corporate Responsibility, which would be tax
exempt, and (2) the Project on Corporate Responsibility, which would 'not be tax
exempt. Reorganization was completed in 1972, and although it,was done in

./ accordance with the IRS request, the IRS still refused to rule on tax exemption. In
May 1973 rthe Pr ject filed suit. In December 1973 the federal district court
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declared that the center was tax exempt, and ordered the IRS to issue a tax-
exemption letter, which it did in March 1974, "

Afttr receiving the ax exemption, the center sent out a proposal for support to
more than 40 foundations. The appe

-tax-exempt status. Thecenter became
exception of some volunteer work or
projects. .

I was unsuccessful, despite the center's
inactive after December 1974, with the
work that was contracted out for special

On the basis of ,assurances from IRS that tax exemption 'would be grafted, the
center had in 1972- expanded its staff to more than 13, people, including 3Tawyers,
2 codirectors, arid- a lUbstantial research operation. Moreover, the Project had
received a grant commitment from the MacInto3h Foundation for $41,000 in 1972
and $125,000 for each of 3 years thereafter. In early, 1973 when tax exemption still
had not been received, the Macintosh Foundation advanced $25,000 of its grant
and ten informed the center that it would no longer honor its commitment. As a

ktp assistance.
result, the center discharged all of its operated from May 1973 on
with part-time volun

During.' its five years, the Projggt sought glints from more than 100,foupdationS,'
and in each of those years, sot lit grants from the major foundations, including

. Ford, Carnegie, the three Rockefeller foundations, Sloane Ketter,ing; Lilly. In most
instances the Project received no reply at all. Other foundations (among them, Ford,
Carnegie, and Rockefeller) with whom members of the Project had closer relations:
did respond,'but the response was invariably negative: In the early years, founda-
tions pointed to th lack of ack record as the reason for refusing funding requests, .
but later, fter twi or thr years of Protect activitieS., the majors said that they
could not e a gr t to an organization that_ lacked tax-exemPtEstatus. However,
these foun' not give any substantial grants to the Center on Corporate
Responsib ity, afte it had been established as thetaxexempt arm of the Project:
The r ns for this cad only be surmised, but it is likely that they were related
the ac ivities of the Project,lia, mely, the proxy contest and other actions aimed at
corporate accountability.

a

IIl

COUNCIL ON :ECONOMIC PRIORITIES

t The Council, on Economic Priorities was formed in 1969 by Alice Tepper-rtarlin,
with the help of a $20,000 loan And a $5,000 gift from one individual donor. The
purposes of the council are to prepare comprehensive reports on the activities of
different corporations in specific social fields. These profiles are made available to
subscribers and purchasers, most of whom are institutional investors or other
individuals concerned about specific issues Involving the corporations in which they
are invested, , , , p 1

While not activist in the sens
impact on .corporate Conduct b
decision makers thIbugh its repor
positiOn amohg corporate activist
tax-exempt educational orgapizati n and can generate income from its researc

i - ,

reports

that the Project wa
erving as a moderat
. In some respects
oups because it can

the council has a tactical
ng influence on corporate,

e council is in a uniqu
ginerate rant monies as

The initial loan and contribution
and enabled the council to secure
consisted of one full-time ,,person,
secretarial assistance were added in
tax exemption 1rv1970.

to the council in )969 carried over into 197
additional funding. In the firSt year', the staff
plus part-time assistance; tvki researchers and
1970. The council applied _for and received,its

I

4
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The council has received and spent money as follows.:
In 1970 its earned income was $28,500; donations were $13,500. Part of
the proceeds from the $20,000 loan were used'in that year.

In 1971, earned income was $61,500; donations or grants, from the
.Rockefeller Family Fund, the New York Fund, the Norman Fund, and the
.Ottinger Fund, totaled $82,500.

In 1972 the council received $96,000 in earned income and $109,000 in
foundation grants from DJB and POINT.

In 1973 earned income was $97,800 and foundation donations, $152,000.

In 1974 earned income was $69,200; donated income was $187,600,
including' one $50,000 two-year grant and a major grant from the
Rockefeller 13J-others Fund.

The council's earned income in 1975 wag. expected to be $93,000, with
committed grant income of $172,000, including the Rockefeller Brothers grant and
050,000 grant from an undisclosed foundation. The council's budget has grown
froth $20,000 in 1969 to $250,000 in both 1973' and 1974.

The council seeks grants on the basis of specific projects. While grant money
received is rarely earmarked for a specific research project, it is often given on the
basis of a proposal relatgd (to the indi-vidual grantori concerns and grant-making
policies. This fund-raising strategy enables the council, to adapt to changing concerns

(r. and to appeal-to a broad range of social and political philosophies among the
various foundations, '

The council also earns a substantial portion of jts budget from its research work,
which has made fund-raising considerably easier. While the council never expects its
earned income to support all of its budgetary needs, many foundations have looked
to the earned income as a basis for giving general operating support.

There is Some concern that many or the council's significant grants are one-Lime
grants. .For example, DjI3 gave a one-time grant, so did Ottinger, the POINT
Foundation and the Rockefeller Family Fund. For eich of the years since 1970, the,
council as received at least one $50,000 grant as a.one-time'gtant.

0 r the years, the council has applied for grant funds from all of the major
foundations,.-including Ford; Carnegie, and Rockefeller. Not once have they received
any money from these fbundations. The ` Rockefeller Brothey .Fund did begin
support in late 1974 and has indicated that support will continue through a

',revolving fund grant,' which would assure the totneil of its cash flow ,needs
' throtighout The year.

In late. I971..-a research organization, the Investors Responsibility Research'
Corporation (IRRC), was created to e'rve the specific needs of maiur institutional
investors, including churches,,,foundations, universities, mutual funds. Its mandate
was to study the issues in different proxy contests requiring a vote of these
institutional investors and to issue reports on the merits of the proxy tplestions.

The Council on Economic Priorities (and to some extent the Interfaith
Committee on Corporate Responsibility, discussed below) initially viewed this

. development, as a threat t91'S'function 'and as a possible "pi-eemption of its- own
fund raising possibilities. Most of the fouhdations that had reftqed to support the
efforts of, the Project or the council were the primary proponents of IRRC; Ford,
Rockefeller, and Carnegie were the major funders of the new organization. The
corporate activist community viewed it as an effort to preempt a large part of the.
reporting functions of the council.' (According to Alice Tepper - Marline the one area
where the CEP and IRRC w6 in fact.sompetitive was the .annual reports on

..,
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upcoming proxy contests. IRRC and the council now seem to have dovetailed their
functions.)

The view has been expressed that Ford, Carnegie, and Rockefeller Foundations
have and continue to fund IRRC at the expense of other corporate activist groups.
Indeed, all of the top ten foundations have preferred to support I RRC instead of
the other groups. When asked why the majors did not contribute, the director of
the council, like members of the Project, could point to no specific reason. The
council is tax exempt, is involved in research and educational activities, is engaged
in no specific shareholder or other corporate action programs, and has an established
track record of issuing well-researched, well-written reports on issues of social
concern. Yet, it has received no money whatsoever from Carnegie, Ford, or
Rockefeller Foundations.

One other interesting aspect of the council's 'financial history is that it has
received no money from the Stern or Field Foundgons, and only relatively small
amounts from Norman, New York, and Ottinger. All of these foundations are
considered seed-money foundatiqns. Stern and Field, because they are relatively
small, must make choices among the organizations and causes that they will
support. Their choke in the corporate field was to support the Project on Corporate

__Responsibility apparently' because of the activist perspective of the Project and its
dire need for funds. ,Norman, New York, and Ottinger have supported, at one time
or another, both the Project and the council.

IV

THE INTERFAITH COMMITTEE ON CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY

The ICCR grew out of the concern of various Churches belonging to the National
Council of Churches that their investment portfolios should be managed in a way
consistent with the ideas and religious goals of a church organization. It was initially
set up to study the churches' portfolios.

In 19711CCR decided to seek support from sources outside the National Council
of Churches. It prepared a proposal fqr a major study of ch'urch investments. The
Rockefeller And Ford Foundations approved the proposal initially and then later
stated that they would finance the proposal on the condition that all information
be kept secret. The ICCR turned this down, and subsequently, Stephen Farber at
Harvard University set up We previously mentioned. Investment Responsibility
Research Organization, which in essence became the institutional tool for studies on

' the Social responsibility of corporations.
ICCR shifted its fund-raising appealS to smaller fOundations, and it became more

activist oriented. The Bernstein 'Foundation granted $5,000 and the Polaroid
Foundation, $1,500, largely on the basis of personal friendships. The Stern, Field,
and other smaller foundations said that they had grant priorities which precluded
their giving monies to operations backed by large institutions such as churches. As a
result of its activist orientation and its institutional support, the ICCR has relied
primarily on contributions from denominational members, during the 5 years of its
existence ICCR has raised less than $15,000 from outside sources.

Sinh 1973, ICCR has operated with a core staff of seven, most of whom prepare
studies of church portfolios and some of whom Work on various shareholder
campaigns conducted by the churches. The shareholders' campaigns are funded
exclusively by denominations and members of the National Council of Churches, no
effort has ever been made to fund the,se efforts throughiqundation grants.
. In fiscal year 1974, the operating budget of ICCR Was $160,000. At the end of
the year, the organization was $15,000 in debt, and the deficit was covered by

384
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different denominations. In fiscal 1975 the ICCR was $44,000 in debt; once againd
thee deficit was met by members of the National Council of Churches.

In late 1974, ICCRI asked the Lilly' Foundation for $50,000, to be given in each
of two years, to prepare social profiles of corporations that are in the portfolios of
the various denominations. The foundation rejected the pro sal, and, according to
Frank White, ICCR's director, indicated that the reason for its r usal wa5 essen-
Pally political. The foundation indicated instead that they wou finance a study of
the corporate responsibility of churches, to determine the responsibility of the
churches' investment policies. According to White, the foundation ,offered to raise
between $250,000 and $500,000 and to provide a separate staff for the study.

The grant proposal eventually fell through. The reason given to White was that
the Lilly F'oundation was afraid that its tax exemption would be challenged if it
Made a grant to a church organization.

V

'OTHER CORPORATE ACT IVIST GROUPS

.There have been since 1970 a number of corporate activist groups formed around
various issues. Each of these groups .bas had their own partitular goal, their own
budgetary constraints, and their own particular concerns. None of them have
operated with substantial budgets, and each has had its own unique' constituency.
What4ollows is a 'brief review of sorRe of these groups.

The Council for Corporate Review was a Minneapolis-based organization formed
by Mary Williams and Charles Pillsbury in 1971. Its original concept was along the
lines that Minsky espoused, namely, to 'maintain-community action and to have its
support come frorri the community. Its focus was primarily on Minneapolis-based
corporations, many of whom are national. Its limited' funding came from individualscorporations,

organizations within the community. The coulicil sought some funds from
national organizations," particularly national churches, and while it received, some
money from these brganiptions, most came from local denominations of churches,
local' unions, aria an occasional foundation grant. . -

The council's primary agenda was community organization and the development
of a heighterid awareness of corporate responsibility' to proxy contests and other
corporate practices. It conducted several well-known campaigns, particularly the
Northern St4tes Power Campaign, which was successful in selecting some Public
directors for a major corporation. It has always operated on a shoestring budget and
was eventually)merged into a federation of local organizations in Minneapolis that
continues towork oil various c munity issues. ,c

The Council foi, New Cor rate Priorities was a California -based group which
received some assistance from the- POINT Foundation and attempted,to raise other
funds frOm California foundations. Its activist efforts focused around the Bank of
America, using both sharehOlder and depositor strategies as an effort to increase the
bank's responsiveness to the public. The council was unsuccessful in raising funds,,
and is now defunct. , ' -

.Project Standaid Oil is run essentially by Jim Hoy and his wife. It relies
primarily on shareholders for support and operates on a shoestring budget, which
does not exceed $3,000 in, any year. Hoy receives contributions from concerned
shareholders of Standard Oil of California, and all of his activities focus on that one
corporation. Because of its 'United fdcus, Project Standard.Oil; though operating on
a minimal budget, has in some respects been -the only successful fund-raising
o ?ganizatiori that conducts proxy contests.

3 8 :3.
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VI

CONCLUSION

To draw conclusions from a study of fund-raising experiences of corporate
activist groups is extremely ,difficult because there have been so few corporate
activist groups in existence for any period of time. The reason, of course, are
many. The issue of corporate responsibility is not looked upon with much favor by
foundations; and the major foundations, in particular, prefer tollmake grants to
established organizations that conduct "pure research" or that have been set up by

the foundations themselves.
In many respects, the Project on Corporate Responsibility can be defined as the

only corporate activist group. Its scope was national, its objective was to focus
exclusively on the corporation, and its tactics were purely action. It was successful in
the early stages of its fund-raising because the seed-money foundations gave
significant grants and because the project operated'on a relatively small budget. But
seed-money grants from the smaller foundations dried up and were not replaced by
rants from the majors. Efford of the Project td raise money through individual or
direct mail were unsuccessful, partly because of lack of tax exemption and partly
because of fund-raising costs. Moreover, the Project had no specific constituency
from which it could draw funds, and would have been solely dependent on grants
from major found'alions, which never Materialized.

The IGCR exists primarily because of the support of its own members, who are
also its primary constituents. Even ICCR was unable to raise any significant funds
from foundations. The foundations preferred instead to set Op their own.organiza-
tion, IRRC, to perform the function that ICCR had proposed. ,

The Council on <gconomic Priorities is surviving largely as a research orga ization
dependent on significant grants from small foundations and on growing upport
from earned income. If it continues to raise money from additional dation ,
sources, it will be because of its research orientation and not because of any. activist
programs. _

One point is clear Orp8rate activist groups cannot expect to be funded oil ,a
permanent basis ou ditions, large or small. The record shows that thNt
foundations prefer tb.len financial support to research on issues of corporal
responsibility, and to established organizations, such as the Brookings Institution or
major univel'sities.

Of 386



_ THE ROLE OF THE UNITED WAY
IN PHILANTHROPY

David Horton Smitht

Introduction

The Filer Commission undertook at its inception to investigate the nature and
impact of private philanthropy in our nation. It is striking, thtrefore, that so.little
attention has been given to the major source of private philanthropy in America
living individuals: The majority of the research studies of the Commission have
been more concerned with the activities of foundations, corporations, and bequests
and their tax ramifications. Yet Giving U.S.A. (American Association of Fund-
Raising Counsel, 1975) indicates that nearly 79 percent of the, $25.23 billion given
to philanthropic organizations in 1974 came from living individuals. Of this nearly
$20 billion in philanthropic money" from living individuals, the more than 2,200
federated campaigns of United Ways, United. Funds, Community Chests and similar
organizations in the U.S. and Canada are reported,to have raised some 5 percent
($1.039

Th purpose-of this paper is to examine how United Ways (or their equivalents,
taking) this common designation to refer to the entire class of federated corn-
munitywide fund raising campaigns, whatever their actual local names) raise and
allocate their funds, to whom, with what effect, accountable to whom, and using
what,philosophy of operation. In the second section of the paper we shall also give
some attention to the relationship of local. United Ways to the national _federative
body, the United Way of America.

Let us admit from the outset, hOivever, that the resources of both time and
money to' perform this brief pilot sttfcly have been thoroughly inadequate to the
task. The United Way complex nationally is a large and highly varied organizational
set, constantly changing ,and adapting to its internal pressures and external,environ-
,ment. To perceive, documeht, inifAynthesize a statement of the "truth" about such
an jmportant pail of American p)iilanthropy demands much more extensive study
than we have been able to perfoN.,NeVertheless, even a, brief study is better than
pone, and the topic very much needs:tci be examined by the Filer Commission. ,

Two basic methods were usePrn this study. First, and principally; we hive relied
upon personal Interviews with individuals involved in United Ways or familiar with
them in various communities and metropolitan areas around the country. We have
conducted extensive interliews with people in four sites in the Northeast, Midwest,,.
South,, and Southwest, with additional interviews with knowledgeable people from
several other cities around the country. A total of approximately eight days was
spent interviewing ih the field in this manner, The cities and metropolitan _areas

. involved range from kpopulation of about 25,000 to over 1,000,000. While too
small a sample to be statistically representative, the sample is at, least diverse Id
terms of geographical region and size of the urban area involved.

In doing this interviewing, we did not employ any -kind of standardized interview
schedule or questionnaire. Instead, we utilized the method of the "focused inter-

view, wherein several basic themes are touched upon conversationally in whatever
language and whatever, order seems most appropriate. We attempted in each of the
four main sites to talk to -board members, executive staff, committee volunteers,

fAssociate Professor, Department of Sociology, Boston
,Action Scholars.
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agency staff,.and-non-United Way agency/organization leaders in order to get a fair

overview of the structure and operations of the local United Way. We averaged

about 10 interviews per site for each of the four principal sites. Some of these inter-

views were very brief (15 minutes), while others were very lengthy (six hours).

In order to obtain the most frank and honest assessments and opinions possible,

while protecting people from possible recrimination or' reprisals on the part of

others, we guaranteed anonymity to every interviewee. We also guaranteed the,

anonymity of the United Ways themselves, since staff members in some of them

indicated a fear of possible reprisal if even the location of their study site were

known.
- The second method we used was to search' the prior literature for studies'

United Ways done,by others and to utilize published statistics of both individdal

United Ways and of the United Way of America regarding the overall picture of

federated communitywide giving in the U.S. These prior stuclies and statistical data

')end additional,strength to our conclusions from the interviews. We shall introduce

them into this report rs and where they seem relevant, indicating the sources. Where

the source is data from a particular United Way, we shall again protect its

anonymity, since our purpose is to understand the larger system of United Ways

v across the country and to suggest ways of improving this system, rather than to find

either fault or virtue in particular United Way organizations. When speaking of the

United Way of America, the national federative organization, no such prbtection of

anonymity is possible, of course.
In spite of our limited resources and the small sample of -intensive study sites,

the study reveals what seems to be a great deal of uniformity in the general outlines

of how ,United Ways work all over the country. This is p'robably the case because

the United Wa=y /Community Chest movement is a very well established one in Our

country (begun early in, this century in Cleveland,' according to some historians, or

late in the last century in Denver, according to others) and it has had an active'

central federative body dyring most of its history.1

We shall try throughout this report to present both sides of the argument

regarding all controversial aspects of the United Ways and their functioning. We do

this not to avoid taking stands on where improvements are. needed or where present

arrangements are adequate, but so that 'the reader may have a better Chance to

'understand fully the complelities of the situation before applying value judgmOnts,

Understanding of these complexities is absolutely vital if real change and improve-

ment.are to result in how United Ways function. This is true because United Ways

are first and foremost a politicized type of organization. They are highly visible in

'the community, and their 'control is of inteFe9t to the local community power

structure. United Ways, as we shall see later, closely -reflect the prevailing power

structure, of their a environment, both Ipcally and nationally.

FUND RAISING AND.RESOURCE ATTRACTION.

The principal aim of the Uhited Way (or its equivalept), .both locally, and

nationally, is to raise charitable contributions for subsecilienr allocation to,a variety

of health, 'welfare; and recreational service agencies and organizations and to the

administritive activities of the United Way itself. More precisely, it/ is fair to say

ttat the aim is to raise mare money each Year, if;possible, arid all other goals and.,

\ oNectives are subordinate to this aim. This makes the average United Way very

similar in its basic operatiitg.philosophy to the average profit-making business.

Naturally, there are numerous Oiffere'nceslietweeri United Watt's and business firms,

but the overall parallel-in paramount objectiv,es is 'striking.
.
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This parallel with bpsine$s firms is main fined at the level of governance
(management, administration, policy making ision making, as well, as we shall

'see in the next section of this paper. 'Almost, without exception, businessmen
(particularly executives.in medium-sized or large busine:sses) hold the large rrtOrity
of decision-making power in United Ways, both locally an nationvIly.

The ciagins and fUnctions of United Ways and theirif;sreruriners, Community
Chests, United Funds, and so forth, are quite consistent with arid intact conducive

-111.4his money-raising goal. The first sucpessful Community Chest was formed as a
result the initiatives of Cleveland businessmen who were bothered by, the proffer-

' ation of c 'table fund-raising campaignskand- who were concerned that the money
they gave to lo or national charities be well ipent.2 Similarly, the'first successful
United Fund drive (combining Community Chest agencies with national. health
organizations asintencled..donees) was initiated, in Michigan by -Henry. Ford II in
1947.3 Both the .original Community Chest movement and the subsequent United
Fund movement spread rapidly acrOts the country; at present it encompasses about 80
percent of the U.S. population, according to the 1974-1975 Dlreotory of the United
Way of America.'

The 1973 United Way activities around the countty involved 2,057 separate
fund-yaising campaigns, accordipg to the Directory. About $975 million was raised
trough these campaigns, of which some 28.4 percent came from corporate gifts
and 61.1-Trcent from 6ayroll deductiOns of employees and executives in business
firms and government agencies.' 'Other types of .money raising, including local
campaigns and special gifts, account for the rest. These figures represent several
important outcomes of lOng-term trends. in United Way fund raising. The most
important trend- is that more_ money has been raised each year than in previous
years, On the whole; though the increase is not always an unbroken series. In rot-4h
terms, the bi-nitional (Catiala and U.S.) total has abdut doubled every decide since
1940, though there was effectively no change in the 1930s and a quadrupling in the,
1920s.

Another. important trend has been the decline in the percentage of corporate
gifts, which has dropped from about 41 percent in 1954 to about 28 percent in
1973.6 'Hence, big corporate gifts have become decreasingly impoPtant to thetotal
of funds raised over the past several decades. Correspondingly, the category 4of
employee and executive gifts has become much more important;. rising flom about
30 percent in 1954 to 61 percent.in-1973,7"This source refers to payroll deduction
plans operated at places of work. By contrast, the house-to-bouse residential
campaign of very Small and ever declining importance as a source of United Way
funds. If a longer span of years were examined, the foregoing trends"would become
even more sharply defined, since the residential campaign was in the beginning a

- very substantial part of the pictilre:
The most important implication of these. figures is that the executives of medium

and large busihesses have tremendous power, collectively, over the success or failure
pf 'United Way hind iaising all over the country. The key decision nowadays is not,
the individualclecision to give that is made 'by 0 employee or'executive, but rather
the decision by on'e or more corporate top,,executives to participate organizationally
in the United Way campaign, allowing a payroll deduction and solicitation program
to be set Op while at' the same time, perhaps making a corporate .contribution. Once
the standardrsoficitationpayroll deduction prograni has been established,. it iva.fore-
gone conclusion that significant amounts of money will be raised from the business
firm, assuming the usual levelsrof employer backup for the United Way campaign.

This mearts, in turn, that the 'standard United Way executive and emproyee
solicitation campaign involves a good deal of pressure from the top management to
"participate.'This is not surprising, -since personal pressure is the keystone of nearly
alt" fundraising. However, there is often criticism of the amount and type of
pressure exerted by business management in United Way campaigns. There seems to

.
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. be a modest amount of overt coercion by employers, but a gre3 deal of more
/subtle ",friendly persuasion." Since the giving .15 registered, as p t of the payroll-
system, no employee can escape scrutiny bj, an interested top nagement. Fear of
loss of job or of incurring disfavor of suPeriorsis,believed by any critics,to be the
source of Touch United Way giving, rather than more charitable motivations.'

Additional light Is thrown on these issues by a study of United Way .givers and
non - giver's' in the Lansing, Michigan, area.9 Based on questionnaire data from over

,2,000 -givers and non-givers to the United Way, we can conclude that 40 percent of
the givers versus 25 1m-cent orthe,non-giversfelt that there was some influenC4 (or
more) of company expectations to contribute, that about 25 percent of both
*gives and non-givers felt there was some (or more) influence of their expectations
that those who don't pledge at work will usually hear about from a superior, that
about 14 percent of -both givers and non-givers felt there was some influence of
,their boss, foreman,\ or supervisor when they were deciding to give or not."
However, other items show that givers also tend to be responding -to a significant
extent to their sense of altruism and perception of people in need." Further, the
presence of tax deductions and the possibility of needing to tile local services also

'play a role in giving decisions, as do many other factOrs.I 2
Of-course, what people say in response, to a questiOnnaire, especially one that is

administered at one's place of work, as was the case with this one, does not
necessarily reflect their true assessment of the situation. It is therefore reasonable to
take the foregoing data as an indication of the rniarhum level of work-celked
pressure that people are willing tmadmit on a purportedly anonymous questionnaire
(that is, one that was presenteclsas anonymous and reported by' the investigator that
way, but regarding which the individual respondent might-have had his or her
doubts).:

These data and other anecdotal materials- support the contention that there is
indeed a significant presence, of undue, job-related. pressure in United Way giving.
However, this kind of pressure is clearly riot th'd only reason for employee and
executive giving, not is it. always reiforted to be present. But the fict that such
pressure is present at all' indicates the need for greater protection of employee and
executive civil rights against the, interference of employers their posbnal,affairs.
As, Richard 'Carter\ notes,, the iindividual shOuld have the, right, "after 'private

. negotiotions with his conscience, to give time and money to-any cause that pleases

him",and the nip to withhold support.from.any cause in which he lacks personal
interest."'''

It is unlikely that anyone connected with the Unite Way co mirex of organ iza-
tioris nationally will agree with the foregoing, since s viFtual or actual moncitroly on

-in-plant fundraising is currently possessed by the United Way type pf organization
in most places in the country: Yet the United Way is far from the. only charitable
organization' seeking funds in order to do good works in this country.. The United
Way likes to present its campaign in.the terms, of ,"Give once for till" and places
great reliance on the effiiiency argument that one big campaign * ilettter than a
Multitude of smaller ones. Pie important question is,' "Better fOr whom?"

To quote severe critics of the United Way approath, speaking of the situation in
the San Francisco Bay Area, "The business community has Ipmbraced the United
Fund for a variety of self-serving reasons. The .one-eft-for-all concept was appealing

, as a defense- against the plethora pf national and local .charity drives. A single sizable
gift given for an amalgam of good works, plus active corporate sponsorship of a

. United Fund campaign among their employees, provided business with a beneficent,
,charitable 'image that, might divert public attention from other actions contrary to
,iheapub4 interest. The impact of polluted lir and waterways, excessive profits d

poorly, made products is excused by corporations doirig their bit in the ch
Area. i14 Similar statements might be made by critics speaking of most othe,r cities
in, the United States.

,
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We would argue that the full range of social responsibilities of business firmsand
other organizations in this country should- be examined, and that appropriate
rVmedies be sought "for. eath and every area of dereliction: Where-corporations .

rpollute, there should be appropriate legislakion; administrative enforcement, and
local and national citizen group pressure to try 'to resolve the problem in the public
interest; where prpducts are' shoddy,"let consumer prOtection laws, enforcement, and
citizen activism do something about it. But what can be dons about the virtue
fund-raising monopoly of the United Way type Of organizatio6 in our nation s
businesses? Should anything 6e done aboul it?

Yes,something .shobld be done about it in the public interest. As we noted at
the outset, the whole complex of United Way campaign's ackosss the country
account for only a small percentage of charit4ble giving about 4 percent of total
giving in 1974, according to Givihg U.S.A.' And while it Is certainly true that
some efficiency isattained by avoiding separate campaigns for all of the kinds of
agencies supported by the United Ways, it is also true that many kinds-of organize:
tions active in the public interest receive ittle or no support from United Wa'ys,kWe
shall explore this subject more when we turn to access and allocation practices, For

4- the-moment, suffice it to say that although United Ways support tens of thousands
of useftil and helpful socia), health, and recreational agencies in the QS., there are

(Many more agencies and organizations.othe same and especially of different kinds
that also need and merit support. Those other organizatibns are already out there
straggling for support, running their own public campaigns (the major health
agencies, for example), or depending on grants,' dues, fees for services for their
,support.

The crucial question, then, is not whether the United Way type of campaign for
social welfare, health, and recreational agencies. should be disbanded or continued. It
obviously will and probably should continue (though it needs many improvements).
Instead, the crucial question is whether or not American 'business is going to
continue its unfa)r and probably unlawful tnonopoly relationship with United Ways'
(or their equivalents) around the country, or Whether' it is going to open up its .
support to other kinds of workplace-based campaigns; Already, Ameqcan business
firms give corporate contributions to many other kinds of charitable organizations.
A Conference Board survey of the 1972 Contributions of 443 larger companies
sboVied that abput 27 percbnt of charitable monks went to United Fund drives and
their.,equivalents' 6 About 98. percent of the companies polled indicatedsupport of
these,kinds of drives.' 7 No other tyke of ,cecipierit received anything like this level
of byeadth of support.

Another way of putting the problem, then, is to urge that the multiple charitable,,
support practices of American business in regard to corporate contributions be
carried over into the matter of support for additional workplace-based campaigns,
with atcompanying payroll deduction plans. To do otherwise is to violate employed
rights and to harm the public . interest, by prdhibiting other kinds of charitable

organizations and federations from receiving the widespread public support they
need.

This is not to say that business firms 5fro,uld support workplace .campaigns for
every charitable or nonprofit entity that comes along. There clearly must be some
kind of selection process. It costs relatively little to add a few or even several
additional payroll deduction option's-, givo the widespread use of cbmputers and the
many different kinds of deductions that most employees currentl' have taken frofn
their gross pa4(. But it would be impractical and unlikely to .have hundreds .9f
different charitable 'deductions possible for a given company (though this may come
in tim4). Therefore, our recommendation for the near term is the following:

391.
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Recommendation One )
: .

All American business firms of whateverbtype or nature (that is, all prog-making
entities 0 IRS terms) should be encouraged to terminate monopoly, relationships
with any single fedilated campaign charitable organization (United Ways or
equivalents, usually,t with regard to workplace solicitation and accompanying payroll
deduction plans. Employees and executives should be offered a plurality of types of
charitable contributions to Make, not just the usual health, welfare,and recreational
linkage that .is represented by the United Way. This plurality of choices should not
simply be a ruse, breaking the United Way campaign into component service areas
for health, welfare, recreational and so forth. The pluralism should instead be a real

one, offering, real choices of where charitable contributions 'should go, but keeping
the number of choices to a manageable number (say, from 10 to:1, 20 or xi).

P.
c

Recommendation Two
.1

All American business firms should be encouraged to establish workplace
von campaigns and accompanying payroll deduction plans that include a wide range
of federated campaign packages, covering all major ,areas of public needs. This
broader range of federated campaigns, should include not on,l/ the usual United Way
campaign (towering portions of the health, welfare, and 1-ecreational spectrum); but
also such additional federated campaigns as a combined independent health agency
campaign (covering ,all those national hearth organizations that reject participation in
the United Ways and run separate national, campaigns such as Easter Seal, March
of Dimes, Cancer, Heart), a combined international aid and understanding campaign
(covering WS. aid and relief organizations operating abroad, such' as CARE and
CARITAS, but also including the organizations such as the Experiment in Inter-
national Living, World Affairs Councils that foster greater international understanding
and friendship,18 a combined aid-toixivate-higher-edircation campaign (examples

would-be the federated aid-to-independent-colleies fundraising effortsthat exist in
many states). a combined arts Ilnd culture campaign (taking special are to support
not only the elite cultural institutions but -also popular nonprofit cultural. organiza-
tions-, such as a local puppet theatre for children, local creative arts and crafts
societies); a Black United Fund or other fiderated minority campaign (Black United
Funds or their equivalent already exist in several cities around the country to
support self-helplind institution building in the Black community,' 9 and there is a
national 'coordinating agency called the .National Black United Fund; similar
minority federated campaignsefor other major minority groups such as -Chicanos and

Puerto Ricans can easily be envisaged); a combined ecology and environment
campaign (including'the full range of environmental advocacy, clean-up, preserva-
tion, recycling groups, notust those groups that are no threat to business and
industry), a combined consumerism and economic improvement campaign (again

including the full range of such.groups, not just !'tame" ones that Are acceptable to
the most conservative businessman); a combined science and inquiry campaign
(supporting nonprofit research' activities in areas or social problems, human needs); a
combined leisure and recreation campaign (covering the many national and local
recreational groups,not usually covered by United Way campaigns); a combined civil
right5 and social Justice campaig, (covering the full range of groups seeking to free
particular disadvantaged or Minority Voup9 from prejudice and discrimination); a
combined citizen participation and social action campaign2° {including all those

, groups not elsewhere covered that are attempting to involve citizens in public and
civic affairs of a nonpartisan but pften polititizeci nature, and that are attempting to
bring about non- violent change in the public interest within the framework of the
U.S. Constitution and Bill. of Rights); a ,combined self -help group campaign
(covering the wide range of groups of people'trying to help themselves, rather than
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1
-. ,

being the recipients of well-meaning help from ,ethers, these
.
groups are seldom if,

tver funded to any significant extent by UnitediVays), a combined world peace and
--ti/inflict ,reduction campaign (covering those gioups that are working specifically on

--\ e pro6rems 'of inter-nation conflict and antra- nation conflict among different
1

th
groups of people); a combined independent social welfare organizations campaign
(covering those lochl and national social welfare organizations that are not usually

1 included in United Way funding), and finally, a combined social-interpersonal
'relations campaign (including a variety of groups that are dedicated to helping

people have .a sense 6f fellowship, friendship, and belonging, in our otherwise
increasingly anonymous u an society). -- ,

The tbregoing list att rgpts to cover most of the important public needs and.-
values held by tIle Ame ican ;public. It omits principally patisah political activity
(promoting the election of particular candidates or political parties) and religious
Ictivity, both of wit' h are not, appropriately supported through combined
workplace-based campai ns. There are ,well-organized and effective national and local-
money-raising campaig already mounted by religious and Political bodies, and the
establishment of payr 1,1 deduction systems for either type of goal would be incon-
sisOnt with federal la .and national traditions. A

What the foregoi list of possible federated campaigns does accomplish is
extremely important; It 'restores freedom of chc-iice and pluralism to workplace
fundittising and pay 011 deduction campaigns, without sacrificing the concerns of
employers for as, uch efficiency as possible in this kind of activity. If these
recommendations a ;put into practice, employees and executives will be able to
give...money to the road areas of nonprofit anti charitable activity of their choice,
rather than being ighly limited, as they now are, lo the usual United Way pac-kage
of agencies. Again this is not to. say that the United Way package of, agencies is

s,without merit, b t rather that such package is only representative of a small
segment of the U. . nonprofit, voluntary, charitable sector.

.-
Since' the'Mec anism of workplace solicitation and payroll deductions has proved

so effective in f erated fund raising, it is only fair that this mechanism be allowed
to work for the/ fut., range o1 human and social needs. The total a 16 types of
federated camp igns suggested above will obviously be "more work" for the
companies and aple involved. Yet the benefits to the nonprofit, voluntary sector
far surpass the mall costs involved. American business firms have already recognized
the need to beyond United Way contributions in their own corporate giving:
No* it is time to' apply the same principles of corpqrate social responsibility in the

Public interest .to threalm of "workplace-based employee and executive charitable
giving. . .q° -

;When ,nor pluralistic systems of workplace-based giving are instituted, each
, separate Cede tion and combined campaign organization should be a party to the

arrangements. Management representatives and labor representatives should meet
with represe tatives of all participating campaigns 'to set policy, review admiristra-
tive procedu es, and monitor the operatioti. If the United Way representatives,

...:essentially "r n the show" for the other charitable federations, then we will be right
back where, e started again. Pluralism means sharing of.pocrr and access.

/\ , /
Recomm en lion Three

i

In ode for American business 'firms to be able 2tb admit the full range of
federated ampaigns to workplace solicitation and payroll de?uctiorr programs, the
'various pa is of 'the voluntary sector' besides the United Way need to design and
create eff ctive federptions, at least for workplace fund-raisin§ purpbses. Thel-e are
already so e of these kinds of federations in place locally and even nationally -(for.
example, ational Black United Fund), but most remain to be created. 11.1 and ''

3.93
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unless such alternative federations are in existence, the present arrangements
'exclusively with the United Ways will not be easr6 altered, The cremation of these
various suggested federations (or other similar ones), both nationally and locally,
would be an excellent series of protects for private philanthropic foundations to
sponsor. The leveraged impact for the general welfare could be tremendous.

Although the local and national United Ways.wilidpubtless fight the foregoing
recommendations, overtly' or covertly, they will in the end be unsuccessful ,in that
fight. Perhaps this judgment is an overly harsh one, but time will tell thejale. The
United Ways will lose the fight eventually simply. because they will be up against the
American value of fair play and the natural process of cultural diffusion of innova-
tions. It is simply unfair and probably illegal (more of this later) for United Ways to
monopolize access to employess and executives through workplace charitable
solicitation. and, payroll deduction programs. Other major segments of the voluntary
sector, represented by alternative federations, hape a right to participate in this
,mode- of fund raising. Moreover, -the United Ways have no ?ight (nor in the long
run, a ghost of a chance) to prevent other federations of charitable and nonprofit
organizatiOns from using their hiely effective invention in the fund-raising
field the charitable payroll deduction combined with effective in-person work-
place voliihteer solicitation of pledges. It has always been the rule, rather than the
exceptiondth4t. social inventions of proven value spread. And this Spread cannot be
confined within organizational or' movement boundaries.

As for legal aspects of the situation, public interest lawyers and representatkes of
magq nun-lAlited Ways supported charitable organizations will be much better
qualified to speNL than we ace. However, on the face of it, any corporation denying

.equal solicitation and.payrcAl deduction rights to other bona fide charitable federa-
tiOns, once they have granted such rights to4the United Way or equivalent locally,
is likely to be alien to class,action suits and other civil suits by specific nonprofit
organization4 alleging noncompliance with equal opportunity and affirmative action
legislition. Since most corporations now have at least some federal contract,money
or engage in interstate commerce, the applicability of federal laws whenever payroll
dedtiftibn plans are used for charitable giving will be .arguable. In a few cities
around the country some suits have already been filed against the United Way
alleging discrimination on various grounds. an

The, .foregoing suggestions cannot reasonably be opposed on public interest
grounds, since they involve opening up a broadtr range of public-interest and
public-flied-oriented non'profit organizations to participation in an effective
fund-raising mechanism presently controlled almost exclusively by United Ways. But
even United Ways ay find that their'fund raising is ultimately enhanced because

more people will b giving more to Charity when they can give to a wider range of
nonprofit activities. I United Ways do receive less money for a few years (or
indefinitely), then this will be the result of widespread expression of the opinion of
the Mittman public. As things stand now, the vast majority of American employees

43. and executives involved in deciding .to give to charity at their workplaces are
participating in the equivalent of a Russian-election. they can give to the only
candidate (United Way)'or none at all. A more democratic and pluralistic approach
requires that workplace, charity solicitation provide 5 wider choice and real

ternatives to the American working person employee or executive, man or
an,-.young, or old, rich or poor. This set of wider choices must encompass

something like The set' of `alternative federation/combined .campaigns we noted
ear.liar....1,f we rject zne-Lancliclate as_undemog,atic, we must also reject
one-candidate charitable, contribution decisions, however useful the package of
sagencies supported,*as equally undemocratic. The key point,again is that the United
Waysset of agencies supported is a very limited and specialized fragment of the tota
voluntary .sector.

r

a
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There are several.things that might be done-to push for change in the directions
suggested -above. The ,forces supporting the status quo are very powerful indeed.
But just as li3M and Xerox have in the long run had to share their technology, so
too will the very successful United Way movement have to share its fund-raising

rtechnology. ..; ---. ,
; - . .. ,. .,

,

I -, .
Recofnmendation Four-

In order to 'insure equal opportunity and fair use of resources that are - in part
supported by public, federal monies, the. Congress should pag legislation tltt
requird medium-and large-sized business (at a minimum) to providtk equal access to
workplace charitable solicitation and payroll deduction programs for g variety of
'federated charitable organizations, if such access is granted to any (for example, the
' United' Way or its equiValenti .This will give a more clear cut thrust to attempts by
non-United Way federations to obtain their fair share.of workplace solicited/payro
deducticin charitable monies. The United Way emphasizes_ that all. citizens shawl
give-their fair share; this kind of legislation would take that same principle an
,apply it more broadly, so that all kinds of charitable federations lave a chance to
get their 'fair share- through the payroll - deduction mechanism. Without this legisla-
dont the process.of achieving fair play for the ftill,sangeOT charitable organizations
in American business firms wilt be'a much longer and more diffiOult,one.

".`actual and pOtential charit ble federations in this country .to participate in -we,- I
place solicitatioli and payroll deductioh plans. This will be another important de n- "ifr
stration of increasing corporate social responsibility, and will help to answer the ow- . /
ing criticisms thai the current arrangements are more, '!toketiism.".just as tokenidm in
the hiring of minority, and women, employees iS unacceptable in terms of tdday's .

values and digcriminatidn-prohibition laws, so also is tokenism in,suppbrt of
charitable and public it activities unacceptable. If major business organizations
take the lead, they may well be able to'work. out smooth transition procedures so

: that disturbing 'conflicts all oyer the country are avoided or at least reduCed in,
intensity-iiitl'duration. , ,. -

AMong other virtues orthe foregoing approach, an optimally, efficient set of
combined federated campaigns may result from the active p4ticipation of major
bustriess sector coordination groups in thestanning and testing, phase. A great deal
of careful thought needs to be given- to- how real fairness and coverage of all
segmehts of the charitable, nonprofit sector can bea9bieved in't,workpVce solicita- .

Solicitation take Place once a year only, but repres tin0 much broader range of
tion/payroll deduction programs. It is still poks161e,fiphtiple,;to baye, all of this

federations than is presently the' case.. We are not challenging the question of
efficiency in workplace, chiritable solicitation, but rather the question of breadth of
coverage,.' After 60 years of track. record, it is clear that the United Was?-and United
Fund approach is relatively little broader than the earlier Community_ CheSt .
approach.,iind that the 'Whole United Way movement is a valuable vehicle,Tor- ,
supporting a modest segment of American voluntarism and

,

d nonprofit activity.- -.
is no confidence among the rest the great majority,. by' the way t-. or the .; '-----,_,

voluntary sector that the United Way approach can Aver encompass the full range of
.pubIi antihuman needs. , - -

.,, .

- ,. .
Recommendation Five

The major businessmen's and trade associations in the U.S. (knerican Manage- X
ment Associations, the National Alliance of Businessmen, Conference Board, varktysi
!lode associations) should to e the lead in encouraging fair play for the,full range of \

t. v.
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Most of what we have said about the limitations of workplace solicitaOn and
payroll deduction plans at American business firms also holds true for similar
programs at federal and. other level government agencies. The Combined Federal
Campaigns are usually somewhat broader in including a selection of major national
health agencies, but seldom do they include any of the other kinds of federated.
campaigns we suggest above. Here the ineqbalities of opportunity and probable
violations of non-discrimination laws are gven more striking. United Ways and a few
,national health agencies together monopolize access, by ands large. Again, there'
needs to .be much greater broadening of access.

Recommendation Six ,

=

t

In order to achieve greater equity and pursue more 'closely the public interest,
Congress should pass legislation requiring that the Combined Federal Campaigns
conducted in federal agencies or in other government agencies utilizing federal funds
provide equal access` .to 'workplace charitable solicitation and payroll. deduction
programs for a variety of federated charitable organizations, not just the United

,Way (or its equivalent) and, national health agencies. Again, this legislative approach

will reduce conflict over the issue by legitimajing a federal campaign fairness
doctrine not now observed. Piecemeal change and numerous time and resource
consuming lawsuits will perhaps be.avoided in this manner.

A

Recommendation Seven

In view of its historical role in seeking, greater equity for working people, the
labor movement in the U.S. should also take the lead In encouraging fair play for ,

_ ; the full range of actual did potential charitable federations In this country to
participate in workplace solicftatjon and payroll dedUction. Many of the kinds of
voluntary groups that presently have no access to this kind of hind raising
(Consumer groups, for example) are precisely the groups that might most benefit

blue collar working people.
Even if all' the foregoing were to become a reality overnight, however, there

-.4 would still remain .the problem :of undue pressure on giving at the workplace.

. / Instead of pressure to give only to the United Way, we might see pressure to give to

the employer's favorite package of federated campaignS, or pressure to give to some

thing rather than, nothing, or pressure not to give to certain federations .

(consumerism, environmentalisrn citizen participation). Again the question is not so

much whether there will be. prgssUre, but how much and what kind of pressure is

exerted. Undt)e pressure is that which is backed up by any firm df economic

..sanctions.controlled by the -employer (threat of job loss, change of job, lack of a

ti raise). Thi*is extremely, ,hard to monitir and prevent. However, somethidg needs to

be done to reduce if riot completely eliminate abuses.. . .

°

\

Recommendation Eight

I A Philanthropy Ombudsman Center shou be established to Investigate and if

verified as true, reprimand publicly; the perpetrators of any reported Instances of
undue employer . pressure upon employees and executives to make charitable
contributions or to mak& to particular charitable federations rather than to

others. If such instances:, re repeated by the same emplOyer, then the center should
bring charges against the employer Aig violation pf the civirrights of Employees.
this center might be an independent dy or it might be patt .9f some existing or

3
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contemplated nonprofit body' dealing with related issues such' as foundation
accountability and responsible fund raising: It should' not be controlled by or be a
crtature of the business sector no of the United Way. movement nor any other
major federaticin, actual or potential, of nonprofit organizations representing a
particular segment of the voluntary sector. Otherwise, clear conflicts_of intErest and
probabf co-optation will result),'and the problem will not be remedied:"

The e many other important aspects of the fund-raising ufocess of United
Ways t we cannot go_ into here for lack' of space or lack of adequate information.
For irfstance, it is often alleged that the greater burden of giving to United Ways
falls on working class factory workers and, lower level white collar employees.
Because of the manner in which funds dremainly raised, liowever, accurate informa-
tionsbn this ,matterois not available. Employers are reluctant to provide statistics on
giving bx their employees according to income lewd

One final point to be made that has important 'implications (which we shall
discuss later) is that as in nearly all types of fund raising, a relatively small propor-
tion of the total number of United Ways nationally raise a majority of the funds.

. Roughly speaking, the top 50 campaigns nationally raise about half of the national
total of about $1 billionand the4bp 4 campaigns together raise about percent
or more of the nationat total." This has major implications for how the ional
United Way of America relates to member campaign organizations.

-

11

GOVERNANCE

'Wilted Ways (or their /equivalent) are incorporated as_ nonprofit charitable organ'-
zations in the states ,where they are located. They' are not dependent for their
existence on the national, coordinating organization, the. United Kay of America.
Some United.Way executives -hive expressed the fear, however, that current central-
ization strategies being pursued" by theinational coordinating body (hereinafter,

"UWA) are aimed at a long-run takeover of 41I (or as many as Rossitle), of the
autonomous I9cal United Ways, possibly itt Me name of "efficr6ncy," "better
coordination," or "a tighter ship." Most local United Way executives find this idea
far fetched, but others point to various-possible signs that may be indicators of this
trend. What are some of these signs?

First let us sketch briefly what the UWA is like as an organization, The UWA is a
nonprafit charitable organization supported principally by Membership dues (set at.
.5. percent of the campaign total raised by a local United Way), together with

A grants, fees/. for services (such as, training course tuition, corrcerence registration
fees), and so forth. Becayse of the very, large amounts ocamp'aign funds raised by
a small number, of lafge urban area. United Ways$ this dues structure (recently
revised to remove an earlier, ceiling .of $50,000 on ues from any single member\
United Way)" meals' that the UWA tends to be mostconcerned with and most
responsiGe to the largilst 50 local organizations,`and particularly to the largest 10 to
20 United Ways.,

The UWA was founded and has always been dedicated to serve local United Ways .

and the United Way movement or its earlier -incarnations),, nationally and inter'.
UWA provides numerous services to members, including various statistics -

on fund-raising prOabilities, methods, and results; conferences and meetings for
both stag executives and volunteers of, local United Ways; newsletters and other .
'ublications; training courses through a National Acactemy of Voluntarism; graphic
design- ,and national media campaigns; consultative,services On various .special

.,problehis;anda variety °Pottier services.
. , .

.
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4But for a coordinating and service organization, the UWA has a very peculiar
relationship to its mernbers and principal constituency. One might well expect-that

.the board of directors -of the UWA would contain a-substantial representation of its
members and.ptincipaT constituency. This would be .a normal expectation since the
UWA is supposedly there to serve its members and would be, according to the usual

theory of voluntary membership organizations, responsive to its members' reds and
concerns as expressed through ,participation in thg highest policy making body of
the organization-. The board of directors is elected by the membership (essentially
by board members of local United Ways) at.a National Congress of the UWA, but

..this election is no mole than a "rubber stamp" for a single slate of board members

prepared by a nominating committee, that is heavily influenced by the UWA top
executives.'

Even in 197p, there was very 'little representation of 'the UWA membership on
the national .boarcl only 6 of the roughly 50 board members in 1970 were
United Way executives from around the country. 2 2 By 1974 there were no local

'United Way staff representative on 'the national board.23 Instead of being
representatiVe of its membership constituency and the local United Way executives

ilwho' are the principal recipients of UWA services and most knowledgeable about

And dedicated to local United Way activities, as,full-time professionals in the field),
the UWA board is mainly composed of executives, of national, major business firm,
plus major, labor leaders and a few lawyers from prestigious, firms. This makes for a
poWerful and prestigious UWA ;board of directors, but not for much input from the
constituency of local United Ways who are principally supporting the UWA and
who are supposed to be principally served.

The UWA top executives and board members will respond that the-present kind
of board composition is better for the Uni4! Way movement, giving it more clout
nationally and^providing important linage--5 o the corporate andlabor leadership of
the country' who are so important to fund raising (in view of the sources of United
WO funds in campaigns across the country as already discussed). So the focus-is
again placed on the money raising aspect of the United Way, as the overriding goal.
Constituency representation and responsiveness to the membership-seem to be less
important (apparently, totally unimportant) aspects of UWA governance philosophy

than financial clout.
Another result of this kind of governance is that the top UWA staff become

relatively free of knoWledgeable professional monitoring by the .board. The busy
corporate, labor, and legal firm executives on the board can exercise only the most
general kinds of monitoring functions with regard to UWA activities,. and there are
no knowledgeable local United Way professionals to provide any closer scrutiny or
inputs from the membership. The present arrangement is thus one that provides for

a minimum of accountability of the national UWA executives to the local United

Ways and their staff and volunteer leaders. Another, perhaps inflammator '', way to-

describe the situation is to say that it is a perfect example of "taxation without
representation." Local United Ways pay most of the budget but are not officially
represented on the major pOlicy making body of th'e UWA.

Advocates of the present system will argt4that there is ample opportunity for
local-, United Way representatives, staff and'Vunteers, to participate
making through the network of committees, task for-ces, and the nation'at meetings

a leaders and of volunteers (biennially, on an alternating basis). There is also..the
opportunity to niake, or seek inputs from the field via the several regiOnal represen

tatives of the UWA. HoweYer, this set of arrangements is not a substitute for
adequate representatio'n on She-policy-making board, any more than'the arrange.
ments of the early American colonists for representation were adequate prior to the

Revolution.
Although there seems to be adequate representation of minority individuals both

on the board and on the national UWA Staff, the record is much poorer with regard.

398



to Women. NO more than,10.percent of the board members in 1973 and 1974 wee
women, and none of the top, national staff positiops was filled by a woman. These
tendencies are consistent With the discrimination against women in executive

.positions in other philanthropic organizations (for example, foundations) as welt as
in Ousiness and government agencies. It is also striking that over the past five,yetirs
(and earlier)the officers of the UWA. board have 'been almost exclusively .white
Males.

i.
Recommendation One

1

As an organization using quasi-palic funds (because of tax deduction aspects)
and drawing funds from a significant proportion of the adult population of the
nation, the United Way of America should be encouraged to return to a more
democratically representative board composition' whereby substantial numbers of
local United Way staff executives and board chairpersons from all over the country
and different sizes of Otban areas are included. The same recommendation should
hold for any other national coordinating bodies 'tor other types of federated
campaigns, present or future.

7 77

Recommendation TWo
,

Tile United Way of America, like other major national charitable and
thfopic organizations, should be encouraged to end discrimination (se , race,
ethnicity, age, religion, or other characteristics) wherever it may exist, ether in
national staff Aositions at all levels or in regard. to ''the officers and board of
directors, task forces,-and committees. A good deal has already been done ay UWA

,this. regard, but more remains to be done, especially - With regard to sex
discrimination and top 'leadership, national staff, and officers. Where results of this
recommendation are unsatisfactory, minority, disadvantaged; and civil rights organi-
zations may have to file class action suits or the equivalent.

There are bth'er' levels of power andsontrol in the UWA system that also require
attention. For instance, in recent years there seems to have been a marked,
weakening of the entire staff executive infrastructure of the United Way movement
nationally, corresponding to greater :centrilization of power in the national
executive staff,'.as already noted. There are several possible indicators of this gener-al
weakening of the infrastructure that haveleen mentioned by local executives. One
example is the relative lack of effective inTerChange and communication at national
conferences between local United Way staff or board members and national UWA
staff. Another example is the apparent weakening of state associations of United
Way executives. A third is the tendency for only those Iotal campaign executives
from the top 20 cities to be apiAoinled_tQUWA committees, task 'forces, and the
like. A fourth is the alleged diwrIminarliff by UWA -national staff (especially top
leadership) against local United WiYexectitives who, disagree publicly or disagree
at all with the national UWA link Local Unitdd Way executives in the very large
urban areas feel relativel9, free to speak their minds in relation to l.JWA policies,
since they hale fairly secure positions at the top of die pyr.amid and represent a

, great deal of financial pOwer over the UWA in terms of their dues.,,Howeverl in
medium-sized Urban areas or .smaller ones, IScal United Way executives either feel
completely ignored by the nationalVWA staff, or at times they fear their careers
will be or -have been harmed by the national UWA-as a result of speaking out.
againstsome policy or situation that they felt needed improvement.

The'simples way of summarizing all this is. to say tiiet there has been a general-
trend (over the past fille years or so, especially) toward makirtg the United Way 4
Movement mix more hierarchical, centralized and tighity controlled by the

I
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national UWA staff than was the case earlier. Local and nation\.al staff executives of
the United Way who believe in and practice a more participative style of manage-
ment tend to be ';weeded out," while those who can accept or prefer a more
authoritarian and hierarchical style, of management tend to Droskr and advance in
the system. Of cpurse, this tendency is likely to be hotly denied by the leaders of

/the system, and even those who did speak of it would only do 'so with strict
guarantees of anonymity. Naturally, those who have suffered most from this kind of
It selection out" process are no longer in the system, having sought other occupa-
tions and contexts that can appreciate collaborative and participative management
stiles. , ,

This kind of top-down, authoritarian management style seems to have been set
and greatly Ancouraged by the current chief executive officer of the UWA national
staff, William Aramony. It is now reflected rather faithfully at the local level in
many cities,' especially the larger and medium-sized ones. Both the national and
local' United Way boards tend to approve this kind of "efficient" management style,
since boards at both levels are dominated by corporate executives and businessmen,

' with some labor representation. This is a bit strange in itserf,%,since the most
up-to-date management thinking in the business sector stresses more participative
and collaborative managment styles, instead of the, traditional authoritarian style.

As part of the centralization thrust of the United Way movement, thejJWA has
for several years been encouraging i'regionalizatibn," whereby smaller United Way
campaigns would merge with the larger ones in their vicinity. This is sought in the
name of greater effidiency of both fund raising and allocation, since services often

..cut across a broad area. A comparison of the 1970 and 19741975 UWA Directory
canfirms that this is happening. An examination,' of every teriiir page in th,e 1970

- Directory in comparison with the, corresponding listings in the later Directory
showed that 30 (or an extrapolated 300)' United Funds listed as members in 1970
were no longer members in 1974-1975. Some of this decrease may simply be
membership turnover, but in many. cases United Funds have merged out of

'existence. A similar tendency was observed for, Health and Welfare Councils'or the
equivalent, where it is even more likely that the additional roughly 300 organiza-

, tions in the 1970 Directory missing from the 1974-19175 Directory have gope out of,
existence. The functions of these councils ',in the area of social services 'policy`
planning have generally either been assumed in theory by the local United Way or
elirainatecGentirely. . -1*

. Centralization in the e of efficiency is certainly a laudable aim and pfactice
in som contexts, but on ay well question whether it is a virtue in the United

vt. Way ement. Levels of alienation in the American population are higher than
.,

\ ever be re recorded. The roots of this alienation are generally in feelings of,
powerlessness over the decisions that affect one's life, which in turn are 'the result..,

ofever-greatet striving for more efficiency and_centralization in our governments
and other institutions. The counter-trend toward decentralization in,recent years has,
yet to really catch hold. The United Way movement has been moving along quickly
in the direction of greater Centralization, thus' adding in the voluntary sector
another briclt in the edifice of alienation and its roots, declining participation.

The United Way movement is happy to have as much participation as possible in
fund raising, but when it comes to policy, decision making and the matters of access
and allocation, the 'range of effective citizen participation -becomes very narrow or
evdn rionqcistent, -as we shall see in more detail later. This desire for centralization
has apparaently gone even beyond the kinds of trend.s,already described within the
United Way movement itself. Now there are also increasing signs that the UWA
would like to be perceived as and be given the right to act as the "coordinator" of
the entire voluntary social welfare movement. One writer, in asking whether ,
voluntarism was dead or alive, stated: "Much that is happening is anxiety provoking,
but there are signs that the United Fund movement believes that money
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-,raising and planning are the prerAgative of the Unitet,,Way movement alone and
that other national organizations should be content to deliver services, one becomes
even more anxious about the future of the voluntary social welfare movement as a
whole. "24

It is our contention that the greatest strengths of the independent voluntary
Sectprl'are its pluralism and variety, its ability to experiment and innovate, and its
'ability to give people at large a sense of effective participation in their society."
None of these traits preclude' cooperation and efficiency, but preservation of the
essence orvoluntarism requires that pluralism and participation' of be sacrificed in
order to pursue efficency as an end in itself. The most.distinctive aspect of tile ,
voluntary sector and its organizations is not so much what is accomplished as how

- it is accomplished.
The United Way movement in this country and elsewhereepresents a great and

$fective social service philanthropic mechanism. It is an important part of the
voluntary sector,, even though it represents only a tiny part of that very large and
vigorous sector. As such,'the United Way should not be moving farther and farther
away from the guiding principles of voluntarism. Some indicators of this kind of
"deviation" have been suggested above. As a capstone of this critique, it may be
noted that the UWA operates a National Academy of Voluntarism (note the
presumption involved in the name itself) that is almost exclusively dedicated to
training people how to raise more money and manage its allocation better, as if this
were the essence of voluntarism. The only courses dealing with voluntarism have to

-do with _the utilization of fund-raising volunteers in United Way campaigns. We
would not argue that any of the courses offered are worthless, merely, that the
academy is misnamed for self-aggrandizing reasons and that this is both very :
misleading about the true nature of voluntarism in this country and at the.same
time symptomatic of the UWA problems we have been discussing. This leads us
finally to make the following suggestion in the interest of restoring the United Way
movement more to the practice of the principles of voluntarism.

ecomthendation Three
.

The United Way of America, a major national social service philanthropic
organIzatiori with a leveraged impact on the whole United Way movement, should
be encouraged to reverse its current thrust toward,centralization and elite, author-
Harlan control in all aspects of its functioning, .substituting Instead a thrust toward
more decentralized and participative management and decision-making processes.
This change, of thrust win need to be br9ughtraboitt ultimately by the board of,
directors of:the UWA, with the support and encouragement 9f local United Ways'
and 'other voluntary organizatioris, The change will entail a, shifting of the current
power structure atthe national UWA staff headquarters, and hence willoubtless be
strongly resisted there, as well as by some (if not many) members of the board.
Perhaps an alternative slate of candidates for the, board will need to, be offered and
elected at the next National Congress of the UWA

If there it no, change, and the centralization thrust continues, the It is likely
that the current plateau in United Way movement coritlibutions' (in constant
purchasing power dollars) since 1969 will eventually bec4tte a long-term decline.
Unlike the government, the United Way movement has noT6fficial) coercive powers
to force giving. As the people of this country come more and more to see that they
can have relatively little influence over how the United Biay movement is run, even
though it purports to represent everybody, and as peoP come to have more and
more alternative federated campaigns to give to (as

L o
suggested in earlier recommenda-

tions
sin this paper), the piece of the philanthropic, pie tepresented by the U,nited

Way is likely to decline. M.1
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Just as large industries can go into king-term declines owing to changing values
nd circumstances, so too can major segments of the ,voluntary sector go into
ong-term declines for similar kinds of reasons. The United Way is getting increas-
ngly out of step with the rest of the voluntary sector, our research suggests. There
re ever more signs of this.eVery day. Unless very basic changes are made arthe
ighest policy and a4ministrative levels, this deviation will, in our, ppinion, likely
ead to decline.' .° .

ecommendation Four

As a test of the seriousness of' the problems the United,Way movement and
rticularly the .United Way of America seem to be facing, a major national study

f the role and functioning of the United Way movement should be performed,by
ome highly respected and thoroughly neutral and independent research organization
Ith funds from independent private foundations not tied to a particular corpora-

tion, the United Way of America, or other national voluntary organizations. This
study should have an advisory panel composZd of numerous representatives of
United Ways, UWA, and a 'cross section of other major organizations of the
voluntary sector to provide appropriate linkages and perspectives The United Way
movement representatives shquld obYiously not represent more than 'a modest
minority of the panel. In addition to looking at the United Way per se, the study
should also examine the possibilities and actualities 'of alternative combined,fund
raising campaigns, along the lines suggested earlier: Perhaps several demonstration
projects could be included to test a variety of these options. In all, such a study
could test the various concluslOns reathed.by the present study and her pilot
studies, while also delving into the numerous questions and issqes that we have been
unable to tackle because of 'inadequate resources.

So far, our main attention has been given to the governance of the UWA and its
impact on local United Ways, producing an increasing centralization of power and
decreasing citizen participation in meaningful decision making. Let us'now continue
to explore that theme at the local level.

The controlling philosophy of operation in local United Ways, for both board
and staff, is to do whatever will raise the largest amount of money for the campaign
next year. This means that what is goo for local business ancrindustry (corporate
and , labor leaders) is taken as good forethe local, United Way.:Local United Way
boards are almost invariably a mirror image of the Iotal community power
structure, with emphasis on the profit-makinoector leaders.26

The results of this controlling philosophy are far reaching but easy to predict. As
in the business sector, so too on local United Way boards and staffs is there a

,tendency to discriminate against wonien and minority group members. Recent years
have seen changek ,in the proportion of minority representation, so that in some
cities (metropqlitan areas) there is from 10 percent to 30 percent minority represen-
tation on the boaril of the local United Way. However, in other cities 'there is likely
to be only token representation (fqr example, 1 or 2 minority members on a board
of 40 to 50 people). The proportion of women on most boards is still very far from
what it should be, usually of the order of 10 to 20 percent, even on those boards
that have adequate minority representation. ,

But if there is a significant tepresentation of women and minority groups on
United Way boards, this representation, however inadequate numerically, tends to
end when one confiders the most 'important positions in the governance structure.
Women and minority individuals are extremely rare among the committee-Oak-
persons and among the officers of the board. This indicates that the sharing of
rower with. a true cross section of the c-ommunity'h8 yet to become a reality, even
though some steps have been taken in this direction by United Ways., Similar
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' conclusions are, generally valid for United Way staffs some representation of
women and minority individuals; but usually not in adequate numbers nor in the
top positions.

Another aspect of, United Way board composition is the degree of socio-
economic status representation, and the correlative matter of client or user represen-
tation, As might be expected from the controlling philosophy, United Way boards
very rarely have any lowerincorin or working-class and welfare poor representatives.
There are almost always labor union representatives, but they are essentially white
collar, .upper-rniddle-income ebcutives, not blue collar workers themselves (though
they usually had been blue Lollar workers in the past). This means that there is ve 'ry
little, if any, representation on United Way boards of the perspectives of the
lower-income user of mane of the kinds of services provided by United Way
agencies. There clearly are representatives of the users of more middle-class-serving
agencies like the scouting and youth recreational groups.

In analytical tertSs, we may describe the United Way board composition as more
or less representative of the higher status segments of the local input constituency,
while failing to represent very well if at all, the lower-income. and disadvantaged
segmentsoof both the input and output constituencies. The boards represent the
givers, especially the more important and wealthier givers, much better than they
repi'hent the Ultimate receivers of United Way agency services." This is what
would be expected in view of the paramount importance attached to the money-
raising function of United Ways and the much lesser imporiance attached to the
quality of services delivered in terms of real: cbmmunity needs. Only if United Ways
consider the latter goal to be particularly important do they put client representa-,
tives on the board in a conscious manner and in substantial numbers. So far as we
know, this rarely happens.

Recommendation Five'

Local United WT boards should be encouraged to become much more represen-
tative of women, minority groups, all ages, lower-income people, and service
consumers or clients than is now the case. This representativeness should be carrierd
over into the .p officer positions, into committee chair"onsfrups, into budget
and allocatio, policy committees, and into United Way staff composition and
leadership sitions;- The UWA should monitor the degree to which thew. various
kinds of representation are being-achieved and give appropriate recognition to those
local Uni, ed Ways that are able' to make the most progress. Organizations repre-

,senting omen's rights, minority rights, the rights of the poor, and consumer's
rights should pay careful atitentionto the extent of compliance of United Ways with
non-dis mination laWs agd codes at alt levels, bringing suits whenever other means
of influ ncing change prove ineffective. The United Way operation represents.a
public ust that is purportedly serving the-best interests of the whole population.
Therefor , the whole of the populatiocshould be repr8ented.in its decision-making
bodies and positidns, rather than just a wealthy, white, male elite.

Another aspect of United ,Way board composition that merits attention is the
matter of conflict of interest resulting from members orkinited_Way agency boards,.
sitting on United Way boards br committees. From air research we estimate that
roughly half of the average United Way board mergers also sit on, or have sat on,
the boards of United Way agencies. T,Flis kind of overlapping board structure when
present in the buSiness sector, it, is referred to as "interlocking directorates") is a
crucial' part of the 'problems that most United Ways face when it comes to changing
access or allocation practices. Generally, the wealthier and more powerful people irr
the community, especially businessector leaders, are sought as board members by
United Way agencies, just as they are also sought to serve as United Way board

,
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members. Concentration of board power in such individuals for most trfiitional
service..institutions 'in the Idcal communitS, almost guarantees that there will be very
substantial interlocking'directorates between agencies and the United Way itself.

The history of the United Way, movement also indicates why this kind of "power
interlock," as some term it,'tends to occur with great regularity. In the beginning,

.,Corniunity Chests- were practically viewed as "property' of local social agencies. Jn
. many cities, the actual owners of the local United Way were representatives of local

social agericiel, as far as the technical aspedts of the corporation are concerned, And
- whether or not this legal qwnership obtained, United Ways, for most of their history

(in earlier incarnations, by various names) have been strongly influenced by tile
more powerful local and national health, welfare,,and recreational agencies.

Only in farily recent years has the movement undergone various kinds of reorgan-
ization, both locally and nationally, that have led to less direct and overt.control by
local service' agencies. But if direct-control is now downplayed or elimiriated in most
United Ways, indirect Control by locil agencies is still the rule.This becomes clear
whenever a local United Way tries to make major changes in..the see of agencies
receiving funds, in fund allocation patterns, or in the way that the organization

' operates. We were told of several instances where the agencies in a locality exercised
such power successfully even in the few United Ways we were able to investigate in'
the field for this paper. .

In short, both historical considerations of."turf" as well as the natural
ity

co,mmun-
.

ty power overlap processes combine to produce interlocking of thi.-
United 'Way board and United Way agencies. Most of the more powerful agencies
make a point of keeph4g one or two of "their" people on the United Way board
and important committees. This can be done by working through existing board
members, through United WaY staff, or through other powerful contacts in the
community. If done properly, this kind of carefulurturanee of United Way beard
liaison is hard to resist, even if anyone in the system wanted to (which is usually
not the case).

It is our conclusion that this kind of interlocking directorate situation constitutes
a clear. conflict of interest for United Way board members and members of
committees that are charged with making access and allocation decisions. There is3/4a

conflict of interest because individuals are being asked to make decisions as part of
the United Way governance system that have a direct bearing oh the financial well-
being of agencies that they represent in other contexts. This is roughly equivalent to
a foundation board member sitting in judgment of whether or not his/her
organization will get a grant Nn our interviews in.various cities, neither United Way
staff nor board nor committee membets seamed particularly concerned with the
implications of this kind' of conflict of interest. Some people said it was no
problem, while others stated that whenever such a conflict occurred in a specific
allocation decision discussion, the person involved would excuse himself or herself

. from the discussion orthe vote.
There are several kinds of solutions that may help to make thi situation more

fair to all social service agencies and organizations in the local com unity. One part A
of the solUtion is broader representativeness of the United Way and and commit-
tees, so that they do not 'merely represent a small local ,elite w o are also repre- -
sented on various agency boards. Broadened community repre ntativeness of the 2'

boards of all the agencies would also help. In addition, the U ItedWays could set
up and enforce guidelines regarding conflicts of interest for board members,
committee members,'dfficers, and so forth.

Reconimendation Six

Local United Ways should be encouraged to reduce anct If possible eliminate
conflicts' of Interest between agency board and committee membed and United Way
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boar/ and commiftee member roles. This can be done either by requiring United
Way decision makers at all levels to llivest .themselves" of all other voluntary
organization leadership positions (equivalent to the stock disvestiture requirements
of high government officials), pledging not to use ,their influence on behalf of any
past or intended future organizational affiliations; or it can be done by requiring
complete disclosure of all pas nd present or intended future leadership positionstliho
and memberships in voluntary rganizatioris and social agencies, coupled with

("specific requirements that individuals disqualify themselves from participation in any
deliberations or votes regarding agencies with which they have been or are affiliated.
The latter approach is perhaps a good short term goal, while the former approach

shoUld, in our.opinitm, be the long-term goal..
. Where local United Ways are *reluctant to deal with thr s' conflict-of:interest

problem, since it will generally be resisted by local agencies who have the most
ipower and receive the greatest United Way allocations, public interest legal groups

- or the proposed Philanthropy Ombudsman Center may be called in to file suit
f 4 'alleging impropriety under the "no self-dealing?' clause that is *icluded in nearly all

napprofit organization corporate* charters. We are not aware of any suits filed
' successfully on these grounds, so far, but it is well within the'spirit of the law, and
O probably alio within the letter of the law, to prohibit the kind of overlapping board
' and committee memberships we have described. The.crux of the issue is that United

Way board and cominitte members and leaders participate in: financial allocation
decisions 'that can and do affect other charitable organizations that they as /
inaividuils represent or have a fiduciary and trustee relationship to.. --,-, The foregoing represents some problemi of undue influence of local agencies over /
United Ways, but the reverse problem can ihkko occur. United Way agencies often i ,
complain about the influence of United Ways over their own internal agency affairs.
"Who pays the piper calls the tune," and the United Way is paying the piper. The
question; in part, is how much is the United Way paying. In this, there has been ,
great change within the United Way', agencies over the past decade or 'so. For
instance, in one large metropolitan United Way that we studied, we were able to
compute thee proportion of United Way funds to total agency funds' for most j
agencies for 1966, 1970, and 1975. We found that there was a marked and steady
decline in the proportion pf United Way funds, froin a high of almost 80 tkrpent

' United Way funding in 1966 to about 30 percent currently (using the total dollar
budgets summed across all agencies, rather than computing proportions agency by

`''." agency and 'then averaging). Hence, in dollar terms, United Ways seem to be losing...
much of their power over their agencies.

, However, the situation is .not so simple as'this might make it seem. The large
increases in other kinds of funds are largely due to government funding programs of
various kinds. But many government programs require matching funds,, so that
United 'Way funds can become a crucial leverage in ,getting government grants and
contracts. Also, the United Way funds. are ,often The most Ilexiblegand hence most
sought after by agencies. As a result, even though the absolute amount of dollar

_dependencedependence upon United Ways, *been declining proportionate to other funds in
s. -agency budgets, "there is still avery substantial amount of dependence present.

r Agencies that have been part of the United Way for several years qr more have .
usually lost-Most ofstheir loatfund raising skills and contacts, so that replacement
of United Way funds withseparate fund: raising would be difficult, if note
impossible. ,

The result of all this is that :United iv allocation committees and othefepre- _,.-,..
sentatives of the ,organization have a great deal of power over local agencies. This
power is usually exercised -With due-caution and father judiciously, but there are
films when it is.also exercised-in a high-handert-way, accordirig to agency represen-
tatives, Agencies have been forced to-I-Norge to receive funding, though thicIS-
usually done in the name pf reduced duplication of services. Program service areas of

, agencies tend-to expand and,contract in accord with strong suggestipn4 from United
. ,....7`

+., .
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Way allocations committees. United Ways are responsible for imposing program

budgeting and stricter financial accounting practices'on their agencies. There have

been a number of cases where United Ways have been instrumental in getting their ,

agencies to brpaden -their clientele in ways that reduce previous discriminatory

practices.
All in all, there, is no easy conclusion to be drawn. Many of the kinds of

influence that, United Ways wield over their agencies seem to be in the public
interest, even though the agencies themselves (if asked privately) tend to resent the
interference. We could find only a very few instances in our research where United
Way influences upon an agency might be construed as specifically detrimental,

looked at from a public interest standpoint For instance, there is a bias against
small agencies in many of the larger United Ways, so that *small agencies serving
people in a 'particular area may be forced %) merge with a larger agency, which then
stops serving adequately the area previously served by the smaller agency.

Seca* the United Ways have substantial power over the agencies, it is only

natiltal that the agencies should try to balance that power Somewhat by placing

agency "friends" on the United Way board or committees. nited Way uses

undue influence or seriously undermines the autonomy of an agency, then ere

should be some means of.redress for agencies. Again, the proposed PhilantFopy
Ombudsman Center might,investigate such cases and take steps to arbitrate the
conflict when local grievance procedures, whatever they may consist of, have been

exhausted. f

S
Recommendation Seven

7

. _

e situations occurring between dotal United Ways and theirA' Philanthroq
s

Ombudsman Center should be formed {hat can examine and

arbitrate grieva
agencies, wheneveitiOsituatiorticannot be easily resolved through local procedures.

Such a substitute procedure is -especially necessary if, 'as, and when 'local inter-
locking directerates between agency boards and United Was boards and committees

are reduced or eliminated. The assumption here is that this kind of external
grievance procedure will be most necessary in dealing with problems of undue
influence of United Ways over their ageniies, rather than in matters of access and

allbcation per se, thougl) the latter situations could also call for this same kind_of
external grievance procedu're.

The final area of governance that we will deal with here is that of the relation-

members and leaders. The present situation'shows a wide v, iation in how much
ships -between United Way paid executive staff and volunteer)oard-and comhuittee

Power is actually wielded by the staff versus the volunteer board and committees.

In some United Ways, the board and committees are little more than "rubber

;tamps" for staff decisions, while in others the citizen boards and committees play a
majorrolein derision making. However, even in the4atter case the executive staff

, plays a very substantial role in nearly all decisions of any importance. This Is
Characteristic of all voluntary organizations, so it should not be.sCirpri
executive 'staff are full-time professionals spending many more_ h rs per day or

week on United Kay matters than the volunteers. It follows, that ey will generally

be better inforMed and hence influential on most kinds of decisions.
Still, the variation in citizen board and committee power is important. Relatively

high levels of citizen participation in United Way decision making are, in our

opinion, desirable, and this is consistent with United Way,voluntarist. Such citizen

\ participation often degenerates into a farce, however, if very few changes in agency

acc,e59, or allocatiop, percentages are made from year to year, as we shall see shortly.

At the other extreme, United Way staff in some cities have complained that they

,were so busy staffing committee meetings and the hike that they had no time to
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"do their work." We might well argue that their best work i; facilitating citizen
participation in the 'decision-making processes and operations of UnitedWays, once
a very small amouneof general housekeeping chores are out of the way. Finding the
optimal balance is real challenge fgr the staff of any oluntary organization, yet the
search is crucial one.

Recommendation Eight

Local United Way staffs should be encouraged to foster and facilitate the
maximum of meaningful citizen participation in United Way dec4sion making that is
consistent with the effective operation of the organization. When in doubt, the staff
should err on the side of encouraging more,' rather than less, citizen volunteer
participation, since this is so crucial to the continued-success of the United Way
movement, and thus act as a counter to the strong centralization and "efficiency-
maximization" tendencies present in the movement as a result of national (Miter(
Way policies. Insofaras the staff fail to kglow this recommendation, it is the
responsibility of the board to replace or educate the staff so that more citizen
participation in decision making can result. United Way funds come frqm a broad
segment of the public ansj should be allocated in a broadly participatiJe manner,
not by the indeviduallcfecisions of one or a few professional staff who claim to
know what is best for the whole community. FOr staff to influence and facilitate
decision making is one thing; to ,dominate it is quite' another.,

HI

ACCESS Tft,UNI'TED WAYS -FUNDS

The situation with regard to access is a very simple'and straightforwaril one. In
most United Ways there is only a very slow turnover of agencies, so that access is
strictly imited. What turnover does take place tends to-be in agencies receiving only
a small percentage of the total allocation. But before sgoinginto this que*ipn in
more detail, let us first sketch the broad picture.

The-United Way movement is anchalways has been (even in previous incarnations
lit" name and organization)" a part of -the 'coluntary social welfare segment of the
entire voluntary sector. Most United Way charters specify that the aims are
charitable work in the areas of social welfare, health, and recreation (sometimes

,called,,youth programs or character development). The 1973-74 Directory of UWA
indicates that the principal agency funding of United Ways across the country goes
4o family and children's services, the American ,Red Cross, hospitals and clinics,
other health services, recreation 'services, and community welfare planning, with
only 4.4 percent going to other serviCes.28

D.etailecl statistics publishedAy the UWA (1974) for the years 1973 Id 1974
show thit about ;400 million nationally was give in 1974 to the following 13
charitable organizations (or types of organizationgr Boy Scouts, Boys Clubss non-
denominational Family Services, Girl Scours, Home Health'Agency, Hospital's, Rede Salvation Army,.settlement houses and neighborhoqd centers, Urban Leagues,
United Service Organizations, YMCA, and YWCA. Another 22 types of organiza-
tions account for an additional ;125 million or so:Collectively, this comprises the
majority of United Way funding around the country. Thus, in most individual
Vnited Ways, a similar package of agencies will account for the bulk of the funding.

These kinds of agencies that are customarily supported by United Ways share
several outstanding characteristics. They all are social welfare, health, Or recreation-
al /youth serving organizationsi They are all quite well established and well knOwn
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nationally and locally, either as a specific organization (Red Crass, for example) or

as a type of organization (hospitals). They' are either very large as voluntary organi
zations, or autonomous units of a large movement or national service delivery,

pattern. They ;ire almost always noncontrdversial. They are not actively workingfor
social change, except as- it may relate to minor legislative changes that would
facilitate their serving existing clients better. Insofar as they provide services to

clients with problems or special needs, they do not emphasize a self-help or
institution-building apprbacb, but Ldlier exemplify an "other-helping" approach.

They Ifve been receiving United Way sypport for a Jong time, so that a tradition of
Unrted Way giving is'well established. They have been willing to relinquish all public
fund raising campaigns of their own in order to participate io the United Way
campaigns in various loCalities (with the exception of being able to solicit member-

ship dues,. fees for services, and similar income from well-defined populationsif
associated somehoW with their/agency or organization)... Collectively, they provide

services pbtentially -to -nearly everyone in the population, either directly or
indirectly (through a child vr other relative). They a're all tax-exempt nonprofit

t#
groups.

'The kinds of agencies supported by the United VOyrart5Incl, the country can also

he characterized it terms of what is left out. The United Way publicity leads the

public to believe that one gift covers the whole range of worthwhile charitable
organizations of the voluntary sector. This is false advertising. United Ways tend to
support a wide range \of worthwhile charitable agencies with the,characteristics

minisul proportions of their Money to, most kinds of voluntary and nonprofit
noted, in foilhe preceding paragraph. United Ways very 'rarely support, and give

c
organizations,`as represented by the hypothetical (and' sometime actual) combined
fedrations suggested earlier in this paper. Thus, United Waysarely and poorly
support consumer and client advocacy organiiatians,:Aconomic justice and social

,justice /civil rights groups (Urban Leagues arid Urban Coalitions being the principal
exceptions), nonprofit cable TV and public 'broadcasting nonprofit organizations,

organizations working for world peace, organizations concerned with international
friendship and understanding or even international development, artistic- esthetic-
cultural organizations, leisure and recreational organizations other than he various
youth groupsdand the Y's, citizen participation and people power or nization5;

indigenous self-help groups, ecology and envirohmental groups, social-cha -seeking

groupsand goutis of any kind that are small, volunteer based, or new. United ways

also_ rar,ely and poorly support private secondary and higher education of any kind,

or most kinds of science and inquiry (the principal exceptions being medical

research and modest and declining support for social policy planning research done
by social welfare planning councils or their equivalerft). ,

in order to improve truthin-adyertising with regard to United Way charitable
activities, we make the following recommendation. .

. ,

Recommendation One .
.

United Ways add ,the United Way of America should be encouraged to cease
.

making false,Sand misleading claims about their coverage of philanthropic, and

---,-. charitable causes "k IN public media and printed advertising that they distriute.
They should make` clear the type of charitable services and agencies they support
without implying that these are necessarily representative of all or the most worthy

\ F.,17aritable organizations, for indeed United Way agencies are deither.. The consulta-

an of .the Federal Trade Commission and public interest legal organizations should

k be sought to,hel to define what is fair advertising practice, in -the light of the

_\ actual agency-support track record of the United Way 'movement. If the advertising
continues to be misleading, appropriate legal action should be started on behalf of

other federated charitable Organizations dr classes of organizations and their
1 members. . '
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Having sketched the big picture,' we now turn to the:detaifs of how organIzations
-enter- or .leave the set of United Way agencies in a particular urban area or city.
When an agency or organization desires to become part of the United May agency
set, its first step is to contact the local United Way, board of staff. Relatively few
organizations even bother to Eisk to be considered in this way, so that a great deal
of self-selection or better, self.e im ion) tends to take place within' the local
voluntary sector. Most organizatio s app ntly realize they have -tittle chance of
being, a United Way agency and h- ce do n t appty, much in the, same way that
few people in the population apply f membership tZf any realty exclusive club.

Of thOie orgations that do a.. yfor entry,,many are informally discouraged
from pursuit of the,:application when the criteria of acceptance are explained to
them. To get by this initial informal screening ;usually performed by the United
Way staff, an Organization has to have all or.,moSt.of the characteristics mentioned
earlier in the, descriptions of existing agencies. ROughly_ speaking; the agency "or
group has to be concerned with welfare, health, or recreational/vouth development
matters and must be noncontroversial (that is, not an advocacfr or issue-oriented

oup; non-mili . Beyond this, the applicant organization must of course be
e already reasonably well established, with a positive local

Aggncies or groups that meet these .br ciiteria are, usually, asked to submit
itional inform ut themselves, with particular emphasis on their structural
acteristics d how,they op,erate:_they are asked, among_other things, about

it/ ey s ve, what services they provide7--what, evidence they have of the need
' for their service, what kind of /staff they have, whether and how they do program
budgeting, what kind of accounting syste,mtheyAm5,_ whether they follow a
nondiscrimination policy and an affirmative action policy, whether they have an
active citizen board of directots.

When all is said and done, however, the principal selection criteria 'at this
Preliminary stage seem to be-rather technical ones: have they been around for at
least a, few years` and_ their worth and_ability to survive, and do they
run their organization efficiently fro5neithe viewpoint of, the United Way. New
'organizations and sloppily run organizations, no matter how much they may
needed or how good a job they do, have little chance.

If an applicant organization maces it through the-preliminary screening, then
their case is usually .turned overfito some committee pr other subunit ?f the. United,.
Way for more detailed consideration. l'n some cities, the case is examined in depth'
by the local social, planning council or its equivalent. In other cities, these cases are
reviewed by existing allocations committe-es-.--hr any event,- some sub-unit will try to'
take an indepth look at the organization, including at least one site Visit and careful
review of the answers submitted, to questionssuchas those noted earlier. Represen-
tatives of the- applicant organization must fully- understand and accept the limita-
tions impo$ed an any United Way agency (especially in regard_to_faltd!raising and_
budgeting/accounting procedures) if the candidacy is to proceedfurther.

When agencies seeking entry have gotten this far, there is tremendous pressure
placed on the review committee .to reject the application unless a really strong case
can be made for why this 'particular organization is "needed" right novii7The

4, existing agencies and their "friends" on the United Way board or committees would -
--prefer to, see, no new agencies admitted, ever. This is not exactly a publIc-spirited .

perspective, but rather understandable from the standpoint of self-preservation and .

the "organizational imperative." 'To overcome such pressures,_ the ..sub-unit
considering the applicant must be able to persuade the rest of the United Way,
system that adding a particular, established, well thought of agency (of a nondbritro-
versial sort doing the sight kind of things and good at accounting/budgeting/efficient

. management practices while accepting rie limitations on autonomy that United Way
agency membership entails) will enhance the overall image of the United Way
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agency package by covering some geographical area or category. of clients not
pre.ttously covered adequately (for example, Blacks, earlier in the 1960s, Chicanos
or Spanish-speaking Americans or the aged, in tilie 1970s. Sometimes, the various
areas of inadequate coverage 'are forcibly brought to the atreti.n of the local
United Way..4by public attacks or more informal complaints. Sometimes, the
inadequacy3 r\brought to light or documented by the kical United Way-supported
social welfare plat ing agency or by members of the board of directors.

There-4-rriolf.s vairiation in the percentage of new groups/agencies admitted per
j give yer period t9 United Ways, but the, general rate is a low One in any

small -town United Way that we studied, there were about 15 percent
ne ageh ids added and a similar number dropped over a five-year peried, but the
agencies i YOlved represented, in dollar terms, only a small percent of totalt.
budget. In he medium-sized metropolitan areas that we stUAd, the picture was.
similar, buk an even smaller percentage (about 5 percent) of ntigy organizations was
adde?, in one of these cities. In a large metropolitan area United Way that we
studipd intensively, about 15 percent new agencies were added but over one fourth
werd eopped. Again,,the results were striking.in that over two different five-year
periods that were .studied from local United Way Handbooks (which give allocations
for a givenview-as well as total agency budget data) we found that at the
the five-year period the now agencies had only been allocated. about 5 per, t:Crf,
the total agency budget, Thusi. over the 10-year period, there yv0' shiftl_of Only, 10,
percent of the many milliorietif United Way dollars to new agencies. Put anothel
way,fhe average shift of United,Way money to new agencies-'rather than shifting
allocations to existing agencies) over thp 10-year period was only 1 Percent jeer

-yeal Not exactly.a rapid rate.
There are many reasons why agencies are dropped from United Way ,support.

Perhaps the most troubling reason we found evidence of was the tendency pr'
conservative local businessmen to bring pressure against consumer-oriented grn-ps
(such as a counseling service) or for conservative labor leaders to bring pressure
against programs serving needy Blacks. As noted earlier, the United Way, does not
support controversiaLagencies. If any United Way agency creates a controversy (for
example, when the national YMCA took a stand on gun control), pressures are
quiColy brought to bear Within the system to eliminate the cohtroversy (which
usually means that the agency involved either capitulates or it is dropped; we found
very few instances of stands "on conscience" being taken by United Ways in-the
face of concerted opposition).

There are many other more common reasons for dropping an agency, however,
even though the process-04-4r-clpping agencies is usually about as rare as adding
them. Community health and welfare "planning ncils have been systematic.ty
dropped over the past several years, for reaso already noted, as part of a general
attempt by United Ways to consolidate or eliminate, social policy planning
functions. "Small, poorly" staffed local planning agencies' in every town are
inefficient:"

Per aps the most common general reason for dropping an agency is that it is

gettin so little money anyway tha it makes no sense to bother with it. This
sometimes tomes about gradually ov time as an agency relies more and.more on
other sources of income (governmen contracts, fees for services, and so forth) or as
the ageny declines in relevance t' the community it once served well. Into -this
category fall many national health nd welfare organizations that have been dropped
in recent years because they have o local unit withinjpe area served by the United
Way. Tbis tendency indicates a p lling back from the earlier espoused goal of
serving the whole of health and we are voluntarism through the United Way (or
United Fund) as an advance over the Hier Community Chests which gave little to
the national health agencies. Now many nited Ways are turning inward to suppor
only those agencies with significant local esences." Of course, when United Way
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territories change, agencies that then fall- outside the area of coverage will usually be
dropped.

Sonie other 'trends that we believe can be perceived from our data includea
shifting of emphasis,,from services in the suburbs toward dfmore services for the needy
and minorities in cerifral-urban areas, a tendency for smaller agencies to be merged
with larger,onet, and p, tendency fbr more religious-sponsored agencies to be .
dropped from direct sponsorship (although they may be picked up by the religious
charitable federations such as Combined Jewish Philanthropies, Associated Catholic

'Charities).

ea.

Recommendation liwo

Local Uted Ways should be encouraged to publicize more widely their openness
to considerbtion of suitable new agenciesi to place less emphasis on technical i
efficiency criteria a' organizational solidity so, that useful new and weak voluntary
organizatiterand-agencies can be nurtured to grow stronger and more effective; and
to overcome the ssures_ from vested interests so that more new agencies and
groups ruing the .oager kihlic interest and delperately needing, funding can gain
access t *Aril& Way an

ties.
that a greater proportion of United Way funds can .

be all ted tp thes new cies. -. ..:- .-
s:

Ac mplishing foreg.ing w" t-brtb easy task. It will come about only to the
degreif that pe'ple n conimun. es all over the country come to see that the public l
interest -will A d er ser d by the .suggested changes than by the existing

ation. On.geihis is perceived clearlyi, it can be backed up with the appropriate
rms of local "political muscle." Perhps local or state candidates for, public office

r1.1 ing o a reformslatform can bring influence to bear informally if they are
ele P haps discraNiation suits can be brought by agendies shut Out of_ the
process. . "-- ., .

For the. :.-ncy or organization on the outside of the United Way and desiring to
be on they i ide, there are three strategies suggested by Stanley Wenocur, based on
his careftk udy of potiticalaspects of United Ways: (1) "A new resource:seeking
agency may try to foster the growth of alternative fund-raising and fund-allocating
organizations that will challenge the United Way's monopolistic position," (2) "A
new agency may strive to increase th- United Way's motivation for becoming

rganization may gain prestige and become
public attention." (3) "A new agency may
eans of attaining its gas without it. The
ugh forming coalitions, corftrolling informa-

hallenges, or introducing coercive tactics."29

interested in it.
more desirable b
strive to restrict th on's
agency may do this, ple, thr
tion, making legal and,constitutional

For example, the new
attracting .f ble

con feder

Recommendation Three

Local-agencies or idrganizations 2/
set in their locality .should push fo
basic goals of the groUp are broa
supported by United Ways. If an ag
usual United Way agency, a better
formation of an alternative combi
lines of those suggested in earlier pa

'ring to become part of a United Way agency-
entry using oll'avpilable means, providing the

ly consistent _with the types of organizations
ncy or organizafon Is very different from the
strategy woul lie. to seek entry into or the
d charitable or nization fec.,/,ision, along the
is of this paper.
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IV

'ALLOCAtION, ACCOUNTABILITY, AND PLANNING

Allocation of United Way Funds .

It is very simple to describe the results of the usual United Way allocation
process, although there is a good deal of variation in the process by which these
results are achieved. However allocatiqn is performed, the result is essentially Co
allocate for the subsequent year -about ,as much of the total United Way agency
money as was allocated proportionately the previous year. There is a good deal of
jiggering or tinkering within this framework/and occasionally there ate a few major
exceptions, but by and large this describes the situation both nationally and locally.

To 'document the allocation results we took the 1973 and 1974 allocations by
city and by metropolitan areas for selected agencies that were published by the
UWA (1974). For about 40 major agencies to which United Way giving is common
around the country we computed the net change in the percentage of total national
United Way allocations given to each agency or agency type. Thus, for the Boy
Scoths there was about 5.5 percent of the total allocated nationally in 1973 and
about 5.4 percent in 1974, a net chante of 0.1 percent. When all of these net
changes are averaged, for the 40 or so major donees of United Ways, the average
change from year to year is itiout 0.2 percent. Only two changes were greater than

0.3 percent in either direction (up or down): The local Catholic darities Federation
got about 2.7 percent more. in 1974 and the local Jewish Charitable Federation got
about 1.5 percent more in 1974. H6nce, there was, on the average, only miniscule
change in United Way allocations of over $500 million to these major charitable

agencies.
We examined the same issue in one of the large metropolitan area United Ways

that we studied. Here we were able to,obtain data from local United Way Hand-

, books for the period 1966 through 1975: From 1966 to 1970, the average change
in percentage of total United Way agency allocations to the 72 agencies present at
both dates was 0.35 percent and the 12 new agencies present by 1970 were
receiving a bit more than 5 percent of the total. For the 1970 to 1975 period, the
average change in. percentage allocations to agerties was only 0.2 percent and the
12 new agencies in this period at a bit IZ,ss than 5 percent of the total allocations.

Over the whole nine-year period, the average change in percentage of United Way
allocations was 0.56 percent for the.72 agencies that we could-follow over the entire
period. The total 24 new agencies were being allocated a bit less than 11 percent of
the total .of'agency allocations. Most of the money allocated to new agencies came,
figuratively speaking, from the percentage of "the total pie" freed up by various

groups drbpped from the United Way.
A similar examination for the five-year interval between 1970 and 1975 in a

small-town United Way revealed similar results: the average change in_the percentage

allocation is about 1 percent anti_ most of the money for new agencies can be
viewed as coming from money, freedltrp by former agencies that were dropped.

The allocation figures appear to involve more year-to-year. or five-yeanterval
change if one looks at the dollar amounts. Yet the key issue is proportionate

allocation of the total pie, not the minor dollar amount changes. And the
proportionate allocations of the total pie, especially for the larger donees, change
very little indeed.

This clear-cut result has rather disheartening impliCations. As one United Way

critic put it: "Thus the supposedltdifficult and delicate process of distributing
Community Chest contributions becomes little more than a charade designed to lull
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the 10 decision maker into the belief that he is, in fact, reaching monumental
decisions?'" A more charitable interpretation would be that the United Way is
effectively a mechanism .for supporting a fairly unchasging set of charitable agencies
'with an Aientially .stable allocation pattern. LOsal allocation committees tinker
within very small ranges for each agency and occasionally \make fairly major
percentage changes in agencyllocations. '

'Given the results of the process, the details of how the status quo is maintained
from year to year are scarcely necessary here. Suffice it to say that allocation
committees spend' a good deal of time looking at proposed budgets for the
subsequent year, discussing -.the relative merits of different agencies and their
programs, meeting with representatives -of each agency, and perhaps sending i site-
visit team to look over the.agency and meet with its staff. Suggestions are made to
agency staff regarding improvementi that the United Way would like to see made
(such as shifts in program emphases, changes in accounting or budgeting procedures,
alteration 'in clientele served). Review or allocation committees have real power to
make decisions regarding allocations, but almost always within a 'very narrow range.
Once these decisions are made, the board of directors usually accepts them,with
little question. The only time major questions arise is when some allocation decision,
appears to be "rocking the boat." Then the board of the United. Way, j`< likely to'
reestablish a "fair,allocatiOn". to the agency in question, giving it the benefit of the
doubt if it is an established agency and cutting down on some newer agency:

Recommendation One

Local United Ways shoilld be encouraged to make greater yearLto-year changes in
agency allocations according to local community needs and priorities and according
to variations' in agency performance.

Accountability in the United Way System

As we have noted at length, earlier, the United Way of America national
coordinating organization is relatively unaccountable ,to its constituent United Way
membership across the country. Therg is no official accountability via representation
of local United Way executives on tffe UWA board of directors. Such accountability
as there is exists for the staff executives of largest local United Ways (top 10 or
tap, 20 cities) through the informal ,contacts an meetings of these executives and
their cornmittee work in connection with the UWA. We have already suggested ways
id which this situation could be improved.

At the local level itself, there is only a vague kind of general accountability,
based largely on informal channels of 'communication and acceptance of reported
activities at face Value:-The performance of United Way supported agencies is
mainly examined from the standpoint of the program budgeting and accounting
data that they submit,, together with some occasional site-visit information. Gixen
the results of allocation decisions, and the pressures to maintain these decisions over
'time; it is not surprising that more careful evaluation is not _done. Yet there is
evidence that the agenci4 themselves represent marked variations in quality of
services-and in public image.

itecciinniendation Two

Local United Ways should be encouraged to perform careful and thorough
performance eValatitlops of all agencies that they support each year, utilizing
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the previous year's allocation at about the same level. (see Recommendation One,

this chapter).
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Interview and /or questionnaire data from agen /y staff, agency clients, and random `,
reprissentatives of the Intended client popuiationand public at large, in add ion to'
the Usual Internal program budgeting and accounting-data.. These evaluations should `,

be taken into account in making allocation decisions, rather than simply continuing

Priority Planning And Public Needs'

As should be clear frotti the foregoing, the United Way movement does not
currently set much, store by, priority planning and the, utilization of philanthinpic
funds to meet current public needs. Since access to these funds is tightly controlled
and since allocations show very little change from year to year, it matters little what
current priorities are. In earlier years, ,Health and Welfare Coun,cils and similar
policy planning bodies attempted to make priority studies and to recommend
changes in how ,funds are allocated. Currently, such planning bodies are being
Phased out of exstence, perhaps partly because they raise embarrassing questions
about why there is little or no .relation between the,tesults of.priority studies and
the way United Way funds allocated. In Our-brief pilot survey we discovered
two major instances careful community' priority , planning .studiei 'were

- performed, accepted d then never implemented. The forces perpetuating the
present allocation and access arrangements seem to be much more powerful than a
concern for meeting the public needs in the btst way possible. Public need's and
community priorities are defined (either implicitly or explicitly) by, the United Way
as those needs and priorities currently, being satisfied by United Way agencies. This
!flakes the whole system quite balanced and consistent, but it does not serve the

public interest. ;

RecoMmendation Three

Local United Ways should be encouraged to make conscientious attempts to
discover what current community needs and priorities are, follawelil by equally -
conscientious attempts to. alter funding decisions to conform more closely to '

established priorities and needs.

V

CONCLUSION

In this brief paper We have only been able to scratch the surface, of a complex
subject of great' importance to philanthropy and the voluntary sector in America:
Yet, if our research, and that of others who have examined th same subject matter;
indicates ,anything it is that there ark great problems with federated fund raising, as

well as great virtues. The virtues have mainly to do with the amounts of-money
raised for philanthropic purpo s. The problems have to do with how that money is
raised,, allocated; and, accounted for,

of the United Way movement (and similar federated fund raising organizations) nee
In the "broadest-terms, the nclusions of our study are that the current practices

a great deal of change if this movement is to be.able to serve the public interest
a reasonable degree. The public interest requires that there be alternative major
federated campaigns the near term in order to represent the full
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impdtant charitable organizations working toward the accomplishment of a broad
set of human and public needs. The set, of public and iniman needs currently and
historically served by the United Way movement is an important one but it is only.
a narrow segment of the whole spectru,m, contrary to what .the United Way
organizations and the national Unger' Way of Anierica publicly profess.

In the longer term, our study and those of others raise serious doubts regarding,
whether any large federated fund raising organization such as a United Way or its
equivalent can ever break out of the complex of political, economic, and social
forces that prevent it from being responsive to community needs as they change
over time and from being alert to major variations in the .quality of performance of
agencies, adjusting both access and allocations in accord with such performance
variations. United Ways have some responsiveness to changing needs, do some
performance evaluation,, make some corresponding changes in access and alloCations.'
But such actions are almost invariably very inadequate. Therefore, we must,
reluctantly, make the following final recommendation: Unless the United Way and
sinillar federated fund raising and allocation organizations can meet the challenges
of increasing their overall responsiveness to the public interest alo,ng the lines
suggested in the many earlier recommendations, federated fund raising and alloca-
tiOn organizations- should be legislated out of existence on public interestground;
much in the same way that business cartels, trusts, and the like were legislated out
of existence earlier, In this century, even though they, like the United Ways, were
very :'efficient and effective.',' .
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WHO'S FUNDING THE WOMEN'S MOVEMENT

Mary Jean Tullyt

., ,

A recent survey of women's groups and women's organizations by he NOW Legal
Defense and Educational Fund indicates 'very clearly .that the women's movement,
has been almost entirely shut out by the philanthropic establishment. Conversations
with the major tax-deductible feminist organizations reveal few foundation grants
and virtually none from corporations. Foundation support-has' been at a low level
and has come from only aboUt 20 of the nearly 30,000 foundations in the country.
Corporate support has been forthcoming in yery small-amounts and hal, so far as
has been discovered to date, involved only about a dozen corporations. r

None of._ this is from lack of epportunjty to contribute. From all reports, both
foundations and corporations have been besieged with req-uests -for funds from a
variety, of women's groups, ranging from small to .large, lockl to national, all
involving many different kinds of projects: litigation; education, entertainment,
women's centers, abortion referrals; legal counseling, celebrations of International.
Women's Year, and numerous others. Funds for legislative activities, such asisthel
Equal Rights Amendment, have been, scarcer, in spite of the fact that there is some -
evidence that corporations, especially insurance companie,s, have been funding the ,

anti-ERA forces. 11

What appears to have haaxned in both the corporation and the foundation
worlds is that the uproar over women's rights has pressured donors into contributing
in a modest way to projects that concern women. they have been unwilling to

`contribute to those groups that are avowedly r inist in purpose, that were
organize&by, women, that are run by womeh, and that have as their major goal the
elimination of sex discrimination in all areas of American life. - , ,

Thanks to the Foundation Center, it is simply a matter of research and definition
to track foundation grants ter women's projects. One thing quickly becomes clear:
the bulk-of-the money that has gone for such projects has gone not to the feminist
organizations but to established women's groups and institutions. EVen using a t
loose definition of what_constitutes Ora project is designed to improve .the status -
of women,, one can identify only something in the neighborhood of $12 million in
foundation grants froth the beginning of 1972 through the end of 1974This is out
of a total of approximately `$7 billionless than 6iie fifth of one percent. Of this ''

IcAnoirnt, probably no more -than $2' million, at best, has found its
I-

way tcr,

.;- :organizations that feminists would define as feminist.
Given the, secreey about conuitSutionsthat prevails irf:te corporation world, it is

x-considerabiy more difficult to discover just what .ciarporations have done in this,
area Since there is no ready source of data about corporate contributions, it-was
necessary stir go.to the would-be recipients, to the,41argAst and best-kriown of the

organ`rzations. As Was true with foundatrof4,,,:ty.ah of :what little
corporations have done for women has been in a traditionaryerncondiutions to
women's colleges, scholarships for women engineering students, secretarial-training
programs for high school dropouts, and gifts to established women's organizations
stich .as the League of Women Voters. Very, very little has gone to the Organizations; ,
famed for the specific:- purpose of working fo*te. Irights,for women. To date, the
survey has turned up only ;12 corporationv ;:have` contributed to feminist,
organizations. Dollar amounts have been, rnihiS4. f-only 3 gifts over $5,000 Wire r

reported. , ,, - . ,

Thqre are indications that local offices of nationwide corporations have!,
supported local women's groups with small arnouhts of money and with help in the
for of free ,space, furntirue, use of WATS- lines, 'social-service leave perSonnet,

,.. i
, x ,

fPresident, NOW Legal Defense and Education ru d.
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donations of prNucts,' and other forms of in-kind assistance. The actual anfount
contributed is probably very small. The women's movement is so large and so
amorphous that a co rehensive, defiTlitive study of stibport-would be difficult. Jt
is also unlikely that it ould reveal'much additional information. It is obvious that
if corporations were go ng to contribute heavily to the women's movement, they
Would be "doing it wit those nationwide organizations that have already been
referred to. It is also ely that significant amounts of corporate support at the
local level would ha been repprted by corporate Contributions officers to the
various solicitors 4torti national organizatiqns who hive approached them. The
abseffte ofItich reports makes it likely diat such support does not exist on any
kind of large scale. P .

Two of/the most successful nationwide feminist organizations, where fund raising
is'concerned, are the, Women's Action Affiance (WAA)and the NOW Legal Defense
and Educoon Fund ( NLDEF). Both have been in business for four or five years
and both five received corporation and foundation funds. The WA reports 6
foundations grants for a' total of $85,000 and 6 corporation grants totaling

NLDEF If foundation grants amount to $176,000, in 8 grants; 4
corporations have ,provided suRport, for a total of $18,500. Both organizations have
had 'a certain- amount of success raising money by.. direct mail; the NLDEF has
raised over $100,000, WAA, $8%000.

No significant contributions from unions or church groups have been found.
Local 'units of the Junior, League have recently been making contributions to.
feminist organizations for litigation.

Representatives of the following organizations were surveyed by NLDEF with
regard to their funding sources:

Women'sProjects in Other Organizatiqns

ACLU Women's Rights Project
American Association of Colleges.Project on %Ai/Omen
American Council on Education Project on Women in Higher Education
Center for Law and Social Policy
Edgleton Institute Center for American Women anct Politics
NAACP LDEF Project on Black Women Employment
National Foundation for the Improvement of Education
Urban Institute Research.froject on Women
Wellesley Center for the Study of Women in Higher Education and the ProfesSions

I

Women.W-Civil Rights Organizations

Boston Bicentennial Taik Force on
Wom'en

Center for Women Polly: Studies

Celebrate Women

Federation of Organizations. for
Professional Women

National Black Feminists Organization

'National Committee on Household
-Erryloyment:

National WOmen's Education Fund

Nine to Five

ti
Stewardesses for

The Feminist Press
WEAL Legal Defense and Education

Fund

"Woman -Alive"
Women Employed
Women in the Arts
Women Mi./dived

Women's Action Alliance
Women's Law Fund
Women's Law Pgoject

en's Rights
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PATTERNS OF ETHNIC AND CLASS DISCRIMINIOTION
IN THE CORPORATE AND PHILANTHROPIC WORLD

.7

.Geno Baronit Arthur Naparstek*
and

Karen Kolliastt

This report, discusses the relationsh4) between the private sector and ethnic/
wor *ng" class people and their organizations by assessing two issues. one, patterns
of e nic and class discrimination in the middle and upper levels of corporate
manag ent and, ,two, the extent to -4.4hich private philanthropy supports ethnic/
working c ss community organizations.

Statement of Problem

During% the decade of the sixties, several naiitihal foundations took the lead in
latinchinga national effort to address social and economic problems. A working

IP alliance of social. and political scientists, pokcy analysts, federal bureaucrats, and
othk influenced, the federal, government to commit itself explicitly to a struggle
against poverty and racial discrimination.

, President Johnson's -War on Poverty, which in large part had its origins in the,
Grey Areas program supported by The Ford ,Foundation, was principal among the
social innovations of this era. But by 19614besg,alliances broke down, and public

,,support fol- the War cm Poverty dramaticah7 abated. A i
Ni The experience of the sixties clearly demonstrates that problems of poverty and
economic and. social discrimination are relative cbnditions with different implica-
tions for people throughotits9riety.'For example, Mitchell Svirdoff, in the 1969
FOrdiFoundation Annual Rep t, notes that the ptlicies and programS of the 1960s
that were exclusively aimed at poyerty and racism were appropriate and necessary in
the ,short run but May have had unfortunate consequences in the longer run.
Svirdoff states:! " ...flu the polarization that today puts Anferican Society under

s t
strain stems in large pas,t from the dissatisfactions of whites in the. near poor, lower

,middle class and middle'. lasses, those left out of much recent public programming.
This predominantly work g class sector has since the thirties been aprime benefi-
ciary of 'government pro ms and legislatidn Social Security,the National Labdr -
Relations Act, Federal Hou ng and even highway programs. Nevertheless, they see
themselves as paying aliclisp. portionate amount of both the social and monetary
costs of the-innovations of th' sixties."

Be it foundation-or feder policy and prIgrams, the legitimate concerns of
ethnic/working class Americans re often ignored. Several explanations for ignoring
this group are often put forth b representatives of the-philanthrdpic community:

, . \
. ,., ,

1. Those concerned with domes* issues assume that the conditions of life in
white working class neighborhoods are,,not.worthy of attention. It is often thought\
that people living there had the optionoto move out; that they had the economic
mobility and the color to do so. . .

. "t s
. -,

(Founder and Oresidern, the National Center for Urban 'Ethnic Affairs, Washington, D.C.

Director of public policy and program development, the National Center for Urban Ethnic Affairs.

If Policy analyst, the- National Center for Urban Ethnic Affairs.
44k.
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2. -Others who are concerned with racism and discrimination define the probrem
only within c Telated to specific rub!, geographic, and

economic group ,,,,the result being that poverty is defined in absohite terms and that
foundations are asked to support those innovations that are needed to reform social
institutions and provide mobility opportunities for poor people, and more parti6
ularly, poor minorities. Attention is, not paid to universal problems of inequality,

-social injustice, and exclusion and how these forces have differential impacts on
different groups of people.

3. Otkersregard ethnicity as a divisive force in 'Wmerican life. Few decision
makers' in private philanthropy understand the pluralistic iiitureOf-Ameritan
society. Although some of the worthwhile foundation supporteeNjects concern
themselves with ethittc minorities, few projects deal with ethnic, racial, and religious
diversity. One consequence is that we have not devekiped the competence or in-
sights in dealing with pluralism and in working constructively to-resolve those social
tensions that. result from intercultural and interracial' competition and conflict..

_Foundation executives often place the needs of minorities and white working class
ethnics in a competitive framework.

_ The issue is not to make a choice between'leihnic/worker concerns and poor/
Black concerns, The .key is a recognition of the pluralistic nature of societytfilt
every community has legitimate'concerns and 1114 if public policies arg to succeed,
they must meet, not ignore, the needs of all urW:n groups. If policiestind programs
do not,face these needs and attempt to meet them, they in effecrsow the seeds for
even gteater polarity and division between those whose needs are considered and
those whose are not.-

Patterns of Ethnic and Class Discrimination.in the Corporate World

.. , ..---

Evidenbe is beginning to show patterns of ethnic and class discrimination in the
corporate world. If one assumes that corporations and foundations have a respon-i,sibility to the public, then issues of accessibility and accountability must be con-
sidered. Although our data base is quite preliminary, we find few positions of powert
in the foundation or corporate world that are held by white or nonwhite ethnic
working claSs people. The processes glyerning who obtains managiment positions,
who serves on corporate and philanthropic boards, appear to excdide a large pro-
portion of Americans.

Senator Mondale, in a speech on the Senate floor, noted the following: "In this
country today, there are precious few women and minority group members at the
middle_ and upper levels of managementthe executive suitein business and indus-
try. less obvious but no less true, there are discouragingly few representatives of
these Southern and Eas n European ethnic groups at. these same management
levels. Polish, Italian an, otherSlavic ethnic groups are beginning to take a hard
look at their own partici ation in the American dream. They are finding that they

are a. long way from 'having made it.' They are asking questions and looking for
data relating to theircondition." . 1

Taking a lead from the3merican Jewish Committee, an organization th has

conducted important! studies to measure the executive mobility of Jews, a study was
. prepartd for the National Center for Urban Ethnic Affairs to examine the ethnic
comPaition of boards _Of directors or executive offices of the 106 major national
corporations and financial institutions headquartered ih Chicago. The study was con-
ducted by Dr. Russell Barta, a social science professor at Mundelein'College in
Chicago, in conjunction with the Institute for Urban Life. It was to discover how

many Italians, Poles, Latins, and Blacks were members of the boards of directors or.

*
,

4.2 0
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officers of the 106 firms. More than half (6:6 percent) of the corporations hadbeen
. _included in Fortune magazine_1932- lilt of. the _500 largest corporations in the

United ,States. .
: br. Barta found that while the 4 groups studied represented nearly 34 percent of

the 7 !pillion residents of the greater Chicago Metropolitan Area, only '36
directorsless than 3 percent of the total 1,341 directotsr.and 52 officersless than
4,percent of the totat 1,355 officerswere Polish,italian, Black, or Latin. Fifty-five
of the,106 corporatioms, had no Poles, Italians, Latins, or Blacks serving as either
directors or officers: In fact, Poles, Latins, and Blacks were virtually absent from
the upper echelons of Chicago's largest corporations. Of the 106 firms, 102 had no
Polish director acid 97 had no Polish officers. Only one corporation had a Blacks

'officer; two had Latin officers. . , I.
While Italians bad better representation in the executive suites, 84 corporations

had no 'Milan directors and 75 no. Italian officers. The Italian statistics were
misleading bedause art" of the firms studied, the, Admiral Corporation, is
Italian-American owned and operated and because Dr. John Rettaliata, an Italian
and the former president of, the Illinois Institute of Technology, was at the, time a
member of 9 of the 106 boards studied. .

4, Although Poles make up 6.9 percent of the Chicago metropolitan population,
"I only 0.3 percent of the corporate directors -are Polish. Italians, at 4.8 pert tof the

populaton, comprised a4 percent of the directors; and Latins, at 4A per nt of the
population, accounted for only 0.1 percent of the directors. The ame general
patterrrheld true for company officgrs. The ethnics were, on the average, better
regresented the Blacks. It was obvious, however, that none of the groups had
"made it" and the top layers of corporate management are still closed to them.

The question-as to why ethnics are not better representV at the top in industry
brought responses that ranged frta "conscious discrimination" to "company tradi-,
tion" and "the clubishness of the excutive suite," where boards especially tend to
seek out people- with similar backgrounds. .

That minority groups lend to go into the profeisions rather than into the
corporate structure, which has been generally documented, was offered as an excuse
as to why more Blacks, and ethnics are not seen at higher levels in industry:

Some of-the reactions to the study are of interest: ,
-

, , . ...---

David Roth, Midwest director of, the American Jewish Committee: "The Poles ., . - -

, and Italians are groups that attemPted to homogenize into the society, but the
sitont(firithkd generations are discovering that it takes more than time to become
part of the mainstream."

;
Anthony J. 'Fornelli, a Clicagif attorney .and a leader of die,Chicago Polish

Italian Conference: "If we are such a large percentage of the national population,
,, why do we have such 2 small percentage -of the top jobs? Either we are a minority

in numbers or a minority jn thought. Either business is ignoring an untapped vast
resource or there is a conscious effort to exclude. The statistics say something is

-wrong. I think the decision is conscious. t feel there is conscious effort to exclude
at hiring. Can you believe that four groups have been exeuded without a conscious
effort? I am on my own beratise of a deeprooted feeling I'd never make it in one of
the corporations." f

Mitchell P. Kobelinski, former president of the Illinois Polish National Alliance
and a -director of the Export-Import Bank: "The Executive Suiteswdy_speaks for
itself and shifts the burden of proof to the corporations. With he existing popula-
tion percentages of the four minority groups represented in the study, it couldn't be
coincidence: It must be design. You (corporations) prove tei us you haven't been
dtgiminating."----""

A
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John M. Coulter, director of Merit Employment, Maripower and I5evelopment
Training for the Chicago Association of Commerce and Industry. "Most' major
corporations ,had' some fairly rigid and strict identification in th asta I dge,

r university, specific denomination, possibly an ethnic group. Boards ten seek out
people with like backgiounds even while trying to find the best men they ca " (An
interesting footnote as that the Chicago Association of'Commerce and Industry,
with a membership of 5,000 firms, has an 85-roan board which includes four Blacks
And no Poles, Italians, or Latins. Of the' association's 16 officers, none were from
Nle four groups studied.)

Dr. Rettaliata, who is on 16 boards, 9 of whicvere in the executive tuite
study, admitted to being,surprised at the low levels of eginic participation, but
added, "Anyone who is qualified and is no crusader Viho will embarrass the
company can become. an officer or a board member. There is no reason- why an
ethnic calk go as far as anyone." Walter H., Clark, vice-president of the First
Federal Savings and Loan Association of ChicSgo, and the only Black officer in the
106 corporations studied, "It (the study) doesn't surprise me. We are seeing the
results of years of discrimination. For the average black kid the statistics don't show
any bright spots'

The Chicagh executive suite study was purposely limited in scope, but the
results show that there is enough evidence to warrant further studies of representa-
tion levels in civic groups (such as,public boards and commissions), private agencies,
associations, foundations, and social organizations at the national, state, and local
levels.

_
Private Philanthropy's'Support of

Neighborhood Organizations

To assess private sector support for working class/ethnic community based non-
profit organizations, the National Center for Urban Ethnic Affairs (NCUEA) sent
out a questionnaire to 40 different groups. Three types of organizations were
sampled.' (0 ethnic organizatons with an emphasis on eduCation, cultural enrich-
ment, and the delivery of human services; (2) community organizations with an
emphasis on social change through social action strategies; (3) neighborhood-based
economic development organizations with a, program emOhasis on community
development corporations and neighborhood credit unions.

Over 50 percent of the groups responded 'to the -questibnnaire, either by tele-
, phone or in writing. A breakdown of the respondents indicates a'representative

distribution ofieach type of organization in the sample.

Ethipc organizations. Ethnic organizations reported that they had the most
difficulty obtaining support from local foundations and, other local funding sources

csuch as United Funds and Community Chests and corpcirations. Perhaps the most
significant finding relates to instances in which local funding sources contribute to
racial tensions between white and nonwhite culturally oriented organizations.
Respondents reported that representatives of funding sources often define
"ethnicity" in the context ,of race, resulting in the exclusion of cultural programs
that reflect a European nationality. ,- .

_
In obtaining support for human services:ethnic associations did relatiVely well in

their .negotiations with local funding sources. However, over 75 percent o
lespondents reported significant inequities in the manner in which United Fund
money was distributed. When compared,%with established agencies, ethnic and
community-based groups received a relatively small proportion of the total. Compe-
tition for local dollars is also put in the context of races The perception,,although
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Conclusions

Although the aforementioned research is exploratory,. several inferences can be
draw*. If the public interest.is to be served, the private sector Oust take actions
that recognize ethnic, racial, and class diversify. The traditional funding practices of
philanthropic organizations stimulate competition ,between whites and nonwhites., If
there is to be genuine social progress and equity,- the private sector must recognize ,

that ethnic and racial minorities have related problems and goals, and it must come
together to insure that full participation and economit mobility are available to

, .everyone.
In light of The Filer Commission study of American philanthropy, the evidence

suggests the need foe-the following:

1. For foundations and corporations to examine themselves, not only in terms of
the legitimate concerns of minority representation on.bOards, management positions,
and grant awards, but also to take actions to open .up the "executive-suite" so that
real ethnic, racial,.and class diversity is represented. It is recommended that research.
be commissioned to determine actual ethnic and racial representation in the corpo-
rate structure, in foundations, and in private commissions and associations. Only
through public disclosure can we determine how different groups. of,Americans
share in the power and affluence of the philanthropic comniunity.

2. For the Council on Foundations to encourage national foundations to
establish "intermediary institutionS' to work with locallybase4 community groups
in terms of-resource developmenf, technical' assistance, and general support. The
intermediary. institutions would in effect receive grants from large foundations and
Make awards to localifoups.

In the context of this paper we support the following proposals regarding
allocation, accessibility, and accountabilie'which are being considered by thee
Community Leadership Conference on Private Philanthropy'and Public Needs:

.

All or:: ized private funding sources that distribute tax-exempt dollars shall
be r quired to expand their boards of directors Jo include significant representation
from the ge era public, and nonprofit agencies and, in particular, women,

rities, d " h 'es."

2. All organized private funding sources"shall prepare and disseminate informa-
tion about Aheir priorities for funding, eligibility, criteria, and application procedUres
in order that all eligible applicants have equal opportunity to apply.

3!"Allnonprofit organizations ,shall provide complete and uniform financial
information,, goal and program statements, criteria for evaluation and evaluation
reports to a central source; this information should be readily available todhe public.

4. A permanent commission shall be established to collect information on
' tax-exempt organizations and make this information avAilable. in concise

inexpensive form 0 the general public. tf
5. Tax-exem t organizations shall not be restricted in any way from lobbying in

.furtherance of th ritable purposes of the organization.
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exaggerated and distorted,` is that minorities receive the largest share of human-
service money. This notion is often supported by local media campaigns sponsored
by United Funds and Community Chest organizations.

National foundaticln support for organizations with a multi-cultural perspective
was also problematic. Consider the following: Five organizations responded that
they did not highlight the issue of ethnicity in any of their, proposals or in dealing
with the foundations. Eleven groups reported negative reactions from foundations
when they have, incorporated ethnicity into their programs. Six received grants for
programs that highlighted 'ethnicity; howeVer, it should be noted that three of these
were funded by the National Center for Urban Ethnic Affairs.

Many stated that "there was no use in trying" when it came to raising funds for
programs with an emphasis on ethnicity, unless it was by NCUEA or related to
ethnic studies.

Community Organizations. A large majority of the respondents had negative
experiences with national foundations. Excluding the sub-grants awarded by
NCLIE, ,k, only three organizations received'national foundation funds.

$,
The following comments are representative of attitudes of community organiza-

tiori respondents toward national' foundations: National,foundations are, not sensitive
to neighborhood needs; too much staff time was demanded in negotiations with
national foundations; national grants were made on a personal basis rather than on
merit; new and nontraditional programs were ofteh given low priority; the decision-
making mechanism for awards is bewildering and iriaccessible to local folk (Most
respondents reported a "run around" when criteria for rejection was requested. In
fact, one respondent, mystified by the entire process, referred to grantsmanship as
an "occult science ");, foundation board members and staff imposed national issue
agendas on local groups.

Approximately 50 percent of the. groups receive funds from local funding
sources. However, nine of these grou0 indicated that local foundation boards did
not represent the constituencies they were funding, that they often represented
interests that were in direct conflict with the organization's action agenda and .

generally were conservative in ideology and thus were hesitant to fund
"nontraditional programs." Another problem was that there was "too much corn-

.% petition" among local activist organizations for the few foundations open to such
new programs; and when money was made available, there were stringent matching
requirements.

p

CDC
development organizations. Seven organizations are in-volved in either

or credit union programs and thus.are receiving funds from either a federal
agency, local foundation, or a sectarian fUnding source. Only one organization
receives funds from a national foundation for program development in this area.

;,.1 Groups in this category generally evolved from mass-baied community organiza.
tions. As most representatives of funding sources cid not understand the ontological
development of community organizations, all the groups have had difficulty in e,

generating seed money for.deyelopment purposes. With the exception of The Ford
foundation and tile Campaign for Human Development, private philanthropy
appears to have ignored the various programs that can be utilized for .neighborhood
developMent purposes and simultaneously help community groups to become self-

qupporting.
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